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MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR

These are the Proceedings of the Washington Conference on
Holocaust-Era Assets, held November 30 - December 3, 1998 in
Washington, D.C. The Conference, co-hosted by the U.S. Department of
State and the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, was a
government-organized, international meeting of forty-four governments
and thirteen non-governmental organizations (NGOs). Participants
sought to address the issue of assets confiscated by the Nazis during the
Holocaust (1933-45), specifically art and insurance, as well as communal
property, archives and books, and to conclude any remaining gold issues.
In addition, the Conference dealt with the role of historical commissions
and Holocaust education, remembrance and research. The agenda for the
Conference (see Appendix E, pages 931-948) consisted of plenary
sessions where all asset classes were discussed, followed by "break-out"
sessions in which each topic was discussed in greater detail. The daylong
session on Holocaust education, remembrance and research was also an
integral element of the Washington Conference.

The Proceedings of the Washington Conference include the
following: formal statements made by presenters during the Conference;
"delegation statements" submitted during or after the Conference;
"position papers" provided by delegations as part of the official record;
interventions made from the floor during free discussion periods that
were submitted in writing for purposes of publication; and related
documents that are included for the historical record.

The papers published in this report are reproduced from text
provided by participants in the Conference. Some spelling and layout
changes have been made, but content and word usage has not been
altered. Authors of individual statements - not the publisher - are
responsible for the use of italics, bold print or underlining for purposes of
emphasis. The U.S. Department of State does not endorse the views
expressed in individual statements.

The following people deserve recognition for their outstanding
contributions to the compilation and production of these proceedings:
Richard A. Smith, Jr., Jody Manning, Holly Waeger, Ananta Hans and
Derrick Holmes. The publication of these documents would not have
been possible without their efforts and steadfast dedication.

J.D. Bindenagel
February 19, 1999
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Opening Ceremony Remarks at the
United States

Holocaust Memorial Museum
Mr. Miles Lerman

CHAIRMAN, UNITED STATES HOLOCAUST

MEMORIAL COUNCIL
UNITED STATES

It is proper and most fitting that this conference began with a
symbolic ceremony of silent contemplation in the Hall of Remembrance
of the Holocaust Memorial Museum where we invoked memory and paid
tribute to those who were consumed in the Nazi inferno.

Now let me welcome you to the Washington Conference on
Holocaust-Era Assets. The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
is pleased to co-chair with the State Department this historic event.

For the next three days representatives of 44 countries will have
the opportunity to explore a just and orderly return of confiscated assets
to their rightful oWl1ers.

It took over 50 years for the world to come to grips with the fact
that the biggest murder of the century; it was also, as my friend Ben
Meed reminds us, the biggest robbery in history.

This fact is not limited to one country only. What really shocked
the conscience of the world was the discovery that even after the war,
some countries tried to gain materially from this cataclysm by refusing to
return to the rightful owners what was justly theirs. The refusal to
respond to these rightful claims was a great injustice, a moral wrong
which can not be ignored.

And this is what brings us together today.
We are here to make sure that these wrongs are corrected in a

just and proper manner.

Preceding Page Blank
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Under Secretary Eizenstat and Edgar Bronfman deserve our
gratitude for their unrelenting efforts to bring about full accountability
for all wrongs that must be made right.

Among us are countries that on their own volition began this
process. These countries are to be complimented for setting the right
examples.

The issue of Nazi-era assets is very complex. It will require a
thorough research of archival data of the countries involved. Some of
these archival repositories are still inaccessible. This is a major obstacle
to the discovery process, which we must overcome.

We, at the Holocaust Museum, have made strides in the area. We
have gained access to many archival repositories and we hope to be
helpful in the discovery process. However, we as a group must use our
collective influence to obtain unrestricted access to all archival
repositories of this period.

Only then will we be able to resolve the outstanding issues
judiciously.

A lot of progress has been made. The agreement which the
World Jewish Congress has negotiated with Swiss banks is a step in the
right direction.

It is clear that survivors can never be compensated for their
decimated families and destroyed lives. They are, however, entitled to a
full accounting of all the assets that were confiscated from them or their
families. For this, they must be fully compensated.

However, as imperative as the financial settlements are, it is
important to bear in mind that the last word on the Holocaust cannot be
gold or bank accounts.

The final objective must be remembrance. The lessons of the
Holocaust must continue to serve as a reminder and a warning to you, to
me and to future generations that will follow.

This is why this conference has decided to deal with ongoing
Holocaust education extensively.

Some countries have begun various educational programs and
we applaud them for there efforts. However, we must aim to create a
global network of Holocaust education that would be both general and
country specific.

We at the Holocaust Museum have substantial experience in this
field. We work annually with 30,000 teachers on all levels, representing
many disciplines. Should this conference endorse an international
Holocaust education initiative, we at the Holocaust Museum stand ready
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to assist you in any necessary form to make sure that such efforts are
fruitful and productive.

I am sure that Yad Vashem, who has vast experience in this
field, would be ready to do the same.

Secretary Eizenstat, Judge Abner Mikva, the chairman of this
conference, and I are looking forward to working with you to make sure
that the next 3 days move us ahead with our goals and objectives and we
return to our respective homes with a sense of tangible accomplishments.
The memory of the victims demands no less.

Thank you very much.
And now I have the honor to introduce to you a man who has

made an enormous effort to make this conference happen.
Ladies and gentlemen, please welcome the Under Secretary of

State for Economic, Business and Agricultural Affairs, Stuart Eizenstat.





Opening Ceremony Remarks at the
United States

Holocaust Memorial Museum
Stuart E. Eizenstat

UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ECONOMIC,

BUSINESS AND AGRICULTURAL AFFAIRS
UNITED STATES

Chairman Lerman, Members of Congress, Elie Wiesel, national
delegations, ladies and gentleman: It is a great honor and privilege to
address you this evening, here at this American national treasure - the
U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum.

More than five and a half years ago, when President Clinton
dedicated this living memorial, he said: "This museum is not for the dead
alone, nor even for the survivors who have been so beautifully
represented; it is perhaps most of all for those of us who were not there at
all, to learn the lessons, to deepen our memories and our humanity, and
to transmit those lessons from generation to generation."

As we join together this evening, those eloquent words echo
throughout this solemn space. Before I continue, let me pay tribute to my
old and dear friend Miles Lerman for both his tireless leadership of this
institution and for his willingness to join with me as the co-Chairman of
the Washington Conference on Holocaust-era Assets.

In addition, it is a particular honor to be standing with another
friend, Nobel Prize winner Elie Wiesel. His remarkable bearing of
personal witness to the seemingly unimaginable horror of the Holocaust
has shed eternal light on the darkness of that unique tragedy, By doing
so, he has brought its enduring lessons to a worldwide audience and
through his literature has ensured that his witness is an enduring gift to
humanity.

The Washington Conference, like the London Nazi Gold
Conference, of one year ago, promises to be a landmark event. It may

Preceding Page Blank
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well represent the last full opportunity for the international community to
gather and write the final chapter in the unfinished business of perhaps
the greatest human tragedy of this or any other century. It is yet another
of this century's innumerable and seemingly endless tragedies that for
nearly fifty years the fate of assets seized during the Holocaust remained
largely undiscovered and uninvestigated.

For thos~ who suffered at the hands of the Nazis; for those who
lost entire families; for those who survived the Holocaust only to then
fall under the iron fist of Communism; for those who have endured years
of poverty and misery because of the world's neglect Slid failure; for
those whose lives and deaths are poignantly memorialized in this
museum: Our efforts to bring justice are done with a heavy heart and the
knowledge that in so many ways, our work comes too late.

For those who, against unimaginable odds, are still alive today,
our work must be guided by an urgent resolve to ensure that those who
survived the tragedy of the Holocaust will not continue to suffer in
poverty and fear.

For those who perished, our efforts must be galvanized by an
unrelenting aspiration to uncover the truth and to seek justice for both the
living and the dead.

Only then can we provide a last - albeit inadequate - measure of
justice for those who died. As painful as it may sometimes be, we must
not sweep these issues under the rug of embarrassment, silence and
indifference.

The often traumatic efforts over the past several years of so
many countries and institutions to come to terms with their conduct
during World War II - however overdue - is nonetheless inspiring. The
international community, at last, shares a common interest in the quest
for justice and the search for truth.

Through our effort, we are together building lasting bridges
between yesterday and today; between brutality and humanity; between
searing history and enduring memory; between tragedy and rebirth;
between darkness and light.

While turning the page on this black chapter of history, we must
take from the lessons of yesterday a renewed commitment to usher in a
new and brighter century. Our words must provide enduring lessons from
this awful experience, guiding all. our countries to act with a greater
sensitivity to present and future crimes against humanity, even if on a
different scale.

Only then will we know if our efforts have had a practical
impact. Teaching future generations about the Holocaust and, the theft of
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assets will be essential lessons, in all our countries, for future citizens
that may see these events as only ancient history.

The sheer presence of this museum - in the Capitol of the
world's greatest bastion for democracy - will for generations to come
perform the essential task of further educating all peoples about the
horrors and the lessons of the Holocaust.

It must remain the abiding responsibility of future generations to
ensure that the memory of those who perished at the hands of the Nazis
is seared in the collective memory of the world's conscience.

As we make this journey together into a world of greater justice
and humanity, where the dignity of each individual is upheld, I am
reminded of the passage in Psalms, which says that "the path of the just
is as the shining light, that shineth more and more unto the perfect day."

By undertaking a moral accounting, by completing the historical
record, by providing restitution, by educating future generations, by
righting the wrongs of the past and finally by seeking justice for the
living and for the dead, we can walk together in the path to that" perfect
day."

Thank you.





Opening Ceremony Remarks
at the United States Holocaust

~emorial~useum

The Honorable Abner J. ~ikva

CONFERENCE CHAIRMAN

Chairman Lerman, Stu, members of Congress, distinguished
guests and delegates. As I placed the rose in front of the eternal flame
tonight, I thought how appropriate it is that before we begin the work of
the Conference, we remember those who lived, suffered, died or survived·
through the unique horrors of the Holocaust. Surrounded as we are here
at this museum by solemn reminders of these horrors, and joined as we
are by a few people who miraculously survived them, I am struck by the
powerful role the past still plays in the present. Over half a century later,
the international community shares a responsibility to acknowledge this
still contemporary history, to absorb its terrors, preserve the memory of
and- provide some small measure of justice to its survivors before it is
too late.

By presenting the history of the Holocaust era, painful as it may
be, this wonderful museum honors those who suffered, reminds us of our
responsibility and educates us on our need to be ever vigilant in our
respect for human rights for all groups in order to avoid the terrible
consequences of prejudice, intolerance, and hatred.

With the memory of this tragic legacy so vividly before us, let us
come together over the next three days with a common goal to tackle
these difficult issues openly and constructively. Let us seek solutions
while we contribute to a clearer understanding of the historical record.
Let us leave behind our own legacy of healing and restitution.

I would like to introduce Elie Wiesel,. author, crusader for justice
and Nobel Laureate, whose life-long commitment to bearing witness to
the Holocaust will itself bum as an eternal flame against darkness
everywhere.
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at the United States Holocaust

Memorial Museum
Elie Wiesel

FOUNDING CHAIRMAN, UNITED STATES

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL COUNCIL

AND NOBEL LAUREATE

Judge Mikva, Stuart Eizenstat, Chairman Lerman, distinguished
members of Congress, my good friends.

As you are about to begin a three-day introspection of your
national psyche, may I first ask a few questions. Why so late? Why only
now? Why this sudden concern for stolen money and fortunes? Why has
it taken so long in fulfilling the biblical command that stolen property
must be returned to its owners? Why is it that it took an Edgar Bronfman,
Stu Eizenstat, Israel Singer, Elan Steinberg? The group is so small. Why
is it that all of a sudden things became apparent, thanks to these few
people? Where were the others?

Permit me to express my hope that we have not come here to
speak about money. We have come here to speak about conscience,
morality and memory. Usually, anti-Semites say about us Jews that we
speak about lofty things, but we mean money. Just the opposite. Here, we
speak about money, but we think of other things. The man who speaks to
you belongs to a traumatized generation which is still oscillating between
anger and gratitude. Gratitude for what we owe our friends, and anger at
those, who, in our times of distress and solitude, have withdrawn into
comfortable indifference.

Inspired by moral rather than financial concerns, this conference
in this place which is so particular, so important, so essential to our
national survival as human beings everywhere, this conference is
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important because it illustrates and perhaps embodies an irresistible quest
for both justice, as Stuart said, and compassion, as you have said.

But why now? Why is it taking place at such a late date under
the moral pressure of public opinion? These questions face us when we
deal with the issues that motivated these meetings. You know that.

More than fifty-odd years have elapsed since the Allied victory
over Nazism and Fascism uncovered the horrors of Auschwitz, Majdanek
and Treblinka. Innumerable testimonies have been published, witnesses
interrogated, widely-publicized trials held, criminals prosecuted, and in
some cases, punished.

Political scientists, psychologists, philosophers, essayists,
psychiatrists and theologians have done much research on what
happened in those years of malediction, in the darkest of all kingdoms.

Here and there, people wanted to know everything about all
aspects of what we so poorly call the Holocaust. Yet, somehow, its
simple economic aspect seems to have been utterly neglected.

Why? Is it that we all felt the memory of the tragedy to be so
sacred that we preferred not to talk about its concrete, financial and
material implications? Or is it that the task of protecting that memory
was so noble, so painful, but so urgent that we simply felt it undignified
to think of anything else - and surely not of bank accounts? In truth, we
feel reticent to talk about it even now.

Is it that intellectually and morally we could not accept the
possibility that the Holocaust was for the killers a combination of both
perverse, hate-filled idealism and convenient, cheap robbery?

There may have been another reason as well. In those years,
survivors had more urgent problems to solve than to demand restitution.
They had to adjust to freedom, life and death - normal death. Their
tragedy did not end with the end of the war. It continued long after. On
ruins, and haunted by invisible cemeteries, they had to rebuild hope and
faith. Those who wanted to go to Palestine could not get British
certificates and had to go there illegally. Some returned to their homes
and were met by open hostility.

My sister Beatrice went back to Sighet hoping to find me there.
Our house was occupied by strangers. In certain cities and villages, local
people greeted their former Jewish neighbors with scorn, "What, you are
not dead?" and chased them away. So, many left everything behind and
went to stay in D.P. camps in Germany and Austria, where they were
treated with no special consideration.

Listen to excerpts from a report by The New York Times, dated
September 30th, 1945.
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"President Truman has directed General Eisenhower to clean up
alleged shocking conditions in the treatment of displaced Jews in
Germany outside the Russian Zone and in Austria." The report declared
that "displaced Jews were held behind barbed wire in camps guarded by
our men, camps in which frequently, conditions were unsanitary and the
food poor and insufficient. With our military more concerned with other
matters, some of the displaced Jews were sick and without adequate
medici~e," the report stated, "and many had to wear prison garb, or to
their chagrin, German SS uniforms. All were wondering," it was added,
"if they had been liberated after all, and were despairing of help while
worrying about the fate of relatives."

They were, in many cases, the report said, "behind barbed wire
in camps formerly used by the Germans for their prisoners, including the
notorious Bergen-Belsen camp. Nearly all had lost hope," he stated. "The
Germans in rural areas whom the Jews look out upon from the camps
were better fed, better clothed, and better housed than the" quote,
'liberated' unquote, Jews, the report declared.

And the report noted - remember, a few months after liberation 
"As matters now stand, we appear to be treating the Jews as the Nazis
treated them except that we do not exterminate them. They are in
concentration camps, in large numbers under our own military guard
instead of S.S. troops. One wonders whether the German people, seeing
this, are not supposing that we are following or at least condoning the
Nazi policy."

And you would expect these refugees, uprooted human beings,
to organize immensely complex legal mechanisms capable of obtaining
from banks, museums and governments the restitution of what had be~n

theirs? They were treated everywhere as poor cousins, at best. They were
not even asked to playa role in the early negotiations with Germany in
1953.

In truth, the search for the missing monies, apartments and
collections of art should have been initiated long ago and more elegantly,
with a greater measure of grace - by banks and governments themselves.
And I speak of neutral countries, as well as of countries which had been
occupied by the Germans.

Now we know that some did that, some were gracious - but for
the wrong reasons. More precisely, for the benefit of the wrong people.
Almost under duress, efforts were being made to ask for the restitution of
what had been stolen. In some places, because Jews had asked for the
restitution, a new wave of anti-Semitism swept the country. The
prophet's outcry to the king, "Haraz-tachta vegam yarashta, " "You have
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committed murder and now you wish to inherit the victim's fortune as
well" reverberated in our ears and in our wounded hearts for many years.
In Romania, Poland, Lithuania, the Ukraine and elsewhere in the
Communist empire, Jewish cultural centers and synagogues, libraries and
museums, hospitals and children's homes had been confiscated,
demolished, or transformed into storage rooms, stables, shops or offices.
And nobody cared. People in high places chose to forget that the "final
solution" targeted both collectivities and individuals.

So, how can one not speak with anger?
Oh, yes. What they have done after the war to those who

survived - a few of them - it had a double effect on the victims, surely,
but also on those whom they have left behind. For a long, very long time,
both were forgotten or humiliated.

This conference constitutes proof that there exists now, thanks to
a few people that I mentioned' - but then it became contagious - there
exists a desire to correct the injustices. The fact is that you are here, and
that proves that of course, you were not responsible for what happened
years ago. But it proves also that you now are committed to this noble,
magnificent effort.

I say injustices, but I mean some injustices. The true injustice,
the one dealing with the murder of six million Jewish men, women and
children, can never and will never be corrected. For them it is too late.
For some of their heirs it is not.

It is up to you to provide all needy survivors with comprehensive
health insurance and old age homes. Why don't you create a special
publishing house to print their testimonies, give the survivors a feeling
that their memories are important, that their experience is not lost? What
they have to say, no one can say. No one ever will.

Thus, it is really a matter not of money but of moral demand and
of commitment to conscience and memory. Memory is our shield.
Memory is our fortune, our only fortune. So, let us remember not only
the big fortunes, palaces and art treasures. Let us remember also the less
wealthy families: the small merchants, the cobblers, the peddlers, the
school teachers, the water carriers, the beggars. The enemy robbed them
oftheir poverty.

Even if we could receive, as a gesture of compensation or an act
of repentance, all the money in the world, it would not diminish the pain
we feel for the death of one Jewish child in Birkenau.

We are here because we remember. And that, in itself, is
sufficient to enable us to replace justifiable anger with impossible hope,
especially since we must admit that there were good people, too. There
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were good people in all of those places, good men and women with kind
hearts, good officials with compassionate attitudes. And we are eternally
grateful to them, as we are always, on a different level. We say lehavdil
always to the state of Israel, simply because the state of Is(ael is here as a
home, as a dream that continues to be a dream even in reality.

Now, you are about to begin your discussions. May I tell you
that personally I was not and am not involved in this phase of
remembrance. We were not rich at home. Romania's former president
wanted to make my house into a new museum, but I preferred it to be
inhabited by homeless families. My books, those I bought with my
pocket money in my childhood are lying in dust somewhere; I don't even
know where. Who can give them back to me? Who will give back the
prayerbooks, the tallith and the tefilin my father and I had in our bags
when we left for a place named Auschwitz? Who will give back what we
have lost as individual Jews and as communities?

I remember - I shall always remember - a little girl, a child with
golden hair and blue eyes, so heartbreakingly innocent. She had taken a
beautiful scarf with her, a scarf which she had received as a present for
Passover. She had no golden earrings, no bracelet, no watch, no jewelry,
nothing expensive, nothing special, nothing but that scarf. That was her
most cherished possession. You tell me: Are there enough funds in all
your banks to compensate her brother for her beautiful scarf and for her
golden hair? It is of them that you must think, today and tomorrow, the
day after tomorrow, and the day after and the year after when you discuss
money.

Thank you.





Opening Remarks
Mr. Miles Lerman

CHAIRMAN, UNITED STATES HOLOCAUST

MEMORIAL COUNCIL
UNITED STATES

Distinguished Dignitaries, Members of the Diplomatic Corps,
Conference Delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen:

Last night at the opening ceremony of the Washington
Conference on Holocaust .Era-Assets, which was held in the Hall of
Remembrance of the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, we
invoked memory and paid tribute to the victims of the Nazi inferno.

We remembered the six million Jews who were murdered for
one reason only because they were born Jewish. We paid tribute to the
millions of others who perished at the hands ofthe Nazis.

In our personal introspection, we remembered the fact that the
Holocaust did not begin with the mass killings in Eastern Europe. The
Holocaust began when Nazi mobs burned and desecrated synagogues
throughout Germany and Austria, looted Jewish stores, and humiliated
and incarcerated their owners while neighbors and friends remained
silent and looked the other way.

The Holocaust began when Germany's social and legal
institutions supported a political regime that openly professed total
disregard for the sanctity of human life.

These are facts that we must always bear in mind.
Within the next three days, the representatives of 44 Nations will

engage in personal soul searching in an effort to undertake a financial
and moral audit of their own Nation's conduct in those dreadful days.

We are here to acknowledge and bring to the attention of the
world the fact that the Holocaust was not limited to mass murder.

With the Holocaust also came the greatest theft in human history
- the theft of money, art, gold, precious manuscripts, insurance policies,
and a host of other victims' assets.
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It was not merely about murder and theft; it was also about the
destruction of a way of life. Indeed, the collective culture of the Jewish
people of Europe was devastated. Communal Jewish life in Eastern
Europe was totally shattered and irreparably eviscerated.

For decades, some in this room and many others around the
world have worked hard to preserve the memory of those who perished
in the Holocaust. These guardians of memory deserve our sincere
admiration for ensuring that the flame of remembrance will bum brightly
into the next century.

But you are looking at a man and a generation that understand
that the process of passing the torch must begin. It is only a matter of
time before the last Holocaust survivor and witness passes on.

We are fortunate that the children of survivors and their children
understand the imperative of continuing the legacy of remembrance.

For the sake of their future, our responsibility in the coming days
is to further a process that began in London to bring some justice to the
victims, their heirs, and to surviving remnant communities.

We must ask ourselves, how will history judges us? We must
ask, was there enough done to save lives, to stop the robbery, to fight the
evil that descended across Europe?

Our responsibility must be to examine the conduct of our own
respective nations. We must look at our own governments, our own
population. And most importantly, we must ask ourselves, is there
enough being done today in our respective countries to teach our citizens
about this tragic period in history? Are we bearing witness to both - to
the noble and the hideous?

Do we have the courage to acknowledge the black spots on our
national history?

Are we teaching our children the horrible lessons of the
Holocaust? And are we using these stories as a lesson and a warning?

Some of these themes will be covered at the State Department,
but especially at the Holocaust education sessions on Wednesday at the
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. On that day, delegates from
around the world will explore and share ideas of how best to implement a
global network of Holocaust educational and remembrance programs, as
well as, research projects.

These are the programs that will be a true measure of the success
of this conference, since Holocaust education will impact generations to
come long after all outstanding financial claims will be accounted for.
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As we begin our deliberations and as we begin to involve
ourselves in the minutia of one asset category or another - let us resolve
to not forget why we are here and what history expects of us.

Among those special people who fully understand and the
magnitude and importance of this Washington Conference is its
Chairman, whom I have the pleasure of introducing at this time.

We are fortunate that Judge Abner Mikva was chosen to chair
this Conference. He is a man of great intelligence, broad public service,
and has a deep and heartfelt appreciation of the Holocaust and its
consequences.

Judge Mikva served as White House Counsel to President
Clinton, and for many years served with distinction as Chief Judge of the
U.S. Court of appeal for the District of Columbia.

Before coming to the bench, he ably represented his Chicago
district in the U.S. House of Representatives for 10 years.

Ladies and Gentlemen please welcome Judge Abner Mikva.





Chairman's Opening Statement
The Honorable Abner J. Mikva

CONFERENCE CHAIRMAN

INTRODUCTION

Secretary Albright, Under Secretary Eizenstat, Mr. Lerman,
distinguished delegates and friends: I am deeply honored to serve as
Chairman of this remarkable conference, and I am grateful for the
confidence you have placed in me. I have a great admiration and respect
for the groundbreaking work initiated at the London Nazi Gold
Conference exactly one year ago. I have particular respect for Lord
Mackay's skillful and impartial chairmanship of that Conference -- a
standard that I will strive to meet.

The London Conference was a significant milestone in
documenting the historical record of Nazi-era confiscation of gold and
monetary assets. Out of that conference emerged an international
consensus that remaining issues needed to be addressed quickly and
compassionately. Thanks to your work then and since, which we will
review briefly later this morning, we all have a better understanding of
the terrible human price exacted during this tragic period. I am honored
to participate in this process - itself historic - of completing some of the
unfinished business of the Holocaust and the Second World War.

GOALS OF THE CONFERENCE

Our goal this week is to build on the positive momentum
generated by the London Conference as we tum to other categories of
assets: art and insurance in particular, as well as communal property.
First, we need to complete the international historical record in this area
so that we can gain a better understanding of the events and issues that
have shaped where we stand today. Second, with this historical context
as our basis, we can then tum to current efforts for handling these issues
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fairly and openly. Countries have already made important progress in
developing broad principles and specific processes for dealing with these
issues. Finally, I look forward to hearing the reports and discussions of
the presenters and delegations and expect we will be able to draw on
these shared initiatives and experiences to forge consensus on principles
and practices that we can use to resolve remaining issues. This is the
central concept underpinning our agenda and I hope that it will frame the
legacy of the Washington Conference.

The basic framework for the plenaries and break-out sessions
will be to review and add to the historical record, identify the issues
involved, discuss past and present restitution efforts and consider how
the international community can agree on effective ways to move
forward on finding solutions in the art, insurance and communal property
areas in particular-as well as highlighting the importance of opening
archives, considering the fate of looted books and not least important,
promoting Holocaust education and remembrance.

As you can see, the agenda for this Conference is exceedingly
challenging, even for the three days allotted. The issues with which we
will be dealing are both extremely complex and highly charged. We have
over 80 presenters providing expertise and opinion. We also have 60
delegations. As a result, some delegations may not have an opportunity
to make interventions from the floor, or will want to make more detailed
interventions than the time available. As Chairman of the Conference, I 
and the Chairmen of the various break-out sessions - will seek to
maximize the time available for interventions and to recognize as wide a
body of comment as possible. If, in the end, this proves insufficient, I
want to remind delegations that they may submit position papers that will
become part of the official record of this Conference. Instructions for this
have already been provided to delegations.

In the field of Nazi-confiscated art, we are honored to have as
presenters several scholars who have studied the historical record to
identify what the Nazis did with art and why they did it. We know that
thousands of works were taken from victims of the Holocaust, some by
expropriation, some by forced sale, some after house-to-house searches
by agents of the Nazi regime. Many were parts of important collections;
all were precious to those who owned them.

In recent years there has been a growing awareness of the
problem and greater efforts to identify confiscated art. Resolving
ownership claims presents questions for governments, as well as for
museums, galleries, dealers and collectors. We hope, in this Conference,
to explore what happened to art during the War and its aftermath, to hear
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how various countries are addressing the issue today, to gain an
understanding of the practical problems involved in identifying this art
and finding its pre-War owners, and to encourage a candid discussion of
the problems and the equities involved. As we continue to work to find
missing art works and missing owners or heirs, we must establish
creative, constructive guidelines for the often complex and emotional
cases of confiscated art that remain.

As a judge, I know that justice is often in the eye of the beholder.
One such example of a creative solution involved a contested art work
that was resolved by one party receiving compensation for half of the
value of the work, while the other party donated its half of the work to a
museum where it will be available for viewing by the public. That
happened in my own city of Chicago.

Much work has already been done on both sides of the Atlantic
by a number of governments and private entities alike to identify
guidelines for use in resolving these issues. I hope the Conference can
agree on a group of principles that can be followed in resolving these
questions, so that justice can be done, and the purchase and sale and
display of works of art can proceed, free of the impediment of history.
Indeed, the Conference organizers circulated a discussion paper
comprising eleven general principles relating to Nazi-confiscated art
during consultations for this Conference. We have put another copy of
this paper in each delegation's box. I urge you to consider these
principles and hope that we can reach consensus on them during the
Conference.

On insurance, another immensely complex and sensitive issue,
we will also examine the historical record and consider the particular
efforts of governments to provide compensation. We will also focus on
current solutions to this half-century old problem-including the recent
establishment of the International Commission (lC) made up of
regulators, companies, survivor organizations, and Jewish groups. The IC
will adjudicate claims and pay claimants even if they cannot establish a
claim. It can also provide relief to survivors in need. I hope that the
Conference will consider whether this particular process is a promising
way forward to resolve these very difficult issues.

The issue of communal property encompasses property seized by
the Nazis and other authoritarian regimes from religious groups. In
addition to real estate, this property also includes religious artifacts
including torahs. The circumstances of each property vary considerably,
as do the legal situations in each country where the property is located.
Our presenters will describe the wartime, post-war, and post-Cold War
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history as well as efforts on the part of countries, including those in
Central and Eastern Europe, to identifY procedures that are realistic and
practical. I hope we can identifY a procedure in each country, which is
equitable, transparent, non-discriminatory and expeditious. While that is
a tall order, nothing less will assure that justice is finally done in this
area.

The Conference will also address two other important sets of
issues, which, while not categorized as assets, are no less tangible or
essential to our entire enterprise. First, we will consider the issue of
archives both in terms of their progressive opening in recent years and
their role as the basis for the work of the many national historical
commissions that are with us at the Conference.

Second, we will also focus on the importance of Holocaust
education and remembrance activities. We will highlight the work of the
International Task Force on Holocaust Education, Remembrance and
Research-an unprecedented and innovative effort on the part of
Sweden, the United Kingdom, the United States, Germany and Israel to
promote international cooperation in these areas of enduring importance.
By identifYing common projects that countries can undertake in the area
of education, we have the opportunity to make a long-lasting
contribution to widespread understanding and acknowledgement of this
tragic period in the world's history.

CONCLUSION

I am enthusiastic and excited about the opportunity this
Conference has to clarifY the historical record, increase the world's
awareness of the many layers of complexity at work during the
Holocaust era, and to establish common approaches to the problems
remaining from that time. We are all affected by and held responsible for
the consequences of our history. In striving to remember the past
honestly, we show our respect for the unprecedented human suffering
that occurred and our commitment to reconciliation. By remembering, by
providing a measure of justice, we can accept the past and build a more
equitable future.

By our actions we are setting an example for following
generations of integrity. We need to seek solutions for difficult
circumstances that express our inner sense of justice. The fact that we
have assembled 56 delegations made up of government officials,
historians, art experts and NGOs from 43 countries is a tribute to the
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international community's involvement in working together to find
common approaches to these important issues. While we are not here to
make government decisions on specific course of action on each set of
issues, we do have the opportunity to reach a consensus where we can. I
hope to use my concluding statement to highlight some of these specific
ways where our countries are moving forward to resolve, finally, these
issues still lingering from the past.

I want to thank you all for coming together at this historic
Conference; your active participation in this process has already
contributed to the international search for truth and the quest for justice.
It is a privilege for us to work together to face these difficult issues and
find solutions. Our efforts here this week can go far towards restoring
trust and faith in the rule of law and accountability for acts regardless of
historical constraints.





Keynote Address
Madeleine K. Albright

SECRETARY OF STATE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Thank you, Stu, very much, for that introduction. On behalf of
President Clinton and the American people, I'm pleased to join in
welcoming all of you to the Washington Conference on Holocaust-Era
Assets. I want to begin by thanking Miles Lerman and the US Holocaust
Memorial Museum for co-hosting this event and for their unceasing
efforts to keep before us the memory and lessons of history's most
monstrous crime.

I also want to thank one of our nation's most accomplished
public servants, Judge Abner Mikva, for accepting the role of Conference
chairman. And I want to express appreciation to each of you who are
participating in our sessions, and especially to those who will chair them,
including New York Federal Reserve Bank Chairman Bill McDonough,
a good friend; Ambassador Louis Amigues of France; US Representative
Ben Gilman; and Congressman Jim Leach; and US Ambassador to
Sweden, Lyndon Olson.

We're here to chart a course for finishing the job of returning or
providing compensation for stolen Holocaust assets to survivors and the
families of Holocaust victims. This mission began more than five
decades ago, even before the war was over, when Nazi looting was
condemned by the London Declaration of 1943.

In the early post-war period, the allies made good faith but
incomplete, efforts at restitution. For decades thereafter, the job lingered
unfinished, with vital questions unanswered, important documents
unexamined and critical issues unresolved.

Then, in just the past few years, as Holocaust survivors aged and
the century began drawing to a close, the quest for answers received a
fresh burst of energy; and for that, the credit must be widely shared.
Certainly, the eyes of the world would have remained averted from this
issue if not for the remarkable work of the World Jewish Congress and
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other Jewish and public interest groups. In the face of daunting obstacles,
they've been tireless, creative and very effective.

Weare indebted as well to the many governments represented
here that have come forward to address this issue with generosity and
zeal. I mention particularly Foreign Secretary Robin Cook and the
British Government for their insightful publications and statements and
for convening last year's landmark conference in London on Nazi gold.
And I am very, very proud of Under Secretary of State Stu Eizenstat and
his team for setting out the historical record with rigorous objectivity and
exhaustive detail in two US Government reports. Stu, I think we all owe
you an incredible debt.

All this is important work and hard. It requires that painful
memories be revisited, easy evasions confronted and inconvenient
questions asked and answered. Above all, it demands that we be
relentless in our search for truth, despite the fact that in dealing with the
Holocaust, the truth is terrible beyond comprehension.

In recent years, the world has done much to retrieve facts from
obscurity concerning the secretive handling and pernicious use of Nazi
looted gold. No fewer than 17 historical commissions are studying the
subject from the perspective of their own countries. The Tripartite Gold
Commission has closed out its work; and almost $60 million has been
pledged to the relief fund for the victims of Nazi persecution that was
launched at the Conference in London.

We hope that the progress on gold will serve as a catalyst for
similar progress in the categories of assets we will focus on this week,
which are insurance and art as well as communal property. In each of
these areas, the world's experts are here - from governments and non
governmental organizations, corporate boardrooms and university
classrooms. We're here to compare views and share knowledge, frame
the issues and achieve consensus on ways to move forward as rapidly,
thoroughly and fairly as possible.

The historical and legal challenges vary from issue to issue, but
whether we're seeking the payment of life insurance to families of those
who perished in the camps, researching artwork from the walls of a
museum in Warsaw, or weighing compensation for a synagogue reduced
to ashes in Czechoslovakia, the moral imperative is the same. I hope,
therefore, that we will be able to work together constructively in an
atmosphere free from threats to develop specific principles and identify
best practices for art, insurance and other topics.

I hope, as well, that our work will be driven by certain
overarching imperatives. The first is that our goal must be justice, even
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though justice in this searing context is a highly relative term. We know
well our inability to provide true justice to Holocaust victims. We cannot
restore life nor rewrite history. But we can make the ledger slightly less
out of balance by devoting our time, energy and resources to the search
for answers, the return of property and the payment ofjust claims.

Our second imperative must be openness. Because the sands of
time have obscured so much, we must dig to find the truth. This means
that researchers must have access to old archives; and by that, I don't
mean partial, sporadic or eventual access - I mean access in full,
everywhere, now.

Our third imperative is to understand that the obligation to seek
truth and act on it is not the burden of some, but of all; it is universal. As
the United States has recognized by declassifying documents and
creating its own presidential advisory commission on Holocaust assets,
every nation, every business, every organization and every person able to
contribute to the full telling of the story is obliged to do so. In this arena,
none of us are mere spectators, none are neutral; for better or worse, we
are all actors on history's stage.

The fourth imperative that propels our work is urgency.
Remaining Holocaust survivors have reached an advanced stage in life.
More than five decades have passed since the Nazis perpetrated their
thefts and murders. As records are lost and memories fade, effective
restitution becomes more difficult. So let us each vow that by the dawn
of the new century, we have done all things possible to conclude the
unfinished business of the old.

Finally, we must remember that our efforts here serve a twin
purpose. Part one is to forge a common approach to the issues still
surrounding Holocaust assets. Part two is to advance Holocaust
education, remembrance and research. This is a task that knows no end.
It must be renewed as the human race is renewed, generation by
generation, so that the reality of the Holocaust is always before us and
never ceases to disturb us.

It is encouraging that in the months preceding this conference,
we have seen significant strides forward. The American Association of
Art Museum Directors has formulated principles and guidelines to
govern the handling of tabled Holocaust-Era art. An international
commission led by former Secretary of State, Larry Eagleburger, has
been formed to resolve unpaid insurance claims. Companies participating
in that commission have agreed to establish a $90 million humanitarian
fund and to audit their books to identify unpaid Holocaust-Era claims.
And at Sweden's initiative, an unprecedented inter-governmental [effort]
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to promote Holocaust education around the world is underway. We hope
that every country will participate in that effort.

The struggle to reveal and deal with the full truth surrounding
the handling of Holocaust-Era assets is wrenching, but also cathartic.
Only by knowing and being honest about the past can we gain peace in
the present and confidence in the future. That is true for nations and for .
institutions, and it's true as well for people.

I cannot conclude this statement without addressing briefly a
subject for which I have not yet found - and will never find - exactly the
right words; and that concerns my grandparents, whom I learned recently
were Jewish and died along with aunts, uncles and cousins in the
Holocaust.

When I was young, I didn't often think about grandparents; I just
knew I didn't have any. I was an infant when I separated from them. Now
I, too, have become a grandparent, and I look at my children's children
and the love and pride literally overflows. I am sure now that I was once
the object of such affection not only from my parents, but from those
who gave them life. And as I think of my life now in my 62nd year, I
think also of my grandparents' lives in those final years, months and
days.

I think of the faces at the Holocaust Museum and Yad Vashem
and the long list of names on the wall of the Pynkas Synagogue. in
Prague; among them those of my grandparents, Olga and Arnost Korbel
and Ruzene Spieglova. I think of the blood that is in my family veins.
Does it matter what kind of blood it is? It shouldn't; it is just blood that
does its job. But it mattered to Hitler and that matters to us all; because
that is why 6 million Jews died. And that is why this obscenity of
suffering was visited on so many innocent, irreplaceable people - people
who loved and enriched life with their warmth, their smiles and the
embrace of their arms; people whose lives ended horribly and far too
soon; people whose lives and suffering we must never forget or allow to
diminish, even if we must, from time to time, intentionally shock our
collective memory.

The peoples of the world differ in language, culture, history and
choices of worship. Such differences make life interesting and rich. But
as the Holocaust cries out to us, we must never allow these distinctions to
obscure the common humanity that binds us all as people. We must
never allow pride in us to curdle into hatred ofthem.

Remembering that lesson is what this effort at research and
restitution of Holocaust-Era assets is really all about. For it is about
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much more than gold and art and insurance; it's about remembering that
no one's blood is less or more precious than our own.

There are those who say that we're all prisoners of history and
that humankind is doomed to repeat its worst mistakes over and over
again. There are those who view the Holocaust as the freakish
consequence of a sole demented mind - an accident of history whose
repetition we need not fear. Still others point to the passing decades and
ask whether it's not time to forget and move on and leave remaining
questions unasked and the rest of the truth unknown. And yes, there are
still a few who deny the reality that it happened at all.

In reply, we must admit that we're not given perfect wisdom, nor
the power to change human character, nor the gift of prophecy. But we
do have the power of memory, and can make certain that the dead shall
never be forgotten from our hearts. We have the power of reason and can
separate right from wrong. We have the power of hope and can pray, in
the words of the Psalms, for a time when "truth shall spring out of the
Earth and righteousness shall look down from Heaven."

And we have the power to choose. We can contemplate the
Holocaust in despair, or we can consider the Holocaust and vow never
again to allow complacency or fear or despair to excuse inaction.

We gather here this week not to achieve miracles, but rather to
do everything in our power to replace dark with light, injustice with
fairness, contention with consensus and falsehood with truth. That is the
most we can do. That is the least we must do. It is what we owe to the
past; it is our hope for the future; and in the largest sense, it is the hope of
the world.

Let me welcome you again to this conference, and may our
shared .efforts prosper. Thank you all very, very much.





Message from Robin Cook,
Foreign Secretary
United Kingdom

DELIVERED BY MR. ANTHONY LAYDEN

HEAD OF DELEGATION
UNITED KINGDOM

Secretary of State, Chairman, distinguished delegates,
When I opened the London Conference on Nazi Gold almost

exactly a year ago, I said that the group of 41 countries and 6 non
governmental organizations taking part had come together to "clarify one
of the darkest episodes in human history", and to "shine a light in corners
which have stayed dark too long".

The London Conference undoubtedly accomplished that: the
papers presented there, later published in book form and distributed to
delegates, represent the largest and most diverse body of information on
the subject ofNazi Gold yet assembled.

But the London Conference did more than that. It also addressed
the question of compensation for those whose gold the Nazis had seized,
both countries and individuals. It looked backwards at what had already
been done, and forwards at the case for further help to victims of Nazi
persecution, especially those in greatest need, and for whom least had
been done until then.

The Chairman of the London Conference, Lord Mackay of
Clashfern, noted in his Conclusions that "all present were agreed that the
international community must look urgently and imaginatively for ways
to bring reliefto such people". The International Fund for Needy Victims
of Nazi Persecution, whose establishment I announced in London on 2
December last year, aims to do exactly this. It has met a ready response
from the countries receiving shares of the Tripartite Gold Commission's
monetary gold pool, and from a number of other countries as well.

Your Conference will shortly hear reports from the French and
United Kingdom Delegations on progress made since the London
Conference in winding up the Tripartite Commission, releasing its
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archives, and making the Fund a reality. In my view this process has
been an extremely imaginative and successful piece of modern
diplomacy, of which all the participants can feel justly proud.

Much has been done since this group of countries and
organizations met in London a year ago. The United Kingdom, as
chairman of the Tripartite Commission and as Account Holder for the
Fund account, has played an important role in this. More needs to be
done in the future. I hope your Conference will provide a stimulus for
this; and I pledge that the UK will continue to play its part as the Fund's
Account Holder with energy and diligence.

This Conference in Washington goes on to address a wider group
of issues than we dealt with in London: art, insurance, property, archives
a,l.1d education. All are important aspects of the search for clarity about
the tragic events of half a century ago. I am sure your proceedings will
be imbued with the same spirit of ready, practical co-operation between
governments and nongovernmental organizations which we saw in
London.

Perhaps the most valuable part of your agenda for its long-term
effect is Holocaust education, commemoration and research. In the UK,
we have been active in this area for many years. When our National
Curriculum for Education was introduced seven years ago, the Holocaust
was included as a compulsory component of the modem history
curriculum for students aged 13 to 14. There is close cooperation
between Government and the relevant nongovernmental organizations.
Five of these organizations are represented in the UK Delegation to this
Conference, including the Holocaust Educational Trust, of which Lord
Janner, who first suggested that the London Conference be held, is
Chairman.

It is vital that future generations worldwide should learn about
the Holocaust. We must heed this warning about what can happen if
discrimination and intolerance are allowed to grow unchecked. We have
also found in the UK that learning about the Holocaust can help
considerably in reducing social, racial and other tensions in schools.
Schools have described the effect in this area of visits by Holocaust
survivors as "near-miraculous".

The UK has been an enthusiastic participant in the International
Task Force on Holocaust Education, which will be reporting to your
Conference on 3 December, since it was suggested to Prime Minister
Tony Blair and President Bill Clinton by the Swedish Prime Minister,
Goran Persson, earlier this year. We have agreed to take on the
Chairmanship of this group, which now includes also Germany and
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Israel, after the Washington Conference, and shall continue to do all we
can to advance its work.

Secretary of State, Chairman, and distinguished Delegates, I
wish you every success in your endeavors.





Opening Remarks
Ambassador Stuart E. Eizenstat

UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ECON;OMIC,

BUSINESS AND AGRICULTURAL AFFAIRS
UNITED STATES

HEAD OF DELEGATION

Mr. Chairman, delegates, ladies and gentlemen: Let me begin by
saying what a privilege it is to head the United States delegation for this
landmark event. I want to first take a moment to thank Judge Abner
Mikva for agreeing to be the Chairman of the Washington Conference on
Holocaust-Era Assets. His probity and integrity will give this Conference
the leadership that will be essential to its success.

It is also a pleasure to follow my friend Anthony Layden of the
United Kingdom. Anthony's diplomatic and organizational abilities
brought the London Conference to life, exactly one year ago, and his
leadership, along with that of our French colleagues has helped bring the
Tripartite Gold Commission to an honorable close.

Finally, I want to say a special word about British Foreign
Secretary Robin Cook, whose leadership in convening the London
Conference helped capture the world's attention and galvanize action
toward the cause of justice. I will have something to say later in the
Conference about another person from the United Kingdom, Lord
Janner.

Opening the London Conference, Foreign Secretary Cook spoke
of our dual responsibilities to the victims of the Nazis. "To those who are
still alive, we must ensure that the unbearable tragedy of living through
the Holocaust is not compounded by an old age marked by the fear and
sadness of poverty.... To those who died, we have a different duty - to
document the facts, to gather the evidence, to locate the truth."

We also have a further responsibility - to heed the lessons of
these tragic events by renewing our commitment to usher in a new and
brighter century, marked by freedom and respect for the fundamental
dignity of each individual. We, who have listened to the stories of the
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survivors and have tried to absorb the memory of the unimaginable
horror inflicted on the victims, now have a solemn responsibility: To be
the trustees of their memory and their advocates for justice.

It is this responsibility that must serve as our guiding beacon
while we seek to illuminate the tragedies of the past and provide
enduring lessons for future generations.

Our overarching responsibilities and priorities are clear - to
complete the historical record, however complex, while providing some
measure ofjustice, however belated, for the survivors,

We must review our current efforts while developing a clear and
realistic consensus on how to sustain, and where possible to accelerate
the momentum generated by the London Conference so that we can
complete our tasks by the end of this century - December 31, 1999.

A year ago at the London Conference the international
community addressed the issue of Nazi-looted gold. On the final day of
the Conference, we broadened the scope of our discussion to encompass
other categories of assets confiscated by the Nazis. In light of the
importance, complexity, and urgency of these issues, the United States
recognized the need to hold a second conference, which would primarily
focus on looted art and insurance policies, as well as communal property
and other assets.

As the host of the Washington Conference, the United States has
attempted to construct a Conference that reflects the widest possible
points of view compromising all 44 governments and 13 NGOs
represented here. Through continuing consultations with you and an
organizing seminar held this past June, we have refined the agenda and
the goals that we hope the delegations assembled here can constructively
pursue this week. We are very pleased that so many countries have
joined with us in moving the process forward. In particular, I want to
thank the British government for the advice and strong support it has
given our Conference. Also, I extend my appreciation to the French
government for playing such a critical leadership role on the issues of art,
insurance and archives. Let me say a few words about each of the major
issues comprising the Conference agenda, and the view of the United
States on how they might best be approached.

The subject of looted art is significant to the heritage and culture
of all peoples - well beyond its value in monetary terms. One-fifth of all
the art in Europe was uprooted during World War II and today there are
countless survivors and families who still do not know the whereabouts
of their priceless artworks. Today, a growing number of nations and
institutions are acknowledging these claims and are demonstrating a new
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willingness to locate mIssmg artworks, publicize their existence,
determine their provenance and come to a just and fair resolution of
ownership questions. A number of European countries are addressing
these issues in a constructive manner, none more so than Austria, which
recently passed a law allowing claims to be made on Nazi-looted
artworks found in the nation's federal museums. This is the first time a
European government has taken such a far-reaching step and it is our
hope that Austria's actions will serve as an example for other nations to
emulate.

Based on our consultations over the last several months, I am
hopeful that the Conference can achieve consensus on ways to bring
about a speedier and far less confrontational resolution to the problem of
looted art. Tomorrow I shall suggest a set of principles based closely on
existing practices drawn from both sides of the Atlantic. They will call
for new efforts to find missing art, including the use of new technologies
in searching for evidence and matching art with claims as well as new
methods of dispute resolution for deciding these claims. I urge your
consideration for establishing a consensus around these principles. What
we do here can go a long way toward reconciling the very real
sensitivities and needs of current owners and those who lost art during
the war.

The international art market must be open, stable, and free of
uncertainty that it might be trading in works that are tainted by Nazi
looting. The exchange of art is essential to our understanding and
recognition of different cultures, and the resolution of Nazi-confiscated
art issues will be critical for ensuring that this age-old process of cultural
exchange continues for future generations. But, it is equally critical that
families from whom art was looted by the Nazis have the full opportunity
to find and reclaim their artworks.

Regarding the issue of insurance, our goals are twofold: First, we
must review the historical evidence relating to the loss of insurance
assets during the Holocaust era. Second, we must examine subsequent
efforts by governments and companies to provide compensation. From
these reviews, we need to understand the post-war programs for
compensation and examine the steps we can take today to continue
redressing past injustices.

The establishment of the new international Commission on
Holocaust-Era Insurance Claims - inspired by leaders of the National
Association of Insurance Commissioners like Neil Levin of New York
and Glenn Pomeroy of North Dakota and chaired by former Secretary of
State Lawrence Eagleburger - is a particularly encouraging development
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because it offers an efficient and effective means of advancing the swift
and just resolution of these issues. By bringing together key actors such
as insurance regulators, insurance companies and Jewish groups, we are
helping ensure that the goals and purposes of the Commission will be
met.

I look forward to hearing from the Commission about their very
encouraging efforts to resolve these difficult issues. For those who have
perished, we must ensure that their policies are finally paid. For
Holocaust survivors - many of whom are in their later years - it is
absolutely imperative that we act now.

In this regard, I want to express my great appreciation for the
strong interest that the former Communist countries of Central and
Eastern Europe have begun to show in resolving Holocaust insurance and
communal property issues. After the enormous destruction and despair of
World War II, these nations lived under the iron fist of Communist
dictatorship and economic deprivation, which prevented them from
addressing these issues in a just manner, They, as well as Holocaust
survivors, have been the double victims of World War II, having suffered
under both Nazism and Communism. To be sure, it was not only Jewish,
but also Catholic and Protestant communal property that was confiscated.
And today the region's democratic governments are taking concrete steps
to rectify these injustices. It is now time to build on these encouraging
examples and shape an international consensus on principles for moving
forward so that we can advance the cause of justice and strengthen
democratic institutions in adherence to the rule of law.

At the same time, the return of Jewish communal property, such
as synagogues, cemeteries, day schools, and community centers, is
absolutely essential to the reemergence and rebirth of Jewish communal
life in Central and Eastern Europe. During my travels as the State
Department's Special Envoy on Property Restitution, I have seen
firsthand how many of these communities are impoverished and in need
have outside support if they are to survive and prosper into the next
millennium.

Of course, if we are to truly make a better world for the future,
then all nations must be willing to take a long-delayed and serious
examination of the events of the past. After nearly five decades of
silence, there has been an explosion in scholarship and research by
various national governments, international institutions and independent
scholars about the events surrounding the Holocaust. In fact, the U.S.
government has made more than 15 million pages of documents
available for researchers. Having recently returned from South America
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and meetings with the Commission for the Clarification of Nazi
Activities in Argentina and the Special Commission for Investigation of
Nazi Property in Brazil, I can attest to the fact that many nations around
the world are demonstrating great courage and determination in coming
to grips with their actions during the Nazi quest for global domination.

Much work, however, remains to be done in setting the record
straight and more steps should be taken to ensure that the fullest possible
openness and accessibility of archives on the fate ofNazi looted assets is
provided by the end of 1999. Only by opening these archives can we
fully illuminate the long-hidden issues of Holocaust-era assets, and gain
a complete and unvarnished view of the events surrounding the
Holocaust.

Over the past five decades, many nations have undertaken the
often painful steps of educating their citizens about their behavior during
the Nazi era. Nowhere has this been more evident than in Germany,
which has taken notable and commendable steps to come to grips with its
past conduct. Another positive example is Sweden, which has not only
strengthened its own Holocaust education efforts at home, but has'
launched the International Task Force on Cooperation on Holocaust
Education, Remembrance and Research. The Task Force report, which I
will be presenting tomorrow on behalf of the United States, Sweden, the
United Kingdom, Germany and Israel, includes a declaration calling on
all countries represented at the Washington Conference to join us in
strengthening their Holocaust educational activities.

A commitment to strengthening Holocaust education,
remembrance and research must be a fundamental goal of each of our
nations. Such remembrance is the most appropriate means of taking from
the dark lessons of the past a renewed vigor in ensuring that similar
horrors are never repeated again. As we prepare to enter a new century, it
must be our continuing determination to ensure that we fulfill our
responsibilities by educating future generations on the horrors of the
past-century. We must keep in mind the ancient Jewish saying that "The
only truly dead are those who have been forgotten."

To be sure, our gathering today is not a decision-making body.
Nonetheless, it is the hope of the United States that issue by issue and
session by session we strive to craft a strong and durable consensus on
the complex and sensitive issues before us this week.

As we prepare to begin our deliberations, we must be guided by
this simple proposition: We can only usher in a freer and more dignified
next century by penning the final chapter on the most horrific and
soul-searching event of the past century.
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Our efforts this week will bring a greater determination, a greater
understanding and a greater resolve to continue and complete in the
months ahead the process of pursuing the truth, uncovering the facts,
providing restitution, achieving closure, educating future generations,
righting the wrongs of the past and finally seeking justice.

These efforts are critical not just to the survivors and to the
deceased, but in fact to all humanity and to the simple proposition of a
better world firmly anchored in truth, justice and the fundamental dignity
of each human being. Thank you.
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Perla Danziger from Lodz, killed in Auschwitz, 2 years old.

Shmuel Davner from Lodz, killed in Treblinka, 6 years old.

Feya Damchzek from Riga, killed in Riga, 8 years old.

Lenny Davids from Holland, killed in Sobibor, 9 years old.

Renya Federgreen from Krakow, killed in Bergen-Belsen, 12 years old.

Rosa Danzon from Paris, killed in Auschwitz, 16 years old.

Gittel Dantos from Warsaw, killed in Treblinka, 13 years old.

Yosef Danziger from Sosnovitz, killed in Birkenau, 16 years old.

Daniel Danielek from Warsaw, killed in Treblinka, 16 years old.

Motel Danishevsky from Poltowa, killed in Treblinka, 16 years old.

Ladies and gentlemen,
These are just a few names from a list - a very, very long list - a

list which should never have existed; a list of victims of the Jewish
people in the Holocaust period.
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If! were to read out the names of the entire six million people on
this list, taking just one second to read each name, each individual
person, each human being - it would take me more than two months.

In the time available today, I cannot share with you even the
names of the million and half Jewish children who were exterminated in
the Holocaust.

Today, I am addressing you as a representative of the State of
Israel, which was founded for the Jewish people. I am speaking to you on
behalf of each mother and daughter, each father and son, each and every
one of those six million Jews who can no longer speak for themselves
and who did not have the privilege of seeing the renaissance of the
Jewish people in its historical homeland.

Today, at this Conference, we can look with pride at what we
have achieved so far on the issue of restitution of Jewish property but we
must also recognize the challenges still to come.

From the very beginning, all of us involved in this issue set
ourselves no boundaries - neither the geographical boundaries of any
particular state nor any particular area (such as insurance, banking or
art). As things unfolded, we found that we were dealing with the
restitution of goods stolen in the greatest robbery ever carried out in the
history of the world, let alone in Jewish history. The extent of this
robbery is so great that no one dares put a figure on its real magnitude,
and only a few people are willing to confront the broad, almost unlimited
range of countries and bodies which took part in it, whether actively,
passively or by simply closing their eyes.

Today, we know for certain that Jews throughout the whole of
Europe were stripped utterly bare on their way to the crematoria. They
were robbed not only of the clothes on their backs, but also of any sign or
distinguishing sign of their human image.

Therefore, we should also look into the moral aspect of our
activity. We are not involved in vengeance, but rather a sacred duty.
Vengeance is driven by instinct. Duty is driven by the feeling of mission.

We are the emissaries of those people - the elderly and the
children, the men and women - who were condemned to suffer such
torments on their way to physical destruction, torments which were
intended to strip them of absolutely everything - their entire social or
cultural worth, their total humanity. There is no other explanation for
taking away clothes and glasses, for burning books, plundering works of
art, destroying all cultural symbols, denying all religious freedom. Not
only did the Nazi oppressors and their allies rob us of our parents and
fellow Jews; they also tried to strip us of the symbols of our culture and
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history. They were not satisfied with our physical extermination; on the
way to the death pits and the smoking crematoria they also stripped their
victims of every single personal object.

Therefore, the struggle which we are waging is not only the
determination of the Jewish people to recover its looted property - it is
also a struggle for the very image and character of the world and its
moral system.

The fact that this conference is taking place does not mean that
our work is completed. The struggle has begun. It is not over. We know
that the despicable robbery was not only carried out by the German Nazi
oppressor and his collaborators in the offensive against free Europe, but
there were also partners from various nations. Even the neutral countries
were unconcerned that they were making handsome profits from trading
in goods and works of art expropriated from their rightful owners. Even
the Allies contributed, in certain ways, albeit unwittingly, to this greatest
robbery of all time.

Some of the wrongs have been redressed. Norway has shown
sensitivity and responsibility. Its Government has set up a Commission
which is in the final stages of compensating its Jewish citizens and its
Jewish community for the property stolen from them by the Germans and
those Norwegians who saw fit to identify with them. Other countries
should follow a similar path and act as bravely and honestly as Norway
has done.

Some of them have already seen fit to open their archives and
make their findings available to all those bodies, organizations and
individuals interested in examining them. Some of the countries are
adamantly refusing to do so and I believe, Ladies and gentlemen, that
one of the resolutions of this Conference should be an unmistakable call
to all those countries and bodies still refusing to open their archives - to
do so sooner rather than later.

The arrangement reached with the Swiss banks after a long
drawn-out struggle was a first step in the right direction for all matters
involving private institutions and companies. If they have not yet done
so, the insurance companies, other banks and institutions must follow the
correct path which has already been taken by other institutions. This
means examining their records and the information in their possession
and reaching an appropriate arrangement on the basis of their findings.

It is my pleasant duty now to refer to the United States, the
world's greatest democracy, under whose auspices this Conference is
taking place. This is not the first time that the United States has been
involved in and contributed to the struggle for the return of Jewish assets.
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With President Clinton's blessing and under the leadership of
Under Secretary of State, Stuart Eizenstat, the United States has
undertaken not only to contribute to the struggle on one front together
with us, but also to examine the documents and the archives in the
United States itself - a thorough, in-depth, responsible and honest
examination, even if less pleasant aspects of its past are exposed by some
of its findings. In this way, the United States has also set an appropriate
and correct model for all other countries. The wrongs of the past cannot
be redressed, but there must be an honest, penetrating look at the past.
This is the only way to ensure that a change has, indeed, taken place in
the post-war period.

There are those of us who always knew that the accounts might
be dormant but the memories were not; who always believed that the
money might have vanished from sight but that justice would emerge;
that we were right to risk the world's favor in order to ensure that the
entire world would respect us and relate to us as equals, and admire those
who have already chosen to take the· correct path, and encourage those
who are still hesitating to tread that path with us.

We will, without a doubt, have to continue our efforts to make
sure that the last chapter of the Second World War be written clearly and
fairly, in order to restore Jewish honor and Jewish pride to our people,
who have suffered so terribly. We are just at the beginning of the path
and there is much to be done in order to complete our task in the many
countries and different areas concerned.

All of us who are involved in this task have vowed to remember
and not forget, to remember and to remind.

I hope that by the end of this millennium we will be able to close
this chapter in the history books and open a new chapter in the
relationship between the Jewish people and the countries of the free
world.
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Ladies and gentlemen,
The International Romani Union is most grateful for the

invitation to participate in this conference. We are grateful above all to
the government and the people of the United States of America who have
made it possible for the historical truth of the around 12 million
Romanies be heard, the truth of a people which the Nazis planned to
completely exterminate, as too they planned to eliminate the Jews.
Receiving the opportunity to participate in this conference also moves us
to express our gratitude to our brothers and sisters to whom we are linked
by historical fate, the Jews, whose systematic study of the Holocaust has
contributed to keeping alive the memory of our people's Holocaust.

In contrast to the Enlightenment, whose most learned
representatives, Denis Diderot and Jean d'Alambert, gave humanity the
encyclopedia, a compendium of all the scholarship, social and artistic
experience of the time, our Age has seen the creation of an
"Encyclopedia of the Holocaust!" The sufferings and the anguish of my
people, the Romanies, and the half a million Romanies murdered in
Auschwitz, Auschwitz-Birkenau, Treblinka, Belzec, Buchenwald,
Dachau, Mauthausen, Ravensbriick, Jasenovac etc., occupy significantly
more space in this encyclopedia, an encyclopedia of death, than do the
entries in contemporary general encyclopedias on my people's history,
social life and culture from our origins through until today. My people's
entire history and current way of life are literally overshadowed by our
better documented and more comprehensively researched "way of
death." This trail of death and suffering began in Dachau in 1934 and led
via Marzahn near Berlin (where in 1936 during the Berlin Olympics [I] a
camp with the cynical name "resting Place" was set up specially for Sinti
and Romanies) all the way to Auschwitz-Birkenau and the so-called
"Gypsy Camp" B lIe. Christian Bernadac describes in his book
"Vergessener Holocaust" (Forgotten Holocaust) how 4,000 Sinti and
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Romanies were sent to Crematorium no. 1 there in just one night, from
the 2nd to the 3rd of August 1944.

On the 3rd of August 1994 the 50th anniversary of the beginning
of the Romanies' extermination was marked in Auschwitz. Assembled
there at the place of our mothers' and fathers' suffering, we received
letters from the then President of Poland, Lech Walesa, from the
President of the Czech Republic, Vaclav Havel, and also from Pope John
Paul II. The message from the Pope read as follows:

"Together with all the participants of the
commemoration in Auschwitz I kneel down, deeply
moved and in deference, at the place which holds the
ashes of the Nazis' genocide. In particular I remember
the tragic fate of the Gypsies,· our sisters and brothers,
who were interned in the concentration camp in
Auschwitz-Birkenau. I have done this many times as
Metropolitan Bishop of KrakOw, and today I do it as
Pope. "

Ladies and gentlemen,
When I contemplate the history of my people an image of Simon

Luis appears before me. Simon Luis was a Romanie from France
interned in the concentration camp in Buchenwald. Simon was tattooed
over much of his body - on his fingers, his back, his arms and hands.
When the Commandant noticed this he ordered that Simon be flayed
alive. The English Holocaust researchers, the Romanies Donald Kenrick
and Grattan Puxon, describe how Simon's skin was removed from his
body, treated, and then used to cover the Commandant's desk. When I
try to imagine the tattooed signs and symbols on that poor man's skin I
always arrive at the conclusion that the history of my people is in fact
like the skin of that martyr.

To respect the historical truth I also must mention another
incident from the long series of sufferings and sorrow of my people. In a
group of people who Dr. Mengele was conducting experiments on were
two Sinti children, the Mechau brothers. These children were selected
out to suffer for the simple "reason" that, following an interplay of the
laws of genetics, each had one blue aye and one dark eye - a case of
so-called heterochromia. It is told that Dr. Mengele pulled out the
children's eyes and then killed them single-handedly. The eyes of these
martyrs, which will remain open as long as we exist on this planet, and
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which I feel are also watching us here at this conference, were sent to the
laboratory ofthe Ophthalmological Clinic in Berlin.

Ladies and gentlemen,
There is no scale on which to measure the eyes and the screams

of children! Never will there be scales to weigh human skin with tattooed
signs and symbols. There is no gauge for the ashes and the blood of
Auschwitz.

Truth and justice are the only measure of things.
For my people, however, truth and justice have passed us by.
My people did not suffer only under the Nazi Regime - in

various countries Communist dictatorships also took a terrible toll:
Romanies were murdered in the Stalin era· in the former USSR; in
Romania under Ceausescu they were brutally persecuted; in former
Czechoslovakia Romani women were forcibly sterilized...A new, dark
chapter in the history of the Romanies began in 1989: there were anti
Romani pogroms in Romania; in the Czech Republic and in Slovakia
Romanies were beaten up and killed; in former Yugoslavia there was
suffering on a massive scale, particil1arly in Bosnia. My people have
gone down in history for their suffering, and only as such. Is survival, its
naked physical existence, bears the imprint of death, suffering and
anguish much more indelibly than it shows any signs of progressive
legislations, social justice or democracy. The historical knowledge about
my people's past and the facts of its current life stir in me the words of
the Spanish poet Antonio Machado y Ruiz: "Sing him a song, dear
brother/the Gypsy Jesus is still waiting/to have the blood washed from
his hands, to be taken from the cross!"

If it is true that all those who suffer and die for their truth are
united with God and humanity, that they become a cornerstone of the
future building of humanity which after all the anguish and blunders will
finally be erected on earth in keeping with principles of humanity, that
would at least be a consolation to us. We expect of this conference that it
open our people the door to justice. What our people deserves, in keeping
with the laws of historical truth and justice, must be utilized to serve its
progressive activity and social development.

Only those who know the history of the Romanies, who have
studied the Romani community, and who recognize the current
economic, political and social conditions and circumstances which the
Romanies live under in various countries of the world - particularly in
Europe, where the Romanies' Holocaust and that of the Jews began - can
contribute to this process. Whoever neglects these facts and
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circumstances could cause unforeseeable damage to the Romanies and
our community, which in itself is segmentary and is still based on
organic solidarity. A redistribution must therefore be carried out in
harmony with historical awareness and real needs, and must be as fair as
possible. Priority should be given to investments in the Romanies' future,
above all in the schooling and education of the younger generation;
furthermore, it has to serve the construction of ethnic and cultural
institutions which will guarantee the preservation of the Romanies'
identity but also contribute to our development. Institutions which will
enable us to effectively combat racism in the contemporary world will
also be of significance. Parallel to this, the economic and social problems
ofthe many Romani families have to be resolved.

Ladies and gentlemen,
Today our people is faced with grave dangers, beginning with

the armed injustice in the former Yugoslavia and Bosnia, the violence
and the threats of the neo-Nazis, and including the fact that it is forced to
live in ghettos, without enough daily bread, which is a negation of every
purposeful existence in this world. Thus for us Romanies the future has
not yet been freed from the past, nor has the past been resolved· on the
scale of a. humane future; our people has still seen neither victory nor
defeat - we are living proof of the fact that in the countries of both the
victors and the vanquished of the Second World War people are still
tormented and humiliated. Like no other people in the world we have
been left with the burdens of life - all that is hard, meager and cheerless.
Even our children are born, so to speak, with pre-determined dark fates.
Those who deprive our children of the right to a future commit a crime
against our people.

Myself and the members of the International Romani Union's
delegation - Mr. Victor Famulson, Deputy Chair; Dr. Emil Scuka,
General Secretary; Dr. Marcel Cortiade, Secretary; Fredi Hoffmann,
Committee member; the writer Jovan Nikolic, Deputy Chairman of the
Romani PEN-Center; Mr. Bohmer and Mr. Jorg Bocken, representatives
of the Sinti and Romanies in Germany; Ms. Rosa Marti from Austria;
Mr. Robert Huber from Switzerland; Mr. Milorad Vujicic from
Yugoslavia; Mr. Alija Mestic from Croatia; Mr. Stefan Palison from
Sweden; Mr. Zoran Dimov from Macedonia; Mr. Velko Georgiev fro",
Bulgaria; Mr. Sean Nazareli from the Czech Republic; Mr. Bobu
Nicloae, lawyer, Romania; and our lawyer Mr. Barry Fisher - appeal to
this high and respected conference and request that, in the spirit of
historical truth and justice and in accordance with the word and the
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notion "holocaust", it make a contribution towards resolving these
problems, which will allow our dead to rest in peace and will give a sign
of hope to the living, especially our children. Those who feel the
sufferings and misfortune of our people and who sympathize with its
pain will be able to set up standards of justice and fair redistribution
simply and easily. Those, on the other hand, who neither know of nor
understand the Holocaust of our people, who do not want to hear of the
Romanies' misfortune, will be prepared to walk all over these principles,
our dead, and the future of our people.

Together with the delegates of the International Romani Union I
hope - and am even deeply convinced - that this high and eminent
conference will effectively hinder and repulse any potential attempt of
this kind, whichever quarters it comes from.

In the hope that the memory of the victims of the Holocaust will
live eternally and the hope of the living will never falter, I sincerely
thank you for all your attention.
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As Under Secretary Eizenstat stated in the First Conference on
Holocaust Era Assets, held here in Washington, it is dispiriting that for
nearly half a century the fate of Holocaust-Era Assets remained largely
obscured, but at the same time it is encouraging that over the last several
years, these issues have come to command the world's attention and
touch the conscience of humanity.

As Head of the Greek Delegation to the London Conference on
Nazi Gold last year, I wish to stress the importance of these forums in
achieving a just solution to these problems. I certainly hope that the
Washington Conference will produce similar results in the form of a
consensus among governments and that it will inform those involved
internationally on the size of the problem and the best ways to deal with
its many different aspects.

We now have the opportunity to see clearly and establish the
facts in an effort to obtain justice.

The Washington Conference is not a forum for government
decision-making. It is a forum in which we will try to identify the
injustices committed in the fields of art, insurance, archives and other
assets during the Nazi occupation.

In this spirit, Greece fully understands and shares the Jewish
drama, especially the one that took place during World War II, when my
country suffered not only loss of innumerable human lives but also
immeasurable economic devastation.

The Nazi occupation resulted in a decrease of about 10% of
Greece's population. It also wrecked the monetary and financial
mechanisms of the country and caused the disintegration of the
administrative system.

In this respect, please allow me to bring to the attention of the
delegates a particular issue concerning Greece.

Preceding Page Blank
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During the occupation years, the Axis exacted from Greece
contributions of huge sums of money. In addition to direct monetary
contributions, the Axis also demanded large credits from the Bank of
Greece.

The first "forced loan" protocol was signed in March 1942 and it
was subsequently amended several times during the occupation. In this
protocol, high-ranking officials of the German and Italian Ministries of
Foreign Affairs had undertaken to pay back the loan to the Athens
government and began doing so in 1943, thus recognizing liability to
repay a debt.

We would like to focus upon the fact that the "forced loan"
extracted from Greece was not a part of "regular" occupation costs and
that the claim for repayment of that loan is therefore different in nature
from reparations claims.

With one exception, the Bonn government responded to all war
claims placed and substantiated by countries, after German unification.
These responses constituted either some kind of material compensation
or at least a beginning of negotiations on the claims.

The only exception is Greece.
The full Greek argumentation and documentation on the subject

is contained in a memorandum which is available and which deserves, I
believe and I hope, your attention.

Furthermore, I would like to inform you that on the issues of
education, archives, art and communal assets, members of the Greek
Delegation will intervene in the respective panels.



Stuart E. Eizenstat
UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ECONOMIC, BUSINESS AND

AGRICULTURAL AFFAIRS

UNITED STATES

Review of Gold Issues, Research and
Resolution

Plenary Session: Review of Gold Issues, Research and Resolution

I want to take this opportunity to thank Bill McDonough for
taking part in this Conference and to acknowledge the critical role of the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York over the past 50 years in dealing
with the restitution of monetary gold looted by Nazi Germany. The New
York Fed was there from the beginning of the process established by the
Allies in 1946 to receive monetary gold on behalf of the Tripartite Gold
Commission and to be the caretaker for this unique "Gold Pool" until the
conflicting claims to the looted gold could be carefully adjudicated. With
the closing down of the Commission in September of this year, the New
York Fed's remarkable custodianship came to a satisfying conclusion.
Bill McDonough is personally responsible for the extraordinary
contribution the New York Federal Reserve has made over the last two
years to our own country's explanation of the facts behind the Nazi gold
issue - and I salute him and his colleagues.

The surge of interest over the last several years in the fate of
monetary gold looted by the Nazis in World War II has reopened the
long-neglected record of tragic events of half a century ago and has
thrown new light on its long-hidden dimensions and long-neglected
victims. This recent research has allowed a new, clear understanding of
the origins of looted gold and the uses to which it was applied during the
War. It has also shown the general inability of the international
community to fully grasp or acknowledge until very recently the full
extent of the looting of gold and its horrible misapplication in the support
of the Nazi war effort.
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This unprecedented effort of discovery and rediscovery owes
much of its impetus to the original leadership and initiative of the World
Jewish Congress. In the United States President Clinton and a bipartisan
group in the U.S. Congress, led by Senator D'Amato and Congressman
Leach, urged and insisted on establishing and publishing the facts. The
massive U.S. Government interagency project for reviewing the U.S.
official record and publishing the results in two historical reports,
followed the lead set by the British Government whose Foreign and
Commonwealth Ministry's chief historian Gill Bennett took the first step
with a path-finding study released in September 1996.

In the course of 1996 and 1997, other governments, those of
nations who were occupied during the War as well as those who
remained neutral or non-belligerent, joined the international effort at
discovery and disclosure. Now there are 17 national commissions, and
other nations are using other approaches to sort through their records.

The redrawn and refocused historical picture of the scale and
nature of Nazi looting of gold is emerging from this enormous body of
recent work. Not all of the Commissions and other national historical
investigations around the world have examined the origins and fate of the
Nazi regime's gold. Research into the fate of Holocaust victims' assets in
bank accounts, insurance, real property, art, and other cultural collections
and possessions is still going forward even as we approach a more
complete understanding of the monetary gold question. The painful and
complicated record of Nazi looting of the monetary gold of occupied
Europe was placed before the Tripartite Gold Commission by the United
States, Britain, and France more than 40 years ago.

Let me underline the importance of the opening of the TGC
archives at the French Foreign Ministry in France at the same time as the
U.S., Britain, and France closed out this body. While we do not expect
any surprising revelations from the TGC archives, they will now be
available in their entirety to researchers, historians, and the public at
large. Full transparency and openness when dealing with such historical
records is a responsibility that we must not just accept but welcome.

The extensive wartime gold transactions that sustained the
German war effort until 1945 involving the neutral nations have only
become broadly understood as a result of the hard and dispassionate
work of historians and other experts on the national commissions of
these neutrals. The report of Switzerland's Independent Commission of
Experts in May 1998 made extensive use of the records of the Swiss
National Bank as well as those of other nations to develop its detailed
and comprehensive picture of the intersection of German gold, however
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acquired, and the financing of the wartime commerce of the other neutral
nations. The accounts of the wartime banking of their countries by the
Spanish, Portuguese, and Swedish historical commissions, and of the
acquisition of German monetary gold directly from Germany or more
likely through Switzerland, complement the authoritative Swiss report.

The hard and urgent research in the last two years on the part of
the various national historical commissions on wartime gold transactions
has provided a truly international analysis and description. The
Portuguese Commission had provided a full and careful accounting of
the movement of gold through their official agencies during the war. The
Spanish Commission tracked the movement of gold and placed it in a
broad, objective context of Spanish official policy-making. The Swedish
Commission provided a comprehensive account and analysis of Swedish
gold transactions during the War and the efforts through 1955 to resolve
the difficult issues that delayed the final restitution of nearly $20 million
to the TGC. And the remarkable interim report of the Swiss Independent
Commission released last May not only reviewed in great and careful
detail the full range of Swiss gold transactions during the War with the
Axis, the Allies, and the neutrals, but it courageously confronted the
awareness ofthe government, the Swiss National Bank, and the public as
a whole of the nature and significance of these dealings.

Turkish Commission experts have conducted extensive research
in their own records and those of other governments in order to address
their serious concerns about the accuracy of the historical account in the
U.S. reports. In particular, exhaustive examination of Central Bank of
Turkey records accounted in minute detail for all of the monetary gold
acquired by the Bank during the War, without finding any evidence of
looted gold. Research by the Turkish Foreign Ministry has also fully
documented the conviction of Turkish officials at the time of what they
considered the necessity of Turkey's exports of chromium to Nazi
Germany in 1943 and early 1944, especially after Britain forfeited its
opportunity in 1940 to acquire all of Turkey's chromium supplies.
Foreign Ministry research also reviewed Turkey's orderly settlement of
German wartime assets issues directly with the Federal Republic of
Germany in the 1950s.

The impressive research of these commissions, together with the
concurrent and converging work done by our two U.S. interagency
reports of May 1997 and June 1998 as well as the pioneering British
reports, demonstrate both the complexity of the unfinished task of 50
years ago and also the great results that come from working together
toward a common and deserved goal. I will not claim that all research on
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the fate of looted gold is finished. Not every conceivable question was
asked by the researchers, and differences among the various national
reports indicate other areas for further careful study in order, as Foreign
Secretary Cook put it last year, to "recreate the jigsaw." I think we can
all agree, however, on many of the major areas of consensus established
by the recent work of so many of the commissions represented here
today.

First, there is now general understanding and agreement on the
scale of the Nazi looting of gold from occupied Europe, both from
central banks and from individual victims. Moreover, our commissions
have cumulatively demonstrated that the Nazi regime used this loot
deliberately and ruthlessly to finance its acquisition of supplies essential
to its capacity to wage war. The research of the various commissions and
the review of our U.S. records have confirmed the nature and scale of
German looted gold in financing this crucial wartime trade. The Swiss
Independent Commission put the total amount of looted gold transferred
to or through Switzerland during the War at around $444 million (almost
$4 billion in today's values). The Commission's report also estimated
that about $82 million of the total Reichsbank gold holdings during the
War was taken from individuals, some $700 million in today's values,
including $2.9 million ($25 million today), from Nazi victims.

Second, in the light of the results of this research - not least of
all by the Swiss Independent Commission but also by the work of the
Portuguese, Spanish, Swedish, as well as the U.S. and British reports 
the central role of Swiss institutions, especially the Swiss National Bank,
in managing the financing and facilitating wartime commerce in Europe
by receiving Nazi-looted gold and converting it to hard currencies is now
fully established and accepted. As Dr. Berger, in his preface to the Swiss
Independent Commission report, expressed it best: "Switzerland lay at
the heart of the gold transactions."

Third, the considerable evidence in the U.S. reports and the
comprehensive review of victim gold in the report of the Swiss
Independent Commission leave no doubt of the considerable scale and
the barbarous nature of the Nazi theft of gold stolen from concentration
camp victims and its addition to the gold reserves that the Reichsbank
used to finance the Nazi war effort. The full amount of stolen victim gold
that was incorporated into the Reichsbank holdings - from the Swiss
Independent Commission estimate of $2.9 million ($25 million in
today's values) to the U.S. estimate of $4.6 million ($40.5 million in
today's values) - may never be known. Despite a thorough search in both
German and U.S. archives, the records of the Precious Metals
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Department at the Reichsbank have not been found, making it impossible
to document completely the extent and disposition of the infamous
Melmer account at the Reichsbank, into which the SS put the gold they
stole from their victims, largely Jewish as well as many Romani,
including dental fillings. A recent effort by the German Government was
unable to locate records of the Melmer account, which were either
destroyed or lost at some point after the conclusion of World War II.

Fourth, after the War, the Allied nations, especially the three
major powers - the U.S., Britain, and France - fully intended to regain as
much of the looted gold as possible and restitute it to the liberated
nations of Europe. But it has become painfully clear that the Allies fell
far short of recovering from the neutral states all the looted gold they
were able to identify. Of the more than $550 million of looted gold that
the neutral nations of Europe, including Switzerland, received, only $78
million was turned over to the monetary gold pool at the Tripartite Gold
Commission. Likewise, of the estimated $722 million in German
external assets located in Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, and Sweden at
the end of the War, only about $128 million was liquidated for the
benefit of the Allies and the reconstruction of war-torn Europe. This
resulted from a combination of the change of priorities on the part of the
Allies as they concentrated on the new threats imposed by the onset of
the Cold War, as well as the intransigent negotiating positions taken by
the wartime neutrals.

Fifth, despite the Allies' shortcomings in recovering looted gold,
they worked through the Tripartite Gold Commission in one of the more
determined and selfless actions of the postwar period. By 1959, more
than 336 tons of gold was assembled, and the Tripartite Gold
Commission was able to meet 64 percent of the validated claims of the
countries from which the gold was taken, restoring the gold to its rightful
owners without benefit to the Allies. In addition, agreement was
ultimately reached in 1998 to apply the great bulk of the approximately 6
tons of remaining undistributed gold to the unmet needs of the dwindling
number of surviving victims of the Nazis. This was based on moral
grounds and on the factual determination in the 1997 U.S. Government
report, demonstrating that some portion of the looted Nazi gold
inadvertently included victim gold, which was swept up with monetary
gold and returned to the claimant countries by the TGC.

These contributions funded the Nazi Persecutee Relief Fund,
created by the U.S., France, and Britain at the 1997 London Conference
to provide resources for the relief of needy victims of Nazi persecution
who to date have received very little or no compensation. It is immensely
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satisfying to report that so far 15 nations - 10 TGC claimant countries
and 5 non-claimant countries - have pledged $58.5 million to the Fund.
Most of the TGC recipient countries have also pledged to contribute all
or a part of their final shares to the Fund, with the remainder going to
victim relief within their own countries. I am especially proud to be able
to say that the United States has now contributed $4 million and has
pledged an additional $21 million over the next three years.

CONCLUSION

I close these remarks by paying tribute to the magnificent efforts
of France and Britain, our TGC partners, in working to close out the
Commission's work after half a century of effort to bring its efforts to a
just conclusion and in establishing the Nazi Persecutee Relief Fund. I
look forward to hearing their reports during the balance of this session.



Ambassador Louis Amigues
DIRECTOR OF ARCHIVES AND DOCUMENTATION, MINISTRY OF FOREIGN

AFFAIRS

FRANCE

The Closing of the Tripartite Commission for
the Restitution of Monetary Gold

Plenary Session: Review of Gold Issues, Research and Resolution

On September 9, the three governments charged with
administering the Tripartite Commission for the restitution of monetary
gold officially announced their dissolution in Paris, thus legally and
symbolically ending a complex historic process begun after the Second
World War.

The Paris Accords of January 14, 1946 on reparations assigned
the American, British and French governments to return to the countries
the despoiled monetary gold that was put in their Central Banks by the
Nazi regime. Accordingly, on September 27, 1946, these three
governments created in Brussels the Tripartite Commission for the
restitution of monetary gold.

Its task was to compile petitions from despoiled countries, give
these claims a ruling, and proceed to the distribution of monetary gold,
based on a collective amount gathered before the Commission was
created. This amount reached 336.5 tons.

The Tripartite Commission defined the monetary gold as
follows:

"Any gold, which at· the time of despoiling or
illegitimate transfer, belonged to the petitioning
country's monetary reserve, whether in the accounts of
the petitioning country itself, or in the accounts of the
petitioning country's Central Bank, or any other financial
institution within or outside its borders."
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Eleven countries filed petitions with the Tripartite Commission:
Albania, Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg,
the Netherlands, Poland, and Yugoslavia. The petitions validated by the
Tripartite Commission claimed about 514 tons of gold.

To answer the eligible countries urgent reconstruction needs, a
preliminary distribution was effectuated between 1947 and 1950. About
80% of the gold available was distributed during that period, and the
Commission displayed a remarkable speed, given the complexity of such
a procedure.

After that, the restitution process continued at a more regular
pace. A second distribution, described as "quasi-final," took place
between 1958 and 1959 for the majority of eligible countries, however
some of them did not receive their share until legal issues had been
settled: The Netherlands in 1973, Poland in 1976, Czechoslovakia in
1982, and Albania in October 1996. At that time, only 5.5 tons of gold
remained for distribution.

In the fall of 1996, a few representative organizations questioned
this mechanism, and in parallel, offered for the victims of the nazi regime
to be compensated.

Keeping this in mind while continuing to work on the mandate
of the Paris Accords, the member governments of the Tripartite
Commission decided to temporarily defer the distribution of the
remaining gold, and began a historic research. This was notably the case
for the United States (resulting in the "Eizenstat" report, released in April
97) and Great Britain (resulting in the Foreign Office Historic Notes,
released at the same time). These countries had kept documentation from
the years of war. Investigations revealed that an undisclosed, but not
significant, amount of non-monetary gold could have been included in
the amount of gold entrusted to the Tripartite Commission.

On June 27, 1997, in an effort of transparency and truth, the
three governments decided to notify the eligible countries of this
situation. To materialize these steps and help with considerations, two
diplomatic notes were sent to the concerned countries:

• The first, signed by the Tripartite Commission, informed them
that distribution of the remaining gold was to take place;

• The second, signed by the three governments, disclosed
previously mentioned issues, inviting all eligible countries to
draw the practical consequences from it. This verbal note listed
various possibilities for making a contribution, inspired by the
duty of equity and memory.
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Among the options contemplated, it was suggested that an
International Fund for compensating the victims of Nazi persecution
should be financed. This Fund was implemented at the London
Conference in December 1997. Open to the contributions from countries
aspiring to join an action of justice and international solidarity, it
gathered over the course of a year numerous and large contributions. My
British colleague will tell you about the generous collections in this
Fund.

For its part, the French government has decided to contribute as
much as FF 20 million (about $3.5 million) to express the international
solidarity of France toward the victims of this tragic period.

This amount was included in the 1999 budget plan, and approved
by the Parliament on November 18. It will be available as early as
January 1, 1999.

One ofthe initial objectives of this Fund was to help the "double
victims" of Nazi persecutions who, up until now, have been deprived
from any compensation. In addition, the first results of an investigation
made by the "Study Mission of the despoiling against the Jews of
France" remind that, before the war, France had welcomed many
refugees from Central and Eastern Europe, who were the first victims of
the persecution and despoiling perpetrated by the Nazis during the
occupation.

It is under these circumstances that, in the allocation of its
contribution, the French government wished to aid the international
Non-Governmental Organizations leading indisputable activities in
Central and Eastern European countries. The sums contributed in this
framework should, inasmuch as possible, first be used to rescue the
members of communities that are faced with the greatest material
hardships.

The Tripartite Commission thus completed its duties in a
general consensus. During the first half of 1998, the eligible countries
received the 5.5 tons of remaining gold owed to them, except for the
countries that belonged to the Former Yugoslavia, whose part remains
frozen until a treaty of State succession is signed.

The Tripartite Commission fulfilled its mission, and ended its
work on September 9 in Paris. It submitted its final report to the three
governments. This report was also presented on that same day to the
representatives of the eligible countries. At this occasion, France, the
United Kingdom and the United States released two joint statements:
the first concerns the dissolution of the Tripartite Commission, and
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the second pertains to the conservation and the transmission of its
archives.

Indeed, in accordance with the commitment made and
reaffirmed in the London Conference, the complete archives of the
Tripartite Commission are now stored at the Foreign Ministry in
Paris, and were made available to the public and to researchers.

This desire for transparency is in keeping with two efforts:
historic truth and the duty of memory. As far as the French
government is concerned, it will continue to abide by these two
obligations.



Mr. Anthony Layden
HEAD, WESTERN EUROPEAN DEPARTMENT, FOREIGN AND

COMMONWEALTH OFFICE

UNITED KINGDOM

The International Fund for Needy Victims of
Nazi Persecution

Plenary Session: Review of Gold Issues, History and Research

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE FUND

Chairman, distinguished Delegates
1. In his message to this Conference, the Foreign Secretary,

Robin Cook, recalled his announcement at the London Conference a year
ago that a new International Fund had been set up to assist needy
surviving victims of Nazi persecution, and to fund related educational
projects. This followed earlier discussions between the member countries
of the Tripartite Gold Commission and the countries due to receive
shares of the remaining gold in its monetary gold pool. The three
Commission member countries - France, the United Kingdom and the
United States - had invited the recipient countries to contribute all or part
of the value of the gold they were to receive to this Fund. The Fund was
also open to contributions from other countries.

2. The Fund was set up in such a way as to minimize
bureaucratic procedures. It takes the form of an Agreement between the
Federal Reserve Bank ofNew York, where the Fund's account is located,
and the British Government as Account Holder. Briefly, donor
governments pay their contributions directly into the Fund Account, and
specify to which non-governmental organizations they wish to allocate
the money, on the basis of proposals made directly to them by the
organizations. The Bank then transfers the money to the specified
organizations.
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3. In the course of these transactions, donor governments
and recipient organizations signal their acceptance of the Fund's Terms
of Reference, which describe in a general way the purposes for which
contributions are to be used. There is no central auditing mechanism: it is
left to donors to satisfy themselves that their contributions are used for
the purposes they intend. Thanks to the agreement of the Federal Reserve
Bank not to levy charges for operating the Account, no running costs of
any kind are incurred in the working of the Fund. There are no legal or
accountants' fees. All of the money contributed by donor governments
goes to the NGOs, and through them to the victims.

CONTRIBUTIONS PROMISED UP TO 19 NOVEMBER 1998

4. During the London Conference, seven delegations
announced that their governments intended to contribute to the Fund,
subject, in some cases, to legal or other procedures. These were
Argentina, Austria, Croatia, Greece, Luxembourg, the United Kingdom
and the United States. Three further delegations - those of France, the
Netherlands and Poland - said contributions by their governments might
be considered.

5. Since the end of the London Conference, contributions
by France, the Netherlands and Poland have been confirmed, and five
further governments have announced their intention to contribute:
Belgium, the Czech Republic, Italy, the Slovak Republic and Sweden.
This means that with only two exceptions, all of the countries sharing in
the final distribution of the Tripartite Commission's gold pool have
responded positively to the suggestion by the Commission member
countries that they contribute to the Fund. Five other countries have also
decided to do so, and I am aware of three others who are actively
considering contributions.

6. The two exceptions mentioned above are Albania and
the former Yugoslavia. The Albanian Government has from the outset
given strong and welcome support to the Fund process, but made it clear
that the serious economic situation in Albania was likely to prevent them
from making a contribution. The successor states of the former
Yugoslavia have not yet agreed on the division between them of assets of
that country. Therefore, when the Tripartite Commission was wound up,
the gold due to Yugoslavia was retained in its existing account at the
Bank of England. One successor state, Croatia, undertook as soon as the
Fund was launched to contribute to it its share of the gold pool, whatever
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that might be. It has been suggested to the other successor states that if
they were all to make similar undertakings, the value of this gold could
be made available to the Fund in advance of agreement on the wider
question of dividing Yugoslav assets. We await responses. This
morning we have been told by Ambassador Rupel, the leader of the
Siovenian delegation that Slovenia has also decided to contribute its
share of the remaining TGC gold to the Fund. We welcome this
decision.

7. Not all donor governments have yet specified the
amounts they will contribute, but the amounts specified up to the 19th of
November, when a review meeting of donor countries was held in
London, total $59.6 million - almost exactly the value of the gold which
was in the Tripartite Commission's pool at the time the Fund was
launched. It is already clear that the final total will considerably exceed
this sum.

PAYMENTS MADE TO THE FUND ACCOUNT

8. Up to the 19th of November, five donor countries had
made payments into the Fund Account at the Federal Reserve Bank, as
follows:

27 March 1998
23 June
10 & 17 July, 13 October
24 September
23 October

ALLOCAnONS FROM THE FUND ACCOUNT

9. The Federal Reserve Bank made the first disbursements
from the Fund Account on the 22nd of July 1998, in accordance with an
Allocation Instruction from the United Kingdom. Two payments each of
$139,750 were made. One was to the Board of Deputies of British Jews;
the other was paid into an account opened for the purpose by the World
Jewish Restitution Organization, from which it was transferred to the
American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee. A further disbursement
of $431,505 was made on the 24th of August 1998, in accordance with
an Accelerated Allocation Instruction from the United Kingdom, again to
the Board of Deputies of British Jews.
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10. The balance of principal and interest In the Fund
Account on the 16th ofNovember 1998 was $6,595,667.

SELECTION OF RECIPIENT NON-GOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATIONS

11. The British Government began consultations with NGOs
about the allocation of its contribution of 1 million pounds announced by
the Foreign Secretary at the London Conference, immediately after that
event. We decided to allocate one-third of the amount to the Board of
Deputies of British Jews, who had made a proposal to form a committee
of a number of separate organizations working with surviving victims in
the UK, and make cash grants to victims with particular needs.

12. The remaining two-thirds of the UK contribution was
allocated to the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (AJJDC),
who proposed to use it for medicines and medical equipment, to be
provided to victims in Belarus, Moldova, Russia and Ukraine through
community organizations (hesedim) in that region. After presentations
from the World Jewish Restitution Organization (WJRO) and the
Conference on Jewish Material Claims, who wished to be associated
with this activity, it was agreed that this portion of the UK contribution
would be paid into an account opened for the purpose by the WJRO,
from which it would be transferred immediately to an AJJDC account.
This arrangement, for which the Fund Agreement provides, has worked
satisfactorily.

13. It is understood that an Austrian contribution of about
$8.6 million is likely to be paid into the Fund Account soon, and will
probably be allocated to the Austrian National Fund for Victims of
National Socialism. The Czech Republic contribution mentioned earlier
will be allocated to two NGOs in the Republic, the Union of Freedom
Fighters and the Union of Forced Laborers. An Italian contribution of
about $7.2 million is likely to be paid into the Account soon, and to be
allocated to the Union of Italian Jewish Committees. The Swedish
contribution mentioned earlier is to be allocated in equal shares to the
European Jewish Congress, the Jewish Central Committee of Sweden,
and the Swedish Red Cross (for Romani victims). A total of 17 NGOs
have so far been designated by donors as Fund recipients.

14. A number of countries are ready to make contributions
or allocations, but are awaiting detailed proposals from the NGOs they
have selected. Indeed, it emerged at the London review meeting
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mentioned earlier that up to the present, there has always been more
money available in the Fund Account than there were proposals from
NGOs for its use. NGOs represented at this Conference are therefore
urged to respond as quickly as possible when invited by donor
governments to submit proposals for Fund allocations.

15. In a few cases, the British Government as Account
Holder has had difficulty in contacting NGOs selected by donors as
recipients of allocations, and in obtaining from them their written
agreement to the Fund Terms of Reference, as required by the
Agreement. Again, NGOs are urged to respond quickly when asked by
us to sign and return copies of the Terms of Reference. We shall be glad
to offer help or advice about the operation of the Fund to anyone who
needs it.

HELP SO FAR GIVEN TO VICTIMS

16. The Board of Deputies of British Jews has made
payments of 400 pounds each to 600 Jewish and non-Jewish applicants
in the UK who applied up to June 1998. The Board is now arranging
payments in respect of 166 applications received between July and
September. It has approved 100 applications received since then, and
estimate that the total may approach 1000 by the end of the year, when a
cut-off date has been set.

17. The American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee has
informed us in a preliminary report that between July and September this
year it deployed the portion of their allocation disbursed on 22 July to
supply medicines to more than 14,500 elderly Nazi victims in 55 cities
and towns in Belarus, Moldova, Russia and Ukraine, and to provide
4,120 items of medical rehabilitative equipment to recipients in 106
cities and towns in the same region. The program continues.

CONCLUSION

18. Chairman and distinguished delegates, I am conscious as
I come to the end of this presentation that a great deal more remains to be
done to discharge effectively the duty Robin Cook suggested in London
last year that the international community owed to surviving victims of
Nazi persecution. He said: "...we must ensure that the unbearable tragedy
of living through the Holocaust is not compounded by an old age marked
by the fear and sadness of poverty." We are still a long way from
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ensuring that. But a start has been made. The machinery of the
International Fund is in place. Help has begun to flow to those who need
it most. And the pace of that flow will accelerate rapidly from now on.

19. Chairman, I wish to pay tribute to all those who have
worked together in this enterprise. When we began it the difficulties
seemed immense. The legal and moral obligation on the Tripartite
partners to convey the remaining gold to the designated recipient
countries was clear. It was also clear that somehow in the process of
ending our long stewardship of the monetary gold pool we must find a
way of helping needy individual survivors. As always happens in such
cases, each country - and we are a diverse group - responded to the
challenge in its own way. Each was subject to different pressures and
influences. And many different approaches to the situation were put
forward. NGOs too had many different ideas about what should be done.

20. Throughout the complicated discussions that took place
in Brussels, Paris, Washington and other capitals all participants showed
consistent flexibility, goodwill, and a shared determination not to let
differences of perception and approach prevent us from meeting a need
that we all saw as both highly important and extremely urgent. The
International Fund was the outcome: together we have made it work and
together we shall ensure that it completes the job we designed it to do.
Robin Cook described this as "an imaginative and successful piece of
modem diplomacy," and so of course it is. For me, it has also been one
of the most worthwhile and rewarding tasks I have been engaged in. I
am grateful to the Foreign Secretary for entrusting me with it. And I am
grateful to my colleagues, diplomatic and non-governmental, in France,
the United States and the other countries present here, for their unfailing
co-operation and friendship.

Thank you all very much.



Mr. Edgar Bronfman
PRESIDENT

WORLD JEWISH CONGRESS/WORLD JEWISH
RESTITUTION ORGANIZATION

Address at the Conference

History, in its own cruel fashion, has imposed a heavy burden on
all of us gathered here. It is this realization that must guide our
deliberations and actions during the period of the Conference. A burden
can weigh you down, or it can challenge you to rise to the demands that
it imposes. From this understanding comes the stark comprehension that
we are not here to talk about money or art or insurance policies; we have
come together to express the moral imperative that justice must prevail,
that truth must be expounded, and that we have committed ourselves to
the higher values of integrity - to preserve the memory of those who
were victims of unspeakable crimes.

The cliche that we should learn the lessons of history and not
repeat the mistakes is particularly apt here. Conferences are all too often
a cheap substitute for coming to grips with the substantive nature of the
issues they were called to deal with. When the Jewish people were faced
with annihilation during the Second World War, the United States and
Britain convened the 1943 Bermuda conference, ostensibly to find a
solution for wartime refugees. In fact that conference was a sham and
actually was an effort to thwart the rescue of European Jewry. This
conference must be different or the judgment of history will harshly
condemn us.

On innumerable occasions I have sought to describe the goals we
are seeking to achieve as being "moral and material restitution."

Clearly in the last several years, and indeed since our last
international conference in London, marked progress has been made.
There have been notable achievements in the effort to secure material
restitution: the fund established in London arising from the remaining
gold in the TGC; the settlements with Swiss banks and the earlier
commitment by Swiss banks and industry, which created an important
humanitarian fund; expansion of benefits to Holocaust survivors within
the context of ongoing German reparation payments - particularly as
they apply to Eastern European victims; an agreement by major
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European insurance companies to resolve unpaid claims through the
mechanism of the International Commission established for that purpose.

One particularly shining example should be cited, that of
Norway. The government not only established an historical commission
of inquiry and approved· monies for compensation, but even more
movingly sought to underline the moral dimensions. of the issue by
adopting the minority position of the commission that it had established;
the Norwegian example is a lesson for all - combining the twin
principles of moral and material restitution.

In so far as material restitution is concerned, I appeal to those
governments and institutions and experts that are gathered here; do not
allow this to become a Bermuda conference. We must come away from
this meeting with practical and immediate proposals to secure justified
financial compensation for those who have been so long denied, and we
must establish an ongoing mechanism to verify that governments and
institutions are taking these practical steps. This effort must not end with
this conference.

In some ways the struggle for moral restitution may be more
difficult. It involves what we call in Hebrew "heshbon nefesh" 
searching of the soul. This is not a challenge only to the neutral
countries; this is a challenge which must be confronted by the Allies, the
former Axis states, the bystanders, the churches, industrial concerns,
bankers and Jewish people.

Our inescapable obligation is to set forth the record of events as
they happened, without embellishment, without self-serving alteration,
and with brutal honesty. We owe this first and most of all to the memory
of the victims, because that is what we are striving to achieve - the
preservation of memory and the power of its piercing truthfulness.

For those nations and those peoples, or those institutions for
which the critical examination of this historic period will give rise to
dark moments of unpleasant realities, the answer is - there is no choice.
We cannot know where to go or where we are going, unless we know
where we have come from. And foundations built on gossamer evasions
cannot support the pressing weight of historical accuracy.

But as painful as the process may be, the other lesson that history
has taught us is that the struggle to honestly come to terms with the past
makes us stronger - spiritually and intellectually - in the long run.

This then is the ultimate irony. The process that causes us so
much pain also provides us with purification and the strength of
conscience to face our children and future generations.
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I appeal to you therefore to act - and not merely to deliberate 
in a manner which measures up to the historical task before us. If we fail
to do so in this, the last minute of this dying century, we will be
reproached not only by the victims of the crime but by our own children.
Let us therefore dedicate ourselves to overcome whatever obstacle to
reach that level of action and honesty that will allow the peoples of the
42 nations represented here - and more importantly their children - to
say the struggle for memory was validated here.





Ms. Nili Arad
DIRECTOR-GENERAL, MINISTRY OFJUSTICE

ISRAEL

Address at the National Archives

Thank you, Mr. Carlin.
Distinguished fellow delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen:

"Almost a Love Poem"

"Ifmy parents and your parents
hadn'tmigrated to Eretz Yisrael in 1936,
we would have met in 1944

there on the platform at Auschwitz.
I at twenty,
and you, at five.

Where's Mammele?
Where's Tattele?

What's your name?
Hannale."

written by Yehuda Amichai,
an outstanding Israeli poet.

That is how we have grown up in Israel since the Holocaust,
where the shadow of our extinguished families has become part of our
personal history. Striving to build a safe haven for Jews all over the
world, we took the pledge Never to Forget; Always to remember.

In the past two days, we have felt that this promise has touched
each of you. It has become the goal of us all, representatives of different
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countries, non-govern mental organizations, insurance companies,
private agencies, Jews and non-Jews alike.

The holistic understanding and agreement on which we are all
focussing here is not about material possessions - but about historical
Justice. Justice long due to the families, to real people who were stripped
of their human dignity, robbed of their pride, dispossessed of their
property, uprooted from their homes and finally systematically murdered
by the most brutal methods.

We are not seeking justice for crimes of war, nor the restitution
of the improperly acquired spoils ofwar. Rather, we are talking about the
Holocaust - the Nazi's program of unspeakable human suffering and
physical devastation inflicted upon the Jewish people and unmatched in
history.

Now, we are building an international consensus for justice that
goes far beyond the question of identifying stolen assets and returning
them to their rightful owners.

We today must reach a higher moral ground, to ensure the
memory of those who perished, the acknowledgement and preservation
of the history of their fate, the culture and public institutions of the
devastated Jewish communities of Europe, endeavoring to ensure that the
survivors of these great communities live in comfort and dignity.

Indeed the result of our deliberations is the recognition of an
urgent need to proceed with the efforts to give life to the mute pages in
archives; to reveal the identities of the unknown people in yet
unpublished lists. To ensure free access to all knowledge and information
essential to the establishment of justice. In the words of the esteemed
Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis:

"Sunlight is said to be the best disinfectant,
electric light the most efficient policeman. "

We leave this Conference heartened and encouraged, convinced
that we are, indeed, part of a worldwide consensus dedicated to the
relentless pursuit ofjustice in the various areas where justice was denied.

Throughout the intensive and enlightening discussions of the last
two days, we have been moved - and very much aware - of the great
historical nature and significance of this gathering.

At the closing of the twentieth century, on the threshold of a new
era, let all people of goodwill join together in pursuit of the noble goals
which we have set for ourselves.
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Together we spoke of them in London; we speak of them again
here in Washington. Let us vow to continue our united effort to
strengthen the hands of those who dedicate themselves to the
achievement of justice, and to those who strive to further the principles
of human dignity and the freedom of mankind. Thank you.





Concluding
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Concluding Statement

Mr. Miles Lerman
CHAIRMAN,

UNITED STATES HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL COUNCIL

Thank you. Ambassadors, Delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen:
We are nearing the end of this extraordinary conference on

Holocaust-Era Assets. We have heard many speakers; we have listened
to impassioned pleas; we have been moved; we have been called to
action. Indeed, much has been accomplished - yet so much more remains
to be done.

As I stated before, the success of this conference will ultimately
be judged by the manner in which every nation here will assume its own
obligation towards an ongoing, intensive program of Holocaust
Education.

History will judge all of our nations by the demonstrated degree
of willingness to confront the truth about our own past. We will be
judged on how diligently we will pursue efforts ta'make our archives
available for scholarly research. Without these archival records, the full
story of the Holocaust and all related issues cannot be told.

The story we will convey to future generations must be factual
and fully documented. Otherwise, it will not withstand the test of history.

But there are other critical issues that I want to address this
morning.

I believe all of us should be concerned with the recent
phenomenon that is arising as a result of increased attention to Holocaust
assets. I am referring to the rise of anti-Semitism in certain European
countries. So far the drummers of hate are still somewhat subdued. They
seem to come in the form of a whisper campaign. But remembrance
teaches us that we cannot ignore or take lightly early signs of anti
Semitism.

One manifestation of this phenomenon appears to be taking
place in Switzerland.

On November 5, 1998, Switzerland's Federal Commission
Against Racism reported that, "Latent anti-Semitism is again being
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increasingly expressed in public word and deed." The Commission
reports that, "Comments from Swiss politicians helped make anti
Semitism socially acceptable." Again this fact is highly disturbing.

This resurgence of anti-Semitic sentiments seemed to be
explained as a reaction to the negotiated financial compensation with
some of the Swiss banks.

Should this phenomenon continue, we should keep in mind that
such retaliatory anti-Semitism will only compound the problems that this
conference is trying to address.

Let it come forward from here to all concerned that the days
when Jews were afraid to speak up to defend their rights are gone and
will never return again.

It is essential that we recognize that the debate, in which we are
now engaged, is not only about assets, but it is about what is right and
what is wrong and what is just and what is unjust.

The moral aspect of this debate is perhaps more important than
the material consequences.

There is another matter that I must bring to your attention. It is
eloquently expressed in the letter that appears in your packet that was
written by David Harris, the Director of the American Jewish
Committee, regarding the identification and preservation of the places of
martyrdom throughout Europe.

Some countries are dedicated to the task to preserve these sites;
in others, little or no effort is made.

In some countries, legislation exists to protect these sites; in
others, there is no protection whatsoever.

It is imperative to prevail upon the nations that have failed to
preserve and protect their sacred sites, that they must ensure that these
places remain as reminders ofthe horrible crimes of a half century ago. If
we are to pursue an intensive program of Holocaust education and
remembrance, these sites must be preserved and they must become our
eternal witnesses to a horrid past.

As you can see, Ladies and Gentlemen, we are ending our
conference with great accomplishments - but even greater challenges,
much in the way of education, research and preservation remains to be
done, but I feel hopeful that with goodwill and true understanding of
what is at stake for future generations, we will succeed in our efforts.

Thank you.



Concluding Statement
AMERICAN GATHERING OF

JEWISH HOLOCAUST
SURVIVORS

By Mr. Benjamin Meed
HEAD OF DELEGATION

Mr. Chairman Abner Mikva, thank you for your kind
introduction.

As we are about to conclude this historic conference, I would
like, on behalf of the survivor community, to express our appreciation
especially to Stuart Eizenstat and Miles Lerman for bringing together
such a distinguished international gathering.

In the last four days much good will was expressed and we are
grateful. There were many highlights, many expressions of solidarity
with the victims. The aim of the conference was to unite us for future
activities and we hope this was achieved. A better understanding of what
the Holocaust did to our people.

Although this conference dealt mostly with pragmatic issues,
Holocaust survivors must never allow to forget the enormity of the
catastrophe which befell especially our Jewish people and remember the
murder of six million European Jews. We realize that we will never learn
the enormity of our losses, but we must demand that justice and morality
be the guidelines in future deliberations.

I am here together with my fellow officers of the American
Gathering of Jewish Holocaust Survivors. As Americans we feel proud
that under the seal of the United States, under the leadership of America,
this conference was organized and this work will continue. We are
working very closely with the Israeli delegation, with whom we have
special bonds. In the field of education we work very closely with Yad
Vashem in Jerusalem and Lochamei Hageta'ot in Nahariya.

We were inspired by many people, but personally, for me were
the remarks by our Secretary of State Madeleine Albright. While she
spoke and summoned us to remember, I could not help but think of my
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own family murdered in the Holocaust, and about so many Jewish
children never given a chance of growing up and doing so much for
society and humanity.

The aims of the Holocaust survivors in all their years after
liberation can be summed up in three objectives: our responsibility to
commemorate, document and educate. To the end of our lives we will
continue to bear witness.

As we rebuilt our lives in this country, in the State of Israel and
countries throughout the world, survivors took upon themselves the
responsibility of not letting the world forget. In the last fifteen years the
American Gathering created, under the leadership of Vladka Meed, the
acclaimed program of education of the Holocaust and Resistance. Six
hundred seventeen alumni from throughout the country are today
teaching nationwide about Holocaust and Resistance.

We are pleased that the flame of education, which we survivors
ignited and which we would like to instill in our future generations, has
today become the most important theme. The Conference and assets also
had to become the platform of remembrance, this time, not only by
survivors, but by countries worldwide. We are grateful to the State
Department, under the leadership of Under Secretary Stuart Eizenstat,
and Miles Lerman, the chairman of the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum, as well as all representatives of Yad Vashem of the
State ofIsrael and we are commending their goals.

Naturally, those who lived through that period have a special
sensitivity and passion, and are bound by Remembrance. Most important
to us survivors is the subject of Remembrance. What should be
remembered is that truth and morality must be our guide.

We are grateful that today, the Days of Remembrance is
officially observed in the United States as a full week of remembrance.
Hundreds of thousands of people annually remember the Holocaust
through these observances.

Many institutions in the United States did help in documenting
the Holocaust through eyewitnesses and we are grateful to them. But the
official documentation of Holocaust survivors in the United States is the
National Registry of Jewish Holocaust Survivors, which was, and is
being, compiled jointly by the American Gathering and the United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum.

Our records and data base today already represent more than
120,000 Holocaust survivors and their families. This work is of the
utmost importance and we must continue with it. Our goal is that every
living survivor, as well as those who passed away, in the United States
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should have his or her record, including the family, recorded. History
will need this documentation. Although it is work we are doing for more
than twenty years, we hope it will continue as a major priority of our
activities. We need, for all this, cooperation from Holocaust survivors
and their descendants.

We hope that education will become now the tool of erasing
ignorance and preparing new generations free of hatred and bigotry.





Concluding Statement
BELARUS

By Vladimir Adamushko
HEAD OF DELEGATION

Mr. Chairman, Ladies. and Gentlemen,
On behalf of the delegation of the Republic of Belarus allow me

to thank the Conference hosts for their invitation to participate in it, for
their hospitality, good organization and conditions of our work.

The problems viewed at this conference are of great importance
for the mankind. The cooperation and mutual understanding of nations
depend greatly on how fairly they are going to be resolved.

Speaking at the opening of our conference Secretary of State
Madeleine Albright precisely defined the Holocaust as history's most
monstrous crime. This 'monster" cost more than 2.5 mIn. lives to my
small country in the center of Europe. Nearly 800 thousand of the
victims were Jews, which accounts for 1/7 of the total Holocaust victims.

Regrettably, the problems of the Holocaust to the east of Poland
have been hardly touched upon at this Conference.

Immediately after the London Conference we in Belarus came
back to the problem of Nazi gold: we thoroughly studied documents in
our national archives, as well as in those of Germany and Russia.

Our research resulted in the collection of documents "Nazi Gold
from Belarus" published in September, 1998, which had included 46
documents containing data on gold, silver and other jewelry confiscated
by the Nazis from the population of Belarus and sent to the Reich.

Out of the book's 410 pages, 185 pages are devoted to the
documented lists of persons whose jewelry had been confiscated by the
Nazis. They are Belarusians and Jews, Russians and Poles, Ukrainians
and Tartars, and people of other nationalities.

But these lists of looted valuables have one discrepancy. Jews
make up only 5 percent in them, though Belarus was a major center of
Jewish pale in the former Soviet Union. The fact is that only few Jews
could get into these lists. The Holocaust victims were in another list.
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Nearly 800 thousand Jews were killed in more than 200 ghettos in
Belarus, among them almost 50 thousand Jews from various European
countries. Jews were killed "wholesale'. All at once. They were robbed of
anything: documents, valuables, personal belongings, gold, silver and the
most dear thing - the life itself. The archival documents prove it.

It's worth noting that the research included documents and
materials dealing mainly with the central part of Belarus (during the Nazi
occupation it formed the General Region of Byelorussia incorporated
into the Ostland Reichkommissariat) which accounts for a quarter of
today's territory of the country. The remaining part of the Belarusian
territory was under the authority of the military occupation
administration of the Center Army Group Rear and the General Regions
of Bialostok and Lithuania. Therefore, the real number of citizens whose
jewelry was confiscated by the Nazis is much larger.

And the documentary database was far from being complete. A
part of archives on this problem was either destroyed or sometimes
inaccessible for researchers on other reasons. We present here only the
documents which our researchers could find by fragments and which
apply to non-monetary gold, or to be more exact, the gold confiscated
from the Belarusian citizens.

Distinguished Delegates,
Today, due to economic reasons, my country cannot become a

donor to the International Fund for Needy Victims of Nazi Persecution.
Unfortunately, it needs assistance itself due to various reasons, the
Chernobyl disaster among them, with its consequences continuing to
affect nearly half the country's territory for many years to come.

We propose to make within the International Fund for Needy
Victims of Nazi Persecution a special list of states that suffered most
during the Holocaust era and cannot become the Fund's donors yet but
whose Holocaust victims could be assisted through this Fund. Belarus is
among the European countries which suffered the heaviest losses from
Nazism. Its people, Nazi victims, both Jews and non-Jews, hope that
their country will be included into the group states which are to be
compensated for their confiscated assets.

There are more than 400 persons among them whose names had
been or are about to be commemorated in Jerusalem's Avenue of the
Righteous Amongst the Nations.

We believe and hope that our research will be taken into account
as well when sealing the final fate ofNazi non-monetary gold.

We hope for ajust solution ofthis problem. Thank you.



Concluding Statement
BULGARIA

By Ambassador Philip Dimitrov
HEAD OF DELEGATION

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,
I would like first to thank, on the behalf of the Bulgarian

delegation, all who worked hard to make this conference possible. Permit
me to thank personally Secretary Eizenstat for his efforts and for his
efficiency.

Restitution is not merely an economic but mainly a moral issue.
It is generally accepted that crime and violence should not and will not
be tolerated to benefit anyone. Restitution is a - if not the - practical way
to make this perfectly clear.

I cannot agree with people who think that what has been said and
done about the Holocaust until now is enough. We need to protect our
world from the possibility of any new outburst of totalitarian savagery,
and memory is one of the most important factors in this respect. The
memory of the Holocaust should be kept alive. The sufferings of the
Jewish people who were systematically tortured and industrially
slaughtered represent the most blatant and terrifYing example of what
tyranny and teaching of hatred brought to people in the twentieth
century. And it is not surprising that quite a few issues directly deriving
from the Holocaust could be raised only now when the other poisonous
social structure - communism - fell.

The need to recall and discuss the Holocaust is not a matter of
fashion, but of an intrinsic human necessity which should be respected,
supported and encouraged not only in memory of the past but for the
sake of the future as well.

For obvious reasons, the contribution of my delegation to the
work of this Conference is very modest. Fortunately, Bulgaria does not
face most of the problems that are being discussed here. The Bulgarians,
like the Danes, took a firm stand in support of their Jewish compatriots
during the war. Bulgaria was the only country in Hitler-dominated
wartime Europe which emerged from the war with more Jews living in it
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than before the war, and managed to save fifty thousand human beings
from deportation to the death camps. This was only achieved due to the
combined and sustained efforts of the State Institutions (Parliament and
King), the Church, the intellectuals of different trends of thought and the
common people who went out into the streets. It is true that the Bulgarian
nation could not save the Jews from Trace and Macedonia, and this is
painful indeed. But the Jews in Bulgaria, even when they suffered the
humiliation of yellow stars and labor camps, knew that this was the only
way to save them from deportation and that when the Nazi pressure was
over, their position would be restored. Most of the Bulgarian Jews later
chose to leave post-war Bulgaria and it was then that a good part of their
property was robbed by the communist regime.

However, one thing that gives me courage for the future of my
nation is the awareness that even now there are thousands of
Bulgarian-born Jews living in the State of Israel and elsewhere, who
keep on mentioning Bulgaria in their prayers.

In fact, my country has considerable experience with restitution
of Jewish (as well as every other) property robbed by the communist
regime and we are ready to share this experience with respect to
problems that can occur in such complicated procedures.

Weekend Jewish schools in Bulgaria were started soon after the
fall of the Berlin wall and last fall a full-time Jewish school was
established in Sofia with the generous assistance of the Lauder
Foundation.

The University of Sofia has already introduced Jewish Studies
into its curriculum, and steps are being taken to increase the amount of
data on the Holocaust in the curriculum of the public high schools.
Naturally, I would like to use the opportunity of this Conference to
express our openness to exchange of experience in these matters as well.

I would also like to express the support of my delegation to the
proposal for measures aimed at the full preservation of sites of the
Holocaust. These ugly monuments of despicable inhumanity should not
be destroyed. Their existence is a weapon in the fight for human
memory, i.e., for human conscience. We should not deprive ourselves of
this weapon as long as there are still voices saying that the story of the
Holocaust is a bit exaggerated.



Concluding Statement
CANADA

By Mr. Howard Strauss
HEAD OF DELEGATION

Mr. Chainnan, hosts, fellow delegates:
As the Conference draws to a close, we join others who have

spoken to congratulate the U.S. authorities on their initiative in
convening this Conference. It was a success by any standard.

Mr. Chainnan, the ratio of the holocaust survivor community in
Canada to the Canadian Jewish population is higher than that of any
other country in the world, except Israel. The Conference has, therefore,
a special importance for us.

Canada has opened its holocaust-era national archives to the
public. Canadian insurance companies are in the process of reviewing
their holocaust-era files. Bank of Canada records have been reviewed
both internally and by outside experts. The Canadian Art Museums
Directors Organization fully supports the principle of return of Holocaust
Era Assets, and is working on guidelines similar to the ones discussed
here.

Our education facilities provide cutting edge holocaust education
programs: a chair has been dedicated to holocaust studies at a major
university, courses are offered at all levels, holocaust memorial museums
have been established in Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver.
An international symposium on hate on the Internet took place in Canada
in 1997. A follow-up international conference will take place in Canada
in March of next year.

Through our written contributions and oral participation, we
have sought to provide others attending this Conference with the benefit
of our experience. And we, in turn, have benefited from the insights
offered by colleagues.

We will complete the work begun in Canada. We will also
continue to contribute what we can at the international level.
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It is too late for the many who have died, but we can provide a
small measure of justice to their memory and to the survivors. And, we
can, through education, try to save our children from reliving their
horrors.

We should do it because it is the right thing to do. Thank you.



Concluding Statement
CZECH REPUBLIC

By Mr. Jiri Sitler
HEAD OF DELEGATION

Ladies and gentlemen,
This conference has not been summoned to account for

successes; it was intended to stimulate a deeper international debate on
Holocaust era assets.

In our country, we take part in the debate, and support the
creation of diverse committees, task forces, and funds for victims.
Nevertheless, I have a feeling that the overflow of memorandums,
committees, and press declarations in the last years and months was
sometimes self-purposed. I will tell you why I believe so.

We sometimes ask our citizens who have survived the horrors of
the Holocaust about their opinion on international foundations that are
being announced in the headlines of the world press. Usually they answer
politely that they welcome the current discussion, nevertheless, none of
the Czech Jews or Roma has ever received a dollar from these funds. I
am sure it will happen soon, but still, more agility would not hurt.

Victims who survived and stayed in Czechoslovakia or other
countries of the Central and Eastern Europe were de facto excluded from
the compensation remedies arranged between the Allies and the German
government. We actually do not know the reason for this. The argument
that they lived in a communist country is not clear - it meant that they
needed the money even more. Moreover, no arguments ever prevented
retirement payments to ex-members of the Nazi army. Well, be it as it
may, the lost decades are not to come back. But it is the reason why
international community should focus much more on the real situation of
the Nazi victims in Central and Eastern Europe, not on the virtual world
of statements, memorandums, moralizing, and press conferences.

Of course, there is a lot to do in my own country too. That is
why the Czech Republic established a governmental committee chaired
by the Deputy Prime Minister. We know that the results of its work will
be more important than the intentions and plans.
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However, you could allow me to share with you some of our
good experiences. As waiting for a compensation or humanitarian aid
from abroad seemed to take too long, in 1994 the Czech Parliament
adopted an act providing financial aid to the Nazi victims. By this day,
55 million dollars were distributed from a Czech government agency,
without any request for its operating budget increase.

In December 1997, the so-called 'Czech-German Fund for the
Future' was established. The Czech share is 17 million dollars while the
German one is 93 million dollars. 53 million dollars out of this amount is
to be handed directly to the victims. Both the Czech and the German
members of the board of administrators and of the supervisory board of
the Czech-German Fund fulfill their job for free.

We are proud that funds in which Czech side is participating are
running smoothly and inexpensively and I hope that you will forgive me
mentioning this so much. After all, this is the only aid that the Czech
victims of Nazism have ever seen. They rightly hope that it was not the
last one. We can show to all the attorneys, members of boards and others
involved in this issue how things worked out so swiftly and without any
expensive salaries and fees. Of course, only if they would like to see
something so strange.

Much more important issue is to make everybody see what the
victims of Nazism from Central and Eastern European countries think. It
is no surprise that we can find representatives of Roma and Jews among
the Czech delegates. We do not want them to function only as a matter
of the debate. We wish them to be involved in solving the problems
concerning them most, not only in our country, but also in appropriate
international councils. It is still not that way. Therefore, I highly
appreciate the speech given yesterday by the representative of the
American Jewish Committee who addressed this problem.

The Washington conference gave us the opportunity to discuss
all these issues in an open and frank manner. I would like to thank all the
organizers who made it possible, especially Judge Abner Mikva,
Undersecretary Stuart Eizenstat and Miles Lerman, Chairman of the
United States Holocaust Memorial Council.

Several decades ago we were united in the battle against Nazism.
Now we should become allies in fighting its consequences. We can sure
teach each other a lot in that. Thank you very much for your interest and
patience.



Concluding Statement
FRANCE

By Ambassador Louis Amigues
HEAD OF DELEGATION

Ladies and Gentlemen,
First of all, I would like to join my colleagues in thanking the

organizers of this conference. These three days were full of exchanges on
the tragic subject of the looting of assets during the Holocaust. They
have allowed all the participants, I hope, to better understand what
happened during that period and to take the necessary steps toward
fulfilling our duty to remember.

This final speech gives me an opportunity to reaffirm the desire
of the highest authorities of my country to shed all possible light on this
painful aspect of our history.

In 1995, President Chirac indicated his concern for seeing France
fulfill its duties of remembrance and history through the recognition of
the horror and tragedy that struck the Jews of France in the form of the
Holocaust ordained by the Nazi occupier and implemented by the Vichy
government. Just a few days ago, on November 28, the Prime Minister
reaffirmed this determination before the Representative Council of
Jewish Institutions of France.

I want to quote the following passage from his speech:

"The test of truth is always delicate. Nevertheless it
remains indispensable. A nation always benefits from a
clear-minded look at its past, including its darker pages.
That is why, after approving without reservations the
declarations ofthe President ofthe Republic with regard
to the anti-Semitic crimes of the Vichy regime, I myself
expressed the same sentiment." And: "You have
legitimately stressed the concerns of the Jews ofFrance
regarding the question of looted assets. Such
expectations are wellfounded. It is normal for those who
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were the victims of this unprecedented tragedy - the
Shoah - to demand rights that are indeed theirs. "

There cannot be the slightest doubt as to France's will.
Indeed, it has resulted in the establishment of the Commission

headed by Mr. Jean Matteoli, Chairman of the Economic and Social
Council. Several of its members are part of our delegation, notably its
Vice President, Professor Steg, who is also president of the Universal
Israelite Alliance. They had an opportunity to talk about their work so I
will not go back into the details, but I do want to underscore the
following points:

The work being accomplished is considerable, exceptionally
wide-ranging, and is mobilizing all the administrations and bodies
concerned to investigate all possible sources. It is being carried out with
determination and total independence on the part of Commissioners.

The government has taken the necessary measures, both in
financial terms and in terms of staff, to complete this enormous task by
the end of 1999. If necessary, its resources will be increased in order to
meet this goal.

The results of this investigation will be accompanied by
proposals regarding the nature and modalities of reparations that seem
justified. The government will. then make the decisions it deems
necessary.

As you can see, France's approach is thus extremely ambitious. It
is also specific, given that France - and first and foremost its Jewish
community - was a victim of Nazi looting. As soon as the legitimate
Republic was re-established, our country systematically began making
restitutions in all areas: financial assets, works of art, real estate,
industrial and commercial assets and so on. The work under way will
make it possible to very precisely identify the extent of the sizable
restitutions that have already been made and to determine those that were
unable to be made.

Finally, this approach is directed first and foremost toward
France's Jewish community. We favor the concept of individual
restitution, despite the considerable work it entails. This legal concept,
which differs from the collective and communitarian treatment that may
be current elsewhere, allows us to respond specifically to the claims
made by our fellow citizens. To this end, the Prime Minister has just
approved the creation of a body responsible for examining individual
claims by the victims of anti-Semitic measures and their heirs.
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That does not prevent us from taking part in the duty to pursue
remembrance and education at the international level, as shown by our
contribution of some 20 million francs to the activities of the
international fund assisting the victims ofNazi persecution.

Thank you for your attention.





Concluding Statement
GERMANY

By Ambassador Professor Tono Eitel
HEAD OF DELEGATION

Mr. Chairman, Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen:
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Judge Mikva, for the understanding

and impartiality with which you have conducted the conference over the
past days. We are sure that your balanced judgment will also be brought
to bear in your summary, which will contain your findings about our
work. We shall study it with the greatest interest and with the greatest
respect and sympathy for you personally, Mr. Chairman, and for the
cause of the conference.

I thank the State Department, Ambassador Eizenstat, and the
Holocaust Memorial Museum, Mr. Lerman, for their hospitality.

Ladies and Gentlemen,
The subjects with which we have been dealing over these days

are very difficult for everyone in this room. They are and they will
remain a source of shame for Germans. The liberation of Auschwitz on
January 27, 1945, is a day of remembrance in Germany. We also
commemorate Kristallnacht, the night of the pogrom on November 9,
1938, when synagogues were burned. This was a turning point in the
history of the persecution and plundering of German Jews. On the
sixtieth anniversary ofthat event, Federal President Roman Herzog, said
in a Berlin synagogue:

The night of November 9 to 10, 1938, was one of the
most terrible and disgraceful moments in German
history. It was a slap in the face of humanity and
civilization.

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Immediately after the end ot the war, it was clear to everybody

that there could never be complete compensation for the immense
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suffering, both human and material, which the Hitler regime had brought
upon the world. Germany nevertheless endeavored to do what it could at
the time. Nazi victims included Jews, politically and religiously
persecuted persons, and also Sinti and Roma, Whose terrible suffering
was so vividly brought to life by the remarkable intervention of the
President of the International Romani Union.

Today, Germany can look back on nearly fifty years of
compensation totaling more than 100 billion German marks, and annual
payments of 1.7 billion German marks continue to be made. This
corresponds to more than 60 billion dollars plus continuing annual
payments of 1 billion dollars.

In Germany, the restitution of assets belonging to Nazi victims
began immediately after the war. Prior to the foundation of the Federal
Republic of Germany in 1949, the victorious powers had already done a
considerable amount of work to right the wrongs and give back to the
victims what belonged to them. The Federal Republic of Germany
carried on where the Allies had left off. Movables and immovables that
could be identified as having belonged to victims of Nazi persecution
were returned to survivors, to their heirs, or to successor organizations.
Compensation was paid for material assets that could no longer be
restituted. This compensation also covered cases where there was no
successor. These assets were dealt with in global agreements with the
Jewish Claims Conference. Our policy of restitution and compensation
has been developed over the years in constant dialogue with the Allies,
with the successor organizations set up by survivors and trusted by
everyone involved, and also with the State ofIsrael.

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Allow me to make a few comments on the main subjects of our

conference.
On the issue ofNazi gold, we regret to admit that the Reichsbank

files concerning the victims' gold were, based on the documents
available, divided up according to the then prevailing standards and
ultimately lost 25 years ago. It seems their political and historical
significance was not properly understood. Documentation is available to
you on this regrettable loss.

The German Government welcomes and supports efforts by
German and other European insurance companies to pursue in the
International Commission the question of insurance policies held by Nazi
victims that were not paid out. I would like to emphasize at this point
that it was the declared intention of the Hitler regime to channel all
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Jewish assets to the state or one of its organizations. That policy also
applied to insurance claims. If the victims did not collect on such poli
cies, their surrender value was confiscated by the Reich Treasury, that is,
by the tax offices. After the war, these insurance policies became part of
German compensation payments. The International Commission should
therefore be concerned only with insurance claims which, for whatever
reason, were not stolen by the Nazis, or, in rare cases, for which no
compensation was paid.

As far as works of art are concerned, the German Government's
position is clear, and I am sure that this can be confirmed by
representatives of the Conference on Jewish Claims against Germany.
Any work of art that belonged to a victim of the Nazis and may be still in
the possession of the German Government, will be returned to the
survivors or given to their successors. If neither victims nor successors
can be traced, the work will be handed over to the Jewish Claims
Conference. I can assure you that this policy will also apply to any works
of art taken out of Germany as individual or collective war booty which
will be returned to my country in the future. We expect that binding and
unequivocal treaty obligations will be honored. We very much welcome
efforts by European museums and other bodies to track down works of
art whose provenance is in doubt and to find their former owners.

That is the policy the German Government applies not only in
cases of art works but also in the area of libraries and archival documents
belonging to Nazi victims.

Please allow me a word on the land formerly owned by Jewish
communities and the victims of the Nazis. After reunification in 1990,
the Government took over responsibility for handling open claims in the
same manner as had been practiced to date, i.e., with a clear preference
for returning such assets. Of course, fifty years after the end of the war, it
is much more difficult to resolve those kinds of questions when
possession has changed several times. We are confident that this work
can soon be brought to a satisfactory conclusion in close and trustful
cooperation with the Claims Conference.

The subject of Holocaust remembrance also looks ahead to our
common future. In Germany, knowledge of the Third Reich and its
crimes is an established part of all school curricula. We have acquainted
you with our wide-ranging educational materials. Teaching tolerance and
historical awareness also includes visits to memorial sites, especially to
former concentration camps. When visiting a former concentration camp
in Germany, one always encounters young Germans.
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We believe that international cooperation on Holocaust
remembrance is essential to strengthening a common international
attitude towards crimes such as racism and anti-Semitism. It is in this
spirit that we welcome the Swiss Government's proposal to host a
governmental conference on the fight against the use of the Internet for
racist, anti-Semitic or hate purposes.

We consider it important and useful to make available our
experience and wide range of German teaching materials to other
countries for use in their curricular development.

Allow me to close by again quoting President Herzog:

No community, no society, and no state can live without
remembrance. Living without remembrance means living
without identity and orientation. Remembrance must be
passed on, for the sake of the victims, but also for our
own sake. Anyone who wants to be honest must face up
to his entire history, history which, in both its good and
its evil aspects, makes up the identity ofour people.

Remembrance - when we talk of remembrance in the
context of the Nazi era, we mean, above all,
remembrance of the victims. But it also signifies
remembrance of the crimes and the criminals. It is our
responsibility to refute anyone who claims that being a
human depends on race or origin, convictions or beliefs,
health or ability.

Thank you very much.



Concluding Statement
ISRAEL

By Mr. Yaakov Levy
DEPUTY DIRECTOR GENERAL,

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

On behalf of the Israeli Delegation, I wish to express
appreciation to all of you who have participated in this Conference;
special appreciation is due to the United States, under whose auspices we
are convening, in particular to Under-Secretary of State Stuart Eizenstat
and his dedicated staff, who worked diligently in preparing and
implementing the Conference.

Mr. Chairman: Not all the victims were Jews, but all Jews were
victims. Following the defeat of the Nazis, a majority of Holocaust
survivors immigrated to Israel, where they and their families built their
lives anew. The State of Israel sees itself as the central representative of
the survivors and their offspring and is dedicated to achieving justice on
their behalf and to the remembrance of the Shoah.

The matter of Jewish assets is not merely a material issue; it is a
moral imperative. "Thou shalt not steal" appears in the same Decalogue
with the injunction against murder. There is no adequate compensation
for the loss of life, but justice must be sought for the Jewish communities
and individuals that were despoiled.

Compensation must also be sought for the men and women
turned into slave laborers, whose bodies were violated for profit. All
civilized nations outlaw slavery and whomever exploits slave labor must
provide reparations for this heinous crime.

We support the adoption of a universal principle of restitution of
communal property. The obligation of restituting private property to its
rightful owners or to their descendents is of paramount importance. If
restitution is not possible, adequate compensation should be made.

Individuals and institutions who acquired looted property should
pay restitution. Financial institutions such as banks and insurance
companies should accept responsibility for their Holocaust era clients.
This also applies to those who acquired art works and ritual objects
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looted from Jewish homes and synagogues. The original owners have an
indisputable claim to what is rightfully theirs, even though these items
may have passed through a number of hands.

We welcome the openness and the cooperation of the countries
researching the facts regarding property looted during the Holocaust. We
note with satisfaction that many countries have established commissions
to investigate their own past. We urge all countries, groups, financial
institutions and individuals to allow immediate and unrestricted access to
all archival and state archive materials relevant to the period.

We welcome the establishment of the International Commission
on Holocaust Era Claims and look forward to its equitable resolution of
all outstanding Holocaust era claims.

The World Jewish Restitution Organization (WJRO) is the
umbrella organization representing the Jewish people, in close
coordination with the State of Israel, in matters of restitution.

It is imperative that the International Task Force on Holocaust
Education, Research and Remembrance succeed in promoting worldwide
awareness of the horrors of the Holocaust and help combat racism,
anti-Semitism, Holocaust denial and ethnic hatred.

The State of Israel, together with Yad Vashem, in cooperation
with Jewish communities worldwide and all other relevant institutions,
will work to effect the widest dissemination of knowledge about the
Holocaust, its prelude, its aftermath and its lessons for all humanity.

Many of the Speakers were cognizant of the need to focus on the
high moral ground of maintaining the memory of the Holocaust and to
promote educational projects. The need to put a face and a name on
every victim, as well as to impart the universal lessons of the Shoah, will
forever remain a primary goal for us all. At the same time, it is vital that
we focus on the plight of the survivors among us, and of their
descendants. The need fQr expeditious material compensation is of
paramount importance during the survivors' lifetime. The swift
implementation of all legitimate claims of the survivors is the very basis
for maintaining a high moral ground struck during these days.

This Conference is not the conclusion of the process. The issue
of Jewish assets will remain on the Worlds agenda until just solutions are
found.

To this end, we urge further gatherings and consultations in the
months and year to come.
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The State of Israel commits itself to full cooperation with all
governments and non-governmental organizations in an effort to uncover
the truth, promote humanitarian solidarity and accord justice to the
victims of the Holocaust and their heirs.

"Tzedek Tzedek Tirdof'

"Justice, justice, thou shall seek....."





Concluding Statement
REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA

By Mr. Vlaclim.ir N aumovski
HEAD OF DELEGATION

Ladies and Gentlemen,
There are documents on the presence of Jews in Macedonia from

the 6th century B.C., who came here from Persia. Those comprise the first
Jewish settlements in Europe. The Diaspora brought masses of other
Jews (during Alexander the Great, and the Roman Empire), who are
known as Romaniots. Many known families remained in Macedonia until
the Holocaust. The most numerous population and the culture came from
Spain and Portugal (1492 and 1498 respectively), bringing the highest
level of civilization and culture in these territories. We always stress the
fact that in Macedonia, the Jews brought with themselves the Bible,
Judaism, Christianity, the alphabet and part of the Jewish fate. All of the
Judaism in Macedonia has gone with the Holocaust. The last 7148
Macedonian Jews, were arrested and gathered by the Bulgarian Army on
March 11, 1943, and deported to Treblinka, where they were
exterminated. This number comprise 98% of the Jewish population at
that time, which rate is incomparable with any other, except maybe in
Northern Greece (Aegean Macedonia) and Trakia. Very few survivors
have joined the Resistance movement, but also many of them have lost
their lives on the battles. Documents about the history of the Macedonian
Holocaust are collected by the Macedonian Academy of Sciences and
Arts and the Macedonian Archives. As. the SS Nazi troops stormed
through former Yugoslavia (April 6, 1941) to invade Greece, they
delivered most of the Macedonian territories to the Bulgarian occupation
forces who remained in those territories until the end of the World War II
1945. A few months just before the occupation, the Bulgarian
government issued the "Law for Protection of the Nation" signed by the
King Boris III on January 21, 1941, and it was immediately operative in
Macedonia.

On this occasion I would like to point out that according to the
claim of Riebbentrop (Nazi-German Minister of Foreign Affairs), King
Boris III approved initial deportation of 20,000 Jews to the Nazi -
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concentration camps, mainly persons from the occupied territories,
communists or socialists. On March 11, 1943 all Jews from Macedonia
were gathered on the temporary concentration camp "Monopol" in
Skopje. The conditions of living there were horrible, including minimal
food and water, with no bathroom and toilette, with no heating in an
exceptionally severe winter. Towards the end of March and the
beginning of April 1943, three convoys with Jews were deported to
Treblinka. In each carriage without windows there were around 80
persons, in standing position. Not a single person came back from
Treblinka. In Bulgaria, although many of the Jews were arrested and
5000 died during the arrest and in the labor camps, were spared from
deportation and extermination, thanks mainly to the organized protests of
the Bulgarian people and ethnic Macedonians, the Orthodox Church and
some MPs. Many ethnic Macedonians took the first initiative and had the
crucial part in the organization and participation of the protests (as stated
by the Bulgarian writers Harry Nisimov and Aaron Assa): ... "For
hundreds of years the Macedonian and Jewish peoples have lived
together as brothers in misfortunes, suffering and destiny. We have the
same enemies.· Therefore our struggle against them should be identical
(The Macedonian Liberation Front, end of 1942) ... There is indisputable
evidence that several prominent members of the Macedonian movement
in Bulgaria, in the town of Kjustendil to be precise, played a decisive
role in saving Bulgarian Jews from extermination in Poland... "(Aaron
Assa). The anti-Semitism and anti-Macedonism are practiced in the
certain countries for centuries. The very basic principles of moral and
social ecology are treaded constantly mainly in the same European
countries. We do believe in the hope of U.S. Sen. Daniel Inouye (D-
Hawaii), "The Chief Rabbi" in U.S. Senate and Congress, that the
concentration camps and Holocaust will not happened again; to have this
security "the vigilance is not enough, we need active participation", said
the U.S. Sen. Daniel Inouye.

Ladies and Gentlemen,
For more than two and a half millennia, Jews and Macedonians

have a life of tolerance, peace, mutual help, friendship and
understanding. During many centuries both Jews and Macedonians are
under vitriolic pressure of assimilation and prosecution of Babylonians,
Persians, Romans, Byzantinians. Many rulers of European empires were
seeking to obliterate the Jewish and Macedonian identity of the People
and the Land. For example the name of the Jewish Land was changed by
Romans to Palestina, after the long-vanished Philistines, an Aegean
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people, the name of Jerusalem was changed to Aelia Capitolina. For
some of our neighbors, the name and the identity of Macedonians are
questionable even now! The name of Macedonia was changed several
times in the last two and a half millennia. And in spite of all possible
forms of intolerance, hatred, prosecution, suppression and Holocaust the
moral and· spiritual identity of Jewish and Macedonian People survived
the falls of many "eternal" empires! The main goal was to annihilate the
ethical and spiritual identity of Jewish and Macedonian People! The
annihilators were ready to assimilate these peoples, but not their ethical
and spiritual nature. But it was not possible to kill the ideas of their
ethics and spirit. There was and always will be an Israel and a
Macedonia, a Jewish Spirit and a Macedonian Spirit! A Spirit of Justice,
Tolerance and Peace Promotion! The Jews and Macedonians love all
nations. They have never promoted or conducted any ethnic cleansing.
The existence of Jewish and Macedbnian people is a terrible but glorious
history of death, sorrow, remembrance and hope. A transcendental
surmountableness of the "European Justice" and "The borders of
Auschwitz"! A permanent extermination and pillage of these, two
peoples and their material and spiritual culture! In the memory of
Macedonian Jews perished in the concentration camps, in Skopje, in
Macedonia, the President of the Republic of Macedonia Mr. Kiro
Gligorov, in 1996 laid the foundation stone of Macedonian Holocaust
Memorial Center. The center will be finished at the end of 1999. There is
also a commitment for supporting the construction of this Holocaust
Memorial Center in Skopje.

The possibility for study stay of an independent world expert
aimed at examine the participation of Nazi-Bulgaria at the period in the
deportation of Jews, is being considered and its scholarship is approved
by the Government of the Republic of Macedonia. The financial claims
of Macedonian Jews if they are return, will be given in that case, to the
Jewish Community of the Republic of Macedonia.

The Jews in Macedonia identified themselves as Macedonian
Jews all over the Balkan. After 1912 and the Balkan Wars, when
Macedonia was territorially divided by her neighbors in the Almanac of
Macedonian emigrants, published 1931 in Sophia, Bulgaria, is written:
"Macedonian Jews were always the best friends of Macedonians in their
struggle for independence."

Dear participants, I would like to mention the considerations in
the Republic of Macedonia are divided in two parts, as follows:
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1. The Nazi laws, with brief description of the discriminative and
humiliating measures in order to demonstrate the mode of violation of
the human rights in occupied Macedonia, and

2. Documents on the confiscated properties. Nazi laws, after the
occupation, the Bulgarian Nazi Army has imposed series of restrictive
and discriminative laws and regulations.

We will stress only few illustrative examples.
The "Law for the Protection of the Nation" was issued on

January 21, 1941, for whole Bulgaria and the occupied territories. This
law contained five parts on the origins, general restrictions, places of
living restricted for Jews, on the Jewish properties, on the professional
and economical activities of the Jews.

On February 17, 1941, additional regulative act entitled
"Principles for the Application of the Law for the Protection of the
Nation" was issued as integrative part ofthe Law.

On July 13, 1941 the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Public
Health was applied "The Law for the special single Tax payable on all
Jewish Real and Personal Estate".

The Department of Jewish Affairs at the same ministry, issued
the "Decree No 32" on December 29, 1942, with detailed instructions for
wearing special badge, with six pointed, bright yellow star, on all
clothes, for all Jews older than 10 years.

"Decree No 5" of the same Department on September 8, 1942
was forbidding all Jews to keep cash and valuable items (gold, jewels,
Chinese vases,' silverware, archeological items, historical items,
paintings, collections, stamps, etc), and they should be deposited on the
bank. Confiscation of all Jewish properties continued on the beginning of
1943, and continued until the deportation and final solution on March 11,
1943 Before deportation, the Jews were gathered in labor groups
("trudovi druzini"), along with other minorities, distributed in labor
camps in Bulgaria (Naroden glas No.6 1942).

The second part of our view is addressed on documents of the
confiscated assets. This presentation uses documents from the Archives
of Macedonia (Skopje, Bitola and Stip). Although abundant
documentation is kept in the Archives of Sofia, Belgrade and Salonika,
the experts of the Republic of Macedonia still do not have access to those
documents. Minimal part of these documents is previously published and
kept in the Macedonian Academy of Sciences and Arts, and the Jewish
Community in Skopje: Archive in Skopje has 1001 archive units with
documents written on 10358 pages. All archive documents are copied
and sent to The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. The values
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of confiscated Jewish assets and the details from the laws and regulations
are given in separate listings of the prepared information, which we
estimate that will contribute to the final documents and conclusions of
this important Conference, in which Macedonian representatives
participate for the first time.

Ladies and Gentlemen,
The deportation of the Jews from Eastern Aegean Macedonia,

Western Trakia and Vardar Macedonia (Republic of Macedonia) was
ordered on the base of a Decision of Bulgarian Ministerial Council from
March 2, 1943 and it was an Agreement between Bulgarian and German
representatives based on this decision. The appropriation of Jewish assets
(real and personal estate, money, deposits, insurance, gold, and other
valuable belongings) was done by Bulgarian authorities. The experts of
National Bank of Republic of Macedonia estimate (only for Jews from
Skopje, Vardar Macedonia) on the basis of available, but not complete
documents the total amount of Jewish assets to be 16,498,383.95 US
dollars and 6,310,909.43 US dollars is the value of the assets without the
value of real estate.

On behalf of the delegation of Republic of Macedonia, I hope
that on this conference, the commission for claims and returning of the
Jewish estate will be formed, covering the Jewish communities in the
world, including the Jewish Community in the Republic of Macedonia.

Thank you for your attention.





Concluding Statement
THE NETHERLANDS

By Ambassador Jan d'Ansembourg
HEAD OF DELEGATION

My delegation is very grateful to the organizers of this
conference to have given us the opportunity to exchange views on the
way governments and NGO's deal with the many injustices which form
part of the legacy of the Holocaust.

It has been an extraordinary occasion to explain what has been
done in the past, what is currently being done and what will be done in
this respect in the future. As far as iny delegation is concerned we are
happy to have been able, mostly in the break-out sessions, to inform you
about what has been done in the Netherlands and what we intend to do.

As a concluding contribution to this conference let me briefly
give you an overview of where we stand on the past, present and future
of the subjects we have discussed during the last three days.

As far as the past is concerned I will not exhaust you with an
enumeration of all the regulations and measures that were devised to give
material and immaterial support to the victims of the war. Let me just
mention that the drafting and promulgation of measures designed to
remedy, wherever possible, the action taken by the Germans against
Dutch Jews and other population groups, were undertaken by the
Netherlands Government in exile already before the liberation of our
country. After the war these measures grew into an extensive corpus of
legislation and legal protection in the field of the restoration of legal
rights. In retrospect these measures may not always have been successful
in taking away the feelings of injustice inflicted by the Nazis on our
Jewish population.

Over the years a unique system of legislation was created to
meet the needs of different categories of Dutch war victims. It has led,
inter alia, to the Victims of Persecution Benefits Act, which awards
payments and grants, a total of 4 billion dollars, also to victims who no
longer live in the Netherlands, like, for example to some 1,400 people in
the U.S.A. In addition to material assistance the Dutch Government
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funds a number of organizations that specialize in non-material
assistance to war victims.

In the field of art, guidelines for restitution were set in 1947 by .
the Council of the Netherlands Art Property Foundation which recovered
many thousands of items and returned a substantial part of them to their
rightful owners. Nevertheless, of all the works of art stolen from the
Netherlands during the war more than 8,000 paintings alone are still
missing.

As far as Jewish life insurance policies is concerned a situation
evolved which led to case law under which insurance policies were
generally restored and a large number of amicable settlements were
concluded between insurance companies and policy holders. Between
1948 and 1950 some 12,000 amicable settlements were dealt with in this
manner. In 1954 nearly all life insurance companies and the Dutch State
concluded an agreement for the amicable restitution of legal rights with
regard to life insurance and annuity policies of people who had died.

The recent surge in interest in and concern with the fate of the
victims of World War II has led, in the Netherlands to the appointment of
a ministerial committee chaired by the Prime Minister that oversees the
activities of 5 investigative committees. They deal, respectively with Art,
Nazi Gold, Financial assets, other tangible assets, and assets seized by
the Japanese in the former Dutch East Indies. Some first results of the
activities of these committees are starting to come in but the final reports
are expected at different moments between later this month and the
middle of next year. Apart from this the Jewish community has set up a
claims center funded by the Government, where Jewish victims and their
heirs can claim stolen property. More than 1,500 substantiated claims
have already been received. In 30 cases, mostly insurance policies the
claims were honored. More settlements are to be expected.

In the field of restitution of art I want to mention the fact that,
after a pilot study, we are going to research the provenance of all state
owned works of art that were returned after World War II. Of many of
these we know that they are rightfully in the State collection because
they were sold voluntarily to the Germans. But since we have found out
that in a limited number of cases serious doubts were raised, we want to
investigate the total collection.

The example ofthe Government collections is being followed by
the Dutch museums. The details of these investigations and their
timetables have been set forth by a member of my delegation during
yesterday's break-out session on Nazi Confiscated Art. In the execution
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of its restitution policy the Netherlands has applied principles which
correspond with the eleven principles proposed by the US delegation.

Many injustices of the Holocaust cannot be rectified because loss
of life is irreplaceable and suffering cannot be undone. What can in any
case be done though, is to redress unjust situations in the material field
which, for whatever reason, have not yet been dealt with until now.
While, in the Netherlands war victims have generally benefited from our
legislation in the field of restitution, compensation or non-material
support, those in Eastern Europe have, until recently, remained deprived
of this kind of benefits. For that reason the Dutch Government has
decided to allot half of its voluntary contribution to the Nazi Persecutee
Relief Fund established at the London Conference to projects in Central
and Eastern Europe. Apart from that I should recall that the proceeds of
the sale of the last share of the Dutch Nazi gold has been almost totally
allotted to the Dutch Jewish community for the support and
reinforcement of that community.

As I have mentioned before the reports of the several
commissions which dealt with Holocaust-era assets in our country are
scheduled to be published in the months to come. The Government is
determined to remedy defects in government policy in this area if and
where this policy is shown to be deficient.

Other actions that have been undertaken in the Netherlands
concern a 364 page archival finding aid, a catalogue of actors involved in
the looting of assets, their recuperation, restoration of legal rights and
restitution and compensation which will be published next week. This
will facilitate research into our archives to which any claimant has free
access.

Another current activity that should be mentioned is the request,
by the Dutch Government addressed to a foundation to carry out a study
of the circumstances in which war victims returned to Dutch society and
the way in which they were received and treated in the early postwar
years. Next Monday a seminar organized by this foundation will take
place in the Netherlands on the way the different groups of returnees
have been received back in the Netherlands aftefthe war. This will make
it possible forretumees to give expression to their feelings about that
period. This meets a general feeling in our country that people in the
Netherlands after the war were generally busy with getting their own
existence back in order and therefore had insufficient understanding and
empathy for their compatriots who felt they did not get the attention they
needed.
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In one of the break-out sessions in the Holocaust Museum a
member of our delegation has pointed out that the focus of Government
efforts in the non-material field is aimed at informing and educating
young people about the Second World War in an effort to avoid a similar
catastrophe in the future. The Government will contribute to the work of
the Task Force for International Cooperation on Holocaust
Remembrance, Education and Research. We hope this conference is a
start for more international cooperation especially to inform our
youngsters.



Concluding Statement
POLAND

By Mrs. Agnieszka Magdziak-Miszewska
ADVISOR TO THE PRIME MINISTER

Ladies and Gentlemen,
On the 8th of November, the 60th anniversary of "Kristallnacht",

participating in the ceremony of the rededication of the Wroclaw
synagogue recovered by the local Jewish community, the Prime Minister
of Poland, Jerzy Buzek said: "Sixty years ago it was decided that the
Jews of Wroclaw, as well as German, Polish and European Jews; and
their temples will be erased from history, whose new chapters would
henceforth be written solely by the racially pure hands of Aryans.

This satanic idea failed. For over fifty years, you Jews and we
Christians have been recording the horrible history of he enormous
atrocity committed by the Nazis in the heart of Europe. For over fifty
years we have been asking in horror: How it was possible? And, as the
years go by, we realize more and more that we must not shun an answer
to that question, for the future of our continent depends on that answer.

The Wroclaw synagogue is rising from the ruins. The Jewish
community of this city is returning from oblivion. I believe that a new
chapter of Christian-Jewish and Polish-Jewish dialogue has opened. I
believe that in spite of all difficulties, obstacles and mutual prejudices,
our common dealings will once again be imbued with trust, cooperation
and ordinary human friendship. I believe that the current renaissance of
the culture of Polish Jews will once again become an integral part of he
culture of Poland, as it had been for eight hundred years.

What I wish from the bottom of my heart I wish it to you, to
Wroclaw, and all of Poland."

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Poland regained its independence a few years ago. After a long

period of communist regime, Poland has started the process of regaining
of its own history. An integral part of this history is a history of Polish
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Jews. The Polish society started the process of regaining its memory. The
Holocaust is an integral part of this memory.

It will be a long and painful process also - for Poles but, thinking
about our future as a future of the free, democratic country, we must be
ready to confront our past in a full truth. This is why we are ready, and
will be very, proud to become a part of Task Force for International
Cooperation on Holocaust Education, Remembrance and Research. This
is not only our moral obligation, but we feel that our experience on that
field - the experience of the Educational Center of the Auschwitz State
Museum and our archives can well serve in that task.

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Let me, in the name of the Polish delegation, and especially in

the name of the head of this delegation - Polish Minister of Culture, Mrs.
Joanna Wnuk-Nazarowa - to say "thank you" to Miles Lerman and to the
Under Secretary of State, Stuart E. Eizenstat, for this conference which
starts the international dialogue about the past which should never be
forgotten, and about future which is expected to establish the truth and
justice. Let me assure you that Poland is ready to participate in it with a
good will and openness. We are proud to participate in this great and
noble undertaking. We are proud to participate in implementing the
moral values to international policy.

Thank you.



Concluding Statement
SWITZERLAND

By Ambassador Thomas G. Borer
HEAD OF DELEGATION

Mr. Chairman, Honorable Delegates:
We are nearing the end of a century that has produced more

victims on battlefields and in towns and villages, witnessed more crimes
against humankind, more atrocities against minorities and political
dissidents, has lead to greater waves of refugees - has, in short, seen
more human suffering than our minds will ever be able to grasp. Within
this sad record, the Nazi crimes against humanity are unparalleled. They
remain the symbol of the most complete denial of Humanity. As such,
they stand before us as a constant warning never to let history repeat
itself.

Everyone here will agree that the Holocaust and its unspeakable
atrocities must never be forgotten. It is indeed important to develop ways
lind means of remembrance and sensitivity, and we welcome the
opportunity that was given to us here to discuss Holocaust remembrance
and education. In remembering the past, we build an important basis for
promoting tolerance for the future.

Mr. Chairman, Dear Delegates:
It is in this spirit that I would like to raise an important issue

which, I hope, will be of particular interest for the Governments and
NGOs gathered here in Washington:

• As you know, the rapid development of racist and anti
Semitic propaganda on the Internet has become a matter of
concern for many countries. The Swiss Federal police, for
instance, identified 700 such websites in 1997. Not one was
based in Switzerland, as the dissemination of racist and anti
Semitic propaganda is strictly forbidden in our country.
However, as the Internet has no borders, prohibition in
specific countries is not an adequate solution, for hate
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propaganda can be disseminated via foreign providers and
anonymizers. The need for international cooperation in this
field is obvious. Moreover, the development of Internet as a
platform for racist, anti-Semitic, and revisionist activists,
many of which disseminate the "Auschwitz lie", is all the
more worrying as the web appeals to and is used by younger
generations. As such, it is a critical task for every nation to
contain the spread of hate propaganda on the web. The
Washington Conference carries a huge moral weight. It
could thus, in our opinion, send an important signal: A
signal showing that its participants are committed to
fighting anti-Semitism and racial hatred. A signal that
they will not allow the use of new technologies to deny a
past that must never be repeated.

This is why the Swiss delegation would like to inform the
various delegations that the Swiss government would be ready, if so
wished, to host a governmental conference on the fight against the
use of the Internet for racist, anti-Semitic or hate purposes, and to
propose concrete remedial steps.

The signal we will send will undoubtedly contribute to the
concrete objective of the present conference, which represents one of the
great tasks and challenges for the next century: To prevent denial and
oblivion of the horrors of this century, as well as their recurrence.
Switzerland is committed to this effort towards the future.

Before concluding, Mr. Chairman, let me say a few words about
the other topics dealt with during this conference.

On the insurance question, Switzerland welcomes the
constructive participation of the three Swiss insurance companies in the
"International Commission", and supports the cooperative approach the
Commission chose. However, in our view the on-going class action suits
are not compatible with this cooperative spirit, and we expect that an
intensive dialogue, involving especially the American participants in the
said Commission, will soon bring an end to this confrontational element.

Regarding the looted art issue, Switzerland welcomes the on
going discussion on this complex subject. My country has taken
important measures in this matter, and welcomes the proposal submitted
by the American delegation.

The request for the complete opening of the archives has long
been met at the Federal level in Switzerland. Furthermore, the Bergier
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Commission has special rights guaranteeing complete access even to
private archives.

In concluding, Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank the US
Department of State, as well as the Holocaust Memorial Museum, for the
perfect organization of this important and fruitful conference. Finally, I
would not fail to express my appreciation of the very skilled and able
Chairmanship of Judge Mikva.

Thank you very much.





Concluding Statement
UNITED STATES

By Under Secretary Stuart E. Eizenstat
HEAD OF DELEGATION

It has been a great honor for me and for the State Department to
have co-hosted the Washington Conference on Holocaust-Era Assets. It
is a particular privilege to have had as our partner the U.S. Holocaust
Memorial Museum, which is doing so much to ensure that the memory
and the lessons of the Holocaust endure for future generations.

A year ago, at the London Nazi Gold Conference, we established
a goal to complete by the end of this century the unfinished business of
the middle of the century: the completion of the long-hidden historical
record on Holocaust-era assets and the provision of some measure of
justice -- however belated -- to the victims and survivors of that
unparalleled tragedy. Now with the conclusion of this conference
approaching, we have made great strides toward achieving that historic
goal.

As a result of the inspiring seriousness of purpose and spirit of
dedication, openness, cooperation, and commitment you -- the 57
delegations, 44 countries, 13 NGOs, and scores of presenters -- have
demonstrated, we can genuinely call the Washington Conference a great
success. Indeed, we have surpassed our highest expectations and together
accomplished more over the past several days than any of us could have
possibly imagined when we began our preparations many months ago or
even when we began these proceedings this week.

To all those who have participated and contributed, I offer my
heartfelt gratitude and appreciation. Most of all, I want offer my thanks
to Judge Abner Mikva, whose guiding hand has been critical to the
success of this Conference. I also want to commend the Conference
Director, J.D. Bindenagel, and our entire team for bringing such a
complex undertaking to life and helping ensure its success.

While we must acknowledge our failure to address these issues
earlier, we must also acknowledge the work of individuals and
organizations who heard the pleas, who understood that justice must be
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completed, and who in the face of apathy worked so hard to uncover the
truth and to come to the aid of survivors and their families. You refused
to let the world forever tum its back to the truth, and to you we owe our
enduring appreciation.

Building on those efforts, both governments and NGOs have
achieved remarkable progress, particularly in our efforts to shape
principles and processes that can guide our efforts to complete the
historical record and to seek justice. I would like to briefly address some
of those important achievements and focus on our remaining challenges.

First, we can be encouraged that our efforts last year at the
London Conference continue to motivate countries to contribute to the
Nazi Persecutee Relief Fund. Pledges to the fund -- augmented by Spain
at this conference -- which will be used to assist the neediest survivors of
the Holocaust, now total $60 million. We also appreciate Slovenia
joining Croatia in pledging their share.

Second, the issue of Holocaust-era insurance claims was one of
the more complex and difficult challenges facing this conference. This
week's presentations systematically walked us through the historical
record of Nazi confiscation. They painted a vivid picture of the well
intended but inadequate compensation efforts after the war, and they
updated us on recent actions by insurance regulators and companies to
address these issues.

I am pleased that so many delegations have supported the
International Commission as the best mechanism for adjudicating claims.
The U.S. Government strongly supported the creation of the commission
and will work intensively with it. The commission brings together the
key actors on both sides of the Atlantic, and we firmly believe that it
represents the most appropriate mechanism for promptly resolving
unpaid insurance claims from the Holocaust era in a swift, just, and
cooperative manner. We urge other companies to join this process.

The commission will help us avoid the trans-Atlantic tensions
that at times have been apparent on other Holocaust-era issues. In
addition, the commission will seek to expedite a fair settlement of
heirless claims so that those funds can be used to urgently help the aging
survivors in need.

Resolution of the insurance issue is also being pursued on three
separate tracks: through the courts, through legislation, and through
regulation. It is our hope that the credibility and effectiveness of the
commission's work will convince all the actors pursuing resolution of
this issue, including those pursuing litigation, to merge with the IC
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process as the best means for quickly and equitably resolving these
claims.

Third, art, without a doubt, represents the most complex set of
issues we have faced at this conference. Yet I am pleased to note that we
have achieved a breakthrough far exceeding our most ambitious
expectations. As Philippe de Montebello told us, "The genie is out of the
bottle." The art world will never be the same in the way it deals with
Nazi-confiscated art. From now on, the sale, purchase, exchange, and
display of art from this period will be addressed with greater sensitivity
and a higher international standard of responsibility. This is a major
achievement which will reverberate through our museums, galleries,
auction houses, and in the homes and hearts of those families who may
now have the chance to have returned what is rightfully theirs. This will
also lead to the removal of uncertainty in the world art market and
facilitate commercial and cultural exchange.

We have reached a remarkable degree of consensus on a set of
substantive principles, which while not legally binding represent a moral
commitment among nations which all in the art world will have to take
into account. These principles are the result of intensive consultations
with art experts, cultural institutions, and countries before and during the
conference. We have listened and incorporated many of your suggestions
in order to achieve consensus, and we are very pleased by the explicit
support given by so many countries directly to the principles. These
principles encourage research into the provenance and identification of
art, they call for these findings to be publicized and for the establishment
of a central digital registry which will link all Holocaust-era art-loss
databases, and they encourage alternative dispute-resolution strategies.

I am pleased to note that several countries have already taken
courageous steps to address these issues. For example, Austria,
Switzerland, and the Netherlands are researching the provenance of
works in their national collections; the French Government has
established a web site to display a portion of the some 2,000 pieces of art
restituted after the war still unclaimed; and Austria has passed a law to
allow restitution notwithstanding such legal obstacles as the statute of
limitations. In addition, we are particularly pleased by the announcement
of the Russian delegation that they will actively cooperate in resolving
outstanding issues related to Holocaust-era art. The actions of these
nations could provide useful models for other countries. Indeed, the
Austrian law is a model for all countries to follow.

To be sure, it is not enough to identify art that was stolen. We
must also establish a system to resolve issues of ownership and
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compensation. In that spirit, I urge each national delegation to commit
itself to the task of faithfully implementing these principles.

Fourth, this conference is the first time that international
attention has been focused so sharply -- with genuine debate -- on the
issue of communal property restitution. It was an important opportunity
to review both the progress that has been made and the very real
obstacles that remain. We also were reminded that restitution is essential
to the revitalization of religious and other pluralistic communities as well
as to democratic institutions and the rule of law.

We have worked to encourage the new democracies of the region
to provide restitution and/or compensation for property wrongfully
confiscated -- and to do so in an equitable, transparent, non
discriminatory, and expeditious manner. While most countries in the
region recognize their obligation to' return confiscated property, there
remains in some countries a lukewarm commitment to completing
quickly the work at hand.

There is a compelling reason to' finish this task as urgently as
possible. I have met with Holocaust survivor communities throughout
Central and Eastern Europe., Cut off from freedom, their relatives, and
the compensation that was available to survivors in the West, many of
these elderly survivors are living out their remaining years in poverty and
fear. They are truly the double victims of the 20th century -- first of the
Nazi Holocaust and then more than 4 decades of communist repression.
They deserve to see the return of their communal properties within their
lifetimes so their communities can rebuild their shattered existence.

Precisely because restitution of communal property is a difficult
process, it requires the urgent, cooperative, and steadfast support of both
governments and non-governmental organizations.

We certainly recognize that there are many practical difficulties
in resolving these issues, and that circumstances vary among countries.
That is why the U.S. has proposed some general principles to address the
difficulties faced by all communities. We are urging governments to
return secular as well as religious communal properties, to take necessary
steps to ensure that restitution policies established at the national level
are implemented at the regional and local levels, and to make the legal
procedures for filing claims clear and straightforward. At the same time,
restitution procedures must take into account the legitimate interests of
the current occupants.

On the other hand, we recognize that in some countries local
communities are not always able to bear the full cost of restitution. That
is why we also urge the establishment of foundations where needed to
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help local communities organize their restitution claims as well as
involve other groups in assisting local communities with research, legal
counsel, and funding for rebuilding. Above all, communal properties
should be returned at a much faster rate than they have been so far. This
may require more resources from governments and from non
governmental organizations. Even more important, it will require
renewed energy and commitment by all concerned. The U.S.
Government hopes that in 1999 we can see an intensification of efforts
on these issues -- and concrete progress as a result.

We were pleased to hear that Poland has expressed tentative
interest in hosting a conference on communal property restitution. This is
encouraging, and we would urge other countries in the region to support
the idea.

Fifth, a key to success in all the areas this conference has
addressed -- and in all aspects of Holocaust-era assets -- is the openness
and accessibility of archives. We are concerned that in some countries,
archives are still accessible on only a limited basis and others
unfortunately appear destined to remain closed. The U.S. vigorously
supports the archival openness declaration of the Task Force for
International Cooperation on Holocaust Education, Remembrance and
Research. That declaration urges that all Holocaust-relevant archives,
both public and private, be made widely accessible and that all
documentation bearing on the Holocaust be made available to
researchers by December 31, 1999.

The work of the 17 historical commissions has been the
centerpiece of an amazing outpouring of scholarship on the Holocaust.
And a consensus has emerged on the need to use the Internet in making
their reports and other related information available. At the planning
seminar for this conference in June 1998, we agreed to establish, on the
Internet, an international guide to archival sources on gold and other
assets looted by the Nazis. I am pleased to report that this guide is up and
running. Valuable archival information from the U.K., France, Croatia,
and the Bank for International Settlements is linked through a central site
hosted by the Holocaust Museum, and more countries are preparing their
contributions.

This experience has convinced us to further expand our use of
the Internet and institute what we might call a "Mega Web Site" to link
the sites of all commissions, governments, and institutions. A "Mega
Web Site" is fully possible using current technology. Its users will be
able to share all currently available reports and documents on Holocaust-
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era assets. This "Mega Web Site" will become even more useful as new
participants add their Internet sites and new materials are published.

As a contribution to Holocaust education, research, and
remembrance, we plan to include the proceedings of this conference on
the website. Although we will publish a volume of the proceedings of
this conference in January 1999, we intend to keep the record open until
the end of 1999 so that researchers and delegations can contribute the
results of work completed subsequent to this conference -- and move
toward completing the historical record on the wide range of issues we
have addressed this week.

I would like to take note of the fact that Greece, one of the first
countries in post-war Europe to restitute property to Holocaust survivors
and their heirs, has undertaken another crucial aspect of uncovering
history. The Greek Government is funding the publication of a collection
of Greek Foreign Ministry documents, which shed new light not only on
the history of Thessaloniki, the largest Sephardic community in Europe,
but also on the creation of the state of Israel. I would also like to take
note of the contribution made by Belarus on developing a book on
Holocaust-era assets in their country. We appreciate the spirit in which
the Swiss Government has made its proposal on Internet racism and anti
Semitism.

Sixth, our greatest, most solemn and enduring responsibility is to
memorialize the lives of the victims by committing ourselves to
educating future generations on the full dimensions of the Holocaust.
That is why I am so encouraged by the groundbreaking work launched
by Sweden to create the Task Force for International Cooperation on
Holocaust Education, Remembrance and Research, which has forged the
first intergovernmental effort to promote Holocaust education. The U.S.
wants to urge the representatives of each country present here to endorse
the Task Force declaration on Holocaust education and its call to
"undertake with renewed vigor and attention Holocaust education,
remembrance and research, with a special focus on our own countries'
histories." We are also pleased by the interest on the part of France and
the Netherlands to join the task force, which will meet later today to
discuss, among other things, how to reach out to include more countries
in its work. The U.S. strongly supports the proposal by Sweden to host a
conference on Holocaust Education and Remembrance in late 1999 or
early 2000.

The Washington Conference comes to a close today, but the
process of resolving the outstanding issues of Holocaust-era assets must
not. We must use the historical record established, the information
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shared, and the consensus reached in the past 3 days to galvanize our
efforts in all areas. As a result of our work this week, we can point to
principles in some cases~ processes in others, and initiatives in still others
that will continue to focus our attention and accelerate our progress
toward justice. A number of countries have come forward to suggest
follow-up efforts by the international community on many of the issues
we have discussed here, and these should be seriously considered.

Let me close with a proposed roadmap for fulfilling the call of
the London Conference -- and now the Washington Conference as well -
to complete our work for justice before the end of this millennium.

• On insurance, we look to the International Commission to
fulfill its mandate and reach a swift and just solution. We
recognize the need to merge the IC process with litigation,
and the U.S. will support any such efforts.

• On art, the consensus achieved on principles should be
translated into action, databases should be linked, and
provenance research expedited - all leading to the resolution
of claims and the restoration of confidence in the world art
market.

• On communal property, we urge the governments to
embrace the principles we have proposed and make
substantial progress in 1999. I encourage the countries in the
region to support the proposal for a follow-up conference to
focus further attention on this issue.

• On archives, we urge all the delegations to implement the
declaration on opening all public and private archives
pertaining to the Holocaust, including assets, by the end of
next year.

• On Holocaust education and remembrance, we encourage
countries to strengthen their efforts and support the
International Task Force and the Stockholm Conference.

It is also important to mention briefly two related issues that
were not on the conference agenda:

• Private property restitution was omitted from the conference
agenda because of the complexities of the issue, not to
indicate that it was unimportant. Countries in the family of
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democracies should move swiftly to conclusively address the
unjust confiscations that took place during the war and after.

• The landmark settlement by the Swiss banks must be
finalized, and the distribution called for in the settlement
should be made swiftly so that it can benefit needy
Holocaust survivors.

As representatives of our nations and as representatives of
humanity, we must never forget that the commitment and resolve we are
demonstrating today comes more than 50 years late. Each and every one
of us has a solemn and awesome responsibility to see that some small
measure of justice for the victims of the Holocaust can be achieved. By
doing so, we will rededicate ourselves not only to the work at hand, but
also to ensuring that the millions of individual victims will not be
forgotten and indeed will guide our efforts in the weeks and months to
come.

We appreciate the statements by the Ukrainian and Russian
delegations on non-Jewish survivors of the concentration camps and their
needs as aging survivors. This merits our serious consideration. As Elie
Wiesel has said, "All Jews were victims, but not all victims were Jews."
To those who perished in the gas chambers; to those who lost families,
homes, property, even their communities and homelands; to the double
victims who suffered not only the unimaginable horror of the Holocaust
but also 40 years of communist repression; to the survivors, whose cries
for justice and restitution were ignored; to the victims' families, to their
children, grandchildren, and great grandchildren whose pain and sense of
loss will never disappear -- it is to their individual memories that we
must continue to commit ourselves.

As we pen the final chapter in the unfinished business of the 20th
century, we ask that each delegate remember that our efforts at this
conference, in some small way, are helping restore that sense of
individual dignity and personal humanity for those who amazingly
survived and those who tragically perished. May that solemn goal guide
us as we tackle the great challenges that lie ahead.

Thank you very much.



Chairman's Concluding Statement
The Honorable Abner J. Mikva

CONFERENCE CHAIRMAN

INTRODUCTION

We have just completed a series of fascinating and challenging
discussions over the past 3 days. I believe that the work of this
conference has been a landmark event in fulfilling the international
community's long-overdue commitment to focus on Holocaust-era assets.
It has been a personal privilege to chair proceedings that may well be
considered to have made a historic contribution to justice.

I want to thank the delegations from Europe, the United States,
Canada, South America, Australia, and the international Jewish and
Romani Union communities that have brought a diversity of perspectives
and views, but also a common commitment to address candidly these
immensely complex and sensitive issues. Our presenters, ranging from
historians to insurance regulators, from government officials to museum
directors, together with the delegates' responses, have made rich
contributions to our substantive agenda.

I also want to express my gratitude to the chairs of our plenary
sessions: New York Federal Reserve President McDonough on gold;
Ambassador Olson on insurance; Congressman Leach on art;
Congressman Gilman on communal property; and French Ambassador
Amigues on archives, books, and historical commissions.

Finally, of course, I want to thank Stuart Eizenstat and the State
Department, together with Miles Lerman and the U.S. Holocaust
Memorial Museum, for so ably hosting the Conference. I also want to
commend J.D. Bindenagel, the Conference Director, and his entire team
for their skillful management of this week's sessions and their
painstaking preparations over many months.

In her remarkable keynote address on Tuesday morning
Secretary Albright displayed a frankness and openness that set the tone
for the entire Conference. She called on our nations "to chart a course for
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finishing the job of returning or providing compensation for stolen
Holocaust assets to survivors and the families of Holocaust victims." I
believe that together we have risen to the challenge.

We have made important advances in developing principles and
processes for addressing the complex issues relating to restitution for
confiscated insurance, art, and communal property assets in particular.
We have also made significant strides in identifying the specific
problems that must be surmounted in order to achieve the widest possible
openness and accessibility of relevant archives. We have also
emphasized the enduring importance of Holocaust education and
remembrance for future generations. I would like to add the personal
observation that throughout our deliberations, Conference delegates have
displayed a willingness to examine the historical record and to consider
the case for justice.

My purpose in this statement is two-fold: first, to summarize
highlights of the many presentations and discussions; and second, to
crystallize major areas of consensus around principles and processes
which I believe have been reached. Let me be clear: Consistent with the
terms of reference of the conference, these are areas of general
consensus, not formal agreement or binding commitment. I invite each
delegation to add any supplementary material to the conference record by
mid-January. The conference proceedings will be published in the spring
of 1999 and a second volume will be issued at the end of 1999
documenting further research and progress. Moreover, I believe that we
have achieved a basis for sustaining and accelerating the international
community's willingness to act.

Let me now turn to each of the substantive sections of the agenda
we have completed, proceeding in the order in which they were
addressed in plenary sessions.

LOOTED GOLD AND THE TRIPARTITE GOLD COMMISSION

The brief plenary session held on looted gold may be the final
large-scale discussion on the part of so many countries on this set of
issues. From the head of the U.S. delegation we heard an overview of the
major research completed on wartime gold transactions over the last year
since the London Conference by national historical commissions in
Switzerland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and; Turkey, as well as by the
United States. Drawing on these and other previous reports, elements of
an historical consensus have now been established on looted gold.
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France reported on its completion, together with Britain and the
United States, of their governments' collective responsibility as
custodians of the Tripartite Gold Commission over five decades. With
the opening of its archive and the actions of many countries in dealing
with remaining claims on gold, its mission has been completed with
dignity and justice.

The United Kingdom presented an encouraging report on the
progress of the Nazi Persecutee Relief Fund, a laudable effort by which
Tripartite Gold Commission claimant countries and others have now
pledged over $60 million to assist the neediest survivors of the
Holocaust. The mechanisms through which donations can be made and
projects implemented were described. A number of delegations -
including Italy, the Netherlands, and Belgium -- shared details about
their previous pledges or contributions. We also heard from Spain that it
would channel its previously announced contribution through the Nazi
Persecutee Relief Fund. Slovenia and Croatia indicated their intention to
pledge to the Fund.

INSURANCE

I believe that this Conference has brought unprecedented
international focus on the wrenching history of Holocaust insurance
claims. We have learned that, through direct and indirect means, the Nazi
regime deliberately sought to confiscate the insurance assets of Jewish
victims. In recognition of this massive loss and injustice, the postwar
West German Government made an: effort to compensate the victims.
According to the German delegation, after the war and as of January
1998, the German Government had paid out 102 billion deutsche marks
in compensation to victims of Nazi persecution. Over the next several
years, the German compensation program is expected to payout another
24 billion deutsche marks (about $14 billion), including for the first time
direct payments to central and eastern European survivors.

Other delegates indicated that there is also a need to address
claims arising from assets and liabilities that were nationalized by former
communist regimes in central and eastern Europe.

By bringing together key parties on both sides of the Atlantic,
the International Commission offers the most effective vehicle for
resolving these issues swiftly and justly. The insurance firms Allianz and
Generali noted their commitment to pay all valid claims against. their
companies and to participate fully in the Commission. The Commission
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also will help forge a positive, cooperative approach that can avoid
transatlantic tensions of the kind that have at times arisen on other
Holocaust-era issues.

Delegates representing survivor organizations and American
insurance commissioners thanked those on the International Commission
for addressing their concerns, noting that the Commission is a voluntary
organization that includes, inter alia, six European insurers and two
European insurance regulators. Many delegates called for other
companies and countries to join the International Commission. The head
of the Czech Delegation reported on the activities of the Czech Working
Group on Holocaust Insurance and said that the Czech Government
supports the proper representation of the survivor communities in the
Czech Republic and other central and eastern European countries on the
International Commission. The Hungarian delegation indicated its
interest in cooperating with the International Commission.

The Chairman of the International Commission has assured us
that he will move quickly to press for expanded membership, an audit to
identify unpaid Holocaust-era insurance claims, and an expeditious
adjudication of claims, using relaxed standards of proof.

Moreover, a view was often expressed that a humanitarian relief
fund may provide swift means for compensating Holocaust survivors
promptly. In this regard, many welcomed the $90 million contribution by
insurance companies to the International Commission's fund for
humanitarian relief.

ART

On the topic of art, the conference was presented with the history
of how the Nazis confiscated art works of individuals as part of a
deliberate and premeditated program to enrich their leaders, finance their
military aggression, and exterminate an entire people. We were told how
post-war restitution policies were generally successful, but fell short of
restoring property to many individuals. We have reached a greater
understanding of why restitution issues were dormant for so many years
and why they have suddenly reappeared with renewed force, creating a
challenge to legal frameworks, all sectors of the art world, and concepts
of morality and justice.

Several delegations described what their countries are trying to
do in order to balance the claims of pre-war owners against the rights and
responsibilities of current owners, be they museums, galleries, or
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individual collectors. Representatives of several museums emphasized
the challenges in establishing clear provenance of artworks caught in the
dislocation of the War and its aftermath. Delegates were also briefed on
the work being done with claimants to help them recall the nature and
circumstances of their loss with the specificity needed to make a viable
claim.

The work being done using new technologies to check claims
against catalogues and inventories has also helped expedite the process.
As we have heard, there is already a substantial effort to locate and
publicize missing art works, determine their provenance, and come to an
equitable resolution of ownership questions. The Russian delegation
indicated its willingness to search for confiscated art works, to help
create a database, and to entertain properly presented claims for the
return of looted art.

My sense from these discussions is that the nations represented
at this conference are willing to open their archives to facilitate research
leading to the identification and location of art confiscated during the
Holocaust. They welcome the development of computerized research
tools designed to aid this search by matching identified art with claims.
They look forward to the completion of central on-line repositories -- a
"digital collecting point" as one participant called it -- that would include
complete lists of missing and recovered art works and mechanisms for
filing claims.

The delegates' discussions during the conference helped develop
a set of principles to guide the international community toward a
consensus on Nazi-confiscated art. All countries want to contribute
toward a speedy resolution of all art claims, those of individuals as well
as those of nations, so that stability can be restored to the art market and
beneficial international cultural exchange will not be disrupted.

As Chairman, I am pleased to recognize one of the most
important accomplishments coming out of the discussion of this
conference: a consensus that, within the context of the national laws and
national judicial processes of the participating nations, the 11 principles
on art offer a means for addressing the major issues relating to Nazi
confiscated art. Although they are non-binding, they will be a moral
force and guide for dealing with this issue.
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COMMUNAL PROPERTY

Delegations discussed the varying and difficult circumstances
surrounding restitution of communal property and artifacts. Much of this
property is in run-down condition, owned by the government or currently
inhabited. One delegate made the point that at the end of the War and
during the communist period, the political and social environment for
Jews in central and eastern Europe was inhospitable and that emigration
was considered the main alternative. With new democratic governments,
religious life is reviving throughout the region for Jewish, Catholic, and
Protestant communities alike. Return of their property is essential.

Much has been done to return communal property, but historical
differences and current political realities have led each country to
proceed on restitution in its own way. The conference heard encouraging
reports indicating that the countries of eastern and central Europe have
perceived the need for communal property restitution and some have set
up legal structures to provide restitution or compensation. However,
obstacles remain, making the process of restitution very slow.

The Polish, Romanian, and Hungarian delegations shared their
national experiences in handling communal property restitution in their
countries, including the laws passed and the status of implementation.
Two speakers described the relative success of property restitution in
eastern Germany and expressed the hope that it would also be successful
elsewhere. Almost all affected countries have taken action to return
property or compensate religious groups for their confiscated property.
We also heard the perspectives of international organizations on the
progress and stumbling blocks to restitution, including the significance of
return and care for religious artifacts and cemeteries.

The United States described a set of principles to make the
process of restitution just and effective. To implement these principles,
"best practices" include: clear restitution policies implemented at the
national, regional and local levels and not limited to religious communal
property; transparent and simple procedures for legal claims; and, where
needed, establishment of foundations jointly managed by local
communities and international groups to assist with claims and
administration of restituted property. Lastly, governments should take
into account legitimate needs of current occupants of restituted property.
The Chair encourages governments to implement these principles.
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ARCHIVES AND HISTORICAL COMMISSIONS

One of the central achievements of the London Conference was
to highlight the importance and urgency of greater openness and
accessibility of archives and records bearing on Holocaust-era assets.
Since London, we have had the occasion to applaud the immense
progress achieved on all Holocaust-era assets issues and to recognize that
it has only been possible as a result of the opening in so many countries
of the relevant historical archives. We have heard during this conference
of the great outpouring of important Holocaust research undertaken in
the last several years by 17 national historical commissions that have
been established to compile an accurate and final historical accounting of
Holocaust assets issues. These national commissions, with varying
mandates but with a common goal of examining wartime experiences
have done vital and courageous work examining the formerly hidden
aspects of a terrible period of history.

We heard yesterday from a broad range of commissions and
experts who described the current status of their individual projects and
the progress they have made and the problems they have encountered in
identifying and preserving records and making sense of them. The U.K.
delegation described to us the research at the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office on postwar British policies on reparations and
restitution. The U.S. delegation reviewed the great success of the
National Archives in Washington in quickly assembling more than 15
million pages of Holocaust-era records, devising a finding aid to those
records that now approaches 1000 pages in length, and making the
National Archives research room the center of international study of
these issues.

The German delegation reminded the conference of the
destructive impact of the Nazi German regime, the war, and the
dislocations of the postwar period on the critical historical records in
Germany, and pointed to the vital importance of accurate document
"provenance," in order to assure a properly preserved historical record
for any society. Finally, Switzerland gave us a summary of the wide
ranging mandate of the Swiss Independent Commission of Experts which
has already reported in great detail on wartime gold transactions and is
close now to publishing a final report on the treatment of refugees in
Switzerland before and during the war.

Break-out sessions yesterday heard many reports on the
problems and possibilities confronting archivists and commissions in
many countries. I cannot summarize here all that was discussed, but it
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was important to hear of the issues facing the Netherlands as it
established its Commission on Jewish assets and of the Holocaust-era
archival projects undertaken by the Yad Vashem Institute, particularly
the list of lists with its 18 million entries thus far. I believe we all took
encouragement from the reports we heard about the diverse but critical
research underway or recently completed by the historical commissions
in Spain, Sweden, Turkey, and Argentina.

While we congratulate those countries that have worked to
identify and make available archives and other sources of information on
this period, many conference participants emphasized the importance of
full archival openness. The Task Force on International Cooperation on
Holocaust Education, Remembrance and Research presented a
declaration encouraging all archives, both public and private, be made
more widely accessible and that all documentation bearing on the
Holocaust be available to researchers by a target date of December 31,
1999.

BOOKS

The conference was reminded of an issue thus far not fully
grasped in our consideration of Holocaust-era assets. We heard reports
from U.S. experts that will help define and deal with the despoliation of
libraries and private collections of books in occupied Europe and the
vital urgency of setting the book issue to rights. The delegate from the
U.S. Justice Department detailed how the American occupation
authorities in Germany rescued 3 million books looted from Jewish
individuals and communities and was able to return 2.5 million of these
books to their countries of origin or rightful owners by 1948. The
remainder of the books were distributed to appropriate recipients by
Jewish groups. Another delegate warned that a shortage of resources
threatened preservation activities and access to many invaluable books
and papers from the Holocaust era.

EDUCATION

A striking aspect of this conference, from the solemn ceremony
and eloquent speeches made on Monday evening at the Holocaust
Museum, to the statements we heard earlier in our closing plenary
session this morning, is the emphasis placed so forcefully by so many on
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the importance of Holocaust education and remembrance. Speaker after
speaker from country after country told us of their appreciation of the
importance of teaching future generations about the unique tragedy and
the lessons it can offer as this century comes to a close.

A remarkably rich series of break-out panels held yesterday at
the Holocaust Museum featured leading Holocaust educators from both
sides of the Atlantic, including both distinguished scholars and leaders of
non-governmental organizations. A number of materials on Holocaust
curricula and remembrance activities being undertaken by these
organizations and others, as well as by governments, were on display and
available for delegates.

The break-out sessions at the Museum and more briefly our
plenary session earlier today highlighted the Task Force for International
Cooperation on Holocaust Education, Remembrance, and Research.
Initiated by Sweden, currently chC'tired by the United States, and also
composed of the United Kingdom, Israel and Germany, the Task Force
presented a report describing its specific efforts underway to promote
international cooperation in these important areas. The Task Force report
includes a declaration committing the Task Force countries and calling
on others to strengthen or undertake new efforts on Holocaust education
and remembrance. France and the Netherlands have already expressed a
desire to participate in the Task Force, and it is likely that other countries
will join them.

As the conference drew to a close, the delegates looked forward
to other gatherings to continue the work of this historic meeting. The
Swedish delegation announced its intention to convene an international
conference on Holocaust education. The World Jewish Restitution
Organization suggested on behalf of many of the non-governmental
organizations that the important work of the conference should be
continued next year in Jerusalem. The U.K. delegation spoke in favor of
"satellite conferences" to address different issues. The head of the U.S.
delegation urged conference countries to use the historical record
established, the information shared, and the consensus reached in the past
3 days to galvanize our efforts in all areas.

CONCLUSION

Let me conclude by reaffirming my view that this conference has
added substantially to the historical record on these events, so terrible
and tragic for those involved, while strengthening the framework for
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countries to work together to act on the difficult and painful issues of
restitution and justice.

The willingness of so many countries to confront the past is
enormously encouraging, especially after so many decades. I urge us all
to continue down this path, determined to meet our historic
responsibilities to address the unparalleled wrongs of this century as the
new millennium beckons.
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Statements





AMERICAN JEWISH
COMMITTEE

Statement by
David A. Harris
EXECUTNE DIRECTOR

To the Delegates to the Washington Conference on Holocaust
Era Assets:

As one of the non-governmental organizations privileged to be
accredited to the Conference, we join in expressing our hope that this'
historic gathering will fulfill the ambitious and worthy goals set for it.

The effort to identify the compelling and complex issues of
looted assets from the Second World War, and to consult on the most
appropriate and expeditious means of addressing and resolving these
issues, offers a beacon of light at the end of a very long and dark tunnel
for Holocaust survivors, for the descendants of those who perished in the
flames, for the vibrant Jewish communities which were destroyed, and
for all who fell victim to the savagery and rapacity of those horrific
times.

We are pleased as well that, in addition to discussion of these
enormously important topics, the Conference will also take up the matter
of Holocaust education, for, in the end, this can be our permanent legacy
to future generations.

We hope that the Conference will reach a consensus on the need
for enhanced international consultation, with the aim of encouraging
more widespread teaching of the Holocaust in national school systems.
Moreover, we commend those nations that have already taken impressive
steps in this regard.

Not only can teaching of the Holocaust provide young people
with a better insight into the darkest chapter in this century's history, but,
ultimately, it can serve to strengthen their commitment to fundamental
principles of human decency, mutual understanding and tolerance - all of

Preceding Page Blank
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which are so necessary if we are to have any chance of creating a
brighter future.

When we speak of education, we must recognize that it cannot
be limited to the classroom or the textbook, necessary though both are.

One element regarding both historical memory and education
that deserves, in our view, greater attention from the international
community is the identification, preservation and protection of sites of
destruction and extermination connected to the Holocaust. Experience
has taught us that visits to sites have a profound impact, not least on
young people.

In some countries, considerable attention has been devoted to
this matter; in others, regrettably, this has not been the case.

In some countries, great care has been taken to designate such
sites, provide demarcation, ensure adequate security, and introduce
pedagogical elements; in other countries, sites go unmarked, threatened
by commercial or other development, and therefore destined for
disappearance.

In some countries, comprehensive national legislation exists; in
others, either there is no relevant legislation or responsibility lies with
local rather than national governments, leading, sad to say, to an
inconsistent and unreliable approach.

In some countries, ample funds have been earmarked to maintain
the sites; in others, few, if any, resources have been committed.

In addition to our concern for strengthening Holocaust
education, we raise this issue because it also serves other vital goals 
seeking to preserve memory by reminding us all of what once was and
what has been lost, and paying our respects to those who perished in the
Final Solution, and to the vibrant civilization that was destroyed.

Many questions can surely be raised about specific aspects of our
proposal - for example, issues of definition and jurisdiction. Our aim is
precisely to raise these questions, leading, we would earnestly hope, to
greater international consultation and coordination on guidelines and
approaches among the distinguished nations and non-governmental
organizations represented at this Conference.

Kindly be assured that the American Jewish Committee stands
ready to assist in this effort in the months and years ahead.

We extend our best wishes and the expression of our highest
esteem to all the delegates attending the Conference.

Respectfully submitted,

David A. Harris, Executive Director



ARGENTINA

Delegation Joint Statement

Argentina and its Commission of Enquiry into the Activities of
Nazism (CEANA) wish to thank Under Secretary of State Stuart
Eizenstat for his indefatigable efforts to organize this important
conference on Holocaust-era assets. Our thanks are also extended to
Ambassador Eizenstat's kind and often repeated expressions of support
for CEANA's work, as most recently highlighted by the decision to
postpone his departure from Buenos Aires in order to participate 
together with Foreign Minister Guido Di Tella and Swedish Trade
Minister Leif Pagrotsky - in the opening session of CEANA's plenary
session in November 1998.

This conference's significance for Argentina not only stems from
the need to take a joint approach to the wide gamut of issues that, sad to
say, still await clarification more than half a century after the demise of
the Third Reich, but also to do justice to its Jewish and other victims, as
well as their descendants. Argentina's solidarity with the latter has led it
to join the growing number of countries taking part in Ambassador
Eizenstat's proposed relief fund, as was announced at the London
conference an Nazi gold. Argentina's rp.cent history suggests that this
healing process is also a valuable way to consolidate our democracy, as
well as to prevent the recurrence of the terrible episodes that the country
witnessed during past decades.

The meeting is also important for CEANA's work. Created in
1997 and supported by the Argentine government as a sign of its
commitment to try to eradicate the scourge of Nazism in the country and
elsewhere, CEANA, nonetheless, is a non-governmental commission; its
findings require certification by an array of Argentine and foreign
personalities of different political and other affiliations. Owing to
Argentina's recent past, CEANA's research agenda is somewhat broader
then that of peer commissions, covering not only the subject of
expoliated assets but also the issues of war criminals who found an
Argentine refuge and the influence of Nazism in the country. Such a
research agenda led CEANA's International Panel and Advisory
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Committee to approve in November an extension of the Commission's
life for another year, as well as to endorse the notion that the lessons
arising from this self -introspective exercise should be made available to
Argentine's student population, and to other sections of Argentine society
as soon as possible.

Against this background, Argentina is keen to see that the
recently established Task Force does not exclude Latin America in
general and Argentina in particular, Clearly, permanent changes in public
perceptions of Nazi era and other genocides can only be achieved
through educational programs. Education also means familiarizing the
public and honoring Argentines and others who took risks in order to
save numbers of those whose lives were threatened by Nazism. Not
surprisingly, therefore, CEANA's plenary coincided with the unveiling of
a Buenos Aires monument of Raoul Wallenberg and issuing of a
commemorative stamp (initiatives jointly sponsored by a CEANA
international panelist, Sir Sigmund Sternberg; Argentina's Foreign
Ministry; and the city of Buenos Aires autonomous government). Not
well known in Argentina and elsewhere, Wallenberg's exertions to rescue
countless Jews were partly assisted by a former employee of the
Argentine consulate in Budapest inasmuch as Sweden represented
Argentine interests in several European capitals after the country's
belated severance of diplomatic relations with the Axis in January 1944.

Discussed at greater length in CEANA academic coordinator
Ignacio Klich's presentation at the relevant panel, Commission work has
fueled the opening of a number of Argentine archival repositories. Yet it
is clear that all interested parties stand to benefit from the exchange of
information afforded by this meeting. To this extent, CEANA reiterates
its offer to share with others the fruits of its research at Argentine and
other repositories, as well as acknowledges the important benefits
derived from the seminar held here in June 1998 and from this
conference, in particular by its research unit an art.

Such a unit has sought to confirm information arising from
non-Argentine sources about the arrival of looted works of art, as well as
the possible use of the country as a transit point for this trade. This has
prompted the painstaking scouring of catalogues of Buenos Aires-based
art galleries and analyzing the history of acquisitions by museums, as
well as to recording individual art work losses in Europe by victims of
Nazism who settled in Argentina and relaying such information to a U.S.
database.

As previously mentioned, education is the way to avoid a sorry
repetition of Nazi and other more recent genocides. While Argentina is
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only at the beginning of this road, before long its students will be
exposed to such subjects as the implications of Hitler's rise to power and
Argentina's performance during the Nazi era. Likewise, a Buenos
Aires-based Holocaust museum, an initiative supported by the
government's grant of the building to house such a museum and of
monies to set it up, will be inaugurated in the near future. Not too far
away is the day when Argentina will also join the nations that year in,
year out commemorate the Nazi extermination of Jews.

All this is part of Argentina's wish to build a democratic and
pluralist society, an indispensable ingredient to achieve this being
learning from history. From this angle, the opening of archival sources,
like the creation of CEANA, are only part of the tools that are meant to
facilitate such learning. In the future, it is to be hoped that international
events, like the London and Washington conferences, will contribute to
further this process wherever necessary.





AUSTRIA

Delegation Statement

Executive Summary

Austria welcomes the holding of the Conference on Holocaust
Era Assets in Washington as an important step to complete knowledge of
historical facts related to assets looted by the Nazis including art,
insurance and other assets. We share the objectives of the conference, to
strengthen the international commitment to open relevant national
archives and other records for research on Nazi-looted assets and to
examine steps taken to return looted assets as well as promoting broad
consensus for further action. We are ready to assume our part in
investigating those facts as far as they relate to our own country and to
make every effort to shed complete light on all unresolved questions.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Of the approximately 210,000 Jews who lived in Austria before
World War II, approximately 110,000 were forced to emigrate. Some
65,000 Austrian Jews were murdered by the Nazis.

"ARYANIZATION" (THE TAKEOVER OF JEWISH PROPERTY BY
NON-JEWS)

In preparation for the return of properties taken from the rightful
owners by the Nazis, a law regarding the submission of claims was
passed as early as 1945. The holders of Aryanized properties were
requested under threat of penalty to register those assets and to refrain
from any legal transactions regarding the property in question, except
"regular '3dministrative measures". Between 1946 and 1949 seven
restitution laws were passed by the Austrian Parliament which provided
for restitution in several phases. The immediate victims as well as direct
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descendants and siblings were eligible for restitution. In addition, four
laws dealt with claims for restitution of property, for example to
democratic institutions, including Jewish and non-Jewish religious
institutions.

Not all aryanized and registered property was actually claimed
and therefore could not be restored. A law on the collection of those
assets was passed in 1957 and the "Collection Points A and BOO created.
Collection Point A received all unclaimed property of persons who in
1937 had belonged to the Jewish community, Collection Point B
received other claims. After the disbursement of the proceeds to victims
of persecution, the collection points were liquidated in 1972.

While the legal framework for the resolution of restitution cases
(with the exception of leases which were not included) was generally
accepted by the Allies and victims' organizations, questions concerning
the practical implementation of the laws remain. There is no systematic
overview of the files or any historical analysis on that subject. Of the
42,096 claims submitted, approximately one-fifth was granted, one-third
was settled by agreement, one-third was rejected or the claim withdrawn.
There exist no reliable data about the monetary value of restored
property.

In order to gain comprehensive knowledge of historical facts
related to assets looted by the Nazis and of restitution of property after
the war, the Austrian Government recently established an independent
Commission of Historians with international participation to study all
aspects of Aryanization and the country's restitution efforts to victims of
the Nazi era after the war. The mandate of the Commission ranges from
"dispossession of property on the territory of the Republic" to
"restoration and compensation" as well as economic and social efforts by
Austria after 1945. The Commission had its inaugural session on 26
November 1998. It is required to submit an outline of its future work to
the Federal Government within three months.

WORKS OF ART

By January 1949 over 13,000 art objects had been returned to
their rightful owners or their legitimate heirs of the over 18,500 items
which had been seized during the Nazi era or which had been voluntarily
given up to air-raid shelters. Restitution of the remaining objects was
spread out over the subsequent years. For this purpose, two specific laws
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pertaining to the settlement of claims regarding art and cultural heritage
were passed in 1969 and 1986. The latter law was amended 1995 to
allow for the so-called "Mauerbach Sale": in 1996 an auction of Nazi
confiscated works of art which could not be restituted to the former
owners or their heirs was held to benefit Holocaust victims.

In 1998 Federal Minister for Education and Cultural Affairs,
Elisabeth Gehrer, established a "Commission for Provenance Research"
which was mandated to study available historical material relating to
looted art in the Bundesdenkmalamt (Federal Authority for the
Preservation of Monuments) and in the various federal museums and
collections. The goal of this very extensive historic survey was to shed
light on the looting by the Nazis during the period from 1938 to 1945 and
to establish which questionable acquisitions may have been made by
public collections during that time. Furthermore, the restitution
procedures of the immediate post-war period were to be examined.

The findings of the Commission which has up to now completed
a substantial part of its work, served as basis for a "Federal Law on the
Restitution of Works of Art from Federal Museums and Collections"
adopted by Parliament on 5/19 November 1998 and which is expected to
enter into force shortly. The law provides the legal basis for restituting
those works of art that fall under one of the categories mentioned in the
Federal Law to the former owners or their legal heirs. An advisory board
which will hold its inaugural session on 9 December 1998 will assist the
Minister. National and international experts may be asked to participate
in the Board's deliberations. In the course of the debate in Parliament,
Minister Gehrer has promised to urge also non-federal museums and
collections to follow suit and take similar action. A number of
communities and municipalities had, however, already established
similar commissions.

MONETARY GOLD

Austria is among those countries whose claims for restitution of
official gold reserves looted by the Nazis were recognized by the
Tripartite Gold Commission (TGC). The gold reserves of the Austrian
Central Bank, amounting to 78,267 metric tons as of 17 March 1938, had
to be transferred to the German Reichsbank immediately after the
Anschluss in 1938. The TGC recognized the greater part of the Austrian
claim after the war and 50,183 tons were returned in several installments.
The remaining claim to the gold still held by the TGC amounted to some
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27,000 troy ounces which have in the meantime been transferred to the
account of the Austrian National Bank.

Austria was among the first countries to publicly express support
for the proposal to put a substantial portion of its claim to the remainder
of the Nazi gold into an international fund for the benefit of survivors of
the Holocaust. To implement this political decision of principle, once the
Nazi Persecutee Relief Fund had been set up, a Federal Law was passed
by Parliament on 5/19 November 1998 which authorizes the National
Bank to transfer the total Austrian share in the remaining gold (valued at
AS 102 million, which is app. 8.5 million US Dollars) to the Nazi
Persecutee Relief Fund. The law provides that the money should go
mainly to those needy victims who up to now had received no or no
adequate compensation. In addition, it will be possible to support
projects designed to fight against anti-Semitism, racism, xenophobia and
intolerance. The law furthermore stipulates that the distribution of the
money must be made through the "National Fund of the Republic of
Austria for the Victims of National Socialism", established in 1995 to
make contributions to Austrian Holocaust victims from funds provided
by the national budget of Austria. The National Fund is one of the
eligible NGOs mentioned in the Annex to the Fund Agreement through
which national contributions to the International Relief Fund can be
disbursed to individuals and projects

INSURANCE CLAIMS

In addition to the general restitution laws introduced in Austria
immediately after the Second World War, a settlement of insurance
claims could also be obtained on the basis of the Insurance
Compensation Act of 1958. It referred to those cases in which insurance
companies had already paid the benefits from the insurance contract in
full but the benefits were confiscated according to applicable German
laws. By the end of the fifties, such compensation payments, arising from
insurance contracts that were part of the domestic portfolio of insurance
companies registered in Austria, were made to the claimants.

The Austrian insurance companies have offered and still offer
good-will payments to Holocaust victims or their heirs without any legal
obligation in those individual cases where no payments had been up to
now and the claims would fall under the statute of limitation.

The legal situation in Austria prevents the Insurance Supervisory
Authority to oblige insurance companies to make payments on the basis
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of insurance contracts falling under the statute of limitation. However,
the Insurance Supervisory Authority could already help in a number of
individual cases to identify legal successors to the Austrian insurance
companies and portfolio transfers, provided that such contracts were part
of the domestic (i.e. Austrian) portfolios.





FEDERAL MINISTRY OF FINANCE
INSURANCE SUPERVISORY AUTHORITY

The Legal Situation in Regard to
"Holocaust and Insurances" in Austria

1. The forfeiture of insurances to the Tbird Reich
2. Reestablishment of the Austrian insurance industry
3. Payments rendered by the Republic of Austria

a) Historical review of the former restitution laws
b) Insurance Compensation Act, Federal Law Gazette
No. 130/1958 (Versicherungsentschadigungsgeset::(): Federal
law of 26 June 1958 concerning the regulations on life
insurance claims contracts sequestrated by the
German Reich

4. Functions and limits of Austrian lnsurance SUpe!V1S10n
within the Federal Ministry of Finance

1. THE FORFEITURE OF INSURANCES TO THE THIRD REICH

The "forfeiture" of insurance contracts to the Third Reich results
from the 11th Ordinance concerning the Law on Reich Citizens (1935) of
25 November 1941 in conjunction with a circular of the Reich
Supervisory Office (Reichsaufsichtsamt), reference no. R. 53/42.

Section 1, sentence 1 of the 11th Ordinance concerning the Law
on Reich Citizens adopted in 1935 provides that "a Jew who has his
ordinary residence abroad cannot be a German citizen". Section 3 of the
Ordinance prescribes that "the loss of citizenship also entails the
forfeiture of property to the Reich and that the forfeited property is to
serve the aim of promoting all objectives relating to the solution of the
question of the Jews".

Under Section 7 para. lof the above Ordinance, all persons 
including insurance companies - had to report "objects belonging to
forfeited property" in their possession to the Senior Finance President in
Berlin within a period of six months from the day of forfeiture. Failure to

Preceding Page Blank
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comply with this reporting requirement was punishable by imprisonment
or payment of a fine.

[At that time, the (Austrian) insurance supervisory authority was
merely a "branch office" of the Reich Supervisory Office in Berlin.
Except for information of a general nature such as laws, official
publications and insurance reference books (so-called
"Assekuranzkompaesse"), the insurance supervisory authority has no
further records in this respect. The Austrian State Archives have hardly
any files from that time in their possession.]

On the basis of this 11th Ordinance, a circular issued by the
Reich Supervisory Office for Private Insurance in Berlin in 1942,
reference no. 53/42, to the supervised insurance companies, provided,
inter alia, for the following:

Endowment insurances of any kind with regular premium
payments forfeited to the Reich in accordance with the Ordinance were
regarded as being canceled as of 31 December 1941. The Reich was
entitled to the surrender value (minus outstanding contributions)
calculated for that date in accordance with the general operational plan.
For the period from 1 January 1942 to the date of notification (cf.
reporting requirement under Section 7 of the 11th Ordinance), the
insurance companies had to pay the Reich interest payable on arrears.

In the case of annuity insurances of any kind where the General
Standard Terms and Conditions made provision for surrender, the
insurance companies also had to pay the Reich the surrender value
calculated for 31 December 1941 in accordance with the general
operational plan. As regards all sorts of annuity insurances where the
General Standard Terms and Conditions provided no option for
surrender, the Reich retained 75% ofthe premium reserve calculated for
31 December 1941 on the basis of the general operational plan plus the
annuities due but still unpaid.

Property insurance contracts concerning the assets of "Jews"
which had been forfeited to the Reich after the adoption of the 11th
Ordinance still remained in force until the Reich decided to either
transfer the insured object into its ownership or else to sell it. Any
liability or accident insurance contracts of "Jews" who had lost their
German citizenship under the terms of the 11th Ordinance, however,
expired.
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2. THE REESTABLISHMENT OF THE AUSTRIAN INSURANCE
INDUSTRY

The development of the Austrian insurance industry has always
been closely related to the economic situation. After years of inflation,
monetary reform and international financial crises, there was a short
period of economic recovery, followed by what became known as the
Phoenix crash (PhOnix-Krach). Repair measures ordered by the
legislators in 1936, such as the creation of a fund designed to cover
domestic Phoenix life insurance contracts, obliged the life insurance
companies to render substantial benefits.

The explanatory remarks to the government's draft of the
Insurance Re-establishment Act of 1955, Federal Law Gazette No.
18511955 (Versicherungswiederaufbaugesetz) describe and summarize
the postwar situation of the Austrian insurance industry as follows:

At the end of the war, insurance companies suffered losses
because most of their covering funds consisted in securities which had to
be bought in the era of the German Reich and became entirely worthless
after it collapsed. Likewise, the value of houses and mortgages was
severely affected. As a result of the currency reform, insurance
companies lost around ·60 percent of their deposits with banking
institutions. Of all branches of the insurance industry, life insurance
business was hardest hit by the losses occurring during and after the war.
In order to be able to meet their hitherto limited liabilities, the insurance
companies had to rely on public assistance.

3. PAYMENTS RENDERED BY THE REPUBLIC OF AUSTRIA

Article 26 para. 1 of the State Treaty of 15 May 1955 (Federal
Law Gazette No. 15211955) on the restoration of an independent and
democratic Austria provides for Austria's obligation to restitute property
confiscated by the German Reich and, where this is no longer possible, to
grant compensation.

To implement the above provision, the "Auffangorganisationsge
setz" 1957, Federal Law Gazette No. 7311957, (Absorption Organization
Act) was adopted with five amendments (Federal Law Gazette Nos.
28511958, 62 and 30611959, 28711960 and 1949/1966), under which
collecting agencies (Sammelstellen) "A" and "B" were established
through which heirless and unclaimed property that was liable to
restitution was registered for use for the benefit of persecuted persons.
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Collecting agency "A" was assigned all claims arising out of
estates, legal titles and interests within the meaning of Art. 26 para. 2 of
the· Austrian State Treaty 'Yhich were due to persons belonging the
Israelite religious community on 31 December 1937. After the complete
distribution of funds, both collecting agencies were dissolved.

Under the Ordinance of 26 April 1938, Reichs Gazette I Sec.
414, Jews (within the meaning of the Nuremberg Laws) had to report
property held until 7 April 1938 no later than 30 June 1938. In this
report, all assets exceeding 5,000 Reichsmark had to be reported. These
property records also included numerous life insurance contracts. These
were registered in the same manner as life insurance contracts resulting
from the files of the Senior Finance President. Overall, there were 20,815
life insurance contracts in force in 1938.

a) Historical review ofthe former restitution laws

As from 1946, laws were passed in Austria the object of which
was the restitution of confiscated and ownerless or heirless assets.
Immediately after the war, the prewar legal situation was reestablished
by the so-called restitution or repayment laws in order to remedy
previous acts of injustice suffered with regard to property rights. Within
the context of specific restitution or repayment laws, it was also possible
to restore - along with other assets - insurance policies to the
beneficiaries or their legal successors.

The following property categories were restored under the First
and Second Restitution Acts: real estate, buildings, real estate earnings,
insurance policies, securities, cash accounts, mortgage claims, business
shares and undertakings as well as other movable assets (e.g., artworks,
carpets, means of production).

First Restitution Act

Special mention must be made of the First Restitution Act,
Federal Law Gazette No. 156/1946 on the basis of which property assets
that were administrated by the Federation or by the Lander (regional
governments) when the law entered into force in 1946 were given back
to their owners.

Included in the scope of this law were mainly those emigrated or
deported persons of Jewish denomination or descent whose property
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assets were confiscated by the Gestapo for being hostile to the people or
the state -and whose property assets had been declared forfeited for the
benefit of the German Reich under the 11th Ordinance to the Reich
Citizens Act of 25 November 1941, with the administration of these
property assets being assigned to the Senior Finance Presidents.

Second Restitution Act

Similarly, the 2nd Restitution Act, Federal Law Gazette No.
53/1947, concerned confiscated property assets that were in the
possession of the Republic of Austria as a result of forfeiture and that
had to be restored to the original owners or their legal successors.

This law dealt with the restitution of assets which had been taken
away from the lawful owners and subsequently gone into the possession
of a natural or legal person which was distributed or dissolved after the
liberation of Austria under the Nazi Prohibition Act and War Criminal
Act and whose property was therefore forfeited for the benefit of the
Republic of Austria.

Third Restitution Act

The 3rd Restitution Act, Federal Law Gazette No. 54/1947,
regulates the restoration of assets which, during the German occupation
of Austria, were taken away from their owners or legitimate holders in
connection with the seizure of power by the Nazis either high-handedly
or under some law or other regulation. It is currently unclear whether it
was possible, in view of specific constellations of facts, for insurance
policies to fall within the scope of this Act.

b) Insurance Compensation Act, Federal Law Gazette No. 130/1958
(Versicherungsentschiidigungsgesetz): Federal law of 26 June 1958
concerning the regulations on life insurance claims contracts
sequestrated by the German Reich

The Republic of Austria has under certain circumstances made
payments in the private insurance sector in those cases where life
insurance contracts were "sequestrated" by the German Reich before
1945.
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Section 1 of the Insurance Compensation Act of 1958, Federal
Law Gazette No. 130/1958, focuses on "sequestrated" or "forfeited" life
insurance contracts that were part of the domestic portfolio of insurance
companies registered in Austria and were fulfilled by payment to the
Third Reich on the basis of Reich regulations rescinded in Austria (or
administrative regulations based thereupon). - The question whether an
insurance contract was part of the domestic portfolio of an insurance
company had to be determined according to Articles I and II of the
Insurance Reestablishment Act (Federal Law Gazette No. 185/1955).

Beneficiaries under the Insurance Compensation Act of 1958 had
to raise their claims with the insurance company concerned in writing
and within a year, viz. until June 30, 1959, in order to prevent their rights
from lapsing ("preclusion").

The amount of compensation was subject to the determination of
benefits as defined in the Insurance Reestablishment Act 1955, which
provided that under explicit legal provisions it was admissible in many
cases only to render 40% of contractual payments. The amounts thus
disbursed were rather small, not least because of missing premiums or,
occasionally, due to policy loans that had previously been paid out. Other
reasons for poor benefits are related to the monetary reform of 1946 and
to the amounts insured, which were rather low by present-day standards.

4. Functions and limits of Austrian insurance supervision within the
Federal Ministry of Finance

In Article 18 para. 1 of the Federal Constitution Act, the
principle of legality is laid down as a pillar of the Austrian Federal
Constitution which provides that public administration must only be
executed on the basis of the law. The Insurance Supervisory Authority is
thus strictly obliged to observe legal limits in the discharge of its
supervisory duties with regard to insurance companies.

Apart from the system of substantive executive supervision, the
state also has to protect the interests of insured parties directly vis-a-vis
the insurance company, and indirectly by preserving the different
insurance enterprises and the insurance sector in its economic integrity.

The Insurance Supervisory Authority also deals with complaints
and inquiries about insurance contracts submitted to it by insured
persons. It is obliged to ensure that the insurers observe the applicable
rules regulating the operation of insurance contracts and the generally
accepted principles of proper business operation.
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Even though it is considered desirable for insurers to offer
adequate goodwill payments in connection with Holocaust policies, the
Insurance Supervisory Authority has no legal means of coercing the
insurance industry to make payments on accommodating terms arising
from barred claims.

The Insurance Supervisory Authority may assist claimants in
identifying Austrian legal successors of Austrian insurers in connection
with "old policies" (e.g. in the case of name changes or asset transfers
within Austria). -Immediately after having been informed about the New
York class action in March/April 1998, the Insurance Supervisory
Authority also examined the fate of "old" life insurance policies
(assessment of the legal situation roughly starting in the 1930s, during
the Nazi period and the cancellation of forfeitures/confiscations of
insurance policies after the war in 1945; investigations in the State
Archives and in the insurance industry, more specifically with the
Association of Insurers as the interest group of the Austrian insurance
industry, as well as among insurance companies known to be affected).





Austrian Restitution of Works ofArt

Background Information

Within the limits of the restitution laws adopted after the end of
WWII, the Republic of Austria returned, among other things, works of
art which were unjustly seized to their rightful owners or their legitimate
heirs. In certain unambiguous cases a formal restitution procedure was
deemed unnecessary. With the two art and culture restitution laws of
1969 and 1986, as well as the amendment of 1995 (which established a
legal foundation for the transfer of those works of art which could neither
be returned to their rightful owners nor to their legitimate heirs to the
Federation of Jewish Communities in Austria) the restitution legislation
found its conclusion.

Due to the results of a review of archival materials concerning
art restitution as well as concrete cases, which was begun in the 90's, it
was ordered in January 1998 that the archives of the federal museums
and collections as well as the Bundesdenkmalamt archives undergo a
systematic review in order to gain insight into the occurrences of the
period between 1938 and 1945, as well as into the restitution results after
the end of WWII. Independently, surveys were also carried out in the
collections of the "Bundesimmobilienverwaltung". Within the Federal
Ministry for Education and Cultural Affairs, a "Commission for
Provenance Research" was appointed which was entrusted with the
assignment of systematically categorizing all of the acquired art objects
during the time in question, in order to clear up all questions about their
ownership during the National Socialist Rule and the immediate Post
War period.

The first results of the work of this Commission are now
available. The following categories of art objects have been identified:

1) Art and cultural objects which were retained under the law
prohibiting exportation of works of art and entered into the property of
Austrian museums and collections labeled as "Gifts" or "Dedications".
All works or art in this category have already been subject to restitution
and were thus returned to their rightful owners. These cases are
therefore thoroughly documented. In return for the granting of an export

Preceding Page Blank
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allowance under the law prohibiting the exportation of art, it was agreed
upon with the owners who sought exportation that some of these pieces
should go to Austrian museums. From today's standpoint and based on
the fact that both the art and cultural restitution laws were explicitly
exempt from the application of the regulations of the statute prohibiting
exportation, the course of action chosen at that time is unjustifiable.

2) Art and cultural objects which legally became property of the
Federal Government, but were previously subject to a legal transaction
which has been declared void under the regulations of the so-called
"Nullity law" (Nichtigkeitsgesetz). After the war, several museum
directors purchased art works in good faith from authorized dealers,
whereas doubts to the origin of these works only emerged at a later time.
Several such cases have been discovered in the course of the Provenance
study.

3) Art and cultural objects which, despite restitution attempts,
were unable to be returned to their rightful owner or legitimate heirs and
thus became property of the Federal Government as ownerless goods.

With the present draft law, the legal foundation shall be laid in
order to return these art objects to their original owners or legitimate
heirs.

The law provides for an advisory board, which is assembled as
follows:

A Representative of the Federal Ministry for Education
A Representative of the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs
A Representative of the Federal Ministry for Justice
A Representative ofthe Federal Ministry for Defense
A Representative of the Finanzprokuratur (branch of the Ministry

for Finance)
A historian and art historian nominated by the Conference of

University Deans

It is the duty of the advisory board to give advice regarding the
determination of all persons to whom works of art shall be restituted. The
advisory board can invite additional experts to its meetings.

The statute prohibiting exportation does not apply to the law.
For this law the regulations of grants are freed from all taxes and duties.
The law applies to a period of 25 years.
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Federal Minister Elisabeth Gehrer has stated during the
parliamentary debate of the new law that she will contact the nine federal
states, the various communities as well as other museums in Austria to
put a comparable initiative in place.

A progress report will be given before the end of the regular
session of parliament. Further reports will be given on a yearly basis.

3) Arguments and Facts:

a) Status of the review and order of magnitude of the objects in
question:

Category I para. I, subpara. 1: Due to archival information
available to the Bundesdenkmalamt the dimension of this category can
be determined quite precisely. The review of the various museum's
archives is, at this point, almost complete. This category encompasses
stock from 13 former collections, amounting altogether to approximately
405 catalog entries and approximately 500-600 object pieces (among
them coins and dishes). Well known names of these collections are,
among others; Rothschild, Lederer, Bloch-Bauer and Lanckoronski.

Category 2 para. 1, subpara. 2: This category deals with
purchases of the federal museums during WWII and their acquisitions
after the war. So far the provenance research brought to light a number
of cases, which total under 20. The study under this category is the least
advanced because research proves to be most difficult in these cases.

Category 3 para. 1, subpara. 3: Due to the recent and systematic
archival review, additional art works and objects have been discovered,
which belong under the category "Naziraubkunst" (artwork stolen by the
Nazis). At this moment, this category contains up to 200 objects. None
of them are "major pieces" of art but rather furnishings (decorations)
and installation objects.

b) The law provides that ownerless goods or goods where no
heirs can be found shall be transferred to the National Fund for the
Victims of National Socialism. Concurrently with the adoption of the art
restitution law, the law governing the National Fund has also been
amended. Thereby the National Fund was authorized to transfer the
proceeds from the sale of these art works to victims of National
Socialism.
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4) Additional questions:

Bloch-Bauer: There are claims from the family, which - given
today's level of information - fall under category 1 of the law and are
therefore governed by the new law. Further claims by the family must,
however, be looked into by the advisory board to determine whether or
not they fall under the restitution law.

Claims by the Mahler family: For these claims too, the advisory
board must examine archival materials in order to determine whether the
claims are legitimate according to the law.

Such cases which do not fall under any of the three categories of
the law and therefore cannot be restituted, should be looked into by the
Commission of Historians.

Leopold Museum (Leopold-Privatstiftung): Concerning the two
Schiele paintings in New York, the Leopold Foundation has been
advised (upon the initiative of Minister Gehrer) to propose to the New
York District Attorney that - after the return of the paintings to Vienna
the Leopold Foundation will issue a legally binding waiver of its right to
a plea concerning the statute of limitations in these cases.

The actual return of property under the law can begin as soon as
the law enters into force (expected by the beginning of December 1998):
Federal Minister Gehrer has already written to the above mentioned
institutions and requested their nominations to the advisory board. The
nine federal states and communities were likewise contacted by the
Minister with the request to follow suit and take similar action. The
inauguration of this advisory board will take place in a first meeting on 9
December.



Austrian Historical Commission

Handout for the Washington Conference

The Historical Commission was established jointly by the
Austrian Federal Chancellor (i.e. Prime Minister), the Vice-Chancellor,
the Speaker of the National Assembly and the Speaker of the Federal
Council (i.e. the second chamber of the Austrian Parliament). The
Commission will be their agent.

The Commission's mandate is to investigate and report on the
whole complex of expropriations in Austria during the Nazi era and on
restitution and/or compensation (including other financial or social
benefits) after 1945 by the Republic of Austria (cf. the decision of the
Austrian Cabinet of 1 October 1998).

MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION

Prof. Clemens Jabloner, President of the Austrian Administrative
Court, Chairman,

Dr. Brigitte Bailer-Galanda,
Dr. Avraham Barkai,
Prof. Lorenz Mikoletzky, Director-General of the Austrian State

Archives,
Dr. Bertrand Perz,
Prof. Roman Sandgruber.

HOW THE MEMBERS WERE CHOSEN

One reputed foreign expert. The "Yad Vashem" Institute,
Jerusalem, the Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington DC, and Mr.
Simon Wiesenthal, Vienna, were invited to draw up short list of three.

One Austrian economic and social historian. The heads of the
Departments of Economic and Social History of the Universities of
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Vienna, Linz, Innsbruck and Graz and of the Vienna University of
Economics were invited to draw up a short list of two.

Two Austrian experts on contemporary history. The heads of the
Departments of Contemporary History of the Universities of Vienna,
Graz, Linz and Innsbruck, the head of the History Department of
Salzburg University, the head of the Contemporary History Section of
the History Department of the University of Klagenfurt and the head of
the Boltzmann Institute for Research into the Consequences of the War,
who also heads the Documentation Archive of Austrian (Anti-Nazi)
Resistance, were invited to draw up a short list of four.

From the nominations submitted by these organizations, the
Austrian Federal Chancellor, the Vice-Chancellor, the Speaker of the
National Assembly and the Speaker of the Federal Council selected the
members of the Commission. The Commission's Secretariat is at the
Austrian State Archives (Osterreichisches Staatsarchiv, 1030 Wien,
Nottendorfer Gasse 2, phone +43 1 79540/180 or 181, fax +43 1
795401186, e-mail hiskom@oesta.gv.at).

The constituent session of the Commission will take place on 26
November 1998. The agenda will include the following items: rules of
procedure; should the Commission's sessions be public or private;
outlines of the Commission's work program; suggestions on methods to
be used; organizational requirements; time schedule; budget. As required
by its mandate, the Commission will announce its general work program
within 3 months of its constituent session.

The Commission's budget is part of the Austrian Parliament's
Budget. The Commission will probably submit intermediate "Progress
Reports" from time to time. In addition to the work of its members, the
Commission will subcontract some research work to outside historians in
order to speed up its work and make it more efficient.

As the Federal Chancellor said in the Cabinet on proposing the
Commission, the object of the exercise is to make "another significant
step towards an objective, transparent, independent and comprehensive
coming to terms with one of the most painful chapters" of the history of
the Republic of Austria.
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BIOGRAPHIES OF THE MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION

1. Clemens Jabloner

Born 28 November 1948, Vienna.

Studied law at Vienna University

June 1972
1975

1 January 1976

1 March 1978

1982

December 1989

1988

1993

1 December 1991

1 April 1993

1 October 1998

Graduated as Doctor of Law
Assistant in public law, Vienna Economic
University
Assistant, Institute for Public and Administrative
Law, Vienna University

Seconded to Federal Chancellery, Department of
Legal Advisers
Appointed head of media subdivision of that
Department
Appointed head of the Civil Service Department,
Federal Chancellery

Habilitation as lecturer (Dozent) in constitutional
law, Vienna University (under Prof. Walter)

Chosen to be Second Executive Secretary of the
Hans Kelsen Institute; received title of
"Associate Professor" from Federal President

Appointed Vice-President of the Administrative
Court

Appointed President of the Administrative Court

Appointed Chairman of the Historical
Commission

Dr. Jabloner continues to lecture at the university and to publish
on law and legal philosophy.
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Selected publications

*

*

*

*

*

With R. Walter, Hans Kelsen (1881-1973) - Leben-Werk-Wirkung
[on the life, work and echo of Hans Kelsen], in: Luther, Stiefel and
Hoeflich (ed.), Der EinflufJ deutscher Emigranten auf die
Rechtsentwicklung in den USA und in Deutschland [The Influence of
German Emigres on Legal Developments in the USA and Germany]
(1993), p. 521 (part IV);

"Kelsen" in: Schlink and Jacobson (ed.), Weimar: A Jurisprudence of
Crisis (in preparation);

"Menschenbild und Friedenssicherung" [The Concept of Man and
Action to Secure Peace], in: Walter and Jabloner (ed.), Hans Kelsens
Wege sozialphilosophischer Forschung [on Kelsen's approach to
social philosophy ](1997),57;

"Der Bundesstaat und die Gerichtbarkeit des 6ffentlichen Rechts"
[The Federal System of Government and Public Law Courts], in:
Schambeck (ed.), Bundesstaat und Bundesrat in Osterreich [on the
federal system and the second chamber of parliament in Austria]
(1997), 135;

"Legal Techniques and Theory of Civilization - Remarks on Hans
Kelsen and Carl Schmitt", in: Dinerand Stolleis, Hans Kelsen and
Carl Schmitt. A Conference in Legal History (1998) (in preparation).

2. Brigitte Bailer-Galanda

Born 1952, Vienna

Studied social science, economics and history at Vienna
University (Master of Social and Economic Science, Dr. phil.)

Since 1979

Since 1993-94

Staff member of Documentation Archive of
Austrian Resistance

Instructor, Institute of Political Science, Vienna
University
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Dr. Bailer-Galanda has researched and published on the Nazi era
in Austria, particularly on the resistance movement and Nazi persecution,
and on racism and rightist extremism after 1945 with special emphasis
on Nazi apologists and Holocaust deniers as well as the problems of
compensation for Nazi victims and the Austrian response to the country's
Nazi past in general.

Selected publications

Own publications or co-editor:

Wiedergutmachung - kein Thema. Dsterreich und die Opfer des
Nationalsozialismus [Compensation - Not a Suitable Subject: Austria and
the Victims ofNazism], Vienna 1993;

With Wolfgang Neugebauer," ihrer Uberzeugung treu
geblieben". Rechtsextremisten, "Revisionisten" und Antisemiten in
Dsterreich [on the extreme right, revisionism and anti-Semitism in
Austria], Stiftung Dokumentationsarchiv des osterreichischen
Widerstandes [Foundation for the Documentation Archive of Austrian
Resistance] (ed.), Vienna 1996;

Co-editor and contributor with Wolfgang Benz and Wolfgang
Neugebauer, Wahrheit und ''Auschwitzliige''. Zur Bekiimpfung
"revisionistischer" Propaganda [Truth and "Auschwitz Lie". How to
counter revisionist propaganda], Vienna 1995, expanded edition under
licence in Germany;

Die Auschwitzleugner. "Revisionistische" Geschichtsliige und
historische Wahrheit [Those Who Deny Auschwitz: "Revisionist"
Historical Lies and Historical Truth], Berlin 1996 (co-editor and
contributor).

Contributor:

* Erziihlte Geschichte. Berichte von Widerstandkiimpfern und
Verfolgern und Verfolgten, Vol. 1: Arbeiterbewegung [Vol. 1 
dealing with the workers' movement - of an oral history collection
featuring resistance fighters, persecutors and persecuted people], ed.
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Stiftung Dokumentationsarchiv des osterreichischen Widerstandes,
Vienna 1985 (contributor and project director);

*

*

*

*

*

*

Jiidische Schicksale, Berichte von Verfolgten [Jewish Stories:
Reports by Persecuted Persons], ed. Stiftung Dokumentationsarchiv
des osterreichischen Widerstandes, Vienna 1992 (vol. 3 of Erzahlte
Geschichte [Oral History]), (contributor and project director);

"Verfolgt und vergessen. Die Diskriminierung einzelner
Opfergruppen durch die Opferfiirsorgegesetzgebung" [on
discrimination against certain categories of victims in Austrian
legislation], in: Yearbook 1992, Dokumentationsarchiv des
osterreichischen Widerstandes, pp. 13-25, Vienna 1992;

"'Ohne den Staat weiter damit zu belasten .. .' Bemerkungen zur
osterreichischen Riickstellungsgesetzgebung" ["Without Creating
Additional Burdens for the State": Notes on Austrian Restitution
Legislation] in: Zeitgeschichte 11/12 (1993), pp. 367-381;

"Gleiches Recht ftir alle? Die Behandlung von Opfem und Tatem
des Nationalsozialismus durch die Republik 6sterreich" [Equal
Rights for All? The Treatment ofNazi Victims and Nazi Perpetrators
by the Republic of Austria], in: Der Umgang mit dem Holocaust.
Europa-USA-Israel [Coming to Terms with the Holocaust: Europe
USA-Israel], ed. Rolf Steininger, pp. 183-197 Vienna, Cologne and
Weimar 1994 (Publications of the Contemporary History Department
ofInnsbruck University and the Jewish Museum of Hohenems, Vol.
1);

"Anschreiben gegen die Leugner, Neue Literatur zum Thema
"Revisionismus'" [Writing against the Deniers: New Literature on
the Subject of "Revisionism"], in: Jahrbuch fir
Antisemitismusforschung [Yearbook for Research on Anti
Semitism], ed. Wolfgang Benz for the Centre for Research on Anti
Semitism of the Berlin Technical University, pp. 287-300, Frankfurt
and New York 1995;

"Das Konzentrationslager Mauthausen" (Mauthausen Concentration
Camp) in: Simon Wiesenthal, Denn sie wufiten, was sie tun.
Zeichnungen und Aufzeichnungen aus dem KZ Mauthausen [For
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They Knew What They Were Doing: Drawings and Notes from
Mauthausen Concentration Camp], pp. 11-13, Vienna 1995;

"'Aile haben gleich gelitten?' Antisemitismus in der
Auseinandersetzung urn die sogenannte 'Wiedergutmachung'" [All
Suffered to the Same Extent? Anti-Semitism in the Debate about So
Called 'Reparation'], in: Die Macht der Bilder. Antisemitische
Vorurteile und Mythen [The Power of Images: Anti-Semitic
Prejudices and Myths], ed. JUdisches Museum der Stadt Wien
[Jewish Museum of the City ofVienna], pp. 333-345, Vienna 1995;

"Die sogenannte 'Auschwitz-LUge' - neue Ausdruckform fur
althergebrachten Antisemitismus" [The So-Called 'Auschwitz Lie' - a
New Expression of Traditional Anti-Semitism], in: Die Macht der
Bilder. Antisemitische Vorurteile und Mythen, ed. JUdisches Museum
der Stadt Wien, pp. 360-365, Vienna 1995;

"Aile waren Opfer. Der selektive Umgang mit den Folgen des
Nationalsozialismus" [They Were All Victims: The Selective
Treatment of the Consequences of Nazism], in: Wolfgang Kos and
Georg Rigele (ed.) Inventur 45/55. Osterreich im ersten Jahrzehnt
der Zweiten Republik [Stocktaking 45-55: Austria in the First Decade
of the Second Republic], pp. 181-200, Vienna 1996.

In English:

*

*

"They Were All Victims: The Selective Treatment of the
Consequences of National Socialism", in: GUnter Bischof and Anton
Pelinka (ed.), Austrian Historical Memory and National Identity,
New Brunswick Austrian Contemporary Studies, Vol. 5), London
1996;

"'Revisionism" in Germany and Austria: The Evolution of a
Doctrine", in: Anti-Semitism and Xenophobia in Germany after
Unification, ed. Hermann Kurthen, Rainer Erb and Werner
Bergmann, New York and Oxford 1997.
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3. Avraham Barkai

Born 1921, Berlin.

1938-1940

since 1941

1977

Emigrated to Palestine, student of agriculture at
Mikveh, Israel

Member of Kibbutz Lehaveth Habashan

. Ph.D., Tel Aviv University in History of
Economics, since 1986 part-time assistant
professor at the Tel-Hai-College, Israel.

Visiting professor at Israeli and foreign universities

Member of the historical commission investigating the history of
Deutsche Bank under the Nazis (report has been submitted)

Member of the Board of Directors(1994-1997 chairman), Leo
Baeck Institute, Jerusalem

Currently Research Fellow at Yad Vashem's International Center
for Holocaust Studies where he is researching the history of
"Centralverein deutscher Staatsbiirger jiidischen Glaubens", 1893-1938,
the largest and most representative German-Jewish organization.

Selected publications

*

*

*

Vom Boykott zur Entjudung. Der wirtschaftliche Existenzkampf der
Juden im Dritten Reich 1933-1943, 1988 [about the economic
struggle for survival of Jews in Nazi Germany] ; Engl. ed. From
Boycott to Annihilation, Hanover: Brandeis UP 1989;

Das Wirtschaftssystem des Nationalsozialismus (1st ed. 1977, 2nd
enlarged ed. 1989, Engl. ed. Nazi Economics. Ideology, Theory,
Policy, New Haven: Yale UP and Oxford, UK: Berg 1990);

Jiidische Minderheit und Industrialisierung in Westdeutschland
1850-1914 [The Jewish Minority and Industrialization in West
Germany, 1850-1914] (1988);
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With Paul Mendes Flohr, Deutsch-Jiidische Geschichte in der
Neuzeit [German-Jewish History in the Modern Age, Vol. IV, 1918
1945] (1997), Engl. edition New York: Columbia UP 1998;

Many essays and conference papers on German Jewish history, the
ideology, economics and politics ofNazis, the Holocaust etc.

4. Lorenz Mikoletzky

Born 12 May 1945, Vienna.

1964-1969

1969

1 February 1991

1 July 1991

1 July 1994

13 January 1993

Studied history and classical archaeology at
Vienna University

Graduated as Dr. phil., joined Austrian State
Archives

Appointed head of General Administrative
Archive

Promoted to Hofrat (Chief Archivist)

Appointed Director-General of Austrian State
Archives and Chairman of Central Archives
Office

Appointed Honorary Professor of Modern
Austrian History, Faculty of Letters and
Humanities, Vienna University

International Activities (inter alia):

Member, Executive Committee of the International Council on Archives,
for Europe and North America

Austrian representative in CIBAL (Comite et Centre International d'
information sur· les sources de l'histoire balkanique et
mediterraneenne).
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Work in academic commissions and organizations:

Honorary member of the Historical Commission of the Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg

Honorary member of the Association of Romanian Archivists
Executive Vice-President of the Union of Austrian Historians and

Historical Associations
Member of the Board of the Commission for Austrian Modem History

Member of the Board of Curators of the Documentation Archive of
Austrian Resistance

Member of the Board of the Austro-Polish Society
Member of the Letters and Humanities Committee of the Austrian

Commission for UNESCO

Selected publications

*

*

*

*

*

"The Independence of Economics and Politics. An Example from the
Austro-Russian Alliance during the Napeolonic Wars",. in: The
Journal ofEuropean History, 212, 1973, pp. 355-362;

"Le recensement des archives des firmes et des entreprises en
Autriche: etat actuel" [The Present State of the Inventorization of
Business Archives in Austria], in: Bulletin du Comite des Archives
d'Entreprises 3/1980, pp. 21-26;

"Josef Biirckels Dienststelle und die Steiermark 1938/39.
Ausgewahlte Materialien aus dem Amt des Reichskommissars fur
die Wiedervereinigung Osterreichs mit dem Deutschen Reich" [Josef
Biirckel's Office and Styria, 1938-39. Selected Materials from the
Office of the Reich Commissioner for the Reunification of Austria
with the German Reich] in: Siedlung, Macht und Wirtschaft
[Settlement, Power and the Economy], 1981, pp. 281-291;

"Bibliographie zum 12. Februar 1934. Eine Auswahl" [Selected
Bibliography on 12 February 1934] in: Erwachsenenbildung in
Osterreich [Adult Education in Austria] 4B/1983, pp. 11-13;

"Uberblick iiber das osterreichische Archivwesen seit dem Zweiten
Weltkrieg" [Survey of Austrian Archival Work since World War II],
in: Archives et Bibliotheques de Belgique, LV/1-4/1984, pp. 73-83;
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"Osterreichische Parlaments- und Parteiarchive" [Austrian
Parliamentary and Party Archives], in: Archives et Bibliotheques de
Belgique, LX/3-4/1989, pp. 77-81;

"Das Osterreichische Staatsarchiv und das Problem der
Massenaktenbewaltigung" [The Austrian State Archives and the
Problem of Handling Large Quantities of Files], in: Scrinium 44/45,
1991, pp. 206-210;

"Austrian Archival Work - Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow", in:
Bulgarische Archivzeitschrift 1-2/1995, pp. 77-87 (in Bulgarian);

"Die osterreichischen Archive und Europa - Das Osterreichische
Staatsarchiv" [Austria's Archives and Europe - The Austrian State
Archives] in: Scrinium 49/1995, pp. 451-455;

Archives of the Holocaust. An International Collection of Selected
Documents, Vol. 21: Allgemein,es Verwaltungsarchiv, Archiv der
Republik [General Administrative Archive and Archive of the
Republic], Vienna, New York and London 1995.

5. Bertrand Perz

Born 9 February 1958, Linz.

Studied history and for some semesters geology, philosophy and
art history at Vienna University. In lieu of military service, served at the
Documentation Archive of Austrian Resistance. Doctoral dissertation
supervised by Karl Stuhlpfarrer (with Erika Weinzierl as second
examiner) at Department of Contemporary History, Vienna University,
subject: "Melk Concentration Camp: Expansion of the Armament
Industry and Forced Labour by Concentration Camp Prisoners at the
Steyr-Daimler-Puch AG Company". Graduated as Dr. phil., 1990.

Since 1981 Contributed to numerous research projects at the
Contemporary History Department, University
of Vienna, on subjects such as Nazi
concentration camps and ghettos, forced labour,
the Holocaust, the culture of remembrance and
commemorative shrines at concentration camps
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1982-1987

1991-1992

since the academic
year 1991-92

1992

1993-1995

1995-1996

since 1997

since 1 July 1998

Member of the Commission for Research into
Resistance and Persecution in Lower Austria in
preparation of the publication ofthe same name

Expert for the Duisburg Regional Court
(Germany) in the criminal trial of former
member SS guards of Wiener Neudorf
concentration camp

Instructor, Contemporary History Department,
Vienna University, conducting classes inter alia
on Nazism and its impact on cultural history and
the history of technology

With Gottfried Fliedl planned and did the
historical work for the permanent exhibit on the
history of Melk concentration camp opened in
Melk on 8 May 1992

Member and coordinator of the international
commission of experts appointed by the Federal
Minister of Education and Art for the
Mauthausen commemorative shrine

Instructor, Contemporary History Department,
Innsbruck University

Staff member of the Independent Commission of
Experts on Switzerland in World War II (Bergier
Commission)

Secretary of Forschungsgemeinschaft zur
Geschichte des Nationalsozialismus
(organization of researchers working on the
history ofNazism)

Holder of a fellowship from the Hamburg
Foundation for the Encouragement of Science
and Culture to enable him to work on his
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habilitation thesis the subject of which will be
the department run by Odilo Globocnik as SS
and police chief in Lublin (organization and
personnel).

Selected publications

Self-contained

*

*

*

*

With Florian Freund, Das KZ in der Serbenhalle. Zur
Kriegsindustrie in Wiener Neustadt [on a concentration camp
connected with war industries in the town of Wiener Neustadt],
Vienna 1988;

Projekt Quarz. Steyr-Daimler-Puch und das Konzentrationslager
Melk [The Quartz Project: Steyr-Daimler-Puch and Melk
Concentration Camp], Vienna 1991;

Konzentrationslager Melk. Begleitbroschiire zur standigen
Ausstellung in der Gedenkstatte des ehemaligen
Konzentrationslagers Melk [Visitor's handbook for the
commemorative shrine in Melk] (with a contribution by Gottfried
Fliedl), Vienna 1992;

Il campo di concentramento di Melk. "Commando" di Mauthausen 
Impianto sotteraneo "Quarz", Burolo (TO) 1993 (enlarged Italian
version of the Melk brochure).

Essays

*

*

With Hans Safrian, "Wege und Irrwege der Faschismusforschung"
[Routes and Wrong Turnings of Research on Fascism], in:
Zeitgeschichte, 11/12 (1980), pp. 437 ff;

Joint editor with Hans Safrian and Karl Stuhlpfarrer of Faschismus
in Dsterreich und International [Austrian and International Fascism].
Yearbook 1980-81 of the Austrian Society for Contemporary
History, Vienna 1982;
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With Werner Eichbauer and Florian Freund, Die AuBenlager des KZ
Mauthausen in Niederosterreich [The Sub-camps of the Mauthausen
Concentration Camp in Lower Austria] in: Widerstand und
Verfolgung in Niederosterreich [Resistance and Persecution in
Lower Austria], Vol. 3, pp. 602-631, Vienna 1987;

With Florian Freund, "Industrialisierung durch Zwangsarbeit"
[Industrialization through Forced Labour] in: Emmerich Talos, Ernst
Hanisch and Wolfgang Neugebauer (ed.), NS-Herrschaft in
6sterreich 1938-1945 [Nazi Rule in Austria 1938-1945], pp. 95-114,
Vienna 1988;

"Die Errichtung eines Konzentrationslagers in Wiener Neudorf. Zum
Zusammenhang von Riistungsexpansion und Zwangsarbeit von KZ
Haftlingen" [The establishment of a Concentration Camp in Wiener
Neudorf: the Connection between Armament Expansion and Forced
Labour by Concentration Camp Prisoners], in:
Dokumentationsarchiv des Osterreichischen Widerstandes (ed.),
Jahrbuch 1988 [Yearbook], pp. 88-116, Vienna 1988;

"Der Todesmarsch von Wiener Neudorf nach Mauthausen. Eine
Dokumentation" [The Death March from Wiener Neudorf to
Mauthausen: Documents], in: Dokumentationsarchiv des
Osterreichischen Widerstandes (ed.), Jahrbuch 1988 [Yearbook], pp.
117-137, Vienna 1988;

"Steyr-Miinichholz, ein Konzentrationslager der Steyr-Daimler-Puch
AG, Zur Genese der Zwangsarbeit in der Riistungsindustrie" [Steyr
Miinichholz, a Concentration Camp of Steyr-Daimler-Puch AG:
Notes on the Genesis of Forced Labour in the Armament Industry],
in: Dokumentationsarchiv des osterreichischen Widerstandes (ed.),
Jahrbuch 1989, pp. 57-61, Vienna 1989;

With Florian Freund and Karl Stuhlpfarrer, "Das Getto in
Litzmannstadt (Lodz)" [The Ghetto in Litzmannstadt, i.e. Lodz] in:
"Unser einziger Weg ist Arbeit." Das Getto in Lodz 1940-1944 ["Our
Only Way Is Work. The Lodz Ghetto, 1940-1944], ed. Jewish
Museum, Frankfurt am Main, pp. 17-31, Vienna 1990;

With Florian Freund and Karl Stuhlpfarrer, "Bildergeschichten 
Geschichtsbilder" [Pictorial Histories, Historical Pictures], in:
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"Unser einziger Weg ist Arbeit". Das Getto in Lodz 1940-1944, ed.
Jewish Museum, Frankfurt am Main, pp. 50-59, Vienna 1990;

With Florian Freund and Karl Stuhlpfarrer, selection of colour slides
from the archives of the German ghetto administration in Lodz
(including quotes), in: "Unser einziger Weg ist Arbeit". Das Getto in
Lodz 1940-1944, ed. Jewish Museum, Frankfurt am Main, pp. 50-59,
Vienna 1990;

With Florian Freund, "Fremdarbeiter und KZ-Haftlinge in der
'Ostmark'" (Foreign Workers and Concentration Camp Prisoners in
Nazi-Occupied Austria), in: Ulrich Herbert (ed.), Europa und der
"Reichseinsatz". Ausliindische Zivilarbeiter, Kriegsgefangene und
KZ-Hiifllinge in Deutschland 1938-1945 [Europe and "Assignment
for the Reich": Foreign Civilian Workers, Prisoners of War and
Concentration Camp Prisoners in Germany, 1938-1945], pp. 317
350, Essen 1991;

With Florian Freund and Karl Stuhlpfarrer, "Farbdias aus dem
Ghetto Lodz" [Colour Slides from Lodz Ghetto], in: Zeitgeschichte
18 (1990/91) No. 9110, pp. 271-303;

With Gottfried Fliedl, Florian Freund and Eduard Fuchs, "Den Toten
zur Ehr - den Lebenden zur Lehr?" [To Honour the Dead and to
Teach the Living a Lesson?] in: Osterreichische Zeitschrift fUr
Geschichtswissenschqften 2 (1991), No.4;

With Florian Freund and Karl Stuhlpfarrer, "Der Bau des
Vernichtungslagers Auschwitz-Birkenau. Die Aktenmappe der
Zentralbauleitung Auschwitz 'Vorhaben Kriegsgefangenenlager
Auschwitz (Durchfuhrung der Sonderbehandlung)' im
Militarhistorischen Archiv Prag" [The Construction of Auschwitz
Birkenau Annihilation Camp: The Files of the Auschwitz Central
Construction Management on "Project POW: Camp Auschwitz
(Application of Special Treatment)"], in: Zeitgeschichte 20 (1993),
No. 5/6, pp. 187-214);

"Rustungsindustrie in Wiener Neustadt 1938-1945" [Armament
Industries in Wiener Neustadt, 1938-1945], in: Sylvia Hahn and Karl
Flanner (ed.), "Die Wienerische Neustadt", Handwerk, Handel und
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Militar in der Steinfeldstadt [Crafts, Trade and the Military in
Wiener Neustadt], pp. 47-90, Wien, Cologne and Weimar 1994;

*

*

*

*

*

"Perspektiven der osterreichischen Forschung zu Zwangsarbeit und
Arbeitsmigration im Nationalsozialismus" [Perspectives of Austrian
Research on Forced Labour and Worker Migration under Nazism],
in: Osterreichischer Zeitgeschichtetag Innsbruck 1993 [Proceedings
of the 1993 Congress of Austrian Contemporary Historians], ed.
Ingrid Bohler and Rolf Steininger, p. 209-215, Innsbruck and Vienna
1995;

"Das Konzentrationslager Mauthausen in der historischen
Forschung" [Mauthausen Concentration Camp as Reflected in
Historical Research], in: Nouvelles recherches sur l'univers
concentrationnaire et d'extermination nazi. Revue d'Allemagne et des
pays de langue allemande, vol. 27, No.2 - ApriUJune 1995, pp. 265
274;

"'Auf Wunsch des FUhrers ...'. Der Bau von Luftschutzstollen in Linz
durch Haftlinge des Konzentrationslagers Linz II" ["It is the FUhrer's
Wish" The Building of Air-Raid Dugouts by Prisoners rom
Concentration Camp Linz II], in: Zeitgeschichte, 22nd Year,
September/October 1995, No. 9110, pp. 342-346;

"Politisches Management im Wirtschaftskonzern. Georg Meindl und
die Rolle des Staatskonzerns Steyr-Daimler-Puch bei der
Verwirklichung der NS-Wirtschaftsziele in Osterreich" [Political
Management in a Business Concern: Georg Meindl and the Role of
the State-Owned Steyr-Daimler-Puch Company in the
Implementation of Nazi Economic Objectives in Austria], in:
Hermann Kaienburg (ed.), Konzentrationslager und deutsche
Wirtschaft 1939-1945 [Concentration Camps and the German
Economy, 1939-1945], pp. 95-112, Opladen 1996;

"Das Ghetto in Lodz und die Errichtung des Vernichtungslagers
Chelmno-Kulmhof' [The Ghetto in Lodz and the Construction of
Chelmno-Kulmhof Annihilation Camp], in: Osterreichischer
Zeitgeschichtetag Linz 1995, Osterreich - 50 Jahre Zweite Republik
[Proceedings of the 1995 Congress of Austrian Contemporary
Historians in Celebration of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Second
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Republic], RudolfG. Ardelt und Christian Gerbel (ed.), pp. 220-224,
Innsbruck 1996;

As member of the historical staff, co-authored the report of the Swiss
Commission on gold transactions in World War II (Bericht der
Unabhiingigen Expertenkommission: Schweiz - Zweiter Weltkrieg:
Goldtransaktionen im Zweiten Weltkrieg: Kommentierte statistische
Obersicht. Ein Beitrag zur Goldkonferenz in London, 2.-4. Dezember
1997), Berne 1997;

"Der Arbeitseinsatz im KZ Mauthausen" [Work Assignments in
Mauthausen Concentration Camp], in: Die nationalsoziafistischen
Konzentrationslager - Entwicklung und Struktur [The Nazi
Concentration Camps - Development and Structure], Ulrich Herbert,
Karin Orth and Christoph Dieckmann (ed.), pp. 533-557, G6ttingen
1998;

(In the press): IIISelbst die Sonne schien damals ganz anders .. .'. Die
Entstehung der KZ-Gedenkstiitte Mauthausen 1945-1970" ["Even the
Sun Shone Quite Differently Then.. ." The Genesis of the Camp
Shrine in Mauthausen], in: Steinernes BewujJtsein. Die offentfiche
Repriisentation staatficher und nationaler Identitiit 6sterreichs in
seinen Denkmiilern [Remembrance in Stone: The Public
Representation of Austria's Statehood and National Identity in Her
Monuments], Vol. 2, Heidemarie Uhl (ed.), Vienna, Cologne and
Weimar (to be published spring 1999).

6. Roman Sandgruber

Born 20 February 1947, Rohrbach, Upper Austria

1965-1971

1972-1988

1982

Studied history, German literature and
economics at Vienna University
Assistant, Department for Social and Economic
History, University of Vienna (under Professors
Alfred Hoffmann and Michael Mitterauer)

Habilitation as lecturer (Dozent) in Economic
and Social History, Vienna University
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since 1982

since 1995

since 1996

1998

Full Professor and Head of the Department of
Economic and Social History, Linz University

Corresponding Member of the Austrian
Academy of Science

Chairman of the Senate of Linz University

Academic Director of the Upper Austrian
Regional Exhibition 1998, "Land of Hammers 
Iron Ore Land" and Chairman of the Academic
Advisory Committee of the "Iron Road" regional
association in Upper Austria
Chairman, Economic History Section, Union of
Austrian Historians and Historical Associations

Prof. Sandgruber has published a comprehensive account of the
economic history of Austria from the Middle Ages to the present
(Okonomie und Politik. Wirtschaftsgeschichte Osterreichs vom
Miltelalter his zur Gegenwart, Vienna 1995) in the ten-volume series
Osterreichische Geschichte. In this book, he deals inter alia with the
question of confiscations of property, forced labour, restitution and
various forms of compensation. He has also done research on the history
of Austrian farming, the iron industry in the Alps, historical statistics,
demand patterns in the age of industrialization, the history of everyday
life, the changing environment and general Austrian econoinic and social
history in the 20th century. He has published seven monographs and
about 150 articles in academic journals and collections of essays (see
below). He is a regular contributor to a number of daily papers and
magazines.

In addition to numerous smaller awards, he has been honoured
with the Sandoz Prize for distinguished research achievements (1987),
the Karl von Vogelsang Prize from the Austrian government (1988) and
the Economic Research Award of the state government of Upper Austria
(1990).
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Selected publications

Self-contained

* Okonomie und PoUtik, Osterreichische Wirtschaftsgeschichte vom
Miltelalter bis zur Gegenwart (Vol, 10 of Osterreichische
Geschichte, a series of publications on Austrian history ed. by
Herwig Wolfram), Vienna 1995 (see above);

Essays

*

*

*

*

*

"Rollenverstandnis in Bauern-, Heimarbeiter- und
Industriearbeiterfamilien Osterreichs im 18., 19. und 20.
Jahrhundert" [Role Perception in Peasant, Homeworker and
Industrial Worker Families in Austria in the 18th, J9th and 20th
Centuries] in: Peter Borscheid and Hans J. Treuteberg (ed.), Ehe,
Liebe, Tod [Marriage, Love and Death], pp. 135-149, Munich 1983;

"Die Postsparkassensparer. Sozialstruktur und Alltagsleben im
Lichte von Bankkunden" [The Postal Savings Bank Savers: Social
Structure and Eve:ryday Life in the Light of Bank Customers], in:
Roland Laft1er and Michael Wagner (ed.), Stillstand ist.Ruckschritt.
Der erste Postsparkassen-Gouverneur 1910 [Standstill Means
Retrogression: The First Governor of the Postal Savings Bank,
1910], pp. 43-67, Vienna 1986;

"Von der Ersten zur Dritten Republik. Stationen eines erstaunlichen
Weges durch das 20. Jahrhundert" [From the First to the Third
Republic: Stages of an Amazing Progress through the 20th Century],
in: Standort Osterreich. Ober Kultur, Wirtschaft und PoUtik im
Wandel [Location Austria: Culture, Economy and Politics in a Period
of Change], ed. Gerd Bacher, Karl Schwarzenberg and Josef Taus,
pp. 287-316, Graz 1990;

"The Industrial Tradition in Lower Austria", in: John Komlos (ed.)
Economic Development in the Habsburg Monarchy and in the
Successor States, pp. 303-316, New York 1990;

"Le cooperative in Austria: sviluppo storico e struttura attuale"
[Cooperatives in Austria: History and Present Structure], in:
Cooperazione di credito. Rivista trimestale di cultura cooperativa
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[Italian journal of the Cooperative Movement], No. 126, 41st Year,
pp. 413-422, 1989;

*

*

*

*

"Osterreich 1650-1850" [Austria 1650-1850], in: Handbuch der
europiiischen Wirtschafts- und Sozialgeschichte [Handbook of
European Economic and Social History], Vol. 4, ed. by Ilja Mieck,
pp. 619-687, Stuttgart 1993;

With Vera Miihlpeck and Hannelore Woitek, "The Consumer Price
Index from 1800 to 1914. A Calculation in Retrospective for Vienna
and the Contemporary Territory of Austria", reprinted in: Herbert
Matis (ed.), The Economic Development ofAustria since 1870, pp.
199-229, Cambridge 1994;

"Der 'lange Schatten' der osterreichischen Wirtschaftspolitik" [The
"Long Shadow" of Austrian Economic Policy], in: Information zur
politischen Bildung [Political Education Information Sheet] 1996,
No. 11, pp. 43-56.

"Spiegel von Wirtschaftsrechnungen und Lebenserinnerungen"
[Reflecting Mirror: Economic Accounts and Biographical
Reminiscences], in: Wiener Wege der Sozialgeschichte. Themen 
Perspektiven - Vermittlungen. Michael Mitterauer zum 60.
Geburtstag [Festschrift to celebrate the 60th birthday of Prof,
Michael Mitterauer], pp. 299-334, Vienna 1997.



Gold Transactions Carried out by the
Oesterreichische N ationalbank during

Austria's Occupation (1938-1945), and the
History of the so-called Salzburg Gold

Summary of the preliminary report of Fritz Weber
(English translation of the German original)

On Austria's Anschluss to Nazi Germany, the Oesterreichische
Nationalbank (OeNB) de facto lost its independence immediately; de
iure its independence was taken away a few days later on March 17,
1938, through a decree which stipulated that the OeNB was to be
liquidated and put under the Reichsbank's control. Another decree, dated
April23, 1938, declared the OeNB's right to issue banknotes null and
void. All the OeNB's gold and foreign currency holdings - which at the
time of the Anschluss exceeded the Reichsbank's holdings - became
Reichsbank property. Moreover, the German Foreign Exchange Act,
which as of March 23, 1938, superseded the Austrian regulations hitherto
applicable, made it compulsory for all private holdings of gold bars to be
registered with the Reichsbank. This obligation was subsequently
extended to include gold coins through a decree dated July 16, 1938.

The body which purchased the gold assets delivered to the OeNB
between March 17 and April 25, 1938, was technically still the OeNB
under liquidation; as is evident from the OeNB's records, these assets
were at a later stage credited to the OeNB's liquidation account by the
Reichsbank. The assets in question had not been sold under duress; much
rather it was the premium on the German gold price that was offered in
Vienna which had spurred those deals (which also explains why there
were gold coins among the assets bought).

Beyond those gold purchases, there is no evidence in the OeNB's
archives of any other transactions with gold during the period 1938 to
1945 (with the sole exception of the Reichsbank's gold transports to the
Balkans via Vienna - for this mission, gold shipped by train from Berlin
was temporarily stored at the Reichsbankhauptstelle, or Vienna branch of
the Reichsbank, before being transported onward by plane).
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This evidence shows that the OeNB did not profit from the gold
transactions carried out under the Nazi regime. Likewise the OeNB did
not benefit illegally from the so-called Salzburg gold that was detected
on Austrian territory in May and June 1945 and subsequently transferred
to the OeNB by the U.S. occupation forces in 1947, because these gold
assets were entered in the books as a down-payment for amounts that
would in any case have been restituted to Austria by the Tripartite
Commission.



BELARUS

Delegation Statement

The problems viewed at the conference are of great importance
for the mankind. The cooperation and mutual understanding of nations
depend greatly on how fairly these problems are going to be resolved.

Immediately after the London Conference Belarus came back to
the problem of Nazi gold: documents in national archives, as well as in
those of Germany and Russia were thoroughly studied.

This research resulted in the collection of documents "Nazi Gold
from Belarus" published in September, 1998, which had included 46
documents containing data on gold, silver and other jewelry confiscated
by the Nazis from the population of Belarus and sent to the Reich.

Out of the book's 410 pages, 185 pages are devoted to the
documented lists of persons whose jewelry had been confiscated by the
Nazis. They are Belarusians and Jews, Russians and Poles, Ukrainians
and Tartars, and people of other nationalities. It's worth noting that the
research included documents and materials dealing mainly with the
central part of Belarus (during the Nazi occupation it formed the General
Region of Byelorussia incorporated into the Ostland Reichkommissariat)
which accounts for a quarter of today's territory of the country. The
remaining part of the Belarusian territory was under the authority of the
military occupation administration of the Center Army Group Rear and
the General Regions of Bialostok and Lithuania. Therefore, the real
number of citizens whose jewelry was confiscated by the Nazis is much
larger. .

Work on this collection of documents leads to the conclusion
that citizens of Belarus have their full right to demand that their country
be included into the group of states which will be compensated for the
assets confiscated from them. We do hope that our research will be
taken into account when deciding finally the fate ofNazi gold.

The second very important question viewed at this conference
deals with the Nazi-confiscated works of art, property and documents of
national archives and museums. This problem is very acute for Belarus,
too, because it was among the most Nazi-stricken countries in Europe.
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During the W.W.II a great number of the works of art, property of
national museums, documents and publications of national· archives and
libraries were taken away from the country, the rest was completely or
partially destroyed. Similar to Germany of the 30s where the Nazis
burned books of Goethe, Schiller, Heine, they destroyed national
masterpieces in Belarus of the 40s. Who and how will compensate these
irretrievable losses?

The damage (far from being complete) inflicted only by the
taking away to Germany of more than 11 thousand museum exhibits
amounted to 163 min. pre-war roubles or nearly the same value in US
dollars. Only a part ofthem were returned back to Belarus.

There are documents on that score from German, Russian and
Belarusian archives.

In 1997, Belarus hosted the UNESCO-sponsored Conference on
the Restitution of Cultural Values which considered the legal, scientific
and moral aspects of this problem. What is the Belarusian vision of its
solution? We believe that the cultural values, in case of their
misappropriation during or after the W.W.II, must be returned to their
countries of origin or their private owners.

Further, we consider it necessary:

• to carry out the systematization of international legal acts on
restitution and returning of cultural values to the countries of
their origin and set up common international standards;

• to bring national legislations in conformity with international
standards;

• to continue work on creating national databases of lost cultural
values. With that end in view it is necessary in all countries to
create favorable conditions for the experts to study migration of
cultural values;

• to organize the exchange of information on this problem, through
the Internet included.

When studying and solving this problem another question arises
- what is to be done with the cultural values of arguable origin. In our
opinion, such works of art, archive funds, book collections can and must
be commonly researched, published, exhibited or deposited. Their
description, publication, displaying are to some extent their return to
their native land.

We believe in the future of inter-governmental and inter-regional
projects aimed at returning the cultural values.
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And one more: whatever good recommendations we may accept
the above problems will not be resolved without a free access to the
archive information. Belarus has made a certain step in this direction. In
accordance with national legislation, the wartime documents kept in state
archives are now accessible to all researchers except those dealing with
personal privacy. On the eve of the Washington Conference the
annotated reference book "The Documents on the History of the Great
Patriotic War in the State Archives of the Republic of Belarus" was out
of print. All the documents of that period have been declassified and
opened to public.





How Much Did 800,000 Murdered
Belarusian Jews Cost?

By
Leonid Levin

PRESIDENT, BELARUSIAN ASSOCIATION OFJEWISH ORGANIZATIONS

AND COMMUNITIES

A STATEMENT REGARDING THE BOOK, "NAZI GOLD FROM
BELARUS"

First of all, I don't separate the tragedy of Belarusian Jews
during the wartime from the tragedy of all Belarusian people.

Let me stop on the Jewish issue.
Taking into account the available documents.
Victims.
Politics.
Documents.
The Nazi goal was to capture the "living space" through human

death.
Jews, Gypsies, Slavs were in first lines.
Annihilation of Jews took place immediately after the capture of

a town or village. It's easier to kill all together.
For this matter - ghetto.
Thus,
There were more than 200 ghettos on the territory of Belarus.
Nearly 800,000 Jews were murdered.
The year 1946.
The Conference on Nazi gold fate.
The international conference. 42 countries participating. 11

international organizations.
The issue is Nazi gold.
The list of 15 European countries which could claim to get Nazi

gold was made.
Today.

Preceding Page Blank
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All those who are entitled to solve this problem represent a new
civilized world.

From today's viewpoint.
The fact that Belarus, Ukraine and Russia have not been

included into the List looks like a mockery.
There is a formal reason:
Stalin refused from Nazi gold.
All that is in the past.
Europe became Europe.
The Soviet Union exists no more.
There is no Stalin.
An amazing book has been published in Belarus.
"Nazi Gold from Belarus."
The book is based on documents.
46 official Nazi orders, instructions, protocols of interrogations.
The second part of the book.
Lists of those whose jewels were confiscated.
But there are no Jews in the List.
They couldn't be there.
The Jews were annihilated all together.
All at once.
Their documents were taken away.
Their jewels, personal belongings, gold, silver, crockery, their

lives were seized.
This "contribution" was packed in casks, boxes.
Out of 46 documents published in the book only a few do not

deal with the Jewish issue.
All other documents:

• to put Jews into ghettos,
• to seize gold,
• to seize jewels,
• t6 seize clothes,
• to seize even metal beds,
• execution, execution, execution,
• evidences.

Official data:

January, 1947. The Belarusian Soviet Socialist Republic's
Memorandum on the Peace Treaty with Germany.
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Direct damage for the Republic - $ 15 bIn.
Personal damage for citizens - $ 4,720 mIn.
For the Jews this "damage" was their death II3 of the sum

mentioned above.
Special Account No 34 in the Minsk German Credit Bank for

money of the Jews and for their death.
The center of all looted - Riga.
The final destination point - Berlin.

1942. From: Glubokoye, Gebitskommissar Peterson.
To: Riga, Ostland Reichskommiissar Lose:
- valuables seized from Jews: 3,610 gold Rubles and 3,069 kg of

gold, 20 gold Czar Rubles - 0.026 kg, 210 gold Dollars - 0,351 kg and a
box of 4,267 gold items of various kinds. the box is marked "Fish".

1941. Borisov.
Burgmeister Stankevich's report. List of items seized from Jews

and handed by Vasilyev and Meleshkevich.

1942. In the village of Glubokoye seized from Jews for Account
No 34:

June 4, 1942 - DM 169,909.77.
July 6, 1942 - DM 115,247.1 L

December, 1942. Grodno.
"I turn in gold, valuables, money, discovered in the ghetto. The

list is enclosed."

February, 1943. Grodno.
"The list is enclosed - total DM 7,717.65."
Report of the Chief of the Gendarmery Office.

April, 1943. Grodno.
After the execution, DM 4,874.12 were turned III from six

gendarmery posts and DM 7,424.58 more in April.

thousands of victims changed into Deutsche marks.

May, 1943. Vertilishki.
The last Jews were annihilated.
Total DM 808,32 received.
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January, 1946. A trial in Minsk.
Defendant Skakun: "I counted 2,000 gold and silver items."

Witness Yanshtob: On July 12, 1941, the German occupation authorities
informed us that all Jewish citizens aged 15 to 60 are to gather in the
synagogue. There all their documents were taken away and they were
ordered to come here in the afternoon and bring various valuables, such
as gold, silver, foreign currency. When everybody came the Nazis lead
them out across the River Viliya and shot them dead by 7-8 p.m.

Facts, only facts.
There are plenty of them.

And what was going on in the biggest ghetto on the territory of
Belarus - the Minsk Ghetto.

May, 1943. Minsk. The chief of the city prison reports to the
General Kommissar of Belarus.

"In April, 1943, former German dentist Ernest Tischauer and his
wife Elsa Tischauer testified that all German and Russian Jews had
undergone an operation of pulling or breaking out their gold teeth and
crowns. It took place 1-2 hours before the appropriate actions." Since
April 13, 1943, 516 German and Russian Jews were killed with
Hauptscharfurher Ruber in attendance who took the gold. It was
determined that 50 percent of the Jews had gold teeth, bridges or fillings.

Here are only a few examples.
And how many of them in all ghettos, in entire Belarus.
An approximate calculation shows that the Jews of Belarus alone

were robbed of several hundred kilograms of gold, hundreds of
kilograms of silver, jewels of various kinds.

I am not mentioning the losses of the entire peaceful population
of Belarus.

Ladies and Gentlemen,
The time has come.
The world has changed.
Each was held responsible for the crimes he had committed.
The history puts everything in its place.
Today the Belarusian Jewish community amounts to nearly 100

thousand people.
Today more than 10 million people live in Belarus.
All of us hope for a fair solution of this problem.
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It is not Stalin's signature at the Potsdam Conference that is
before us.

It is the world that changed.
It is thousands of graves of those killed.
It is your high and just solution.





Letter to the Conference Chairman

HE Judge Abner J. Mikva, Chairman
Washington Conference
on Holocaust-Era Assets

December 1, 1998
Washington, D.C.

Dear Sir,

The delegation of the Republic of Belarus would like to reiterate
its appeal to include our country into the list of claimant states, rightfully
seeking positive solution of their claims for Holocaust-Era Assets.

The looted Nazi gold should return to its rightful owners, people
of Belarus, which suffered through all the tragedy of Holocaust, among
them.

Numerous archival records are available now to support these
claims.

Vladimir Adamushko
Head of the Delegation,

Deputy Chairman, Belarus State Committee on Archives

Valyantsin Gerasimau
Chairman, Mutual Understanding and Reconciliation Fund

Leonid Levin
President, Belarusian Association of Jewish Organizations

and Communities

Olga Nekhai
President, Belarusian Association of Former Nazi Prisoners
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BELGIUM

MINISTRY OF ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

The Spoliation of Cultural Goods in Belgium
during the Second World War

THE GERMAN ORGANIZAnON

On May the 10th 1940, like its neighbors Netherlands,
Luxembourg and France, Belgium was invaded and occupied by the
German army. The first spoliations took place during the military
conquest of Belgium, but were mostly ofprivate nature.

In June 1940, a German Military Occupation Government
(Militarverwaltung) was installed in Brussels with General A. von
Falkenhausen at its head. Regarding cultural matters, this military
government relied on the specialists of the Kunst, Archiv and
Bibiliothekschutz.

Many German services took part to the plundering of Belgium,
but the two most important for cultural matters were certainly the group
of Sicherheitspolizei-Sicherheitsdienst (SIPO-SD), which was in charge
of collecting the political archives and documentation of the enemies of
national-socialism (mainly Jews, freemasons and socialists) and the
Einzatstab Reichsleiter Rosenberg (ERR) which received the order to
« savekeep » the cultural goods of these enemies of the Third Reich.

The organized looting began in the summer of I940 with the
plundering of the freemasons lodges, the Jewish organizations, the
socialist organizations and of the artworks, archives and libraries of the
persons who had fled Belgium before May 1940. Meanwhile, the
Archivschutz was active in looking through the Belgian ministerial
archives, with special interest for the archives of the Ministries of
National Defense, Colonies, Foreign Affairs and Economic Affairs. The
ERR reported that the first 340 crates were collected and partly sent to
Berlin in November 1940.

Preceding Page Blank
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The German services also focused on cultural goods they
regarded as German considering that Belgium had received them after
the first World War in compensation for the destructions (mainly the
archives of Eupen-Malmedy, The Mystic Lamb of the Van Eyck brothers
and The Last Supper ofD. Bouts).

THE SPOLIAnON OF THE BELGIAN JEWISH COMMUNITY

The persecutions against the Jewish community of Belgium
(which counted about 65.000 people, of whom less than one tenth had
the Belgian nationality. The rest was made up of immigrants from
Germany and Central and Eastern Europe) started as soon as October
1940 with different nazi decrees aiming the complete isolation of the
Jews in the Belgian society. In order to organize the economical
spoliation of the Jewish community, the Militarverwaltung set up in
Brussels, the Briisseler Treuhandgesellschaft, to control and to liquidate
« enemy property ». In June 1942, started the first razzia's in Brussels
and Antwerp and the first convoy left from the Caserne nossin in
Malines to Auschwitz on the 4th of August 1942. Between August 1942
and July 1944,25.257 Jews were deported from Belgium, of whom only
1.207 survived.

Meanwhile had started the Mobelaktion, the purpose of this
operation was to liquidate the households of the houses where Jews
lived. The buildings were sealed, transport firms brought the contents
over to centralized depots where the selection was made: all interesting
cultural objects were given to the ERR and sent to Germany or Paris and
the normal furniture were sent to Germany for the victims of the allied
bombings. In less than two years, more than 4.500 houses were emptied
in Belgium alone.

THE ART MARKET

Aside these plunderings, some Belgian collectors and art-dealers
seized the opportunity to sell their collections under or without any
pressure. Large sums were paid by agents working, for example, for the
Hitler's Linz Museum project, for H. Goering's collection or others. The
most famous collection that has been sold is the Renders collection of
twenty Flemish primitive paintings. From these twenty paintings, ten
were recuperated after the war and the ten others are still missing.
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BELGIAN RECUPERAnON EFFORTS

Right after the end of the war started the first step of the Belgian
recuperation with the especially created Office de Recuperation
Economique (ORE) which main task was the recuperation of economic
goods such as trains, ships, coal, steel... Within the ORE, a small unit
was formed to search the spoiled cultural goods in Germany and Austria.
This essential step went on until 1952 and allowed Belgium to find back
492 artworks and 2.749 books; among them were masterpieces such as
The Mystic Lamb of the Van Eyck brothers or the Michelangelo's
Madonna from the Church of Our Lady in Bruges. Meanwhile, hundreds
of goods found in Belgium were returned to their owners.

A second step started in 1950 in close contact with the West
German authorities and lasted until 1964 without any concrete result and
in 1967 the ORE was dismantled and unfortunately its archives were not
properly kept.

Besides the recuperated artworks, still 3.273 documented
paintings, drawings, sculptures, tapestries, furniture ... remain lost. One
should be careful with these figures for several reasons: the looting is
only partly documented, many figures come from German sources or
from claims introduced after the war (who did not make a claim is not
taken in account) and the ORE selected only identifiable artworks in its
claims.

The recuperation effort started again in 1993 within the Ministry
of Economic Affairs because of the opening of Eastern Europe and the
conviction that only a part of the cultural goods were returned to their
rightful owners. The major problem faced at that time was the lack of
documentation, both the losses and the efforts for recuperation made
after the war are poorly documented and the first task has been and is
stilI the search for archives in order to make restitution possible.

Today, this effort continues on two levels. First, within the
Ministry of Economic Affairs with the Mission Restitution Spoiled
Goods which edited two catalogs documenting the losses of artworks
belonging to the Belgian State and prepares three others catalogs that
will document the private losses but also the spoiled libraries and
archives.

Secondly, in July 1997, the Belgian government decided to
establish a commission that is now investigating what has happened to
the goods belonging to members of the Jewish community of Belgium
during the German occupation. The commission which is part of the
Prime Minister's services, is presided by Lucien Buysse, and the
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members of the commISSIon are representatives of the different
Ministries involved (namely Economic Affairs, Foreign Affairs, Justice
and Public Health), historians and representatives of Jewish
organizations. The first intermediary report was submitted to the
government in July 1998. The commission is presently investigating
various fields, including the bank sector, the insurance, the real estate
and c'11tural goods.

Person to contact on this subject
Nicolas Vanhove (with the help of Jacques Lust's works)
Mission Restitution Spoiled goods
Ministry of Economic Affairs of Belgium
Tel +32 2 206 58 62
Fax +3225140389
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The Antwerp Diamond Sector during the
Second World War

Although the Belgian commission studying the fate of
the Jewish assets during WWII has still to conclude its
findings concerning the diamond sector, the following
note gives some ftrst indications of how the Antwerp
diamond sector survived World War II.

Diamonds are, as gold, luxury goods but where appreciated
during the last war also for their industrial (the hardest ore known by that
time) and the monetary ("valeur refuge") value and were therefore
considered rightfully as strategic goods. During these years Belgium put
the diamond as well as the uranium ore extracted in its former colony
Congo at the disposal of the allied war effort.

Antwerp was for centuries an important diamond trading,
carving and policing center and remains so today. Its recent history can
be resumed as follows.

THE THIRTIES: THE ECONOMIC CRISIS

The slump of 1927 heralded the major economic crisis of 1929
1930. The diamond world survived these difficult times virtually
unscathed, despite some heavy blows. Undeterred by these difficulties,
in 1928-1929, the sector made an 800 million BF profit and employed
25.000 people.

In 1929, "Antwerpsche Diamantkring" (the Antwerp Diamond
Circle) was founded, Antwerp's fifth diamond bourse at the time. At that
time, several social improvements were introduced in the diamond trade,
which were later adopted by other branches of industry, and acquired
legal validity in Belgium.
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The crisis of 1930 was the inevitable result of the Wall Street
crash in November, which shook the economic foundations of the entire
world; for, suddenly, there was an enormous discrepancy between
consumption and production.

Its influence was felt after the 1930 world exhibition at which
the Antwerp diamond sector participated predominantly. Also the
"Forminiere", the company that exploited the diamond mines in
(Belgian) Congo had a remarkable stand there.

Soon afterwards however consumption in important outlets like
India, China, Egypt, Russia, Japan, Brazil and Argentina dropped
sharply.

The Antwerp and Amsterdam diamond exchange houses decided
therefore to limit production by 50 % during a limited period in order to
prevent further overproduction, and because of a faltering market due to
sundry financial crises elsewhere. As a result 25.000 people in Belgium,
including the Jewish traders were affected to some extent by decreased
working hours.

At the international level similar decision of the London
Syndicate to temporally limit the sights for the manufacturers was
respected by the entire sector, including the Kempen district.

This period of general economic regression contrasted sharply
with the revival of the German economy, including its diamond sector.

THE SECOND WORLD WAR

The Second World War drastically hit the diamond sector and all
people involved in it. The industry itself temporarily left the scene. Just
before the war, though, the market had again become active. A sense of
foreboding made people look for a safe investment in diamonds, because
of its high and stable value, and because it was easy to hide and
transport. With the outbreak of war, many took refuge in places where
the conqueror could not set foot, in particular, the Jewish families who
were well aware of the anti-Semitism of the German regime. Antwerp
diamantairs surfaced in the USA, Portugal, Cuba and the then Palestine.
Others took their stock across the Channel, to the United Kingdom, in the
hope of taking up their activity in the vicinity of the London Syndicate.
They got united into the "Refugees Branch", with over five hundred
members, who managed to process a considerable amount of rough
stones. They had to contend with persistent attempts, to organize a
British diamond industry, in Brighton amongst other places, in place of
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the defunct industries of Antwerp and Amsterdam. In Antwerp, only
clandestine work was possible. The Antwerp Jews, of whom 80 % were
engaged in diamond activities in 1940, were robbed of their stocks
without recourse to justice. The dire fate of the Jews in the hands of the
Nazi's is well known. Of the many Jewish prisoners and deportees, only
few returned.

In 1941, the German publications admitted that 90 % of the
diamonds that were available in Antwerp before the invasion had been
smuggled out of Belgium.

It was to the credit of the Antwerp mayor Camille Huysmans,
together with two prescient diamantairs, Messrs. Romi Goldmuntz and
Herman Schamisso, that they went to considerable pains to save as much
as possible of the goods of the Antwerp dealers. Wartime conditions
made this anything but easy. The British Navy, which closely policed
the seas, had been given authority by the Admiralty to stop all ships
anywhere and investigate their freight. Goods bound for hostile or
occupied territories could be confiscated in exchange for a receipt; the
owner could file a complaint with a special tribunal, which was assisted
by technical experts when passing judgement.

The gentlemen mentioned above established the
"Correspondence Office for Diamond Industry" (COFDI) to advise the
court in the event of diamond consignments and thus entire fortunes were
saved for the Antwerp diamond industry. Most of the goods were held
for safekeeping in London, which allowed for a speedy recovery of the
Antwerp diamond industry, even before the hostilities had completely
ended. As soon as one felt the end of the war was approaching, the
return to Belgium was prepared for, both materially and psychologically.
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Belgian Jewish Museum of
Deportation and Resistance

The Museum of the Deportation and Resistance of Jews in
Belgium is housed in a wing of the former "Dossin de Saint Georges
Barracks" at Mechelen. This historic site is also a place of remembrance,
for it is here, halfway between Brussels and Antwerp, that the Nazis set
up the "SS-Sammellager Mecheln", which served as the assembly point
for Jews about to be deported from Belgium.

"SS-Sammellager Mecheln" was the first step on a journey from
which only a handful returned. Between 1942 and 1944, 28 train
convoys carried 25,257 prisoners from Mechelen to Auschwitz in
Poland. Two-thirds of the deportees were gassed upon arrival. Only
1,207 were still alive when the camps were liberated. The Dossin
barracks were nothing less than the antechamber of death.

Visitors to the Museum of the Deportation and Resistance of the
Jews in Belgium can follow the history of the End16sung or "Final
Solution" and how it affected Belgium and Europe. Numerous aspects of
the holocaust are considered in the Museum, including the help and
support given to the SS, although only a relative small group, by Belgian
institutions; the collaboration by ultra-right organizations; the
extermination of almost half of Belgium's Jews; the resistance of those
Jews who managed to elude deportation and the efforts of a broad section
of Belgian society to foil the SS, which enabled numerous Jewish
children to survive the occupation.

SOME HISTORICAL FACTS:

The Jews of Belgium
In 1940, there were 56,000 Jews living in Belgium.

Preceding Page Blank
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Occupation
After the invasion of Belgium on March 10, 1940, the country

was occupied by the German army and the Nazis stayed in Belgium until
the complete liberation of the country in October 1944.

Persecution
April 14, 1941: the Antwerp pogrom.
May 27, 1941: an order is promulgated forcing Jews to wear a

yellow star. "The Jew is known, registered, branded, confined to his
home, ... ready for the "Final Solution".

Deportation
August 4, 1942 - July 31, 1944: 25,257 prisoners were deported

from Mechelen to Auschwitz (Oswiecim).

Extermination
16,000 Jews deported from Mechelen were gassed on arrival in

Auschwitz (Oswiecim).
Only 1,207 of the deportees survived.

Resistance
The Resisters were Jewish or non-Jewish, armed or not, who

rose up against the Nazi torment and made some heroic actions, such as
the famous "Attack of the 20th Convoy" who gave the opportunity to
more than 230 Jews to escape.

The Righteous among the Nations
Despite the Nazi atrocities, there were many Belgians who risked

their lives and those of their families to save their Jewish neighbors.
After the war, they were recognized by the Yad Vashem and called the
"Righteous among the Nations".
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Belgium and the Relief Fund for
Victims of Nazi Persecution

• Belgium recently adhered to the Nazi Persecutee Relief Fund.

• Belgium will contribute to the Fund for an amount of I million USD.

• The Belgian government will soon take a decision on the selection of
NGOs and the projects' beneficiaries of this sum of I million USD.





CANADA

Statement on Insurance

SUMMARY

Our investigations indicate that no Canadian life insurance
companies operated in continental Europe during the years from 1930 to
1945. This search did indicate that several Canadian life insurance
companies operated in the United Kingdom during that period. These
foreign operations of Canadian life insurance companies, as well as their
Canadian operations, may have sold policies insuring persons who
subsequently became victims of the Holocaust. We do not know, at this
time, the extent to which such policies may have been sold; however,
based on our preliminary investigations, the numbers are likely to be
very small. In addition, there is no indication of life insurance policies
relating to the events of this period that may not have been properly paid.

INTRODUCTION

The Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions
(OSFI), a branch of the government of Canada, is responsible for the
prudential regulation of Canadian banks, and federally chartered
insurance and trust companies. OSFI has coordinated a preliminary
investigation pertaining to Holocaust-Era jnsurance claims.

The Canadian fmancial institution regulatory system, like that in
some countries, is a shared responsibility between two levels of
government. Insurance companies may be incorporated at either the
federal or provincial levels; however, market conduct matters (e.g., the
registration of insurance sellers, and laws pertaining to disclosure and
contracts) are solely a provincial responsibility~ The implication of this
shared responsibility is that investigating life insurance policies relating
to the Holocaust requires coordination with Canadian provincial
regulators, in addition to coordination with the industry.

Preceding Page Blank
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INVESTIGATIONS

The former Department of Insurance, a predecessor organization
to OSFI, was required to file an annual report to the Minister of Finance,
outlining the progress of business and the condition of federal life
insurance companies. Based on a review of these reports for each year
from 1930 to 1945, and other inquiries, we have been able to conclude
that no Canadian life insurance company operated in continental Europe
during this period. These reports did indicate that several Canadian life
insurance companies operated in the United Kingdom during this period,
and it is conceivable that these companies, because of their close
proximity to continental Europe, sold some policies to persons who
subsequently became victims of the Holocaust. It is also conceivable,
although less likely, that Canadian life insurance companies sold polices
from their Canadian operations to persons who subsequently became
victims of the Holocaust.

We do not know, at this time, the extent to which Canadian
insurance companies might have sold polices to persons who
subsequently became victims of the Holocaust. More work will be
required to determine the extent of the issue. However, based on the
finding that no Canadian life insurance company operated in continental
Europe during this period, and other investigations we have made, it
appears unlikely that anything more than a very small number of polices
were sold to persons who became victims of the Holocaust.

Our investigations have also included OSFI's public affairs
group, which is responsible for dealing with public inquires, contacting
the Canadian Life and Health Insurance Association (CLIDA), which is
the industry association for life insurance companies, contacting certain
life insurance companies and contacting major provincial insurance
regulators.

The purpose of these investigations was to determine if any of
these organizations have any knowledge of, or have had any information
brought to their attention, indicating that Canadian life insurance
companies may have sold polices to persons who became victims of the
Holocaust, and for which monies relating to these policies may not have
been properly paid. Based on these preliminary investigations, there is no
indication of this, although work will continue by the CLIDA and
individual companies to determine if additional relevant information may
be available.
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OTHER ARRANGEMENTS

The CLIDA has established a toll free number, and provided
training for its call center staff, to assist persons with any inquiries they
may have about Canadian or non-Canadian life insurance companies in
relation to Holocaust-Era insurance assets. This service will be well
publicized within the Canadian Jewish community.

FURTHER INQUIRIES

Anyone withconcems regarding possible unclaimed proceeds of
insurance policies purchased from Canadian and other life insurance
companies before and during the Second World War, may contact the
life and health insurance industry's Consumers Assistance Center either
by telephone or by writing:

Inquiries in English:
Canadian Life and Health Insurance Association Inc.

1 Queen Street East
Toronto, Ontario

Canada
M5C2X9

1-800-860-3413

Inquiries in French:
Association canadienne des compagnies d'assurances de personnes inc.

1001, boul. de Maisonneuve Ouest
Bureau 630

Montreal (Quebec)
H3A3C8

1-888-361-8070





Statement on Other Assets

SUMMARY

Canada used legislative devices to deny to the Axis powers any
economic resources in which Canadian interests were involved. These
controls were aimed at jurisdictions under the control of the enemy and
did not differentiate between the enemy and those residing in enemy
occupied territory or those resisting the enemy. At the end of the war the
Custodian of Enemy Property was controlling bank deposits, securities,
commercial equity, real properties, mortgages, pension funds, patents
and copyrights and other assets which eventually totaled $1 billion
Canadian. The disposal of these assets took place under the conditions
set down in international negotiations. The records of all assets affected
by the Government have been preserved at the National Archives of
Canada.

HISTORICAL AND LEGISLATIVE BACKGROUND

On 2 September 1939 Canada enacted Regulations Respecting
Trading with the Enemy (RRTWE), one of its principal legislative
weapons for conducting economic warfare against the German Reich.
These all-encompassing regulations were aimed at depriving the enemy
of any financial assistance that could be controlled by the Canadian
Government and, then, mobilizing these enemy external assets to support
the Allied war effort. Responsibility for these regulations and the control
of all enemy property was in the hands of the Custodian of Enemy
Property, whose legal powers surpassed other Allied Custodians by
virtue of the fact that he was a member of the Cabinet War Committee,
being ex officio the Secretary of State. As a result, he could operate
without recourse to courts or other bodies of government in seizing or
vesting enemy .property in his name and acted earlier than his
counterparts in declaring countries overrun by the Axis powers as enemy
territory.

The objective of thwarting Germany from exploiting the
economic resources of those nations in her path was paramount and
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necessitated a policy whereby all bank deposits, secuntles, real
properties, patents and copyrights were brought under the control of the·
Custodian. Consequently, the RRTWE provided the Canadian Custodian
with a blunt instrument which did not allow for distinguishing between
victims of Nazi persecution and genuine enemies. Relief agencies
communicated to the Canadian Government that these actions were often
hampering efforts of genuine refugees to flee, and prior to the US entry
into the war, efforts were made to use neutral consular services to
determine the status of those seeking relief from the RRTWE. By 1942,
Axis control over Eastern Europe prevented even these attempts to assist.

Of the assets under the control of the Custodian, securities and
other forms of commercial equity posed a particular problem. Securities
were generally sold through brokerage houses in Europe and were in the
form of bearer bonds and certificates; the actual bearer was often not
known to the Custodian. The solution adopted was to block the
securities at source; thus prohibiting liquidations or payment of interest
or dividends to enemy and enemy occupied territory. This power was
also used to block accounts in neutral countries where the status of the
beneficial owner of the account was unknown.

At its peak the Custodian was controlling a billion Canadian
dollars in assets. These assets were ultimately disposed of in one of three
ways. Enemy external assets were disposed of according to the
accounting principles set down by the Inter-Allied Reparations Agency,
allowing for the restitution of property to the victims of persecution. The
Custodian returned property belonging to nationals of former enemy
occupied territory when the former owners or their heirs presented
themselves. The remaining property was transferred to the Canadian
War Claim Fund.

FURTHER RESEARCH

The records of the Office of the Custodian of Enemy Property
have been transferred to the National Archives in Ottawa. The records
consist of subject files, case files and ledgers and card indexes, allowing
for a researcher to follow the handling of every individual account. Case
files for all individuals and firms who were affected by the actions of the
Custodian and RRTWE have been listed and will be available on line in
the near future. These records are now available for research subject to
the provisions of the Access to Information and Privacy Acts. Parties
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interested in individual accounts or further study in Canada's handling of
Holocaust era assets should contact the following address:

Researcher Services Division
National Archives of Canada
395 Wellington
Ottawa, Ontario
KIA ON3
613 -992 -3884
www.archives.ca





Due Diligence:
A Report on the Bank of Canada's Handling of

Foreign Gold during World War II

By
Dr. Duncan McDowall

November, 1997

Complete report available on the Bank of Canada website
(http://www.bank-banque-canada.ca/)

SUMMARY FINDINGS

During World War II, Canada played a major role in the
earmarking of foreign gold for safekeeping at the Bank of Canada.
Between the first rumblings of war in 1938 and peace in 1945, foreign
central banks deposited 2,586 tons of gold in Ottawa for safekeeping. For
many nations that hadfallen under German occupation, this of safe gold
was the ultimate guarantee of national survival. In particular, the central
banks of Belgium, the Netherlands, France, Norway and Poland availed
themselves of this unique type of Canadian wartime hospitality. The
Bank of England was also a frequent earmarker of gold in Ottawa and in
the dark days of 1940 even made plans to create a "shadow" Bank of
England in Ottawa that could draw upon Britain's gold cache in Canada.
Such deposits involved no profit for Canada beyond small handling
charges.

The flow of earmarked gold to the Bank of Canada was almost
exclusively one-way. Large amounts of gold crossed the Atlantic in the
early war period, especially from the Bank of England and the Banque de
France. After 1941, virtually no more gold arrived from Europe, with the
exception of a shipment of 525 bars from the Bank Polski in London in
1944. During the course of the war, virtually none of the gold stored in
Ottawa was shipped back across the Atlantic, with the exception of two
small shipments of gold coin returned to England in 1942. All the
transactions in question in this report were paper transfers of gold
ownership between one central bank account at the Bank of Canada and
other central bank accounts. There is therefore no possibility that tainted
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gold - gold looted by Germany - ever found its way into the Canadian
gold stream.

The 1942-43 transfer of Bank of England gold earmarked in
Ottawa to the Ottawa earmark account of the Banque Nationale Suisse
involved 56 tons of gold, a small fraction of the overall wartime deposit
of foreign gold in Ottawa. This gold was swapped for Swiss francs
delivered to the British in Switzerland. This swap was necessitated by
Britain's desperate need for Swiss francs to maintain its trade and
diplomatic relationship with Switzerland and was entered into reluctantly
by the Swiss. Switzerland already had large quantities of gold stockpiled
beyond its borders in London and New York, but this was blocked and of
no wartime use to Switzerland. The Swiss accepted the deal only as a pro
tern. measure in the hope of keeping stalled trade negotiations with the
British alive.

To safeguard the gold that had passed from Allied hands to
neutral hands under earmark in Ottawa, the Bank of Canada altered the
minimal prewar arrangements for foreign gold deposited in Canada to
reflect the exigencies of war. The primary concern was that the 56 tons
of gold held by Switzerland in Ottawa might find its way back to Europe
and ultimately be applied to the ends of the Axis. These conditions
stipulated that the gold received by the Banque Nationale Suisse from the
Bank of England might be physically exported only to other central
banks in the Western Hemisphere or transferred on paper to central
banks in the Western Hemisphere and to the central banks of European
neutral countries, namely Portugal, Sweden and Spain. These conditions
were to apply until the end of hostilities. The Swiss agreed to these
conditions.

The Bank of Canada's willingness to facilitate such swaps was
strongly conditioned by its relationship with the Bank of England.
Canada was one of the last Western powers to create a central bank and,
since its inauguration in 1935, the Bank of Canada had relied heavily on
the guidance of the Bank of England. This relationship was epitomized
by the close personal friendship of Bank of Canada Governor Graham
Towers and Bank of England Governor Montagu Norman. The Bank of
England was, for instance, the first foreign central bank to open - in
1936 - an earmarked gold account in Ottawa. Similarly, the Bank of
Canada's first deputy governor was seconded from the Bank of England
in 1935. While Towers was never oblivious to protecting Canada's
interests, there was an almost filial inclination to respond to England's
bidding. This would precondition the Bank of Canada's positive response
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to Britain's request to facilitate the gold-for-francs swap with Switzerland
and other European gold exchanges involving Canada.

The 1942 gold-for-francs swap had been preceded by another
request from the Bank of England in September 1940. Confronted with
an influx of small holdings of gold deposited in English commercial
banks by Europeans anxious for the safety of their wealth and
well-being, the British asked the Bank of Canada to earmark these
deposits of personal gold under the umbrella of its own Ottawa accounts.
This was a departure from usual earmark procedure in that it allowed
foreign individuals the prerogative of the security of an earmark account
well beyond the fray in Europe. Control of the deposits remained in the
hands of the Bank of England. A handling charge of 5% of each
individual's gold was imposed by the Bank of England and the depositor
had to sign an agreement acknowledging that the gold would not be
released until after the war, except in extraordinary circumstances
approved by the Bank of England. During the course of September 1940
to June 1941, 155 of these so-called "sundry persons" deposits of
personal gold at the Bank of England were included in shipments to the
Bank of Canada from London. The total deposit was the equivalent of
1,315 bars of gold. Many of the depositors appear - by name and
testimonial- to have been European Jewish refugees who had fled their
homelands in the early stages of the war. They were generally well-to-do
and had left their homelands early enough to avoid the Holocaust. Other
deposits appear to have been made by Swiss and other nationals. A small
number of the depositors - 34 sundry persons - were able to convince
the Bank of England to release their gold in Ottawa before the end of the
war. The remaining deposits were all closed after the war without
incident or complication. The last deposit was closed in 1955.

Almost as soon as the process of swapping English gold for
Swiss francs had begun in the spring of 1942, the Banque Nationale
Suisse [BNS] began seeking ways to apply the gold it was accumulating
in Ottawa to its domestic needs at home, principally the building up of
internal gold reserves as a check on Swiss inflation. This desire was
limited by the conditions set on the earmark account by the Bank of
Canada. An initial attempt to establish Swiss commercial bank accounts
in Ottawa and thereby open the way for transfers between off-shore
central bank and commercial' bank accounts was blocked by vigilant
officials at the Bank of Canada. In the wake of this decision, Governor
Towers informed the general managers of Canada's chartered banks that
it was the government's wish that they stop opening new gold
safekeeping accounts for non-residents and to report any future requests
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for such services to Ottawa. Rebuffed in this direction, the BNS began
negotiations with the Banco de Portugal, which had gold accounts with it
in Switzerland. In two equal transactions in April and May 1942, the
BNS subsequently traded four tons of its earmarked gold in Canada for a
similar amount of gold held by the Portuguese earmarked in its vault in
Switzerland. Thus, the Swiss succeeded in obtaining the free use of four
tons of gold in Switzerland in return for surrendering four tons of
assuredly clean gold in Canada. To achieve this swap, the BNS was
obliged to pay a steep commission to the Banco de Portugal of 1 1/2% on
the first swap and 2 1/2% on the second swap. These commissions
reflected the fact that the gold Portugal was obtaining in Ottawa was
blocked for the duration of the war. In the wake of these swaps, the BNS
board of directors decided to abandon the tactic of offering gold in
Ottawa for gold in Europe because the transaction costs were exorbitant.
The crucial question of whether the Portuguese gold released to the
Swiss was tainted gold of German origin is elucidated by reference to
classified British wartime documents drawn from British intercept of
cables between the Swiss and Portuguese central banks and from banking
records recently released by the Banco de Portugal. These reveal that,
while the Banco de Portugal did receive large amounts of Reichsbank
gold into its BNS accounts, the gold transferred to the Swiss in 1942 was
generally believed to be drawn from an account "thought to be without
German taint." There is no absolute assurance that this swapped gold was
beyond all possible taint, but this evidence and the complete absence of
any indication of concern on the part of Allied bankers involved in the
swap indicate that this was likely the case. Once again, national liquidity
needs, not schemes to launder dirty German gold, seemed to drive the
transaction.

In 1944, Portugal itself encountered liquidity problems in its
trade with Switzerland and Sweden. Increasingly unable to trade in gold
because of the tightening Allied injunctions on looted gold, Portugal was
driven to finance its trade with hard currencies like the Swiss franc and
the Swedish krona. By August, the value of the Portuguese escudo was
plummeting against the franc and the krona. Both the Swiss and Swedish
proved reluctant to accept Portuguese offers of gold-for-currency swaps.
In desperation, the Banco de Portugal therefore offered the Sveriges
Riksbank, Sweden's central bank, clean gold in Ottawa in exchange for
kronor. This offer of a ton and a half of gold in September and October
of 1944 was accepted by the Swedes on the condition that the Portuguese
applied the resultant kronor to the process of Swedish-Portuguese trade
alone. Subsequently, the Sveriges Riksbank and the Banco de Portugal
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agreed to ease Portugal's ongoing exchange needs by using the swapping
of gold eannarked in Ottawa back and forth to provide kronor for
Lisbon. By the end of this process in September 1945, the Sveriges
Riksbank had accumulated two and a half tons of gold previously owned
by the Banco de Portugal in Ottawa.

One last gold swap rounded out the Bank of Canada's role in
gold transfers between neutral European central banks. In the midst of its
swaps with the Sveriges Riksbank in September 1944, the Banco de
Portugal swapped ai-lOther two tons of its gold in gold holdings in
Switzerland for Swiss gold held in Ottawa. As in 1942, the gold in
Switzerland was taken from Portugal's untainted account. This time,
Portugal received a smaller commission of only 3/8%, probably because
it saw the advantage of topping up its Ottawa reserve of gold at a time
when its newly made agreement with Sweden might have required more
gold if the escudo's exchange value had continued to deteriorate.

With the lifting of all conditions restraining foreign gold on
earmark in Ottawa after the war, there was no rush by neutral central
banks to clear out their accounts in Ottawa, In fact, all parties to the
wartime swaps maintained their Ottawa eannarks well into the peace,
often increasing their balances.

Throughout all these transactions, officials at the Bank of
Canada, usually in consultation with officials at the Department of
Finance and the Bank of England, exhibited due diligence in handling
these transfer requests from Europe. The context of the times must be
borne in mind. These transactions took place at the height of the war,
when the pressures of wartime decision-making bore heavily on Ottawa's
mandarins. These gold swaps between friendly and neutral central banks
constituted fleeting decisions in a myriad of wartime challenges and must
be seen in this light. By and large, the decisions taken around Canada's
custodianship of foreign gold earmarked in the Bank of Canada conform
to the stereotype of the cautious, deliberate and well-balanced demeanor
of the senior bureaucrats who have come to be known by history as the
"Ottawa men." They never possessed the absolute knowledge or the
power to eliminate any possibility that Ottawa might facilitate the
movement of looted gold, but their instincts led them to policies that
made that possibility remote. In this sense, Canadians can take justifiable
pride in the efficient manner in which the rather prosaic service of
eannarking of gold was turned to commendable Allied and, at times,
humanitarian ends during the war.





CONFERENCE ON JEWISH
MATERIAL CLAIMS AGAINST

GERMANY

Delegation Statement

We welcome the opportunity - following the historic
Washington Conference on Holocaust-Era Assets - to present the
position of the Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany
(Claims Conference) on the major issues of concern to Holocaust
survivors and the world Jewish community.

The Claims Conference was established in 1951 by 23 major
Jewish national and international organizations to attain the following
objectives:

• to gain indemnification for injuries inflicted upon
individual victims ofNazi persecution;

• to secure restitution of assets confiscated by the Nazis;
• to obtain funds for the relief, rehabilitation and

resettlement ofJewish victims ofNazi persecution;
• to aid in rebuilding Jewish communities which Nazi

persecution had devastated;
• to foster commemoration, research, documentation and

education of the Holocaust.

For nearly 50 years the Claims Conference has and continues to
vigorously pursue these objectives, primarily in its negotiations with the
German and Austrian governments. It was instrumental in securing
major indemnification and restitution legislation. The Claims Conference
is also directly involved in the administration of limited individual
compensation programs, in the recovery of heirless and unclaimed
private and communal Jewish assets, in the allocation of funds for social
care of needy Holocaust survivors and for research, documentation and
education of the Shoah.
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The Claims Conference is painfully aware of the fact that the
destruction of Jewish life during the Holocaust cannot be made whole. It
is imperative, however, that:

• the survivors of the Holocaust who were not or are not
adequately compensated receive acceptable
indemnification for their injuries and losses;

• Jewish private and communal assets which have not as
yet been restituted should be restituted or compensated
for in lieu of restitution;

• needy aging survivors receive necessary individual and
institutional services;

• the lessons of the Holocaust be fully documented and
disseminated throughout the world.

These are the guiding principles which must be applied
in dealing with the unresolved indemnification and restitution issues.
The fact that 53 years after the liberation of the concentration camps,
many issues are still unresolved, and most survivors are of advanced age,
calls for very urgent action by all governments concerned.

The Washington Conference highlighted progress on
some issues but others have not as yet been considered in this unique
forum of governments and nongovernmental organizations.

In order to insure that the survivors receive long overdue
justice, it is essential to intensify the efforts to achieve the above
objectives. We suggest that:

(1) a follow-up conference be convened in 1999;
(2) the United States and the United Kingdom - as convenors of the

London and Washington conferences - establish a secretariat to:
(a) monitor the implementation of matters considered at the

London and Washington conferences, and,
(b) prepare the next conference.

Dr. Israel Miller, President
Saul Kagan Executive Vice President
Gideon Taylor, Executive Vice President-Designate
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Delegation Statement

The Republic of Croatia welcomes the organization of the
Conference in Washington which, in the same way as the Conference on
Nazi Gold held last year in London (2-4 December 1997), aims to finally
determine the objective, historical truth about monetary gold and other
expropriated assets.

Whereas the emphasis of the Conference in London was placed
upon investigation of the destiny of monetary gold, the intention of the
participants of the upcoming Conference in Washington is to examine
ways and means of extending this issue to other expropriated property,
primarily expropriated works of art, archive materials, insurance policies,
the property of religious communities and others.

Now, at the end of the second millennium, it is indeed high time
that the historical truth about the Holocaust be determined, and to find
ways of indemnifying victims of the Holocaust.

This is the reason why, based on its decision taken on I3
November 1997, the Government of the Republic of Croatia established
a Commission to investigate the historical facts of the property of victims
of Nazism. This Commission includes representatives from the Ministry
of Justice, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of Economy, the
Ministry of Finance, the National Bank of Croatia, the Institute for
Migrations and Nationalities, the Jewish Community of Zagreb, the
Croatian Institute for History, and Croatian National Archives.

The Commission has been tasked to gather and analyze all
available materials pertaining to the period of the Holocaust, and to
propose to the Government of the Republic of Croatia the positions it
should take and to reach appropriate decisions with regard to it.

Additionally, in November of 1997 the Government of the
Republic of Croatia reached a Decision to waive its part of the remaining
resources of the Tripartite Commission, which should belong to it on the
basis of the succession of successor States of the former Yugoslavia, in
favor of Jewish people and other victims of Nazi persecution. The
Republic of Croatia is, therefore, one of the first States to have supported
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the establishment of the new Fund for the compensation of Holocaust
victims, undertaking to pay a certain financial amount into the Fund. The
sum that the Republic of Croatia has decided to pay into the Fund, taking
into consideration the criteria laid down by the International Monetary
Fund for the distribution of financial resources according to the
succession principle, amounts to US$ 118,000.

The Republic of Croatia considers that distribution of the
remaining part should not wait for a final solution to the succession
issue, but rather that the shares of individual successors may be
determined independently of the outcome of negotiations held to decide
other succession issues. Thus, Holocaust victims would receive their
funds earlier.

The World War II archive materials at the disposal of the
Republic of Croatia are open and are available to everyone for viewing.
Further, Croatian National Archives has signed an Agreement with the
Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, on the basis of which the
archive materials from these archives are microfilmed and sent to
Washington Holocaust Museum.

Regrettably, however, the Republic of Croatia is denied access to
the common archives of the former Yugoslavia, which are kept in
Belgrade. Therefore, not all materials relating to the Holocaust are
available to us.

The Government of the Republic of Croatia has passed an Act on
Compensation for Property Expropriated during the Yugoslav
Communist rule, which sets out the principles, conditions and procedure
for the return of expropriated property. This Act is also applicable to the
compensation of victims of property expropriation carried out during
WorId War II.

lt is worth mentioning here that apart from overcoming the
consequences of, and eliminating the damage inflicted as a result of,
World War II, after gaining its independence the Republic of Croatia was
to face further consequences and damage resulting from more than 50
years of communist rule.

Hence, the issue of returning expropriated property was made
especially difficult and sensitive, since it was frequently necessary to
rectify twofold consequences - those of the Holocaust and those of
communism.
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1. CULTURAL TREASURES

A significant status within property expropriated from victims of
the Holocaust in World War II is held by works of art, libraries and other
cultural and art treasures.

Expropriation of that form of valuable property was taking place
during, as well as immediately after, the war on the basis of a range of
regulations that were coercive in character, although it frequently
occurred without any legal basis whatsoever.

The legal bases and regulations applied in various procedures
concerning works of art on the territory of Croatia after World War II
were as follows:

The Decision made in 1944 by AVNOJ, which assumed
temporary control over abandoned property or of the property of owners
whose abode was known, and similar.

The Decision on the protection and preservation of cultural
monuments and antiquities (made by the National Committee of the
Liberation of Yugoslavia) on 20 February 1945. On the basis of that
Decision, the "Commission for the gathering and preservation of cultural
monuments and antiquities" was operational from 1945.

The Order issued to the Minister of Education dated 28 June
1945, on the "training and education of the Commission for the gathering
and preservation of cultural monuments".

The Law on managing property which owners had to abandon
during the occupation, and property taken from them by the occupying
forces and their collaborators, dated 24 May 1945 and 2 August 1946,
which emphasizes that the said property should be returned to the
rightful owners, or to those who were using it, and that such property
must be managed as property in trust until the court rules that it shall be
returned.

The Law on transfer to state ownership of enemy property and
on sequestration ofproperty of absent persons.

The Law on confiscation of property and the implementation of
confiscation.

The General Law on protection of cultural monuments and
natural rarities, dated 4 October 1946, which was also the basis for
placing under the protection of the State movable cultural heritage from
numerous collection centers of such items after World War II.
Stipulations of that law indicate that all the objects in such centers were
nationalized as monuments and had to be under the administrative
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control of Institute for Conservation of the Federal Republic of Croatia,
Zagreb, or any institution to which the Institute transfers its right.

No specific data on the nationalization of confiscated works of
art is available. The existing documentation, the collection of Acts issued
by the "Commission for the gathering and protection of cultural
monuments and antiquities" (KOMZA) within the former Institute for
Conservation in Zagreb points to the conclusion that the confiscation of
property had to be followed by a decision for nationalization. Such
decisions were made by the City Committees of the People 
departments for public property.

The mentioned collection of KOMZA Acts, retained in the
archives of the Administration for the protection of cultural heritage at
the Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Croatia, could prove to be the
main source of data on the question of confiscated items of cultural and
artistic value.

The Register of KOMZA minutes for the years 1945 and 1946 is
an available source of a wealth of information on this subject.

After World War II numerous commissions worked in the
Institute for Conservation in Zagreb. Their task was, among other things,
to maintain records on war damage inflicted on cultural monuments and
structures possessing monument properties; selection of items of artistic
value among the mass of confiscated goods held in collection centers;
selection of items of artistic value in deserted houses and flats; storage of
such objects in KOMZA premises or elsewhere; division of items
possessing monument properties (paintings, sculptures, furniture, objects
of artistic craft and similar, among new owners (or users), museums,
galleries, other institutions in the field of culture, administration and
others.

The post-war Commissions working within the Institute for
Conservation in Zagreb were:

"KOMRAT" - National Commission for establishing the extent
of war damage to cultural and historical objects on the territory
of Croatia - Zagreb (1945-1947)

"KOMZA" - Commission for the gathering and protection of
cultural monuments and antiquities - Zagreb (1945-1954)

Commission for the inspection of objects - Ministry of Science
and Culture of the government of FNR Yugoslavia - Zagreb
(1947-1951)
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The above listed Commissions were engaged in the collection
and preservation of surviving cultural monuments, antiquities and
libraries following the period ofthe Holocaust.

"KOMRAT" was founded on the initiative of the Ministry of
Education of the People's Republic of Croatia, its first session being held
on 7 June 1945. Its work was supported by documentation, as well as by
a register of inventories.

"KOMZA" was founded on 26 June 1945 on the orders of the
Minister of Education of Croatia and was based on the Decision dated 20
February 1945 on the protection and preservation of cultural monuments
and antiquities, adopted by the National Committee for the Liberation of
Yugoslavia. Its main task was to gather data on expropriated items
possessing monument properties.

Precise records were maintained, containing lists of objects of
artistic significance (records were linked to the name and family name of
the former owner and to a registration number, under which the total
volume of goods confiscated from the same owner was entered in an
individual regional collection center). The objects of artistic value, set
aside by the commission, were placed into the trust of KOMZA from
were they were distributed to various locations. Records were kept of
such distributions, with the origin of an object being denoted by the
registration number of the confiscated goods. It is impossible to trace a
certain number of items beyond that stage (there are, for instance,
remarks such as "Handed over at the request of the Federal Executive
Council", and similar). The work of KOMZA is also supported by
documentation, i.e., a register of inventories.

In the period from the commencement of KOMZA's work
(1945-1949) the Museum for Arts and Crafts in Zagreb, as well as other
museums and galleries, were receiving works of art from collection
centers into permanent ownership.

The path of each individual work of art can be traced from a
collection center in Zagreb to its location in a museum (provided that key
documents are not missing) on the basis of documents, but the
distribution of moveable works of art among private individuals was not
followed up by detailed records, that is to say, their path cannot always
be traced.

In certain areas KOMZA and KOMRAT complemented each
other; in other areas their activities overlapped, and the same can be said
for the Commission for Restitution (KOMREST). More information will
become available when the collection of documents is brought out of
storage.
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The selection of objects (movables) of cultural and artistic
significance was undertaken exclusively by the Commission for the
gathering and preservation of cultural monuments and antiquities, and its
associated, separate section, the Commission for Libraries. The return of
such moveable property to rightful owners was also defined, provided
that the owners registered the loss of said property.

Abandoned property of unknown owners was immediately
nationalized in 1945, and the implementation of confiscation procedure
was followed by a decision on the transfer of the same property into the
ownership of the State. Likewise, the property of absent persons was
sequestered and nationalized. On the basis of the then existing legal
framework it was possible to convey works of art into ownership only
after the finalization of court proceedings.

The Compensation Law (Official Gazette No.92/96) also regards
moveable heritage of works of art, including those from World War II, as
nationalized property, as stipulated in Articles 3. and 48. ofthe said law.

According to Article 48., only movables of cultural, artistic or
historical value are to be returned to their former owners. Such
movables, which are regarded as cultural heritage and are, in accordance
with the rules and regulations on the protection of cultural heritage, a
constituent part of Croatian galleries and museums, are to be returned to
the ownership of the former owner, although not into his possession.
Owners are entitled to a special type of compensation to be defined by a
separate decree issued by the government of the Republic of Croatia.

The fundamental standpoint of the Ministry of Culture of the
Republic of Croatia, based on professional and scientific arguments
presented by museum experts and relevant institutions, and one that has
been integrated into all the legislation on museum activity and the
preservation of museum material, is that museum collections, protected
and registered as moveable monuments of culture, are under the special
protection ofthe State, are indivisible, and as such are kept and displayed
in their entirety, regardless of who owns them, or their individual items.

All the items comprising a certain collection in a museum are
inventoried and entered into museum registers and other museum
documents, forming what is known as museological documentation. The
entire museological documentation of all the museums in the Republic of
Croatia constitutes national cultural heritage, a national fund of moveable
cultural goods. Any extraction of works of art which form an individual
museum collection is, in principle, prohibited and is subject to a special
procedure defined by the valid law (Law on museums, Official Gazette
No. 142, dated 28 October1998) and pertaining by-laws. This, however,
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does not mean that certain exemptions, strictly professionally argued, are
not possible in individual and particularly justifiable cases.

The question of the possible loan, or of presenting for temporary
use, certain works of art which form a part of the holdings of Croatian
museums and galleries, shall be dealt with through a separate procedure
in which experts will playa decisive role, bearing in mind requests for
the restitution of works of art - now forming a part of the holdings of the
Museum of Slavonija-Osijek; the Museum of Arts and Crafts, Zagreb;
the Croatian Museum of History, Zagreb; the Archeological Museum,
Zagreb; the Gallery of Visual Arts, Osijek; Trakos_an Castle, and others
- already received from the former owners by the Ministry of Culture of
the Republic of Croatia.

In parallel with the Compensation Law, beginning from 1990
and particularly since the adoption of its Constitution, the Republic of
Croatia has, through the notification of succession, become party to
numerous international agreements and conventions, some of which are
related to the preservation of cultural and natural heritage. Since 1995,
representatives of the Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Croatia have
enjoyed observer-member status of the UNESCO inter-governmental
body charged with aiding the return of cultural treasures to their lands of
origin, or their restitution in the event of illegal acquisition, as well as
being members of the Committee for amendments and changes to the
UNESCO Hague Convention of the same year.

Additionally, Croatia, as one of the successor countries of the
former Yugoslavia, is demanding the restitution of material removed
from its territory in the period from 1918 to 1991 and which now
constitute joint cultural heritage involving museum and gallery holdings
from the territory of the former Yugoslavia. This action is being
conducted within the framework of the program of succession,
coordinated by. the Office for the project of succession with the
government of the Republic of Croatia. To that end, necessary
documentary support has been prepared, based on a survey carried out
toward the end of 1992, to accompany claims made by museums and
galleries in the Republic of Croatia.

In the war waged against Croatia from 1991 to 1995 our cultural
heritage has suffered almost immeasurable losses through extensive
material damage, which was also inflicted on museums and galleries.
Based on an assessment of war damage to museums and galleries it has

. been established that of 204 museums, galleries and museum collections,
66 museum buildings have either been damaged or destroyed; 45
museums and galleries have suffered damage to their holdings (6551
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items of museum holdings are missing; 1430 items have been destroyed
and 728 damaged). Here it must be pointed out that at the time of writing
the assessment has not been finalized.

According to reports of foreign experts, in just the first seven
months of war in Croatia more cultural treasures were destroyed than
during the entire period of World War II throughout the whole of the
former Yugoslavia.

Negotiations on the return of stolen cultural heritage, scheduled
to take place between groups of experts from the Ministry of Culture of
the Republic of Croatia and the Ministry of Culture of SR Yugoslavia,
based on the existing assessment of war damage, numerous reports of
investigation missions of the Council of Europe, of ICOM, UNESCO
and others, covering the period between 1992 and 1996, have not yet
been realized despite the agreements reached at a meeting of foreign
ministers of the Republic of Croatia and SR Yugoslavia that took place
in Zagreb on 18 August 1998, and which was related to the
normalization of relations between the two countries.

Bearing all the above stated in mind, the holdings of Croatian
museums and galleries are therefore partially incomplete, which means
that the expert services of the Ministry of Culture of the Republic of
Croatia are faced with the daunting task of realizing the project of
succession, as well as the return of expropriated property, establishing a
definitive picture of the holdings held by our own museums, and
reconstructing the ownership of the part of works of art collected during
and after the period of Holocaust.

The existence of documents, on the basis of which such
reconstruction can be at least partially made, will be of great assistance
to the creation of a more comprehensive picture of the fate of moveable
art heritage.

II. LIBRARIES

During the existence of the Independent State of Croatia, books
and libraries were confiscated from individual Jewish persons and
handed over to the National and University Library, but without any
listing. The same practice seems to have been adopted by the communist
authorities following World War II - private books and libraries were
confiscated and also handed over to the National and University Library.

In 1959 the library belonging to Dr. Lavoslav Sik was returned
to the Jewish Council in Zagreb, and in 1989 his private archives were
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also returned. Also in 1989, 7,000 books were returned to the same
institution, accompanied by an agreement made between the Jewish
Council in Zagreb and the National and University Library, dated 4
October 1990.

III. ARCHIVE MATERIAL

Documentation about the Holocaust in Croatia can be divided
into several different groups.

The first and the most important group consists of official
documents laws, provisions and archives of the Ustasha administration of
the government of the Independent State of Croatia. They are stored for
the most part in the Croatian State Archive which is in charge of the
documents of the central government institutions, as well as in regional
archives. A part of these archives is also to be found outside Croatia - in
Belgrade. This group, which is the largest, contains lists of the Jews,
figures about camps and victims, treatment of the Jews in public life, lists
ofJewish properties and confiscation of these properties.

The second group consists of documents on the activities of the
Anti-Fascist Partisan Movement, especially the ZAVNOH Antifascist
Council for the Liberation of Croatia. They provide details about the
efforts of anti-Fascists in assisting the Jews.

The third group consists of documents which came out after
1944 as a result of the activities of the committees of the People's
Republic of Croatia, whose task was to establish the facts about the
crimes committed by the occupying forces and their supporters. These
are stored in the State Committee File in the Croatian State Archive, as
well as in district, community and city files in regional archives. All
these contain detailed figures about victims and crimes committed in
camps and various sites in Croatia.

The fourth group consists of documents produced after 1945 as a
result of legal proceedings conducted by the State Security Office against
those accused of crimes committed in World War II. This documentation
which was received after 1990 by the Croatian State Archive, provides
an account ofthe atrocities against the Jews.

Finally, the fifth group consists of various press-clippings,
photos, memoirs, archives of the Jewish communities, and private
archives.

The most significant part of the archival material is stored in the
Croatian State Archive, and by its nature, summarizes the archival
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materials of other lower bodies kept in regional archives. However, the
future research should go beyond what has already been done. The
research on the Holocaust in Croatia has not expanded further than
establishing the number of victims. In our opinion it is necessary to
analyze the historical context of the Holocaust in each country, using
source material, in order to get to the truth, to the "genesis of the crime",
the crime itself and the consequences of the crime. Sources provide
brand possibilities researching the Holocaust in all its complexity, and
should be used more, in both analytical and synthetical research done by
the historians.

In this respect, we should also take into consideration the other
side of the coin when speaking of those horrible times. In addition to the
ideology of evil-Fascism and racism we must also mention the generosity
and courage of many individuals who risked their lives to help the Jews,
sometimes becoming victims themselves as a result.

Yad Vashem bestowed the honorary title of "righteous among
nations" to 60 Croats who risked their lives to help the Jews. After the
capitulation of Italy, Croatian partisans evacuated 3,500 Jews from the
island of Rab in the Adriatic to the free territory of ZAVNOH. Jewish
children together with Croatian women and children, were taken to the
refugees camp EI-Shat in Egypt.

Finally, we would like to point out that it is necessary for every
nation to research the Holocaust in its own country. There should be no
attempts to justify the evil and crimes committed by one's own nation by
accusing other nations of evil and crimes. An evil committed should be
condemned, but one must know to forgive and ask for forgiveness. To
place the blame on somebody else is to blame oneself.

This is one of the reasons why the HDA accepted an invitation
from the U.S. Memorial Holocaust Museum in Washington to sign an
Accord on May 22, 1995, on cooperation on Holocaust research in
Croatia. As a sign of good will, at the beginning of September 1995, we
gave to the ten rolls of microfilms to the Museum with data on the
mentioned 6,573 Jews executed or killed in World War II in Croatia.

The Croatian State Archive will continue to do its best to give
support to research aimed at uncovering the truth about the victims of
World War II.



EUROPEAN JEWISH CONGRESS
AND

EUROPEAN COUNCIL OF
JEWISH COMMUNITIES

Joint Delegation Statement

The European Jewish Congress (EJC) and the European
Council of Jewish Communities (ECJC) were privileged to be invited
to attend the Washington Conference on Holocaust Era-Assets which
was an international landmark event in restoring dignity to a chapter of
the darkest history of mankind.

As the two European non-governmental organizations
representing an entire cross section of leading Jewish organizations,
including those dealing with the welfare needs of the elderly and in
particular of the needy Holocaust survivors, we wish to express our
thanks for the invitation to attend the Washington Conference and at the
same time to take advantage of the opportunity to present a unified
European Jewish position paper.

We are particularly keen to voice European Jewry's concerns
and heightened sensibilities regarding the issues of restitution and
Holocaust education. As members of Jewish communities living today in
the very territory in which the Nazi regime perpetrated its unique
onslaught on the Jewish people and where Jewish life was almost extinct
by the end of World War II we have pledged all our energies to
contribute to the continuity of well functioning Jewish institutions and
services in Europe.

Nowhere more than Europe has the Shoah left its most
destructive and indelible traces. Nowhere more than Europe will
allocations from restitution funds be able to improve the personal well
being of needy Holocaust survivors and enhance the infra structure of
Jewish communal life.
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It is from this particular European vantage point that we wish to
make a united submission from our two European Jewish umbrella
organizations.

1. HOLOCAUST EDUCATION:

We wish to emphasize our particular interest in the field of
education and promotion of a global curriculum in the teaching of the
Shoah. The European Jewish Congress is preparing for 1999 an updated
background document which will give a fair overview of all existing
actions in the field of formal and informal education, including textbooks
in European countries. This document will be our contribution to the
International Conference on Holocaust Education, which Sweden has
offered to hold in early 2000 and to which EJC/ECJC wish to be closely
associates.

II. ACCESSIBILITY TO ARCHIVES:

We concur with Secretary's Eizenstat's urgent call to all
governments and non-governmental organizations to open all public and
private archives pertaining to the Holocaust by the end of the year,
notably the Tripartite Gold Commission as well as all relevant archives
including German Nazi archives still in possession by some allied
countries.

In this respect we feel that the Vatican should reconsider its
resistance to such appeals for disclosure. What possible justification
could there be for the Vatican to remain the last bastion of secrecy with
regard to the Holocaust period? We have noted the statement by the
Holy See, referring to documents available to 1922, but reiterate the
absolute requirement to open archives so as to reach a just resolution to
outstandbg matters in relation to the 1933 - 1945 era.

III. ALLOCATIONS FROM THE INTERNATIONAL FUND FOR
NEEDY VICTIMS OF NAZI PERSECUTION:

We take note that this fund now totals about USD 60 million and
we are grateful to all donor countries who have generously contributed to
this amount.
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While we cannot underestimate the importance of direct
payments and services to individual needy victims of Nazi persecution,
we wish to emphasize the need for commensurate allocations for a
variety of networking programs geared to the improvement of delivering
Jewish communal services for small communities and communities in
Central and Eastern Europe. Both the EJC and ECJC have specialized
capabilities in providing training and support consultations in the area of
public policy and advocacy, Jewish informal and formal education, youth
work, social services provisions, cultural and Jewish Heritage activities
and leadership training to European Jewish communities. All these
programs are geared to consolidating Jewish life as a component of the
pluralistic democratic societies in which these communities exist.

We strongly recommend that the most serious consideration be
given to allocations to such programs as part and parcel of the
commitment to right the wrong of the past in a region which has suffered
doubly under oppression and neglect.

IV. INSURANCE CLAIMS:

We endorse the newly created International Commission on
Holocaust-Era Insurance Claims as the best mechanism for dealing with
unpaid life and property insurance dating back to the Holocaust era.

At the same time we express our wish that many more European
insurance companies join the Commission and demonstrate their good
will by pledging appropriate sums into an escrow fund from which future
claimants will be paid.

V. COMMUNAL PROPERTY:

We deplore the lack of consensus on how to expedite the process
of settling claims to religious and other communal properties (schools,
hospitals, community centers, welfare organizations, club houses etc.).

We are encouraged by the idea muted by the Polish delegation
that it would consider a conference on communal property and would
hope that this conference could address the situation in all former
communist countries. We are aware of the attempt by the region's
democratic governments to take steps to rectify the injustices of the past.
However we must stress that the speedy return of such property or
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appropriate compensation is absolutely essential to the re-emergence and
rebirth of Jewish communal life in Central and Eastern Europe.

We are mandated by our member organizations - the national
Jewish representative bodies - in this region to emphatically stress the
urgency of this endeavor. Most of these communities are impoverished
and in need of outside support if they are to survive and prosper into the
next millennium.

VI. LOOTED ART:

We applaud the trend demonstrated by various governments to
show a new willingness to locate missing artworks, publicize their
existence, determine their provenance and come to a just and speedy
resolution of ownership questions.

We support the introduction of the set of non-binding principles
intended as an operational framework for the resolution of the above
objectives.

We support the suggestion of a specific conference devoted to
the questions of looted art, to be held in Austria.

London / Paris 31 December 1998

Submittedjointly by
EUROPEAN JEWISH CONGRESS
CONGRES~EUROPEEN

President: Ignatz Bubis (Germany); Secretary General: Serge
Cwajgenbaum

78 avenue des Champs - Elysees - 75008 Paris
Tel. 01 43 59 9463; Fax. 01 42254528; Email: jewcong@imaginet.fr

and

EUROPEAN COUNCIL OF JEWISH COMMUNITIES
CONSEIL EUROPEEN DES COMMUNAUTES JUIVES

President: David L Lewis; Chairperson: Ruth Zilkha; Executive
Director: Michael May

74 Gloucester Place, London WIH 3HN, United Kingdom
Tel. 0171 2243445; Fax. 0171 2243446; Email: ecjc@ort.org
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Statement by
Ambassador Esko Kiuru
MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Mr. Chainnan,
First of all I would like to thank the Government of the United

States, as well the State Department for convening the Washington
Conference on Holocaust-Era Assets. The timeliness of the Conference is
a demonstration of the fact that the past cannot be escaped. Building the
future requires that the wrongdoings of the past must be corrected and
lessons must be learned.

The participation of so many countries and organizations in this
important Conference is a clear indication that Governments are
recognizing that the level of the moral of a state is increasingly
demonstrated by how they deal with and settle the events of their recent
history, including the restitution of wrong-doings. This conference deals
with the events of the Nazi era. Similar painful processes on the
settlement of the issues from the past lie ahead of individual countries
and international community as a consequence of the recent collapse of
the communist system in Eastern Europe. Restitution of stolen and
confiscated property to their legal owners is one of the tasks which has to
be accomplished in the former communist countries.

The participation of the Finnish Government in this Conference
is a strong demonstration of support to the international endeavors to
rectify the wrongdoings during the Nazi era towards the Jews and Jewish
communities. We find that the broadest possible international support is
required. This Conference also gives us an opportunity to clarify the
open and serious consideration given by the Finnish authorities to the
linked issues and events before, during and after the Second World War.

As most of you know, Finland was in a rather unique situation
during the Second World War. First the Soviet Union attacked our
country in 1939. After the Winter War a peace treaty was concluded in
the spring of 1940. From June 1941 Finland was again at war with the
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Soviet Union until September 1944. After the armistice, Finland waged
war against the Nazi-German troops remaining in Lapland.

The democratic structures of Finland were maintained during all
this time. In this connection it may be mentioned that free and fair
elections were held in Finland in the spring of 1945 after we had
managed to step out of the war but while the fighting still took place
elsewhere in Europe. Finland was also one ofthe few European countries
which were never occupied by foreign troops during or after the war.

Mr. Chairman,
The special situation and circumstances of Finland were

reflected in how the Jewish population of Finland participated in the war.
The Jewish minority is and has been an equal part of society, with the
same rights and obligations as other Finnish citizens. The Jewish
population in Finland has never been subjected to persecution. Nor has
their property been confiscated or taken in some other illegal way.

During the Second World War members of the Jewish
community in Finland participated in the Winter War and the
Continuation War between Finland and the Soviet Union in the same
way as other citizens. In that situation no difference was made between
different religions. Finland and the Finnish citizens fought for their
existence, irrespective of religion or cultural differences. The Winter
War did not create any ideological problems for the Finnish Jews. All the
Jewish conscripts, in total 260 persons, served in the army. Of these 200
served 'it the front. Fifteen Jews were killed in action, which was a
relatively significant loss for them. It has often been estimated that the
Winter War made the Jews feel that they really belonged to the Finnish
society.

During the Continuation War (1941-1944) the situation was
quite exceptional and interesting. Finland fought a war of its own against
the Soviet Union. There were German troops in the northern part of the
country and people were aware of the cruel policy of anti-Semitism
applied by the Nazis, although the extent of the atrocities was still not
known. Despite all this, the Finnish Jews served at the front, and in other
duties on equal standing with other citizens, even in the Continuation
War. The same applied to all national minorities. Several Jewish soldiers
were rewarded, they were promoted in a normal manner and they served
as commanders. This was probably a unique phenomenon.

It has often been asserted that the Nazis demanded the Finnish
Jews be surrendered. None, of course, were handed over. However, there
is no documentary evidence of this kind of demand. The Finnish Jews
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were not saved because the Nazis forgot they existed. The fact that
Finnish Jews were Finns like other Finns was stated by the Prime
Minister of Finland to Germans (Heinrich Himmler) in the summer of
1942 in the mention that there is no Jewish problem in Finland. It was
also repeatedly announced that there is no cooperation with Nazi
Germans as regards the Finnish Jewish community.

However, during the war a sad episode took place as to some
Jewish refugees. Before the war, some 500 Jewish refugees came to
Finland from Central Europe. Of these refugees 350 moved on to other
countries and 150 remained in Finland. The State Police in Finland
extradited eight Jews, who were allegedly accused of criminal activity, to
the Gestapo. Only one of these Jews stayed alive. Intervention by the
President of the Republic, Mr. Ryti, Marshall Mannerheim and the
Government prevented the extradition of other refugees when it became
known that eight people had been handed over.

Mr. Chairman,
The question of Nazi-confiscated assets, appearing on the

conference agenda, has been investigated in Finland for quite a while
already. These investigations have proved the earlier information
according to which no property of the Jews was confiscated or taken in
some other illegal way during the holocaust era. This is due to the fact
that the Jewish community in Finland was in an equal position with other
members of society.

A few examples of the investigations carried out so far:
The Bank of Finland as the holder of the Finnish Governments

official reserve assets has carried out a study to ascertain whether the
Bank was in any way involved in gold confiscated from the Jews or in
other property seized from them in Europe during the Nazi regime. This
study was conducted on the Bank's gold transactions and holdings during
the years 1939-45. On the basis of extensive studies of the archives no
indication was established that the bank would have been involved in the
receipt of German-origin gold or confiscation or safekeeping of other
Jewish property.

As is well-known from a survey published in May 1997 by the
Bank for International Settlement (BIS) that Bank mediated gold as
payment for international bilateral postal payment transactions between
the central banks, including the Bank of Finland, and the Reichsbank on
behalf of national postal authorities. In terms of size, these BIS-accounts
were insignificant as an investment outlet for gold. No physical transfer
of gold was involved but the gold was used as an accounting unit. A
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summary of the findings of the study has been handed over to the
organizers of this Conference.

In the spring of 1998 the Finnish banks launched an
investigation, with a view to finding out whether there were any unused
bank accounts, belonging to Jews in refuge. No such bank accounts were
found.

As regards insurance, in the light of current information, there
are no unclear insurance policies that would have belonged to Jews in
refuge in Finland. This is probably because Finland was so far away and
was not considered a safe country in the political situation of the 1930's
and 1940's. Thus it was not a good idea to take insurance policies or
deposit money in Finland. An investigation is being carried out in respect
of eventual assets of one refugee (one of the eight handed over to
Gestapo and who died in a concentration camp). This study has been
carried out in cooperation with the Jewish associations in Finland.

As regards art-objects, no immovable or movable property
belonging to individual Jews or Jewish communities have been
confiscated in Finland. However, two paintings have turned up in the
market, in respect of which the owners are being traced. The traces seem
to lead abroad, to Vienna and Berlin.

Education in the events of the holocaust era, as regards
comprehensive school, secondary education, universities and other
educational institutions, is given in connection.with history courses. The
universities naturally have a research interest in the events of the
holocaust era. The subject is dealt with by several scientists and
publishers, which is demonstrated by the great number of studies, books,
publications, articles and TV programs concentrating on that era. We
hope that this conference provides inspiration even for a more systematic
study and education in the events of the holocaust era.

Mr. Chairman,
The uniqueness of the Finnish situation as well as, in particular,

of the situation of the Finnish Jewish population as described above,
should not be overemphasized, considering the seriousness of the issues
before this Conference affecting so many countries. What I try to explain
is that, in spite of the dark moments in the western history, there have
also been gleams of hope, although not very strong compared to what
happened to the Jews and to their property, on the whole.

The effects of the dark moments in the Western history also to
Finland, and the measures we have taken to overwhelm them, do not in
any way mean that the Finnish society would not have already gone
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through the sometimes painful discussion about the events in the past.
This process will be continued although the number of cases is not too
extensive in my country. This Conference, its results and conclusions
can contribute to that on-going discussion.





The Jews of Finland and World War II

By
Tapani Harviainen

Professor of Semitic Languages
University of Helsinki

In several respects the history of the Jews in Finland has no
counterpart, either in the Scandinavian and Baltic countries or in Eastern
Europe. In order to be able to tell what happened during the Second
World War, I must explain how there came to be Jews in Finland in that
period. As a consequence, this presentation consists of two parts: first,
the rise of the Jewish community in Finland, and, second, the fate of the
Jews in Finland during the Second World War.

In theory, there was no place for Jews in Finland. From the
12th-13th century until 1809 Finland was a province of Sweden. When
Sweden was opened up to the Jews in 1782, residential rights were
restricted to three, later four, cities on the Swedish mainland (Stockholm,
Gothenburg, Norrk6ping; Karlskrona). Consequently, Jews were not
allowed to settle in Finland. Nevertheless, visits were allowed and thus
we know that the first Jews attested in Finland were the "Portuguese
singers" JosefLazarus, Meijer Isaac and Pimo Zelig, who together with
the conjurer Michel Marcus were granted a license to present their skills
in Helsinki in 1782. 1

During the Swedish period some Jewish converts to Christianity
also settled in Finland. Isak Zebulon of LUbeck, who had by baptismal
received the name Christoffer, chose Oulu in Northern Finland as his
new hometown. The mother of Zacharias Topelius, the well-known
Finnish writer - who lived in the 19th century was descended from this
Oulu citizen of Jewish descent?

I Jews expelled from Portugal in the 16th century settled in the Dutch cities and
in Hamburg. Their offspring and communities were for centuries called
Portuguese. The word is here used in this sense.
2 Another famous convert was Meyer Levin, who in 1799 was admitted to the
Medical Faculty of the University of Turku. Later on, Levin worked at the

Preceding Page Blank
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Along with other Swedish laws, the 1782 regulations concerning
Jews remained in force, as Finland became a Grand Duchy within the
Russian Empire in 1809. Because of the high esteem enjoyed by the
traditional laws of Sweden, the Grand Duchy of Finland remained a
country out of bounds to Jews.

However, there is an exception which proves the rule. A part of
southeastern Finland, so-called Old Finland, was incorporated into
Russia as early as the middle of the 18th century, and Swedish laws did
not apply to that area until 1811. This made it possible for some Jewish
families to move from Russia proper to Old Finland at the end of the
1790s; several families (Jacobsson, Kaspi, Veikkanen etc.) in Finland are
descendents of these Jewish pioneers.

The Grand Duchy of Finland was a country out of bounds to
Jews. However, when the Jews were granted civil rights in the
independent Republic of Finland in ·1918, 1,400 Jews were living in the
country. How do we explain this miracle?

The regulations prohibiting the entry of Jews into the Grand
Duchy of Finland did not prevent the Russian Army from entering the
country. Ever since 1827, the Jews of Russia were liable for military
service. With very few exceptions, Jews came to Finland as soldiers of
the Czarist army. During the reign of Emperor Nicholas I, the duration
of military service could well be 25 years - and even later it was six
years. The conversion of non-Christian soldiers was one of the aims of
the prolonged period of service. As one can imagine, the Jews in Russia
did not consider the conscription to be a great honor, and thus the
majority of Jewish recruits were sons of the poorest families, orphans
and other of the underprivileged, many of them handed over to the army
by the notorious chapers, i.e. kidnappers. After the long years of service,
the soldiers, often having lost all contact with their birthplaces, were
inclined to stay where they were.

This type of settlement caused a problem for Finnish autonomy.
As a reaction, a Russian military ukase was issued in 1858 concerning
soldiers discharged from the Russian army. According to this decree, a
soldier in possession of a letter of retirement, a passport or a travel
document had the right to settle and support himself in Finland. The
same right applied to his family and children and also to his widow. As I
have mentioned before, the decree was a Russian ukase, not a regulation
promulgated by an initiative of the autonomous authorities in Finland.

University teaching German, and in 1815 he was given a permit to set up a
printing plant.
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The ukase did not make any distinction between Christian and non
Christian soldiers, and the right of settlement of Jews was only implied
from the general wording dealing with all ex-soldiers. Similarly,
Moslems veterans were allowed to stay in Finland after that. Later, by a
Finnish decree of 1869 and a letter from the Finnish Senate in 1876, ex
soldiers and their families were entitled to earn a living by selling home
made handicrafts, bread, berries, cigarettes, second-hand clothes and
other inexpensive textile products. This type of trading was in which the
Jewish narinkka markets in Helsinki began?

At the beginning of the 1870s, organizational reforms in the
Russian army brought about a rapid increase in the number of Jews in
Finland to about five hundred - such a high figure!4 As a consequence, in
1872 a debate on their legal status was initiated in the Finnish Diet.

The four estates of the Diet, as well as the political parties of the
subsequent Parliament, Senate, were unable to provide a solution to the
problem. General conservatism, national protectionism and the fear of a
mass exodus of the Eastern European Jewish proletariat were the main
arguments of the opponents. The constitutional conflict between the
Finnish and Russian authorities which began in 1899 further complicated
the handling of the question.5

It was only in 1918, in connection with Finnish independence,
that full citizen's rights were granted to the Jews in Finland. In Europe,
only Rumania acted more slowly than Finland in giving civil rights to the
Jewish population. In Russia Jews were naturalized after the Revolution

3 From Russian na rynke 'at the market-place'.
4 In the earliest list of Jews in Helsinki of which I am aware, drawn up in 1868,
21 families with 83 family members were enumerated (National Archives, KKK
36/1686).
5 In a letter of the Finnish Senate written in 1889, certain Jews whose names
were particularly mentioned, together with their families, were given the right to
remain in Finland until further notice, and to reside in localities assigned to
them. From these towns Jews were allowed to move only to Helsinki or Vyborg
within Finland. The residence permit applied to children only as long as they
lived with their parents. As soon as they married or entered military service,
they lost their residential right. New Jews were no longer admitted to Finland.
At first "residence tickets" were very strictly scrutinized, and because of the
problem of marriage, many Jews moved away from Finland and others were
expelled. In 1890, there were about one thousand Jews in Finland, but in five
years their number decreased by one quarter. At the turn of the century the
practice of examining and renewing residence permits was no longer observed,
but the regulation remained officially in force until 1918.
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in 1917, and in Sweden this was achieved as early as 1870. - In this
context it is worth noting that the great majority of Jews living in
Sweden and other Scandinavian countries have a German background;
immigration from Poland has also taken place.

Because of the restrictions, extremely few Jews could move to
Finland on their own initiative. On the basis of the Finnish police
archives it is evident that, excluding the intelligentsia, which was very
small in number (a rabbi, a teacher and a circumciser), the background of
all Jews was in one way or another in the Russian Army. They had not
just come to Finland, it was the Army which had sent them - by chance 
to Finland and finally they had settled in the country. The decision was
not their own; it was a part of the inexplicable wisdom of the Army
which chose who would be Jews of Finland in the future. No parallel
case of this sort of genesis of a Jewish community is known to me.

The Russian Army thus sent Jews to Finland. However, a very
important exception from this rule must not be forgotten. While the
Army sent boys to Finland, it did not take care of providing wives for
them. Actually, we have no precise information as to the measures to
which the poor lonely soldiers resorted. Family legends tell of veterans
who established a joint 'isqa venture, i.e. they collected money and wrote
a letter to a rabbi in a shtetl in Lithuania asking him to dispatch so-and-so
many marriageable Jewish women to Helsinki. Since trains were few in
Russia, a consignment was transported by a cart. The ex-soldiers had
plenty of time to spend waiting in the market place in Helsinki, and when
the cart at last arrived, the strongest khaveyrim were ready to take the
most beautiful meydelakh down from the wagon; the slimmer lads had to
be happy with the rest. The story has given rise to a saying current
among Jewish ladies in Finland: "I have not been taken down from a
cart" - de-haynu: "] come from a better mishpokhe. ,,6

Be that as it may be, it is evident that other nationalities in
Russia were attracted to Finland by its reputation in Russia as a country
of order, a strong economy and greater intellectual freedom.? Obviously
it was this reputation which assisted the Jewish soldiers in obtaining
wives from Russia with such success that in 1898 the majority of Jews

6 Helsingin Sanomat (A. Hurwitz), no. 316, 21.11.1929, s 4.
7 This conclusion is confirmed by the article Eyn vokh in Finland by Shemarya
Gorelik, who participated in the 1906 Russian Zionist Congress in Helsinki. The
article was published in Dos yudishe folk in Vilna the same year, and it was
almost comic in its praise ofthe Finns and conditions in Finland.
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living in Helsinki were born in Finland; this genesis was due to the great
number of children in their families.

From which parts of Russia were the Jewish soldiers sent to
Helsinki? The Helsinki police archives offer a clear answer to this
question. All Jews resident in Helsinki in 1898 had come from Russia
which at that time included the greater part of Poland.8 According to the
archives the most important "home towns" or the localities and districts
where the heads of the families had been registered before their arrival in
Finland, were (1) Schliisselburg (now Petrokrepost) east of St.
Petersburg, above the River Neva, (2) the governments of Novgorod and
Tver, and (3) Lithuania and the north-eastern parts of Poland. A
surprising element in this information is that Schliisselburg, Novgorod
and Tver were all outside the Pale of Settlement where Jews were
allowed to reside. Equally surprising is the almost total absence of
Estonia and Latvia in the domicile registers.9

During the first decades of independent Finland, in the 1920s
and 1930s, the Jewish population in Finland numbered nearly 2,000,
more than at any other time. At the outset, Jews spoke either Yiddish or
Russian. Linguistic assimilation led first in the direction of Swedish and
then also in the direction of Finnish. Yiddish was discarded surprisingly
quickly; a student of mine could find only three speakers of Yiddish for
tape-recording for his M.A. thesis in Helsinki in 1995. In giving up the
Jewish language, Yiddish, Finnish Jewry was left without a significant
uniting factor, a factor which, for example, the Finnish Tatars have
preserved. lO Religion and consciousness of being Jewish remained,
thereafter, the only uniting factors.

8 Most of the soldiers had served in the regiments of the 23rd division then
stationed in Finland (the regiments ofDvinsk, Petshora, Onega and Belomorsk),
but quite a few also in different auxiliary units (military hospitals, local
detachments, feeding depots etc.) Among them were also many bandmasters,
members of military bands and drummers.
9 In the 1880s and 1890s nearly all Helsinki Jews made their living by selling
new and second-hand clothes and fruit at the narinkka market: the name of Simo
(Le. Simeon) Square still refers to the Jewish market. More than three-quarters
of the Jewish population lived in the same district of Kamppi, where both the
narinkka (from 1876) and later also the Synagogue (from 1906) were located.
As late as 1860s most Jews still lived in the districts of Siltasaari and
Kruununhaka, where the market was located at the time.
10 These Tatars also derive their origin from Russian, from the region on Nizhni
Novgorod, east of Moscow. Although Tatars also served in the Russian army in
Finland, they did not settle in the country as ex-soldiers; their forefathers came
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In the 1920s and 1930s, genuine anti-Semitism also found
expression in Finland in certain ultra-right-wing circles, but it never
gained wider sympathies. The fact seems to remain that in the young
Republic all minorities suffered from prejudice and xenophobia to some
extent but evenly distributed. In this period, the Jews did, however, carry
one burden which may have made its position more difficult than that of
other minorities: a significant number of the Soviet leaders and well
known Bolsheviks were Jews, and this fact easily led people to the
following conclusion: because he is a Jew he must be a Bolshevik, and as
such an enemy of Finland.

WORLD WAR 1111

In the years 1939-1944 two different wars against the Soviet
Union were imposed upon Finland. During the Winter War of 1939
1940 Germany remained strictly neutral on the basis of the Molotov
Ribbentrop Pact; Great Britain and France planned intervention in favor
of Finland.

When the second, so-called Continuation War broke out in the
summer of 1941, Finland was a co-belligerent of Germany, and Great
Britain declared war on Finland in December 1941. De jure, however,
Finland was never an ally of Germany, and at the end of the War, in the
winter 1944-45, the Finnish armed forces expelled the German troops
from Lapland, which was devastated by the Germans during their retreat
to Norway.

Military service was compulsory for each male citizen of
Finland. In 1939 the Jewish population of Finland numbered 1,700. Of

to Finland as peddlers of clothes and furs. In 1925 they established a Moslem
congregation in Helsinki. As in the case of the Jews, the members of the Tatar
community have been able to adapt themselves to Finnish society without
radical difficulties; both of these minorities are of the same size, viz. one
thousand persons. Besides being a religious congregation, the Tatar Moslem
community has stressed national aspects, retention of the Turkic Tatar language,
traditional habits and close family ties. In spite of competition in a number of
lines of business, relations between the Tatar and Jewish minorities have been
good; a sign of the rapport between them is a friendly football match arranged
by them each spring.
11 For details of the wartime history, see Hannu Rautkallio, Suomenjuutalaisten
aseveljeys (The comradeship-in-arms of the Jews of Finland). Tammi, Helsinki
JyvliskyUi 1989. 250 p., ill., English summary.
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these, 260 men were called up and approximately 200 were sent to serve
at the front during the Winter War. Fifteen men lost their lives. In
comparison with other communities in the country, the Jewish losses (8
%) were conspicuously heavy. However, it is obvious that the Winter
War did not involve ideological problems - neither for the Jews nor for
other citizens of Finland. In this respect a statement made by a Jewish
veteran seems to be characteristic: "The Winter War gave us a deeper
consciousness of being Finnish and of belonging to Finland more than
any earlier period in our history."

As I mentioned earlier, the Continuation War broke out in the
summer of 1941. Now Finland was a co-belligerent of Germany, and
there were Wehrmacht and Waffen-SS troops in the country. However,
no Einsatzgruppe was sent to Finland.

The comradeship-in-arms with Germany during the Continuation
War did not alter the status of Jews in Finland or in its army. Jewish
citizens served in the Finnish army, in women's voluntary defense
services and in other duties alongside other Finns. The same was true
with regard to all the ethnic minorities, Tatars, Russians, Gypsies, Lapps,
without differentiation.

In a quite unique photo, in a snowy forest there is a millboard
tent with an iron heating stove, the chimney on the left-hand side - and a
number of soldiers are posing outside the tent. The tent is a field
synagogue, "Scholka's shul", set up for the Jewish soldiers at the front
beside the River Svir in Eastern Karelia. A field synagogue with a Torah
Scroll was, no doubt, a very exceptional event in an Army fighting on the
German side during the War.

Several Jewish soldiers were cited for bravery in action; a
number of them served as company commanders and one as a captain
and battalion commander; Jewish army doctors were promoted to the
same officer ranks as their colleagues, inclusive of ranks of major.

During the two wars, 23 Finnish Jews were killed in action. As a
tribute to their memory, their names are published annually in the Jewish
Calendar of the Bicur Cholim Society in Helsinki.

It has been supposed that the Germans demanded the liquidation
of the Jewish communities in Finland too. However, there is no evidence
in favor of these claims. On the other hand, the small Jewish population
of Finland was not rescued because of a "lapse of memory" among the
Nazis as has sometimes been maintained. An evident confutation of this
hypothesis is the case of a handful of Jewish citizens from Finland who
were living in the German-occupied countries: their successful return to
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Finland resulted in intense diplomatic activity between Berlin and
Helsinki in the spring and summer of 1943.

It was the public conviction that "we have no Jewish Question",
and the Finnish Prime Minister J. W Rangel! expressed such an opinion
to Heinrich Himmler in July 1942. Consistent messages of this kind may
have warned the Germans not to endanger relations with their useful
brother-in-arms over an insignificant matter of little advantage to them 
after final victory there would be nowhere for the Jews to escape to.

The position of Finnish Jewish soldiers was very similar to the
political reality: none of the Jewish citizens of Finland refused to enter
military service on the grounds of pacifism or of being Jewish. On the
other hand, no instance is known of German soldiers refusing to co
operate with Finnish Jewish officers. As a rule, the attitude of Germans
to Jewish soldiers in the Finnish army has been described as an
"astonished" but "correct" one. The usual answer to incredulous
questions put by Germans was that "there is no difference between Jews
and other soldiers in the Finnish army." A number of Jewish officers
were awarded German Iron Crosses, but they refused them.

Jewish soldiers were not unaware of the general anti-Semitism of
Hitler's Germany, and reports of atrocities and mass murders circulated
among them and their families. However, the brutality of the Holocaust
did not become evident until the end of the Continuation War in the
autumn of 1944. The awareness of being Finnish soldiers gave the Jews
an assurance of safety even in the vicinity of German troops. At the
same time, quite a number of Jewish soldiers seem to have felt the need
to display that they were at least as brave soldiers as their comrades.

The complexity of comradeship with the Germans became a
serious problem only after the wars, when the extent of the Holocaust
was revealed. First of all, the Norwegian Jews who had suffered most
during the Nazi occupation questioned the policy of the Jews in Finland.
I consider that two reactions to these questions illustrate the views of the
Jews in Finland quite well. A former Jewish member of the women's
voluntary defense services (lotta) told me: "We were very surprised
because of these questions. We were proud that we were also accepted
to join the other Finns." Another reaction was: an association called the
Jewish War Veterans in Finland was founded in Helsinki in 1981 During
the first year of the association's activity, 84 members, more than 10 per
cent ofthe members present in the Community, joined the association. It
is self-evident that this is a most valid piece of evidence in favor of the
exceptional, independent nature of the war which Finland waged on the
side of Germany.
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This is a short account of the Jewish citizens of Finland during
the War. Another story is that ofthe Jewish refugees.

The persecution of Jews, launched by the National Socialists in
Germany and in other countries under their influence, also brought
refugees to Finland, where, however, they were received in a rather
reluctant manner. In all, about 500 refugees arrived, and of these, 350
had by the summer of 1941 continued their journey to a third country,
mostly to Sweden or the United States.

In contrast to the Jewish citizens of Finland, the position of the
refugees turned out to be very difficult during the Continuation War.
Some of the refugees were German nationals, and others had escaped to
Finland from countries allied with or conquered by Germany. When the
Continuation War broke out in 1941 there were about 150 Jewish
refugees in Finland. They were taken to two villages in the countryside,
but 43 men were sent to work camps first in southern Lapland (Salla) and
then to the Isle of Suursaari (Gogland) in the Finnish Gulf.

In the autumn of 1942, Norwegian Jewry was annihilated; more
than half of them (altogether 757 people) lost their lives. Most of the
survivors were among those who succeeded in escaping to Sweden. As I
have mentioned before, it has been supposed that the Germans demanded
the liquidation of the Jewish communities in Finland. However, there is
no documentary evidence in favor of these claims, either concerning the
J . h .. h fu 12eWIS cItIzens or t e re gees.

Nevertheless, the State Police in Finland had agreed with the
leaders of the Gestapo that Finland was allowed to deport the undesirable
refugees to the areas occupied by the Germans. In October 1942 nine
Jewish men were sent by the Finnish State Police from the Suursaari
camp to Helsinki and ten Jews were arrested elsewhere in Finland.
However, one of the men escorted from the Suursaari camp succeeded in
sending a postcard to Mr. Abraham Stiller, a member of the Jewish
community and brother of the famous stage-manager Mauritz Stiller.
Stiller as well as his friends, both Jews and other Finns, made contact
with various governmental and administrative organs including President

12 The fate of the Jewish refugees in Finland has been the subject of lively
discussion, see Elina Suominen, Kuolemanlaiva SIS HohenhOm ('Ship of Death
SIS Hohenhom', Porvoo 1979); Taimi Torvinen, Pakolaiset Suomessa Hitlerin
valtakaudella ('Refugees in Finland during the rule of Hitler', Keuruu 1984);
Hannu Rautkallio, Finland and the Holocaust, the Rescue of Finland's Jews
(1987).
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Risto Ryti and Marshal of Finland Mannerheim. As a result the
governmental and public discussions the extradition was prevented.

However, on the 6th of October 1942, the State Police had
already had five Jewish men and three (or four?) members of their
families deported to the Gestapo in occupied Estonia. Officially, the
men were claimed to be guilty of espionage and other criminal activities;
four of them had minor offences in police records. Nineteen other
persons, most of them citizens of the Soviet Union, were deported on
board the same boat. The Gestapo transported the Jews to Birkenau
concentration camp. Only one of these people (Georg Kollman, a former
citizen of Austria) survived; after the war he immigrated to Israel.

There is no need to try and wash away the shame, but it should
also not be forgotten that in October 1942, Germany was at the height of
its power. After Stalingrad, it was considerably easier to say no. When
after the war the victor, the Soviet Union, issued the demand that the
Finnish Ingrians and other refugees be handed over to the Soviet Union,
it was influential enough to get what it wanted.

Of the other refugees, Finnish citizenship was granted to 110
persons in 1943-44; some ofthem left the country before that or later on.

On the Finnish Independence Day, the 6th of December, in 1944,
President Mannerheim, Marshal of Finland, visited the synagogue in
Helsinki where the memory of the Jewish soldiers killed in action was
honored. When Mannerheim died in 1951, the Jewish community raised
a large sum of money which was donated to the Mannerheim Fund of
Child Welfare as an expression of gratitude for the defense of the equal
rights of Jews in Finland.
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Ambassador Louis Amigues
DIRECTOR, ARCHIVES AND REcORDS

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Statement translatedfrom the original French by the
Us. Department ofState Office ofLanguage Services, Translating Division

Intervention during the Plenary Session: Overview of Nazi
Confiscated Art Issues

Response to Speaker Ronald Lauder

The French delegation was surprised to hear one of the speakers
state that the French Government knew the identity of the owners of the
2,000 works of art deposited with the Museums of France at the end of
the restitution campaign that permitted the return of more than 45,000 of
the 61,000 works of art recovered in Germany.

I hasten to add that this statement is at odds with what we know.
We will discuss that tomorrow.

However, since we are here to exchange information, I would
like to ask the speaker on what information he bases his belief, and, if
possible, to provide us with that information. He may rest assured that
we will make the best use of it.





Press Conference by the Matteoli Mission:

Prof. Adolphe Steg
DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

FACT-FINDING MISSION ON THE LOOTING OF JEWISH ASSETS

(MATTEOLI MISSION)

Opening Statement on Art Works
(Washington, December 2, 1998)

Concerning this last question, I would like to explain the
Matteoli Mission's approach to the MNR.

For several years the genealogy of these assets has been
scrupulously and deeply investigated, and the results of this study are
already available on the Internet.

But now the time has come within the next five months, when 
due to the mandate given to us by the Government - we shall have to
make proposals to the Prime Minister.

May I express some principles which guide us:
1) The MNR assets are not integrated in the national patrimony.
2) When seeking a solution (and for us a general rule in all

fields) we refer ourselves only to the interest of victims. Clearly we do
not protect any institution, or organization or corporation, but only the
victims.

3) Finally, our mission will now begin a reflection on the
definitive statute of the MNR and we will make proposals on the
destination of these works of art.

Let me be clear:
When an asset will not, incontestably, be proven as a non-spoiled

object, then [there] has to be a high probability of [it] being a spoliation.
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GREECE

Delegation Statement

Greece became involved in the Second World War on October
28, 1940, when fascist Italy launched an unprovoked invasion from
Albania. The aggressors, however, were defeated by the Greek army and
thrown back into Albania. This first setback for the Axis made inevitable
the assault by Nazi Germany, who came to the rescue of its Italian ally in
order to safeguard its rear, pending its invasion of the Soviet Union. The
Wehrmacht invaded Greece through Bulgaria on April 6, 1941, and
crushed the resistance by the exhausted defenders as well as a British
(and Commonwealth) expeditionary Force. By the end of that month,
German troops had overrun the mainland and in May, conquered Crete
against fierce resistance offered by Commonwealth forces and the local
population. The tripartite (German - Italian - Bulgarian) enemy
occupation lasted for 3,1/2 years, during which the exploitation of the
population and the country's resources as well as the suppression of
every freedom stimulated the development of a strong resistance
movement. In early November 1944, the Greek mainland was free again,
while several islands remained under German Occupation up to May
1945.

Greece, having actively participated in all Conferences on
Holocaust issues, demonstrates a particular and continuous concern
in this matter. Along with other countries, she has offered a part of
its gold share to the "International Fund for needy victims of Nazi
persecution", hoping that this symbolic act will be appreciated by
the survivors of the Holocaust and the families of the persons who
lost their life.

In the Washington Conference on "Holocaust-Era Assets,"
Greece focused on the following particular issues:

Preceding Page Blank
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• the forced loan exacted from Greece during the Occupation
period,

• art, archives and education issues,
• the claims presented by the Greek - Jewish Organizations.

FORCED LOAN

While in most occupied countries the annual cost of occupation
corresponded to their defense appropriations before the German
invasion, the size of Greece's levy was extremely high and covered
requirements in excess of the direct occupation costs, even though
according to the Hague Convention, the contributions levied must be in
proportion to the country's resources and occupation costs cannot be
charged in order to meet general war expenses or for the enrichment of
the occupier. In 1941/1942, the levy represented 113,7% of the country's
national income.

In addition to direct monetary contributions, the Axis also
exacted large credits from the Bank of Greece for "all expenses of the
war waged within the occupied country or from this country". This
included German operations in the Eastern Mediterranean, North Africa,
as well as the occupation of Southern Albania, which was subordinate to
the German high command in Greece. Of the costs within Greece, 50%
or more of the Greek payments were used for fortifications and similar
"construction projects". In contrast to public German assertions that
these projects were mainly for the purpose of "Greek reconstruction", the
final German report admitted that no more than 1.2% were "in common
German and Greek interest". Even Hitler himself stressed the point that
out of the Greek payments only "the smallest part was used for the costs
of occupation" but the major part was used for construction projects
which were "of decisive importance for the African War", i.e., in
particular for the reinforcements and supplies for the German "Africa
Corps".

The first "Forced loan" Protocol was signed in March 1942 and
was subsequently amended several times during the Occupation. It
stipulated that Greece was to make a monthly part - payment of 1.5
billion drachmas for both the Italian and German armies. The Bank of
Greece was also obliged to advance additional funds and to open an
interest - free loan account for each occupation Power for this purpose.
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In this Protocol, high-ranking officials of the German and Italian
Ministries of Foreign Affairs, undertook to pay back the loan to the
Greek government and began doing so in 1943, thus recognizing liability
to repay a debt. Thus, there is no doubt that, the loan in question was
different from normal occupation levies.

What is more, internal Germans communications constantly used
terms such as 'credit' and "Reichsverschuldung" (debt of the Reich). In
early April 1945, the economic experts of the Former German Embassy
in Athens submitted their voluminous Final report on "Economic
Administration in German-occupied Greece" to the Foreign Affairs
Ministry in Berlin with the explicit indication "for future use". It this
report, they made serious efforts to calculate the German "debt" to
Greece which they estimated as equivalent to 476 million German marks.

Since then, Greek representatives have always stressed that the
forced loan extracted from Greece was not part of "regular" occupation
costs and that it had to be paid back. As a loan, it could not be part of war
reparations.

In the postwar years subsequent Greek governments have
defended the view that Axis commitment to pay back the remaining
amounts of the wartime credits was legally binding. To date, there has
been no change in this position. Foreign Affairs Minister Th. Pangalos
recently stated that the forced loan is a bilateral issue which remains
open and pending. The claim concerning the forced loan is not related
and should not be confused with the amounts which Germany has
provided to Greece either by contributing to the European Union projects
in Greece or within the framework of bilateral loan agreements.

With one exception, the Bonn government responded to all war
claims placed and substantiated by countries, after German unification.
These responses constituted either some kind of material compensation
or at least the beginning of negotiations on the claims.

The only exception is Greece.

ARCHIVES, ART, EDUCAnON

The fundamental elements of a national heritage are preserved in
three significant aspects of culture: archives, art and education.

The preservation and accessibility to the public archives of a
state is a sign of respect to history. In recent years, tremendous efforts
have been made throughout Europe to improve the condition of state
depositories and equip the facilities with the proper tools. In a continuous
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effort to accommodate historical research, the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of Greece participates in numerous research and publication
efforts with other nations in Europe and also with educational institutions
both in Greece and abroad.

An agreement between the United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum in Washington DC, and the Service of the Historical Archives
of the Hellenic Ministry regarding the exchange of archival records is
currently being negotiated. This agreement, as well as the recent
publication of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Documents on the History
of the Greek Jews), indicates the perseverance of the Greek State to seek
historical truth.

In this context special attention should be paid to the continuing
efforts of the Jewish Community of Thessaloniki seeking to repatriate the
archival collection of the community which was violently transported by
the Germans during the war, and found only recently in Russia. The
records depict the communal history of the Jews of Thessaloniki from
1870 until 1942. It is an important heirloom for one of the oldest Jewish
communities in Europe and should therefore be repatriated.

Art and architecture demonstrate the spirit and the philosophy of
a nation. Both are visual indicators of a time past, and the cultural
reminders of an "ethnos". The artifacts looted or destroyed during the
Second World War by the occupying forces are too numerous to mention
here. The occupation forces vandalized classical and Byzantine
monuments, transporting parts or entire structures while looting icons,
library collections and heirlooms. The losses are staggering. 19 large
Byzantine churches, monasteries, museums and libraries were destroyed.
26 illegal archeological excavations were carried out by Italian and
German archeologists. Artifacts from 42 museums were looted and
transported abroad by the Germans, while their Italian counterparts
looted 33 museums and the Bulgarians 9. The damages were staggering,
while the scars of the destruction are still visible on the surviving
monuments of Classical and Byzantine Greece.

The most important element of cultural preservation is the
continuous effort to preserve history alive through education. Greece, the
cradle of civilization, a country which witnessed the birth of
contemporary sciences, supports today the advancement of research and
education. On a regular basis, Greece signs new agreements and renews
older protocols of bilateral educational programs with nations interested
in the exchange of cultural information. Most recently Greece signed
such an agreement with the State of Israel. This four-year program caBs
for a collaborative effort in the educational, scientific and cultural fields.
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This initiative aims, among others, to disseminate knowledge and
information regarding unknown aspects of both the Jewish and Greek
history.

CLAIMS OF THE GREEK JEWISH ORGANIZAnONS

The Greek Jewish Organizations, through the Greek Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, presented at the Washington Conference memoranda
stating the losses caused to their property between 1941 and 1944 by the
German Occupation Authorities, their claims for restitution of property
found anywhere in the world and financial restitution for property that
cannot be found anymore.

1. The Jewish Community of Thessaloniki stated that the
German Occupation Authorities completely destroyed the Jewish
Cemetery of the city where graves were untouched since 1492,
constituting a treasure of historical and archeological information. Thus
the historical memory of generations of Jews, who lived and died in
Thessaloniki, was forever lost. The value of the building materials
(marble slabs, bricks etc.) contained in the cemetery was estimated at
that time to one hundred thousand (100,000) gold English sovereigns,
while the historical memory lost is beyond estimation.

2. The Jewish Community of Thessaloniki claimed that the
German Authorities, under the supervision of Dr. 1. Pohl, Director of the
Jewish Department of the Library of Frankfurt plundered systematically
Communal libraries namely:

a. The Library of the Religious Tribunal (Beth-Din),
containing approximately 2,500 volumes of rare editions.

b. The Library of the Community Schools' Teachers,
with about 600 volumes of reference books, etc.

c. The Library of the Monastirioton Synagogue, that
included exclusively books of religious and hieronomic interest.

d. The Library of the Religious Establishment
Haimoutcho Kovo located on 8, Menexe st. and of its annex on
74, Queen Olga Avenue, to which the personal libraries of its
founder, the Great Rabbi Haim Asher Kovo, and the precious
library of Chief Rabbi Asher Kovo had been added.
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e. The 250 manuscripts of the Holy Jewish Law (Pentateuque)
treasured in the city's Synagogue, many of which had been
brought from Spain in 1492.

3. The Jewish Community of Thessaloniki claimed that the
German Occupation Authorities had confiscated its archives and
transported them to Germany. These archives, considered lost for many
years, surfaced in Moscow three years ago. The Jewish Community of
Thessaloniki demands its archives back.

4. The Jewish Community of Thessaloniki finally claimed that it
was obliged to pay to the German Occupation Authorities the sum of
150,000 gold French Francs, in order to ensure to exception from
compulsory civilian work of 1,000 of its poorest members, who were not
able to meet this amount, and the sum of 1,900,000,000 Drachmas (DM
50,000,000) in order to liberate the rest of its members from compulsory
civilian work. The Jews excepted from compulsory civilian work were,
nevertheless, transported to the extermination camps in Poland and
Germany and were exterminated in gas chambers.

5. The Central Board of Jewish Communities in Greece claimed
that the sum of 1,700,000 gold English Sovereigns has been plundered
from Greek Jews and that this sum must be restituted to its legal owners
or their inheritors.



HUNGARY

Delegation Statement

I. HOLOCAUST-ERA ART ISSUES IN HUNGARY

Hungary took part in World War II as an ally of Germany. From
March 19, 1944, however, the country was occupied by the Nazis. In
October the Hungarian government attempted to achieve a cease-fire and
so withdraw from the war, but these efforts were hampered by a
pro-German fascist puppet government that came to power. Persecution
of Jews proliferated and the confiscation of Jewish property took place
only from March 1944 to April 1945. A Government Commission for the
Registration and Safeguarding of Art Works taken from Jews was rapidly
set up, whose activity was a cover-up for the sequestration of the art
treasures of Hungarian Jews. These treasures were then - with a few
exception - transported to Germany. There was a so-called Hungarian
gold train with two trucks at the end of World War II, full with gold,
jewelry, precious stones and a large amount of artifacts looted from
Jews, and which were never returned to Hungary. We do not know
anything about their fate.

It should be mentioned that after January 20, 1945 a Hungarian
democratic government was established and Hungarian armed forces,
allied with the Soviet troops, fought against the Nazis. After the war a
body of specialists was established called Ministerial Commission for
Art Works Taken from Private and Public Collections, which collected
data on art assets with the aim of their restitution. The control over the
country was later fully overtaken by communists with the support of the
Soviet Union. The communist dictatorship was broken for a very short
time by the 1956 revolution, a new democratic era started with the
system change of 1989. The free elections of a new government paved
the way to the genuine examination of World War II losses and
reparations together with compensations for communist era injustices.

A significant portion of all cultural property found was returned to
Holocaust survivors. However, a vast number of cultural assets are stilI
missing: pieces of the Hatvani Collection. An important fraction of the
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looted objects - consisting of 152 works of art - have been identified in
Moscow, th"e Hungarian origin of which was also acknowledged by the
Russian authorities. Among them we can find invaluable paintings from
collections of Hungarian Holocaust victims. The return of these objects
is blocked by the Russian attitude of indifference towards international
norms on restitution and also by the uncertain situation of their
restitution law.

In the early 1990s the Hungarian government initiated a
scientific research program, which has already resulted in a database
containing over 60,000 items of art treasures lost during World War II
and in its immediate aftermath. A publication containing the data and - if
available - the picture of the 1000 most important pieces under the title:
Sacco di Budapest, 1938-1949 - Depredation of Hungary, 1938-1949 has
been put out recently.

The situation of how restitution was handled in Hungary under
the Communist Era and after the political change during the past 50 years
can be illustrated by the statements of two prominent U.S. personalities:

In 1996 at a hearing before the COMMISSION ON SECURITY
AND COOPERAnON IN EUROPE the Honorable Christopher Smith,
presiding Chairman of the Commission characterized the approach of the
Communist Government as follows:

"In some places, such as Hungary, the
government was required by the 1947 Paris Peace Treaty
to restitute Jewish property, but the Communists ignored
this obligation. Not only was justice denied for
Holocaust survivors, but Communist regimes perpetrated
their own brand of injustice and, in fact, were infamous
for their complete disregard for private property..."

Under Secretary of State, The Honorable STUART E.
EIZENSTAT, formulated at the same hearing as follows:

Hungary "is a good example of what a government can do when
it puts its mind to it. The Hungarian Government has been very
forward-thinking in its restitution program, and I have been impressed by
their determination to resolve both communal and private property
issues. It has accepted its obligations under the 1947 Paris Peace Treaty,
and a 1993 Constitutional Court decision to provide fair compensation
for those who lost their property in the Holocaust and afterwards is being
honored."

And now, in the Sunday Times about restitution funds:
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"The model here is Hungary, it established a special foundation
with accountability and management" of the properties in question.

Still, certain criticism has been formulated by Hungarian and
foreign observers about the Hungarian museums' approach towards some
of their acquisitions during the early years of the Communist Era.
Museums keep works of art - among others former property of
Holocaust victims - the provenance of which is poorly documented.
Some of these cultural objects are registered as unclear deposits, some
others as part of the basic collection of the museum. In fact, it is one of
the museum's most important missions to safeguard its holdings from
being sold or alienated until unlawful ownership has not been proved
incohtestably.

In order to clarify what happened with some obscure acquisitions in
Hungary, as a first step the Minister for Cultural Heritage has sent out a
letter to museums and their authorities, in which he instructs - or if not
entitled, he requests - museum directors to conduct a review of their
inventory books and list out ambiguous items. As a next step a research
team will examine the circumstances under which these cultural objects.
were placed to the museum.

The Hungarian government is fully committed to the restitution or
compensation of Holocaust victims concerning cultural assets; For
managing this complex task - which includes scholarly research, political
decision making, bill drafting, and negotiations with representatives of
foreign states, contacts with Holocaust survivors, etc. - a state
commissioner will be designated.

II. EDUCAnON

There is almost no family in Hungary which was not affected by
the Holocaust either as victim or as witness or helper. Everyone knows
what did what made Raoul Wallenberg, who saved thousands of Jews in
the most dangerous times. The Jewish Institution and documentation
centers have been working hard on revealing darkness about the horror
of the Holocaust.

After World War II, there were made some scientific researches
on Holocaust, but soon the Communists came to power, this scientific
researched banned by them. Istvan Bib6 must be mentioned, who
published several papers about the roots of the anti-Semitism and the
democratic movements in Hungary. As the revolutionary changes came
in 1989, serious historical research was started about the Holocaust. A
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thorough investigation could be made in the archives. Now the
Hungarian archives are open to carry out such a research, and the
newly-signed agreement enables Israel to get admission into these
archives under organized circumstances. There is another successful
historical research in Hungary, which can be demonstrated by many new
volumes of selected documents and memoirs. More films were made in
the last few years, than had been made during the proceeding decades.
We should mention the document film, 'The Message of Elie Wiesel"
made in 1996, Hungary's participation at the Baltimore Jewish Film
Festival ("The Memoirs of a River") or at the Washington Jewish Film
Festival, both held this year. The above-mentioned film of Judit Elek,
"The Memoirs of a River" demonstrates not only the ultimate victory of
Truth and Justice, but also the internal harmony and peaceful coexistence
of Jews and Christians in Hungary.

Hungary has surely much to do for the better knowledge of the
Holocaust Era in the field of education; Hungary is ready to do it. We
have to emphasize that the Holocaust was part of the basic knowledge of
the history taught in the Hungarian schools during the last 50 years, as it
is now. The National Curriculum mentions the Holocaust several times,
and it is implied in our schoolbooks. The high school history books
consistently deal with the subject of the Hungarian anti-Semitism,
including the special laws against Jews. There are several writers and
poets of Jewish origin who became victims of the Holocaust and now
their achievement is also part of the education. On the basis of an
agreement with the Yad Vashem Institute every year 30 teachers can take
part in a course in Jerusalem to study the best methods of Holocaust
education.

Definite steps are to be taken in the frame of human rights, at the
same time regarding the recent ethnical and historical challenges. The
Department of Judaism at the Budapest University and the Department of
Romology at the Pecs University are of great importance for both
research and education. The Hungarian exposition in Auschwitz will be
renewed in 1999.

To demonstrate its deep conviction regarding Holocaust
education and remembrance, the Hungarian Government has adopted a
resolution on establishing the Public Foundation of the Holocaust
Research and Documentation Center. This Foundation together with one
or more similar institutions will move to the oldest synagogue in
Budapest to achieve their purposes more effectively. The execution of
this and other resolution will testify the government's concern for
Holocaust victims.



ISRAEL

Delegation Statement

Following the defeat of the Nazis, a majorIty of Holocaust
survivors immigrated to Israel, where they and their families account for
one-sixth of the Jewish population. The State of Israel, the Jewish State,
sees itself as the central representative of the survivors and their
offspring and is dedicated to achieving justice on their behalf and to the
remembrance of the Holocaust.

Israel's delegation to this Conference welcomes efforts by other
governments to obtain such justice. In particular, we would like to
acknowledge the role of Great Britain and the United States, the initiators
and chairs of the London and Washington Conferences on Holocaust Era
Assets. The Government of Israel also wishes to express its appreciation
to the Swedish Government for initiating an international effort to
promote worldwide education about the Holocaust in cooperation with
the United States, United Kingdom, Gennany and Israel. We welcome
the agreements reached so far regarding the settlement of claims from the
Holocaust period, and we look forward to achieving similar agreements
with other parties.

The matter of Jewish assets is not merely a material issue; it is a
moral imperative. "Thou shalt not steal" appears in the same Decalogue
with the injunction against murder. There is no adequate compensation
for the loss of life, but justice must be sought for the Jewish communities
and individuals that were despoiled.

Compensation must also be sought for the men and women
turned into slave laborers, whose bodies were violated for profit. All
civilized nations outlaw slavery and whomever exploits slave labor must
provide reparations for this heinous crime.

People or institutions who knowingly acquired looted property
should pay restitution. We appeal to financial institutions such as banks
and insurance companies to accept responsibility for their Holocaust era
clients. This also applies to those who acquired art works and ritual
objects looted from homes and houses of worship. Though these items
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may have passed through a number of hands, the original owners have an
indisputable claim to what is rightfully theirs.

We welcome the openness and the cooperation of the countries
researching the facts regarding property seized during the Holocaust. We
note with satisfaction that many countries have established commissions
to investigate their own past. We join the initiative to persuade all
countries, groups and individuals to allow immediate and unrestricted
access to all archival and state archive materials relevant to the period.
This applies especially to church records and archives of private
concerns, corporations and individuals, as well as documentation not
stored in archives. Any entity that withholds information from public
access compounds the indifference and crimes of the past.

We sincerely hope that the International Task Force on
Holocaust Education, Research and Remembrance will succeed in
promoting worldwide awareness of the horrors of the Holocaust and help
combat racism, anti-Semitism, Holocaust denial and ethnic hatred.

Israel supports and recognizes the World Jewish Restitution
Organization (WJRO) as the umbrella organization which works in close
cooperation with the State of Israel, to represent the Jewish people in
matters of restitution.

The Israeli delegation wishes to express its support for the Roma
to receive material compensation for they, too, were victims of the hatred
and murder which occurred during the Holocaust.

The Israeli delegation commits itself to full cooperation with all
governments and non-governmental organization in an effort to uncover
the truth, promote humanitarian solidarity and accord justice to the
victims of the Holocaust and their heirs. Together with Yad Vashern, (the
central institution of Remembrance, Education, and Research on the
Holocaust) and with others, Israel will work to effect the widest
dissemination of knowledge about the Holocaust, its prelude, its
aftermath and its lessons for all humanity.



ITALY

Monetary Gold and Italian Participation in the
International Fund for Needy Victims of Nazi

Persecution

Statement by
Minister Franco Tempesta

HEAD OF DELEGATION

Following the conclusion of the Tripartite Committee's work,
which enabled Italy to receive one last quota of monetary gold, the
Italian authorities began the procedures to participate in the Fund
established at the Federal Reserve Bank aimed at offering financial
support to needy victims ofNazi persecution.

The contribution made available by the Italian Government .is a
value almost equivalent to the monetary gold withdrawn on the eve of
the conclusion of the Tripartite Committee's mandate. The amount in
Italian Lire is 12 million (approximately 7.2 million dollars).

Another goal pursued by the Italian Government was to identify
a non-governmental organization able to distribute the sum according to
the rules contained in the founding statute of the Fund for needy victims
of Nazi persecution. The "Unione delle Comunita' ebraiche italiane"
(Union of the Italian Jewish Community) was chosen because they
offered to carry out the task for those entitled to benefits.

In order to allocate said sum for the aforementioned Fund the
Italian Government approved an ad hoc Bill for the appropriation of the
indicated amount.

The proposed Bill is now being considered by Parliament where
no specific difficulties are expected for its passage.

In compliance with the rules of the Fund I would like to provide
the British Government and account holder the information pertaining to
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the aforementioned NGO, in order to obtain its inclusion in the list of
Organizations:

Unione Comunita' ebraiche italiane
Presidente Professor Amos Luzzatto
Lungotever Sanzio, 9 - 00153 ROMA
Telephone: ++39065803667

++39065803670
Telefax: ++3906589969



Research Issues

Statement by
Minister Franco Tempesta

HEAD OF DELEGATION

I understand there will not be time for discussion.
I would just like to inform that the Italian Prime Minister

yesterday officially formalized the creation of our national Commission
for research on the economic and financial aspects of racial persecutions.

In this Commission the following will be represented:

Office of the Prime Minister
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Ministry of the Interior, on which depends the

State Archives
Association of Italian Banks
The Union of Italian Jewish Communities
The Jewish Documentation Center
A number of historians
Other entities and/or NGO will bed invited, if

necessary

The Commission will work in close cooperation with similar
bodies from other countries.





Education

Statement by
Minister Franco Tempesta

HEAD OF DELEGATION

Break-out Session on Holocaust Education, Remembrance and
Research

Since 1996 the Italian Ministry for Education has started to
update the history teaching in High Schools in order to offer a deeper
knowledge of the historical period between the two World Wars and the
last fifty years.

In particular, teachers and students are now following together
an historical itinerary named "The XX Century: The Young Generations
and Memory" which includes works and research on racism,
persecutions, deportations, and fascist racial laws.

To financially support this program, the budget of the Ministry
of Education has been granted an amount of 3,5 billion liras
(approximately 2 million dollars) by the Government to train teachers,
and a further amount of 1 billion liras (approximately 600,000 dollars) to
finance partially or totally visits by high school students attending the
last year (generally young people 17 - 18 years of age) to the sites of the
Holocaust.

Within this program - thanks to State financing - 300 students
from various Rome High Schools traveled last October to Auschwitz,
accompanied by their history teachers and by survivors belonging to the
Italian Association ofDeportees.

A number of similar trips are currently being organized. I
understand there will not be time for discussion.
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LATVIA

Delegation Statement

Latvia positively evaluates the Conference on Nazi Gold that
took place in London in December 1997 and during which an
announcement was made on the establishment of a special compensation
fund for Holocaust survivors. To assist victims of Nazi persecution,
Latvia fully supports the establishment of this fund and has taken a
decision to contribute to the fund.

To promote awareness of the historic truth, in November of this
year a commission of historians was established in Latvia. The main goal
of the Commission is to carry out research in respect of the tragic events
in Latvian history from 1939 through 1991. The Commission will
encourage and promote research about deportations that were carried out
in Latvia during the Nazi and Soviet occupations. It will address and
highlight issues associated with the terrible legacy of the Holocaust in
Latvia and the fate of Latvian Jews in the wake of those tragic years.

Regarding the issue of restitution of Jewish property, Latvia is
convinced that return of property to its lawful owners is one of the most
important aspects of a democratic society. Latvia considers that the issue
of restitution of the Jewish property confiscated during WorId War 11 is
of particular importance. The laws adopted in Latvia that regulate the
process of property restitution are among the most liberal in the countries
of Central and Eastern Europe, and ensure the restitution of property to
lawful owners or their heirs regardless of their present place of residence
or citizenship.

Latvia consistently carries out return of the property confiscated
from Jews to its former owners and to date property rights on most
pieces of property have been restituted. Latvia is aware of the
unquestionable ties of Jewish organizations with religion and the Latvian
government will continue the process of property restitution in
accordance with the already existing state legislation. Presently
arrangements are being made to establish the Council on Jewish
Communities and Parishes of Latvia which could become the
coordinating institution in respect of Jewish property restitution. In an

Preceding Page Blank
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effort to collect data on pieces of property that were confiscated from
Latvian Jews, the Latvian State History Archive has informed the
Latvian Ministry of Foreign Affairs that the archive has more than 3000
files related to the Holocaust and properties confiscated from Jews.

Latvia is aware of the need to give particular attention to
Holocaust education and the necessity of teaching about the Holocaust at
schools. To this end, the curricula that have been worked out in Latvia
contain the subject of the Holocaust and books and other schooling
materials about the Holocaust are being composed and published in
Latvia.

Latvia recognizes the importance of the issues discussed during
the 1997 London conference on Nazi Gold and during the preparatory
seminar that was held in June 1998 in Washington and is ready to take
active participation to address and solve issues related to contributions to
the Holocaust survivors' fund, property restitution, the work of the
historical commission, Holocaust education as well as lend assistance to
solve issues relating to art, insurance and other assets.

Maintaining good relations among the various ethnic minorities
in Latvia has always been of prime importance for Latvian government.
Ever since the restoration of Latvia's independence, the government of
Latvia has provided assistance to the Jewish community in Latvia to help
them solve issues related to the Holocaust legacy. By doing so the
Latvian government has committed itself to bolster the existing friendly
relations with the Latvian Jewry.



LUXEMBOURG

Delegation Statement

GERMAN MEASURES TAKEN AGAINST JEWS AND EMIGRANTS

When Gennan troops invaded Luxembourg on the morning of
May 10th, 1940, some 3700 Jews are believed to have stayed in
Luxembourg. About 1000 of them were of Luxembourg nationality.
Some 2000 were refugees from Gennany and other countries occupied
by Gennany after 1937. Most of the 700 remaining Jews were
immigrants from Eastern Europe and stateless.

The night before the invasion a certain number of Jews had been
infonned that the invasion was imminent and so they were able to leave
the country ahead of the Gennan troops. 50000 Luxembourgers were
evacuated to the south of France as their towns and villages were situated
just in front of the Maginot-Line which the Gennans prepared to attack.
Some 1500 Jews left Luxembourg with these evacuees. In the following
months under military administration some 600 Jews were able to
emigrate from Luxembourg. So some 1700 to 2000 Jews were stilI living
in Luxembourg when Gauleiter Gustav Simon was appointed Head of
civil administration (Chef der Zivilverwaltung, CdZ) and hand in hand
with the Gestapo started his anti-Semitic policy.

The Gennan decrees taken against the Jews at the beginning of
September 19401 brought into force the «Nuremberg Laws» asweIl as
the discriminatory economic measures of 1938. The situation of the
Luxembourg Jews was then idp l1tical to that ofJews in Gennany.

The decree dated September 5th, 19402 concerning Jewish
fortunes required every Jew living in Luxembourg to make a detailed
declaration of his fortune3

. Jews of foreign nationality had to give

1 VOBI. 1940, Nr.2, pp.lO-ll: Verordnung tiber MaBnahmen auf dem Gebiet
des Judenrechts.
2 VOBI. 1940, Nr.2, pp.ll-13: Verordnung tiber dasjiidische Vermogen.
3 Archives nationales, Luxembourg (ANLux): Consistoire israelite: Files 76-81:
Declarations de fortune.
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indications on their fortune situated in Luxembourg only. All shares,
coupons and bonds were to be deposited at a bank. All Jews had to
inform their banks of their « being Jewish ». The banks were to provide
lists of all Jewish accounts for the German administration. Nearly every
economic activity where a Jew was involved was liable to a special
authorization. Jews could be forced to sell their firms if the Germans
decided so. Paragraph 7 forbade Jews of Luxembourg or German
nationality to buy, to give as a security or to sell objects in gold, platinum
or silver, precious stones and pearls as well as any work of art worth
more than 1000 RM.

For the period pertaining from September 1940 to December
1940 the Germans in charge of recording and administrating Jewish
assets apparently showed incapable of avoiding corruption and looting
by Party members and other German officials active in Luxembourg. So
in order to have the organized robbing of Jewish assets being
implemented in an orderly way, Gauleiter Simon had to reorganize this
section of his administration in December 1940.

On December 12th, 1940 he announced the creation of a new
section in his administration (Abteilung IVa), « Verwaltung des jiidischen
und Emigranten- Vermogens» (administration of Jewish and emigrants'
fortune). A party member, Gauinspekteur Josef Ackermann, was put in
charge of this section4

. The same day an announcement obliged
everyone in Luxembourg to inform section IVa of all acquisitions or
donations they had received from Jews since May 10th.

By his decree dated February 7th, 1941 5 the CdZ put under
German administration all the property of Jews and other emigrants from
the day of their (forced) emigration. Furthermore he reserved the right to
confiscate this property. The decree was applicable retroactively to May
10th, 1940. Thus, as soon as Jews left Luxembourg, taking with them an
allowed maximum of 50 kg of luggage, their property fell into the hands
of the Germans. Two months later the property of Jewish people still
living in Luxembourg was also confiscated by the CdZ6

. Section Iva

4 Luxemburger Zeitung, 12/12/1940.
5 VOBI. 1941, Nr. 12, p.90: Verordnung tiber Ma13nahmen betreffend das
Emigranten- und Judenvermogen.
6 VOBI. 1941, Nr.31, p.208: Durchfiihrungsverordnung zur Verordnung tiber
Ma13nahmen betreffend das Emigranten-und Judenvermogen yom 7.Februar
1941.
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confiscated alI Jewish propert.r, but no report mentions expressly the
gold confiscated from the Jews.

The property belonging to Jewish associations and communities
was confiscated and administered by the « Stillhaltekommissar », a party
authority. The synagogues in the cities of Luxembourg and Esch/Alzette
were demolished and the ground transferred to the municipalities.

On October 1st, 1940 alI Jewish bank accounts were blocked and
the account holder was allowed to withdraw a maximum of 250 RM. per
month. As many Jews were no longer permitted to have a regular
income, they were forced to sell their furniture and other belongings in
order to prepare for emigration or to buy some food. This situation got
worse the longer the Jews stayed in Luxembourg under these
circumstances. Those who were deported in 1942 and 1943 were in fact
already robbed of all their belongings.

From October 15th, 1941, when the first train of deportation to
Lodz left Luxembourg, the Gestapo began to confiscate systematically
certain objects from the Jews: bicycles, cameras, films, magnifying
glasses, binoculars, typewriters, fur coats, skis and ski boots,
gramophones, electrical devices such as heating stoves, hotplates,
Hoovers, hairdryers, etc. Radios had been confiscated already in October
1940.

AlI these things were sold and the money transferred to the
German administration in Luxembourg.

The furniture was mainly sold to Germans who had it shipped to
Germany, very often giving false names on the sales contracts.

ARYANIZAnON OF THE ECONOMY

The aryanization of the Luxembourg economy had come to an
end by 1943. At this time not only had all the Jews been deported, but
the proceedings to exclude Jewish influence from Luxembourg economy
had been concluded. 350 businesses engaged in industry, crafts or trade
had been traced in September 1940. 1380 houses and buildings as well as
150 ha ofland had been registered as Jewish property.

In the summer of 1941 more than 75% of the businesses had
been or were on the point of being liquidated, i.e. wound up by a

7 ANLux: Consistoire israelite: Files 7, II :Receipts for confiscated jewellery,
silver cutlery and savings bank-books.
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provisional administrator, who had sold off assets, paid off liabilities and
had the company removed from the company register.

31 businesses had been aryanized and 52 were left under
provisional administration. The aryanization proved to be rather difficult
as Luxembourgers were not ready to buy Jewish property. Some who did
so, did it to preserve the best interest of the victims and returned the
business to its rightful owner after the war.

Finally the German administration got soine 20 millions of RM
out of the liquidation and aryanization.

The same procedures were applied to Luxembourgers who were
considered as enemies of the Reich. From January 1944 to August 1944
for instance some 380 procedures of dispossession were brought to
conclusion.

rnSURANCECOMPANffiS

In the thirties some 34 insurance companies were active in
Luxembourg, mainly as subsidiaries of larger Western European
companies (French or Belgian, but also some Swiss and British). Their
policies were sold by Luxembourg insurance agents. Three of the
companies were local insurance companies, created after World War 1.
(Le Foyer, La Luxembourgeoise, Terra). After W.W.! the German
economic influence in Luxembourg diminished and so there were nearly
no German insurance companies active in Luxembourg.

They covered all the risks usual at that time, mainly: life
insurance, fire insurance, insurance against theft, third party insurance,
comprehensive insurance, car insurance, etc.

After the occupation of Luxembourg the Germans tried to gain
control over the insurance business as well as other economic sectors. In
a first step the main goal was to eliminate all French, Belgian or British,
later also American, influence on Luxembourg economy. So when the
Germans decided to reorganize the insurance business, they first
decreed8

, that all authorizations that had been granted the insurance
companies by the Luxembourg government were withdrawn
retroactively to May 10th, 1940. An exception was made for the three
local companies. Any new company wishing to write out insurance
policies in Luxembourg needed a special authorization by the Chef der

8 VOBl. 1941, p.197: Verordnung tiber die Regelung des
Individualversicherungswesens in Luxemburg yom 5.April 1941.
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Zivilverwaltung. This did not put an end to any individual insurance
policy. The portfolios of those companies whose authorizations had
been withdrawn were managed by companies selected by the CdZ. In
fact this meant that German insurance companies managed the portfolios
of the French, Belgian and British companies. Two Swiss companies
Zurich and Basler were also authorized to manage policies from other
companies as well as to continue their own business.

By another decree dated November 8th, 1941 9
, the CdZ created a

"Public Life insurance company" (Offentliche
Lebensversicherungsanstalt) and a "Public insurance company"
(Offentliche Sachversicherungsanstalt) that took over all the Belgian,
French and British insurance policies. From December 1st, 1941 the
three Luxembourg insurance companies lost their authorization and their
portfolios went over to the newly created Public insurance companieslO

.

Some 30 German companies and three Swiss companies'(La Federale,
Zurich and Basler) were authorized to take up or continue their business
in Luxembourg.

In fact, except for the three Swiss companies, the whole
insurance business in Luxembourg was thus transferred into German
hands.

With regard to life insurance policies of Jewish citizens the
situation in Luxembourg was identical to the situation in Germany. The
policies were confiscated by the German authorities who got the money
out of them.

ART

When the German administration took over Jewish and emigrant
property they found a certain number of works of art they were interested
in. All these works of art had to be sent to the Aussenstelle des
Gaupropagandaamtes in Luxemburg which took care of these objects.
Unfortunately little is still known about these transactions and there are
no lists of works of art taken from private homes. Our information

9 VOBL. 1941, p.471: Verordnung tiber die Errichtung einer Oeffentlichen
Lebensversicherungsanstalt in Luxemburg vom 8.November 1941. Verordnung
tiber die Errichtung einer Oeffentlichen SachversicherungsanstaIt in Luxemburg
vom 8.November 1941.
10 VOBI. 1941, p.475: 3. Verordnung tiber die Regelung des
Individualversicherungswesens in Luxemburg vom 8.November 194 I.
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indicates that art dealers in Luxembourg and in the Rhineland sold these
works of art, but we lack clear evidence.

As for public collections the situation is somewhat different.
First as Luxembourg was meant to become a part of Greater Germany
there was no need to loot art and take it to German museums. Second the
Luxembourg national Museum did not have in its collections works of
art of the class that could be of great interest to the Germans. There was
one notable exception, the «Reiffers collection» from which the
Germans «bought» some paintings for the Fuhrer-collection in Linz.

The collections of the Grand Ducal Family were confiscated in
the same way and transferred to Germany. Joseph Bech, the Minister of
Foreign affairs, saw his paintings and a very important library disappear
somewhere in Germany.

A certain number of files were confiscated in the offices of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and sent to Berlin.

RESTITUTION AFTER THE WAR

When Luxembourg was liberated on September 10th, 1944, the
Government in exile had already had enough information on plundering
and looting and consequently they had taken measures to grant restitution
of plundered property to the rightful owners.

A decree of April 22, 1941 11 declared forced sales null and void.
Buyers should report their purchases. All confiscations were likewise
declared null and void.

After the Government returned to Luxembourg the Office des
Sequestres put under sequestration all the property owned by Germans
and Italians as well as that of collaborators. Together with the Office des
Dommages de guerre they were responsible for all restitution questions.
All claims were to be sent to these authorities.

In insurance business this meant that according to a decree of
September 1944 the Office des Sequestres returned the insurance
portfolios to the former owners, the Luxembourg and foreign (Belgian,
French and British) insurance companies. If any money was claimed by
insurance companies, the Office des 8equestres paid out the lost sums.
The German companies were liquidated by the same authority, and no

11 Memorial, Journal officiel du Grand-Duche de Luxembourg (Montreal), 1941,
N°2, p.5.
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German company was given an authorization to resume its activity in
Luxembourg until 1959.

Bank accounts that had been confiscated were reconstituted at
the expense of the Office des Dommages de guerre if there was such a
claim.

The 1950 compensation lawl2 restricted any compensation to
Luxembourg nationals who had been victims of nazi persecution for
patriotic reasons. This excluded all those who had been victims of nazi
persecution for racial, religious or political reasons: Communists, Jews,
homosexuals, witnesses of Jehovah etc. When Germany paid some 12
million DM in 1959 to the Luxembourg Government to compensate nazi
victims, this money was used to compensate people that had been
excluded on the terms of the 1950 law.

Communal and private property that had been confiscated by
Germany was returned to their rightful owners. The synagogues in
Luxembourg-city and EschlAlzette were rebuilt.

Luxembourg was not able to send specialists to Germany to
identifY the works of art that had been taken from the country. So the
Belgian Mission de Recuperation included the missing works of art in its
own lists and managed to bring back to Luxembourg some 50% of what
was missing. Neither private libraries, nor any archival material were
returned to Luxembourg at that time.

Luxembourg is ready to join the international efforts for truth
and justice.

Therefore we will work to open the archives in order to
document plunder and looting as well as restitution and compensation.

Luxembourg is aware of the need to pay particular attention to
Holocaust education.

Efforts should be made to teach about the Holocaust especially
young people, but also those immigrants from countries not involved in
World War II.

Luxembourg is committed to fighting anti-Semitism and racial
hatred, especially against the misuse of the Internet for these purposes.

12 Memorial, Journal officiel du Grand-Duche de Luxembourg, 1950, p.509: Loi
concernant l'indemnisation des dommages de guerre.
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The Last Jews of Macedonia:
Extermination and Pillage

By
Ivan Dejanov and Samuel Sadikario

MACEDONIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES AND ARTS

SKOPJE, REpUBLIC OF MACEDONIA

There are documents on the presence of Jews in Macedonia from
the 6th century, B.C. (Rosanes), who came here from Persia. Those
comprise the first Jewish settlements in Europe. The diaspora brought
masses of other Jews (during Alexander the Great, and the Roman
Empire), who are known as Romaniots, and many known families
remained in Macedonia until the Holocaust. The most numerous
population and the culture came from Spain and Portugal (1492 and 1498
respectively), bringing the highest level of civilization and culture in
these territories. We always stress the fact that in Macedonia and other
Slavophonic countries, the Jews brought with themselves the Bible,
Judaism, Christianity, the alphabet and part of the Jewish fate.

All of the Judaism in Macedonia has gone with the Holocaust.
The last 7,148 Macedonian Jews were arrested and gathered by the
Bulgarian Army on March 11, 1943, and transported to Treblinka, where
they were exterminated. This number comprises 98% of the Jewish
population at that time, which rate is incomparable with any other,
except maybe in Northern Greece and Trakia. Very few survivors have
joined the Resistance movement, but also many of them have lost their
lives in the battles. Documents about the history of the Macedonian
Holocaust are collected by the Macedonian Academy of Sciences and
Arts and the Macedonian Archives. They are published by Zamila
Kolonomos and Vera Vangeli (Macedonian Academy of Sciences and
Arts, including a detailed list of those deported in Treblinka, performed
by the German administration), and some historical data are published by
Alexander Matkovski in Macedonia, some Jewish authors from Bulgaria
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(Aaron Assa, Harry Nisimov) and former Yugoslavia (Zeni Lebl) in
Israel.

As the SS Nazi troops stormed through former Yugoslavia (April
6t

\ 1941) to invade Greece, they delivered most of the Macedonian
territories to the Bulgarian occupation forces who remained in those
territories until the end of the World War II in 1945. A few months just
before the occupation, the Bulgarian government issued the "Law for
Protection of the Nation" signed by the King Boris III on January 21,
1941, and it was immediately operative in Macedonia. Escalation of the
restrictive measures and chauvinism was introduced through successive
series of additional restrictive laws. According to the claim of
Riebbentrop (Nazi-German minister of foreign affairs), King Boris III
approved initial deportation of 20,000 Jews to the Nazi concentration
camps, mainly persons from the occupied territories and communists or
socialists.

On March 11, 1943 all Jews from Macedonia were gathered on
the temporary concentration camp "Monopol" in Skopje. The conditions
of living were horrible, including minimal food and water, with no
bathroom and toilette, with no heating (the winter was exceptionally
severe that year). Towards the end of March and the beginning of April
1943, three convoys with Jews were sent to Treblinka. In each carriage
there were around 80 persons, in standing positions, some of them
without windows. Not a single person came back from Treblinka. In
Bulgaria, although many of the Jews were arrested (some 5,000 died
during that act, and in the labor camps), some were spared from
deportation and extermination, thanks mainly to the organized protests of
.the Bulgarian people and ethnic Macedonians, the Orthodox Church and
some MP's. Many ethnic Macedonians took the first initiative and had
the crucial part in the organization and participation of the protests (as
stated by the Bulgarian writer Harry Nisimov and Aaron Assa):

"For hundreds of years the Macedonian and
Jewish peoples have lived together as brothers in
misfortunes, suffering and destiny. We have the same
enemies. Therefore our struggle against them should be
identical/The Macedonian Liberation Front, end of
1942/....There is indisputable evidence that several
prominent members of the Macedonian movement in
Bulgaria, in the town of Kjustendil to be precise, played
a decisive role in saving Bulgarian Jews from
extermination in Poland" (Aaron Assa).
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Anti-Semitism and anti-Macedonism have been practiced in
certain countries for centuries. The very basic principles of moral and
social ecology are treated constantly, mainly in the same European
countries. We do believe in the hope of U.S. Sen. Daniel Inouye (D
Hawaii), "The Chief Rabbi" in the U.S. Senate and Congress, that the
concentration camps and Holocaust will not happen again; to have this
security, "the vigilance is not enough, we need active participation" (U.S.
Sen. Daniel Inouye). (U.S. Sen. Daniel Inouye was confined in a
concentration camp himself and was in the unit of the American Army
that first came in contact with a concentration camp and liberated it
lDahau/).

For more than two and a half millennia, Jews and Macedonians
have lived a life of tolerance, peace, mutual help, friendship and
understanding. During many centuries both Jews and Macedonians were
under the vitriolic pressure of assimilation and prosecution:
Babylonians, Persians, Romans, Byzantinians and many rulers of
European empires were seeking to obliterate the Jewish and Macedonian
identity of the People and the Land (e.g., the name of the Jewish Land
was changed by Romans to Palestina, after the long-vanished Philistines,
an Aegean people, the name of Jerusalem was changed to Aelia
Capitolina). For some of our neighbors, the name and the identity of
Macedonians are questionable even now! The name of Macedonia was
changed several times in the last two and a half millennia. And in spite of
all possible forms of intolerance, hatred, prosecution, suppression and the
Holocaust, the moral and spiritual identity of Jewish and Macedonian
People survived the falls of many "eternal" empires!

The main goal was to annihilate the ethical and spiritual identity
of the Jewish and Macedonian People! The annihilators were ready to
assimilate these peoples, but not their ethical and spiritual nature. It was
not possible to kill the ideas of their ethics and spirit; and there was and
always will be an Israel and a Macedonia, a Jewish Spirit and a
Macedonian Spirit! A Spirit of Justice, Tolerance and Peace Promotion!
The Jews and Macedonians love all nations. They have never promoted
or conducted any ethnic cleansing. The existence of Jewish and
Macedonian people is a terrible but glorious history of death, sorrow,
remembrance and hope. A transcendental surmountableness of the
"European Justice" and "The borders of Auschwitz!" In the memory of
Macedonian Jews perished in the concentration camps, in Skopje, in
Macedonia, the President of the Republic of Macedonia Mr. Kiro
Gligorov, in 1996 laid the foundation stone of Macedonian Holocaust
Memorial Center. The center will be finished at the end of next year.
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The Jews in Macedonia identified themselves as Macedonian
Jews all over the Balkans, even after 1912, after the Balkan Wars, when
Macedonia was divided by her neighbors; in the Almanac of Macedonian
emigrants, published 1931 in Sophia, Bulgaria, it is written,
"Macedonian Jews were best friends ofMacedonians in their struggle for
independence."

Today, a memorial forest is erected in Israel for praising the
Bulgarian people, and a monument for memorializing King Boris III is
being proclaimed. In the name of the few survivors of the Macedonian
Holocaust, and the dead in Treblinka, we praise what the Bulgarian
people have done, and we approve that appreciation. On the other hand,
glorification of King Boris III (who signed the Law for Protection of the
Nation, and gave approval for deportation of 20,000 Jews from
Macedonia, Bulgaria, Serbia and Greece) by Jews and others who
consider themselves as free men and women is considered as a disgrace
for all Jews.

Our article is divided in two parts:
1. The Nazi laws, with brief descriptions of the discriminative and

humiliating measures in order to demonstrate the mode of
violation of the human rights in occupied Macedonia, and

2. Documents on the confiscated properties. Nazi laws, after the
occupation, the Bulgarian Nazi Army imposed a series of
restrictive and discriminative laws and regulations, as listed on
table 1. We will stress only a few illustrative examples from
those laws and regul~tions.

LAWS

The "LAW FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE NATION" was
issued on January 21, 1941, for whole Bulgaria and the occupied
territories. This law contained five parts: 1. On the origins; 2. General
restrictions; 3. Places of living restricted for Jews; 4. On the Jewish
properties; 6. On the professional and economical activities of the Jews.

1. Jews are those who have at least one parent Jew. Declaration
of Jewish origin at the communal authorities should be
performed within one month, otherwise the penalty is
imprisonment with fines up to 100,000 levs. Jews should not
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change their names and surnames from the birth certificate,
and in case of mixed marriages (previous) and conversion to
Christianity. Jews are not allowed to have surnames with
endings of "ov", "ev", "ic" and similar (suggesting non
Jewish origins). Adoption of Bulgarian children is not
allowed to Jews.

2. Persons ofJewish origins are forbidden the following:
• to take Bulgarian citizenship;
• to elect or to be elected in any institutions or non-Jewish

organizations;
• to participate in any political or state functions, or public

organizations;
• to work as commercial representatives, managers, or to

be representatives of any state, regional and autonomous
institutions; such functions should be abandoned within
one month;

• to participate in the army, except for special physical
works; those who are disabled should pay a special
military tax;

• to participate in any organizations sponsored by the
Ministry of War;

• to have marital or non-marital relationships with
Bulgarian citizens; mixed marriages, after issuing of this
law are outlawed;

• to have any kind of servants or related services from
persons of Bulgarian origin;

• to be inscribed in schools of non-Jewish origin, except if
permitted by the Minister of Popular Education with
special decree;

3. Jews are not allowed to change the place of living without
the permission of the Police Headquarters. The Ministerial
Council with the Ministry of Internal Affairs can decide the
places where Jews will be allowed to live.

4. Jews are not allowed ownership or management of
"uncovered" properties (land, forest etc), and also "covered"
properties (houses) in villages, except for their personal
living. They should offer for sale the "uncovered" properties
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to the Ministry of Agriculture within 3 months. The
"covered" properties should be given out to Bulgarian
citizens or organizations. In the contrary, the properties will
be confiscated.

5. Further restrictions specified only for Jews include the
following:

• forbidden trade and work in industries (except the quota
which is specified by the Government);

• forbidden or restricted investment of Jewish capital to
Bulgarian industries, trade etc. (as specified by the
Ministry of Labor);

• the Jews are obliged to declare all properties (real estate
and personal properties) to the Popular Bank of
Bulgaria; those who leave the country should depose the
money from the sold property to the local bank; in the
opposite, the properties are confiscated;

• further, the Jews are forbidden: to owe stocks and bonds
on educational, informative or entertaining companies
(schools, journals, cinemas, theatres, gramophone-disk
distributors, hotels, publishers, etc.);

• to be managers of the same institutions; to be
expert-accountants; to trade with state properties or gold
and silver; to participate to any managerial council; to
owe pharmacies or any sanitary services; in mixed
capital companies, Jews should not surpass the capital
and the number of Bulgarians;

• transfer of Jewish capital to non-Jews; to owe
concessions on any public company or institution.

On February 17, 1941, additional regulative act entitled
"PRINCIPLES FOR THE APPLICATION OF THE LAW FOR THE
PROTECTION OF THE NATION" was issued as integrative part of the
Law. Examples of restrictions upon Jews include:

• Jews are considered even those from christened parents if the
mother is non-Bulgarian; Christian religions are considered:
east-orthodox, roman-catholic, evangelicals (Lutherans,
Baptists, Methodists) and Armenian-Gregorians; if the
person has been converted after 1934, the Ministry of
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Interior will review the case on separate seSSIOn III the
presence of the priest and the godfather.

On July 13, 1941 the Ministry of Interior in Sofia issued "THE
LAW FOR THE SPECIAL SINGLE TAX PAYABLE ON ALL
JEWISH REAL AND PERSONAL ESTATE". Among else, the
regulations include:

• tax should be paid on any kind ofproperty ofJews; the tax is
single and independent of other taxes, and should be paid to
the state treasury; Jews are defined by the Law for Protection
of the Nation, and both Bulgarian and non-Bulgarian citizens
are included;

• the tax is 20% of the total property, if it is bellow 3,000,000
levs, and 25% if it is over 3,000,000 levs;

• taxable real estate include: houses, flats, shops, buildings,
factories, houses for rest, land (any kind), forests, pastures,
vineyards, any kind of mines and mining stores;

• taxable personal properties include: money (cash, check,
golden liras) - Bulgarian or foreign, bank accounts
(Bulgarian and non-Bulgarian), gold in any form (money,
pieces, sticks, jewelry, statues, watches, forks and knives
etc); valuable stones (diamonds, rubies, pearls, etc); loans
(Bulgarian or foreign); stocks and bonds; furniture (chairs,
tables, bedroom furniture, kitchen, piano, radio-operator, bed
etc); fur and valuable tissues; rags (all kinds - Persian,
foreign etc); all vehicles (car, truck, bicycle, motorcycle,
horse-carriage, boats, canoes, trains etc); machines (in
factories, homes etc); all kind of goods (in factories,
magazines, stores etc); operators and installations;
non-anticipated (i.e. insurances, etc.);

• taxable inheritances: all properties, jewelry, stocks and
bonds;

• applications, obligations and demands: in Bulgaria (landings,
any property documents etc); in foreign countries; in other
companies (confidential accounts etc);

• insurances (of Jewish insurance Co), credit accounts are
declared; investments of Jews using non-Jewish capital
(transfer of mixed stocks and bonds by Jews is forbidden);

• all Jews are obliged to fill a the special tax form on the
period of one month, and issued to the National Bank;
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non-declared properties up to the determined date are
confiscated; Jewish properties of mixed companies (with
Aryans) are also taxable;

• valorization of the properties is based on "market value" (not
the price of purchase, or sale) on Dec.31.1940;

• the penalty for undeclared properties is: confiscation of the
undeclared property, taxation of the other properties, up to 5
year jail and fine of 3,000,000 levs;

• since the lowest level of tax is 40,000 levs, the taxation is
conducted by official commission, and instead of Jewish
members, Aryans of orthodox confession should take their
place (in a control commission); in case of higher estimated
than declared taxes, 25% of the estimated difference
(property value) is paid separate from the 25% of the tax
itself-, half of the tax should be paid within one month, and
the rest within three months, and the Jews can not leave the
Kingdom of Bulgaria until the payment of the whole tax;
undeclared properties are confiscated and the unpaid tax is
tripled.

The Department of Jewish Affairs, at the Ministry of Internal
Affairs and Public Health, issued the "DECREE NO. 32" on December
29, 1942, with detailed instructions for wearing special badges, with
specifications: six pointed, bright yellow, on the left sleeve in all clothes,
for all Jews above 10 years of age. "DECREE NO.5" of the Department
of Jewish Affairs (September 8, 1942) forbids all Jews to keep cash and
valuable items (gold, jewels, Chinese vases, silverware, archeological
items, historical items, paintings, collections, stamps, paintings etc), and
they should be deposited in the bank. "DECREE NO.8" stated that
non-Jewish tenants should not pay rent to Jews. "ORDER OF THE
CABINET" (Oct. 17. 1942) stated that larger Jewish houses should be
occupied by several families, or abandoned by the Jews (all Jews in
Biota came to live in the left bank of river Dragger in a ghetto). All
businesses should be closed up to the date of February 23, 1943, and all
employees of Jewish origin should be dismissed. Confiscations of all
Jewish properties continued on the beginning of 1943, and continued
until the deportation and final solution on March 11, 1943 (AS KEP, box
9, arch. No.7, March 1943, quoted from Kolonomos et al.).

Before deportation, the Jews were taken in labor groups
("trudovi druzini"), along with other minorities, distributed in labor
camps in Bulgaria (Naroden glas No.6 1942).
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During and after the deportation of the Jews in Treblinka,
massive requests for the left Jewish properties (houses, books, furniture)
were sent to the Department of Jewish Affairs, by individuals, libraries,
humanitarian organizations and officials, as evidenced by large corpus of
left documents.

DOCUMENTS ON THE CONFISCATED ASSETS

This article uses documents from the Archives in Macedonia
(Skopje, Bitola and Stip). Although abundant documentation is kept in
the Archives of Sofia, Belgrade and Salonika, we still do not have access
to those documents, except few which have been previously published
and kept by the Macedonian Academy of Sciences and Arts, and the
Jewish Community in Skopje. The Archive in Skopje only has 1,001
archive units with 10,358 pages. All archived documents are copied and
sent to The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. The values of
confiscated Jewish assets and the details from the laws and regulations
are given in separate listings.

The deportation of the Jews from Eastern Aegean Macedonia,
Western Trakia and Vardar Macedonia (Republic of Macedonia) was
ordered by a Decision of Bulgarian Council of Ministers on March 2,
1943 and an Agreement between Bulgarian and German officials based
on the ministerial decision from March 2, 1943.

The appropriation of Jewish assets (real and personal estate,
money, deposits, insurance, gold, and other valuable belongings) was
done by Bulgarian authorities. The experts of National Bank of Republic
of Macedonia estimate (only for Jews ofVardar Macedonia) on the basis
of available, but not complete, documents (some of them are in Archives
in Bulgaria, some in Republic of Yugoslavia) the total amount of Jewish
assets to be 16,498,383.95 USA dollars and 6,310909.43 USA dollars is
the value of the assets without the value of real estate.

TABLE 1: A list of restrictive and discriminative Nazi laws
issued by the Bulgarian government (1941-1943), as provided by the
Macedonian Archives and the Macedonian Academy of Sciences and
Arts (from Z. Kolonomos et aI, and the Archives in Skopje).
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DOCUMENT, ORIGINS PLACEIDATE OF ISSUING

1. Law for Protection ofthe Nation Sofia, Jan. 21, 1941
2. Principles for application of the Law for
protection ofthe Nation Sofia, Feb. 17, 1941
3. Decree with instructions for application
of the Law for Protection of the Nation Sofia, Jun. 21, 1941
4. The Law for the Special Single Tax on all
real and personal estate Sofia, JuI. 1941
5. Order issued by S. Simeonov (District
Chief of Police) - on labor groups Skopje, Aug. 7, 1941
6. Decree No.113 (Bulgarian Cabinet)
concerning services of the army ofthe Jews Sofia, Aug. 12, 1941
7. Directions for mortgages and applications
of the Law for the Special Single Tax Sofia, Aug. 15, 1941
8. Order of the War Minister of Bulgaria
(order in the prohibited zone) Sofia Mar. 17, 1942
9. Instructions for the Jewish Councils for
complete loyalty Sofia, Mar 17, 1942
10. Order, concerning the Law for Urgent
solution of Pressing Problems in the Newly
Liberated Territories (by the Ministry of Justice) Sofia Jun. 5, 1942
11. Decree No.5, on item 6 ofthe Law for the
Special Single Tax (by King Boris Ill) Sofia JuI. 3, 1942
12. Decree No 52, demanding a Law to
authorize the Cabinet of the Ministry ofRome
Affairs, to define in details the Jewish question
(by King Boris Ill) Sofia JuI. 4, 1942
13. A Law authorizing the Cabinet to settle42
the Jewish question Sofia JuI. 9, 19
14. Decree No. 68 (King Boris 111), with
approval of the Order for changing amendments
in the Law for Special Tax Sofia JuI. 28, 1942
15. Decree 69 (King Boris 111), with approval
of Order to an amendment to the Law Against
Speculations in the Jewish Real Estate Sofia JuI. 28, 1942
16. Order No. 2 (A. Belev, Secretary of Department
of Jewish Affairs) on Item 22, authorizing
the cabinet for settlement ofthe Jewish Question Sofia Sep. 4, 1942
17. Definition of the Jewish privileged strata on,
Order 3, item 33 in Law for Protection ofthe



Nation (A. Belev)
18. Order No.5 (A. Belev) for economic sanctions,
on item 45, of the Order for settlement of the
Jewish question
19. Order (by A. Belev) for the levels of rents
for Jewish people
20. Order No.8 (A. Belev), precise rents
on rents for Jewish people
21. Order (part) for curfew and limitations of
movement ofJews (Chief ofPolice in Veles)
22. Order No. 32 (A. Belev) obliging all
Jews to wear the Star ofDavid
23. Directives (A. Belev) to consistories,
of Jewish Councils on their management
24. Instructions (A. Belev) to consistories,
of Jewish Councils, regarding the Law,
for wearing badges
25. Orders (A. Belev) to consistories of
Jewish councils to submit precise lists of
Jewish businesses
26. Regulations (A. Belev) for management
councils ofJewish
27. Order No. 255 (A. Belev) for limitation
of income and expenditures of Jewish councils
28. Order 362 (A. Belev), on item 4 of the
Regulations for expenditures of the Jewish
Council Fund
29. Regulations (Department of Jewish
Affairs) for distribution and expenditure of
finances of the Jewish Council Fund
30. Order No. 462 (A. Belev) regulating
expenditures of finances of Jews, deposited
in the Bulgarian National Bank
31. Names ofJews (1. Zahariev) whose accounts
have been frozen
32. Instructions (Department for Jewish Affairs)
to Jewish councils on determination the wages
and salaries
33. Instructions (Department of the Jewish
Affairs) on the budget for 1943
34. Order (A. Belev) putting in charge the
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Sofia Sep. 4,1942

Sofia Sep. 8, 1942

Sofia Sep. 11, 1942

Sofia Sep. 12, 1942

Veles Sep. 14,1942

Sofia Sep. 23, 1942

Sofia Oct. 21, 1942

Sofia Oct. 21, 1942

Sofia Oct. 31, 1942

Sofia Oct. 31, 1942

Sofia Nov. 2, 1942

Sofia Nov. 10, 1942

Sofia Nov. 18, 1942

Sofia Nov. 23, 1942
Skopje Nov. 27, 1942

Sofia Nov. 27, 1942

Sofia Dec. 11, 1942
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Sofia 1942

Sofia Jan. 5, 1943

Sofia Feb. 5, 1943

Sofia Jan. 4, 1943

Sofia Feb. 9, 1943

Sofia Feb. 2, 1943

Sofia Mar. 4, 1943

Sofia Mar. 2, 1943

Sofia Mar. 2, 1943

Sofia Jan. 21,1943

Sofia Jan. 22, 1943

Sofia Jan. 15, 1943

Sofia Jan. 12, 1943
Sofia Jan. 14, 1943

Sofia Dec.31, 1942

Sofia Feb. 16, 1943

Jewish Council in Skopje for Gjevgelija
35. Additional instructions (A. Belev) on permanent
residence of Jewish people
36. Order (Department of Jewish Affairs
) to prohibit Jews visiting public places,
restaurants etc. in Skopje
37. Order (Department of Jewish Affairs)
prohibiting Jews to stay in hotels
38. Order (A. Belev) regulating control of
Jewish properties
39. Instructions (A. Belev) on rents
40. Order (Department of Jewish
Affairs) regulating Jewish movement
41. Note (Department of Jewish Affairs)
forbidding Jews to visit public places
42. AdolfBekerle (German ambassador)
on the persecutions of Jews
43. Report (A. Belev) on the deportation
of the Jews from Macedonia
44. Demands (A. Belev) all Jewish rents to be
deposited in the National Bank of Bulgaria
45. Demand (Department of Jewish Affairs)
of list of all Jews
46. Decision report from T. Daneker (National
Security of Third Reich) of the Bulgarian
cabinet for the deportations of Jews in
Macedonia and Aegean belt
47. Order (A. Belev) for strict araha payment
of all Jews Sofia Feb.20, 1943
48. Agreement for deportation of20.000 Jews Sofia Feb.22, 1943
from Macedonia and Trace (A. Belev and T. Daneker)
49. Decisions (Department of Bulgaria) on
deportation of the Jews from Macedonia, and
the Aegean belt, with confiscations
50. Decision (Cabinet of Bulgaria) to confiscate
all Jewish properties
51. A plan (Department of Jewish Affairs) for
collection of the Jews from Aegean coastal belt
52. Minister of Home Affairs (P. Gabrovski
) report on the agreement (A. Belev and T. Daneker)
for deportation of 20,000 Jews, from



Macedonia and Thrace, and establishment of
temporary concentration camp in Skopje
53. Order (Department of Jewish Affairs)
of a temporary concentration camp
54. Orders No.1 and 2 (P. Draganov,
Commander of the temporary camp in Skopje
55. Order No. 865 (A-Belev) for liquidation
of the properties of the deported Jews
56. Instructions (G-Djambazov, delegate of Dept.
of Bitola Jewish Affairs) for the properties sale of
the deported Jews
57-Order No.339 (D. Baev, Director of Skopje
District Office), on estimating the "damage"
caused by the Jews in the concentration
camp "Monopol"
57. Ribbentrop-King Boris III talks on the
Jewish question
58.Report of the German police in Niska Banja, ,
about the transport of Jews from Skopje to
Treblinka
59. Order 1283 (A. Belev) on procedures
for the sale of Jewish valuables
60. Order (A. Belev) for collection of araha
61. Order (Dept. Jewish Affairs) for the sale
of Jewish properties to be obeyed
62. Order (A. Belev) - all properties of
deported Jews (Bitola, Skopje, Aegean District)
to be sold to Bulgarian Agriculture and
Cooperative Bank, and the confiscated properties
to be sold in favor of the state.
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POLAND

Delegation Statement

The Polish delegation that took part in Washington Conference
on Holocaust Assets in December 1998 has submitted to all delegations
the detailed materials concerning all the problems discussed at the
conference. The document is a shortened copy of texts on most important
issues from the above-mentioned volume. Due to the shortage of space
not all issues have been raised so please refer to the original materials for
a comprehensive view of Polish side on these matters.

The Polish delegation has made a promise to prepare and be a
host to the similar conference on restitution of communal property in
post-communist countries of the Eastern Europe. The Polish Government
shares the opinion of U.S. Under Secretary of State, Mr. Stuart E.
Eizenstat, that the issue of restitution of communal property must be seen
in respect to all religious communities like the Protestant, Catholic and
Jewish communities that lost their property because of WW II and later
the communist rule. The conference will be prepared jointly by the
Chancellery of the President of Poland and the Chancellery of the Prime
Minister of Poland. In order to ensure the proper preparation the
government of Poland suggests November 1999 as the best suitable date
to hold the conference.

It is also very important to recall that Polish delegation wants to
play an active part in the new body called the Task Force for
International Cooperation on Holocaust Education, Remembrance and
Research. Polish Government is extremely interested in this idea and
gives it unquestionable support.

INSURANCE MARKET IN THE REPUBLIC OF POLAND
BEFORE AND AFTER WORLD WAR II

Before the Second World War there was a well developed
insurance market in Poland. In the territory of the Republic of Poland
there were 79 insurance companies operating in 1939.
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After the end of the Second World War the assets of the
insurance companies existing before the Second World War in Poland
were not nationalized, but the process of liquidation was carried out.
With respect to insurance companies the Act of Parliament dated January
3, 1946 on the taking over by the State of the basic sectors of the national
economy was not in force. On January 3, 1947 a Decree on the
regulation of property and personal insurance was published. From the
day of the entry in force of this decree, that is from January 3, 1947the
domestic and foreign private insurance companies irrespective of their
legal form have lost the right to further conduct insurance business.

The permit for the continuation of the conduct of business within
the scope defined in this decree was granted only to two insurance
companies existing before the Second World War, namely: The
Reinsurance Company "Warta" S.A. in Warsaw and Powszechny Zaklad
Ubezpieczen Wzajemnych (General Mutual Insurance Company 
PZUW). These two companies became State owned.

With respect to the remaining companies the liquidator of Polish
private insurance companies had to be the Powszechny Zaklad
Ubezpieczen Wzajemnych (the General Mutual Insurance Company 
PWW) which was later on transformed into the State Insurance
Company of Poland - PW, and the liquidator of the foreign insurance
companies operating in the territory of Poland had to be the main
representative of the foreign insurance company or the liquidator
appointed ex officio by the court.

On the other hand, with respect to insurance companies
underwriting exclusively personal insurance, the liquidation of their
operations had to be carried out by insurance companies for personal
insurance which had to be set up especially for this purpose. However,
these insurance companies were never created. With respect to insurance
companies whose liquidation was not finished, for any reasons,
Panstwowy Zaklad Ubezpieczen (the State Insurance Company of
Poland - PW) became their liquidator. PZUW had taken over the
management and the assets of insurance companies being in liquidation
from their companies' bodies. In the liquidation process the legal
provisions generally in force were applied in order to ensure the
correctness of the carrying out of the procedure/ proceedings.

Altogether PWW carried out the liquidation of 26 insurance
companies. With respect to the two larger mutual insurance companies
operating in Poland before the Second World War, that is: "Dniestr"
Mutual Insurance Company in Lw6w and, "Karpatia" Mutual Life
Insurance Company in Lw6w, the liquidation proceedings were not
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carried out as their assets remained in the territories which after the
Second World War have not belonged to the territory of the Polish State.

Before the Second World War there were six foreign insurance
companies operating in Poland through their own representations. On the
basis of the Act of Parliament dated January 3, 1946 on the taking over
by the State of the basic sectors of the national economy, the
nationalization of two German insurance companies had to take place.
Also with respect to these companies Iiquidation proceedings were
carried out. At the moment of the liquidation it was stated that neither of
the two did own immovable property. The only movable property of
Aachen-MUnchen fire insurance company located in Katowice was
intended to cover the dismissal money for the employees. All the
securities of the two companies were lost during the period of the
German occupation or were transported to Germany.

The owners of the policies of the British insurance companies:
"Alliance" and "Prudential", living abroad were told to request for the
payment of indemnities resulting from these policies at the Head Office
of the company in London. This was done on the basis of the Polish
British Financial Agreement dated November 11, 1954 which declared
that they did not benefit from the satisfaction of their claims with the
funds located in Poland. Similarly the owners of the policies of Italian
insurance companies, "Assicurazioni Generali" and "Riunione Adriatica
di Sicurta", living abroad were told to go to the Head Office in Triest, but
although negotiations took place several times in 1959, 1972 and 1977,
Poland did not sign a bilateral financial agreement with Italy in this
respect. For the owners of the policies of the above mentioned British
and Italian insurance companies in Poland, the payments on the basis of
these policies were covered/ paid by the Polish State with the amounts
obtained from the assets of these companies located in Poland. No claims

. concerning the two German companies were registered.
In the majority of the cases the only real element of the assets of

the insurance companies being liquidated were the real estate which
survived the war. These were mostly urban real Estate whose value was
defined according to approximate technical standards taking into account
the technical condition of these pieces of real estate including the war
destruction.

The value of the securities which consisted mainly of bonds,
issued by the State before the war, by the association of communes and
by other institutions dealing with long-term credit, such as Bank
Gospodarstwa Krajowego (The Bank for Domestic Economy),
Towarzystwo Kredytowe Ziemskie (Land Credit Company), etc. was
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assumed as being equal to zero, because these loans were nO\.
reimbursed, and the bonds had no real value. The valuation of other
securities was made taking into account the provisions of the agreements
on indemnification concluded by Poland with other countries and taking
into account the principle of reciprocity.

The valuation both of assets and of liabilities was homogeneous
for domestic companies domestic companies with foreign shareholding
as well as for foreign insurance companies operating in Poland. Also
claims resulting from policies were treated identically both in case of
Polish citizens living in Poland and abroad and in case of citizens of
other countries (with exception of claims of persons living abroad which
were addressed to foreign insurance companies, British and Italian
insurance companies - the explanation has been given above).

According to the data that survived the Second World War there
were approximately 275 insurance contracts in 1939 concluded for a total
amount of 640 million zloties. The indemnities resulting from the
policies of the insurance companies existing before the war and being
liquidated were paid after the submission of the original policy or of the
evidence/vouchers of the payment of premium until August 1939, and
each case was examined separately (separate liquidation report). The
liabilities resulting from insurance contracts with respect to the persons
entitled were paid according to the principles defined in the general
conditions of insurance. However, if the total amount of these liabilities
was not covered by the balance-sheet value of the assets of the estate, the
payments were made proportionally to the existing funds.

Of course in case of life insurance, the death-taking place in the
conditions of Holocaust was considered as a death connected with acts of
war. However, it results from the files of the liquidation that although the
particular general conditions of insurance excluded the payment of
indemnity in case of death occurring in connection with acts of war, the
indemnities were paid· to all persons submitting claims resulting from
concluded insurance contracts - the amount of payments depending on
persons-survivors or the recipient heirs ofthe policies.

Poland, as a country occupied by Germany during the Second
World War and whose citizens suffered deeply under the Hitler's
occupation has not obtained the full payment of indemnities for the
victims of nazi crimes from Germany. On the other hand, there was no
indemnification program for the victims of the Holocaust.

One has however to stress that on October 16, 1991 as a result of
an agreement between the Government of the Republic of Poland and the
Government of the Republic of Germany a foundation called "Polish-
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German Reconciliation" was set up. This foundation operates according
to the legal principles being in force in the Republic of Poland. The
Foundation Reconciliation grants financial assistance having the nature
of a single benefit. The assistance granted by the foundation, however, is
not an indemnity and may not be considered as damages for all the
injuries suffered. Polish citizens are entitled to request for financial
assistance out of the funds of the foundation. These citizens include
Polish citizens of Jewish origin, who were alive on January 8, 1992,
who have submitted an application personally, who have their
permanent residence in the territory of the Republic of Poland and
who are the victims of special nazi persecutions.

It is important to stress once again that in Poland there was a
liquidation of the assets of the insurance companies existing before the
Second World War that was carried out in accordance with law, and
there was no nationalization.

THE PROBLEM OF RESTITUTION OF MONETARY GOLD TO
POLAND

The Tripartite Commission for the Restitution of the Monetary
Gold which adjourned on July 25, 1998 in its final task sent, to the
countries that in 1947 submitted their claims to the Nazi gold restitution,
statements informing them about the remaining gold pool for particular
countries and the necessity of their final distribution. According to the
Commission's calculations, Poland was to receive 1.206,228 ounces of
pure gold and 4.782,90 sterling pounds - the sum remaining after the
undistributed parts of monetary gold. The calculations were accompanied
with the proposal from the three governments of the United States, Great
Britain and France which made up the Commission to contribute the
remaining gold, including Poland's share, to the Nazi Victims Relief
Fund - founded in order to bring relief to those victims who presently
live in difficult conditions. This Fund, to be managed by non
governmental organizations, was established in New York on the basis of
the agreement between the government of Great Britain and the
Management Board of the Federal Reserve Bank in N.Y.

The Ambassador of the Republic of Poland in Brussels, which
was the city where the Commission held its headquarters, signed the
according voucher for received gold and the given amount of money,
while Minister of the State Treasury during the London Conference on
the Nazi gold of December 2 - 4, 1997 made an offering of a
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contribution to this Fund. The transfer of the money took place on July 2,
1998.

THE DORMANT SWISS ACCOUNTS IN THE CASE OF POLAND

The Governments of Poland and Switzerland in the Polish-Swiss
Compensation Agreement of 1949, which among others included two
treaties: 1) On the Exchange ofGoods and Forms ofPayment; and 2) On
the Matter of Recompensatory Damages for Swiss Transactions in
Poland decided upon the restitution of bank accounts and the deposits
from insurance policies in Swiss banks by Polish citizens who had died
or disappeared during the Second World War. On the basis of the said
agreement the Poland was given money in the total amount of
480.391,65 Swiss francs with nearly 96,6% having been transferred only
in 1970, fifteen years after the first payment of 16.347,10 Swiss francs in
1960. Along with the money the Swiss government delivered the
documentation which included the available data concerning the owners
of bank accounts or insurance policies whose accounts or claims were
liquidated by the transfer of agreed-upon sums to Poland in 1960 and
1975. However, the information supplied by Swiss side was incomplete
often only with the surname and the place of residence of the account
holder as any meaningful information.

Despite that Polish government on January 7, 1997 made the
decision to return money to the rightful holders or their heirs. Several
complementing actions to correct the gaps in the documentation were
taken including the setting up of the Interdepartmental Disbursement
from the Dormant Accounts Task Team which included representatives
from the Ministry of State Treasury, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
Ministry of Justice. The Ministry of Finance published on December 8
and 9, 1997 the advertisements in Poland's two largest nationwide
newspapers as well as in Its Internet site (www.prezydent.pl) calling
upon all persons interested in making a claim to contact the Ministry of
Finance, Office of Property Claims with the aim of establishing a
procedure to satisfy the outstanding claims. (It should be noted that in
order to facilitate the identification of "interested persons" - who are
often heirs of the original owners - the Ministry of Finance prepared a
special publication of all the documentation received from the Swiss
government which is available upon request in all Polish embassies, and
will be sent to all interested persons upon request). Thanks to all the
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actions new information was recovered however, in some cases not all
adequate data was retrieved.

In December 97 a Report by Ministry of Finance was introduced
on the subject of procedure of claims inquiries from the National
Treasury regarding the liquidation of dormant Swiss accounts. Those
requesting the disbursements have to present their claim through
administrative procedure to the Minister of Finance with an attached
petition documenting the justification of their claim. In case of heirs of
the holders of accounts and insurance policies it is necessary to attach to
the petition a legal copy of the Polish court's judgement on the status of
the inheritance. It.is verified as to its validity and then decision for the
disbursement payment is made. Such decision is the basis for the
conclusion of the contract with the claimants. In those cases where the
claimants' claims are satisfactorily determined to be valid, the Ministry
of Finance will authorize the Director of the Office of Property Claims,
together with the Office's Chief Accountant, to enter into a settlement
agreement with said claimants setting forth the amount of the claim to be
liquidated according the documentation delivered by the Swiss
government and the exchange rate of Swiss francs into Polish zloties on
the date of the agreement. In the event of a dispute concerning either the
basis of the claim, the amount, or especially the method of indexing the
original sum, the claimants are authorized to commence an appropriate
judicial action in the General Court against the Treasury Department of
the Ministry of Finance. As of December 1, 1998, out of 16 petitions for
disbursements, 13 settlement agreements have been signed with heirs of
the holders of lost accounts that were identified on the basis of the
documentation delivered by the Swiss government in November 1997.
Additional claims are currently being processed.

Persons who have financial claims stemming from Swiss
accounts held by themselves or their ancestors, the names of whom do
not appear in the documentation delivered by the Swiss government to
Poland, are encouraged to contact the firm Ernst and Young, having its
headquarters in Budapest, which is involved in the search for satisfying
such claims.

REPRIVATIZATION IN POLAND

One of the ongoing problems of Poland as democratic country is
how to repair the damage done. to people deprived of their imposition of
Communist rule in Poland. It seemed at first to be easy to solve, but very
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soon it proved that due scope of the problem it will be very difficult to
grasp the essence of reprivatization and complete it successfully. The
initial ideas were influenced by the notion that the continuity of Polish
statehood must be preserved and further by the constitutional provision
of Article 2 of the new Polish Constitution of April 2, 1997 stating that
"the Republic of Poland is a democratic state ruled by law and
implementing the principle of social justice. Consequently all statutes of
1944-1989 period remained in force with principle of constitutional state
of "rule by law being understood that any compensation for the wrong
done to citizens should be restricted to the cases in which property had
been appropriated by the state with· infringements of the Communist
laws.

Since 1989 there have been several projects of reprivatization
bills starting with earliest initiatives of the higher house of Parliament 
Senate of so-called "small reprivatization" to the latest ones of Freedom
Union and the other by President Lech Wal~sa, both rejected by Sejm 
the lower chamber of Parliament, so none has successfully gone through
the legislative path yet. This is at least partly due to the different ideas
towards the reprivatization. The most important questions concerning
here were included in the papers delivered by Polish Delegation to all
national delegations at the Conference. All the new projects under
preparation have a provision, which ensures that restitution will
include among others all former citizens of Poland who no longer
live in Yoland.

The Polish Government that took office after the general
elections of fall 1997 instructed the Ministry of the Treasury to resume
work on the draft of the reprivatization statute. The latest proposals of
the issues included in the draft were also included in the above
mentioned papers.

COMMUNAL PROPERTY RESTITUTION IN POLAND

After World War lIthe established system of government in
Poland was based on and followed the Soviet model. A new type of
property was introduced: this was called the socialist property, which
meant common property of state and of the cooperative. This new type
was given preferential treatment especially in regards to the protection of
property laws. The role of private property was degraded. Ownership of
many private properties due to so-called nationalization bills and
expropriations was shifted to various nersons.
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In response to the transitions that took place in Poland in 1989,
the entire system of governance including the legal system went under
principal changes. The return of protection of property rights in its
rightful place created a place for the new legal system. This took place
under new Constitution of the Republic of Poland, passed on April 2,
1997 (Articles 21 & 64). These articles regard property rights and their
protection as the founding stone for the new political and economic
system. Therefore the new legal system of the Republic of Poland marks
the return of property rights into the status they held before World War
II.

The process of property restitution to the rightful owners already
began in 1989. There are many reasons why the process of restitution is
much more complicated in Poland than in other Central European State.
Most important of them being: size of the achieved property
nationalization and expropriations, shift of the Polish borders to the West
and the migrations of million of people that accompanied such a change.
The problem gets much more attention in papers delivered by Polish
Delegation at the Washington Conference. The size of the performed
property changes means today that the total recovery to the WW II status
seems to be unrealistic. This remark does not pertain only to Jewish
property but equally to any other, disregarding the owner's ethnicity.
Scanning through laws passed in the after war period suggests that there
were no special circumstances attached to Jewish property rights status.
Therefore, based on legal means, there is no special distinction made as
to Jewish property status.

In 1989 the new Polish State began the process of restoring
friendly relations with Jewish State. This need of normalization of
relations with the Jewish State but also with the Jewish Diaspora based
on democratic principles gave the problem of Jewish property restitution
a political dimension.

The first law that regulates the restitution of property to Jewish
Owners was passed on January 20, 1997. It set the relation of the State
towards religious Jewish communities in the Republic of Poland. This
Law was a part of a package of bills describing the relation of the State
towards different religious organizations. The thorough description can
be found in the above mentioned papers. The compensation of Jewish
property, based on this bill, is .considered in Poland as an important step
for normalizing Polish-Jewish relations. It can even be considered as a
turning point in the relations of the State towards the entire problem of
Jewish restitution. The 1997 law created legal limitations of property
restitution for Jewish communities. These limitations permit, following
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the logic of restitution, the restitution of property to the past owners, i.e.
Jewish Communities. A new proposal allowing other subjects than
Jewish communities to receive property, which belonged to these Jewish
communities, would mean creating the rights to the property restitution
principles that are used in the relation of the state in these matters to
other religious communities.

The sketched issues of property restitution for Jewish
communities and other Jewish religious organizations are only a small
part of even a bigger. If the problem of property restitution for Jewish
communities is very complex; then the problem of property restitution to
persons and legal persons creates even a larger challenge for the Polish
legislators.

A more thorough view of the problem is included in the papers
prepared by Polish Delegation, mentioned in the above text several
times.

ACCESS TO POLISH ARCHIVES

Once upon a time Poland could be proud of its archives but the
history of our country in the last two centuries - the partition of our
territory for 123 years and two World Wars had an irreversible and of
course negative impact on the integrity of the assets of the Polish
archives. However it is important to mention here that countless wars
that had through centuries rolled over Polish lands had not caused such
horrid losses like the ones that occurred during WW II only. These losses
affected all existing kinds of archives - state, local-government, church,
private as well as archival colleCtions in the National Library and in the
private libraries of the great aristocratic Polish families. Several key
factors contributed to that destruction. Direct military operations affected
archive assets in September 1939; during the Warsaw uprising of 1944;
and during the liberating operations of the Soviet Army and the Polish
Armed Forces in 1944 and 1945. Beside that the total number of losses
must be increased to include materials that were removed and plundered
by the occupiers. Despite the 50 years that passed since the end of WW
II many of these records are still stored in foreign countries and the
majority ofthem were not even accessible for Polish Scholars until 1991.
Thus the number of assets is limited.

Documents and other archive materials are primarily stored in
state archives. The network of state archives is composed of archives
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directly subordinated to the Chief Director of State Archives, as a central
organ of state administration, and of others.

The ,,Law on the national archive assets and archives" of July
14, 1983 regulates the general principles of access to archive materials
stored in state archives. It determines that archive materials are made
accessible to institutions and individuals for scientific, cultural, technical
and economic purposes after 30 years from their creation, on condition
that this does not infringe legally protected interests of the State and
citizens. Permission to use archive materials is granted by the director of
the relevant state archive and in the case of foreigners - the Chief
Director of State Archives. Further information can be found in the
papers of Polish Delegation prepared for the Washington Conference.
The restrictions that may arise - applying to both Polish citizens and
foreigners - stem from the legal principle of protection of the State and
citizens. When granting permission for the use Of materials, directors of
state archives and, in some cases, the Chief Director of State Archives
must also take into account other legal regulations, in particular
protection of so-called personal goods, law on protection of state and
professional secrets of 1982 and the 1997 law on protection of personal
data.

Research institutions make their archive materials free of charge.
Charges are levied - according to a price list determined by the Chief
Director of State Archives - for copying of records and for the time lost
in finding materials inaccurately described by interested persons.

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES OF THE AUSCHWITZ-BIRKENAU
MUSEUM

From the very beginning of the Museum there have been
educational activities addressed to the future, to guiding youth so that the
tragic past of Auschwitz would not be repeated. The overriding task of
those who created the Museum fifty years ago was, however to
commemorate the boundless sufferings and the deaths of all who died, in
the gas chambers immediately after being brought to the camp or later as
a result of the atrocious conditions that prevailed.

Auschwitz symbolizes all the evil bred by hatred and contempt
in interpersonal relations, and in social life by violence and coercion,
racism and lack of respect for the other peoples. For this reason the place
should be an international center for the education, where new
educational methods will be developed through the joint efforts of the
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best specialists, where Polish and foreign teachers can obtain help and
practical guidelines, together with a broad assortment of suggested
methodological materials.

Interest in the subject of Auschwitz is growing around the world,
and special centers for teacher and student training are being established
in many countries. Because this process is coupled with the history of the
Auschwitz camp and other Nazi camps where Jews were killed en masse
during WW II in German-occupied Poland, Poland is compelled to be the
center for this research. Since Auschwitz functions in the world as a
symbol, it is essential for the Auschwitz-Birkenau Memorial and
Museum to become, as quickly as possible, an important center for
education about the history of Auschwitz, the Holocaust, and also the
history of the Jews in Poland. In this regard the Museum is working with
other institutions involv.ed with this subject matter, but a lack of
resources has prevented many initiatives and plans from being
implemented so far.

For deeper study of these all the programs prepared and
conducted by the Auschwitz-Birkenau Museum in Oswi~cim please refer
to the papers mentioned in previous sections ofthis paper.



RUSSIA

The General Goals of the Conference
and the Looted Art Problem

Statement by
Ambassador Valentin Kopteltsev

I;:IcEAD OF DELEGATION

Plenary Session on Nazi Confiscated Art Issues

Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,
1. Russia favors the humane idea of seeking possibilities to

provide aid to victims of the Nazis, regardless of their nationality, who
have not previously received such aid in sufficient volumes and require it
due to their health conditions and low income.

2. The establishment and operation of the New York
International Fund for Needy Victims of Nazi Persecution is valued
positively. Due to its current economic conditions Russia is now unable
to become a donor of this Fund, however it anticipates that the Fund's
resources will be used to provide aid to the citizens of Russia and other
Republics of the former USSR. Russian authorities and non-government
organizations are prepared to cooperate with the Fund in the distribution
of such aid. It is important in this respect to take into account the
disproportionate allocation of aid that has so far been provided to the
Nazi victims in the West, Russia and other Republics of the former
USSR.

3. In accordance with the Russian law Russia will continue the
search for cultural values confiscated by the Nazis from their victims,
and continue publishing their list.' The law provides that claims for these
values could be submitted only within the 18- month period beginning
from April 21, 1998. Since the work in the archives as well as attribution
of the retrieved works of art is difficult and time-consuming the Russian
Government will be ready to discuss these issues even after the
expiration ofthe above period.
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4. Compilation by the interested parties of the catalogue of
values missing from the private collections of the victims of the Nazis
and transferring it to the Russian side to organize offset search activities
would accelerate the work of the Russian experts to identify the
unknown values.

5. We are ready to accept a large-scale research program
focusing on preconditions, practices and consequences of the Nazi
«Holocaust» policy and to conduct on this basis a research in the
Russian archives and cultural institutions on the Nazi gold issue and
displaced cultural values. We hope that other countries of the former
Soviet Union, whose national property was plundered by the Nazis,
could adhere to this program.

6. In case of failure to locate the former owners of the cultural
values among the victims of the Nazis or their direct inheritors, Russia
proposes to consider these values property of the states where they are
currently located, and use them for providing aid to the victims of
Nazism and war in this countries. In this context we would be able to
support the Eleven General Principles with Regard to Nazi-confiscated
Art circulated here if the word «direct» would be set before the word
«heirs» in articles VII., VIII. and X. ofthese Principles.

7. Due to the immense damage caused by the Nazism to the
cultural property of the former Soviet Union, Russia urges the
participants of the Washington conference and the entire world
community to do everything possible to locate these cultural values and
return them to countries from which they were stolen. For this purpose,
Mr. Chairman, I convey to you the first volume of a series of catalogues
of cultural values looted from the territory of Russia during World War
II.

Thank you.



SLOVAK REPUBLIC

Delegation Statement

One of the critical duties resulting from political changes in 1989
for the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic and since 1993 for Slovak
Republic as one of successors of Czecho-Slovakia was the mitigation of
injustices of the past. It was necessary to compensate the victims ofNazi
persecution during the World War II and at the same time to compensate
injustices of the communist regime 1948-89. Quite naturally, these laws
could not eliminate all cases of treatment. However, this was a
successful practical start to mitigate the cases of violations of
fundamental rights and freedoms which, as far as its extent and impact
on public funds concern, can hardly be matched to any other country of
the former communist block. The rehabilitation and restitution
proceedings, so vitally important for the emerging democracy, have been
nearly completed. The federal and the national authorities which
initiated these proceedings in the early 1990's should be credited with a
considerable recognition for their commitment. Democratic forces
coming forward after the period of violations of political and property
rights should always lead those proceedings.

Looking at the problem from the aspect of time, it was necessary
to compensate victims of communist persecution from 1948-89,
including compensation of victims of deportations to soviet
concentration and work camps (GULAGs) in post war period. That is
why appropriate acts were adopted in former Czech and Slovak Federal
Republic. The basic framework consisted of: Act n.l19/90 on Judicial
Rehabilitation, Act n.403/90 on Mitigation of Consequences of Results
of Some Property Injustices (restitution act), Act n.87/1990 on Extra
Judicial Rehabilitation, Act n.229/91 on Conversion of Some Ownership
Relations to Land and other Agricultural Property, Slovak National
Council Act n.319/1991 on Mitigation of some Propriety and other
Injustices and on Competence of Authorities of the Slovak Republic in
the field of extra judicial rehabilitation.

All these acts were subsumed into the legal order of the Slovak
Republic after 1993. The adoption of National Council of the Slovak
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Republic's Act n.125/1996 on Immorality and Illegality of Communist
System represented.a moral satisfaction to all victims of communist
persecution.

The adoption of the National Council of the Slovak Republic's
Act n.282/1993 of 27 October 1993 on Mitigation of Some Property
Injustices Inflicted to Churches and Religious Communities was the base
for compensation of victims of Nazi persecution. The range of entitled
persons is determined in §1 of the aforesaid act. In this paragraph the
peremptory period concerning deprivation of movable and immovable
property of religious communities in breach to the principles of
democratic society and relevant covenants on civil, political, economic,
social, and cultural rights is determined. The law maker took into
account that the religious communities became victims of persecution
mostly after The World War II and that is why the peremptory period
was determined for these communities from 8 May 1945 to 1 January
1990. At the same time it was necessary to take into account that an
extensive Jew!sh community had existed before the World War II on the
Slovak territory. This community was systematically destroyed between
1939 - 45. That was the reason for explicit determination of peremptory
period by lawmakers for Jewish religious communities in §1 of aforesaid
act. The peremptory period for Jewish religious community has been
determined since 2 November 1939 to 1 January 1990. Movable and
immovable propriety is the object of return of propriety to the entitled
persons who are the churches and religious communities or their parts,
with legal personality registered by state, resident on the territory of the
Slovak Republic. The entitled church organization or religious
community had one year for claiming their property from the entity
which possessed or disposed with the property in question. If such entity
failed to make an agreement with a church organization of a religious
community to return the property within ninety days of the submission of
the claim, the entitled person could tum to court within fifteen months.
In civil or administrative proceedings church or religious organizations
were exempted from payment of administrative and judicial costs. Any
expenses arising from restitution, e.g. in surveying the estate, were
reimbursed by the State as fixed by law. According to the reports of the
Ministry of Culture under the auspices of which the restitution of
property of religious communities occurred, no major problems were
encountered. In the restitution of the property of Jewish congregation,
the Ministry of Culture provided consultation services which resulted
mostly in fruitful restitutions.
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The act presumes that the state takes the primary·responsibility
for the compensation of injustices: "The responsible persons are state,
municipality, legal persons established by the state or municipality and
legal persons established by the law who are managing the state or
municipal propriety or are administering and possessing such propriety
to the day ofeffect ofthis law... " (§3 part 1).

The responsible persons are also natural persons who have
acquired the propriety in accordance with §4 of the aforesaid act, and
also if these persons have acquired the property contrary to regulations
which were in effect at that time.

At the same time it has been determined in this paragraph which
categories of propriety do not fall within the scope of the law: " ... except
a) legal persons with foreign interest and commercial corporations
where the associates are exclusively natural persons. This exception is
obsolete if the propriety is acquired from legal persons after 1 January
1990; b) foreign states."

Preparing this act, the lawmaker paid the diligence to the fact
that there is some property which should be returned in accordance with
the act, but in reality it is not possible to return such property and that's
why it is necessary to exclude such property from the act (§7), or in
reasonable event to limit the free dispensability with the property by
entitled person (§11).

The mitigation of iJtiustices caused by. the Nazi persecution
cannot be limited only to property iJtiustices, it has to be above all a
direct compensation of victims of persecution and reprisals. In these
days the act on compensation of some injustices caused by Nazi
persecution during the World War II is under preparation. The draft law
anticipates financial compensation and bonuses to the retirement benefits
to persons deported to and detained in concentration camps, and also to
their family survivors.

The draft act determines the entitled persons in its §2 part 3 and
4, and §3 part 2 and 3. These are persons directly sanctioned by
deportations into concentration camps, or sanctioned by other Nazi
repressive actions in period 1939-45. If there are no such persons, their
bereaved spouses and children are entitled and if there are neither those
persons, their parents are entitled. The preliminary assessment of
expenditures needed for compensations is 500.000.000 SK (it is
approximately 16.000.000 USD).

Quite obviously, the debates on the act focused mainly on
financial resources necessary for payment to the entitled persons.
Extensive considerations have been given to the assistance in
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anticipation from the German Government, that launched the plan of
compensation of victims of Nazi persecution in several European
Countries including the Czech Republic. The new Government,
according to a statement by Vice-Prime Minister in charge of the
Legislative Board, will reconsider the draft law prepared during the
preceding parliamentary period. Such proposal may become a key topic
for the ongoing discussion, and in particular for its immediate
presentation for a parliamentary debate.

In the preparation of and the debate on the new bill regulating
the compensation of victims of Nazi persecution, the appropriate
governmental authorities in Slovakia will have to consider the following:

1. the time factor - the passage of the law cannot be delayed in
view of the age of entitled persons, and also in view of the fact
that this will be the last law on the compensation adopted after
1989, even though the period of violation of human rights and
freedoms preceded the period of 1948-89, in which alleviation of
the injuries and injustice have been granted;
2. The cooperation with the interested non-governmental
institutions, i.e. communication with the Slovak Union of Fascist
Resistance, the Central Union of Jewish Religious Communities
should become a basis for drafting the bill corresponding to the
nature of injuries and suffering;
3. financial factor - the financial resources, as one of the
fundamental conditions for this compensation of victims must be
a priority in the process of the completion of rehabilitation and
restitution processes in Slovakia.

In addition to these measures the Government of the Slovak
Republic at its session on 26 May 1998 took into consideration that the
Tripartite Commission for Restitution of Monetary Gold had returned
5.312,108 ounces of fine gold in value of approximately 1,6 mil. USD to
the Slovak Republic. The Government of the Slovak Republic agreed
that this amount of gold will be used for compensation of Slovak victims
of Nazi persecution and at the same time the Slovak Republic will take
part in Nazi Persecutee Relief Fund. From the amount of fine gold the
3/4 part (1,2 mil. USD) will be used for direct compensation for victims
of Nazi persecution in accordance with the prepared compensation act
and 1/4 (approximately 400.000 USD) will be used as contribution of the
Slovak Republic to the Nazi Persecutee Relief Fund established at the
London Conference on Nazi Gold in December 1997.
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The Slovak National Archives concluded an agreement on
cooperation with the Holocaust Memorial Museum enabling to provide a
large number of copies of documents concerning various aspects of the
Holocaust period, as well as facts related to that period.

These facts evidence the effort of the Government of the Slovak
Republic to ensure by internal measures the compensation of victims of
Nazi persecution to the greatest possible degree. At the same time it is
necessary to mention that Slovak victims of Nazi persecution, as
compared with other victims, have not yet received any compensation for
their sufferings from German authorities, although the Federal Republic
of Germany made a symbolic gesture in the form of so called "Hirsch
initiative" for some countries of Central and Eastern Europe, granting
simple humanitarian aid for some categories of victims of Nazi
persecution.

Slovak victims of Nazi persecution are still hoping that the
Federal Republic of Germany will act in the same manner as it did with
respect to all other victims of Nazi persecution duly compensated by
German authorities.





REPUBLIC OF SLOVENIA

Delegation Statement

The Delegation of the Republic of Slovenia to the Washington
Conference on Holocaust-Era Assets has the honor to announce that the
Government of the Republic of Slovenia adopted the decision that it
renounces its share of the gold pool of the Tripartite Commission for the
Restitution of the Monetary Gold to the benefit of the Nazi Persecutee
Relief Fund.

The text of the decision is as follows:
The Government of the Republic of Slovenia herewith adopts the

following decision:
The Republic of Slovenia, as one of equal successor states to the

former SFR of Yugoslavia, renounces its share of the gold pool of the
Tripartite Commission for the Restitution of Monetary Gold - which was
due to the former SFR of Yugoslavia - to the benefit of the International
Fund for Needy Victims of Nazi Persecution (Nazi Persecutee Relief
Fund), established at the London Conference on Nazi Gold held from 2 to
4 December 19.97, and, within the said Fund, to the benefit of
non-governmental organizations in the Republic of Slovenia to aid
individual victims ofNazi Persecution.

The share renounced by the Republic of Slovenia (for which it
has already been established or will be established that it belongs to the
Republic of Slovenia as an equal successor to the former SFR Of

Yugoslavia) is equivalent to 16.39% of the share of the gold pool 
which was due to the former SFR of Yugoslavia - being formerly held
by Tripartite Commission for the restitution of Monetary Gold, and now
held jointly in the names of the Governments of France, the United
Kingdom and the United States ofAmerica in the Bank of England.

The two non-governmental organizations in the Republic of
Slovenia to the benefit of which the Republic of Slovenia renounces its
share of the gold pool are the Siovenian Red Cross and the Siovenian
Karitas which are obliged to allocate the funds acquired from the
International Fund for Needy Victims Of Nazi Persecution (Nazi
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Persecutee Relief Fund) either for the programs of aid to individual
victims ofNazi persecution or for relevant educational programs.



SPAIN

Activities of the Spanish Commission on
Holocaust-Era Assets

The Spanish commission was established by Royal Decree of
July 11, 1997, with the aim of investigating the role of Spain in its
economic relations with the Third Reich during the Second World War.

The Commission carried out research focused on the transactions
of gold during the war and by December 97 it had already drafted a
provisional report. The report was introduced, along with its
conclusions, in the London Conference.

The final report was presented to the Government of Spain in
April 1998, along with a series of recommendations. It concluded that
Spain had bought gold during the Second World War, mainly from the
Swiss National Bank, the Bank of Portugal and the Bank of England. It
also concluded that only a small part of the gold acquired in those years
came directly from Germany.

The report also studied the negotiations that took place between
the Spanish Authorities and the Allies after the war, that led to an
Agreement in execution of which Spain returned the amount of gold that,
according to the investigations conducted at the time, had been looted by
the Nazis.

At a later stage, the Spanish Commission presented two
additional reports: the first one on the German insurance companies in
Spain during the Second World War, and the second on the works of art
bought or sold in Spain during the war.

The research on the German insurance companies was carried
out in the archives of the Spanish Foreign Ministry and the Bank of
Spain. The conclusions are as follows: during the war, German
insurance firms in Spain increased both their capital and their customer
base. Most of these customers as well as the signatories of the insurance
policies were citizens of Spain or Spanish companies. Nothing came out
in the research that points to any problem of non-payment of the policies
during or after the war. There is no documentary trace of any claim
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whatsoever that affected either Spanish citizens, Jewish or non Jewish, or
foreign nationals.

After the war, and following the recommendations and
resolutions of the Allies, German goods and property in Spain, including
the assets and liabilities of all German ftrms, were embargoed by the
Spanish Authorities.. Of the eighteen companies so embargoed, four
were completely expropriated and liquidated.

Both the Report on Insurance and the Report on Works of Art, as
did the Report on Gold Transactions from Central Europe, coincided in
their conclusions: the role of Spain was very limited.

Indeed, in what pertains to works of art - and apart from
smuggled items, difftcult to trace - the cases registered are few in
number and of minor importance. It was estimated that only one per cent
of all the art dealers operating in Europe did business in Spain at the
time. Therefore, this issue was barely examined in the course of the
negotiations between the Spanish Government and the Allies at the end
of the war.

The only case worth noticing is that of Alois Miedl, Goring's art
dealer, who brought to Spain a total of twenty-two painting, that were
deposited in the Tax Exempt Warehouse in Bilbao (Northern Spain).
What happened to these paintings after 1949 is not known. Eight of the
twenty-two paintings belonged to the Goudstikker Collection. The origin
of the other fourteen is not known to this day.

Having reached the aforementioned conclusions, the Spanish
Commission, well aware and sharing in the global feeling on the horrors
of the Jewish Holocaust, shared also by many Sefardim, and keeping in
mind the links and common culture and origin of the latter with Spain
and the Spanish people, proposed to the Government of Spain - and the
latter approved the proposal - to provide two hundred and ftfty million
Pesetas to the Nazi Persecutee Relief Fund, with the speciftc proviso that
the money would be applied to the needs of the Sefardim.

Washington, D.C. December 1st, 1998



SWEDEN

Statement by
Mr. Saloma Berlinger

SPECIAL ADVISER TO THE COMMISSION ON JEWISH ASSETS IN SWEDEN
AT THE TIME OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR

MEMBER OF THE SWEDISH DELEGATION

Sweden does definitely not belong to the countries that were on
the headlines with Nazi-confiscated art. Nevertheless, we considered it
our duty to make a thorough investigation also of this subject in our
Commission.

The Swedish Commission therefore appointed a special project
group to work with art and insurance. Because of the limited time at
disposal, let me just mention that among the actions taken we have
interviewed a number of trade organizations dealing with art, Art
associations, auction houses, transport- and storage companies, active
during that period. We have advertised in daily newspapers in order to
obtain information from the public and we have sent a questionnaire to
every member of the Jewish Communities in Sweden.

The Project Group has through a number of experts conducted
research in various public archives in Sweden and abroad and made a
thorough study of the leading art museums in Sweden including the
National Museum of Fine Arts in Stockholm. Purchases during and
shortly after the war of international art were checked. Relatively few
pieces of international art were purchased. There were however some
purchases and donations of art works which the Nazis regarded as
"Entartete Kunst".

The fact that there was no obligation to supply information about
previous owners and that our researchers for that reason noted several
examples of missing links in the documentation did not make our work
easier. Even more complicated was the research done in private archives
and galleries. However the lack of evidence or proof so far of dealings
with looted art does not stop us from continuing our investigations.

Let me also state that we have a close look - as much as one can
look into private collections - into possible looted art works, emanating
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from Goring and brought to Sweden by or to his relatives and friends, a
very tough task for our Commission.

We have naturally also closely followed the international
activities, particularly in the United States, to trace and find looted
Jewish art. As a conclusion at this stage can be said that the
investigations so far have not yielded any concrete and convincing
examples of acquisitions of looted or confiscated works of art belonging
to Jews in Sweden. However some traces have been found and we hope
that with the co-operation we can get from abroad and from this
conference - including the establishment of the Art Loss Register - we
can finish our work with a good conscience. The final report of our
commission and its conclusion will be submitted at the end of February
1999.



SWITZERLAND

Introductory Declaration

By Ambassador Thomas G. Borer
HEAD OF DELEGATION

Mr. Chairman, Mrs. Secretary of State, Mr. Foreign Secretary,
Mr. Under Secretary of State, Honorable Delegates:

I would like to begin by expressing my great appreciation that
this Conference is being held and that my country has been invited as an
active participant. It is an honor for me and my delegation to be here, and
I would like to thank the U.S. Government and the Holocaust Museum
for making this important event possible. My country sees this
Conference as a unique opportunity for all those concerned to pool their
knowledge and to work together to achieve a deeper understanding ofthe
historical questions related to the Holocaust era still awaiting answers.
As the previous conference on Nazi gold held in London last year has
shown, the task of establishing historical facts on these extremely
delicate and complex issues is colossal and requires close international
cooperation. We sincerely hope that the Conference will make a major
contribution to clarifying the historical context of looted art, insurance
policies, communal property, libraries, and archives.

We also especially welcome the fact that the Conference will pay
special attention to Holocaust education, remembrance, and research.
This dimension of the Conference is of particular importance: The
memory of the victims and the sufferings ofthe survivors place a duty on
all of us to keep remembering, for our conscious awareness of the
mechanisms of history and of the roots of human evil is all we have to
protect us against a resurgence of such monstrous insanity. Tragically,
the passage of time is irreversible, and, as time goes by, this duty to
remember takes on a new dimension: As the Holocaust survivors are
approaching the end of their lives, the day will come when we won't have
direct testimony at our disposal anymore. It is therefore important to
develop ways and means of remembrance and sensitization. Even though
Switzerland was largely spared the unspeakable horrors of World War II,
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it shares with other nations the commitment to remember and remain
alert. To this end, it has undertaken a large number of initiatives at the
cultural, educational, and political level. Switzerland - which has a long
standing tradition of peaceful coexistence of different languages,
cultures, and faiths - is ready and willing to share with others its
experiences in this field in order for us all to ensure that future
generations will never be able to say "We didn't know... "

Therefore, I would like to express the sincere hope that this
Conference will offer us the opportunity to pursue a constructive
dialogue on how to advance towards a greater understanding of our
common past in order to build a better future.

Mr. Chairman, Honorable Delegates,
Since 1996, Switzerland has been implementing an

unprecedented series of measures to come to terms with the painful and
recurring questions which have remained unanswered since 1945. Our
objective is to shed light on the role Switzerland played in the context of
World War II and on open questions related to any dormant accounts,
looted art works and insurance policies that may still be held in
Switzerland. My country has also demonstrated its profound sense of
compassion towards the survivors of this unspeakable tragedy in the
history of mankind by setting up a humanitarian fund endowed with Sfr.
275 million. These efforts have gained international recognition, and
Under-Secretary of State Eizenstat will allow me to quote him when he
stated some weeks ago: "Switzerland continues to take the lead among
the wartime neutral nations in the commitment it has made to provide
justice in concrete ways. "

Although the role played by Switzerland with regard to
unclaimed insurance policies or looted art is quite modest in comparison,
our genuine will to cooperate has also been demonstrated by the leading
role played by Swiss insurance companies in setting up an International
Experts Commission. Its mandate is to address the difficult problem of
World War II insurance policies. By the same token, Switzerland is
undertaking detailed investigations with regard to looted art, a topic
which is currently being investigated by the Bergier Commission.
Furthermore, the delicate issue of combating any manifestation of anti
Semitism and of promoting tolerance among civilian society is being
addressed by the Swiss government in the same resolute manner, as the
recently released report by the Federal Commission against Racism
illustrates. This serious and objective report has been unanimously
praised for its candor and quality. Abraham Foxman, Anti-Defamation
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League National Director, referred to the report in the following terms:
"The Swiss report should serve as a modelfor countries confronting their
problems with anti-Semitism. We hope other nations and institutions will
follow the Swiss example as they examine their wartime role and anti
Semitism in their society".

By focusing all its efforts on carrying out these and other
measures efficiently and rapidly, Switzerland has demonstrated an
unambiguous and profound commitment to dealing with this issue. My
Government would like to take the opportunity of expressing its hope
that our discussions over the next three days will be held in a spirit of
openness and objectivity, and that we will always bear in mind the
common goal of our endeavor: Justice for the victims and awareness for
the future, for the tragedy of the Holocaust shall never repeat itself.

Mr. Chairman, honorable delegates, thank you for your attention.





Delegation Statement

The following paper sums up the position of the Swiss
government with regard to topics on the agenda. of the
Washington Conference on Holocaust-Era Assets.

I. REVIEW OF GOLD ISSUES

More than 53 years ago, in September 1945, the Swiss National
Bank (SNB) provided the U.S. Legation in Berne with a statistical
overview of gold transactions it had carried out during World War II
with the central banks of 16 countries. These data have been confirmed
since by each subsequent historical investigation. The gold purchased
from the German Reichsbank amounted to $280 million, clearly less than
the gold purchased from the Allies ($523 million). By the end of the war,
the SNB had resold two thirds of the gold it had acquired from the
Reichsbank.

While negotiating in spring 1946 with Switzerland in
Washington, the Allies were informed extensively of the gold
transactions. The result of these negotiations was a political agreement in
the interest of both sides, representing governments only. On the gold
issue, Switzerland agreed to pay $58 million to the Allies, whereas the
latter waived all claims against Switzerland which could result from
taking delivery of gold from the Reichsbank during the war.

It cannot be disputed that Switzerland completely fulfilled its
obligations under the agreement. It paid the sums agreed to with the
Allies both for gold acquired from Germany during World War II and for
liquidation of German assets.

Moreover, neither the two Eizenstat reports (two studies on the
conduct of wartime neutrals headed by U.S. Undersecretary of State
Stuart Eizenstat and published in May 1997 and June 1998) nor the
interim report on gold transactions published in May 1998 by the Bergier
Commission (an independent body of Swiss and foreign experts
established to examine Switzerland's history before, during, and after the
war) raised historical arguments justifying the reopening of the
Washington Agreement. On the contrary, they confirmed that the Allies
were fully informed of all wartime gold transactions between the SNB
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and the German Reichsbank. The Bergier interim report even confirmed
that the amount of looted gold acquired by the SNB was in fact lower
than estimates the Allies made at that time..

One should not forget that, while legally binding, the
Washington Agreement includes a political dimension. As in the case of
the negotiations the Allied conducted with other neutral countries, this
agreement resulted from concessions accepted by both sides. It involved
four related issues: restitution of gold, liquidation of German private
assets in Switzerland, abolition of blacklists affecting Swiss firms in the
USA, and unfreezing of Swiss assets in the USA. It is thus clear that any
renegotiation would imply a renewed discussion of all these issues and
not simply of the gold question. For example, this would be the case with
Swiss assets frozen by the US government during the war. Their
unfreezing was also part of the Washington Agreement. At the time, the
US claimed that about $100 million of those assets could not be certified
and consequently confiscated those assets.

In any case, the 18 signatory countries of the Washington
Agreement declared that "they waive (...) all claims against the
Government of Switzerland and the SNB in connection with gold
acquired during the war from Germany by Switzerland. All questions
relative to such gold will thus be regulated." This unmistakably clear
language made the accord a final global settlement.

In May 1997, the first Eizenstat report was released. It includes
some assertions that go beyond a serious historical analysis and hence
give rise to inaccurate interpretations. To begin with, neutrality is
referred to as having fundamentally collided with morality. Such
criticism is based on a premise that neutrality between those states
defending what is good and those incarnating evil is immoral. It applies a
latter day moral judgment to positions taken in the midst of war that is
alien to and inconsistent with the tenets of international law that applied
at the time. Significantly, all criticism of Swiss neutrality during the
ensuing Cold War is avoided in the report. It must be emphasized that
Swiss neutrality during World War II was aimed at protecting the
country from conflict in order to safeguard the independence and
survival of the population. These goals are the responsibility and priority
of any sovereign nation. This policy also allowed Switzerland to become
a haven for tens of thousands of refugees. It is true that the report
indicates that Swiss neutrality benefited the Allies on many occasions,
for instance, with regard to protection of tens'of thousands of British and
US prisoners of war.
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When considered as a whole, neutrality implied a delicate
balance between the pressure to adjust to the new order ofthe time and to
resist its abhorrent ideology. If Switzerland had not remained neutral
and, as a result, suffered the fate of France or Belgium, would anyone 
including the Allies and Holocaust victims - have been better off?
Clearly, the answer is "no".

A second historically unfounded reproach formulated against
Switzerland touches on the allegc;ld Swiss contribution to prolonging the
war, which is said to have caused the death of tens of thousands of
civilians and soldiers. Yet the report contains no corroborating evidence
of this allegation. One might also ask what made the war possible in the
first place. Even without coming back to such decisive stages as the
Munich Conference of 1938 and the Hitler-Stalin Pact on the eve of the
war, some simple facts put into true proportions the role of Switzerland,
a country of only 4 million inhabitants during the war years.

It is today estimated that the total cost of the German war effort
approached $850 billion. The Swiss share - including all financial and
commercial transactions - amounted to 0.5% of this amount. Although
bled white after Stalingrad, Germany was still able to launch murderous
offensives such as the occupation of Italy in September of 1943, of
Hungary in March 1944, and the Battle of the Bulge in December 1994.
What made these last-ditch efforts possible has nothing to do with Swiss
supplies, but everything to do with the last throes of a fanatical and brutal
regime. In contrast, in a daring effort of mediation, Swiss intermediaries
negotiated the surrender of all German troops in Italy, numbering one
million men, a week before the end of the war in Europe. A modest
shortening perhaps, but how many lives were spared?

At the London Gold Conference, which took place in December
1997, participants agreed that the results of the research on gold
transactions with Nazi Germany must be shared at the international level
and that this research process should continue.

At this international meeting, the Bergier Commission presented a
substantial contribution, the Statistical Review with Commentary. In May
1998, it released an interim Report on Switzerland and Gold Transactions
in the Second World War. According to U.S. Undersecretary Eizenstat, both
reports «demonstrate the integrity and the probity of the work of the
Commission. »

The interim report fully confirms the amounts of SNB gold
transactions, as they have been known since the end of World War II as
well as historical facts already published in the literature. But it also
reveals new and tragic facts: a few gold ingots delivered by the
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Reichsbank to its deposit in Berne, which were not distinguishable from
the others, contained some 120 kgs of fine gold seized by the Nazis from
extermination-camp victims. Although the Commission did not find any
evidence that the responsible SNB parties had or could have had
knowledge of this, the Swiss government declared itself shocked at this
finding, since this victim gold stands for the immeasurable suffering the
Nazis inflicted on victims of their persecution.

The question of victim gold requires further historical
investigations on an international scale. The Swiss Independent
Commission of Experts ("Bergier Commission") has always worked in
that perspective. The Swiss Government welcomes all efforts from other
countries and interested organizations. Therefore, it decided recently to
publish a summary of the Commission's interim report. It is convinced
that the Swiss people are entitled to know the truth about Switzerland's
past, be it positive or negative.

Finally, mention should be made of the "Swiss Fund for Needy
Victims of the Holocaust". The Fund was endowed with roughly $200
million through the contributions of Swiss banks, other private-sector
companies, and the SNB. The Fund was set up in 1997 to support needy
survivors of the Holocaust and their families. Switzerland welcomes the
fact that other countries have decided to follow this path by creating an
"International Nazi Persecutee Relief Fund".

II. OVERVIEW OF HOLOCAUST-ERA INSURANCE CLAIMS

The question of Holocaust-era insurance claims was revived not
long ago and has not yet become the subject of extensive research. Thus
Switzerland welcomes the opportunity to debate this important matter.

In order to gauge the relative relevance of this topic for
Switzerland, the following facts need to be recalled:

Four Swiss insurance companies (Basler, Swiss Life, Vita, and
Winterthur) had a branch in Germany long before Hitler came to power.
About 80 German companies dominated the German market, whereas the
four Swiss companies had a market share which did not exceed 2 to 3
percent. .No Swiss life-insurance company was established in Central or
Eastern Europe at the time.

Notwithstanding these facts, both the Swiss Government and the
Swiss insurance companies concerned are fully committed to clarifying
all open questions and providing active support for this process.
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Since 1996, Swiss insurance companies have been searching
.intensively for policies which may have been held by Holocaust victims.
Committed to find the owners of any World War II policy that may exist,
they launched intensive searches in their archives and set up information
mechanisms, such as cost-free "help lines" interested individuals can call
to give or receive information on such policies.

The Swiss insurance companies have also been at the forefront
of international efforts to establish an international commission of
investigation which will examine all policies drawn up between 1920 and
1945 which have remained unclaimed since World War II. It should be
mentioned that the Swiss companies were the first to sign the related
Memorandum of Understanding, thus giving a clear sign of their genuine
commitment to and support for this international effort.

The Swiss authorities welcome these initiatives, which clearly
reflect a strong will to find a satisfactory solution to all remaining
questions concerning World War II. The Swiss government further called
on the Conference to actively support the work of the newly constituted
International Commission of Investigation (IC), for it is only through
international cooperation that satisfying answers can be found to this
complex issue. On the other hand, this cooperative approach is
incompatible with confrontational methods such as the pending class
action law suits and threats of sanctions. The Swiss government rejects
such methods and urges that they be discarded in the process.

III. SWITZERLAND'S ROLE IN THE TRADE OF ART WORKS
STOLEN BY THE NAZIS

1. Situation at the outset

Given its location in the heart of Europe, its highly developed
infrastructure, and good international connections, Switzerland has been
an important art market since the end of World War 1. The Swiss art
market participated in the boom of the 1920s with annual import values
between SFr. 4 and 7 million. Like the economy as a whole, the Swiss art
market was then heavily affected by the Depression of the 1930s. During
World War II, borders remained closed, and imports as well as exports of
art works declined sharply, with import values of between SFr. 1.9
million in 1939 and SFr. 219,000 in 1945 and export values between SFr.
1,142,000 and SFr. 16,000. Even in the 1950s, import values of art
objects did not attain the level of the 1920s.
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2. "Degenerate" art in Germany sold abroad

With Hitler's accession to power, many art works and artists
were considered "degenerate,,1 by the Nazi regime. Following a decree
issued by Goebbels on 30 June 1937, the "degenerate" art works could be
removed from German public museums, and the most valuable of them
could be sold abroad on the international market in exchange for foreign
currencies.2

Such a sale took place in Switzerland on 30 June 1939 in
Lucerne where the internationally known Galerie Fischer put up for
auction 126 paintings and sculptures by great modern masters removed
from the German public museums: Braque, van Gogh, Picasso, Klee,
Matisse, Kokoschka, and 31 other artists. Out of the 350 persons
attending the auction, 40 bought two thirds of the art works. The works
were mainly sold to buyers from Switzerland, Belgium, and the United
States.

3. Switzerland, a safe haven for endangered art works and artists

Before and during World War II, Switzerland became a secure
deposit location, either temporarily or permanently, for endangered art
works and artists. Stephanie Barron (Los Angeles County Museum of
Art) wrote with reference to Helmut F. Pfanner3

: "After Hitler's rise to
power, neutral Switzerland became a haven, albeit temporarily, for
German artists (and collectors who emigrated to keep their collections
intact), writers, musicians, actors, theatrical directors, and other
refugees. Many settled in Swiss cities, hoping to pursue their careers
with relatively little disruption. Some stayed only long enough to make
arrangements to emigrate elsewhere in Europe or to Palestine or the
United States. Some remainedpermanently; others returned to Germany
after the war".

Robert von Hirsch transferred his first-class collection from
FrankfurtlMain to Basel in 1933; he obtained the right to export it with a

1 Impressionists, expressionists, fauvists, cubists, and surrealists.
2 The rest was kept for "terror exhibitions" or destroyed.
3 "The Role of Switzerland for Refugees" in The Muses Flee Hitler, edited by
Jarrel C. Jackman and Carla M. Borden, Washington, DC, 1983, p. 243
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present to Hermann Goering4
• In 1941, he donated Gauguin's major

work Te matete (1892) to the city of Basel in gratitude for accepting him
as a refugee. The Austrian painter, writer, and humanist Oskar
Kokoschka transited through Switzerland for his emigration from
Czechoslovakia to England in 1938. Another example is the Dutch art
dealer Nathan Katz who was able to flee to Switzerland, thanks to Swiss
mediation in 1941.5

4. LOOTED ART WORKS IN SWITZERLAND

In neutral and democratic Switzerland, the rule of law prevailed
during the whole period of World War II. As a result of closed borders,
trading or dealing with art works in Switzerland was difficult. As
indicated above, imports and exports of art works declined sharply
during the war. Nevertheless, objects were shipped to and through
Switzerland, for instance, by smuggling or through diplomatic pouches
of the German legation and consulates.

Indeed, some art dealers, among them Theodor Fischer, took
advantage of the situation and dealt with art of dubious origin. Fischer
sold looted objects to collector Emil G. Blihrle, an industrialist living in
Zurich. Another well-known collector, Oskar Reinhart, in Winterthur
wanted to avoid entanglements through dubious dealings and devoted
great attention to the origin of the art works he was interested in
acquiring. In 1958, he bequeathed his collection to the Swiss
Confederation. In a study published in May 1998, the Federal Office of
Culture concluded that no object found in Reinhart's collection had been
acquired through illegal dealings.

5. Restitution efforts after World War II

The British Wing Commander and art historian Douglas Cooper,
who belonged to the Monuments, Fine Arts, and Archives (MFAA)
branch of the Allied armed forces, was sent to Switzerland in February
1945 to investigate the matter of stolen art works. He traveled freely

4 Cranach's Judgment a/Paris. Cf. l.W.Wille in "Masterpieces" from the Robert
von Hirsch sale at Sotheby's". London, 1978, p. 5.
5 Cf. A. Venema, Kunsthandel in Nederland, 1940-1945, ("Art Dealing in the
Netherlands, 1940-1945"), pp. 254 ff.
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through the country and spoke with all who had rank and names in art
dealing. His investigation led him to compile a list of 77 art works stolen
by the Nazis. Cooper's list formed the basis for the looted-art suits before
the Swiss Supreme Court.

The Swiss federal government, aware of looted art works in
Europe, instituted special measures in order to return looted art works to
their rightful owners or their heirs: on 10 December 1945 and 22
February 1946, two Federal Council decrees initiated and facilitated the
process of restitution. The first decree remained in effect until 31
December 1947. A special looted-objects chamber of the Federal
Supreme Court was designated as the sole and exclusive authority
responsible for looted goods. The 77 stolen art works on Cooper's list
were recovered and subsequently returned to their owners. More than
half of the works belonged to the well-known Parisian art dealer Paul
Rosenberg and the rest to art dealers and collectors like the Parisian
Bemheim-Jeune and Levy de Benzion and a British citizen established in
Paris, Alphonse Kann. These paintings were bought by Theodor Fischer,
ofwhich he resold 12 to Emil G. Btihrle.

It must be assumed that the art works mentioned represent less
than the total number of stolen art objects sold in or having passed
through Switzerland during World War II. Since a number of such works
were sent to Switzerland by German diplomatic pouch, it remains very
difficult to estimate the number of unreported cases of looted art works
having ended up in or transited through Switzerland. However, in
relation to restitution problems other countries face today, it is safe to
assume that despite Switzerland's relatively important role as an art
market during the war, the number of stolen art works that might still be
located in Switzerland should be limited. Indeed, Marc Masurovsky, an
expert on the American safe-haven policy, asserts that after the war
thousands of paintings found their way from Europe to South and North
America.6 This seems confirmed by the number of art works of dubious

6 "American and British intelligence reports have detailed the presence of
substantial collections transiting through Cuba, Venezuela, and Argentina, en
route to the United States. According to American officials based in France in
1945 and 1946, export controls were so lax between Western Europe and the
Western Hemisphere that they held special meetings to figure out ways of
tightening them in order to prevent looted art from finding a safe haven in the
u.s. or Latin America. The closing down in late 1946 of Allied commissions
searching for looted art, the shift in priorities in the European theater from
reparations to reconstruction, the lack ofhighly skilled individuals to screen art
works bound for the Western Hemisphere in search of looted items, all these
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ongm that emerged in the USA and may be hanging in American
museums or possessed by private collectors. Research on this topic has
just begun and should continue.

6. CURRENT RESEARCH EFFORTS

In the context of the present international debate on assets and
other questions dating from the World War II period, Switzerland has
taken concrete steps to clarify any open questions concerning looted art.
In August 1998, the Federal Office of Culture published a study
concluding that no object in collections belonging to the Swiss
Confederation was found which had been acquired through illegal
dealings. Another study on development of the Swiss art market between
1930 and 1955 will be published on 11 December 1998. In addition, the
Iridependent Commission of Experts "Switzerland - Second World War"
is mandated by the government to investigate this subject systematically
and comprehensively and.will put it in a historical and international
context.

Furthennore, the Swiss authorities have taken concrete measures
to address the issue of stolen art. At the federal level and based on the
report drafted by the independent historian Thomas Buomberger, the
Federal Office of Culture (FOC) will accept, from mid-January 1999,
inquiries in connection with looted art dating from the period of World
War II. This "Contact Bureau for Looted Art" will serve mainly as a
contact office to register and pass on inquiries.

The FOC will examine possible inquiries that might affect the
federal collections. If cases of unlawful acquisition were identified in the
process, the possibility of restitution or compensation would have to be
clarified immediately.

Moreover, the FOC has invited the cantons and Swiss museums
to address the issue of looted art works and to check the provenance of
their collections as the federal authorities have already done.

Finally, the FOC is prepared to call upon other institutions or
organizations in Switzerland to· comply with possible internationally

factors allow us to postulate that from August 1944 to July 1946, an untold
number ofpaintings and drawings - perhaps numbering in the thousand - found
their way out of Europe and into North and South American collections."
Testimony of Marc Masurovsky, before the Committee on Banking and
Financial Services. U.S. House of Representatives, 25 June 1997
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agreed recommendations similar to guidelines of the American
Association of Art Museum Directors and to support those responsible
for implementing such recommendations, in particular with regard to
publishing lists.

All international research, inventory, and publication efforts
deserve our basic support. The same applies to opening all relevant
archives. In this respect, one has to note that access to files from the
federal inventory is granted liberally in Switzerland. These files are in
principle accessible up to 1963. As to access to other archives, we
strongly support all networking efforts at the national and international
level.

Switzerland welcomes the current efforts towards closer
cooperation in the context of looted art. It is in this spirit that the Swiss
delegation has played an active role in order to facilitate a consensus on
the 11 principles on restitution of Nazi looted art proposed at the
Washington Conference.

N. HOLOCAUST EDUCATION, REMEMBRANCE, AND
RESEARCH

This century has produced more victims, more fallen soldiers,
more murdered citizens and slain civilians, more dislodged minorities,
more tortured people, more flayed and starved human beings, more
political prisoners, and more refugees than we even could have imagined.
Within this sad enumeration of atrocities, the Nazi crimes against
humanity are unparalleled. They remain the symbol ofthe most complete
denial of what we call humanity. As such, they stand before us as a
constant warning never to let history repeat itself.

As time goes by, this duty to remember takes on a new
dimension: As the Holocaust survivors are approaching the end of their
lives, the day will come when we will have no direct testimony at our
disposal anymore. It is therefore important to develop ways and means of
remembrance and sensitivity. The place where we are gathered today is a
perfect example of what is possible to pursue for this important purpose.

Remembering the Holocaust should not be seen as a way of
constantly looking back at the past but as an important basis for
discussion on issues relating to humanity, democracy, and equality,the
Holocaust being a reference or starting point. An intelligent and sensitive
way to do Holocaust teaching has much to tell us about tolerance, about
freedom, about peace, about ourselves.
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Switzerland is committed to this effort towards the future. This is
also the reason why the Swiss delegation has proposed an important
initiative to the States gathered at the Conference: The Swiss Delegation
has invited the participants in the Washington Conference on Holocaust
Era Assets to welcome, during the concluding plenary session, the Swiss
government's proposal to host a governmental conference on the fight
against use of the Internet for racist, anti-Semitic, or hate purposes.

In recent years, the Internet has considerably developed. The
web acts as a media, discussion forum, educational tool, and market
place. However, the Internet is also used - or rather abused - as a most
favored means of propaganda, in particular by racist and anti-Semitic
activists, many of whom disseminate the "Auschwitz lie" theory. This is
all the more worrying as the web appeals to and is used by younger
generations.

As a concrete example, we can mention the plagiarism of the
Swedish "Living History" project web site. Those who deny the
Holocaust have recently set up an almost identical home page in order to
spread their revisionist message by creating confusion.

More generally, the Swiss Federal Police recorded 700 racist,
anti-Semitic, or revisionist websites in 1997. None was based in
Switzerland, as dissemination of racist and anti-Semitic propaganda is
strictly forbidden in our country. However, as the Internet has no
borders, prohibition in specific countries is not a viable solution, for hate
propaganda can be disseminated via foreign providers and anonymous
parties. The need for international cooperation in this field is thus
obvious.

While we are discussing Holocaust remembrance and education,
the Swiss delegation wishes to stress the importance of preventing
distribution of racist and anti-Semitic propaganda through the Internet:
more and more youngsters use the Internet every day as a primary source
of information and as an educational tool. As such, it is a critical task for
every nation to contain the spread ofhate propaganda on the web.

This Conference carries a huge moral burden. While work in the
fields of remembrance and education is essential, the Conference should
go further. In our opinion: this Conference shall send an important
signal: A signal showing that the participants will not allow use of new
technologies to deny a past that should never be repeated.





Switzerland and World War II:
A General Presentation

1. A wide-spread image depicted Switzerland during World War
II as an island in continental Europe preserved from Nazi terror and war
devastation by divine providence. It is hardly necessary to say that such
an image does not correspond to reality.

Lying at the crossroads of big powers of continental Europe,
Switzerland had a centuries-long experience of avoiding implication in
wars. As a matter of fact, military, political and economic factors - and
not divine providence - preserved the territorial integrity of the country,
its democratic institutions, its democratic values, its cultural variety and
the life of the about 300,000 refugees admitted, including 28,000 of
Jewish confession. Up to 450,000 men served simultaneously in the Swiss
Army, which corresponded to more then 10 percent ofthe population. They
were ready to resist to any foreign military attack. The German General
Staff had prepared detailed operations plans for attacking Switzerland, as
those known under the code name of Tannenbaum.

If Switzerland was not preserved by divine providence but by a
series of man-made factors, we should add it was, indeed, not an island.
There was no ocean between this little democratic country of 4 million
inhabitants and Europe dominated by the Axis powers, their Allies and
the countries they occupied (see map of Europe in early 1943). Or, using
Undersecretary Eizenstat's words: "Alone among the neutrals,
Switzerland was totally encircled by the Axis powers and the countries
they occupied."

2. Switzerland's econOUIY was very useful for Germany. First of
all, we should not forget that Germany was Switzerland's main trade
partner since long before World War II. These economic relations
subsisting during the war were not in contradiction with the longstanding
neutrality status of Switzerland recognized by international law.
Switzerland had no choice but to deal economically with its potential
aggressor in order to maintain its independence. This policy was simply a
non-heroic way to survive.

The commercial links with Germany did not make Switzerland
richer: real national income diminished considerably between 1939 and

Preceding Page Blank
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1945. But they raise an important question: did they contribute to
prolong World War II? Apart from the impossibility to answer this
question on a scientific-historical basis, we have to consider the
quantitative data and keep the sense of proportion. Gold sold by the
German Reichsbank to the Swiss banks amounted to 0.1 percent of the
Reich's total war costs. Swiss war material sold to Germany amounted to
a percent still less important. Gold and war material operations were
conducted with both belligerent camps.

3. The rise of German power in Europe had a dampening effect on
export trade relations for Switzerland, a land short of raw materials and
energy. It meant an increasing economic dependence on its trade partner,
thereby increasing Switzerland's exposure to German blackmail according
to the prevailing military and political situation. Despite these extremely
difficult conditions, the scope of trade transacted with the Allies amounted
to one third of that carried out with the Axis. By the way, Berlin repeatedly
demanded that Bern completely sever these economic ties. Without
success.

In consequence, Switzerland was in a highly difficult position
until the end of 1944, when France was completely freed. But even in
April 1945, a powerful German army was still occupying Northern Italy,
at the Southern border of Switzerland. The Swiss were sensitive to the
catastrophe under way out of their borders. They demonstrated from 1944
concrete and material solidarity with European countries hit by the war:
the Swiss donation to war victims consecrated about 200 million Swiss
francs to relief projects and to the hospitalization in Switzerland of more
than 10,000 victims of the war. This important effort was acknowledged
by the US Government, which, in a document from 1950', stated:
"Switzerland's economic contribution to European recovery, begun
before the Marshall Plan was inaugurated, has been substantial. Since
the end of the war the Swiss Government has extended over
$187,000,000 in credits to other ERP countries. Additional private
credits from Swiss banks come to approximately an equal amount.
Coupled with purely charitable gifts for international reliefand welfare,
Switzerland's aggregate contribution to European relief and
rehabilitation amounts to half a billion dollars, a significant sum for a
small country whose total yearly national income is less than $4 billion. "

1 Foreign Relations ofthe United States, 1950, Volume III, p. 1586.
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4. In the last two years, distorted views of Switzerland and its
people were disseminated by some media. According to one critic
accusation, the Swiss were said to have had great sympathy towards the
Nazis. If this had been true, the country would have been easily annexed
to the Third Reich. In the Foreword of his Second historical report,
Undersecretary Stuart Eizenstat underlines the historical truth: "The
Swiss people were overwhelmingly sympathetic to the Allies, even
against the backdrop a/Switzerland's strict neutrality".

* * *

5. After the end of the war, Switzerland assumed its
responsibilities on several issues. The gold claims were definitely settled
with the Allies here in Washington. Gennan assets were liquidated in
confonnity with agreements concluded with the Allies in 1946 and 1952.
Legal dispositions concerning the return of looted assets to their rightful
owners and concerning heirless assets were taken. However, as
elsewhere, the United States of America included, these measures were
taken in the spirit of the postwar period, and their implementation was
not perfect.

6. During the past two years, Switzerland took a series of
measures in the spirit oftruth, justice and solidarity.

• First, as an expression of solidarity and thanks to
contributions from Swiss banks, private-sector companies,
and the Swiss National Bank, the Swiss Fund for Needy
Victims of the Holocaust was set up to support needy
survivors of the Holocaust and their families. The Fund was
endowed with approximately $200 million. Thus far, over
$26.7 million has been paid to more than 30,000 Holocaust
victims. Of the remaining funds, about $37.1 million are
already granted for payment, mainly to survivors in the
USA. Additional applications totaling SFr. 7 million ($5.10
million) are pending. A further installment of about $60
million will be paid to the WJRO in Jerusalem for needy
Holocaust survivors in Israel as soon as a distribution
channel is made available.

• Second, an International Independent
Commission of Experts is examining historical and legal
aspects of Switzerland's role as a financial center before,
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during, and after the war years. The Commission has
released an intermediate report on the Swiss National Bank's
gold transactions. A second intermediate report on refugee
policy is to be published in 1999.

• Third, the Swiss Bankers' Association published
in July and October 1997 several lists of names of foreign
and Swiss holders of unclaimed accounts. More than 16,500
people have registered and lodged claims to date on lists of
foreign holders of dormant accounts. Moreover, the Swiss
banks set up an independent Claims Resolution
Foundation to provide an international and objective forum
to adjudicate claims on dormant accounts of foreigners from
the period poor to 1945. Up to 15 Swiss and foreign
arbitrators with experience in international adjudication
preside over a fast-track procedure to hear claims cost-free to
the claimants under relaxed standards of proof that recognize
the difficulty of presenting evidence under the tragic
circumstances of the Holocaust and World War II. As a
concrete result, the first 58 payments of dormant accounts
were made by the end of September 1998. Settlement of all
claims could occur within a year.

• Fourth, a Committee of Eminent Persons
beaded by Paul Volcker was set up in May 1996. Its
mandate is to investigate all unclaimed assets in Swiss banks
by Nazi victims which have not yet been identified. The
Committee's objective is to complete the major elements of
its investigation by the end of this year. The final report is to
be released in 1999.

• Fifth, another project bears witness to
Switzerland's commitment to strengthen our humanitarian
tradition and solidarity: the Swiss Foundation for Solidarity,
with a planned annual budget of several hundred million
Swiss francs. The main purpose of the Swiss Foundation for
Solidarity is to contribute to a future in human dignity,
including for those suffering from or threatened by poverty
or violence, in Switzerland and abroad.
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Finally, in connection with the discussion on Switzerland's role
during and immediately after World War II, Swiss citizens have
expressed their solidarity and, in keeping with the humanitarian tradition
of our country, offered proof of it through various campaigns.

The Solidarity AssociationlFoundation for Holocaust
Victims: an initiative of a high school in Berne. Since the beginning of
1997, more than SFr. 140,000 have been donated and presented to relief
agencies that care for Holocaust victims. An example: a gift of SFr.
50,000 to the AMeHA (National Israeli Center for Psychosocial Support
of Survivors of the Holocaust and the Second Generation)

Foundation for Humanity and Justice: Collected SFr. 2
million for needy victims of the Nazi regime and their descendents.
Individuals and projects were previously supported by SFr. 800,000.

Fund in Favor of Holocaust Survivors and Jewish People in
Distress: Mobilized resources for Holocaust survivors and their
descendents (SFr. 270,000).

With these measures, Switzerland has shown that it is not
suppressing its past but rather learning from it, as we work toward a
future of peace and solidarity. We are fully committed to righting the
wrongs ,that may have been done with these appropriate moral and
financial answers.

* * *

7. In May 1998, Under Secretary Stuart Eizenstat acclaimed
the Swiss efforts: "No country is undertaking more comprehensive
research than Switzerland through its historical commission headed by
Professor Jean-Fran90is Bergier. (. ..) Switzerland continues to take the
lead among the wartime neutral nations in the commitment it has made
to provide justice in concrete ways. It is important to recognize, amidst
all the criticism and controversy, the breadth and depth of the Swiss
effort".

Three months later, a settlement was agreed upon in New York
between plaintiffs and the two Swiss banks concerned by Class actions.
It is our sincere hope that following this settlement, a just distribution
plan can be established shortly and that the Holocaust victims will soon
benefit from those payments. We appreciate that this settlement has in
general led toa fairer and less polemic debate about Switzerland's past.
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We hope that such a fairness, which we have always asked for, will be
respected in the future.

The Bank's settlement does in no way affect the strong
determination of the Swiss Government and the Swiss people to
pursue the implementation of the measures of truth, justice and
solidarity.



Switzerland's Role in the Trade ofArt Works
Stolen by the Nazis

1. SITUAnON AT THE OUTSET

Given its location in the heart of Europe, its highly developed
infrastructure and good international connections, Switzerland has been
an important art market since the end of World War I. It experienced a
peak in 1920 when art works valued at about SFr. 11 million were
imported. Although imports of art works declined in the following years,
the Swiss art market participated in the boom of the 1920s with annual
import values between SFr. 4 and 7 million. Like the entire economy, art
dealing was greatly affected by the Depression of the 1930s. During
World War II, borders were closed, and imports as well as exports of art
works declined sharply, with import values of between SFr. 1.9 million
in 1939 and SFr. 219,000 in 1945 and export values between SFr.
1,142,000 and SFr. 16,000. Even in the 1950s, import values of art
objects did not attain the level of the 1920s.

2. "DEGENERATE" ART IN GERMANY SOLD ABROAD

With Hitler's accession to power, many art works and artists
were considered "degenerate" I by the Nazi regime. Following a decree
issued by Goebbels on 30 June 1937, the "degenerate" art works could be
removed from German public museums, and the most valuable of them
could be sold abroad on the international market in exchange for foreign
currencies?

Such a sale took place in Switzerland on 30 June 1939 at the
Grand Hotel National in Lucerne when the internationally known Galerie
Fischer put up for auction 126 paintings and sculptures by great modern
masters removed from the German public museums: Braque, van Gogh,
Picasso, Klee, Matisse, Kokoschka,and 31 other artists. Out of the 350
people who were invited, 40 bought two thirds of the art works. The

I Impressionists, expressionists, fauvists, cubists, and surrealists.
2 The rest was kept for "terror exhibitions" or destroyed.
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works were mainly sold to buyers from Switzerland, Belgium, and the
United States.

3. SWITZERLAND, A SAFE-HAVEN FOR ENDANGERED ART
WORKS AND ARTISTS

Before and during World War II, Switzerland became a secure
deposit location, either temporarily or permanently, for endangered art
works and artists. Stephanie Barron (Los An~e1es County Museum of
Art) wrote with reference to Helmut F. Pfanner :

''After Hitler's rise to power, neutral
Switzerland became a haven, albeit temporarily, for
German artists (and collectors who emigrated to keep
their collections intact), writers, musicians, actors,
theatrical directors, and other refugees. Many settled in
Swiss cities, hoping to pursue their careers with
relatively little disruption. Some stayed only long enough
to make arrangements to emigrate elsewhere in Europe
or to Palestine or the United States. Some remained
permanently; others returned to Germany after the war".

Robert von Hirsch transferred his first-class collection from
Frankfurt/Main to Basel in 1933; he obtained the right to export it with a
present to Hermann Goering4

. In 1941, he donated Gauguin's major
work Te matete (1892) to the city of Basel in gratitude for accepting him
as a refugee. The Austrian painter, writer, and humanist Oskar
Kokoschka transited through Switzerland for his emigration from
Czechoslovakia to England in 1938. Another example is the Dutch art
dealer Nathan Katz who was able to flee to Switzerland, thanks to Swiss
mediation in 1941.5

3 "The Role of Switzerland for Refugees" in The Muses Flee Hitler edited by
Jarrel C. Jackman and Carla M. Borden, Washington, DC, 1983, p. 243
4 Cranach's Judgment ofParis. Cf. lW.Wille in "Masterpieces" from the Robert
von Hirsch sale at Sotheby's". London, 1978, p. 5.
5 C£ A. Venema, Kunsthandel in Nederland, 1940-1945, ("Art Dealing in the
Netherlands, 1940-1945"), pp. 254 ff.
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4. LOOTED ART WORKS IN SWITZERLAND

In neutral and democratic Switzerland, the rule of law prevailed
during the whole period of World War II. As a result of closed borders,
trading or dealing with art works in Switzerland was difficult. As
indicated before, imports and exports of art works declined sharply
during the war. Nevertheless, objects were shipped to and through
Switzerland, for instance, by smuggling or through diplomatic pouches
of the German legation and consulates.

Indeed, some art dealers, among them Theodor Fischer, took
advantage of the situation and dealt with art of dubious origin. Fischer
sold some looted objects to collector Emil G. Biihrle, a rich industrialist
living in Zurich. Another well-known collector, Oskar Reinhart, in
Winterthur wanted to avoid entanglements through dubious dealings and
devoted great attention to the origin of the art works he was interested in
acquiring. In 1958 he bequeathed his collection to the Swiss
Confederation. In its study published in May 1998, the Federal Office of
Culture concluded that no object found in the Reinhart's collection had
been acquired through illegal dealings.

5. RESTITUTION EFFORTS AFTER WORLD WAR II

At the end of the war, the British Wing Commander and art
historian Douglas Cooper, who belonged to the Monuments, Fine Arts,
and Archives (MFAA) branch of the Allied armed forces, was sent to
Switzerland in February 1945 in order to investigate the matter of stolen
art works. He traveled freely through the country and spoke with all who
had rank and names in art dealing. His investigation led him to compile a
list of 77 art works stolen by the Nazis. Cooper's list formed the basis for
the looted-art suits before the Swiss Supreme Court.

The Swiss federal government, aware of plundering of art works
in Europe, instituted the following measures in order to restitute looted
art works to their rightful owners or their heirs: on 10 December 1945
and 22 February 1946, two Federal Council decrees initiated a process to
restitute stolen art works. The first one remained in effect until 31
December 1947. The looted-objects chamber of the Federal Supreme
Court was designated as the sole and exclusive authority responsible for
looted objects. The 77 stolen art works on Cooper's list were recovered
and subsequently restored to their owners. More than half of the works
belonged to the well-known Parisian art dealer Paul Rosenberg and the
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others to art dealers and collectors like the Parisian Bemheim-Jeune and
Levy de Benzion and a British citizen established in Paris, Alphonse
Kann. These paintings were bought by Theodor Fischer from whom Emil
G. Biihrle acquired 12 ofthem.

. These art works do not represent the whole amount of stolen art
objects sold in Switzerland during World War II. Since a number of them
were sent to Switzerland by German diplomatic pouch, it remains very
difficult to estimate how many other looted art works ended up in or
transited through Switzerland. However, in relation to problems related
to restitution that other countries face today, it is safe to assume that
despite Switzerland's relatively important role in the art market during
the war, the number of stolen art works that might still be located in
Switzerland should be limited. Indeed, Marc Masurovsky, one of the
best-known experts on the American safe-haven policy, asserts that after
the war thousands of paintings found their way from Europe to South and
North America.6 This seems confirmed by the number of art works of
dubious origin that emerged in the USA and may be hanging in
American museums or possessed by private collectors. Research on this
topic has just begun and should be investigated further.

6 "American and British intelligence reports have detailed the presence of
substantial collections transiting through Cuba, Venezuela, and Argentina, en
route to the United States. According to American officials based in France in
1945 and 1946, export controls were so lax between Western Europe and the
Western Hemisphere, that they held special meetings to figure out ways of
tightening them in order to prevent looted art from finding a safehaven in the
u.s. or Latin America. The closing down in late 1946 of Allied commissions
searching for looted art, the shift in priorities in the European theater from
reparations to reconstruction, the lack ofhighly skilled individuals to screen art
works bound for the Western Hemisphere in search of looted items, all these
factors allow us to postulate that from August 1944 to July 1946, an untold
number ofpaintings and drawings - perhaps numbering in the thousand - found
their way out of Europe and into North and South American collections."
Testimony of Marc Masurovsky, before the Committee on Banking and
Financial Services. U.S. House of Representatives, 25 June 1997
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6. CURRENT RESEARCH EFFORTS

In the context of the present international debate on assets and
other questions dating from the World War II period, Switzerland has
taken concrete steps to clarify any open questions on looted art: the
Federal Office of Culture already published in August 1998 a study
concluding that no object in· collections belonging to the Swiss
Confederation was found which had been acquired through illegal
dealings. Another study on the development of the Swiss art market
between 1930 and 1955 will be published on 11 December 1998. In
addition, the Independent Commission of Experts "Switzerland - Second
World War" is mandated by the government to investigate this subject
systematically and comprehensively and will put it in a historical and
international context.

Concrete steps have also been taken: At the Federal level and
based on the Buomberger report, the Federal Office of Culture (BAK)
will accept, from mid-January 1999, inquiries in connection with looted
art dating from the period of World War II. This "Contact Bureau for
Looted Art" will serve mainly as a contact office to register and pass on
inquiries.

Possible inquiries that might affect the Federal collections will
be examined by the Office. If cases of unlawful acquisition were
identified in the process, the possibility of restitution or compensation
would have to be clarified immediately.

Moreover, the Federal Office of Culture has invited the Cantons
and the Swiss Museums to address the issue of looted art works and to
check the provenance of their collections as the Federal authorities have
already done.

Furthermore, the Federal Office of Culture is prepared to call
upon other institutions or organizations in Switzerland to comply with
possible internationally agreed recommendations similar to the
guidelines of the American Association of Art Museum Directors and to
support those responsible for implementing such recommendations, in
particular with regard to publishing lists.

All international research, inventory and publication efforts
deserve our basic support. The same applies to opening all relevant
archives. Here I wish to note that access to files from the Federal
inventory is granted liberally in Switzerland. These files are in principle
accessible up to 1963. As to the access to other archives, we strongly
support all networking efforts at the national and international level.





Teaching Tolerance

Initiatives to Promote Educational, Cultural and Political
Tolerance in Switzerland

November 1998

INTRODUCTION

The heat and acrimony that permeated the controversy about
Switzerland's role before, during and after World War II have largely
died down. We hope that the nation can now get down to examining this
period of its history in the necessary calm and with the commitment that
this task requires. The most important issue is to find out the truth, while
bearing in mind that truth within the framework of history is always
more complex than simple scientific truth. Both the Swiss government
and parliament have expressed the firm wish that questions should be
asked openly, investigated thoroughly and with the maximum
transparency, and answered without reservations. This task is essential; it
is in the interests of our country, especially of future generations.

The results of the Commission of Independent Experts (Bergier
Commission) will make an important contribution to this process. It is
essential that its findings are discussed as widely as possible among the
Swiss public, and especially among the younger generation. It is
important that the discussions cover both the negative as well as the
numerous positive aspects of the Swiss response.

However, this wide-ranging dialogue should not deal only with
the past. Even though Switzerland was largely spared the unspeakable
horrors of the Second World War, it shares with other nations an
obligation to remember and to remain alert, so that such a tragedy can
never happen again. To this end, a large number of initiatives in the areas
of culture and education have already been taken in Switzerland - a
country which has long been the home of communities with different
languages and faiths. This document lists and briefly describes these
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initiatives, some of which are of long-standing. They have been selected
on the basis of their particular relevance to current efforts to reappraise
our history and to generate more awareness of the importance of
promoting tolerance and the fight against racism and anti-Semitism.

POLITICAL AND CULTURAL EVENTS

• In 1997, a number of federal parliamentarians including the
President and the Vice-President of the Swiss Confederation set up a
group against anti-Semitism.

This multi-party group is committed to and supports activities
against anti-Semitism both in politics and society.

• On 14 May 1998, the President of the Swiss Confederation, Flavio
Cotti, gave a major policy speech entitled Tolerance in a
Democracy at the National Congress of Teachers and
Educationalists in Zurich.

This speech, which condemned all forms of racism, anti-Semitism
and intolerance as counter to Swiss secular values, had a strong
impact in the media and on the public.

• During 1998, as part of the 150th anniversary celebrations of the
Swiss constitution, a traveling exhibition entitled Tolerance 98, a
game with limits is touring all the different linguistic regions of
Switzerland.

This multi-lingual exhibition invites viewers to analyze the topic of
tolerance for themselves. Stands, stories, pictures, listening stations,
interactive experiments, workshops, framework events and an
illustrated multi-lingual magazine as well as live and Internet
discussions supplement and accompany the exhibition. *More
information is available on: http://www.tolerance.ch
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• On 18 November 1998, the Vice-President of the Swiss
Confederation, Ruth Dreifuss, inaugurated the exhibition Visas for
Life in Bern.

This exhibition shows for the first time in Switzerland how the Swiss
consul Carl Lutz, the police captain, Paul Grilninger, and a dozen
other courageous diplomats from Germany, China, Holland, Italy,
Japan, Portugal, Sweden, Hungary and the USA saved persecuted
people from the Nazi gas chambers. Together these courageous
people saved between 150,000 and 200,000 people, many of them
Jews. *The exhibition will last until 2 December 1998.

• In June 1998, an exhibition Les chemins de passage (Escape
routes) was opened in Geneva.

This meticulously presented exhibition, illustrates the clandestine
routes through which "guides" led refugees towards Switzerland 
the last remaining haven of liberty on the continent. The exhibition.
.has also been mounted in other cities throughout Switzerland

• The Lutz-Born-WaIIenberg monument is due to be unveiled soon
in front ofthe House of Human Rights in Geneva.

It will honor three exceptional people who distinguished themselves
helping refugees during the Second World War. A monument
commemorating the gratitude of refugees who were admitted into
Switzerland during the Second World War may also be erected in
Geneva at the initiative ofa group ofthese refugees.

• A number of cinemas, including the Kellerkino in Bern, have shown
a series of films on the theme Jewish Stories.

We mention, in particular, the showing of the film by Walo Deuber
Spuren verschwinden, Nachtriige ins Europiiische Gediichtnis,
which, as its title indicates, traces the important history of Jewish
culture in Eastern Europe.

• A traveling exhibition, entitled Swiss Jews, is currently shown across
the country.
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This exhibition presents the origin and diversity of the history of the
Jews in Switzerland.

• Last but not least, a project for a Center for Tolerance, initiated by a
Jewish-Gentile committee is well under way.

The idea is to present the issues of tolerance, combating racism and
anti-Semitism, and to promote coexistence with a focus on the
Holocaust. The Center would house a permanent exhibition and
would also organize temporary exhibitions, seminars and
conferences. It would target on schools, teachers, youth associations,
as well as be open to the general public. The project is planned to be
completed in two to three years. The Center will probably be located
in Bern.

INITIATIVES AND PROJECTS IN EDUCATION

Sociological, historical and educational background material

• "Le role de la Suisse durant la Seconde Guerre mondiale,
Bibliographie choisie", ("Switzerland's role during the Second
World War, selected bibliography"), published by the Federal
Office of Culture, 1997.

This exhaustive 227-page bibliography on Switzerland during WWII
presents various works on topics such as refugee policy, dormant
accounts, Switzerland's relations with Germany and with the Allies,
Switzerland's defense army, and domestic policy. This volume
stresses the educational aspects of the works it lists as well as on
their particular relevance. It contains brief summaries of their
contents and critical reviews. It is useful to anyone interested in
these subjects and especially to teachers and researchers.

• Medienpaket Rassismus (Media package on racism)

This new set of teaching materials on racism, anti-Semitism and
tolerance was launched in April 1998 by the Foundation for
Education and Tolerance, the foundation against racism and anti
Semitism, and the Pestalozzianum Center in Zurich. It consists of
modern educational material, and includes a basic manual and a file
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of teaching materials and aids, as well as a video on the topic of
racism and tolerance entitled Colors of Schweiz. It is intended for
secondary school teachers, who have been familiarized with it at
special seminars, and is being progressively distributed throughout
schools in German-speaking Switzerland. It has been so successful
that projects are now under W£:ry to adapt it to Switzerland's other
national languages, French and Italian.

• "Geschichte des Judaismus in der Schweiz" ("History of
Judaism in Switzerland")

This work will be published by the specialist publisher ofeducational
and schoolpublications, Lehrmittelverlag.

• "Anti-Semitism in Switzerland"

This is a report on past and current manifestations of anti-Semitism,
with recommendations for counter-measures.

It was published in November 1998, in French, German, Italian and
English by the Swiss Federal Commission against Racism. The Anti
Defamation League in New York called the report "Honest, Hard
hitting and realistic". ADL national Director Abraham H Foxman,
further said: "The Swiss report should serve as a modelfor countries
confronting their problems with anti-Semitism. We hope other
nations and institutions will follow the Swiss example as they
examine their wartime role and anti-Semitism in their society"

• "Le Livre Noir et Blanc" ("The Black and White Book")

This book, aimed at primary school pupils, is accompanied by a
teaching manual "Tous differends, tous egaux" ("All different, all
equal").

It was produced and published in 1993 by three associations: la
Declaration de Berne (The Bern Declaration), Ie Comite suisse pour
l'UNICEF (The Swiss Committee for UNICEF), and Ie Service ecole
tiers monde (The Service for Schools and the Third- World).
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• "Odyssea: Accueils et approches interculturelles" C'Odyssea:
Intercultural Welcomes and Approches")

This reference manual on intercultural teaching methods, including
preventing racism was written by the educationalist, Christiane
Perregaux, and published in 1994 in French, German and Italian by
la Commission romande des moyens d'enseignement et
d'apprentissage (the French-speaking Swiss Commission on methods
of teaching and learning). It is used in Schools throughout
Switzerland.

• "Rassistische Vorfalle in der Schweiz, eine Chronologie und eine
Einschatzung" ("Incidents of racism in Switzerland, a
chronology and evaluation"), published annually by the
Gesellschaft Minderheiten in der Schweiz (The Society of Minorities
in Switzerland) and the Foundation against Racism.

This work contains detailed accounts of incidents and other
information concerning racism, xenophobia and anti-Semitism that
have occurred during the past year. It gives statistics on legal
proceedings, based on Art. 261 bis ofthe Swiss Penal Code (the anti
racist law), brought against such acts, and on the resulting
judgments. It also contains research-based findings on how to
prevent such incidents.

• Summarized version of the Interim Report by the Independent
Commission of Experts Switzerland - Second World War on
Gold transactions in Switzerland during wwn

The Swiss Government has decided to publish the main points of the
Bergier Interim Report on gold transactions in the form of a free
booklet. This booklet will be published in German, French, Italian
and English. It will provide an account of this important
investigation, and will be easily accessible to a wide public.

• "Die Schweiz im Zweitem Weltkrieg" ("Switzerland during the
Second World War")

The editors of the Journal of Swiss Teachers are planning to devote
an edition of their Journal to the subject of Switzerland and the
Second World War.
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This special edition, intended for teachers, will contain research
based contributions on various subjects related to Switzerland and
the Second World War, and will include a chapter on teaching about
the Holocaust. Each chapter will be accompanied by notes giving
advice and teaching ideas.

• "Aussenpolitik, Die Schweiz in der Welt von heute und morgen,
1997" ("Foreign policy, Switzerland in today's and tomorrow's
world, 1997")

This school text book on Swiss foreign policy, edited by the Swiss
Foreign Policy Society in conjunction with the Conference des
Directeurs cantonaux de l'instruction publique (CDIP) (Swiss
Conference of Cantonal Ministers of Education), is aimed at students
at secondary schools. It contains a chapter devoted to the discussions
of Switzerland's role before, during and after the Second World War.

At the end of 1998, the Swiss Conference of Cantonal Ministers of
Education studied the question of teaching the issues of the
Holocaust and tolerance at its annual general meeting. In particular,
it recalled its 1991 Declaration sur l'enseignement a la tolerance
(Declaration on the Teaching of Tolerance), as well as the report
''Racisme et ecole" (Racism and Schools) of its educational
commission. "

• List of refugees admitted into Switzerland during World War II
(to be published)

The Swiss government is planning to publish an exhaustive list of the
51,000 or more civilian refugees who were admitted into Switzerland
between 1939 and 1945.

Awards and Prizes

• FischhofPrize

This prize (named after a WWII refugee in Switzerland) rewards
institutions or individuals who have distinguished themselves in
fighting racism, xenophobia or anti-Semitism. It is awarded by the
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"Gesellschaft Minderheiten in der Schweiz" (Society ofMinorities in
Switzerland) and the Foundation against Racism and Anti-Semitism.

• Max und Erika Gideon School Prize

This prize rewards school pupils and teachers who have
distinguished themselves in fighting racism, xenophobia or anti
Semitism. It is awarded by the "Gesellschaft Minderheiten in der
Schweiz" and the Foundation against Racism and Anti-Semitism.

Other recent initiatives and studies

• Working Group on the fight against racism and anti-Semitism on the
Web

The Swiss federal authorities together with Internet providers in
Switzerland have just set up a working group to study the problem of
racism on the Internet. This aims to contribute to the fight against
the dissemination (mostly from abroad) of racist or pornographic
pages on the Web. The Working Group will present a list of joint
proposals at the beginning of1999.

• Exchange programs and seminars

Numerous exchange programs for teachers and pupils have taken
place. The last one involved 27 intermediate-school teachers from
the French-speaking part ofSwitzerland, who attended a continuing
education seminar at the Yad Vashem Holocaust Center in
Jerusalem.

Besides field trips and visits to memorials, the program included
seminars and presentations on the history ofJudaism, anti-Semitism
and the Holocaust, as well as on current forms of anti-Semitism.
Teachers learned to teach the subject of the Holocaust to children,
and to adapt their methodolgy to various age groups. Contacts with
Holocaust survivors who talked about their experiences, made a
deep impression on the Swiss teachers. This program showed that
teaching history is not simply a matter ofpresenting facts but must
also touch on the issue ofhuman suffering. The participants received
specific teaching material on this subject.
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• Various events at schools and universItIes have been set up to
generate awareness about the problems of racism, xenophobia
and anti-Semitism.

These include lectures given by Holocaust survivors and visits to
extermination camps in Germany and Poland In September 1997,
the Central Office of Continuing Education for Teachers in Bern
organized a seminar called: "Switzerland and the Second World
War", at which more than 100 teachers participated On 2 March
1998, a meeting of Swiss and Israeli students entitled On the
threshold of a new century enabled the participants to discuss the
subject ofthe Holocaust, its significance and its dimensions.

• A seminar on anti-Semitism organized for history and philosophy
teachers by the Cooperation Intercommunautaire contre
l'antisemitisme et la Diffamation (CICAD) (Committee against Anti
Semitism and Defamation) was held in the summer of1998.

• An international colloquium on the subject of racism and anti
Semitism was held at the Institute of Comparative Law in Lausanne
in October 1998.

More than 100 people attended, several of whom were specialists
from Eastern European countries which are confronted with acute
problems of intolerance and even inter-ethnic violence. In her
opening address, the Vice-President of the Swiss Federal Council,
Ruth Dreifuss declared the fight against racism a permanent task of
the state, and emphasized that society must maintain a constant
guard against it.

• Evaluation studies on teaching methods for the prevention of
racism and anti-Semitism

Two studies on preventing xenophobia, racism and violence were
conducted in 1995 and 1997 among selected groups of17 to 19 year
old students from Swiss vocational schools in Switzerland

The projects focused on tolerance and understanding of asylum
seekers and their situation, on the role of foreign workers in
SWitzerland, and on increasing awareness of both the Jewish
religion and the Holocaust. One of the main conclusions of these
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projects was that direct contact with people who have first-hand
experience of suffering is the most effective way of changing
attitudes because it appeals more to pupils' hearts than to their
minds.

• In 1996, the Federal Commission against Racism launched a media
campaign called Der Schone Schein (Fine Appearances), to fight
racism and anti-Semitism.

This campaign, which aimed to teach tolerance and prevent racism,
received the Gold Medal ofthe United Nations Department ofPublic
Information, as well as the Swiss Art Directors Club prize for the
best campaign of the year.

• Between July and August 1997, a six-part documentary series
entitled Die Schweiz im Schatten des Dritten Reichs (Switzerland
in the shadow of the Third Reich), produced by the German
television channel DRS was broadcasted on Swiss national
television

BODIES, FOUNDATIONS AND OTHERS NGOS ACTIVE IN THIS
FIELD (NON-EXHAUSTIVE):

• Federal Commission against Racism
• Stiflung gegen Rassisrnus und Antisernitisrnus
• Gesellschaft Minderheiten in der Schweiz
• Stiflung Erziehung zur Toleranz
• Cooperation Intercornrnunautaire contre l'antisemitisme et

la Diffamation (CICAD).
• Ligue internationale contre Ie racisme et l'antisemitisme

(LICRA)
• Stiflung Bildung und Entwcklung
• Akademie der Menschenrechte
• Christlich-Jiidische Arbeitsgemeinschaft
• Centre contact Suisse-Immigres
• Forum contre Ie racisme
• Institut fiir Unterrichtsfragen und Lehrerinnenfortbildung
• Komitee "Stop dem Rassismus"
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• Service d'information antiraciste
• Zentrumfiir Antisemitismus-Forschung
• SOS Racisme
• Association romande contre Ie racisme (ACOR)
• Asylkoordination Schweiz
• Bewegungfiir eine offene demokratische Schweiz
• Konjliktophon
• Schweizerischer Evangelischer Kirchenbund - Kontaktstelle

Menschenrechte
• TiKK - SOS - Teamfiir interkulturelle Konjlikte unfGewalt
• Declaration de Berne
• Comite suisse pour l'UNICEF
• Service ecole Suisse Tiers-monde





Proposal on the Fight Against the Use of the
Internet for Racist, Anti-Semitic or Hate

Purposes

The Swiss Delegation would like to invite the participants in the
Washington Conference on Holocaust-Era Assets to welcome, during the
concluding plenary session, the Swiss government's proposal to host a
governmental conference on the fight against the use of the Internet for
racist, anti-Semitic or hate purposes.

• The Washington Conference represents an important
milestone in the discussion about Holocaust remembrance
and education. However, this duty to remember the
Holocaust should not only be seen as a way of looking back
to the past, but as an important basis for promoting tolerance
for the future.

• The Internet has become an invaluable tool for students,
educators, the media and the market-place. However, it has
also provided a platform for racist, anti-Semitic, and
revisionist activists, many of which disseminate the
"Auschwitz lie" theory. This is all the more worrying as the
web appeals to and is used by younger generations.

• More generally, the Swiss Federal police recorded 700
racist, anti-Semitic or revisionist websites in 1997. None was
based in Switzerland, as the dissemination of racist and anti
Semitic propaganda is strictly forbidden in our country.
However, as the Internet has no borders, prohibition in
specific countries is not a viable solution, for hate
propaganda can be disseminated via foreign providers and
anonymizers. The need for international cooperation in this
field is thus obvious.

• While we are discussing here Holocaust remembrance and
education, the Swiss delegation wishes to stress the
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importance of preventing the distribution of racist and anti
Semitic propaganda through the Internet: more and more
youngsters use the Internet every day as a primary source of
information and as an educational tool. As such, it is a
critical task for every nation to contain the spread of hate
propaganda on the web.

• This Conference carries a huge moral weight. While work in
the fields of remembrance and education is essential, the
Conference should go further. In our opinion, this
Conference could send an important signal: A signal
showing that the participants will not allow the use of new
technologies in order to deny a past that should never repeat.

SWISS PROPOSAL FOR THE CHAIRMAN'S CONCLUDING
REMARKS

"THE PARTICIPANTS WELCOMED THE SWISS
GOVERNMENT'S PROPOSAL TO HOST A GOVERNMENTAL
CONFERENCE ON THE FIGHT AGAINST THE USE OF THE
INTERNET FOR RACIST, ANTI-SEMITIC OR HATE PURPOSES".



INDEPENDENT COMMISSION OF EXPERTS
"SWITZERLAND - SECOND WORLD WAR"

The Swiss Insurance Industry during the
Second World War:

Research Issues - Initial Results - Perspectives

1. GENERAL QUESTIONS

Contrary to the tendency of the general public to regard
insurance as an extension of banking, questions relevant for the banking
sector cannot simply be transferred to the insurance industry. A good
example is dormant life insurance policies which are frequently
compared with dormant bank accounts, although in contrast to bank
accounts, every insurance contract is limited in duration and has a clear
expiration date. After ten years the statute of limitations has expired and
claims are therefore considered lapsed.

It is clear that detailed legal settlements still have to be resolved.
Although insurance companies have violated existing laws in only a few
cases, they were readily able to conform to changing legal norms during
the Nazi era, and at war's end, they were often able to obstruct Jewish
claimants and other policy holders using questionable arguments.

Furthermore, public interest has focused on the settlement of
claims after the Crystal Night pogrom. Even this issue is usually viewed
narrowly. Although the companies' behavior towards policy holders was
formally correct, the arguments used by insurance companies to reject
claims by the insured as well as those made by the Nazi German state
were problematic. (The Nazi state had tried to submit and collect claims
on behalf ofthe insured with limited success.)

The questions of corporate insurance policy and commercial
practice before, during, and especially after the Second WorId War are
broader. They include issues of accommodation and resistance, of taking
advantage of maneuvering room, of behavior towards victims and
perpetrators - even within their own ranks - as well as to Allied
demands.
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The question of the development of the insurance business is
closely linked to these issues: How did specific Nazi measures affect the
course of insurance industry business? What were the pressures and what
were the additional business opportunities that the war created for
insurers? One specific aspect of insurance companies' business that must
be examined is financial transactions between Germany and foreign
countries. These transfers not only reflect the general course of business,
but also often give information about the routine behavior of
corporations toward the Third Reich and its leaders.

The problem of so-called "Aryanization" constitute another
major focus of research. What role did insurance companies play in
restructuring ownership as well as in dealing with its own staff,
management, or officers in the context of German "racial policies"?
These issues are often closely linked to the acquisition of Jewish real
estate under forced liquidation procedures.

The last problem involves reinsurance. Our knowledge about this
subject is especially meager. Two complex issues predominate: (1) the
guarantee bonds issued by reinsurers on life insurance policies of later
victims of the Nazis, and, (2) the risks which were knowingly or
unknowingly reinsured by companies within the Nazi Reich.

2. ARCHlYAL SOURCES: THE CASE OF SWITZERLAND

The scope of the ICE's mandate enables it to conduct research in
Swiss corporate insurance archives. Despite substantial gaps, more
records are available than originally anticipated. However, this has not
eliminated the difficulties of access, since the companies have sometimes
misunderstood the quantity and nature of the records available.
Moreover, not all corporate historical records have indices or inventories.
In instances where no archives are available, it is possible to go to public
archival holdings in Switzerland as well as abroad. However, gaps are
also encountered here.

Access to files in the archives of Swiss insurance companies is
also frequently difficult. The Commission is not able to obtain an
overview of the existing collections without basic archival order or
finding aids.
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3. INTERIM FINDINGS IN SWITZERLAND

The economic significance of the Swiss insurance industry and
especially its foreign business has not been adequately understood until
now. Although Swiss insurance companies usually only held small
market shares abroad, combined they contributed essentially to the
premium income -- depending on the line of insurance business between
25 and 90 percent -- and also to the profit of individual companies.
Moreover, a somewhat differentiated examination shows that Swiss
businesses possessed comparatively high market shares of specific
products and segments. Finally, it must be emphasized that after the war
began, Swiss insurers were practically the only foreign suppliers (and in
the life insurance business the only one) to the German economy.

Although we do not yet have the complete range of proven data,
we know that the Swiss insurance market increased in significance for
the German economy during the war. On the one hand, this is because of
its strong, internationally-oriented reinsurance, where for all intents
practically only Swiss companies were able to underwrite these policies.
On the other hand, during the war Swiss insurance companies
administered German insurance contracts in a fiduciary capacity and thus
made it possible for those companies to continue their insurance relations
despite embargo. Furthermore, early precautions taken by German
authorities for the postwar period emphasize the importance given to the
Swiss insurance industry for the reconstruction of Germany.

There were also close, personal relations between the leading
representatives of German and Swiss companies that existed parallel to
their business relationships. Moreover, Swiss insurance companies
interested in business with Nazi Germany had, at their disposal, good
contacts with important individuals in the Third Reich. They were
always able to negotiate favorable solutions. The question here is
whether or not room for maneuverability was completely exhausted or
whether the valid interests of their clients were sacrificed to corporate
self-interest. In any case, insurance business with Germany developed
favorably under existing conditions. At least part of the profits could be
transferred to Switzerland.

Because the insurance companies that were active in Germany
were implicated in Nazi looting policies (forced surrender or repurchase),
it is safe to assume that within the insurance industry there was a high
level of knowledge about developments inside Germany. It is not known
how broad this knowledge was within the insurance industry, and why
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barely any concrete evidence of this can be found in surviving business
records.

It is also known that as a rule, claims made by the insured were
handled strictly according to formal criteria, irrespective of their personal
fate. Within various corporations, there was the tendency to insinuate
that claimants who were harmed by Nazi measures were being
intentionally dishonest when they made claims to their insurance
company.

4. OPEN QUESTIONS

The history of insurance and its corporate history have not been
adequately researched. This gap means that new methodological studies
are required. How can we achieve concrete answers about the insured,
whom we do not know and whose existence is not even certain? How do
we compare economic data developed under changing criteria? What are
the relevant parameters for assessing this or any other development?

Moreover, there are open questions particularly about the
economic, political, and legal framework For example, the preferential
treatment of the insurance traffic within clearing cannot be sufficiently
substantiated. Many technical insurance questions also await answers
and it is often difficult to locate specialists familiar with the procedures
used at that time. The most important questions are about confiscated and
possibly dormant insurance assets. These are not only questions of an
historical or legal nature. All of these questions lead finally to the same
basic question: Can apparent injustice be the norm and can it be made the
norm just because it carries the cloak of legality?

5. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

Intensive cooperation is particularly important for this subject,
since it is not widely studied. Contact with similar corporate history
research projects initiated by German firms, in the framework of the
recent discussions about the Second World War era, has been more
productive for the ICE than cooperation with purely academic
researchers. These projects are more advanced than academic research,
and they have also benefited from very favorable financial sponsorship
and access to records. However, the Swiss insurance industry is not the
focal point of these foreign projects. It is therefore hoped that these
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already existing contacts can be intensified and extended to most
insurance companies which operated in Nazi Germany and occupied
Europe. It would be desirable if universities would include these projects,
integrating them as new areas of research in their curriculum.
Nevertheless, this will only be possible when the insurance companies'
private archives are opened for research in general.





INDEPENDENT COMMISSION OF EXPERTS
"SWITZERLAND - SECOND WORLD WAR"

Gold Transactions of Nazi Germany
Research Issues - Initial Results - Perspectives

1. GENERAL ISSUES

For a long time, the public and historical research have been only
peripherally concerned with German looted gold during the Second
World War. This situation has changed decisively during the past few
years. Gold has become the symbol of Nazi crimes because of extensive
and increasing public interest in the Holocaust.

Public debate focused initially on Switzerland. Since then other
countries, commercial banks, and corporations have been in the critics'
line of fire. The investigation of German "gold policies" has become an
international affair.

2. THE ICE INTERlM GOLD REPORT

The Independent Commission of Experts: Switzerland-Second
World War (hereafter ICE), created in late 1996, decided its goal was to
document as precisely as possible gold transactions between Germany
and Switzerland during the Second World War. For this purpose, the
Commission compiled the most significant statistics for its first interim
report.

The report is entitled "Switzerland and Gold Transactions in the
Second World War." It was published in May 1998 in four languages and
reached the following conclusions:

1. Our approach was not to examine gold looted by the Nazi regime by
looking at its results, but to start with the robbery and thus follow the
process of exploitation. This approach seemed more appropriate for
the ethical as well as the historical requirements of the subject.

2. The interim report is based on extensive material from diverse
archival sources. Until now, Switzerland's role in the German gold
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trade has usually been traced from the Swiss point of view. The ICE
has analyzed this role from both domestic and outside perspectives.
It is for this reason that the Commission employs research teams in
foreign countries. Private corporate archives in Switzerland as well
as public archives in the United States, Germany, Great Britain,
Poland, and Russia were consulted.

3. We concluded that Swiss commercial banks clearly received more
gold from Germany than was previously assumed. Moreover, the
behavior of Swiss banks and insurance companies showed that as .
financial creditors they had substantial interest in preserving the
solvency of the German state. This probably increased pressure on
the directorate of the Swiss National Bank (SNB) to accept gold
from Germany, even if its origins were dubious, despite Allied
warnings against its .acceptance. We know today, beyond a doubt,
that the SNB clearly knew from the beginning of 1941 that the
Reichsbank had amassed disturbing quantities of looted gold.

4. Switzerland functioned as the most important "gold hub" for the Nazi
regime. About four-fifths of German gold deliveries abroad were
processed through Switzerland. As a result, gold from the murdered
and surviving victims of Nazi genocide reached Switzerland. Based
on current knowledge, the SNB received only a fraction of this gold.
Furthermore, it could not be proven that the leadership of the SNB
was informed about the origin of this gold. Nevertheless, in
retrospect, it must be stated explicitly that the directorate of the SNB
regarded its relations with the Reichsbank for the most part as
"business as usual," and that until the end of the war, the SNB failed
to distance itself from the German Central Bank.

3. THE CURRENT DEBATE

The ICE interim report has stimulated a lively response in
Switzerland and abroad.

The Commission held an academic conference about the
financial history of Nazi Germany at the University of Bielefeld. Based
on the results of our interim report, questions were formulated that will
enable specific research to proceed, thus increasing our level of
knowledge. Important new information is also found in the published
second Eizenstat report, as well as in studies published by Sweden,
Argentina, and Luxembourg.
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4. OPEN RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The principal questions, still remaining open, that require
research are:

I. Various aspects of gold transactions between the SS Central
Office for Economy and Administration and the Reichsbank
still require clarification. It is not clear why some gold
ingots, deposited in the Reichsbank by SS Captain Bruno
Melmer, had high levels of purity. The rationale for smelting
gold in some concentration camps is also not known. It is
also unclear what routes were used to transport gold from the
East across customs' borders into Germany. It is unlikely that
the remaining existing documentation will enable us fully to
trace the routes ofvictim gold.

2. A scientific history of the Reichsbank has yet to be written.
The close linkages between the Reichsbank and Nazi
financial and economic policy also necessitates that gold not
be separated from the wider context of the currency situation
and political framework of that time.

5. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

Interpretations based on specific national positions fail to
understand the complexity of gold transactions during the Second World
War. This is connected with the fact that gold is fungible and, that
therefore, it is possible to obscure its origins. The leaders of Nazi
Germany systematically took advantage of this fact when they robbed
their victims and systematically exploited such stolen goods.

The international dimensions of gold transactions during the
Second World War does not mean the relativization of individual
countries' profits and responsibilities. Only within the framework of
empirically sound comparisons can national idiosyncrasies be revealed
and hasty moralizing be replaced-by differentiated interpretations.





INDEPENDENT COMMISSION OF EXPERTS
"SWITZERLAND - SECOND WORLD WAR"

Report on Switzerland's Refugee Policy
Research Issues - Initial Results - Perspectives

BACKGROUND

The Independent Commission of Experts: Switzerland - World
War II (hereafter ICE) will issue an interim report in 1999 about
Switzerland's refugee policy. Although Switzerland was only one of
many possible havens for those fleeing Nazi German persecution before
1939, it became the major potential sanctuary for Jews fleeing Nazi
German despoliation and deportation operations after 1940. Because of
its geographical proximity to Germany and Austria and to occupied
territories in France, and later Italy, Swiss restrictionism has been a
central concern in historiography about refugee policy. As early as 1957,
the official Swiss report by Carl Ludwig provided details about the "J" .
stamp in 1938 and the closure of Swiss borders in mid-August 1942.1

Swiss anxieties about Uberfremdung --"being overrun with foreigners" -
frequently prevailed over moral or humanitarian concerns. The massive
number of political, economic, and racial refugees in flight from
German, Italian, and Spanish fascisms during the 1930s resulted in
growing emigration restrictions in most western countries, including
Switzerland. Moreover, the interaction of Nazi policies with the
responses of other governments reveals global patterns fluctuating
between hostility, benign neglect, and occasional sympathy. These policy
variants, in tum, depended on local prejudices, economic apprehensions,
political constraints, and bureaucratic procedures.

1 See Carl Ludwig, Die Fliichtlingspolitik der Schweiz seit 1933 bis zur
Gegenwart: Bericht an den Bundesrat zuhanden der eidgenossischen Rate (Bern,
1957).

Preceding Page Blank
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STRUCTURE OF THE ICE FUTURE REFUGEE REPORT

The major segments of the 1999 ICE refugee report will include
discussion of:

L Historiography, sources, and refugee categories;
2. the political and institutional framework of Swiss refugee

policy;
3. economic and legal aspects;
4. 1938 as a turning point closing the door to refugees,

including the Evian conference, the "J" stamp, and the
closure of borders in August 1942;

5. Swiss governmental knowledge of Nazi German policies,
1941-1944;

6. refoulement, expulsion, or acceptance of refugees, 1939
1945;

7. refugee life in Switzerland;
8. international and national charitable organizations in

Switzerland, including American licensing procedures for
refugee relief work by these agencies during the war;

9. financial aspects of refugee policy in Switzerland, including
mandatory deposits of a "bond" [Kaution] for temporary
residence and the issuance of "tolerance permits"
[Toleranzbewilligungen);

10. the problems of quantification and refugee statistics; and
11. postwar refugee policy in Switzerland.

THE "J" STAMP

Until 1938, Switzerland nominally maintained its traditional
policy of asylum for refugees admitting 10,000-12,000 refugees between
1933 and 1938. Refugee policies were initially decentralized and vested
with the cantons rather than with federal authorities, although refugee
policy was increasingly centralized after 1938. Refugees were usually
not allowed to work and were generally under police surveillance.
Moreover, they had no access to their finances during their stay in
Switzerland, although mandatory security deposits were required before
certificates of residence could be issued.

Escalating German measures against Jews, political dissidents,
Jehovah's Witnesses, and Roma and Sinti limited employment
possibilities and accelerated their impoverishment inside Nazi Germany.
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Cumulative Nazi exclusionary legislation, employment discrimination,
and economic restrictions also resulted in denaturalization and
impoverishment. This made many refugees unwelcome as residents or
transients in potential European countries ofexile, including Switzerland.

German territorial changes in 1938, with the incorporation of
Austria and the Sudetenland, resulted in the eviction and attempted flight
of thousands of native and refugee Jews from these regions. Switzerland
had a common border with both Nazi Germany and incorporated Austria,
and fearing a deluge of Austrian Jewish and stateless refugees, the Swiss
Federal Council ordered visa requirements reinstated initially for
Austrian passport holders and later for all refugees. Lengthy negotiations
from April to October t938 between the Swiss Police, the Swiss
Legation in Berlin, and the German Foreign Office, resulted on October
5, 1938, in a German decree ordering every German and Austrian Jew to
hand in their passport inside the German Reich and at German consulates
or missions abroad to receive a special 3 cm. high red "]" stamp on the
left-hand side of the first passport page. ("J" stood for Jude - "Jew"). On
October 4, 1938, the Swiss police announced that Germans bearing
passports indicating they were not Aryans would require special
authorization to enter Switzerland.

The spontaneous emigration of Jews from Germany after 1933
accelerated by 1938 under concerted official pressure. Although
historians have usually held only Switzerland responsible for the
invention of the "J" stamp, it is clear that Germany had already
introduced a black "J" stamp on domestic identity cards during the late
summer of 1938. Regulations for resident registration inside Germany
were amended on July 23, 1938, requiring all German and Austrian Jews
to carry special identification papers inside the Reich? This identity card
was subsequently stamped with a black "J." Moreover, the German
Security Service had already considered in January 1937 "marking
Jewish passports, for use only inside Germany," but delayed
implementation "so that foreign consulates would not deny visas to

2 See David Martin Luebke and Sybil Milton, "Locating the Victim: An
Overview of Census-taking, Tabulation Technology, and Persecution in Nazi
Germany," IEEE Annals of the History of Computing 16, no.3 (Fall 1994): 30
31. See also "Bekanntmachung tiber den Kennkartenzwang vom 23. Juli 1938,"
Reichsgesetzblatt 1938,1:922.
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holders of such passports. ,,3 Such blatant measures would have nullified
official German policy to expedite Jewish emigration.

By August 1938, Germany had also introduced new "name"
legislation, requiring the addition of the middle names "Israel" or "Sara"
on all official Jewish documents, including identity cards and passports.
Nevertheless, Swiss diplomatic pressure resulted in the acceleration of
German measures explicitly identifying Jews on their passports, thereby
inhibiting possibilities of flight and asylum. Similarly, the Swedish
German passport agreement of October 15, 1938, restricted the entry of
specified "persons" without passport validation into Sweden.4 Concurrent
Italian racial legislation also led Italian border police to ask all German
and Austrian passport holders crossing an Italian border in late 1938 if
they had Jewish names.

The question of Swiss responsibility for the "J" stamp must also
include precedents before 1933. After 1910, a pe~cil"J" had been affixed
on some naturalization requests by East European Jews in Switzerland.
By the end of World War I, a red-ink stamp of the Star of David in a
circle as well as the letter 'J' was sometimes placed on such files.
Although it is impossible to prove direct continuities of Swiss knowledge
and police personnel between the end of World War I and 1938, the
earlier use of the "J" may have been a precedent for 1938.5

After the war started, the Swiss Federal Council ordered on
October 17, 1939, that foreigners who entered Switzerland illegally
would be immediately expelled to the countries from which they came,
with the exception of deserters and recognized political refugees. During
the war years, Jewish refugees also faced political expediency,
indifference, and open hostility in other allied and neutral nations.
Restrictive American immigration policies, British hostility to Jewish
resettlement in Palestine, and international apathy doomed most Jews
and many Roma and Sinti ("Gypsies") to death in the ghettos and
concentration camps of occupied Europe. In October 1943, the Swiss

3 See Michael Wildt, ed., Die Judenpolitik des SD, 1935 bis 1938: Eine
Dokumentation (Munich, 1995), p. 100. See also Bundesarchiv Berlin, R58/956.
4 See Paul A. Levine, From Indifference to Activism: Swedish Diplomacy and
the Holocaust, 1938-1944 (Uppsala, 1996), chap. 5. See also Schweizerisches
Bundesarchiv Bern, E 2001 (D) 2/114.
5 See Marc Perrenoud, "Problemes d'integration et de naturalisation des Juifs
dans Ie canton de Neuchatel, 1871-1955," in Pierre Centlivres, Devenir Suisse:
Adhesion et diversite culturelle des etrangers en Suisse (Geneva, 1990), pp. 82
83.
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opened the Italian border to increasing numbers of civilian and military
refugees, including Jews. In the final stages of the war by early 1945, the
inevitability of German military defeat resulted in German offers for
releasing Jews to safety in Switzerland for ransom in money, goods, or
postwar alibis against war crimes prosecution. In 1944, 1,686 Hungarian
Jews arrived in Switzerland from Bergen-Belsen and in early February
1945, 1,200 Jews from Theresienstadt entered Switzerland. The costs of
their support were absorbed by the Swiss Jewish community, the
American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee, and the Swiss Society to
Assist Jewish Refugees. It must also be remembered that the Swiss
consul in Budapest, Carl Lutz, worked together with Raoul Wallenberg
to save the lives of many thousands of Jews. The legacy of Swiss refugee
policy is mixed with relatively tolerant behavior in 1933 and after 1944,
but with severe restrictionism during the critical period from 1939 to
1943.

OPEN QUESTIONS

The 1999 ICE refugee report will try to clarify the financial
aspects of refugee life in Switzerland, including whether mandatory
security deposits reverted to the depositors or their heirs. The magnitude
and handling of refugee "surety" accounts and related assets are being
researched by the Independent Experts Commission as part of the
refugee report in 1999.

Other issues include the quantification of refugees in Switzerland
between 1939 and 1946. Partial statistics of refugees rejected at the
border reveal that at least 24,000 refugees were denied entry to
Switzerland. Additionally, 14,500 visa applications at Swiss embassies
and consulates were denied.6 There is a high probability that these
statistics include duplications, since those who did not receive visas may

6 See Guido Koller, "Die schweizerische Fllichtlingspolitik im Zweiten
WeItkrieg," in Schweizerisches Bundesarchiv, ed., Fluchtgelder, Raubgut und
nachrichtenlose Vermogen: Wissenstand und Forschungsperspektiven (Bern,
1997), pp. 44-49.
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also have been turned away from borders. The clarification of these
questions and the personal fates behind these statistics are part of the
ICE's current research agenda.



TURKEY

Delegation Statement on Holocaust-Era Assets

Turkey is one of the few countries in the world where the Jews
have never been persecuted. Indeed, it was the Ottoman Empire which
sent its powerful Mediterranean fleet to save thousands of Jews from
Spanish Inquisition in 1492. These Jews were then settled in various
parts of the Ottoman Empire, almost all in urban areas in Istanbul,
Salonica, the coastline as well as the Balkan provinces at that time.
Following the collapse of the Ottoman Empire, many of these Jewish
communities left behind were not always as lucky, since many of them
were to be exterminated either during the Second World War or even
before. It is not, therefore, surprising that so many Jewish communities
retreated together with their Turkish and Moslem neighbors from the
territories the Ottoman Empire evacuated especially in the Balkans. And
this joyful co-existence between the Jews in Turkey and the rest of the
Turkish population continued during the Second World War.

Moreover, during the difficult years of the war, Turkey acted as
a guardian of the Jewish communities who were chucked out of Europe
by the Nazis. All evidence confirms that Turkey played a significant role
in a variety of ways in rescuing Jews from the Nazis during the
Holocaust. Turkish diplomats throughout Nazi occupied territories in
Western Europe did all they could, sometimes even acting beyond what
their diplomatic status allowed them, to protect and save Turkish citizen
Jews, as well as their properties. The Jewish Agency which established
itself in Istanbul due to Turkey's proximity to the Nazi occupied South
Eastern and Eastern Europe worked freely during the war, and saved and
directed thousands of Jews through to Palestine through a number of
ways. As Professor Stanford Shaw pointed out in his book Turkey and
the Holocaust, "Turkey...came to constitute a true bridge to
Palestine, a transit center that enabled Jews being persecuted in
their own countries to go on to the Holy Land."

Further evidence in Turkish and the International Committee of
the Red Cross (ICRC) archives in Geneva points to the fact that Turkish
authorities allowed the passage of Jewish refugees even without an

Preceding Page Blank
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official permission by British authorities to enter Palestine. The Jewish
Agency conducted these rescue operations, some of which were certainly
carried out in a clandestine manner, with the tacit approval of the Turkish
authorities. According to many scholars who have written on the subject,
the number of Jews saved by Turkey during the Second World War goes
up to a hundred thousand, if not more.

One other important point to be borne in mind about Turkey's
policy during the war regarding the plight ofthe Jews is that hundreds of
Jewish intellectuals, in particular the Jewish academics of German
origin, found refuge in Turkey for a long time. In fact, many German
Jewish professors made their way down to Turkey well before the
outbreak of the war in order to escape persecution in Germany at the
hands of the Nazis, and stayed over for several more years after the end
of the war. Some of them even decided to remain in Turkey altogether.
And several of them later published their memoirs, which talk of a
friendly country to Jews not only during the war but in general.

Therefore, Turkey would never have expected to have been
included in the list of the countries which were in one way or the other
involved in the transaction of Nazi gold and related issues. In a sense,
Turkey was quite surprised at the allegations in the reports published by
the US Department of State. Nevertheless, Turkey took the matter
seriously and a Cabinet Minister was assigned by the Prime Minister to
deal with the matter, who in tum immediately set up a Commission of
Experts, composed of high ranking officials from the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs (hereafter MFA), the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey
(hereafter CBRT), academics, historians and members of the Turkish
Jewish Community. The Commission has conducted extensive research
in the Turkish and foreign archives, and is still carrying on with their
research on some detailed aspects of the issues. The Commission's
findings have been brought to the attention of the officials who prepared
the previous reports, and historian members of the Turkish Commission
and Dr. William Slany, the State Department Historian, have agreed to
write reports, articles and even books on these matters.

Nonetheless, until those publications come out, the Turkish
Commission would like to clarify all the allegations regarding Turkey in
the previous reports, which blamed Turkey on three counts: Nazi gold,
Turkey's sale of chromium to Germany between 1942 and 1943 for
about twelve months during the Second World.War and German assets
held by Turkey after Ankara declared war on Nazi Germany and returned
gratis to the Federal Republic of Germany in the second part of the
1950s.
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A) THE NAZI GOLD ISSUE

It is clearly inferred from the latest publications that the gold
assets looted by Germany during the Second World War were used to
finance the German war machine, and several countries became involved
in this process by facilitating Germany's transactions through the looted
gold. However, Turkey is unjustifiably mentioned among the countries
alleged to have been implicated in this whole affair. It seems that this
accusation against Turkey mostly stemmed from the fact that Turkey's
gold assets increased considerably from the end of 1938 to the end of the
Second World War. Indeed, the gold assets of the CBRT increased from
a level of 27.4 metric tons in 1939 to 216.2 metric tons by the end of
1945. In other words, the total increase was about 188.8 metric tons. This
increase seems to have led to speculations that perhaps a large part of it
was to do with the Nazi gold.

However, this assumption does not seem to be borne out by
archive documents. If anything, figures of the State Statistical Institute
clearly demonstrate that during the period in question Turkey's foreign
trade surplus went up to 341.5 million US Dollars during the Second
World War, and that much of this surplus was invested in gold by the
Turkish government to meet the constant demand for foreign currency
and to protect its foreign holdings against possible depreciation under
war conditions. And, should this amount be fully translated into gold, the
total would have made 300 metric tons of gold.

At first sight, this might look a bit odd, given that Turkey had
experienced almost a constant trade deficit in the years previous to the
outbreak of the war. Nonetheless, the point to be borne in mind is that,
although Turkey managed to remain outside the war, it was one of the
very few countries which could not escape from the devastating effects
of the war, particularly in economic terms. For instance, Turkey's trade
with the outside world shrank considerably during the war years.
However, perhaps paradoxically, Turkey's current account in relation to
its foreign trade underwent an impressive surplus during these years, not
least because the country, feeling the war clouds on its borders, was
careful not to spare much money for imports, and also because all those
countries who used to export to Turkey found themselves in the war, and
in a sense Turkey lost a number of its trading partners. In addition, in
1940, impressive increase in the cotton harvest and coal production
together with the discovery of oil fields also contributed, to a large
extent, to tilting the balance in the foreign trade in favor of Turkey. The
trade agreement Turkey signed with Britain in December 1940 also
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appears to have contributed to Turkey's foreign trade surplus. All the
money Turkey earned from its exports were kept in corresponding banks
mostly in North America and partly in Europe. According to an
agreement between the CBRT and the Swiss National Bank (hereafter
SNB) signed in 1942, the latter would automatically invest foreign
exchange deposits of the CBRT with the SNB into gold, when the
amount exceeded certain limits, or would make the payment from the
gold when the amount dropped under a certain agreed limit.

The CBRT records account for the movement of every piece of
gold purchased by Turkey during the Second World War. The following
is a brief account of all these gold movements: For instance, records in
the CBRT indicate clearly that 55.7 metric tons of this increase in the
gold reserves of Turkey, 29.6 per cent of the total increase, came from
the gold bars that the Turkish Treasury was able to buy from Banque de
France thanks to a credit facility of the British government of 15 million
pounds through the Bank of England. Initial research into the British
archive documents in the Public Record Office (hereafter PRO) in
London under catalogues F0371 for the year 1939 explains extensively
how the credit facility was arranged between Ankara and London as part
of a financial package to Turkey. The records of the CBRT and of PRO
also explain how the purchase of this gold was made and how it was
brought over to Turkey. According to the documents, this gold, having
been purchased from Banque de France with British credit and brought
over to Turkey, was deposited with the CBRT to form collateral for the
future cash demands ofthe Treasury during the war.

From the records of the Board of Directors of the CBRT, it is
obvious that with the advent of the Second World War, the CBRT
adopted a policy of transferring all its gold assets entrusted with its
correspondent banks in Europe to North America, in particular, to the
USA. These records make it clear that a large bulk of Turkey's gold
purchases was made through the CBRT's correspondent banks abroad.
Indeed, the total amount, 127.2 metric tons which the CBRT's
correspondents bought during this period account for 67.6 per cent of the
total increase in gold assets.

The CBRT records also track down the rest of the gold increase,
5.0 metric tons, which was bought abroad in two separate instances and
brought over to Turkey in two parties. The first party, 2.0 metric tons,
was purchased in the form of bars, from Reichsbank in 1942 prior to the
Allied Declaration of January the 51

\ 1943, and the payment for the
purchase was made through the accounts of the CBRT with SNB and
Sveriges Riksbank. The second party was the acquisition of 249 bars,
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approximately 3.0 metric tons in 1943. The records of the Board of
Directors of the CBRT dated May Sth and May 21 st of 1943, with
reference numbers of 2662 and 2681 respectively, the minutes of the
meetings of the CBRT's Board of Directors, the strongroom records of
the CBRT, as well as related SNB documents explain the purchase and
the transfer of the gold in full detail. According to this documentation,
the CBRT was planning to buy gold for SFR 10.000.000 at the beginning
of May 1943. However, due to the high transportation cost which was
likely to incur under war conditions, the Board later decided to increase
the amount to SFR IS.000.000 in order to reduce the transportation cost
per kilogram. At that point Reichsbank offered to sell gold for SFR S.000
per kilogram which was found to be more expensive than the offer of the
SNB, 4.920.63 per kilogram. Moreover, in compliance with the Allied
Declaration of 1943 which forbade all countries from buying gold from
Germany, the Board of the CBRT looked at possibilities of entrusting it
with the Bank for International Settlements (mS) to be safeguarded or of
purchasing the desired gold from the USA against Swiss Franks, and
finally came to the conclusion that the gold should be purchased from
SNB. Accordingly, the SNB purchased 3.048,40672 kilograms of gold
on behalfofCBRT for SFR IS.000.081 on May 8t", 1943.

Though the gold was bought, its transportation presented certain
difficulties. While Turkey was in search of ways to bring it home, an
option emerged whereby the Reichsbank would supply 249 bars of gold
weighing 3.047.32 kilograms in total to Turkey against the gold
purchased by SNB on behalf of CBRT. This offer was accepted by the
CBRT and in order to finalize the transaction, the CBRT instructed the
SNB on May 2Sth

, 1943, to transfer the gold it had bought earlier on
behalf of the CBRT to Reichsbank. From these records, it is clear that for
all intents and purposes, the CBRT acted in this whole matter in good
faith. According to the records of the CBRT, the gold supplied by
Reichsbank in return for the transfer of the gold SNB bought on behalf of
the CBRT was used in minting commemorative coins by the Turkish
State Mint during 1944-1946.

The 243 kilograms of gold bars and 32.000 gold coins handed
over by the German Embassy in Ankara to the Swiss Embassy and
finally to the Turkish authorities when Turkey declared war on Nazi
Germany in 1945 were kept on consignment basis by the CBRT. These
gold bars and coins were fully returned to the German side (Deutsche
Bank, Dresdner Bank and the German government) by the Ministry of
Finance in June and November 1960 under the provisions of an
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economic protocol signed between Turkey and the Federal Republic of
Germany within the context ofNATO solidarity.

From the documents of the Bank of England, it became clear that
the CBRT approached the Bank of England about the possibility of re
smelting 8 tons of bars of varied and relatively low fineness and 3 tons of
miscellaneous coinage in 1947. However, the Bank of England declined
this request at the time, on the grounds that it was concerned that perhaps
these were either fully or partly the looted gold. Finally, in 1952 the
CBRT made an arrangement with the Bank of England about the re
smelting of 8.706 kilograms of gold bars of varied and relatively low
fineness. The strongroom records of the CBRT clearly indicate that these
gold bars re-smelted in London were either the bars purchased between
1931 and 1939 by the CBRT or the ones received from the Ministry of
Finance in 1934 to back up the bank notes in circulation under the
provisions of Article 6 of Act No. 1715 of the CBRT. In other words, all
that gold re-smelted in London had nothing to do with Nazi gold.

Meanwhile, it is interesting to note that according to a number of
Turkish and Polish documents Turkey became a place of safekeeping for
most of the Balkan countries during the war. For instance, 70.0 metric
tons of Polish gold was saved by Turkey and transferred to free Syria
with the assistance of Turkish authorities. In addition, US$ 3.000.000 of
the Kingdom of Yugoslavia were kept on consignment basis in Turkey
during the war. Needless to say, these assets would have been looted by
the Nazi authorities to finance their military campaigns, otherwise.

B) CHROMIUM ISSUE

On a related matter, that of the German purchase of chromium
from Turkey during the Second World War, mentioned in the report of
the US State Department published on June 3rd

, 1997, the records of the
Turkish Foreign Ministry, as well as British archive material and books
based on British documents challenge the allegation that Turkey sold
Germany large quantities of chromium in order to keep the German war
machine going. Indeed, even a cursory look at the report published by the
State Department reveals that the subject was examined only in light of
American documents starting from 1941, after the US declaration of war
on Germany.

But it was a matter extensively discussed between Britain and
France on the one hand, and Turkey, on the other, from the beginning of
the war onwards. It is possible to track down all the negotiations between
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Ankara and London regarding the chromium issue both through the
Turkish Foreign Ministry records and all the archive material in PRO. In
order to understand what happened, the Turkish Commission Experts
carried out extensive research in various Turkish Archives.

The truth of the matter is that Turkey allied itself to Britain and
France through formal alliance treaties at the outbreak of the Second
World War. And although Turkey remained non-belligerent during much
of the war until 1945, which is when it declared war on Germany,
Turkey continued its close cooperation with Britain and France
throughout the war. For instance, if Turkey had been selling chromium
to Germany without the knowledge and consent of Britain, the latter
would probably have refused to come up with a financial assistance
package to Turkey after the beginning of the war, and without the credit
facility rendered to Turkey, the CBRT would not have been able to
purchase gold from Banque de France.

The following is a brief summary of what took place. Having
realized that the Soviet Union could no longer be trusted after the Soviet
Foreign Minister, Molotov, had struck a Non-Aggression Pact with his
German counterpart, Ribbentrop, on 23rd August, 1939, Turkey allied
itself to Britain and France through a Tripartite Alliance Agreement of
Mutual Defense despite German preponderance both in economic and
military terms in the Balkans and Central-Eastern Europe, areas very
close to Turkey. In addition to this Tripartite Agreement, a Special
Accord was also signed on the same day which offered economic aid by
Britain and France to Turkey. Almost simultaneously, Turkey informed
Germany that it could not renew its trade agreement with the latter until
and unless Germany sorted out its differences with France and Britain
and signed a trade agreement with them. Turkey also informed Germany
that it was not to prolong the trade agreement with Germany the two
countries had signed on 26th of July 1938. Not surprisingly, all the trade
between Turkey and Germany came to an abrupt end on the 1st of
September 1939, the day the war broke out.

Since Turkey broke off its economic relations with Germany, it
negotiated with Britain and France as to how to sell its products,
primarily chromium which was a major export item, to these allies. In
fact, breaking-off with Germany had been part of the deal. In the course
of the negotiations within the framework of the Tripartite Agreement and
the Special Accord among Turkey, Britain and France, Secretary General
of the Turkish Foreign Ministry, Numan Menemencioglu, visited both
Paris and London soon after the outbreak of the war, and he made an
offer to the Allies in December 1939 while he was still in London:

---
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Britain and France should purchase all Turkey's chromium for a period
of fifteen years, corresponding to the duration of the Tripartite
Agreement. But, as Britain was purchasing its chromium from several
countries, mostly its colonies, it turned down this offer, on the grounds
that the duration of the agreement would be too long. Instead, Britain
proposed that London and Paris governments should buy all Turkish
chromium for a period of two years, after which time the matter would
be taken up again between the three countries. And Turkey accepted this
offer, however grudgingly it may have been, and the Chrome Trade
Agreement was signed in Paris on January sth, 1940, between these three
allies. According to this deal, France was to buy 4/15 and England 11115
of Turkey's total chromium production of 250.000 tons. This agreement
also stipulated (Article 6) that Turkey could sell its surplus chromium
production to third countries, particularly to the USA, on condition that
Britain and France approve the sale beforehand. The Agreement, which
was concluded only for two years, could be renewed, but only for one
more year, between the signatories. .

It seems clear from the documentation both at the MFA as well
as PRO that the Turkish side wished to prolong the trade for a much
longer period than only one more year when the two years term expired.
However, Britain appeared quite unwilling for a longer extension of the
agreement, while France had already been overrun by Nazi Germany.
Professor W.N. Medlicott, the famous late British historian who
conducted extensive research into British archives laments this decision
on the part of the British government. According to him, Numan
Menemencioglu made a bold attempt on 21 st of December, 1941 in
arguing that Turkey's agreement with Britain and France to sell
chromium to these allies should continue for a period of twenty years.
Sadly, however, this was turned down by the British government. As
Professor Medlicott put it: "later events showed that the British would
have been well-advised to tie up Turkish chrome fora longer
period."

Meanwhile, Germany had approached Turkey with an offer to
buy Turkey's chromium. Having secured Britain's agreement within the
context of the Chromium Trade Agreement between Turkey, on the one

. hand, and Britain and France, on the other, and in particular in
accordance with Article 6 of that Agreement, Turkey agreed to the sale
of chromium to Germany by signing a chrome agreement with that
country on 9th October, 1941. It is perhaps important to note that, by that
stage, the USA was still a neutral country. Even then, Turkey was very
cautious with Germany. It inserted a clause in the Agreement which
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stipulated that Turkish chromium deliveries to Germany could start only
after January 1943, the termination of the Tripartite Chrome Agreement
and one year extension. And when the actual deliveries began, all the
transaction was done on the basis of barter, particularly war material to
Turkey, avoiding any Nazi gold.

The documentation in the MFA makes it clear that the whole
deal with Germany was carried out in close consultation with the British
government. When, in fact, the British government asked for clarification
in September 1943, the Turkish Foreign Ministry instructed the Turkish
Embassy in London to remind the British authorities that the German
Chrome Agreement had been signed with the approval of the British
government, and that the British had expressed the view at that time that
the requirements put forward for the sale of the chromium to Germany
were drafted by Turkey in such a way as to make it quite difficult for the
Germans to carry forward the plan in full-swing.

When the allies requested of Turkey that chromium deliveries to
Germany be stopped, Turkey immediately complied with that request on
24th April, 1944 and discontinued the chromium trade with Germany
though the chrome agreement with that country had not yet expired. Few
months later in August 1944, Turkey severed all its diplomatic relations
with Germany. It is interesting to note that almost a year later, April
1945, the Swedish Embassy protecting Germany's interests in Ankara
handed in a Note to the Turkish Foreign Ministry, saying that the Krupp
Company in Germany had decided to annul the chrome agreement with
Turkey in the absence of any chromium deliveries to Germany.

There is further evidence which clearly indicates that Turkey
acted in this whole matter of the chromium in good faith and in
accordance with the letter and spirit of the Alliance Treaty which it had
signed earlier with Britain and France. For instance, according to the
agreement between Turkey on the one side, and Britain and France on
the other, Turkey was to have sold all its chromium to these two
countries for as long as the agreement was in effect, an obligation which
Turkey duly respected and undertook. When France came under German
occupation and the Vichy government was set up, which collaborated
with Nazi Germany, Turkey, instead of going on to supply the so-called
government of France with chromium, discontinued shipments to France,
and directed instead the chromium deliveries to England who assumed
the French share. All this refutes the allegations that Turkey contributed
to the ongoing German war machine by selling large quantities of
chromium to Germany during the war.
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It is important to note that all this is documented by large bulks
of documents in various Turkish archives, that initial research into the
archive material in PRO does confirm this assessment, and that Turkish
Commission Experts' research into the material in PRO will resume in
early 1999 with a vIew to writing a detailed report on all aspects of the
chromium issue.

C) THE ISSUE OF THE GERMAN ASSETS

The issue of the German assets seized at the end of the Second
World War by Turkey as a victor country has also been turned into a
matter of unfounded allegation against Turkey. The truth of the matter is
the following: Turkey broke off its diplomatic relations with Germany in
August 1944, and, later, in 1945 declared war on Nazi Germany. As a
result, all the German assets, including the embassy and consular
buildings and the German school in Istanbul were seized by Turkey as
enemy property. These German assets also included 243 kilograms of
gold bars and 32.000 gold coins handed over by the German Embassy in
Ankara to the Swiss Embassy when the German Ambassador was
leaving, and finally to the Turkish authorities when Turkey declared war
on Nazi Germany in 1945. It is important to note that these gold bars and
coins were kept under the CBRT's care by Turkey on a consignment
basis.

Turkey at the time thought that when the general procedures as
to how to deal with these assets became established, it would handle the
matter accordingly, since Ankara was to make war claims against
Germany. Oddly enough, however, Turkey was not invited to the Paris
Conference for Reparations in 1946 although it had duly declared war on
Nazi Germany. Therefore, Turkey acted on its own to handle both
matters of Turkish claims against Germany and the German assets seized
in Turkey, following Turkey's declaration of war on Germany and Japan.
The Agreement which carne out of the Paris Conference for Reparations
in January 1946, established the modalities of the liquidation of German
assets. Upon the conclusion of this Agreement, the Allies approached
Turkey which, in turn, informed the former rightfully that it was not
bound by international agreements which it had not signed, and which it
had taken no part in framing. Turkey duly expressed the view and
registered its position accordingly that it "maintains sole jurisdiction
over its program of German external assets and enemy property,
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and that the proceeds of the liquidation be used first to satisfy
Turkish war claims against Germany."

In fact, the Allies left it to Turkey to deal with this matter
directly by excluding Turkey from the Paris Reparation Conference in
which 18 countries had participated. In the previous reports on the issue
published by the State Department, there was a reference to a remark
(pages 136-137) by a US delegate, Seymour Rubin, in the Conference on
Economic Security held in Paris between 27th of April and i h May 1948.
Mr. Rubin, according to the documents used to prepare that report,
mentioned Turkey in relation to the termination of efforts on the
liquidation of German assets in some countries, including Turkey.

But closer scrutiny of American documents suggests that a very
important State Department document was omitted in preparation of that
report. In a telegram sent by the State Department to the US Embassy in
Ankara dated 8th April, 1948, twenty days before the Paris Conference on
Economic Security was held, the State Department was recommending to
the US Embassy in Ankara that Turkey be treated as a special case with
regard to the seized German assets. The Turkish Commission Experts
have already brought this document to the attention of the officials who
prepared the report.

According to the documentation, Turkey maintained its position
that it should deal directly with this issue because it had not been invited
to the Paris Reparation Conference. In the end, Turkey gave up its war
claims against Germany who had by then become Turkey's ally in
NATO, and all the German assets estimated by the Allies at about 50 to
70 million Dollars were returned gratis to the Federal Republic of
Germany by the Turkish government within the context of NATO
solidarity in the second half of the 1950s. The gold bars and coins
handed over to Turkey by the Swiss Embassy in Ankara were also
returned in full amount to the German side (Deutsche Bank, Dresdner
Bank and the German government) by the Ministry of Finance in June
and November 1960 under the provisions of an economic protocol signed
between Turkey and the Federal Republic of Germany, again, within the
context ofNATO solidarity.





UKRAINE

Delegation Statement

The broad and fruitful discussion begun a year ago at the London
International Conference continues today in Washington. It is
endeavoring to set new parameters, that would allow us to declare new
claims, backed by evidence and calculations carried out by our experts.

A year ago, an experts group on the "Nazi Gold" problem was
established in Ukraine. Its primary goal was to examine all available
sources of information in Ukraine and abroad. With the active assistance
of local archivists, members of the group have studied documents in the
state archives of Ukraine, in the archives of the Autonomous Republic of
Crimea, in 19 regional archives, in the state archives of the Russian
Federation (Moscow), in the Central Repository of Historical
Documentary Collections (Moscow), in the Federal Archives in Berlin
altogether some 500 archival collections have been accessed and more
than 500,000 pages of documents checked.

What were the venues of the Ukrainian share in the Third
Reich's capital formation?

FINANCIAL POLICIES OF THE OCCUPIERS, COMPULSORY
PAYMENTS, FUNCTIONING OF THE BANKING SYSTEM:

The Nazis worked vigorously and broadly. The collection of
precious metals and currencies was carried out by forcing the inhabitants
of Ukraine to sell these at a very low fixed rate. (An order to this effect
was issued in August, 1942).

Earlier, in June, 1942, a new monetary unit - the karbovanets 
was introduced in Ukraine. By April, 1943, more than 2,000 million
Soviet rubles were exchanged for the karbovantsi. This was equal to 200
million Reichsmarks. All payments for forcibly bought precious metals
and currencies were made in karbovantsi.

Preceding Page Blank
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The exchange operations for the Soviet rubles were done at
extortionate rates - much lower than the rate in use by the German
Reichsbank at the time.

Sale of government bonds was widespread and residents were
forced to buy these bonds. In Bukovyna, for example (then under
Romanian occupation) state obligations were sold beginning in 1941.
The archives contain lists of inhabitants compelled to buy these bonds.

One should also note such measures of capital formation as
taxes, penalties, contributions and other compulsory payments.
Preliminary data we have gathered shows that the population of Ukraine
made payments in excess of 2,500 thousand rubles; Ukrainian
government data show that these payments amounted to 2,600 thousand
rubles, about 46 million Reichsmarks, 195 million karbovantsi, 14.4
million zlotys.

THE FUNCTIONING OF THE BANK SYSTEM:

Analysis of the operations of banks and other financial structures
and organizations within the Reichscommisariat of Ukraine shows an
increase in the volume of financial activity. We have data on account
balances in the Central Economic Bank during the final stages of
occupation. The liabilities of this bank were not paid to the creditors. As
the result, there was a windfall of 7,290 million karbovantsi. More than
5,500 million karbovantsi or 550 million Reichsmarks were not paid to
the creditors of the Economic Bank network.

UKRAINIAN SLAVE LABORERS IN GERMANY:

One should not overlook the use of the bank system for the so
called "savings" of the slave laborers from Ukraine, who were compelled
to transfer home some of their earnings made in the Reich. What were
the practical results of this? The Central Economic Bank of Ukraine,
which operated in the Reichscommissariat of Ukraine, received 191.1
million karbovantsi or 19.11 million Reichsmarks in deposits, or money
withheld from the Ukrainian slave laborers. This amount should be
added to the money removed from inhabitants of the territories that
constitute present-day Ukraine.

While the amounts transferred from the meager earnings of
individual people in penal servitude were insignificant (they were
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receiving inadequate payment for their hard labor), the total sum is
impressive. We have no right to disregard it.

Also worthy of note should be the accumulation of Nazi assets
through obligatory insurance of workers. The Reich minister of labor
issued an order in April, 1942, that business owners should make
monthly contributions of 4 Reichsmarks to local hospitals or treasuries
for every employee's health care. We estimate that the total paid for
every Ukrainian slave laborer amounted to 200 million Reichsmarks.
Since these amounts were taken out of the earnings of the slave laborers
working under intolerable conditions, they should be included in the
compensatory requirements for Nazi victims.

ROBBERIES DURING ARRESTS, EXECUTIONS AND VARIOUS
RETALIATORY ACTIONS:

Capital formation in the form of gold and precious metals was
done not only through "spontaneous" robbery, but also in the process of
"scheduled" robbery during arrests, executions, removal to concentration
camps and other retaliatory actions. The valuables thus confiscated were
registered at the trophies reception posts of the Reich Treasury. They
came from German army units and from detention camps on the territory
of occupied countries, including the Soviet Union.

To date we have studied trophies records from the USSR and
from camps in Poland, Germany and other occupied territories where our
citizens were interned. The money and gold were transferred to the
German Reichsbank whose records also were examined. These records
provide a concrete data on the Ukrainian share of the "Nazi gold."
Currencies were recorded in Reichsmarks, but the value of jewelry was
not estimated. It was recorded as so many pieces or so many kilograms
of jewelry, and not specified whether the pieces were made of gold or
silver or some other precious metal.

The total amount of currencies and gold coins taken from the
Soviet Union was more than 1,800 million Reichsmarks. In addition, the
records show more than 1,210 kilograms of jewelry, made up of
1,123,525 individual items. The significant part of these came from
Ukraine. Almost 70,000 gold rubles and coins of other currencies were
registered with indications of their Ukrainian origin. Similarly, some
7,000 valuable items, separately recorded 588 gold items and about 110
kilograms of jewelry suggest that they came from Ukraine. But we are
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convinced that the share of valuables confiscated in Ukraine is much
higher, as numerous records don't show where the items originated.

Clearly, not all the stolen valuables reached the Reich Treasury.
But the analysis of the trophies reception post records is very important
for the establishment of appropriate parameters. Research in the archives
of the trophies reception post of the Reich Treasury (Bundesarchives in
Berlin) will continue.

RESEARCH IN UKRAINE

We continue to examine affidavits gathered by local assistance
groups of the State Emergency Commission, which would provide data
on property confiscation and on the suffering of Ukrainian population
during the German occupation.

Plans call for a compilation of a list of citizens who have had
their jewelry confiscated by the Nazis. Also, testimony and interrogation
records of persons who returned from slave labor camps and prisoner of
war camps about living conditions in Germany -- some 1,300,000 pages 
- is available in the State archives. This material came from the Security
Service, Ministry of Internal Affairs and Ministry of Defense of Ukraine.

OUR CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSALS

1. Ukraine, where more than 600,000 Nazi victims still live,
supports the world community with regard to a fair distribution of Nazi
assets gained during the Holocaust era among the survivors of that era.
We would like to see the creation of a fund as suggested by the United
States and Great Britain for the support the victims of Nazi persecution
until the end of their days, and wish to note that the people characterized
at the London conference as "double victims" tend to die sooner. It is our
view that this problem is complex and requires a complex solution, rather
than a one-time humanitarian assistance.

2. The most urgent task for the benefit ofNazi victims - citizens
of Ukraine and other new independent states on the territory of the
former USSR - is the establishment of fair compensatory payments to
them by the Federal Republic of Germany, the successor state of the
Third Reich. This we emphatically reiterate. The payments should be
made on a non-discriminatory basis not just to one category of persons
(industrial slave laborers, for example), but to all categories of victims of
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the National-Socialist persecution, including inmates of concentration
camps, Gestapo prisoners, inhabitants of ghettos, persons compelled to
work in hard-labor factories. To accomplish this, negotiations have to be
undertaken with Germany and appropriate agreements concluded. In this
respect we look to the attention and understanding of the new German
government.

3. From Ukraine's point of view, "Nazi Gold" should not be
defined only as stolen gold and other precious metals, but as a concept
that in a broad sense characterizes the process of the Reich's capital
formation during the Second World War. We thus take into consideration
not only direct confiscation of valuables, but also the systematic fiscal
policy in occupied territories, use of compulsory labor and removal of
Ukraine's material resources. This approach corresponds with the
orientation of the present conference. When we speak of "Nazi Gold" we
mean Nazi assets gained during the Holocaust.

4. Our approach to this problem may differ from those of other
European nations, but there is a reason: Ukraine had existed within the
totalitarian system of the Soviet Union. Under conditions of this system,
inhabitants of the greater part ofUkraine, on the eve of Nazi occupation,
had no property rights, no bank accounts, no assets in bank safe deposit
boxes. The only thing they were allowed to have were personal
belongings and modest savings. We should remember, however, that
during the Second World War millions of small streams of fine jewelry,
ornaments, rings, watches, crosses, tooth caps merged into a mighty river
of gold that became the Nazi assets of the Third Reich. The western
lands of Ukraine, on the other hand, which became a part of the Soviet
Union in 1939-40, did have the attributes of countries under whose rule
these lands existed until that time. It is our position, therefore, that
inhabitants of Eastern Halychyna, Bukovyna and Transnistria who
survived the war and Holocaust should be compensated the same way as
those of other European countries for their losses of bank savings,
insurance, property and the like.

S. We confirm our readiness to cooperate with the world
community in a full information exchange. Based on the principles of
open society, we will make available all the materials in our archives that
had been inaccessible before Ukraine's independence not only to foreign,
but even domestic experts.

6. We support the idea of establishing an international archival
directory on problems of Nazi assets and we stand ready to participate in
planning such database. This directory, accessible through a world
computer network, would be a worthy representation of the world
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community's unity on the threshold of the third millennium. Moreover, it
would have not only a practical significance, but also serve as a
memorial to the victims of the Nazis and to remind the future generations
of the Nazi horrors.

7. Ukraine supports the creation of a permanent advisory body
made up of various experts, who would work on the problems of Nazi
assets.

The delegation of Ukraine has come to the Washington
conference with a fervent desire to promote practical achievements in its
work, first and foremost - a fair division of Nazi assets, fair
compensatory payments to the victims ofNazi persecution.

FIVE BASIC GROUPS OF THE ARCHIVAL DOCUMENTS

- Archives of the state government bodies;
- Archives of regional government bodies;
- Archives of the invaders' authority;
- Archives of the underground in Ukraine;
- Collections of documents.

The first group contains the instructive materials,
correspondence of the chief Party and Soviet authorities of the Ukrainian
Soviet Republic concerned with organizing the inventory of losses and
damage caused in the time of the German occupation of the territory of
republic, mass decimation of the civilians and prisoners of war,
compulsory export of products, works or goods to Germany. The
documents establishing or detaining carried out in areas of Ukraine
including enterprises, establishments, organizations, citizens; the robbery
of church property, museums, scientific and educational institutions: the
export of objects of material and cultural values to Germany, Romania,
are stored at the treasury of Council of the Peoples Commissars (CPC),
the State or dared commission attached to the Ukrainian CPC, the
Central statistical Department on the return of the equipment, property
and valuables attached to the Ukrainian CPC (1943-1947). At the
treasury of some People's Commissars there are certifications on the
damages in various branches of the economy, health care, culture, overall
data, registers, and acts proving the damage.

The second group is submitted by the documents of regional
government bodies. Among them there are information, certifications,
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acts of regional certifications commISSIOns of assistance to the
Emergency State commission of the USSR on the establishment and
investigation of invaders' crimes; citizens' petitions on the damage
caused lists of the destroyed occupied settlements, citizens put to death
or exported· to Germany for slave labor; information on concentration
camps, ghetto on the territory of Ukraine, etc.

The third group of the documents - has the greatest potential
research value for studying occupation policy. It includes the
documentary materials of the ruling government bodies such as the Reich
safety services, Reich commissariat of Ukraine, Halychyna district; local
general - commissariat, local and regional authorities, material on banks,
police, different firms and organizations: the Reich Head Monetary
Department - the Trophies Service, the German Reichsbank, the
Economic banks in Ukraine, the agricultural banks, the Reich Society on
auditing the occupied enterprises of the eastern areas of the Soviet
Union, and material on concentration camps.

The fourth group includes the documents of the Ukrainian
Headquarters for undergrqund movements (UHGM), associations, and
other groupings in which there is information on atrocities, crimes and
robberies carried out by the Nazis.

The document collections according to their origin which
characterize the Nazi regime in the occupied territory of Ukraine, the
results of investigations of crimes and damage caused by the invaders,
surveys of republican Emergency state commission concerned with the
fifth group.

In general the archival base presented contains a sufficient
volume of information to allow for scientific research of the problem.
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Overview of the Washington Conference
Principles on Nazi-Confiscated Art

Stuart E. Eizenstat
UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ECONOMIC, BUSINESS AND

AGRICULTURAL AFFAIRS

Intervention during the Plenary Session: Overview of Nazi
Confiscated Art Issues

I want to thank all of our speakers for their extremely impressive
and well-documented presentations. The work of Jonathan Petropoulos
and Lynn Nicholas represent the outpouring of new scholarship about the
cultural consequences of the Holocaust by scholars and archivists in
many countries. We now have a better, more factual understanding
about the massive displacement of art that took place in Europe during
the Holocaust period. We know how the Nazis, in their expropriation of
artworks and other assets, took a first step toward the destruction of an
entire people. We understand the way in which well-meaning restitution
efforts after the War were ended prematurely by international political
considerations related to a focus on the Cold War.

From Mr. Kulishov's presentation, we have a renewed
appreciation of the suffering the Russian people endured during the War.
We welcome the Russian Federation's participation in the efforts of the
international community to come to terms with issues relating to
Nazi-confiscated art. And we look forward to hearing how the Duma
exempted from its nationalization law art that the Nazis had confiscated
from religious organizations, charitable institutions, and individuals due
to their race, religion or national affiliation.

Ambassador Lauder has spoken from his perspective as a former
diplomat, as a knowledgeable collector, and as a distinguished leader in
the art world and the international Jewish community on the need for
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principles and guidelines for returning Nazi-confiscated art to its rightful
owners.

Herr Bacher has explained the pioneering legislation last month
by Austria, which can serve as a model for the return ofNazi-confiscated
art. And Rusty Powell, Director of the National Gallery of Art here in
Washington, has explained the genesis of the guidelines issued by the
task force of the Association of Art Museum Directors.

When you think how much art was moved around during the
War, in the midst of the bombings and movements of whole armies, it is

.amazing so much survived. It surv~ved because there were German
officers who disobeyed the Fuehrer's orders to bum Paris; because there
were the dedicated "Monuments Men" among the Allied forces, who
managed to find millions of hidden works that were disintegrating; and
because there were civilians on both sides of the conflict who took risks
to save art from destruction because they saw it as a glory of our
civilization.

For decades, the search for Nazi-confiscated art was the lonely
effort of survivors of the Holocaust and their families, aided by
organizations devoted to their. welfare. In the last few years, it has
become a serious international issue. In country after country, public
displays of this art have set off intensive controversy, touching on
sensitive memories and inflaming ancient prejudices, casting a cloud
over the international art market, threatening beneficial cultural exchange
and reopening the wounds of World War II at a time when our nations
are trying to construct new partnerships to serve us in the next century.

We must use this Conference to give new vigor to the work of
restitution, so that people who have been deprived of their property for
most of their lives can find justice. It will not be easy. Those were times
of great confusion. The provenance of much of this art is not fully clear.
Memories are fading, lives are drawing to a close. There are also
innocent purchasers involved, who also must be heard if justice is to be
served.

The purpose of our discussions at this Conference is not to blame
any nation or group of nations. Our purpose is more constructive. We
want to understand what happened to these works of art; to share the
positive steps' nations have begun to take; and to learn about the new
methods of archival research, the exciting new technologies for matching
art with claims and the useful new methods of resolving disputes without
lengthy and costly lawsuits.

Specifically, we shall discuss the general principles relating to
Nazi-confiscated art that we included in a discussion paper we provided
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you during our con'sultations in the months preceding the Conference.
Some of these principles were inspired by the guidelines, noted by Mr.
Powell, prepared for American museums to use in dealing with
Holocaust-era art. Others reflect constructive initiatives of European
governments and museums.

I am convinced that with the background we have been provided
here, we can accept the opportunity and the responsibility to forge a
consensus around these principles and make a commitment to finish this
work.





Explanation of the Washington Conference
Principles on Nazi-Confiscated Art

Stuart E. Eizenstat
UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ECONOMIC, BUSINESS AND

AGRICULTURAL AFFAIRS

Intervention during the Break-out Session: Principles to Address
Nazi-Confiscated Art

I have been impressed - indeed I have been almost overwhelmed
- by the way this Conference has evolved so far. We have moved from
sadness and moral outrage, through a clearheaded definition of the issues
and the problems, to a strong determination to resolve the issues, with
more and more countries making commitments to do far more than what
has been done up to now.

This is especially true as regards art. I was immensely pleased
yesterday afternoon, when the chairman of the Russian delegation in
effect opened a new chapter in restitution for his country. I was also
immensely gratified as one delegation after another has committed itself
to the principles of open archives, full accounting, and international
cooperation in helping victims and their families find lost art.

The U.S. Government is very hopeful that out of our discussions
here will come a consensus on broad principles that can guide us down
this road. There are some difficult steps to take, but I hope we can take
them in a spirit of mutual respect and cooperation among all nations and
all concerned institutions. .

After we announced at the London Conference on Nazi Gold that
the United States would host a follow-up conference on other
Nazi-confiscated assets and that art would have a prominent place on the
agenda, the U.S. Government surveyed what was being done by various
countries and other interested parties both in Europe and in this
Hemisphere. We noted the actions being taken by a number of countries,
such as France and the Netherlands, to identify Nazi-confiscated art and,
in the case of Austria, to provide a comprehensive solution by which art
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can be returned to pre-War owners, notwithstanding former legal barriers
such as the statute of limitations.

Several weeks ago, we prepared a discussion paper laying out
eleven general principles, which was used as the basis of extensive
consultations and which all of you have today. These principles are not,
in themselves, a solution. They are a means by which nations can
fashion their own solutions consistent with their own legal systems. The
principles try to capture the spirit of this Conference for nations to use in
this task.

If these principles are properly applied, the discovery of
Nazi-confiscated art will no longer be a matter of chance. Instead, there
will be an organized international effort - voluntary in nature but backed
by strong moral commitment - to search provenance and uncover stolen
art. This is a shared effoMIl the part of governments, NGOs, museums,
auctioneers and dealers.

Claimants who have long been ignored will be encouraged and
actively assisted in making claims. Those who research claims will no
longer find that files are closed. There will be open archives everywhere
in the world, easily usable by researchers. Issues of ownership will no
longer be decided solely by endless, expensive, winner-take-alllitigation.
Instead, there will be enhanced opportunities for mediations, arbitrations
and negotiated settlements, so that the art world and cultural exchange
will be steadily freed from the taint ofNazi confiscation.

Let me add that, in light of the announcement yesterday by the
Russian Federation that it will participate in developing a database, open
archives to researchers, extend the period in which Holocaust survivors
can apply for return of their art and support the principles suggested to
this conference, I am confident that some of the greatest collections in
the world will be returned to their rightful owners and a vast storehouse
of information about other works will open up as well.

The first three prinCiples envision a massive cooperative effort to
trace this art. We call upon museums to search the provenance oftheir
holdings, on governments to open up their World War 11 and related
archives to private researchers, for commercial galleries and auction
houses to seek information, document, and make available what
information they have. It is important to locate what was confiscated. It
is equally important to know what was not confiscated, or what was
restituted to the pre-War owners. The taint of "stolen art" should not be
applied to works that do not deserve it.

Researchers in Switzerland, Austria, the Netherlands and France
are at work today tracing the provenance of artworks in their national
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collections. The international auction houses have redoubled their
provenance investigations. Non-governmental organizations have
launched projects to find lost art and help survivors and their families in
the painful task of remembering what they owned and when and how it
was seized. The guidelines issued by the American Association of Art
Museum Directors and the Museum Directors Conference of the United
Kingdom call for institutions to research their collections and make them
available as well to outside researchers. These are practices that are
consistent with these principles. More and more nations are adopting
them.

The fourth principle deals with gaps and ambiguities in the
provenance of works. The vast displacement of art, the destruction of
many records and the furtive nature of the international market during
the War mean there must be some leeway in establishing provenance.
Where there is no bill of sale, a diary entry or an insurance listing might
be acceptable evidence of pre-War ownership. If a work is not on a Nazi
confiscation list, it may be in the archives of the "monuments men" or
the secret inventories of the French Resistance or in other archival
collections.

Conversely, there may be circumstantial evidence that works
were not stolen but sold at market, or restituted to families and
subsequently sold. Provenance work is not easy. But I can say from
experience that neither was it easy to trace the movement of Nazi gold.
Some said it would be impossible. Yet in two years of hard work we
were able to do it, as was the Swiss Bergier Commission.

The next three principles -- numbers 5, 6, and 7 -- deal with
publicizing the information and encouraging resolution of the issues.
They include circulating photos of the art and information about it
everywhere in the world, through the traditional media and on the new
electronic media. Maximum publicity will tell survivors and their
families if their art still exists. It will also tell the international art
community if questions still exist about a given work. I applaud the
government of France for its initiative in displaying on the Internet a
portion of the unclaimed art restituted to France by the Allied military
authorities, the so-called MNR collection. An impressive number of
other nations and non-governmental organizations are also preparing
databases and their own web sites.

The Internet is a powerful tool, but as anyone who uses it knows,
it can be overwhelming. With that in mind, we suggest the eventual
establishment, as a cooperative project, of a central registry -- in effect, a
digital collecting point -- of information about Nazi-confiscated art. This
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will greatly help museums and collectors avoid acquiring stolen objects
and assist the victims of the theft in locating their losses. A number of
countries and institutions are making details of their archival holdings
and access information available on their dedicated web sites.

The U.S. National Archives and Records Administration has
placed its finding aid to Holocaust-era art on the Internet. We encourage
all governments, museums, art dealers and other institutions to join in
this effort. On-line repositories could include lists of losses that have not
been restituted; lists of unclaimed items, and information that will help
individuals research and make claims. They should be linked for easier
access. In posting information on the Internet, institutions should bear in
mind the benefits of adhering to common standards. For example,
Object I.D., which is already gaining worldwide acceptance and is
available in many languages, sets forth minimum descriptive data for
uniquely identifying a work of art.

After existing art works have been matched with documented
losses, comes the delicate process of reconciling competing equities of
ownership to produce a just and fair solution -- the subject of the 8th and
9th principles. We can begin by recognizing that as a moral matter, we
should not apply rules designed for commercial transactions of societies
that operate under the rule of law to people whose property and very
lives were taken by one of the most profoundly illegal regimes the world
has ever known.

In this regard, the U.S. Government applauds the courageous
decision of the government of Austria to return art held in its federal
museums and collections to surviving pre-War owners and their rightful
heirs notwithstanding legal defenses. We hope other European
governments will follow Austria's example in their own way, so they can
complete the restitution process their predecessors left in abeyance after
the war.

The leadership of the art world is moving in the same direction.
The Art Dealers Association of America has flatly stated its members
will not knowingly purchase or sell Nazi-confiscated art. The guidelines
of the Museum Directors Associations, in both the United States and the
United Kingdom, call on museums not to acquire such art until
ownership questions are resolved.

Practices such as these recognize the fact that the public enjoys
works of art because they represent the highest achievements of our
civilization. They are proud of their museums and public collections.
They do not want this pride to be clouded by unresolved claims of the
Holocaust.
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As the desire to do justice grows stronger, we hope that
collectors of art will use the Internet to look at their holdings and then
look into their own hearts and decide what to do. They may follow the
example of two families in Brazil. One owned a Picasso, the other a
Monet. Knowing these works had passed through a wartime dealer
notorious for his dealings with the Nazis, they voluntarily put them at the
disposal ofthe Jewish community of Sao Paulo pending discovery of the
rightful owners.

To illustrate the 8th principle, that solutions should be flexible
and just, I commend to you the recent settlement of the disputed
ownership of a painting by Degas, "Landscape With Smokestack." The
claimant family produced a fairly clear record of ownership. The owner
had paid full value with no knowledge of the wartime provenance. Both
were in a position to wage a legal battle that could have gone on for
years. Instead, they settled on partial payment for the family and
donation of the work to the Art Institute of Chicago, where the public
could enjoy it and a label accompanying the work acknowledged both
parties. Art claims do not have to be winner-take-all propositions, which
produce prolonged struggles in the courts, and drain the resources of both
parties. In an atmosphere of good will, a wide range of solutions is there
to be found.

There are additional opportunities when the original owner is
found to have died without heirs, the subject of the ninth principle. The
art could be sold with the proceeds going to victims of the Holocaust and
Jewish communities around the world. Or it could be displayed in
museums and identified in ways that educate the public about the cultural
losses of the Holocaust.

The 10th principle states that to ensure objectivity and to
enhance public confidence in their work, commissions in this field
should have members from outside the government, such as art experts,
historians and representatives of communities which were victims of the
Holocaust and, where appropriate, distinguished persons from other
countries.

The final principle - which I suggest today for the first time 
speaks to the need to give the other principles vitality. Nations should
take specific measures to apply these principles so they can more quickly
accomplish our mutual goals. For example, they should strive to develop
internal processes, making use of alternative dispute resolution
mechanisms, to restitute looted property.

While the proceedings of the Conference will be published
shortly, they will remain open until the end of the millennium so that
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nations may submit reports on the progress they have made to put these
principles into effect.

In conclusion, the most important test for any country today is
not only what it did or failed to do in the past, but what it is doing and
will do to face the past honestly and make amends for what was done.
The U.S. Government supports these principles as an action plan to
resolve a difficult, longstanding, embarrassing problem. I urge the
delegates to this Conference to form a consensus around them so that the
enthusiasm we have generated can result in real action.

The American philosopher Ralph Waldo Emerson once said,
"Every genuine work of art has as much reason for being as the earth and
the sea." It is to cap the glory of art with the crown of justice that we try
to finish our work today.



Art Databases and Archives

Stuart E. Eizenstat
UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ECONOMIC, BUSINESS AND

AGRICULTURAL AFFAIRS

Intervention during Break-out Session: Identification of Art,
Archives and Databases

Mr. Chairman and delegates to the Conference:
On behalf of the host delegation, I want to thank our presenters:
Connie Lowenthal of the Commission for Art Recovery, who is

using her skills to help so many individuals press their claims for return
of their property;

Ron Tauber of the Art Loss Register, who has assembled the
largest registry of stolen art in the world and has offered to make the
resources and experience of his company available to survivors and their
families without cost;

Gil Edelson, who speaks for American art dealers, who will be
so important to implementing whatever recommendations come out of
this Conference;

Konstantin Akinsha, whose patient work in Russian archives
opened a new chapter in this story and whose new Project of
Documentation of Wartime Losses is another important part of the
solution; and

Ori Soltes, whose work in the past with the Klutznick National
Jewish Museum helped to move this issue forward.

It is obvious from these presentations that technology and history
are coming together to create an opportunity we cannot afford to miss.

After World War II, most of the survivors of the Holocaust were
too concerned with putting their lives back together to undertake the
difficult task of locating their stolen artworks. Much of the art displaced
during the War was presumed lost. The vast majority of the claims that
were made were not for restitution, but for monetary compensation.

Decades later, when the Cold War finally ended and archives
previously closed were opened up, we learned that some of what was
presumed to be destroyed had actually survived. The discovery of
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missing art in Eastern Europe, along with the aging of the survivors
themselves, gives both new hope and new urgency to the search.

The search itself did not grow easier. It still involved going
through tens of thousands of feet of records, in many different archives,
in several different languages, in countries stretched over half the earth.
Very few survivors could afford this. Even those who could, found that
many doors were still closed and many paths led nowhere.

All that is beginning to change. What has been achieved on
gold, and the equally important progress on insurance, show that nations
want to heal the remaining wounds of World War II with speed and with
justice. You should know that the five governments comprising the
International Task Force on Holocaust Education, Remembrance and
Research will present their own recommendation to the Conference that
all nations commit themselves to opening up, by the end of next year, all
public and private archives on the Holocaust in general, and Holocaust
assets in particular. I hope the Conference will make a similar
commitment to the principle of open archives and fully accessible
records on art.

I hope you will explore ways to speed up archival research on
art. An excellent example is the finding aid that has been developed by
the National Archives here in the United States. The Archives' holdings
of Nazi records, war crimes trials transcripts, and Allied Occupation
documents is vast. In it are records of the Nazi organizations engaged in
art looting; also the records of postwar restitution, including efforts to
locate looted assets. The finding aid, available on the Internet, helps
researchers who are. searching for missing art and provenance
information determine what records exist, what they contain, and where
they are located. It leads them down to the right stack area, the row and
even the shelf. Archival personnel are available to offer additional
assistance.

It is possible, through the power of the new technology, to give
all survivors and their families the research capability that up to now has
been available to just a few. France has already used the Internet to
publicize the collection of unclaimed art recovered after the War that it
holds in custody. Many of you have expressed an interest in linkups, so
that someone with a documentation claim can put their information on a
website and match it against the inventories of works which were
confiscated but are still unclaimed. Or will allow those who deal in art to
check the wartime provenance of works they are interested in to see if a
documented claim exists.
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The web site of the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum provides
listings of information on Nazi-confiscated art (www.ushmm.gov)
including the National Archives finding aid. A number of countries and
institutions are making details of their archival holdings and access
information available on their dedicated web sites, linked to this central
web site managed by the Holocaust Museum. We encourage all
governments, museums, art dealers and other institutions to join in this
effort to link information on Nazi-confiscated art and to help the long
overdue resolution of outstanding ownership issues.

All of this will require cooperation, a willingness to share data,
and careful monitoring. None of us wants this information to be used in
ways that impede the free flow of commerce or restrict cultural exchange
between nations. Nor need it. Private organizations and police
authorities look for stolen art all the time. Their efforts actually help to
stabilize the market. A speedy resolution of claims arising from Nazi
confiscation will free the world of art from the uncertainty and threats of
litigation that have troubled its workings and eliminated impediments to
international cultural exchange, which benefits all out citizens.

We have the means and we have the will to bring justice after so
many years. I know your discussions, conducted in that spirit, will make
a significant contribution to that goal.





U.S. Support for the International Commission
on Holocaust Era Insurance Claims

Stuart E. Eizenstat
UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ECONOMIC, BUSINESS AND

AGRICULTURAL AFFAIRS

Intervention during the-Break-out Session: Solutions - Addressing
Claims and Providing Humanitarian Relief

The International Commission (or the IC) has the strong support
of the U.S. Government because: the IC brings together many of the
interested parties in a cooperative, non-confrontational process; the IC
includes the important survivor organizations; the IC will foster a
fact-based effort to resolve Holocaust insurance claims promptly and
fairly, and without resorting to lengthy litigation; and the IC seeks
practical solutions to resolve the issue of heirless insurance assets.

The IC is already functioning. It has had two meetings during
which much has been accomplished. The IC selected former Secretary
of State Lawrence Eagleburger as its chairman. At the November 11
meeting chaired by Mr. Eagleburger, the IC established five Working
Groups to resolve specific issues.

The insurance companies on the IC pledged $90 million as an act
of good faith. Disbursement of the $90 million will be decided either on
the basis of the claims adjudication procedures or for humanitarian relief
projects approved by the Commission.

The IC is committed to resolving all claims on the basis of
expedited claims requirements over the next two years, or less. This
timetable is far superior to lengthy litigation. The IC also has the support
of the major companies and key governments. I believe we can achieve
far more through cooperation rather than confrontation.

The International Commission has the strong support of the U.S.
Government. I hope other companies and other insurance regulators will
also join this effort. I hope this Conference can agree to express strong
support for the International Commission and urge other companies and
governments to join this process.
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Intervention during the Break-out Session: Solutions - Addressing
Claims and Providing Humanitarian Relief

We commend the six insurers that have voluntarily agreed to join
the International Commission: AIIianz, Generali, AXA, Zurich,
Winterthur, and Basler.

These companies are fully committed to the IC process and are
also supporting our goals here at the Washington Conference. These
companies recognize the importance of our work here today, particularly
with respect to assuring prompt justice for Holocaust survivors. The
companies are also committed to open archives.

However, these six companies together are not the only
companies that sold policies during the Holocaust era. Indeed, these
companies estimate their market share from that era to be about 30
percent of the total.

The Washington Conference should encourage other insurers to
join the IC process. In this regard, we welcome the informal expressions
of interest by some Central and East European governments in IC. The
interest of these governments is further evidence of their commitment to
modernize and adapt their laws and markets to Western norms.

In addition, we hope that Austrian insurance companies, which
are not represented on the International Commission at this time, will
also join this process.

In this regard, Lawrence Eagleburger, the Chairman of the
International Commission, has indicated that he will be traveling to
Vienna and to Central and East European capitals to encourage others to
join this process.
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The U.S. Government strongly supports this effort by Chairman
Eagleburger. I hope delegations here today will assure that former
Secretary Eagleburger is received at the highest level in your capitals.



Archival Openness

Stuart E. Eizenstat
UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ECONOMIC, BUSINESS AND

AGRICULTURAL AFFAIRS

Intervention during the Break-out Session: Archives and Books

I want to thank all of my colleagues here on the panel with me
today: Thank you to Ambassador Amigues for his remarks here and I
wish to commend him for the leadership role of France in winding down
the Tripartite Gold Commission and establishing in Paris at the Foreign
Ministry the complete archives of the Commission for all to see and
examine. And, as I have gladly acknowledged in other places, I want to
thank Gill Bennett for taking the first steps more than two years ago in
beginning the reporting on Nazi gold. I also want to thank Dr. Buttner
for showing such outstanding leadership not only in seeing that the
German archives were opened but in encouraging and assisting
researchers in their use. We have also heard from Dr. Bergier, author of
the remarkably penetrating and courageous study of the role of
Switzerland and Swiss banks in the financing of the Nazi war effort; I
thank him for appearing here with us today.

I must also thank Michael Kurtz of the U.S. National Archives
and Records Administration, whose team spearheaded the massive
declassification effort that has proved so invaluable not only to the U.S.
interagency project but to all the researchers from the historical
commissions represented here. NARA archivists continue to provide
extraordinary assistance and information to the many governmental and
private researchers who have traveled to the Archives to consult
documents available nowhere else in the world.

The world has seen an amazing outpouring of scholarship on
Holocaust-era assets over the past several years. The examination of
long sequestered or neglected historical records on the tragic events of a
half century ago, taken together with greater national will in many
countries to face the often disturbing contents of these records, are
making such important research possible.
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National commISSIOns in more than 16 nations have given
structure and impetus to this research and, above all, an urgency to
complete the review soon enough to give assistance to remaining
survivors of the Nazi depredations. Working within the framework of
these commissions and their diverse mandates or more directly under the
aegis of governments and organizations, historians and other experts
have sifted through 50-year old records in central government archives,
local government records, and the private papers of individuals and
commercial organizations. The research has reached beyond national
boundaries, and it has allowed the comparison of the recollections of the
occupied and the oppressed with those of their Nazi conquerors and
oppressors. And the published results of this research has had its
national and even international audiences, and has fostered the
expectation and need for a full, unflinching account of the decisions and
events of the past as they affected both governments and individuals.

I think we all must acknowledge, with astonishment and pride,
just how much important research has been done and how many new
archival sources have been opened by the governments of the nations
committed to our common task as a result of the work of the various
national commissions. I cannot fail to mention the truly remarkable
measures taken by my own government: making available and fully
accessible to researchers by May of 1997 at the National Archives more
than 15 million pages of documents-nearly a million pages of which
were declassified almost on the spot to facilitate their public availability.
And the work has gone forward without pause at the National Archives
with new and important files being found, described, and made available
for research.

Despite the rising tide of research in archives and collections
around the world on monetary gold and financial assets of various sorts,
some subjects remain to be examined with the same authority and
thoroughness. Some of these subjects-like looted art and other cultural
objects and insurance policies-are uniquely difficult to subject to clear
and unambiguous accounting. We are trying at this Conference to
advance our international understanding of the dimensions of these
matters. The full disclosure of the historic~l record on these complex
issues and others, such as communal property, requires a further,
continuous effort to open and make broadly accessible to researchers the
wide range of historical sources from which judgments can be made and
justice can arise.

Much has been done to at last open the record of the past, but
much remains to be done by governments and institutions that retain
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some portion of the shared recollection of the events of 50 years ago.
There are files and collections still to be found and identified; there are
files and archives to which access must be made more responsive to the
reasonable needs of researchers, and there are files and collections that
must be declassified and exposed to the light of scholarly scrutiny.

The International Task Force on Holocaust Education,
Remembrance and Research is presenting a declaration that calls on all
nations participating in the conference to join in taking steps to ensure
the fullest possible openness and accessibility of archives bearing on the
fate of Nazi looted assets. The opening of these archives by the end of
next year should be the target of all of us participating here. As we enter
the new millennium, we must reaffirm and reinforce the commitment of
humanity to learn from its history.





WORLD JEWISH RESTITUTION
ORGANIZATION

Report of the W.J.R.O.
Jerusalem, November 1, 1998

Submitted by
Ambassador Naphtali Lavie

VICE CHAIRMAN OF THE EXECUTIVE

The World Jewish Restitution Organization which was
established at the end of 1992 by nine major world Jewish organizations,
in coordination with the Government of Israel, engaged eight
governments of Central, Northern and Eastern Europe in negotiations for
the restitution of Jewish communal and public properties which were
confiscated and/or nationalized by the Nazi occupation regime and by
the Communist authorities. Unfortunately, most of the respective
governments demonstrated a negative attitude toward the claims WJRO
presented.

POLAND:

In May 1993, WJRO started its operations in Warsaw, at
meetings with representatives of the Government of Poland, in
coordination with the Union of Jewish Religious Communities in this
country. Since then WJRO negotiated with five consecutive governments
in Poland. WJRO requested the Polish government to enact a law in
favor of restitution of the communal. and public properties which
belonged to over 1500 Jewish communities in Poland prior to September
1, 1939, similar to the laws enacted in favor of the various Christian
denominations.
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In February 1997, the Polish Parliament enacted a law regulating
the relations of the State and the Jewish Communities, which includes a
chapter dealing with the restitution of Jewish properties. However this
chapter is far from satisfying the basic claims of the Jewish
Communities. Moreover, the attempts to settle the restitution issue within
the abovementioned law negates all the possibilities to claim and receive
the vast number of properties, which for many years served the 3.5
million Jews of Poland, about 10% of the total population of Poland. In
March 1946, the Polish Government appropriated these properties
according to a Government decree, which transferred to the Government
the ownership of all properties defined as enemy property, which is
Jewish property the Government inherited from the Nazi occupants of
Poland, who confiscated it from the legitimate Jewish owners.

Two memorandums protesting the negative attitude of this law
were submitted to the Government of Poland in 1997, and in 1998, by
WJRO and the World Federation of Polish Jews. Until this date no
response has been received.

WJRO compiled a list of approximately 6000 communal
properties such as synagogues, schools, hospitals, senior citizens' homes,
orphanages and other institutions of religious, cultural and social services
which belonged to the Jewish Community but the Polish Government
ignores this claim. Instead, the government recognizes the rights of the
existing nine remnant communities and the Union of these communities
to file claims to regulatory committees which have been established for
the purpose of restitution. Until the end of October 1998, less than one
hundred claims have been dealt with and only a few of them have been
finalized and returned to Jewish ownership.

THE CZECH REPUBLIC:

In the Czech Republic (Bohemia and Moravia) there existed
before W.W.II a vibrant Jewish Community of approximately 100,000
people. Today there are less than 3000 Jews in the whole Czech
Republic.

Taking a slightly different approach of the one demonstrated by
Poland, the Government of the Czech Republic was more flexible in
accepting a small number of claims submitted by the local Jewish
Community. The Community claimed approximately 200 properties
hoping that by minimizing its claim the Government will be willing to
restitute this number of properties in spite of the fact that WJRO has
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prepared a list of over 1000 communal and public properties which
belonged to the Jewish Communities in the Czech Republic in 1939. So
far only a small number of communal properties have been restituted.

SLOVAKIA:

The Jewish population in Slovakia numbered about 120,000
before W.W.II. Today there are 14 Jewish Communities in Slovakia with
a population of approximately 2000 Jews.

The Slovak Government was more forthcoming than its previous
partner in the Czechoslovak Federation, the Czech Republic. Tpe
Government of Slovakia enacted in November 1993, a law for the
restitution of Jewish communal properties which is almost identical to
the law enacted in favor of the various Christian denominations in
Slovakia.

WJRO in coordination with the local Jewish Communities
prepared a list of nearly 10.00 communal and public properties belonging
to the Jewish Community in Slovakia. The Federation of Jewish
Communities in Bratislava submitted claims of over 800 properties
including cemeteries, but only 360 have been restituted, most of them
cemeteries. Some 250 cases are pending ruling of the local courts.

HUNGARY:

WJRO together with the Federation of the Jewish Communities
submitted a list which constituted about 3000 communal properties in the
country which served the Jewish Communities of a population of nearly
700,000 Jews before the Holocaust. Today the estimates of the existing
Jewish Community in Hungary are between 70,000 and 110,000 Jews.

After many attempts by WJRO, made in coordination with the
Federation of Jewish Communities in Hungary, with previous
governments in Hungary, the last government in Budapest agreed to
regulate the issue of restitution of communal and public Jewish
properties within a law enacted in parliament which called for the
establishment of a joint Foundation for restitution. The Foundation, with
the participation of representatives of the Hungarian Government, the
local Jewish Communities and Organizations and W.1RO, began its
operations some months ago but at this stage less than ten properties
have been restituted to this Foundation.
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Recently, on October 1, 1998, the Hungarian Government signed
an agreement with the Jewish Community to settle the claim of the
community for communal real estate. According to the settlement the
Jewish Community will waive its claim of 152 properties, value of
HUF13,511 billion ($60,000,000) and in return will receive a
government annual allocation of about $3 million, for religious,
educational and charitable activities of the community.

The agreement does not refer to the list of 3000 communal
properties WJRO together with the Jewish Community submitted to the
Government already in 1995.

ROMANIA:

An agreement had been reached between WJRO and the
Government of Romania in September 1997 to establish a joint
Foundation by WJRO and the Federation of Jewish Communities in
Romania. This Foundation is entitled to claim and to receive the
properties that belonged to the Jewish Communities. According to the
list WJRO prepared, there are approximately 3000 communal properties
in Romania which belonged to the Communities and served their needs
at the time where there were over 800,000 Jews in Romania. Some
400,000 Jews of Romania survived the Holocaust and most of them
immigrated to Israel. Only about 12,000 Jews live today in Romania. The
Foundation which was established by WJRO and the Federation of
Jewish Communities in Romania has been registered in the Court in
Bucharest according to the Romanian law, and at present, October 1998,
over 20 properties are in the process of being transferred to the
ownership to the Foundation.

THE UKRAINE:

Several attempts were made in the last five years to convince the
Government of the Ukraine to restitute the Jewish communal properties
which were left in the Ukraine. The President of WJRO, Mr. Edgar M.
Bronfman, and the Chairman of the Executive, Dr. Israel Singer, met
with the former President and the current President of the Ukraine and
discussed at tength the moral and legal claim to the communal properties
in the Ukraine, but no positive results have been reached.
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In January 1995, Vice Chairman of WJRO Naphtali Lavie, and
Chairman of the Jewish Community in Ukraine, Joseph Zissel, submitted
a memorandum to Deputy Prime Minister, Prof. Ivan Kuras, claiming the
restitution of Jewish communal property, but no response has been
received.

Since there are today in the Ukraine approximately 300,000
compared to about 2 million Jews who lived in that area (including
Eastern Poland and parts of Romania that were annexed by the Ukraine),
the government gave back a small number of synagogues to the existing
Jewish Communities, but there is no positive attitude of this government
to restitute the Jewish properties that served the local communities.

CROATIA:

Several attempts made by WJRO to the government of Croatia
have not produced any results. The Government of Croatia holds on to
Jewish communal properties and is not willing to negotiate any possible
solution to this problem.

ESTONIA, LATVIA AND LITHUANIA:

The Government of Estonia is forthcoming on its own initiative
towards the claims of the Jewish Community, which numbers
approximately 2,500 Jews, for its few properties.

The Latvian Government, as well, is positive in its attitude
toward individual claims for restitution. According to the existing law,
which passed legislation in the Latvian Government in 1989, every
person who possessed private property in Latvia can claim and receive
the property without any limitations, unlike the procedures practiced in
Poland and the Czech Republic where individuals can claim their
property only if they prove their citizenship and residency in the country.

As for communal and public properties the Latvian Government
expressed its willingness to restitute such properties by a joint
Foundation to be established by WJRO and the local Jewish
Communities, which numbe, about 15,000 Jews out ~f about 100,000
who lived there before W.W.II.

The situation in Lithuania is rather negative compared to the one
in Latvia. Of a population of about 250,000 Jews who lived in Lithuania
before the war, there are today between 5,000 to 7,000 Jews living in
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Lithuania. The Lithuanian Government did not respond positively to
attempts being made by representatives of WJRO who negotiated with
the Government, in Vilnius and in Jerusalem.

NORWAY:

Unlike other countries in Europe, which were and still are
reluctant to deal positively with restitution claims, the Government of
Norway demonstrated a constructive· attitude toward the claims presented
by the Jewish Community and WJRO.

Last month the Norwegian government submitted to the
Parliament a bill concerning a restitution package which will allocate $60
million to Holocaust survivors, for the Jewish Community, for projects
of Jewish heritage and for the establishment of a center for tolerance, to
fight racism and anti-Semitism. This government decision was made
following appeals by the local Jewish community and WJRO and
ongoing negotiations during the last two years.
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Art Looting during the Third Reich: An
Overview with Recommendations

for Further Research

Plenary Session on Nazi-Confiscated Art Issues

It is an honor to be here to speak to you today. In many respects
it is the highpoint of the over fifteen years I have spent working on this
issue of artworks looted by the Nazis. This is a vast topic, too much for
anyone book, or even anyone person to cover. Put simply, the Nazis
plundered so many objects over such a large geographical area that it
requires a collaborative effort to reconstruct this history. The project of
determining what was plundered and what subsequently happened to
these objects must be a team effort. And in fact, this is the way the work
has proceeded. Many scholars have added pieces to the puzzle, and we
are just now starting to assemble a complete picture. In my work I have
focused on the Nazi plundering agencies'; Lynn Nicholas and Michael
Kurtz have worked on the restitution process2

; Hector Feliciano
concentrated on specific collections in Western Europe which were

, Jonathan Petropoulos, Art as Politics in the Third Reich (Chapel Hill: The
University of North Carolina Press). Also, The Faustian Bargain: The Art
World in Nazi Germany (New York/Oxford: Oxford University Press,
forthcoming, 1999).
2 Lynn Nicholas, The Rape of Europa: The Fate of Europe's Treasures in the
Third Reich and the Second World War (New York: Alfred Knopf, 1994); and
Michael Kurtz, Nazi Contraband: American Policy on the Return of European
Cultural Treasures (New York: Garland, 1985).
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plundered3
; Thomas Buomberger has been examining the Swiss

connection to this historl; Wolfgang Eichwede and his team in Bremen
have explored looting on the Eastern FrontS; Konstantin Akinsha,
Gregori Kozlov, and Sylvia Hochfield unearthed the history of the Soviet
Red Army trophy brigades6

; Willi Korte and Bill Honan showed that the
American G.I.s also stole works during and after the war7

; and one could
go on and on (my apologies to those left off this brief list).8 Certain
events, notably the symposium "The Spoils of War" which was held in
New York in 1995 have facilitated this cooperation, and I am pleased to
say that there has generally been conscientious teamwork within the

3 Hector Feliciano, The Lost Museum: The Nazi Conspiracy to Steal the World's
Greatest Works of Art (New York: Basic Books, 1997).
4 Thomas Buomberger, Raubkunst -- Kunstraub: Die Schweiz und der Handel
mit gestohlene Kulturgtiter zur Zeit des Zweiten Weltkrieges (ZUrich: Orell
FUssli, 1998).
S See Wolfgang Eichwede and Ulrike Hartung, eds., "Betr.: Sicherstellung": NS
Kunstraub in der Sowjetunion (Hamburg: Edition Temmen, 1998); and Ulrike
Hartung, Raubzilge in der Sowjetunion. Das Sonderkommando KUnsberg 1941
1943 (Bremen: Edition Temmen, 1997).
6 Konstantin Akinsha and Gregori Kozlov with Sylvia Hochfield, Beautiful
Loot: The Soviet Plunder of Europe's Art Treasures (New York: Random House,
1995).
7 William Honan, Treasure Hunt: A New York Reporter Tracks the Quedlinburg
Hoard (New York: Delta, 1997). Also on this theme, see Kenneth Alford, The
Spoils of World War II: The American Military's Role in the Stealing of
Europe's Treasures (New York: Birch Lane, 1994).
8 Other especially important studies include: Willem de Vries, Einsatzstab
Reichsleiter Rosenberg, Sonderstab Musik: The Confiscation of Music in the
Occupied Countries of Western Europe during World War II (Ann Arbor: The
University of Michigan Press, 1997); Wolfgang Eichwede and Ulrike Hartung,
eds., "Betr. Sicherstellung": NS-Kunstraub in der Sowjetunion (Bremen: Edition
Temmen, 1998); Mathias Frehner, ed., Das Geschaft mit der Raubkunst.
Fakten, Thesen, Hintergrilnde (Zurich: Neue Zurcher Zeitung, 1998); GUnther
Haase, Kunstraub und Kunstschutz: Eine Dokumentation (Hildesheim: Georg
Olms, 1991); Ulrike Hartung, RaubzUe in der Sowjetunion. Das
Sonderkommando KUsberg, 1941-1943 (Bremen: Edition Temmen, 1997); Ernst
Kubin, Sonderauftrag Linz: Die Kunstsammlung Adolf Hitler. Eine Thriller der
Kulturgeschichte (Vienna: Orac, 1989); Jakob Kurz, Kunstraub in Europa, 1938
1945 (Hamburg: Facta Oblita, 1989); Peter Manasse, Verschleppte Archive und
Bibliotheken. Die Taigkeiten des Einsatzstab Rosenberg warend des Zweiten
Weltkrieges (St. Ingbert: Rohrig Universitatsverlag, 1997); Matila Simon, The
Battle of the Louvre: The Struggle to Save French Art in World War II (New
York: Hawthorn, 1971).
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scholarly community.9 I make a plea today to broaden this circle of
cooperation so as to also include museum administrators and curators,
gallery owners, and government officials. If we are to continue to make
progress in writing this history and effecting a just restitution of the
displaced artworks, it must be a collaborative venture among individuals
in all of these spheres.

I have been asked to speak on the National Socialists' actions
with respect to artworks - an immense topic that is impossible to cover
in ten minutes. But I would start with the following observation: the
Nazis used art instrumentally as a part of their larger political and
ideological project. Their policies with respect to art are inextricably
linked to efforts to seize power within Germany, to conquer the
European continent, and to execute their genocidal program. From the
beginning, Hitler and the other Nazi Party leaders realized that artistic
issues could be used to attract supporters. The Party Program of 1920
contained provisions about art (namely, that modem art should be
viewed as "degenerate" and alien to the German people). By 1930, the
Nazi leaders had learned to utilize artistic issues as a means of attacking
political enemies. In Thuringia, where a Nazi had been appointed
Minister of Education (Kultusminister), the target was the left, whom
they associated with modernism - and indeed, they effectively forced the
relocation of the Bauhaus from Dessau to Berlin. By the mid-1930s, the
Nazi leaders were using art policies in their war against the Jews: the
traveling Degenerate Art Exhibition, which opened in 1937, contained
caustic anti-Semitic messages, and the expropriation of Jewish
collections, which became more common around the same time,
represented an important escalation of this war. Both developments
were, as many have noted, part of the process of dehumanizing the Jews
undertaken by the Nazis. Finally, the Nazis' project of seizing artworks
from foreign lands that they viewed as Germanic was an expression of
their geopolitical goals: the "Poland is really Germany" school of
thought, which sought to seize objects deemed German and eradicate
indigenous Polish culture, is but one example. In short, the Nazis'
cultural policies - and specifically their efforts to loot artworks - were
inextricably bound with the war and Holocaust, and this gives the project

9 Elizabeth Simpson, ed., The Spoils of War: World War II and Its Aftermath:
The Loss, Reappearance, and Recovery of Cultural Property (New York: Harry
Abrams, 1997).
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of restitution special urgency. One Polish scholar has made this linkage
as he recently called for "material restitution and moral indemnity. ,,10

I think it helpful to outline the different categories of Nazi
plunder here at the outset; in part to gain a sense of the cultural objects
that were displaced, but also to communicate with more specificity how
the looting fit into the Nazis' ideological agenda. The first seizures
involved modern art - works labeled "degenerate" - from state
collections. This began by order of both Propaganda Minister Joseph
Goebbels and Adolf Hitler in 1937 and resulted in the removal of over
17,000 works from German museums (though certain objects actually
belonged to private individuals and were seized with no legal basis).11
While we do not know the fate of all these works - many were sent
abroad and some were burned in Berlin - it is important to note that there
have thus far been no claims on these works. The Nazis passed a law,
dated May 31st 1938, which legalized the sale of artworks purged from
state collections. German officials in the postwar period have recognized
this law - or at least not filed claims or sought restitution. I have heard
that some German museum directors and curators do not agree with this
policy and would like to see their institutions pursue certain artworks that
had been purged by the Nazis. But to repeat, there have been no claims
made on these works and the task until now has been simply to ascertain
the fate of these works (the first comprehensive list ofthe 17,000 purged
pieces surfaced only last year in London).

The second category concerns artworks taken from German and
Austrian Jews. Very often artworks were seized as part of Nazi
Aryanization measures: the taking over of Jewish-owned businesses,
including art galleries. This happened first in Germany on a limited
scale, and then was "perfected" in Vienna by Adolf Eichmann and his
cohorts who oversaw a "one stop" emigration office. This is part of what
scholars have termed the "Viennese model." These works, if found,
should be restituted to former owners or their heirs.

The third category is the property belonging to Jews outside the
Reich. This includes, in order of seizure, the property of Jews in Poland,
France, the Benelux countries, Greece, and subsequently the rest of
Eastern Europe. The Nazis established a network of agencies to carry

10 Jan Pruszynski, "Poland: The War Losses, Cultural Heritage, and Cultural
Legitimacy," in Simpson, ed., The Spoils ofWar, 52.
11 See the case of private property in the custody of the Berlin National Gallery
discussed by Anja Heuss, "Das Schicksal der jiiischen Kunstsammlung von
Ismar Littmann," in Neue Ziircher Zeitung 188 (17 August 1998),23.
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out these operations: from Heinrich Himmler and Reinhard Heydrich's
SS and security agencies (as well as their ancestral research organization,
the Ahnenerbe) to Alfred Rosenberg's Special Staff (the Einsatzstab
Reichsleiter Rosenberg or ERR) to Kajetan Miihlmann's commandos in
Poland and his office in the Netherlands. Works from this category, of
course, should be restituted.

Category four concerns artworks that belonged to non-Jews
living outside Germany. The majority of these cases occurred in Eastern
Europe: in Poland, the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia, Hungary,
and the former Soviet Union. Very often the victims were aristocrats,
such as the Czartoryskis and the Lanckoronskis. This was part of the
Germanification program in Eastern Europe, although greed was also a
significant factor. 12

Category five is the property belonging to religious
organizations. This would include synagogues (much of the Judaica was
sent to Prague in preparation for the museum to document a deceased
Jewish culture).13 Catholic churches in Eastern Europe and Free Masons'
temples in all the occupied lands also fell victim to the Nazis' plundering
commandos.

Category six is the property of the state. The Nazis refrained
from the wholesale expropriation of state collections in Western Europe,
and most of the state property that was seized came from the East. The
Soviets did not undertake evacuations as quickly as they might have 
such behavior was at times viewed as defeatist thinking - and they lost
many artworks as a result.

These are the six main categories, but they do not necessarily
cover all the losses incurred. For example, families that were implicated
in the July 20th, 1944 plot to assassinate Hitler also had artworks
confiscated (although the amount of property is much smaller than with
the categories noted above). Beyond the issue of categories, the question
remains, how many works did the Nazis plunder? Obviously, this
depends on how one counts cultural objects. Does one calculate every
coin in a collection? What does one do with books, rugs, 'church bells,

12 See Jonathan Petropoulos, "'People Turned to Ashes, Their Property Did Not':
Plundering and the Pursuit of Profit during the Holocaust, II in Geoffrey Giles
and Eberhard Jackel, eds., The Genesis of Nazi Policy (Cambridge/New York:
Cambridge University Press, forthcoming 1999).
13 A good treatment of plundered Judaica can be found in David Altshuler, ed.,
The Precious Legacy: Judaic Treasures from the Czechoslovak State Collections
(Washington, DC: National Gallery of Art, 1983).
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furniture, and other types of cultural property? Added to this problem,
there has been a tendency for individuals - in particular government
officials - to estimate numbers without adequate documentation.
Because of the lack of consensus on how to count cultural objects, the
estimates vary greatly. Even with respect to the restitution of objects by
the U.S.A. through their Central Collecting Points, the number of
returned objects ranges from 250,000 to several million.14 In terms of
paintings, sculptures, and objets d'art - that is, the fine art which serves
as one of the focal points of this conference - my own estimate is that the
Nazis looted approximately one hundred and fifty thousand art objects in
Western Europe and about a half million works in Eastern Europe. But I
would underscore the imprecise and even speculative nature of these
estimates.

There is a similar lack of precision with respect to the number of
artworks still considered missing. Again, all sorts of numbers are thrown
about: one scholar claims that in France alone, "many tens of thousands
of works stolen are missing today."IS But when one puts together lists of
specific objects, the numbers shrink considerably.16 There is still much
research to be done.

I would like to talk very briefly about how one does research into
the Nazis' looting - and how one tries to ascertain what is still missing.
This is a topic that will be taken up in greater detail in Friday's
symposium at the National Archives, but the methods may be outlined
here. The most important source of information is the national archives
of the combatant nations - including the U.S.A. Here can be found
copies of the Art Looting Investigation Unit reports, the foundation for
all research into displaced cultural property during World War II.
Important as they are, however, these reports contain mistakes (errors
that tend to be passed along by scholars). Furthermore, these reports,
which were written right after the war, do not specify the current location
of the artworks involved. Provincial archives often contain useful

14 For the figure of 250,000, see Haase, Kunstraub und Kunstschutz, 243. For
the figure of millions, see Lynn Nicholas, "World War II and the Displacement
of Art and Cultural Property," in Simpson, ed., The Spoils of War, 43.
15 Feliciano, The Lost Museum, 4.
16 The Belgian authorities claim 3,273 documented cultural objects to still be
missing, and this includes furniture. But furniture comprises only 5 percent of
this list; clearly this number should be much higher and this is a reflection of the
lack of precise information about such objects, Jacques Lust, The Spoils of War
Removed From Belgium During World War II, in Elizabeth Simpson, ed., The
Spoils of War, 62.
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information - especially about the Aryanization of collections.
However, they are often closed to researchers (the French records have
been notoriously difficult to access), and again, they rarely reveal the
present disposition of the works. Museum archives constitute another
resource - one, I would add, that is largely untapped. To date, relatively
little of the information contained in museum archives has been
incorporated into the literature on looted art. And this information, in
contrast to that in historical archives, often has direct bearing on the
current disposition of the artworks. Museum archivists are not always
fully aware of what is in these records. 17 I also understand that many
museums do not give access to the files in their individual curatorial
departments: it is these "deep files" which contain information about
dealers, prices, tax deductions, lawsuits, and so forth. In addition, there
are the records of commercial galleries. Again, these files have been
largely neglected. Yes, there are certain firms that have cooperated with
researchers. The Rosenbergs in New York, for example, have allowed
Lynn Nicholas, Hector Feliciano, and me to work with their papers. But
the Rosenbergs are fairly exceptional (and they are also victims trying to
regain lost works).I8 Finally, there are the records of private individuals.
In this category I would place collectors, but also witnesses and
perpetrators. The latter - for example, individuals who catalogued
plunder for the ERR in the Jeu de Paume - have actually assisted a
number of scholars. But the participants in the looting program are
dying off and the window of opportunity is closing quickly.

In terms of research, I urge a more systematic effort to utilize the
records in these latter categories, and in particular, those in museums and
galleries. These are where we will find the documents that will permit us
to determine the current location of artworks. It is therefore essential
that researchers and the individuals who oversee these records develop a

17 See Jonathan Petropoulos, "Exposing Deep Files," in ARTnews (January
1999), 143-44.
18 Note that a few other galleries have also been willing to cooperate with
researchers: the Galerie Fischer in Lucerne has generally made its files available
to researchers, as has the Kornfeld Gallery in New York. See Buomberger,
Raubkunst, 18.
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cooperative relationship. As most scholars who have worked in archives
know, a helpful archivist can be a godsend. And I have found that many,
indeed most, archivists really do want to help. This must be a team
effort, and the connection of this history to the Holocaust renders it a
moral imperative: we must all try to do the right thing.

As a practical suggestion, it would be extremely useful to
establish some mechanism by which researchers can become more aware
of the archival resources. What is needed is a central office or agency
that could collect a list of museums, galleries, and individuals who are
prepared to open their records. If they could also create finding aids and
send them to this office, that would help. There are various possibilities
for a central office: it could be at the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum's
Center for Advanced Holocaust Studies (something of a complement to
the database of survivor testimony that has been created). Or, it could be
in a new office which has just been formed called the Council of Art
Restitution and Research Organizations (CARRO for short). This is a
board comprised of representatives of the various organizations working
on the subject of cultural property displaced as a result of World War II:
the Holocaust Art Restitution Project (or HARP), the Commission for
Art Recovery of the World Jewish Congress, a new organization called
The Project for the Documentation of Wartime Cultural Losses (of which
I am a member), and so forth. CARRO might be the right place for a
central register of institutions and individuals prepared to help. The
point is that we must do what we can to facilitate teamwork and share
information. We are now at a special juncture in history - after the Cold
War but with survivors still among us - and we must make a concerted
effort to learn as much as we can about this history and effect a just
restitution ofthis displaced cultural property.

I would note in closing that this project of ascertaining precisely
what W;lS plundered by the Nazis is just one of the three major tasks that
are necessary to bring closure to this history. Additionally, we need
more comprehensive international agreements to facilitate the
repatriation of artworks, and we need a more precise and consistent legal
framework in order to settle the claims. Only through a combination of
research, diplomacy, and legal reform can the issue of displaced cultural
property be resolved.
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Plenary Session on Nazi-Confiscated Art Issues

The events of World War II led to the greatest displacement of
works of art in history. By early 1943 art specialists in the Allied nations
were quite aware of the Nazi confiscations and purchases of art objects
and their governments had declared all such activity illegal. They
realized also that these objects, as well as the national collections of all
the belligerents, most of which had been removed from their normal
locations, would be in great danger in the planned invasions of Europe.
It was only with considerable difficulty that military commanders were
persuaded to attach a small group of art officers to their staffs. The
primary duty of these officers was to prevent damage to historic
monuments and to salvage and secure movable works of art. While the
protection of buildings and monuments in the battle zones was often
impossible, the salvage of movable works, which they accomplished in
the chaos ofwar-torn Western Europe, was nothing short of miraculous.

In the Western countries responsibility for movable works of art
was returned to the local authorities as soon as those areas were liberated
from German control. But the situation within the borders of the Third
Reich was quite different. For here the arts officers were required to deal
not only with the German national collections, but with the vast
quantities of cultural objects confiscated within Germany and brought
from other countries. The objects were found in thousands of hiding
places and refuges. Under the most arduous conditions they were
secured and gradually taken to Collecting Points set up by each Allied
Command within its own Zone of occupation. Despite endless
international meetings, no coordinated Allied policy was ever developed
to deal with these objects. The restitution policies of the Western Allies
and ofthe USSR were, therefore, very different.

The Western Occupation authorities did not wish to handle
individual claims, and it became Western policy to return an object to the
country from which it had been removed. Books, paintings, furniture
and every other kind of object, by the thousands, were sorted and
returned to both East and West. There were a few notable exceptions to
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this rule (such as the Lubomirski drawings from Lvov) which affected
items taken from Eastern European nations. In the Western nations the
works were turned over to recuperation commissions which then dealt
with individual claims. Soviet Trophy Commission officers, on the other
hand, were instructed to take valuable works of art, regardless of
ownership, back to the USSR. In the fifties the Soviet Union returned
large quantities of art to state collections in Eastern Europe, but, as a
form of reparation for the immense damage done to their cultural
heritage by the Nazis, the nations of the former USSR still retain a
considerable number of objects from both public and private collections
in the West, including some confiscated by Nazi agencies from Jewish
owners.

In the years immediately following World War II the
recuperation commissions of the Western nations, staffed by a group of
extremely dedicated officials, and the agencies which superceded them,
returned tens of thousands of works to individual claimants. Heirless
works, mainly from Jewish communal holdings, were given over to
Jewish successor organizations for worldwide distribution. And in the
mid-sixties the West German government compensated many claimants
for a percentage oftheir unrecovered art losses.

But, after a time, the art restitution process, like so many other
World War II issues, though never officially terminated in countries such
as France, lost ground to the pressures of the Cold War and the desire to
return to life as usual. After the great bulk of objects had been returned,
and as the number of claims declined, both interest and funding
diminished, leaving a quantity of works in the hands of European
government agencies and museums where many still remain. These
works come from many sources, not always Holocaust related: some are
objects that were not returned to the previous owner because they had
been sold willingly to the Nazis. Other items were abandoned by
collaborationist dealers and mayor may not have been confiscated. A
great many, of course, are works confiscated from Jewish collections
both known and unknown. Why certain works from known collections,
sometimes very prominent ones, were not claimed or returned is difficult
to understand. Indeed, from today's perspective, a number of the
adjudications made by the recuperation commissions after the war seem
overly legalistic and unfair, and efforts are underway in several countries
to review them and to revive the entire restitution process. I am sure that
you will hear more about this activity from the individual delegations.

But not all displaced art was recovered by the allied agencies.
Items which were fed into the art trade, stolen by Nazi operatives from
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their own agencies, or looted by soldiers and civilians of every nation,
went underground and have been dispersed all over the world. This
unrecovered art is the most difficult category to deal with, for we do not
know where or exactly what it is until it suddenly appears in a museum
or on the market and is recognized.

There is, at the present time, still no easy way for the layman to
check the status of a work about which he has suspicions. The
inventories and files relating to claims and confiscations compiled at the
end of the war had for the most part been relegated to storage and were
in disorder. A tremendous amount of work has been done in the last five
years to reconstitute and re-examine these files and a number of catalogs
of missing works have 1llready been published. But much more
consolidation of records is necessary, and the remaining sealed archives
must be opened. The usefulness of internationally linked databases using
all these records is obvious, • These databases should not only include
what is known to be missing a listing of works that have been returned
could eliminate weeks of expensive research and prevent false
accusations. The present agreements of museums and dealer's
associations to vet their holdings would be greatly expedited by more
precise tools of inquiry.

The recovery of art assets is really a dual problem: some claims
concern only governments and others concern individuals. Governments
can negotiate via diplomatic channels, but the greatest problem facing
the individual claimant is the method to be used for recovery. By now
works can be anywhere in the world and the laws of different
jurisdictions are not uniform. The gathering of documentation in
different countries, often by very expensive lawyers with no particular
knowledge of the milieu in which the confiscation or sale occurred, can
take years. Detailed documentation is necessary, however, because
although works of art are individual, identifiable objects, there are many
of them and they are easily confused. It is, therefore, usually necessary
to determine if the claimant was the real owner, if the parties are talking
about the same object, or, for example, 'whether or not the work was
restituted long ago and then resold.

There is no question that any work that can be shown beyond a
reasonable doubt to have been confiscated, stolen, or sold unwillingly
should be returned to its former owners or their heirs. Ideally the
determination of the validity of a claim should be made by an
international panel of experts. But this, I feel, is not enough, for,
realistically, some 50 years after the fact, some thought should be given
to the present holder of the work, who may not have anything to do with
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the original confiscator or receiver of stolen goods. By now, proving
absolutely that something was or was not a good faith acquisition is
extremely difficult. Here I believe that government intervention is
necessary in order to limit the bitter and expensive litigation, which
seems to accompany even the most valid claim. A government might,
for instance, give some sort of tax relief to someone who willingly
returns an object belonging to a valid claimant.

Above all, I believe we must not forget the human and historical
context in which Second World War losses occurred. Nor should we
ignore the great efforts of restitution which were made at the end of the
war. That work was not finished, and now it is up to us to complete the
task and correct any injustices, and to do so in an equitable and civilized
manner.
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After 1945, the Republic of Austria passed in the years 1946
1949 a total of seven restitution laws, two laws for the settlement of
claims regarding art and cultural heritage (1969 and 1986) and the
amendment passed in 1995 for the so-called "Mauerbach Sale", an
auction of Nazi-confiscated works of art, to benefit Holocaust victims,
1996.

By January 1, 1949 over 13.000 art objects had been returned to
their rightful owners or their legitimate heirs of the over 18.500 items
which had been seized during the Nazi era or which had been voluntarily
given up to air-raid shelters. Restitution of the remaining objects was
spread out over the subsequent years to 1996.

The archives of the Federal Office for Monuments Preservation
(Bundesdenkmalamt) alone contain around 120.000 documents
designated as "Restitution Materials" (decrees, various departmental and
institutional files, lists, correspondence, etc.). This figure does not
include further documentation in museums and collections as well as in
various ministries.

At the beginning of 1998 Federal Minister Elisabeth Gehrer
established a "Commission for Provenance Research" which was
charged with working through the historical material on the theme of
looted art at the Bundesdenkmalamt and in State Museums and
Collections. The goal of this very extensive historic survey was to shed
some light on the events of the looting during the period 1938-1945 and
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to establish which dubious acquisitions may have been made by public
collections during that time. Furthermore, the restitution procedures of
the immediate post-war period are to be examined; from today's point of
view, there are known accessions by museums and collections as a result
ofthe Export Ban which, by today's standards are no longer supportable.

In the early 1990's the Bundesdenkmalamt had already begun
systematic cataloguing and archiving- organizing the restitution material
in its keeping. Since 1998, these holdings are being researched
individually from a chronological and a subject view. There are three
main categories:

Salvage materials, part of the extensive system of air-raid
shelters; from 1943, valuable art and cultural heritage - both seized and
voluntarily given up for protection - stored in some 200 Viennese and
Lower Austrian castles, monasteries, churches and parish-houses until
after 1945.

General material concerning the security, seizure, and
distribution of largely Jewish and monastery collections by the Nazis as
well as their restitution after 1945.

Documentary material (ca. 1.000 documents) with information
and data pertaining to persons connected with works of art and art
collections.

All these materials are presently being archivally organized,
foliated, re-housed and indexed so that a user is able to obtain primary
resource material in a concise and focussed manner (synopses, indexes,
information on size/extent of holdings, index of names, index by
medium, etc.).

Parallel to the research and organization of looted art and
restitution documentation at the Bundesdenkmalamt (Austrian Federal
Office for the Care of Monuments), the archives of the following State
Museums and Collections are also being searched: Kunsthistorisches
Museum (Museum of Fine Arts), Graphische Sammlung Albertina
(Albertina Collection of Graphic Arts), Osterreichische Galerie,
Osterreichisches Museum fur Angewandte Kunst (Austrian Museum of
Applied Arts), Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek (Austrian National
Library), Naturhistorisches Museum (Museum of Natural History),
Museum fur V6lkerkunde (Museum of Ethnography), Osterreichisches
Theatermuseum (Austrian Theatre Museum), Technisches Museum fur
Industrie und Gewerbe (Technical Museum), Museum des 20.
Jahrhunderts (Museum of 20t-Century Art), Heeresgeschichtliches
Museum (Military Museum), Bundesmobiliendepot (State Furniture
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Collection); Pathologisch-Anatomisches Bundesmuseum (Anatomical
Museum).

The results of the provenance research in the Bundesdenkmalamt
as well as in the museums and collections will enable a better view of the
events during 1938 and 1945 and subsequent post-war period, and are
primarily geared at gleaning information about questionable acquisitions.
These facts will provide the basis and historic evidence for the legislation
governing the "Restitution of Works of Art from Austrian State
Museums and Collections" and its implementation.

Passed by Parliament on November 5, 1998, this federal law
creates the legal basis for the restitution of artistic and cultural artifacts to
the original owners or their legitimate heirs mortis causa according to the
following criteria: artistic and cultural artifacts which were kept as a
result of applications for export permits and were accessioned by state
museums and collections as "gifts" or "endowment". All those art
objects falling into this category were already subjects of restitution
claims, were indeed returned to their owners and are consequently well
documented. In return for the issue of an export permit under the laws
prohibiting artwork exports, potential exporters agreed to "donate"
several of the items to Austrian museums and collections. From today's
point of view and because of the fact, that in both the laws (1986 and
1995) governing the clarification of artistic and cultural artifacts the
application of the directives of the law prohibiting exports were
specifically excluded, the practices of the past are indefensible.

Artistic and cultural artifacts which, although they became state
property legitimately had nonetheless been the subject of legal
proceedings in the terms of the so-called Nullification Law
(Nichtigkeitsgesetz) of 1946 (nullification of legal proceedings and other
actions that occurred during the German occupation of Austria) which
itself is thus void. This includes questionable purchases during the 1938
1945 period, as well as acquisitions after the war: e.g. in the post-war
period museum directors purchased works of art in good faith in the art
market from authorized dealers, whereby only later were doubts raised
about the integrity of the provenance. Cases such as this have come to
light in the course of the provenance research.

Artistic and cultural artifacts which, despite all efforts involved
in their restitution couldn't be returned to their original owners or their
legitimate heirs and were thus transferred to state ownership as
unclaimed property. Also such indications came to light in the course of
our provenance research.
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In all these cases the new law will rescind the export ban.
To execute this law an advisory panel has been established at the

Federal Ministry for Education and Cultural Affairs which will advise
the Minister authorized to transfer the items upon identifying those
persons legally qualified to receive the works of art.

In the cases where no original owners or their legitimate heirs
mortis causa can be ascertained for art objects, then these objects will be
transferred to the "National Fund of the Republic of Austria for the
Victims ofNazi Terror" for beneficial disposal.

As well as the professional staff of the Bundesdenkmalamt and
the mentioned Museums and Collections who have already been
entrusted with this work, free-lance researchers have also been taken as
the Federal Ministry for Education and Cultural Affairs has made special
positions available in order to accelerate progress.

By November, 1998 about one third (ca. 40.000 documents) of
the restitution material in the Bundesdenkmalamt's archives) have been
reviewed. Progress in the above-mentioned museums and collections
varies; in those collections e.g. the Kunsthistorisches Museum, where
provenance has been researched for a number of years, the
documentation (containing 500 pages) has already been completed in
1998. Other institutions will take longer to complete the project.

The brief to research provenance in the form described above
applies only to the state museums and collections. Nonetheless, the
Provincial museums (Historisches Museum der Stadt Wien,
Landesmuseum Joanneum in Graz, Tiroler Landesmuseum Ferdinaneum
in Innsbruck, Residenzgalerie Salzburg, Oberosterreichisches
Landesmuseum in Linz etc.) have joined the research project and have
similarly begun to organize and search their archives from this
perspective.

The first results of the Commission's work deal with artistic and
cultural property which had been previously held back from restitution
claim cases by the export prohibition law, and which thus came into the
possession of Austrian state museums and collections.

This is the actual situation of provenance research in Austria.
The next steps to execute the mentioned legislation governing the
"Restitution of Works of Art from Austrian State Museums and
Collections" will start within the next month.
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First of all, allow me, on behalf of the Russian Delegation, to
express our profound support for the goals and objectives of the
Washington Conference. We must not forget that among the more than
20 million Soviet citizens who perished during the last war there were
more than two million Jewish victims of the Holocaust.

As we understand it, one of the main objectives of this
conference is to develop international cooperation among all interested
states in searching for and identifying cultural assets that the Nazis
confiscated from their victims during the years of the Holocaust. As we
see it, this objective involves Russia, as the successor to the Soviet
Union, in the following way: by decision of the allies in the anti
Hitlerite coalition, the Soviet High Command was the supreme authority
in the Soviet Zone of occupation and was thus responsible for restitution
of allied property, including property belonging to victims of the
Holocaust, from all of occupied East Germany.

The difficult foreign policy situation of the post-war period,
which culminated in the "cold war", as well as the atmosphere of secrecy
that surrounded and still surrounds the repositories of Russian museums
where so-called "trophy art" is kept, gave rise to the following
assumption: German cultural assets removed to the territory of the
Soviet Union after World War II as compensation for the enormous
cultural losses suffered as a result of the German occupation might also
include cultural assets confiscated by the Nazis from victims of the
Holocaust.

Before turning to an analysis of this assumption, I feel I should
remind you of the mechanism employed by the Nazis for depriving
Holocaust victims of their property. As you are well aware, this
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mechanism varied depending on the country of occupation. In France,
for example, cultural assets confiscated from Jews became the property
of the French State. The Nazis insisted on "open" public auctions and
formally acknowledged that the French authorities had precedence in
selecting artworks for French museums; this was the case with part of the
confiscated Schloss collection, which was selected for the Louvre. In
Austria artworks confiscated from Jews were simply distributed among
the future Ftihrermuseum in Linz and various Austrian museums.
Ostmark, as Austria was then called, was considered to be 100 percent
Aryan, and there were no complaints.

The cultural assets of Holocaust victims in Poland or the Soviet
Union became the property of the German state. For us such concepts as
"forced sale" and "ostensibly voluntary transaction" are purely abstract
ideas. There were no sales - forced or otherwise. There was only
flagrant robbery accompanied by the physical annihilation of the victims.

After the confiscation of Jewish property in France, Belgium and
the Netherlands, generally carried out by special units of the ERR - the
"Einsatskommando [recte: Einsatzstab] Reichsleiter Rosenberg" - the
very best artworks were selected by special agents for the future Hitler
museum in Linz. The special agents whose job was to satisfy the art
demands of other Nazi leaders, primarily Hermann Goering, were
equally active. These Nazi agents, especially the former director of the
Dresden Gallery, Hans Posse, did their jobs very professionally.
Artworks selected for the Ftihrermuseum in Linz were shipped to
specially equipped collection points, located mainly in the Austrian Alps.
These collection points were discovered by special units of the U.S.
Army. Everything that either disappeared or was not found in the
American Zone should be sought in the West'. It is unlikely that these
works could have found their way to the East.

Everything that was not looted by Hitler's special agents in the
occupied countries of Western Europe was sold at auction. This applied
mainly to good, but not museum-quality, works, worthy of private
collections. At the auctions Germans readily purchased these items,
taking advantage of the artificially high exchange rate of the German
mark in relation to the other currencies of occupied Western Europe.
Given the wartime situation, some of the assets in this category could,
theoretically, have found their way to the eastern part of Germany.

As I have already noted, in the occupied areas of the Soviet
Union the Nazis simply looted their victims before sending them to the
gas chambers. In this connection, one should bear in mind that in
western Ukraine, for example, some wealthy Jews owned quite valuable
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art collections that contained works of good, though not museum,
quality. Of course, these were not on a par with the collections of
Rothschild, Schloss, Mannheimer, Bondy, and others, and were thus of
no particular interest to Hitler and Goering's special agents. These were
plundered by the lowest level Nazis and all these works vanished in the
direction of the West. Representatives of the Extraordinary State
Commission were never able to determine exactly what was in the
private collections looted by the Nazis and, accordingly, to identify even
a part of them in the Soviet Zone ofoccupied Germany.

It is necessary to bear in mind one other circumstance. By the
end of the war the cultural assets confiscated by the Nazis from their
victims in the East were literally burning a hole in the pockets of those
who had possession of them. They could have become material evidence
of their current owners' complicity in Nazi crimes in the East. It is not
surprising that these individuals tried to get rid of them at any cost.
There is no doubt that these artworks ultimately found their way to the
West. The facts uncovered to date confirm this.

As an example of how the Soviet Union fulfilled its obligations
to its allies in returning allied property, in general, that was found in the
Soviet zone, and the property of Holocaust victims in particular, allow
me to cite some data from the summary report on the activities of the
Restitution Office of the Reparations, Deliveries, and Restitution
Directorate of the Soviet Military Administration in Germany (SMAG)
for 1946. Specifically, the report states the following:

• SMAG activities in searching for and identifying property in the
Soviet Zone, including cultural assets looted by the Germans. in
the territory of the Soviet Union and allied countries, were
carried out in conformity with the laws and directives of the
Allied Control Council, and with SMAG orders and directives;

• the Office's activities in this area were closely coordinated with
the Committee on Restitution Procedures of the Allied Control
Council;

• for the reporting period the Restitution Office received 869
restitution requests to search for and determine the ownership of
property subject to restitution from the Soviet Zone of occupied
Germany from the following allied states: France, Poland,
Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, the Netherlands, Norway, Belgium,
and Denmark;
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• 87,131 items of equipment and property subject to restitution
were identified in the Soviet Zone in 1946; these included
33,552 cultural artifacts (this figure includes books);

• of the above amount of allied property that was identified,
40,584 items belonged to the Soviet Union;

• it was established that the rest of the property (46,597 items)
belonged to the following allied countries: Poland (38,892),
Czechoslovakia (5,123), the Netherlands (955), France (761),
Belgium (101), Norway (23), Yugoslavia (14), Denmark (1);

• it proved impossible to determine whether the remaining 677
items of equipment and other property belonged to the state or to
some other party;

• in accordance with the Quadripartite Procedures for Restitution,
adopted by the Allied Control Council, all the equipment and
property that had been identified was turned over to the
appropriate allied countries.

The report lists the most important items of equipment and other
property that were returned to the allied countries. This list is far from
complete, but I would like to point out that the list of restored property
greatly exceeds the list of restitution claims received by the Soviet
Military Administration from the Allies.

This list also refers to cultural assets that were returned to
victims of the Holocaust. A large organ from a Prague synagogue was
returned to Czechoslovakia. In addition to the well-known Armistice
monument from Compiegne, the collections of paintings that had
belonged to French citizens Leonard Levy, Paul Denique, and Pierre
Maurice [names transliterated from Russian] were returned.

In searching for and identifying cultural assets that belonged to
the allies and their citizens, the Soviet Military Administration in
Germany could proceed only on the basis of restitution claims submitted
by the interested countries and backed up by documentation. In the case
of state property this was relatively simple. It was much more difficult in
the case of property belonging to Holocaust victims. Nevertheless, I can
solemnly state that Russian archives do not contain any information or
documents which would indicate that the Soviet Military Administration
knowingly or intentionally kept property that belonged to Holocaust
victims, including cultural assets, when it was aware of the origin of
these items.
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Because of the complex and confused circumstances surrounding
the post-war fate of cultural assets confiscated by the Nazis from victims
of the Holocaust, which subsequently ended up in the hands of other
physical and juridical persons, including the museums of some Western
and Eastern countries, it is extremely urgent that we establish, through
joint efforts, an international database that would be accessible to all
interested private citizens and organizations: above all, Holocaust
victims and their direct heirs and legal successors. Russia is fully
prepared to take part in establishing this database and, for that purpose,
to provide relevant documents from Russian archives.

Recently a great deal has been said about the new Russian law
on cultural assets that were removed and are currently located in the
repositories of Russian museums. The law does in fact establish Russia's
right of ownership in cultural assets that were taken to Russia as
compensation for its enormous cultural losses. But I can assure you that
in Russia there is no law which would stand in the way of just and
legitimate restitution of cultural assets confiscated by the Nazis if
convincing evidence that they belong to Holocaust victims is provided.





Ambassador Ronald S. Lauder
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, MUSEUM OF MODERN ART

UNITED STATES

Plenary Session on Nazi-Confiscated Art Issues

When I was asked to be Chairman of the Commission for Art
Recovery for the World Jewish Congress, I knew it would be a difficult
task, but nothing prepared me for what lay ahead.

As you have just heard, although a great deal of art was found in
salt mines, warehouses, trucks and trains, and many pieces were returned
to the countries from which they were stolen - approximately 50% 
110,000 pieces of art worth between ten and thirty billion dollars today
are still missing.

It is my belief, because of these large numbers, that every.
institution, art museum and private collection has some of these missing
works.

I question how many great institutions have held works of art for
50 years, knowing that what they have held didn't belong to them, but to
Jewish families. It is only now that they are being forced to take some
action, action that they should have taken many, many years ago. How
many homes have works of art hanging on their walls from Jewish
families?

In France, after the war, many works were returned to prominent
Jewish families. However, 15,000 works of art remained unclaimed,
from which the French government allowed the museums in France to
select the 2,000 best works, and the remaining 13,000 were auctioned
off. Where is the record of these sales? Who benefited? These 2,000
works that remained in French museums have a special number.

France stopped trying to find owners after 1959. It was only in
1997, after being reminded by Hector Feliciano, that an exhibition was
held, and a list was published of these 2,000 works. It is time for the
provisional and temporary custody of the French museums to end. These
works shouid be returned to the families who owned them, and where no
families can be found, an auction should be held and the Jewish
Communities of France should benefit.

The Austrian government took a giant step forward when it
decided to hold an auction in 1996 of the works stored since the war at
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Mauerbach. Today there is a complete search being done by the
government of Austria itself of the holdings of all its federal museums.
Research is being done to find the owners of the paintings that were
taken between 1938 and 1945.

The Netherlands also has works for which no owners were
found: they were placed in the care of the Netherlands Art Foundation.
Although they knew that there were objects in the museums that were
stolen from Jewish families, it was only after other countries started to do
their research that the Netherlands decided to look for pre-war owners.
They now have identified 3,900 works of art,and the government
estimates it will take three years to complete the research project. It can
be done in 6 months. An auction should be held.

Germany also received art that it knew came from Jewish
families. Did they try to find the owners or their heirs? No. They
simply set up a trust: the Gemalde Treuhand Verwaltung and distributed
it among museums.

In the Czech Republic, the museum in Brno acknowledges that it
has art once in the collection of the late Arthur Feldmann, whose
grandson, Uri Peled, now lives in Israel. Mr. Peled maintains, correctly,
that his family's collection of old master prints and drawings was looted
by the Nazis. These works were subsequently nationalized by
Czechoslovakia and the Slovakian Museum. They have refused to return
the Feldmann works in their possession.

In Hungary, a portion of the collection of the Hatvany family is
now in the Museum of Fine Arts in Budapest. The Hatvany heirs are
getting nowhere in their efforts. Sixty years later!

A great portion of the art that was not deemed appropriate for
German museums or for the new museum that was being created in Linz,
was sold through dealers to Switzerland. Douglas Cooper, the British
investigator, reported in 1945 that Switzerland had been the prime
destination. He identified quite a number of private collectors and sixteen
dealers in Switzerland who trafficked in Nazi-looted art. Chief among
these was Theodore Fischer, auctioneer and dealer, and Emil Blihrle,
industrialist and collector. Paul Rosenberg, the eminent French Jewish
art dealer whose collection had been looted from a bank vault in
Libourne, traced thirteen of his pictures to Blihrle. (He had to bring a
court case to strike a deal, in which Blirhle bought from Paul Rosenberg
the stolen Rosenberg pictures Blihrle had already bought.)

Since Switzerland was neutral, the Aliies could not monitor trade
there. No one knows how many looted works were sent to Switzerland.
Switzerland's recent investigation into the past of the art owned by the
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Swiss Confederation is a step in the right direction. But it doesn't even
touch on the holdings of the majority of Swiss museums, private
foundations or private collections.

No one knows how many "hot" works are in Swiss bank vaults
or free ports - even today.

No one knows how many works went through neutral
Switzerland to Spain, Portugal, Argentina, Brazil, Venezuela, and from
there to the United States and other collecting countries.

In the United States, there are many works of art that have come
here right after the war and into the 1950's and 1960's through a second
or third party.

The United States is perhaps the most active country in finding
works of art through its Association of Art Museum Directors,
("AAMD"). They met this past June and worked out guidelines for a
complete and thorough investigation of the provenance of all art for all
their museums, to determine if any of their works of art could have been
looted works from the Nazi era.

Perhaps the most important job my Commission is doing is
working on a database, so that we can cross-reference all works of art
looted during the Nazi era. And we will have as close as possible a
complete list.

This summer we did an experiment. We began to see what we
could uncover by going through catalogues: catalogues of permanent
collections and special exhibitions. My staff went to over 225 books of
museum collections and catalogues and found more than 1,700 works
that could be war loot. It is clearly much more widespread than museum
directors had thought.

We have a list of Nazi collaborators. Any work with those
names in the ownership history could be unrecovered Nazi loot. We are
comparing this art with claims from families, and we'll let them know if
there is a match.

We invite you to send us the information, and we would
welcome your cooperation. But if you do not want to work with us in
this way, we will review all your publications anyway and find the works
with dubious provenance.

In the fifty years since the end of the war, the art world forgot,
maybe it chose to forget, the Nazi depredations - but we will not. Some
of the most notorious names appear in scholarly catalogues. Goering's
name is there! The Linz Museum is there! In some German museum
catalogues, the provenance states that the art was "taken from the
possession of Jews between 1933 and 1945!" I hope that this is an
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honest way of serving notice to possible claimants, and I have been told
that the museum will soon contact the Commission. Perhaps we can
work together to find the heirs to these paintings.

Some of the names of the most famous looted collections appear
in published provenances. Were all these works of art restituted and
legitimately re-sold? Of course not. There is either a collective amnesia
or a brazen openness in including these names in the published
provenances. But there they are. And they will go into the Commission's
database to be matched against art claimed by looted families.

It is time for museums to set the same standard for ownership
that they expect of themselves for authenticity. Is the art genuine? Is the
art genuinely theirs?

Together, in the next few years, we must find out. We must set
the record straight, and put art back in the hands of the families from
whom it was stolen, simply because they were Jewish. For many
members of this generation, art is the only connection they have to
members of their family who perished in the Holocaust.

These works of art that were looted are the last "prisoners of
war." We do not want to wait. We will find these works of art - now.



Mr. Earl A. Powell, III
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART

UNITED STATES

Plenary Session on Nazi-Confiscated Art Issues

I would like to thank you for this opportunity to speak today to
discuss the important subject of restitution of works of art seized during
the Third Reich. We join our museum colleagues in expressing our
profound concern for the victims whose artistic treasures were pillaged
during the holocaust. The National Gallery has been involved since the
end of World War II with the international effort to recover the looted
works. On June 23, 1943, President Roosevelt established the Roberts
Commission to promote the preservation of cultural properties and to
protect Europe's treasures in war-ravaged areas. An independent
presidential commission, it was headquartered at the National Gallery
and several Gallery officials as well as those from the Metropolitan
Museum of Art and other institutions served on this Commission. The
Commission promoted the establishment of the Monuments, Fine Arts
and Archives (MFAA) section of the U.S. Army in post-war Germany
which, among other things, established "collecting points" where art
objects retrieved from the Nazis could be inventoried and protected
before their restitution.

Certain records of these and other restitution activities are
available for research at the National Gallery Archives. Copies of the
glass sli~es and gelatin negatives of the roughly 60,000 works of art in
one of the Army collecting points, called the "Munich Collecting Point,"
are available for research in our Photo Archives. As a matter of interest,
the historian and author, Lynn Nicholas, spent much time in our archives
while researching her book, The Rape of Europa: The Fate of Europe's
Treasures in the Third Reich and the Second World War. The last
several years have brought forth an extraordinary amount of new
scholarship regarding the fate of many cultural treasures during and after
this terrible period. But more is needed and we are hopeful that new
revelations will shed further-and much needed-scholarly light on this
subject.
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The National Gallery follows the practice of American art
museums of publishing annually a list of all acquisitions. In addition, the
Gallery has undertaken an extensive project, which began over a decade
ago and which will take years to complete, of the publication of a
projected thirty-volume detailed systematic catalogue of its entire
collection. Each volume, written by Gallery curators or other scholars, is
devoted to a particular school of painting, sculpture or decorative arts
area with comprehensive, scholarly essays on each work articulating the
history, style, content, and context with technical notes and artist
biographies, summarizing and expanding upon the literature in the field.
Ten of these volumes have been published, three more will come out in
1998, and the other volumes are in progress. Additionally, research on
works of art in the Gallery's collection is often available in special
exhibition catalogues. As all of this new scholarly research is published,
the details regarding the history of ownership, or provenance, are added
to our curatorial records which are open to researchers. In an effort to
make as much information as possible available to the public around the
world, the National Gallery launched its World Wide Web Site a year
ago. A cornerstone of the site is the collection section, which contains
detailed provenance information on thousands of works of art in the
National Gallery collection.

It is a time consuming, expensive kind of research. We are
currently looking into a claim involving a work that was restituted by the
allied military government after the war. In this case the claim involves
legitimacy of ownership. The work in question is one of more than 20
drawings by Durer from the Lubomirski Collection which were returned
in the 1940s to a lineal descendant of the family which originally owned
them. This gentleman subsequently sold the drawings to several
purchasers in good faith. These works are now held in many public and
private collections in this country and abroad. The complexity of the
case, which involves rightful ownership, dates back to 1823 and involves
conflicting claims from more than one institution, and shifting national
boundaries. This is the only claim received to date by the National
Gallery. We are pressing on in our efforts to complete as thoroughly as
possible the necessary provenance research. It is a complicated and time
consuming task, which we trust will result in due course in a just
resolution of the claim. Should any other claim arise we will treat it with
the same commitment to establish the facts and achieve a resolution.
The National Gallery, along with other museum directors, participated in
the Association of Art Museum Directors' Task Force dedicated to
finding solutions to these complex problems. We welcome the
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opportunity to join with our colleagues in the museum community to
explore ways of continuing restitution as new information becomes
available.





Dr. Wojciech Kowalski
PROFESSOR, FACULTY OF LAW, UNIVERSITY OF SILESIA

POLAND

Restitution Policy of the Polish Government
Post-war to Present

Break-out Session on Nazi-Confiscated Art Issues: Government

Restitution Policies, Postwar to Present

Polish cultural heritage suffered severe losses in the course of the
19th and early 20th centuries; thus, when the restitution policy was framed
after World War Two, Poland, unlike many other states, could fall back
on its previous 'wide' experience in this field. The only difference
between World War Two and the former global war, or, other historical
perturbations was the range of damage to cultural property and degree to
which the plunder was organized, l surpassing all previously suffered

I Cultural looting was carried out on the formal basis of special Nazi decrees
issued for occupied Poland and later for other countries in occupied Europe. See,
for example, full text of such "laws" issued for occupied Poland, W. Kowalski:
Art Treasures and War. A Study on the Restitution of Looted Cultural Property
Pursuant Public International Law. Leicester 1998, annex 1 and 2, p. 91-92. For
other countries see: R. Lemkin: Axis Rule in Occupied Europe. Washington
1944. As an illustration of the character of these "laws" referring to private
property only two paragraphs of one of them only can be given. Regulation
concerning confiscation of the works of art in the German-occupied Poland
dated 16 December 1939:
"Para 1: Public possession of the works of art in the German-occupied Poland is
hereby confiscated for the sake of public benefit and use (...).
Para 2: The term of public possession of the works of art, (...) refers to: 1.
Private collections of the works of art, which are subject to registration and
security procedures undertaken by the appointed commissioner to protect their
cultural and historical value, 2. The works of art in the' exclusive possession of
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losses? The fate of Jewish assets could be given as the best example
here.

For these reasons, the first attempts to formulate the concept of
liquidating the effects that the War had on Polish culture were initiated
right from the start - two months after the War broke out. It is at that time
that the first conspiracy group was organized to register the damage
inflicted upon culture and the losses resulting from the Nazi invasion of
Poland in September 1939. Soon the group, called the Department of the
Liquidation of the Effects of War, became an official agency of the
Polish Government in Exile in London, which operated in conspiracy in
the Nazi-occupied Poland. Also, in the structure of the Government in
Exile itself, Bureau of Revendication of Cultural Losses was established,
which, irrespective of considerable obstacles, remained in touch with the
above mentioned Department which operated in Poland. The data on the
losses and on the occupant's policy that was thus obtained made it
possible for the Bureau of Revendication of Cultural Losses to initiate
the actions to be undertaken by the Allied agencies, for example, by the
Conference of the Allied Ministers of Education which worked in
London since 1942 until 1945.

In view of the above, it should be noticed that the Polish
restitution policy began to emerge very early and was mainly focused on

the Church, except for the property needed for everyday liturgy." W. Kowalski,
op. cit, p. 91.
Introduction of such "laws" constituted, without any question, severe breach of
International Law of War. See, for example: I. Brownlie: International Law and
the Use of Force by States. Oxford 1963, A. McNair, A. Watts: Legal Effects of
War. Cambridge 1966. I. Brownlie: Principles of Public International Law.
Oxford 1979.
2 On the scale of damage and losses see, for example: G. Mihan: Looted
Treasure: Germany's Raid on Art. London 1944, Tentative List of Jewish
Cultural Treasures in Axis-Occupied Countries. Jewish Social Studies 1946,
Vol. 8, no 1. Supplement, W. Tomkiewicz: Catalogue of Paintings Removed
from Poland by the German Occupation Authorities During the Years 1939
1945. Vol. 1. Foreign Paintings. Warsaw 1950, Vol. 2. Polish Paintings. Warsaw
1953. B. Bieflkowska: Losses of Polish Libraries During World War II. Warsaw
1994. L. H. Nicholas: The Rape of Europe. The Fate of Europe's Treasures in
the Third Reich and the Second World War. New York 1994.
3 On the basis ofthe information on losses received this way, Charles Estreicher,
head of the Bureau, was able to produce and publish their fIrst account before
the end of war. See: Ch. Estreicher (ed.): Cultural Losses of Poland, Index of
Polish Losses During the German Occupation 1939-1943. London 1944.
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two agencies: the one operating in the Nazi-occupied Poland- that is to
say, directly at the scene of the crime, and the other one in London,
which; at that time, was an important co-operation center for the Allies. I
emphasize these facts, as they had a fundamental impact on the approach
of the two agencies towards the principles upon which they framed their
respective restitution policies.4

The circles operating in secret in Poland favored the postulate of
reparations. Being everyday witness to the range of the inflicted damageS
and the methods that the occupational administration and several Nazi
agencies specialized in 100ting6 employed, home-based organizations
could not possibly imagine any other alternative way of indemnity. As
cultural property was damaged and removed from Poland with no trace
of documentation, and such activities were organized on massive scale,
effective restitution seemed irrelevant or practically impossible.
Moreover, in the process of organized removal of cultural property from
Poland, the Nazis were interested to keep only the most valuable works
of art, allocating the majority of plundered cultural objects to sale
through special agencies, such as Haupttreuhandstelle Ost, HTO (Central
Trustees Office, East).7 In view of this, the circles involved in the issue

4 The process of formulating these policies and arguments raised during relevant
discussions, see: W. Kowalski: Liquidation of the Effects of World War II in the
Area of Culture. Warsaw 1994, see in particular chapter I entitled: Concept of
the Redress of Losses in the Field of Culture put forth by Polish Centres before
the end of War, p. 15 et seq.
5 The fIrst full report of the Nazi's cultural policy in occupied Poland based on
their evidence was published in London in 1945. See: The Nazi-Kultur in
Poland by Several Authors of Necessity Temporarily Anonymous (Written in
Warsaw Under the German Occupation) London, HMSO, 1945.
6 Today we would rather say - specialized in cultural cleansing. These agencies
included, among other organizations, SS art branch called Ahnenerbe (Ancestral
Heritage) and Einsatzstab Reichsleiter Rosenberg (ERR). Rosenberg was
formally instructed by Hitler to "transport to Germany cultural goods which
appear valuable to him and to safeguard them there". NA, RG 2601411, Keitel to
CIC France, September 17, 1940. L. H. Nicholas: The Rape..., p. 125. For more
information on the activity of SS Ahnenerbe, see: H. Lehmann-Haupt: "Cultural
Looting of the Ahnenerbe". OffIce of Military Government for Germany (US),
Berlin, March I, 1948, no. 183. On the role of both these agencies see several
remarks and facts given by L. H. Nicholas: The Rape.....
7 To illustrate the scope and scale of the HTO activity, it is enough to quote a
fragment of one of its executive orders:
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of reparation considered different options of the same, practically
impossible solution. Was there and is there any way to compensate the
loss of as unique objects as only the works of art can be?

For example, while considering what kind of indemnity could be
claimed for the destruction of the Royal Castle in Warsaw, deliberations
were made how many paintings could have been bought by a Polish king
in the 18th century with the money that had been used for extension
works on this castle. Several sources could even name which paintings
could have been bought, basing their estimations on the actual works,

.which had been purchased at that time by a Prussian king. Furthermore,
because the paintings in question were still kept in Berlin, it was argued
that they should be claimed as compensation for the damaged Royal
Castle.s Under such circumstances, the only realistic solution of repairing
the inflicted damage seemed to be the reparations 'payable' in cultural
property.

Unlike the organizations operating in Poland, the Polish
Government in Exile in London had a different view on liquidating the
effects of the War. On the one hand, it was difficult for them to fully
understand the extent of damage and plunder, as they had not witnessed
it in their own eyes. Living in the times of the omnipresence of mass

"I. In order to fortify Germanism and the defense of the Reich, confiscation is
ordered (...) of all objects mentioned in point II of this order on confiscation,
found in the territories which have (00') becomea component part of the Reich,
as well as those found in the Governmentship General ( occupied central part of
Poland, add. W. K.) providing that these objects do not belong to the
Reichsdeutsch or the Volksdeutsch (two kinds of German citizenship, add. W.
K.), or that the Reichsdeutsch and Volksdeutsch do not own more than 75% of
the rights to the property. Most particularly, subject to confiscation are all
objects mentioned in point II found in archives, museums, public collections,
and in Polish or Jewish possession, but whose security and appropriate treatment
lies in German interest.
II. 1. Objects of historical and prehistoric provenience, records, books,
documents important for research on the history of civilization and public life,
and those particularly relevant to the question of German contribution to the
historic, cultural and economic development of the country as well as documents
of importance to current history. 2. Objects of artistic, cultural and historic
value, such as paintings, sculptures, furniture, rugs, crystal pieces, books, etc. 3.
Objects of interior decorations and objects of precious metals". Document of
December 15, 1939. Further quotations: W. Kowalski: Liquidationoop. 20.
8 For more detailed description of these discussions see: W. Kowalski:
Liquidation... p. 28-29.
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media, one must remember that people acting in conspiracy under the
Nazi occupation could not possibly take photographs or make films.
However, on the other hand, any reparation proposals put forward before
the Allied bodies had to be realistic. Neither the political practice of the
states concerned, nor the international law recognized, at that time,
reparations in the form of cultural property. The only precedent in this
matter was made in Art. 247 of the Versailles Treaty, under which such
reparations were stipulated in favor of Belgium only and in purely
symbolic form.9 Although some far-reaching reparation proposals were
every now and then presented in England or the USA, including, for
example, a postulate to seize the German collections and divide them
among the injured states, these were only public opinion10 or private
bodies' postulates. ll The respective governments were much more
moderate in their views. Due to political reasons, obvious reparation
claims tended to be limited and intermediate solutions were looked for
instead.

9 Art. 247 of the Versailles Treaty, as well as the whole issue of cultural
reparations after the World War I is discussed in detail in W. Kowalski: Art
Treasures ....p. 33 et seq. See also detailed report on the negotiations which led
to the formulation of art. 247 in: P. Burnett: Reparation at the Paris Peace
Conference from the Standpoint of the American Delegation. New York 1940.
IO Rather radical stand of the British opinion was, for example, expressed in
"The Daily Telegraph" of March 16, 1943. A. E. Russel wrote that: ".increasing
attention is rightly being paid to the unparalleled looting committed by the
Germans in the occupied countries of Europe; looting not only of war materials,
live stock and food, but of major works of art and uncountable humbler of
treasures...Whereby the galleries of German cities contain large and well
catalogued collections of works of art and craftsmanship of all kinds and of all
countries, and of immense value. I suggest that at the end of the war an
International Restitution Committee should take possession of all such
collections with the view of distributing their contents between the various
ravaged nations. The confiscation should be sweeping, so that empty museums
and galleries would be a permanent reminder to the Germans that war does not
pay and a comptemptous rejection of their impudent claim to be the guardians of
Europe's culture."
11 In the USA one of such opinions was formulated by the Study Group of the
Council of Foreign Relations. They found proper, that "In default of restoration
of property which is of exceptional historical, artistic, or cultural value, the Axis
nations must substitute equivalent property of their own". A Memorandum on
the Restitution or Indemnification of Property Seized, Damaged, or Destroyed
During World War II. In: Council ofForeign Relations. The Postwar Settlement
ofProperty Rights. New York 1945.
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As Poland and Germany had been in close neighborhood for
ages and the cultures of the two nations intermingled in the course of the
centuries, one solution was self-evident. If the reparations could be paid
to Poland neither in German cultural property, which anyway was not
welcome in our country at that time, nor in world famous masterpieces,
which was politically unrealistic, the advanced claims would have to
concern the Polish cultural heritage which had been kept, in quite a few
cases, in German museums for several centuries. Following such
reasoning, actual attempts were made to prepare the claims for such form
of reparations, registered in the files of the Department of the Liquidation
of the effects of War operating in conspiracy. For example, it was
expected that numerous military accessories of Polish origin would be
handed over to Poland, as well as portraits of Polish historical persons
and some collections which had been purchased in Poland.

Another way of making good considered as feasible was in kind
restitution. On the basis of the exemplary in-kind restitution stipulated in
the Versailles Treaty, the proposal involved the compensation of
irretrievably lost cultural property by the works of art of equivalent
importance.

As a result of such reasoning, final drafts of some clauses of the
peace treaty were formulated by the Ministry in the Polish Government
in Exile, which was responsible for the preparation of the Polish
proposals for a peace conference. The drafts are the best representation
of the restitution concept adopted as an official standpoint the Polish
Party before 1945.

This gave priority to absolute restitution. Considering the
circumstances of the plunder, which was often made for the private
benefit of German soldiers or civil occupational authorities, the draft of
the peace treaty obligated the German Party to hand over all the Nazi
documentation concerning cultural property, including the registers and
inventories kept in German museums, etc. 12 In-kind restitution was

12 Art. 30f this Draft stated that since there were: "very many instances of
robbery of property by the German military and German officials who took
advantage of their position as the occupant for their own private use and due to
the resultant difficulty in finding these objects in Germany for they were not
included in any collections or government warehouses, German was under
obligation to order a compulsory registration in order to return the works of art,
historic objects of the art and crafts industry, historic mementos, cult objects,
books, documents, etc, seized in Poland by the said persons." W. Kowalski:
Liquidation...p.40.
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considered as the next priority. This solution involved handing over the
works of art of equivalent value or importance, to compensate for
irretrievably lost cultural property, or, to rebuild historically important
works of architecture. 13 The most comprehensive provision of the draft
was devoted to reparations of cultural heritage. The adopted principle
stipulated the supremacy of cultural reparations over any other
reparations, which was highlighted by a separation of the cultural
reparation postulates form the chapter devoted to reparations in
general.

I4
The postulate was supported with a list of claimed works of

art, at the top of which the cultural property of Polish origin was placed,
and next, different objects kept mainly in Berlin or Dresden museums
successively. 15 I would also like to recall yet another interesting
postulate that, although proposed by one of the experts, had never been
included in the draft. It was a plan to create an international museum of
the plundered works of art, consisting of those object that had been found
but could not be returned to their rightful owners, as it was impossible to
determine who the owners were. According to the plan, this, so-called,
"Common Exchange Museum" was not supposed to have a permanent
base; instead, the idea was to transfer the museum collection from town
to town among the injured countries every few years. The crucial
reasoning behind this concept was a kind of "indirect" return of the
cultural heritage looted from a nation which had, quite probably, been
deprived ofthe objects

13 The relevant provision of the Draft was formulated as follows: "Germany has
bound itself to restore historic secular and church buildings as well as
monuments that had been destroyed by military operations and due to the special
orders issued upon their cessation (tom down, remodeled, etc.). Art. 4. W.
Kowalski: Liquidation...p. 41
14 This idea is reflected by the art. I of the Draft which reads: "Reparations and
requital for losses in the field of culture (...) for a clearly distinct area of
obligation and have priority over and above all other categories of imposed
obligations". W. Kowalski: Liquidation...p. 41.
15 Art. 5 of the Draft provided in this respect: "For the deliberate destruction and
damage, and for the loss of cultural property in the area of museum art
collections and artistic furnishings of the destroyed buildings, Germany is
obliged by the provisions regarding reparations and requital to deliver works of
art and objects of the arts and crafts industry in the number and type specified in
the enclosed Annex, in that the ill will of the Germans as well as the enormous
value of this property for the Polish nation is taken into consideration". W.
Kowalski: Liquidation... p. 41. See also detailed description of the Annex, p. 42
43.
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After the war operations stopped in 1945, the Soviet-dependent
government took power in Poland but, in general, this had no influence
on the restitution concept formulated before the War was over.
Obviously, for political reasons, it was addressed to Germany only,
although even then it was difficult to conceal the massive removal of
cultural property by the Red Army from the formerly German lands
which were already granted to Poland, not to mention the tragic fate
experienced by the cultural heritage left in the former Polish eastern
territories taken over USSR. The above mentioned restitution principles
were adopted by the Ministry of Culture and Arts and had to be
presented to the Allies by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs as Poland's
official proposal.

The basic postulate was still absolute restitution of the objects
that could be identified. This postulate was the only one that was ever
executed in practice but only to limited extent. Its fulfillment was largely
possible thanks to the American military administration of the relevant
Occupation Zone in Germany, where most of the Polish cultural property
of great value was found, having been removed by the Nazis from
Cracow, Warsaw, etc. Due to good co-operation in this field, 34 362
cultural objects were returned to Poland in 1945 and 1946. As far as the
second postulate of in-kind restitution was concerned, initially, there was
also a chance to achieve it thanks to the attitude of the American
government, which at least up to the year 1947, was the only one that
supported such form of restitution. Thus, the principle of in-kind
restitution was introduced to the Definition of Restitution adopted by the
Control Council for Germany in 1947 as its official legal standpoint to
give grounds for the in-kind restitution proceedings in all the four
occupation zones. According to point 3 of this document, "As to goods
of unique character, restitution of which is impossible, a special
instruction will fix the categories of goods which will be subject to
replacement, the nature of these replacements and the conditions under
which such goods could be replaced by equivalent objects." On the basis
of this indication, the Polish government approached the American
military authorities with a list of 64 paintings to be granted to Poland as
compensation for the paintings removed from our country by the Nazis.
However, 1947 was the year ofthe beginning of the Cold War, which put
an end to the chance of executing the provisions made previously by the
Allies. The reparation proposals turned to be entirely unacceptable in
practice for purely political reasons.
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At that time, the Polish Ministry of Culture and Arts had already
some preliminary data on the war losses,16 and prepared comprehensive
general postulates of reparations and restitution claims from Germany.
Apart from the facilities to the damaged theatres, operas, libraries and
other cultural institutions, the claims comprised lists of works of art
grouped in different categories, including, for example: paintings of
various schools, old furniture, ceramics, tapestry, etc. 7 The lists were
made in view of the objects to be found in the Dresden Gallery, which, at
that time was kept in the Soviet territory. The Polish Ministry of Culture
and Arts assumed that if Poland was to receive 15 % of the reparations
due to the USSR under the Berlin Treaty provisions, the same portion of
the Dresden Gallery collection could be claimed as well. Finally, this
postulate, just as the whole concept of reparations, were never officially
presented. Apart from some obvious political obstacles, the Polish
authorities at that time paid much more attention to economic
reparations, with particular focus on the industrial ones.

Following the ensuing unfavorable political climate, restitution
proposals were gradually limited, until, in principle, they became a
historical issue. As a result of these developments, in the early 1950s the
Bureau of Revindication and Reparations in the Ministry of Culture and
Arts was closed. Thus, the inventory of the War losses was discontinued,
stopping at the figure of 5I6 000 cultural objects including those that had
been completely damaged. The last ~ttempt at restitution measures
undertaken at that time was the 1953 proposal made by the Polish Party
to exchange I 17 German works of art for the 18th century architectural
designs of Warsaw buildings which were required to rebuild the city so
much damaged in World War Two. Irrespective of definite agreements

16 For more details on the methods used in collecting information about the
losses and their assessment, see: W. Kowalski: Liquidation..p. 67 et seq.
According to official report presented by Ambassador Wierblowski at the
meeting of the Deputy Ministers of Foreign Affaires in London in 1947, Poland
lost 43 % of the cultural property owned in 1939. For example, the National
Museum in Warsaw lost 100% of ancient art, 78% of Polish paintings, 58% of
foreign paintings, and 75% ofthe applied art.
17 For example, the lists include the following entries: from the Kaiser Friedrich
Museum in Berlin: 45 painting~ of the 14th and 15th century Italian school, 62
paintings of the 16th to 18th century Italian school, 10 paintings of the 17th
century Spanish school, from the Neues Museum in Berlin: 3 Egyptian granite
sarcophagi, 10 Egyptian stone sarcophagi, 15 alabaster Egyptian vases, 10
Roman busts, 100 Greek vases, etc, etc. For further entries see: W. Kowalski:
Liquidation...p. 82-83.
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made between Poland and East Germany on the diplomatic level, the
exchange had a unilateral character only - the German Party accepted the
paintings with proper solemnity but never gave the promised designs.

Due to the political changes initiated in Poland in the late 1980s
the problem of the liquidation of the effects of the Second World War
has revived as an issue of diplomatic negotiations. In the case of Poland
that means reopening of 'old' matters still to be settled with Germany
and we may say, 'new' matters related to Russia and other states in the
East of Europe, with which this dialogue could be entered into only
nowadays. In 1991 probably the last attempt was made to list the losses
suffered by Polish culture in World War Two. Up to the day on which I
am making this speech, the inventory has recorded 52 038 items
altogether. This figure includes single works of art and whole collections.
In terms of categories it covers, for example: 4600 paintings by Polish
masters, 3 730 paintings by foreign masters, 2363 pieces of sculpture, 3
250 gold-work objects, etc.

Irrespective of the future figure by which the present statistics
will be increased, it has always been evident that this task is impossible
to achieve as a whole. The documentation concerning cultural property
damaged or removed by the Nazis from Poland is incomplete as a result
of the methods by means of which the plunder and damage were made.
Therefore, if it is impossible to calculate the losses, how can they be
directly repaired?

Under such circumstances, what restitution policy should my
government adopt?

Because of the main focus of our conference, my remarks will
cover only the relations with Germany. For obvious reasons, I cannot
answer this question in full detail, but generally it would be my
suggestion to adopt the following principles.

On the one hand, the losses are stillremembered in Poland and
they are still easily and clearly visible in many places and many cultural
institutions, so their character is not purely historical.

On the other hand, the restitution policy should also be
determined by the present and future political relations between Poland
and Germany, totally different from the political climate of the times
when the above discussed rigid restitution and reparations concepts were
formulated. Our present relations have been designated by 'the treaty on
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good neighborhood policy and friendly co-operation,18 signed several
years ago between the two countries and I am convinced that the
suggestive wording of this title is not only formal. In my opinion, the
issue of the lost cultural heritage seems to be the last unresolved problem
concerning the effects of the War. However, the way in which this issue
is to be settled should by no means disturb our good relations;
conversely, it should show that our two countries are capable of settling
even the most difficult disputes so the good relations between us are
permanent and long-lasting.

What will probably remain out of the old restitution concepts is
the expectation to receive back all the cultural property that was subject
of unlawful removal and can be restituted now. As far as other aspects of
the policy of liquidating the war effects is concerned, it should be based
on the general principles laid down in the above-mentioned treaty. First
and foremost, Art. 2819 stipulates that Poland and Germany will co-

18 Treaty between the Republic of Poland and the Federal Republic of Germany
on good neighborhood policy and friendly cooperation signed in Bonn on June
17, 1991.
19 Art. 28 reads as follows:
"I. The contracting Parties will co-operate in the field of the preservation and
protection of European cultural heritage. They will protect monuments.
2. The contracting Parties will assure particular care for located on their
respective territories places and cultural properties, which are the evidence of
historical events and of cultural and scientific traditions and achievements of
other Party, and will assure full access to them or will take steps to assure such
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operate in the field of the protection of European cultural heritage. It also
includes the obligation of both parties to protect the objects of Polish
heritage that have been preserved Germany, as well as German heritage
located in Poland. As section 2 of the said Article emphasizes, these
efforts should be undertaken 'in the spirit of concord and reconciliation',
which, if really accepted by the two Parties, shall definitely facilitate the
settlement of even the most difficult issues connected with cultural
property and archival material.

access in case it is not in the State's competence. Above mentioned places and
cultural properties are under legal protection of both Parties. Contracting Parties
will undertake initiatives in this respect in the spirit of concord and
reconciliation.
3. The contracting Parties will strive to resolve in the same spirit the problems
related to the cultural goods and archives starting with individual cases".
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From 'Legacy of Shame' to New Debates over
Nazi Looted Art

Break-out Session on Nazi-Confiscated Art Issues: Government
Restitution Policies, Postwar to Present

1) INTERNATIONAL DEBATES 1984/1985

A few years before the Waldheim-Debate - in 1984 - Andrew
Decker criticized the "Austrian Style" of restitution of art work stolen by
the National Socialists after 1938, and he primarily focused on items
stored in a monastery outside Vienna (Mauerbach), which had been
turned over by the US authorities in Germany after they passed on the
supervision over the Central Art Collecting Point in Munich to the
Germans in 1951.1 These remaining 8,500 pictures, drawings and books
have still not been restituted partly due to the rather unprofessional and
reluctant handling by low level Austrian authorities to trace down the
owners (e.g., limiting the publishing of the list in the Austrian
government newspaper "Wiener Zeitung" in 1969, which is barely read
outside Austrian government circles) and the unwillingness of politicians
to solve the issue by passing a law in the parliament until July 1995 (in

I Andrew Decker, "A Legacy of Shame," ARTnews 83 (December 1984): 55-75;
see also Andrew Decker, "How Things Work in Austria: Stolen Works of Art,"
ARTnews 92 (Summer 1993): 198-200. and Herbert Haupt, Das
Kunsthistorische Museum. Die Geschichte des Hauses am Ring. Hundert Jahre
im Spiegel der Ereignisse (Wien: 1991). More precisely Josephine Leistra, "The
Mauerbach Case," Spoils ofWar, .3 (December 1996): 22-27.
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1969 the Austrian parliament only agreed to enlarge the acceptance of
claims until the end of 1972).2

On Christmas Eve 1997, however, the international media began
to respond to a new debate. This time it focused on specific individual
Nazi era art claims by two families concerning two paintings from the
Austrian expressionist Schiele. The paintings were on display in the
Museum of Modern Art in New York on loan from the private (state
subsidized) Leopold Foundation.3 On January 7, 1998, the Manhattan
District Attorney confiscated the two paintings ("Portrait of Wally" and
"Dead City") starting a criminal investigation into the ownership of the
paintings and providing evidence for a possible trial before a grandjury.4

It should be noted that this incident was not only a side show of
the "Swiss Nazi Gold Bank" discussion but became part of a much
broader debate in the US dealing with the sometimes dubious ownership
of alleged Nazi loot on display in several museums in the US and Canada
- paintings claimed by heirs of Holocaust victims.5 Before the "Austrian
incident" the "Holocaust Art Restitution Project" was established in
Washington, D.C. and the World Jewish Congress established a
"Commission for Art Recovery." This commission is chaired by former
US Ambassador to Austria, Ronald Lauder, who also happens to be the
chairman of the MaMA.

In order to place the various events into a broader perspective I
shall try to analyze some of the historical reasons for the most recent
discussions. These discussions culminated in an international media
debate and a new - much more concerned - political debate in Austria
with an unexpected outcome. I cannot go into more details, why it took
nearly 10 years to solve the issue, although on the level of the key
decision makers like then Chancellor Fred Sinowatz and Minister of
Finance Franz Vranitzky, who in 1986 became Chancellor, the option of
an auction in favor of the Jewish community in Vienna and Jewish
organizations has been already agreed upon. The original idea along
these lines have been proposed in early 1980 by then Chancellor Bruno

2 Paul Grosz, "Introduction," in Christie's, The Mauerbach Benefit Sale, Vienna,
October 29-30, 1996, Auction 5638.
3 New York Times, 24 December 1997.
4 New York Times, 8 January 1998.
5 Boston Globe, 24 July 1997.
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Kreisky and Minister of Science and Research Hertha Firnberg.6 In the
following article I shall try to analyze briefly some of the 1945 ff. roots
of these public debates of the 1980s and early 1990s.

2) NATIONAL RESTITUTION FIRST - US ART RESTITUTION
POLICIES AFTER 1945

One of the central problems of postwar art restitution certainly is
the policy question of how to administer the return of stolen art in
Austria. On May 8, 1945, US troops took over authority over the greatest
collection of Nazi loot in Austria in the Alt Aussee salt mine (and other
repositories nearby like the Lauffen mine in Bad Ischl) which contained
works of art (7,000 paintings and drawings, and approximately 3,000
other items)7 - stolen and sometimes bought from all Nazi occupied
Europe to become part of the "Fiihrermuseum" in Linz - a project close
to the heart of Hitler himself.8 Austrian resistance fighters and Austrian
museum experts had already taken care of the art treasures and prevented
the destruction by National Socialist and SS hard-liners.9

A considerable portion of the Alt Aussee loot was of "Austrian"
origin - some 700 paintings belonging to the Rothschild family and 500
paintings belonging to other Jewish families. Although the Rothschilds
and the other collectors and/or their heirs had been brutally forced out of
Austria by 1938 by the Nazi regime thereby taking their art treasures,

6 Bruno Aigner, Information fur Heinz Fischer, 20 June 1985 and Sinowatz to
Vranitzky, 4 July 1985, Bruno Kreisky Archives Foundation, Vienna, Franz
Vranitzky Archives, Mag. Krammer, Box Mauerbach.
7 United States Allied Commission Austria, The Rehabilitation ofAustria, 1945
1947, Vol. III, Vienna (no publisher and no date, app. 1950) 67. (more details
concerning the legal and political aspects of preserving art 1918-1945 in: Eva
Frodl-Kraft, Gefahrdetes Erbe. bsterreichs Denkmalschutz und Denkmalpflege
1918-1945 im Prisma der Zeitgeschichte, Wien, 1997).
8 Charles de Jaeger, The Linz File. Hitler's Plunder of Europe's Art (Exeter:
Webb and Bower, 1981), 19 and with more sophisticated analysis and academic
research by Jonathan Petropoulos, Art as Politics in the Third Reich (Chapel
Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1996). See also Lynn H. Nicholas,
The Rape ofEurope. The Fate ofEurope's Treasures in the Third Reich and the
Second World War (New York: Knopf, 1994),346-350.
9 Katharina Hammer, Glanz im Dunkel. Die Bergung von Kunstschatzen im
Salzkammergut am Ende des 2. Weltkrieges (Wien: Bundesverlag, 1986), 119
166.
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these properties still were considered Austrian property and therefore
turned over to the Austrian government and subordinate administrative
institutions to carry out the restitution (e.g., Finanzlandesdirektionen, in
charge of the legal matters, and the Bundesdenkmalamt acting as the
overall art custodian). Due to criminal activities of individual art experts
(many of them active in the white-washing and expropriation machinery
of the Nazi regime) the Provisional government under State Chancellor
Karl Renner decided as early as 22 August 1945 to establish a
"Verm0?censsicherungsamt" under the control of the Ministry of the
Interior. 0 According to experts art objects worth 200,000.000
"Reichsmark" have "changed" owners during April and August 1945.

3) THE "RANSOM" CASES OF THE ROTHSCIDLDS' AND
LEDERER'S RESTITUTION CLAIM:

After the so-called "AnschluB" of Austria in 1938
"Reichsdeutsche" officials especially - both from the Gestapo and the
cultural administration (including Austrian museum experts) confiscated
a large number of art collections from Jewish owners (among them well
known collections like the collections of Alfons Rothschild, Louis
Rothschild, Rudolf Gutmann, Oskar Pick, T. Goldmann, Felix Haas,
etc.), which were stored in the "Zentraldepot" in the Vienna Hofburg and
were reserved for the "Fiihrermuseum" in Linz. In 1941 this depot was
transferred to Kremsmiinster and parts of the local deposit in Hohenfurth
were moved to Alt Aussee in February 1944.

When the Austrian Bundesdenkmalamt was authorized by US
authorities and the Allied Commission to take over the individual
restitution responsibilities the prewar legal framework again began to
influence the transfers. Since 1918 a special Export Control Law
("Ausfuhrverbotsgesetz"), amended in 1923, enabled the
Bundesdenkmalamt to decide which art treasures were allowed to leave
the country, ignoring the nationality of the owners. This meant, however,
that after 1945 - despite the fact that Jewish owners with Austrian

10 Staatsratsprotokoll, 22 August 1945, Archiv der Republik, Wien, Sammlung
Staats- und Ministerratsprotokolle post 1945; the author owes this reference to
Dr. Theodor Venus, Vienna. More details concerning the legal and political
aspects of preserving art 1918-1945 in: Eva Frodl-Kraft, Gefahrdetes Erbe.
Osterreichs Denkmalschutz und Denkmalpflege 1918-1945 im Prisma der
Zeitgeschichte, Wien 1997.
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nationality who had been persecuted and many of them killed in the
Shoah (nearly one third of the Jewish Segment of Austrian society) have
lost their citizenship automatically (!) - suddenly the traditional Austrian
legal order began to overrule the National Socialist atrocities and
individual pains and material losses as if nothing has happened. These
treasures again were considered "Austrian" and an integrate part of the
Austrian cultural heritage. In the pragmatic restitution procedure this
meant that the original owners had first to prove their ownership - which
under the circumstances of exile, imprisonment and the Second World
War was very difficult to fulfill.

In the case of large collections like the collections of the
Rothschilds this was a relatively easy task, since the "curators" have
even produced a printed catalogue in 1939 (classified top secret and
printed in a very limited number). It became difficult when the "legal
owners" wanted to export their property because only a very few wanted
to return at this stage (as most of the Austrian authorities and many
Austrians were eager to keep the surviving Austrian Jews out of the
country). In a "Restitution Compromise" (Riickstellungsvergleich) the
lawyer of Clarice de Rothschild for example agreed that from 16 art
objects, held by the Ferdinandeum in Innsbruck 14 will be restituted
(including an export license), 2 will be turned over by Ms. Rothschild (1
to the Albertina and 1 to the Ferdinandeum).ll The same procedure was

. used when dealing with old music instruments of the Rothschild
collections although here most of the instruments stayed with the
Kunsthistorisches Museum as a permanent 10an.12

4) 'OTHER' RESTITUTIONS OF ART OBJECTS AND EXPORT
CONTROL

Another case illustrating the rather shabby habit of restitution
after 1945 in the field of arts is the equestrian painting of Bellini from the
Sarah Lederer Collection. Ernst Lederer, a well known art historian, has
been "dazu bewogen" (induced) to "donate" this valuable painting to the
Republic of Austria in return for an export license for a fragment of the
large Lederer collection which was destroyed at the end of the war by SS

II GZ 29.036/47, Archiv der Republik, Wien, Bundesministerium flir Unterricht,
Box 99.
12 GZ 29.102/47, Archiv der Republik, Wien, Bundesministerium fUr Unterricht,
Box 165.
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troops at SchloB Immendorf (including famous paintings by Klimt and
Schiele) or like the textiles and drawings disappeared during 1938
1940.13 In such a case Austrian courts would refuse to accept any claims
for compensation.· The famous Klimt Fries in the Lederer collection was,
however, not included in the export license, and it took until the 1970s
when Chancellor Bruno Kreisky himself started negotiations for the
Republic of Austria to buy the Klimt Fries from Lederer.14 When Erich
Lederer had tried to get back the Bellini painting in the 1950s the
Austrian Ministry for Education refused, although a confidential internal
evaluation of the Ministry opposed to the use of the Export Control Law
for such deals (ltVorgang immerhin im Ausfuhrverbotsgesetz nicht
gedecktlt). The Minister, Heinrich Drimmel, himself decided not to
restitute, but at least admitted that the Export Control law should be
changed.

This rather strange - and from my point of view both immoral
and illegal procedure - has been developed before 1938 and accepted by
the collectors (e.g., in the case of the Rothschilds), but after the
Holocaust, exile and emigration and the Second World War restitution
issues should not be effected by such "deals" since the State of Austria
has lost the right to decide about the fate of properties of the Jewish
minority so brutally persecuted both by fellow citizens and German
Nazis and even after 1945 were deprived of their citizenship (they had to
apply again for Austrian citizenship and needed a permanent residence in
Austria, a procedure which however has been changed in the recent years
as one of the positive consequences ofthe Waldheim debate).

It would be a falsification to state that the Republic of Austria
after 1945 did not restitute property to former citizens in exile, but by
doing so used a rather complicated legal procedure, executed sometimes
by a highly passive or even resenting bureaucracy.IS The main reason,
however, why restitution issues and "Jewish claims" (concerning heirless
property, advocated by Jewish organizations) became such sensitive
issues both within the Austrian political debate and in the concrete

13 Erich Lederer, Archiv der Republik, Wien, Bundesministerium fur Unterricht,
Sammelmappen, K 131.
14 Bruno Kreisky, Der Mensch im Mittelpunkt. Der Memoiren dritter Teil, ed.
Oliver Rathk01b, Johannes Kunz und Margit Schmidt (Wien: Kremayr &
Scheriau, 1996), 44f.
15 Compare for more details on this issue Brigitte Bailer, Wiedergutmachung 
kein Thema. Osterreich und die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus (Wien: Locker),
1993.
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handling of individual cases can be traced down in the political
perceptions of some of the "fathers" of the Second Republic like the
Chancellor Karl Renner, who in his first political memorandum in April
1945 pleaded for restitution of the. Jewish property ("Riickgabe des
geraubten Judengutes"16) not in favor of the individuals, but in favor of a
restitution fund, which would distribute shares to the individuals in order
to hinder a massive return of the exiles ("urn ein massenhaftes, pI6tzliche
Zuriickfluten der Vertriebenen zu verhindern"). The legal Department of
the Austrian Foreign Office refused to accept a legal obligation with
regard to Jewish claims since the Austrian state was not considered being
the legal successor of the Nazi regime; only due to "political reasons"
restitution should be granted under the presumption that National
Socialist Germany alone was considered responsible for the Holocaust
and World War II and seen as "the" perpetrator.

"Aryanized" property was secured as early as May 1945, but it
took until 1946 and the following 6 restitution laws to provide the legal
framework for this ambivalent approach of "restitution" due to political
reasons. The state of Austria until very recently considered herself a
victim of National Socialism and Germany, a myth which began to erode
during the Waldheim debate in 1986 and was buried at least officially by
Chancellor Franz Vranitzky in 1993.

To come back to the return of stolen art, it is correct to say that
the large and famous collections have been restituted to their owners if
they were found in 1945 in one of the repositories. The right to export
could be "organized" as shown above, although in some cases in the first
months after the end of the war and before Austrian bureaucracy took
over restitution responsibilities, direct restitution was executed. A good
example is the Gutmann collection: Rudolf Gutmann, a Canadian citizen,
identified his property in 1946 in Ait Aussee and his Austrian lawyer
needed only an export permission from the Ministry of Finance, which
was granted.

16 Osterreichisches Institut fur Zeitgeschichte, Archiv - NachlaB Karl Renner,
NL 1-3, Do 721, Mappe 9.
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5) THE PROBLEM OF LOST ART

Sa) The "Eastern" Problem

But even in the case of Gutmann he ran into trouble when he
tried to seek restitution of 41 Rembrandt engravings which were
transferred to Germany by one of Hitler's art experts, Posse, and in 1945
were confiscated by the Red Army. Official applications were not
successful, so then he tried to bribe Eastern German officials with
$20,000 since the engravings have shown up in the Soviet Zone of
Occupation in Germany. It could not yet be clarified whether he was
successful- in 1957 they were still missing - but his problem is a typical
one in the postwar era. Thousands of art objects were at first confiscated
in Austria and then transferred to "Reichsdeutschland," both for party
functionaries and private individuals.

There does exist a list of losses concerning private (mostly
Jewish) collections dated 1957 and Austrian museums and monasteries!7

17 List of public property
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Wien
Graphische Sammlung Albertina, Wien
Historisches Museum der Stadt Wien
Stadt Salzburg
Mozarteum Salzburg
Osterreichische Bergbaumuseen
Osterreichisches Apothekermuseum, Wien
Zisterzienser Stifi Heiligenkreuz, NO

List of private (mostly, but not exclusively) Jewish property
NachlaB Rudolf von Alt
Dr. Biermann
Carl Blaas
Dr. Josefund Gusti Blauhorn
Ferdinand Bloch-Bauer
Oscar Bondy
Margarete Buchstab
Karoline Czeczowiczka
Ernst Duschinsky
Hortense Eissler
Valerie Eissler
David Goldmann
Dr. Philipp von Gomperz
Rudolf Gutmann
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since bureaucracy kept track of those cultural treasures which were
borrowed for decoration in National Socialist offices or in private
residences of party leaders like "Karinhall" of Hermann Goring (only
few could traced down like two of these tapestries from Karinhall in

Dr. Otto Habsburg-Lothringen
Dr. Felix Haas
Henriette Hainisch
Bruno Jellinek
Karpeles-Schenker
Stephan Kerlin
Dr. Norbert u. S. Klinger
Nettie Kanigstein
Dr. Felix Kornfeld
Moriz von Kuffner
Henriette Lainzer
Graf Anton Lanckoronski
Prinz Eduard Liechtenstein
Margit Laffler
Leidinger (Hanna Rhode)
Fritz Mandl
Franz Matsch
Egger Mallwald
Berta Morelli
Benno Moser
Kunsthandlung Nehammer-Prinz
(Kunsthandler Oskar Hamel)
Kunsthandlung Plobner
Albert Pollak
Ernst Pollak
Frau Reichel
Alphons Rothschild
Louis Rothschild
Schiff-Suvero
Arthur Spitzer
Dr. Alfons Thorsch
Hedwig und Viktor Wimpfen
Georg A. Wolf
Kunsthandlung Wolfrum
Paul undAndy Zsolnay
lng. Herbert Zucker-Hale
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Poland, which were restituted to the Kunsthistorisches Museum in
1976)18.

5b) The whitewashing problem

Not only the Cold War hindered the search for stolen art post
1945, but so did the fact that some Nazi party functionaries have been
able to hide their - mostly - stolen art treasures (most of them did not
show up in the postwar era). An illustrative case is Baldur von Schirach,
the former Hitler Youth leader and later Reichsleiter and Gauleiter in
Vienna. In 1942 he had bought from the Vugesta (Verwaltungsstelle fur
Umzugsgtiter jlidischer Emigranten), an agency of the Gestapo,
confiscated Jewish property to the value of Reichsmark 42,092
19(obviously partly through the Dorotheum, the state owned Austrian
auction house, which was heavily used for "whitewashing" and selling
machinery for looted art objects which were not under
"Flihrervorbehalt," being reserved for Adolf Hitler). Among other
objects he "bought" was a Lucas Cranach, Madonna with Child, from the
confiscated Gomperz collection - which is still missing. Was it taken by
Schirach, who in 1948 declared that he did not know about the original
owner, or was it stolen in 1945 from the Schirach Villa in Vienna 
either by Austrians or by Russian soldiers or confiscated by the Red
Army, or did he sell it through his family to a collector/art dealer
overseas?

This "selling" constitutes one of the major problems for the
location of stolen art post 1945 on an individual basis, since the
Monuments, Fine Arts and Archives Section of the US occupation forces
both in Germany and Austria concentrated on the large collections which
were deposited in several salt mines and castles throughout Austria to be
protected against air-raids. By May 1948 nearly 2.5 million objects,

18 Gerhard Sailer, "Austria," Spoils of War, International Newsletter, .3
(December 1996), 35; again published in Elisabeth Simpson, ed. "The Spoils of
War. World War II and Its Aftermath: The Loss, Reappearance and Recovery of
Cultural Property" (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1997), 88-91. In a rather
strange analysis Gerhard Sailer omits the theft of Jewish-owned artworks so that
the editors had to refer to this immoral and shameful chapter of recent cultural
history in a separate editorial remark.
19 Bernard B. Traper, Transcript of interrogation, National Archives, Record
Group 260, ACA Austria, Box 365 Folder: R&R 51.
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including 468,000 paintings, drawings and sculptures had been restituted
by US authorities in Germany.20 The Alt Aussee art works have been
secured and partly transferred to Munich and as far as Austrian property
was concerned mostly brought to Vienna under the custody of the
Bundesdenkmalamt. As referred to above US authorities did not deal
with individual restitution cases. According to the Bundesdenkmalamt
10,000 works from different repositories have been restituted under the
title of "Jewish property.,,21

6)HETIRLESSPROPERTY

As documented on the basis of individual cases in the 1984
article by Andrew Decker the real long range political problem in the
Austrian restitution story was the' fact that in 1969 8,422 objects in
Austrian care were still not restituted, and the deadline for the claims was
extended to December 31, 1970 after public intervention by Simon
Wiesenthal - but still was limited and due to rather poor public relation
only 71 objects could be returned.

No active policy has been worked out to trace down at least the
names of the owners of this "heirless property," although Sophie Lillie,
one of the young experts consulted for the Christie's auction in 1996
clearly recognized the possibility to read "the inscriptions on the back of
the canvases and frames. 'Aryanization' numbers, inventory numbers
from secret Nazi depots and/or gallery labels chronicle a kind of
unconscious history of Mauerbach, revealing or concealing in codified
form the stations of theft ...".22 I, however, do not agree with Hector
Feliciano, that all, or most, owners and/or their heirs could have been
traced down even in 1996 by active research.23 The chances to identify
the original owners would have been relatively high - especially by
using the original lists gathered by US officials and experts after 1945
and material stored in German and Austrian archives. At the same time it
is obvious that a large segment of these art objects did belong to people
who did not survive the Holocaust.

20 John Domberg, "The Mounting Embarrassment of Germany's Nazi
Treasures," ARTnews 87 (September 1988), 138.
21 Hammer, Glanz, 258.
22 Unpublished research proposal by Sophie Lillie, September 1996.
23 Hector Feliciano, Spoils a/War 3 (December 1996), 25f
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The auction in 1996 was a financial success - due to well
prepared sponsoring activities by the US Jewish Community on the first
day - and a wise political decision, turning over the ownership of the
Mauerbach collection to the Jewish Community of Vienna. The sale
brought a total of ATS 155,166,810 and the net profit will go to people
who suffered under National Socialism and/or their descendants in need
of material assistance.

The handling of the Mauerbach case by Austrian bureaucrats and
some politicians since the 1960s, however, reveals a strange mixture of
ignorance and stubbornness to admit the Nazi policies and brutal
Austrian collaboration on all levels and the postwar problems of
restitution. Symbolic for this policy was the tendency to close
Mauerbach like a fortress to the public, which in return increased the
fantasy of American journalists and led to conflicts with the French
Embassy by refusing French curators (e.g., Pierre Rosenberg, now
director of the Louvre) in 1973 to see the Mauerbach collection when
trying to locate lost French art objects. In 1987 at least 17 paintings were
shown to members of a French claim commission, the rest kept closed by
the Ministry of Finance?4

On the one hand Austrian politicians especially - already
decades before the Waldheim debate - have feared a public debate about
Austrians taking part in the Nazi machinery of the Holocaust, which
means primarily that they feared negative press reports in the United
States (overestimating the political interest in Jewish issues in the US in
the 1960s, but obviously influenced by perceptions which came close to
the "Jiidische Weltverschworung" ("Jewish Conspiracy against the
World") and the influence of Jewish journalists on the "Eastcoast,"
propagated by the Nazis. At the same time they feared an Austrian
debate about Jewish property which would again reveal an even stronger
Austrian contribution to the execution of the National Socialist
persecutions and, on the side of the former members of the NSDAP,
would lead to opposition to one of the two leading parties. Frankly put,
politicians of the Great Coalition after 1945 (up to the early sixties)
always tried to postpone the settlement of the Jewish claims and if they
were not hard pressed by the Allies, especially the US, would even have
postponed the restitution procedures. Highly sensitive issues like the
return of rented (not owned) apartments, pensions, bank accounts, etc.,
were always excluded due to opposition from the voters. It should be
noted here, that the Department of State, too, did not press the Austrians

24 Hector Feliciano, Spoils ofWar 3 (December 1996), 25f.
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hard on the "Jewish Claims issue" (compared with claims of US oil
firms), although the settlement of these claims was part of the Austrian
State Treaty. The State Department even took over the negotiation
initiative from the Jewish organizations in 1958/59 and settled the claims
on a rather low financiallevel.25

This explains why since the 1960s this issue of "heirless
property," too, did not move - no one wanted really to stir up the issue,
because no one wanted a political debate which then would result in the
unmasking of the myth of the Austrian victimization under National
Socialism (although on an individual basis many non-Jewish Austrians,
too have suffered under the Hitler regime or have been killed). In the
field of the "stolen art" this certainly reveals the collaboration of art
dealers, auction houses, museum experts and curators in the mostly
organized plunder of art collections of their Jewish fellow citizens, as
well as the fact that many fellow citizens - many ofthem not members of
the NSDAP - stole art objects from Austrian Jews, and tried to hide the
truth after 1945. Still today there is a tendency in self descriptions of
museums and the Bundesdenkmalamt to hide the truth or to smoothen
this brutal chapter of Austrian cultural history and again present the
Germans as the overall Nazi perpetrators. Fortunately, the political
debate has moved forward.

As an appendix, however, it must be noted that the "human
factor" should be more important when analyzing the spoils of the war
and talking about restitution. Still the value of forced labor and the
human factor should be of much higher importance both in analytical and
legal debates. Still the "thieves" are more guilty than the "middle men"
who sold or bought stolen art. On the other hand the historical debate
moved on also dealing with the post-1945 history of the Nazi war loots.
Art objects are an important component of national memories and
images. Therefore historical reflections concerning the cultural heritage
of museum and private owners ought to be part of an open-minded
democratic memory.

This new trend in 1998, certainly a positive result of the
Waldheim-Debate and the increasing knowledge about the atrocities of
the Nazi regime and the Austrian collaborators, is best exemplified by
the debate following the seizure of the two Schiele paintings in the
MOMA in January 1998. At first the public and political debate in
Austria concentrated on the ownership of the two paintings - at least in

25 Oliver Rathkolb, Washington rufi Wien. US Grofimachtpolitik und Osterreich,
1953-1963 (Wien: Bohlau, 1997),212-232.
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the case of the "Wally-Portrait." This issue was cleared in favor of
correct transactions leading up to Leopold?6

On January 14, 1998, the Austrian Minister of Education,
Elisabeth Gehrer, asked for a comprehensive examination of all
transactions in Austrians museums during 1938-1945, but it took until
the end of February that the internal commission was set up. Since then
the debate has shifted from the 2 Schiele cases to the broader debate
about immoral treatment received by major collectors like the
Rothschilds and their heirs post-1945 (unearthed by the author of this
article and made public in an article in "Der Standard," January 14,
1998). But it took another month (until a series in the same newspaper
appeared on looted art from the Nazi period) that this fact really became
an issue. Reluctantly even the director of the Kunsthistorisches Museum,
Winfried Seipel, now pleaded for the return of plundered art work?7 In
the 1960s, however, an inter-ministerial committee turned down requests
of the widow of Louis Rothschild, Hildegard.Countess Auersperg, who
tried to reWain the 4 valuable oil paintings from her late husband's
collection? And still in 1974 Austrian bureaucracy turned down efforts
to solve this problem of immoral trade-offs.

There are still many smoking guns in Austria's Nazi past, but
obviously a new generation of journalists, academics and politicians are
prepared to face this past and unearth the truth - even if this hurts not
only the national memory, but also means concrete efforts for restitution
of material losses. The new political trend in Austria - certainly a
positive result of the Waldheim-Debate and the growing broader
knowledge about the atrocities of the Nazi regime and the Austrian
collaborators - is best exemplified by the debate following the seizure of
the two Schiele paintings in the MaMA in January 1998. In the first
weeks the public and political debate in Austria concentrated on the
ownership of the two paintings.

In a broader context the Austrian Minister of Education,
Elisabeth Gehrer, asked for an overall examination of all deals in
Austrians museums during 1938-1945 on January 14, 1998. In the
meantime the debate has shifted from the 2 Schiele cases to the broader
debate about immoral deals with the major collectors like the Rothschilds
and their heirs post 1945, a fact by the way unearthed by the author of
this article and made public in an article in "Der Standard", 14 January

26 News 4/98, 140.
27 Boston Globe, 5 March 1998.
28 Archiv des Bundesdenkmalamtes, Wien, Karton 52.
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1998: Large collections were restituted to the owners but under the then
existing "Export Prohibition Law" they were forced to trade in selected
art objects (chosen by the state museum officials and worth in some
cases 10% of the whole collection) in order to obtain an export license.

But it took another month in 1998 (until a series in the same
newspaper appeared on looted art from the Nazi period) that this fact
really became an issue and even the director of the Kunsthistorisches
museum, Winfried Seipel now, pleaded for the return of these immoral
trade offs.29 In the 1960s, however, an inter-ministerial committee turned
down requests of the widow of Louis Rothschild, Hildegard Countess
Auersperg, who tried to regain the 4 valuable oil paintings from her late
husband's collection. And still in 1974 Austrian bureaucracy blocked
efforts to solve this problem of immoral trade-off.

Still enough smoking guns are buried in Austria's Nazi past, but
obviously a new generation ofjournalists, academics and politicians are
prepared to face this past and unearth the truth - even if this hurts not
only the national memory, but also means concrete efforts for restitution
of material losses. On November 5" 1998 the National Council of the
Austrian Parliament unanimously passed a law to restitute looted art
from the Nazi period (including the immoral trade off since the export
prohibition law has been amended not to include these objects
previously). Since this law is limited to State owned collections
provincial and municipal authorities have established research
commissions to screen their collections after Nazi looted art (e.g. the
Historical Museum of Vienna or the museums of the City and of the
Province of Upper Austria in Linz, etc.).

29 For the "Kunsthistorische Museum" see the unpublished report by Herbert
Haupt in cooperation with Lydia GobI, Die Veranderungen im Inventarbestand
des Kunsthistorischen Museums wahrend der Nazizeit und in den Jahren bis
zum Staatsvertrag 1955 ("Widmungen"), Wien June 1998. This report is the fIrst
one of a series from the "National Museums" and seems to be intended to be
published. Dr. Haupt takes a very different position on postwar restitution issues
than outlined in his previous book "Das Kunsthistorische Museum." Die
Geschichte des Hauses am Ring. Hundert Jahre im Spiegel Historischer
Ereignisse, Wien 1991. Other forthcoming publications are a series of articles on
the Nazi art loot in Austria from a research conference before the Mauerbach
sale, edited by Theodor Brilckler (Bohlau Verlag, Vienna, Spring 1999) and an
enlarged version of t4e articles by Hubertus Czemin (in cooperation with
Gabriele Anderl and Thomas Trenkler) for "The Standard," which will appear in
the Molden Verlag in Vienna (January 1999).
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THE PROBLEM OF "LOST LOOTED ART" RECONSIDERED:

Therefore it seems now important to focus on those art objects
which never have been located by the Allied authorities immediately
after the end of the war and which have only been partly destroyed. In
order to document this future research focus which needs stronger
international networking and cooperation of European (Eastern Central
European and Western European) and American, Canadian museums, art
dealers and collectors as well as a functioning internet data base, I shall
present two concrete cases: One bases on the research of Oliver
Kiihschelm who traced down three art objects which had belonged to the
collection of Philipp Gomperz in the Moravian Gallery in Brno, Czech
Republic, which had been confiscated in 1942 (only 30 of the 85 art
objects looted by the German Reich have been restituted after 1945).
Another painting from the Gomperz collection, a Luca Cranach with
Child, was "bought" by the Vienna Reichsleiter Baldur von Schirach and
sold by a New Yorker art dealer after 1952, who refused to identify the
buyer of the stolen object. My own research on the Lederer Collection
unearthed concrete evidence that 44 etchings by Rembrandt have been
looted in 1938 and only 3 could be returned after 1945. 41 have been
taken by Hitler's special commissioner for the "Fiihrer Museum" in Linz
to the Dresdner Gallery in 1941, and seemed to have still existed in the
first postwar years. An extensive research by the director of the gallery,
Dr. Wolfgang Holler in November 1998 did not unearth more
information on the whereabouts of these Rembrandt etchings, but they
could have been transported to the Soviet Union and were not part of the
returned art works after 1957.

The Cold War hindered a European wide research effort
concerning looted art by the Nazi regime, a fact which can be
documented in numerous cases. Therefore it seems to be of utmost
importance to include Eastern Central European and if possible Russian
national and provincial/municipal collections into a database approach of
"lost looted art." In order to start with this approach concerning "art
objects" looted on the territory of Austria during 1938 and 1945
(including partly the immediate postwar loot) I placed a 60 page list of
more than one thousand missing art objects (both from public, but
primarily private ownership) into the world wide web
(http://members.v~enna.at!kreisky/naziartlootJ).This list has been
collected by the Bundesdenkmalamt and the Ministry of Education in
1957 - which means that maybe a few of these objects have been
restituted in the meantime, but the overall percentage is still missing.
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This presentation is based on a paper presented at the German
Studies Association Conference (September 26, 1997), Washington,
D.C., with the panel "Kunstraub and Memory" and rewritten for this
Holocaust era conference.
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Britain and the Restitution ofArt Looted
from Occupied Countries during

the Second World War

Break-out Session. on Nazi-Confiscated Art Issues: Government
Restitution Policies

Although the course of the war meant Britain's art treasures
escaped the plundering inflicted on the collections of occupied Europe,
the UK played a significant role in shaping the wartime Allied response
to the art losses suffered by her European Allies and in attempts to make
good those losses after the defeat of Germany in May 1945. Almost from
the moment in 1942 when officials and others in London began to
consider how to respond to news about the fate of works of art in
territories occupied by Germany, the governing assumption was that a
relatively simple process of returning identifiable property subject to an
act of dispossession by the enemy would follow the liberation of the
occupied countries and the defeat of Germany. Implementing !luch a
restitution policy, however, was not a simple matter.

Those developing restitution policy generally regarded works of
art in theory as a distinct category, thanks to their unique and easily
identifiable character and the intangible values attached to them, but their
restitution could not in practice proceed in isolation. Tempting though it
was to deal with works of art in advance of resolving a myriad of
contentious claims from newly-liberated countries for essential and
scarce items like railway locomotives and factory equipment, progress,
or lack of it, on the wider problems of restitution and reparations in the
end determined the success of efforts to restore looted art to its original
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owners or their heirs. It took the 4 Occupying Powers in Germany until
1946 to reach agreement on a definition of restitution, and then to agree
on ,how to interpret this definition. Only then was it settled precisely
what kind of property was eligible for restitution, how restitution would
relate to reparation, what procedure to follow to process claims and what
to do if a particular item was not available for restitution. Restitution of
some of the most easily identifiable examples of the looted art found in
the British Zone of Germany had gone ahead on a provisional basis in
advance of these agreements being reached in the Allied Control Council
(ACC) but a proper legal and administrative process existed only after
they had been concluded.

The Allies' basic intention to do something in response to
Germany's exploitation of Occupied Europe had first been expressed
formally in the Inter-Allied Declaration against Acts oj Dispossession
Committed in Territories under Enemy Occupation or Control issued by
Britain and 16 other governments of the United Nations on 5 January
1943. Britain had been prompted to instigate discussions during 1942 on
such a Declaration with her Allies by a growing awareness of the scale
on which Germany was conducting a systematic looting of the
Continent's material and cultural assets and the accompanying
realization that the easy disposal of many of these assets in neutral
countries was aiding her war effort. In their Declaration the signatories
stated their determination to "combat and defeat the plundering by the
enemy Powers of the territories which have been overrun or brought
under enemy control" and reserved their rights "to declare invalid any
transfers of, or dealings with, property, rights and interests of any
description whatsoever which are, or have been, situated in the territories
which have come under the occupation or control, direct or indirect, of
the Governments with which they are at war". The Declaration was silent
on how the Allies might "combat and defeat" the plundering of Occupied
Europe and at that stage of the war there was in fact very little that could
be done to enforce it. Foreign Office officials recognized that effective
action could only follow victory over Germany, but those taking and
disposing of looted art had been placed on notice that the Allies intended
to counter their efforts.

For the remainder of 1943 little could be done in London except
continue to collect information about art losses and begin preparations
for· when the Allies were in a position to take physical control of
Germany's plunder. On the military side this saw the creation by the
Civil Affairs Directorate of the War Office of Monuments, Fine Arts and
Archives (MFA & A) branches to be attached to the Headquarters of
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each the Allied Armies. These were intended primarily to accompany
advancing troops and direct efforts towards avoiding damage to cultural
objects in the battlezone and take looted art left behind by retreating
enemy forces into protective custody. British policy planning began in
earnest following the establishment of the Macmillan Committee in the
spring of 1944 in the run up to the invasion of Normandy. This was an
independent non-governmental body of art experts appointed at the
direction of the Prime Minister which met under the chairmanship of
Lord Macmillan, a distinguished QC and a Trustee of the British
Museum. The Committee, whose formal title was the British Committee
on the Preservation and Restitution of Works of Art, Archives and other
Material in Enemy Hands, met 11 times between May 1944 and April
1946 (all but 3 of its meetings were held before the end of 1944). It was
directed: "to be at the service of His Majesty's Government in
connection with the post-war restitution of monuments, works ofart, and
archives misappropriated by enemy governments or individuals in the
course of the war"; to co-operate with the Roberts Commission (which
had been set up with a similar brief in the USA) and other sources of
relevant information and expertise and "to investigate and consider the
technical problems (other than legal) of restitution." Despite this focus
on restitution in its terms of reference, at its outset the Committee was
preoccupied with preparations to preserve and protect artworks,
monuments, churches etc likely to be at risk during the imminent fighting
in Northern France.

Not until the summer of 1944 did it turn its attention to the
development of the outlines of a restitution policy for looted art. The
Committee submitted a number of informal papers to the Prime Minister
and Foreign Secretary on, for example, the need for an international body
to oversee the claims process, undertake searches for lost works and act
as a central clearing-house of information. The Committee's thinking did
not always chime with that of Whitehall- Anthony Eden told the
Committee that it would impossible for any international body that was
set up to act independently of the military or civilian authorities in
occupied Germany. A rather plaintive request from Lord Macmillan to
Eden in September 1944 for "some guidance from you as to the direction
which [the Committee's] further work should take so as best to fulfil the
purpose of their appointment" hints at the rather marginal impact of the
Committee's work and its decline into semi~obscurity in 1945.

By the spring of that year, when the Rhine was about to be
crossed by the Allied Armies advancing from the West and the Russians
were within reach of Berlin in the East, a significant amount was known
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in London about how the Germans had stripped many of Western
Europe's art collections. This knowledge principally concerned the
organizations and some of the individuals responsible for the looting and
was derived from the information gathered by the network operated by
Britain's Ministry of Economic Warfare to support the economic
blockade of Germany, supplemented by information acquired in the
liberated territories. Contrasting examples of what was available are the
individual reports based on intelligence sources about the activities of the
notorious Alios Miedel, art agent for Goering, who arrived in Spain in
the autumn of 1944 with 2 large American cars and a large number of
paintings from Holland, including works by Rubens and Van Dyck and a
short paper summarizing German efforts to loot art prepared for the
information of the British Legation in Berne in February 1945 in advance
of the first visit by a member of the MFA & A branch to Switzerland to
trace looted art.

Although this knowledge of how the Germans had looted art
often included information about what had been taken from particular,
usually high-profile, collections, the MFA & A branches fanning out
across a defeated Germany naturally did not know what looted art they
would find in the devastated country or whether it would have survived
the fighting and the bombing, whether it had been hidden in Germany,
dispersed amongst German cultural institutions, passed into private
hands or sold in neutral countries. It was only when they were in
possession of the country and able to divert attention from the immediate
task of preserving vulnerable sites from further damage to discovering
caches of looted art and relevant archives that the first decisions were
made on how to deal with the looted art in Allied hands.

The War Office issued an interim directive to the Deputy
Commander-in-Chief of the British Zone of Germany, General
Robertson, on 14 August. This set out interim measures for the
restitution of identifiable works of art which had been subject to an act of
dispossession by the enemy and had been located in the territory from
which they were subsequently removed at the date of the German
invasion of that territory. The directive was confined to works of art
whose "identification is prima facie obvious and whose ownership is a
matter of common knowledge" and to those works known by the staff of
the British Element of the Control Commission to be in the British Zone.
Inquiries about other works were only to be pursued where
circumstances permitted and information about art covered by the
directive was to be passed direct to the national government concerned.
The directive had been inspired by Lt-Colonel Sir Leonard Wooley (head
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of the MFA & A branch) in June in response to the public announcement
by SHAEF shortly after the conclusion of hostilities that the bulk,
perhaps 90%, of the art looted by Germany in Western Europe had been
recovered, in the 586 art deposits found by Allied forces. The FO
endorsed Wooley's initiative, noting "It is fantastic that we should not be
able to hand looted works of art back to their owners, when their origin is
known to all the world" and accepted the risk that going ahead with this
kind of interim arrangement for art would expose the Control
Commission to unwelcome pressure to agree to similar arrangements for
all looted property.

Despite this kind of support, and the effort that went into framing
the procedure set out in the directive in as simple a fashion a possible,
almost no works of art had been restituted from the British Zone by the
end of the year. Part of the explanation for this can be found in the two
problems that were raised by the Control Commission shortly after
receipt of the separate War Office telegrams containing the directives on
interim measures for the restitution of looted art and other property. The
first problem was that the War Office directive placed responsibility for
handling claims on a Restitution, Deliveries and Reparation Division of
the Control Commission which did not yet exist. The second, and more
fundamental, problem was raised by the Control Commission's request
for a definition of "an act of dispossession . . . i.e. to what extent is
payment made by Germans in money or in kind for removed goods to be
taken into consideration in deciding whether property is loot."

The War Office answered this on I8 September by saying goods
should be included in the interim restitution directive irrespective of
whether they were paid for by the Germans. The Control Commission
appears, however, to have hesitated at the implications of following such
a sweeping directive. In a letter to HS Gregory of the Trading with the
Enemy Department of 27 November on the subject of works of art
purchased by Germany during the war, Wooley agreed that "to regard all
sales to Germans by citizens of the occupied countries as having been
made under duress would widen the issues unduly and establish a very
dangerous precedent." He considered that "there are only about a dozen
objects in the whole British Zone which are really loot coming under the
definition given in SUGRA 18, but there are a very great numbers of
objects [elsewhere he referred to many "thousands of second-grade"
Dutch paintings in the British Zone] which do come under that definition
but were purchased and not directly looted." A great deal of pressure was
being placed on the UK by the newly-liberated countries of Western
Europe on the subject of restitution in general and "purchased and not
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directly looted" art was a prominent grievance cited by the Netherlands
and France when making their case in London. On 4 December Coulson
described restitution in a letter to Sir William Strang (Political Adviser to
the Commander-in-Chief of the British Zone) as a "burning political
question" and said he was "very much afraid that things are boiling up
for a good row."

It was this political background that prompted officials in the
British Zone to ignore the continuing lack of a 4 Power agreement on a
definition of restitution, ease the practical and administrative difficulties
that had been hindering any implementation of SUGRA 18 and proceed
with the return to the Netherlands in early 1946 of a substantial quantity
of looted but purchased art and looted church bells. January 1946 also
saw the Allied Control Council reach agreement on a definition of
restitution.

The Control Council had been split primarily by differences
between the French and Soviet Delegations, who had sharply differing
views on the share of German resources that should be devoted to
restitution as opposed to reparation. The French were much less
interested than the Russians in reparation and sought to broaden the
spread of restitution by arguing for the return of all property removed to
Germany. Conversely, the Russians argued that only goods removed by
force should be eligible for restitution, for the less that was restituted the
more that was available for reparation. The chief British and American
concern was to see that whatever was recovered from Germany did not
so weaken her that she would become a burden to them; in practice this
meant they leant more to the Russian than the French point of view. This
came out particularly clearly in their desire to restrict the extent to which
goods could be replaced by German equivalents if restitution of the
original was impossible. The definition agreed by the Allied Control
Council on 21 January conceded little to the French position. After
reaffirming that the question of restitution to Allied countries "must be
examined, in all cases, in light of the declaration of 5 January 1943" the
text stated that restitution "will be limited in the first instance to
identifiable goods ... taken by the enemy by force... Also falling under
[this] measure of restitution are identifiable goods produced during the
period of occupation and which have been obtained by force." However,
all other property removed by the enemy was eligible for restitution only
to the extent consistent with reparations. The definition went on provide
for replacement of "goods of a unique character" subject to certain
unspecified special instructions and conditions and concluded by noting
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that contact on all restitution questions would be with the government of
the country where the objects were looted.

This agreement enabled the restitution of property taken from
occupied countries and found in Germany to proceed on a legal basis.
After its conclusion the Control Commission authorities in the British
Zone were able to move rapidly to return, especially to the governments
of the Netherlands, Belgium and France, the vast mass of the works of
art which the Control Commission had taken custody of. It was the
responsibility of the government of the country from which the art had
been taken to allocate returned art to individuals and determine to what
extent an individual claiming restitution had in fact collaborated in
selling a work to the occupying power.

More problematic than the art which had come into the custody
of the Commission authorities was art in private German hands. Steps
were taken to compel individuals to reveal details of property they had
acquired from occupied countries during the war and to enforce the ban
on the sale, transfer and export of such property. Searches were carried
out for particular items alleged to have been looted. Special provision
was made to enable claimant countries to send teams of investigating
officers into the Zone, something which the Dutch had pressed for in
view of the enormous amount of art removed by purchase from the
Netherlands and their well-founded suspicion that a substantial
proportion of it was in private hands in the British Zone. Tracing such art
and returning it to its original owners was a task of a different magnitude
to the process of returning the collections which had come under British
control in the immediate aftermath of Germany's collapse. In comparison
returning the works of art gathered in the main British Collecting Point at
Celle was relatively straightforward once the legal framework had been
agreed given the easily identifiable nature of much of this art and the
discovery of many of the records which the Germans had kept of their
looting.

A second category of art whose restitution remained difficult
even after the ACC had settled on a definition in January 1946 was of
course art which had been transferred to the neutral countries during the
war. Though the Allies had, in a declaration of 5 June 1945 assumed
supreme authority in Germany and claimed the right to exercise control
over German assets abroad in the Communique of the Potsdam
Conference issued on 2 August 1945, such authority was extremely
difficult to apply in practice. The Allies had limited leverage over the
neutrals and attempts to apply the claimed right to dispose of looted
assets deposited in their countries were fiercely resisted.
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Substantial information was available in London as the war drew
to an end to suggest that Switzerland had been prominent amongst those
neutrals receiving art looted by the Germans. Accordingly, Squadron
Leader Cooper, of the MFA and A Branch, was dispatched there in
February 1945 to investigate this trade. His reports of this visit, and a
second, longer, one he made in the autumn of that year, give a vivid
account of the involvement of a number of Swiss dealers in efforts by
several individual Germans, most notably Goering, to build up
collections of looted art.

In his first report, Cooper detailed his efforts to identifY some of
the looted art which had reached Switzerland and through what channels
and set in train further investigations to be carried out by the Legation.
He noted that it appeared that very few people were involved in the
traffic in looted art in Switzerland and that he had not discovered
anything linking Swiss museums or the more important collectors to
looted art. Although he had spoken to most of those involved in the
trafficking, and amassed considerable evidence about which works had
passed through their hands, he was unsure what had happened to looted
art once it reached Switzerland and considered there was no limit to the
quantity of works of art which may been deposited by, or was being held
for, those who involved themselves in handling the loot. By the time he
completed his second report he was able to give a more authoritative
account of art looted from Allied nationals and discovered in
Switzerland. In his description of the negotiations Allied officials had
held with the Swiss (in which he had taken part) to· secure the right for
the owners of looted assets to try to recover their property from
Switzerland, Cooper revealed the practical and legal obstacles to be
surmounted in any attempt at restitution of art from Switzerland.

The story of British policy towards restitution of looted art
mirrors that of restitution in general. At the war's end restitution was one
of the most pressing problems confronting both the governments of the
newly-liberated countries which had suffered so terribly and the
Occupying Powers in Germany. But these governments had other equally
pressing problems- securing reparations for some of their material losses,
demobilization, the needs of millions of displaced persons, how to feed,
house and pacifY a devastated Germany for example. Many of these
problems demanded solutions which conflicted in some way with an
ideal restitution policy. In the circumstances of 1945 and 1946,
restitution of looted art from the British Zone of Germany was an
immense, intractable, task. The task was not completed down to the last
painting, some individuals were certainly left with cause for grievance,
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but intensive effort had resulted in much effective restitution of art to
governments of the countries from which it had been taken. The Western
Allies' recognition that they had not been able to complete the task of
restitution meant that the Bonn Conventions (signed in 1952 and
effective from 1955) which terminated the Occupation regime in western
Germany included provision for the Federal Republic to establish an
Agency to handle outstanding matters relating to the restitution of
cultural property.





Mr. Nikolai Gubenko
DEPUTY CHAIRMAN, COMMITrEE ON CULTURE, STATE DUMA

RUSSIA

Break-out Session on Nazi-Confiscated Art Issues: Government
Restitution Policies: Postwar to Present

Ladies and gentlemen,
Each one of us, who participates in this conference, bears a great

responsibility because it touches interests of two sides: of victims and
their executioners, the good and evil. We cannot permit any ambiguity,
any streamlining.

The organizers of the conference asked me to clarifY certain
details of the Law "On cultural Treasures Transferred to the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics as a result of the World War II and Located on
the Territory of the Russian Federation" adopted by the Russian
parliament. During the procedure of drafting the law (and it took three
years), the Law was attacked by mass-media, government officials and
public figures of Germany. I cannot, but admire the unanimity with
which certain European countries supported Germany in its negative
reaction to the Law.

This reminds me the unanimity of certain countries on the eve of
the World War II. It is known, that one of the main objectives of this
war, criminal from the point of view of the international law, was the
genocide against the Slavic, as well as Jewish races. "One of the main
assignments, said Hitler, is to halt the growth of the Slavic race. I have
the right to dispose of millions from the sub-race, who are multiplying
like worms." Fieldmarshal Reihenau, in an order to the Nazi army
wrote: "The principal objective of the campaign against the
Jewish-Bolshevik system is the outright destruction of its power and
influence of European culture. No historic or art treasures of the East
have any significance." "An outrage and tyranny will be on extremely
fitting form of government for the people of the USSR," - seconded him
reIchsleiter Rosenberg, the one who headed the Department, which
robbed our museums, libraries and churches. The "Ost" plan
emphasized: "The matter not only deals with the destruction of
government. More important, is the destruction of Russians as nation."

Preceding Page Blank
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27 million killed, of them - 2 million Jewish compatriots; 1710
(Seventeen hundred and ten) fully or partly destroyed cities, 70000
(seventy thousand) villages, 1670 (sixteen hundred and seventy) ruined
churches and mosques, 532 synagogues, 237 chapels, 427 destroyed or
looted museums, nearly 200 (two hundred) million destroyed and stolen
books, more than 600,000 (six hundred thousand) lost cultural works.
This is the amount of the USSR's losses in the World War II. At the
Nuremberg Process the Soviet Union offered 39 volumes of
documentary evidence of the destruction and looting of its cultural
property. What other country could provide such evidence?!

And in the context of the problem we envisage here, a
discriminative approach towards peoples of the USSR-victims of the
Nazis is not permissible, because the Soviet Union suffered the most.

Russia has a normal right to compensation. But because the mass
media is attacking our international rights with regards to our Law I
would like to present to you the arguments of Parliament of the Russian
Federation.

Fascist Germany and its partners in crime can console
themselves in the hope that the international rights lag behind the moral
principles of humanity; that the criminal actions which took place 53
years ago will no longer be considered criminal from the legal point of
view. I reject this assumption.

The law is based on the international legal principles and other
acts, specified in article 2 of the Law. Among the conference materials is
the English translation made by US experts.

All these international legal acts are maintained for all aspects on
transferred cultural treasures, retain their validity for property relations
developed in response to these documents. The property rights of Russia
including the right to transferred cultural values acquired as
compensation for caused damaged emerge just from these documents.

The grounds for this statement are in the peace treaties with
former enemy states signed in 1947. For instance, the Paragraph one (1)
of Clause 79 (seventy nine) of the peace treaty with Italy that is identical
in relevant aspects to similar treaties with Bulgaria, Hungary and
Romania states: "Every Allied power shall possess the right to take,
retain, abolish or initiate any other action in respect of property, rights
and interests in a whole that for a day of entry into force of the present
treaty shall be located at its territory and belong to Italy or Italian
citizens, and also use this property or its gain for the purposes this power
considers as desirable."
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declarations, conventions of UNESCO and other acts of international law
of the 50's - 70's being fully aware that no legal document is retroactive.

Furthermore, you know that not every Allied Power and states of
the anti-Hitler coalition had rights for restitution. In the resolutions of the
Control Council from the 17th of April 1946 it was clearly indicated:
"The right for restitution is granted only to the states, which were
completely or partially occupied." For example, the United States of
America has no right to claim any restitution, because its territory was
not occupied. Much less Germany has no right to claim restitution,
because it carries the biggest responsibility for waging the cruelest war in
the history of mankind.

The discussion about the legitimate nature of the acts of the
Control Council possessing absolute legal and executive power at the
territory of Germany can be considered groundless. Their competence
and efficiency were confirmed in the Joint Declaration by the
governments of the German Democratic Republic and Federal Republic
of Germany, addressed on the 12th of September 1990 to the ministers of
international affairs of the USSR, Great Britain, USA and France. This
Declaration states: "The measures on withdrawal of assets, adopted on
the basis of the rights and supremacy of the occupational authorities (in
1945-1949) are irreversible. The German government, considering the
historic development, takes this into evidence and will not publish the
regulatory acts, which may contradict the above cited part of the Joint
Declaration."

For lack of time, I will briefly touch upon some principles of the
Law, in order to fulfill the recommendations of our conference.
Although, when put into practice, these recommendations do not possess
any measures of enforcement. The process of restitution of the cultural
treasures is, to a greater extent, a problem of bilateral relations, where the
main source of jurisdiction and the only act to become law is the treaty,
the agreement between the countries.

Article 8 of the Law clearly defined the transferred cultural
values, which is not included in the definition of the property of the
Russian State and can be conveyed to the other countries and individuals.

Firstly, these are cultural values, with regard to which the
interested state will provide evidence that it demanded its restitution
before expiration of the terms, determined by the Peace Agreements with
Bulgaria, Hungary, Italy, Romania, Finland. The council of ministers of
the USSR determined the term in the Soviet zone of occupation in
Germany - the 1st of February 1950.
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It follows that the instruction of the Allied powers concerning
property of fonner enemy states and their citizens found at their territory
was the tenn of the peace treaty. This standard does not contain any
exception concerning cultural values.

The fact of refusal of fonner enemy states of any claims towards
Allied powers confinns this conclusion.

For example, item 1 of article 76 of the Peace Agreement with
Italy, identical to the corresponding articles of the Peace Agreements
with Bulgaria, Hungary and Finland, states (I quote): "On behalf of the
Italian Government and the Italian citizens, Italy gives up all claims of
all natures to the Allied and United Powers, which were associated
directly with the war afforded by measures taken in the result of the War
in Europe after the first September 1939."

1 can remind you of one more document adopted by the Control
Council in April 1947. The document "Quadrilateral Procedure of
Restitution," stipulated: "If the restitution of the object itself is
impossible, the right of the exacting side to restitution is satisfied by
compensation from Gennan property with articles equivalent value." It is
clearly obvious, that in these cases the substituted object became the
property of the exacting side. The same condition was applied to the
Peace Agreement signed in 1947 with the axis countries.

Item 9 of article 75 of the Peace Agreement with Italy (as well as
the Peace Agreements with Bulgaria and other satellite countries)
envisages: "If in individual cases, it is impossible for Italy to 'restitute
cultural objects - taken by the Italian anny from the territory of a United
Nation - which have artistic, historical and archaeological value, then
Italy must compensate that United Nation with similar objects with
approximately equivalent values."

Therefore, according to the abovementioned acts, the Soviet
Union had the right to confiscate and own the cultural treasures of fonner
hostile states.

At the same time the fonner hostile countries confinned their
denial of claims of all nature, including those dealing with assets, to the
Allied Powers and the United Nations.

One of the opponents of the Law Mr. Kurt Zir from the Zurich
University ironically noted, that "Russia discovered new sources of
international public law." It is not astonishing, that Russia "discovered"
the documents of the Control Council in Gennany and the Peace
Agreement of 1947, signed by the governments of many countries, but it
is really astonishing, that these acts are still ignored by many opponents
of the Russian Law, who in their critical remarks first of all cite the
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Second, cultural values, which belonged to religious
organizations and private charity organizations, which did not serve the
interests ofNazism.

Third, cultural treasures, which belonged to the individuals,
deprived of these assets because of their active fight with Nazism. In this
includes those who were involved in national defense from occupation
and those who were taken for their race, religion and national origin.

In accordance with recommendations of the Council of Europe,
cultural treasures, representing family relies, may be given to the
representatives of the families, that owned them.

Taking into account the legal character of the retrieval of cultural
treasures in 1945-1949, which took place only at the government level of
the interested countries, the law maintains the established rules. The law
states: "Claims on transferred cultural treasures... can be made by the
government of the state, who makes a claim of these treasures, strictly to
the government of the Russian Federation; claims of individuals and
legal entities, municipal organs, social and other organizations and
corporations will not be accepted."

And finally, the German side consistently proclaims that they
have none of our treasures on their territory. Nevertheless, in 1990 the
weekly magazine "Zeit" wrote: "The Russians were robbed twice, first
by fascist Germany and then by their allies. 80% fell to Americans. The
English, French and Russians were satisfied with 20%." The relations
between USA and Russia are too delicate now that I would not like to
elaborate on this subject for the lack of time. I admit that "Zeit" has
dispersed this information with the purpose that search of Russian values
shall be directed on the wrong track.

It is hard to imagine that Germans did not know the location of
the transferred Russian cultural treasures or even the direction they
traveled with respect to its territory.

I won't be amazed, if cultural treasures of the victims of the
Holocaust are hidden in the same "coves," as the cultural treasures
removed from the Soviet Union.

In June of 1945 the prominent representatives of scientific and
cultural communities of our country - actor Mihoels, writers Bergemson,
Sutskover, the academicians Obnorskii, Lebedev, Shishmarev, professors
Greenberg and Feter - turned to Stalin with the following letter: ·"Dear
Joseph Vissarionovich! The Germans have destroyed all the Jewish book
depositories on all territories, which they temporarily occupied. They
carried away manuscripts that were centuries old, antiquity works, and
rare books of great value. The basis for further study of Jewish culture in
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the USSR is seriously damaged. We believe that in conjunction with the
decisions of the Crimean Conference that ordered the Germans to
compensate by nature all the distraction they inflicted. Germany firstly
should be obliged to return to the USSR all that was stolen and taken to
Germany; Secondly, to remove the monuments of Hebrew culture stored
in book archives of Berlin, Munich, Frankfurt, and Leipzig and
transferred them to the corresponding libraries and museums of the
USSR."

Hundreds of thousands of similar letters came from the
Ukrainians, Russians, Tartars and representatives of hundreds of other
nationalities which where victims of Hitler's genocide.

One year ago, when our Law was not yet adopted, Russian mass
media conducted a research ofpublic opinion. The result was unanimous.
86% supported the Law. And it is natural, because the language of this
Law is the language ofjustice.

Those who perished are gone. In the same Jews there are
Russians, French, a lot of other nationalities all together. They are my
father, Ukrainian, who went to the front when I was yet in mother's belly.
They are my mother, Russian, who has been hanged by Germans in
Odessa because she hid Jews, when I was eleven months old. They are
dead victims. We must think about today's people. It will be a shame to
divide into "ours" and "aliens" those victims who survived. We must
unite all efforts aimed at just compensation for every victim of the
tragedy regardless of nationality.



Mrs. Charlotte E. van Rappard-Boon
HEAD INSPECTOR, MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, CULTURE AND SCIENCE

THE NETHERLANDS

The Fate of Works ofArt in the Netherlands
During and Mter World War II

Break-out Session on Nazi-Confiscated Art Issues: Government
Restitution Policies, Postwar to Present

Just before World War II the once thriving art trade in the
Netherlands came to a virtual standstill due to the economic
circumstances and the threat of the war. At the start of 1940 most art
dealers were in the possession of large stocks of works which had
remained unsold for some years. On the other hand, in the Netherlands
the possession of works of art in private hands was not restricted to the
rich and very rich bourgeoisie but, as was the case in the seventeenth
century, many moderately prosperous middle class families possessed
one or more good quality paintings, Chinese blue and white ceramics and
other precious antiques. Amongst these families was a large number of
families of Jewish descent who, thanks to the open Dutch society which
had welcomed them in the times when they were persecuted elsewhere,
had flourished in the trade and the liberal professions.

These two factors form part of the explanation why the
disappearance of works of art from the Netherlands to Nazi Germany 
whether by looting, confiscation or sale - took place on such an
unprecedented scale.

As happened in France, already during the German occupation
Dutch art historians started compiling lists of works of art which they
knew to have left the country. Also, already during the war the exiled
Dutch Government in London prepared an extensive and complex set of
measures with regard to legal restitution. One of these Dutch measures
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forbade to sell Dutch assets, including objects of art, to the enemy
without prior permission.

As soon as the war ended, efforts to track down works of art in
Germany and to return them to their original owners were gathered
together in a single service, called the Netherlands Art Property
Foundation (SNK). This service cooperated closely with the allied forces
in Germany, especially with the Monuments and Fine Arts & Archives
Service (MFA&A). On the basis of detailed lists made up from forms in
which missing works of art were reported, the Allies tried to find as
many works of art as possible. These forms were based in requests by
private persons and on information compiled by the Foundation itself
from the administration of objects confiscated by the Germans, on
transport lists of works looted by the Germans or by firms which
collaborated with them and on records of sales by auction houses and art
dealers. These efforts were often severely hampered - as ours are still
today - due to the fact that only well-known works of art were known in
detailed descriptions detailed enough to recognize them easily or were
even photographed.

Identification of a work of art listed for example: as "Farmers
making merry at a tavern by the workshop of van Ostade" without any
measurements of further description, is an extremely fortuitous business.
Hundreds of paintings must exist answering to this kind of caption. Thus
mistakes in identification of objects were made and not always corrected
afterwards. Also, works of art that were nearly impossible to identify,
mostly decorative art, were shipped back to the country that seemed the
most likely to be their country of origin. In this way most Delft
blue-and-white tiles were sent to Holland though they might as well have
come for example form a French collection.

All the same, seeing how people in the office of the Art
Foundation worked in those years, when Holland was recovering from its
great war losses and money and means to run an adequate administration
were scarce, one is filled with admiration. Without a computer, but using
an endless amount of paper files and lists ordered according the artist
names, original owners, art dealers or auction houses they reconstructed
the provenance of many works of art.

The Foundation recovered many thousands of objects of art and
returned them to their rightful owners, and also organized "viewing days"
for people to identify their property. Many objects which were recovered,
were works that had been sold during the occupation by the art trade
violating Dutch law. These objects became in principle the property of
the Dutch State. Objects for which the owner could not be found or for
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which claims could not be recognized because of lack of proof came
under the custodianship of the State. What remained, after restitutions to
the owners and after sale of part of the objects, was registered in the
1950's and forms the so called NK-collection of the Dutch State. Details
about the work of the Netherlands Art Property Foundation can be found
in the introduction of the report Origins Unknown.

This report, which is available here today, was published by the
Dutch Government in April 1998. It also describes the methods of
investigation which we use today. Recently questions concerning these
remaining works of art have been asked. Might not modern methods of
research, use of database and vast modern documentation systems such
as that of Netherlands Institute for Art History enable us to find more
information about original owners than was previously possible? The
pilot study was done for a hundred works of art, both paintings and
decorative art. Because sufficient new details concerning the provenance
of these objects were found, the Dutch government decided to extend the
study to comprise all objects of the NK-collection which were
recuperated after the war. Of course, after all these years much of the
documentation which might have helped is lost or destroyed, but by
gathering circumstantial evidence from catalogues of pre-war
exhibitions, of private collections, of art dealers administrations, of
insurance lists, etc. links might be found which were lost before.

Because a work of art can mean an extremely personal tie with
the past and can have great emotional value for a family, the Dutch
government plans to proceed on a case by case basis regarding the
restitution of works of art of the NK-collection. It is still possible for a
private person to file a claim on an object in the NK-collection, provided
it regards a work of art which has not been previously claimed and of
which sufficient proof of the original ownership can be found. Also
earlier claims which were not accepted before can be filed again if
substantial new facts have come to light. This year two paintings have
already proved to belong the Jewish families that did not file claims after
the War. These paintings are being returned to their rightful owners.

The works of art of which no new facts concerning their
provenance are found during the investigation, will stay available in the
future ifnew facts come to light.

Works of art in the possession of private owners who are in good
faith, are in principle protected by Dutch Civil Law. However, in these
cases possible claimants and present owners can apply to the Netherlands
Institute for Art History and our office, for more information concerning
provenance and possible postwar claims. Possible solutions for these
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cases could include arbitration and a decision by common consent along
the lines similar to the American Museums Association.

In the same way as the State Government is researching its
collections, the Dutch museums under the aegis of the Dutch Museum
Association are researching the acquisitions made during the war and in
the after-war years, to investigate whether they acquired objects which
were looted or confiscated by the enemy from Jewish owners. The
museums a~e conducting their own research aided by the Inspectorate for
Cultural Heritage which checks the museum data and adds facts which it
has found during its own research.

If there is any evidence that objects were Nazi confiscated
Jewish property, it is expected that the governing bodies of the
Museums, will make every effort to ensure that they are returned to their
original owners of their heirs.

With regard to the timetable of the state and museums
investigation, the museum investigation will be finished and published
next year. The State investigation will be finished in three years time and
its interim-results will be published during those years in regular reports.

Further details about the investigations and about restitution of
art objects can be found in several leaflets which we brought with us.

We hope these investigations solve most outstanding questions
about the provenance of art objects, though truth commands us to say
that some of these will probably never be answered.



Colonel Seymour J. Pomrenze
FIRST DIRECTOR, OFFENBACH ARCHNAL DEPOT

UNITED STATES

Personal Reminiscences of the Offenbach
Archival Depot, 1946-49:

Fulfilling International and Moral Obligations

Break-out Session on Nazi-Confiscated Art Issues: Identification of
Art, Archives and Databases

INTRODUCTION

In late February 1946, my colleague First Lieutenant Leslie 1.
Poste, a Library and Archives specialist, drove me through a blinding
snowstorm to Offenbach. En route, Lt. Poste briefed me on the
Offenbach Collection Point's origins, his role in selecting a building
within the I.G. Farben complex on the Main River, and his concern that
restitution operations be expedited in accordance with military
regulations. Since its establishm ~nt in July 1945, the operation had yet to
restitute any materials.

Lt. Poste also reviewed the operations of Hitler's Einsatzstab
Reichsleiter Rosenberg (ERR) and its educational branch the Institut zur
Erforschung der Judenfrage (Institute to Research the Jewish Question).
The ERR, backed by German military forces, had traced Jewish,
Masonic, Socialist, and other anti-Nazi cultural objects throughout
Germany and Nazi-occupied Europe and had deposited them in many
places, especially in Frankfurt am Main in the Rothschild Library,
Hungen and Hirzenhain in Hesse, and all over Bavaria. The ERR targets
ranged from occupied Ukraine to the French-Spanish border and from
Greece to the British Isle of Man. The ERR even raided Italy, an axis
power. After Kristallnacht, the ERR collected items to save and use them
for Nazism.
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Lt. Poste also described the U.S. combat and occupation
operations to protect and restitute the looted collections. He and other
Museums Fine Arts and Archives personnel felt the collections at the
Rothschild Library and other places should be moved to a single large,
secure facility. The LG. Farben building at Offenbach was their site of
choice.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF OFFENBACH

My first impressions of the Offenbach Collecting Point were
overwhelming and amazing at once. As I stood before a seemingly
endless sea of crates and books, I thought what a horrible mess! What
could I do with all these materials? How could I carry out my
assignment successfully? Beyond the mess, however, was an even
larger mission. Indeed, the only action possible was to return the
items to their owners as quickly as possible.

The Offenbach Collecting Point was housed in well-guarded
five-story concrete building suitable for use as a warehouse following
repairs. Inside, however, there were only six or seven Germans,
headed by an U.S. civilian with displaced person status, who did very
little. Many crates, packages, stacks, and loose piles covered several
floors. Clearly, the operation was not being run effectively. My
mission was to revive this organization in order to accomplish my
mission successfully. Hence I launched the following actions.

THE OFFENBACH ARCHIVAL DEPOT

The Offenbach Archival Depot was officially established under
military directive, in conjunction with Monuments, Fine Arts and
Archives Wiesbaden, on March 2, 1946. As Director of the Offenbach
Archival Depot (OAD), I received extensive authority and broad mission
responsibilities within Greater Hesse. The operation's new designation
indicated my function as archivist. Archival principles, such as
restoration of the original order, were crucial at this stage. As part of the
directive, an organization chart served as a blueprint for action by three
branch chiefs responsible for administrative, operations, and liaisons,
respectively.
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The OAD needed many hardworking personnel, and requested
about 50 people a week throughout March 1946 from the local German
employment office. By March 28, the OAD had nearly 180 employees.
Good working conditions were essential. Heat, light, clean floors,
repaired windows, and heavy-duty shelves were provided. U.S. sources
requisitioned and supplied enough coal and gasoline. And the large OAD
maintenance staff - about 30 - did an excellent job of ensuring a pleasant
working environment in the depot.

The LG. Farben complex had security staff on site, as did the
OAD. Together, security watched employees for theft items, particularly
small books that were easy to hide. Some thefts did occur - some were
detected, others were not. Spot checks of OAD employees were also
conducted. Some staff members were even strip-searched. Moreover,
internal telephones on each floor were activated through an OAD
switchboard.

SORTING, IDENTIFYING, PRESERVING

The OAD received tons of materials from Frankfurt, Hirzenhain,
Hungen, and many other German locations. By March 25, 1946, the
OAD had processed - received and/or shipped - over 1.8 million items
contained in 2,351 crates, stacks, packages, and piles.

Crates, stacks, packages, and piles bearing some indication of the
country of origin were spot checked and set inside pending restitution
claims. Following some classification by country and by language, the
semi-identifiable piles awaited further processing. The unidentifiable
books and other materials were left alone until an opportunity arose for
careful study by competent persons - professionals like Professor Pinson,
Chaplain Isaiah Rackovsky, Rabbi Maurice Liber, Dr. Gershom
Scholem, Lucy Dawidowitcz, and knowledgeable displaced person
volunteers. Much thought was given to improving and expediting the
identification process. My successor, Captain Isaac Bencowitz, who
began to intern at Offenbach in April 1946, designed a somewhat unique
system, which I called the "Bencowitz sorting system," identifying books
from ex libris bookplates or stamps found inside book jackets.

Many books and documents required care and preservation as a
result ofmishandling, damage during transit, water, mold, and neglect.
The OAD did not possess any equipment or materials for care and
preservation. Luckily, I learned that one of the employees - a former
monk - had worked with documents at a religious order. I assigned him
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to devise homemade care and preservation techniques. One method he
used for drying wet books and documents involved hanging them from
clothespins and applying extra heat. The technique worked very well.

RESTITUTION

What did the OAD accomplish? As of August 1947 some
2,000,000 books and other identifiable materials had been restituted and
distributed. I am proud - at this late state - to relate to you that the United
States restituted well over 93 percent of the Nazi-looted materials. Five
countries -Germany (Berlin), the Netherlands, France, the USSR, and
Italy received the following quantities of materials: Germany (Berlin),
700,000; The Netherlands, 329,000; France, 328,000; the USSR,
232,000; and Italy, 225,000.

In addition to items restituted to governments, the YIVO
Institute for Jewish Research with worldwide headquarters in New York
received 92,000 items. Under direction of the U.S. State Department, I
supervised the return of these materials to the United States in June 1947.
The American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee distributed, on loan,
of 24,000 books to the Displaced Persons; and the Library of Congress
Mission received some 20,000 books. German institutions other than the
Preussisches Staatsbibliothek received 50,000 items; Poland 25,000; and
Belgium, Czechoslovakia, United Kingdom, Greece, Hungary, and
Yugoslavia each received less than 10,000 items.

OADHISTORY

Both Isaac Bencowitz and I understood Offenbach's importance
and the need for an historical record of its activities. We wrote detailed,
factual monthly reports. We prepared pictorial albums - I did the first
one, and Bencowitz did three others. We saved correspondence relating
to OAD operations, including liaison relationships. These items are on
deposit in over 20 archival boxes in the U.S. National Archives in
Washington, D.C. as well as deposited with Yad Vashem in Israel.

Bencowitz also recorded his experiences in his diary, from which
I share an eloquent entry describing the signification of Offenbach's
history:
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I would walk into the loose document room to take a
look at the things there and find it impossible to tear
myselfaway from the fascinating piles ofletters, folders,
and little personal bundles. Not that what you held in
your hand was so engrossing, but rather what the next
intriguing item might be. Or, in the sorting room, I
would come upon a box of books which the sorters had
brought together, like scattered sheep into one fold 
books from a library which once had been in some
distant town in Poland, or an extinct Yeshiva. There was
something sad and mouniful about these volumes ... as if
they were whispering a tale ofyearning and hope since
obliterated. .. I wouldfind myselfstraightening out these
books and arranging them in the boxes with a personal
sense of tenderness as if they had belonged to someone
dear to me, someone recently deceased

AFTER OFFENBACH

I returned to Offenbach in 1947 on assignment for the Library of
Congress Mission to arrange the transfer to New York of the vast YIVO
archives. Later, I briefly participated in restituting the Collegio
Rabbinico de Firenze's historic library, including the incunabula, to Italy.
I have remained involved in restitution efforts throughout most of my
military service, primarily as the U.S. Department of Defense
Representative to the U.S. Interagency Committee on Captured
("Seized") Records and other restitution-related assignments. I worked
with German representatives of Konrad Adenauer to return German
military records. I also participated briefly in the transfer of the U.S.
Army Berlin Documents Center to the State Department, which have
been turned over to the German government.

In retrospect, Offenbach proved to be a most unusual· and
challenging assignment - a high point in my 35 years of military and
civilian service. Offenbach was a very unusual part of what I call the
"cultural Holocaust." Participating at Offenbach on the greatest book
restitution in history now seems truly providential. I share Lt. Poste's
sentiments that,

Facts and figures on the Offenbach Archival Depot fail
to reveal the intensely moving story of this phase of
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restitution activity. Through the depot passed the
remnants of age-old cultures, and particularly of a
culture which survived despite the vicissitudes of
interminable persecutions and periodic massacres.
These books and objects were what was left of the
hundreds of Jewish institutions of learning, of Jewish
communities, wiped out by the Holocaust. Few can
fathom the depth of the Jewish tragedy of which
remnants stood as a sad memorial.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In closing, I am inspired by actions of the international
community to convene at the Washington Conference on Holocaust-Era
Assets to resolve lingering issues of restitution and archival access. To
this end, I support and encourage efforts to identify items improperly
restituted, and to negotiate with rightful owners for redistribution of such
materials. in addition, I recommend governments and institutions
-examine and report the fate of restituted materials as well as prepare
inventories and provide access to archival materials restituted vis-a-vis
Offenbach.

It is at this exciting moment in history, that silent archives where
facts have gathered dust and awaited the avenging moment of their
revelation may at long last find voice.
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Break-out Sesslon on Nazi-Confiscated Art Issues: Identification of
Art, Archives and Databases

The Commission for Art Recovery was formed to reunite pre
war owners (or their heirs) with art that was looted from them by the
Nazis and their collaborators. It will also locate and recover heirless art
for the benefit of Jewish communities.

The formation of the Commission was announced at a meeting
of the World Jewish Restitution Organization in September 1997. It
operates through the World Jewish Congress - American Section. Ronald
S. Lauder is the Chairman.

I began as director in mid-January 1998. The Commission has a
staff of five. Menachem Rosensaft serves as Special Counsel.

The problem we seek to address is familiar to everyone attending
this conference. Much has been written about, and our speakers in the
plenary session have already described, Nazi art confiscations from
private collections and from Jewish art dealers' inventories.

Nazi art thefts were a violation of international law at the time
they took place, even though the Third Reich enacted laws to give the
appearance of legality to some transactions. Knowledge of this led to the
Allies' Declaration of London, which suggested that nullifying forced
sales would be important. Taking spoils violated Article 56 of the 1907
Hague Convention, to which Germany was party. Nazi confiscations of
cultural property were crimes at the Nuremberg Trials.

In addition, these thefts were inextricably linked to genocide.
Often the looting immediately preceded the escape of the victims, or for
the less fortunate, their deportation and extermination.

Some plunder was official, and some was the result of aggressive
collecting by high level Nazi officials like von Ribbenntrop and
Hermann Goering. During the German occupation of France, Goering
regularly visited the Jeu de Paume, the little museum on the Place de la
Concorde. New shipments of art seized from Jews arrived every day.
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During his frequent visits, Goering made his choices, and his initials
were stamped in the margin of the inventories of seized Jewish
collections next to those items that he wanted.

The western Allies were well aware of the looting and
investigated it after the war. It is well known that the Allies found vast
stores of art in caves and mines. Some belonged to Germany's museums,
but much of it was confiscated art destined for Hitler's planned museum
in Linz. They also found traincars near Berchtesgaden filled with art
amassed by Goering.

Some art that the Nazis looted from Jews was found, at the end
of the war, in .the Soviet sector. This was not returned; Soviet policy
determined that Red Army Trophy Brigades would remove it to the
former Soviet Union. Collections of Hungarian Jews, for example those
of the Hatvany and Herzog families, are today in Russia, looted first by
the Nazis and later taken by the Soviets.

The western Allies returned, and could only return, what was
found on German territory after the war. Art confiscated from German,
French, and Belgian Jews that had already been absorbed by the art
market, through Jew auctions and wartime trades, was untouched by
these efforts.

The first step in re-uniting Jewish confiscation victims with their
art is to identify it. This is called for in the Principles circulated by Under
Secretary Eizenstat's office. The Commission for Art Recovery has
designed a computer database to assist in ways that were not possible
until now. The New York State Banking Department Holocaust Claims
Processing Office is using the same software, and the two organizations
are sharing all information.

The simple concept of the database is a matching of "Lost and
Found" art that is executed in a very sophisticated way. The
Commission's database will match claimed works of art with published
works whose whereabouts are usually known and whose provenances
give reason to believe that they might have been looted. The software
developed for the Commission by Gallery Systems, Inc. is unique in this
ability.

We are soliciting information from claimants on the art they lost.
Often their descriptive information is insufficient to identify it. Of
course, people who fled the Nazis were unlikely to have carried detailed
inventories of their collections with them. One claimant's Austrian
mother made her inventory from memory in the London Underground
during the Blitz.
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The Commission developed its claim form with the help of
colleagues at the Art Loss Register and the New York State Banking
Department Holocaust Claims Processing Office. Claimants may contact
the Commission's office or download claim forms from our website
(www.wjc-artrecovery.org).

We also ask for accurate information about the various names,
residences, and dates of birth of the victims.

To help improve the quality of information for claimants, we
will cross-index claimant family names with those in Nazi looting
records and with names of homeowners insurance policyholders whose
policies had art schedules. If the names match, we will then obtain copies
of the Nazi inventories or the insurance art schedules and fill in the
descriptive information. Even if a grandchild-claimant is unaware that
his family had insurance, we may be able to get a list of art and antiques
from an old insurance policy. These are fairly detailed inventories that
can supplement claimants' recollections and strengthen a case.

Our criteria for describing art are compatible with museum
standards and the Getty Information Institute's "Object ID", which is
used by many types of organizations that need to identify art, including:
law enforcement agencies, insurers, etc. Our database will also use two
authority vocabularies developed by the Getty Information Institute for
geographic names (Thesaurus of Geographic Names - TGN) and for
artists' names (Union List of Artists' Names - ULAN). These computer
aids make it possible to find the works of an artist even though his name
may have many variants, i.e. Michelangelo Merisi is known in Italian
and in English as Caravaggio, in French as Ie Caravage. Jan Brueghel (or
Bruegel) the Younger was also known as "Velvet" Brueghel. Likewise,
place names vary in languages and time, but our computer will recognize
that Lemberg is Lvov is Lviv.

We are now officially accepting claims, but even before a public
announcement, the Commission received correspondence and telephone
calls from 55 families whose losses occurred in eight countries: Austria,
Czechoslovakia, France, Germany, Italy, The Netherlands, Poland, and
Yugoslavia. We have met with relatives of Alphonse Kann, Jacques
Goudstikker, Jacques Helft, and Georges Wildenstein.

To develop our catalog list of Found art, we drew up a list of the
names of looted families and art agents and middlemen mentioned in the
reports of the Office of Strategic Services investigators and in "The Rape
of Europa" by Lynn Nicholas and "The Lost Museum" by Hector
Felicianr
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Since many looted works of art were sold and entered the art
.. market before the war was over, we guessed that some portion of the
highest quality works would be published. Our staff went to the library
and looked for provenances that included the names on our list or were
simply blank for the critical years. These are works that could be
matched with art sought by our claimants. We began with catalogues of
permanent collections and exhibitions assembled from museums and
private collections. Our research team will go on to catalogues raisonnes
(the scholarly publications that include all the works of a particular
artist), and other exhibition catalogues.

In just four months, after consulting about 220 books, we found
over 1,700 possible matches. The scholars who prepared these
catalogues have included such names as Goering, the Fuhrer Museum in
Linz, Hans Wendland, apparently without self-consciousness. The
Commission's findings reveal that these works are more numerous than
previously assumed. When museums said they thought the problem was
small, they were sincere. I believe that most current possessors have no
idea of the art's tainted past. I believe that many of the scholars who
included names of once notorious dealers in published provenances
simply didn't recognize the names as having a connection with Nazi art
looting.

The Commission's customized software will compare works of
art with works of art and report possible matches to us, based on the
number of category. characteristics they share, categories like artist's
name, subject, medium, approximate size. Even if the art matches on all
criteria, this only means that further research is necessary. It may be a
looted work of art that was never returned or it might be arecovered
object which was sold legitimately by the pre-War owners.

The working database will neither be on the Internet nor
"published." We are happy to share claimed art information with other
restitution organizations and with the art market. We would welcome the
opportunity to add other lists of claimed art to ours. We also welcome
lists from museums of works whose provenance has gaps during the
critical years, or has names of persons involved in the trade of Nazi
looted art.

The Commission has an agreement with the Art Loss Register to
share information about the art claimed so that those works of art will be
checked against the upcoming auction sales at the major houses (the Art
Loss Register checks about 400,000 auction lots annually). This was
arranged early on, so we designed our database for ease of electronic
information transfer. We are open to discussions about sharing
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information with other organizations. As I mentioned, the New York
State Banking Department Holocaust Claims Processing Office has
chosen to use the Commission's database.

I have held talks with people in the art world (museums, dealers,
auction houses), with law enforcement agencies, government officials,
and art restitution groups. I believe this is essential. The solution to this
problem requires cooperation across the board internationally, in the
public and private sector, in the art trade and insurance industry.

An Advisory Committee for the database is in formation. Its
members include Jane Kallir, President of Galerie St. Etienne and an
expert on Egon Schiele; Robert Bergman, Director of the Cleveland
Museum of Art; Charles Moffett, Sotheby's Vice President for
Impressionist & Modern Paintings and a former curator and museum
director.

In the coming months I expect to work with scholars of
international law and others to study and develop Principles of Return to
guide the Commission's work. The Principles put forward for adoption
by this conference do not apply readily to looted art held by private
individuals. Yet, I believe that most works of art that we will find will be
in the hands of good faith purchasers who, under European legal
systems, acquire good title. Many of the looted works have changed
hands several or many times since 1945, and many of the buyers would
be considered good faith purchasers under law. I am well aware of the
difference between European law and that in the United States, Canada,
and the United Kingdom. Here a thief cannot pass good title, but time
limits may curtail a victim's rights. In Europe, a good faith purchase
confers good title.

Some heirless works may be found in museums. We need to
develop policy on heirless art (a) when there is one work of art in a
private or public collection, and (b) when countries have not returned art
to pre-war owners and a large number of works is under a single,
national administration.

In spite of the complexities that surround this problem which we
have inherited, I am hopeful that new research, new identification
techniques, and a new will shall resolve it - a will demonstrated by this
Conference. Our joint efforts can help to correct the inequities we have
tolerated for too long.
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Restitution of Looted Art: A Practical Approach

Break-out Session 01~ Nazi-Contiscated Art Issues: Identification of
Art, Archives and Databases

This Conference on Holocaust era assets has the opportunity not
only to formulate general principles, but also to encourage practical steps
to help restitute looted art to rightful owners. I am the Chairman of the
Art Loss Register Inc. which represents the world's largest private
database of stolen art. The company was formed principally by the art
and insurance industries in order to help identify and recover stolen art,
to deter the trade in stolen art and to provide a central checkpoint to
prospective purchasers and lenders. The database now comprises more
than 100,000 items reported to have been stolen worldwide, and each
year the Art Loss Register examines 400,000 auction lots to uncover
stolen or looted items. Auction houses participating in this screening
program include Sotheby's, Christie's, Phillips, Bonhams, Dorotheum
(Vienna), Lempertz (Cologne), Bukowskis (Stockholm), Villa Grisebach
(Berlin), and Finarte (Milan).

The majority of items on our database consists of contemporary
thefts. Earlier this year, however, with the financial support of certain of
our shareholders, principally Sotheby's and Aon Corporation, we began
the expansion of our activity relating to Holocaust era assets. Based on
our extensive experience in helping to recover stolen and missing art, we
are convinced that a practical approach will result in identification and
recovery of looted art. In general, the practical approach relies on two
steps. First, to the fullest extent possible, all items of looted art should
be entered on a database open to all organizations working in this area.
Second, items on the database should be continuously checked against
art entering the commercial market at the point of sale.

Preceding Page Blank
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There is at present no single international listing of looted art and
many of the existing publications, produced mainly just after the war, are
now inevitably out of date. Our aim, working with others, is to create as
complete a database as possible of works of art looted by the Nazis,
Soviets, or others from public or private collections, preferably, though
not exclusively, with claims attached. The Art Loss Register has
carefully built bridges to the World Jewish Congress Commission for Art
Recovery, the New York State Holocaust Claims Processing Office and
the Holocaust Art Restitution Project. Our efforts represent an unusual
level of cooperation between the private sector, government and
philanthropic agencies. We are exchanging data and have succeeded in
creating a unified Wartime Losses Claims Form.

Claims are accepted where there is a reasonable chance of
identifying the item and the claim is judged to be authentic. Additional
validation of claims would be required at the point of identification.
During the past year, 560 Holocaust looted artworks have been reported
to the Art Loss Register to add to the approximately 4,000 missing
artworks from museum collections from Belgium, France, Germany,
Hungary, Italy and Poland. All registrations of looted art from private
individuals are free of charge, and the ALR will not charge its customary
recovery fee when it is able to identify an individual's looted artwork in
an auction house catalog or elsewhere.

The diversity of the art reported to us during the past year is
striking. We registered on our database a portrait by Paul Gauguin of his
son, Emile. This painting was seized by the Nazis from the collection of
Jakob Goldschmidt in the early 1930's. The painting was sold at the
Hans Lange auction house in September 1941 with other works
confiscated from Jewish collections to raise money for the Hitler Jugend.
We have also registered Impressionist pictures from the Paul Rosenberg
collection; a Marieschi painting looted by the Gestapo in Vienna in 1940;
a series of five hunting tapestries seized from the Berlin Oppenheimer
collection on the orders of Hermann Goering; a collection of Dutch Old
Masters apparently seized by Allied troops in Austria in 1945; and other
paintings seized as war loot by the Red Army.

The first pillar of the practical approach, then, is the creation of a
comprehensive database. The second pillar is the continuous
examination of the commercial art market. Our staff of twenty examines
auction house catalogs from around the world, responds to dealer,
customs and police inquiries and is identifying the location of a stolen
item nearly every day. Since our formation in 1991, we have recovered
in excess of $75 million in value. To illustrate the effectiveness of our
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process, during just the past eighteen months we identified a Manet, a
Monet, two Picassos, a Giacometti, and a de Kooning among many other
items of lesser value; some of these pictures were reported stolen more
than twenty years ago. In our view, as the database of looted art grows,
we will be able to make significant matches in the commercial
marketplace. Please understand that the auction houses are totally
supportive of our efforts. They are not concerned that we will cause the
withdrawal of some lots from sale. Quite the contrary, their business
requirement is that a comprehensive data base be built as quickly as
possible so that they can be assured that they do not offer looted art for
sale in their salerooms.

As I have said, The Art Loss Register is committed to providing
a pragmatic response to the task of identifying and, where possible,
returning looted art to its rightful owners. We recommend that this
Conference urge the adoption of the following practical guidelines with
respect to the purchase, sale and ownership of works of art:

First, commercial sellers - galleries and auctioneers - should
undertake due diligence, prior to sale, to determine the rightful
provenance of a work of art through consultation with relevant databases
and appropriate experts on art looting. The screening by the ALR each
year of approximately 400,000 auction lots against the database of claims
is a key part of this process. Increasingly, galleries are also using our
service. The ALR is underpinning the screening program by providing
the auction houses with a research effort that highlights pieces in
catalogs whose provenance suggests that the item may have been looted
and might therefore be problematic.

Second unless it is clear that the seller has already done so, a
potential purchaser of art should consult the databases and appropriate
experts to determine the rightful provenance of the item in question.

The third recommendation concerns works of art held by public
and quasi-public institutions. The ALR is helping the museum
community conduct due diligence with respect to the acquisition and
display of works of art. In the United States, approximately twenty
museums - including the Chicago Art Institute, the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, the Museum of Modern Art, the Boston Museum of Fine
Arts, the National Gallery of Art in Washington, the Indianapolis Art
Museum and the Cleveland Museum of Art - are checking acquisitions,
donations or existing exhibits against the ALR database. Many museums
are already searching their holdings to determine whether any of the
works may constitute looted art. We recommend that every museum and
public institution be urged to conduct a rigorous self-examination of its
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holdings in line with the statement adopted by the American Association
of Museum Directors in Worcester this past June. These institutions
should then create an inventory of "problem" pictures where the
provenance is unclear or has problematic gaps. The creation of such an
inventory of "problem" pictures, stored alongside the register of losses,
would allow researchers and others to focus on potentially looted works.

This Conference serves an important purpose. Nothing that we
do today can compensate for the catastrophes imposed by the Nazis on
the Jewish people and so many others during the Holocaust era. We
must do what we can, however. And we can and must see to it that all
practical steps are taken to return stolen property to its rightful owners.

Ronald S. Tauber is the Chairman of The Art Loss Register, Inc.
He is a former partner ofthe investment bankingfirm ofGoldman, Sachs
& Co. and aformer partner ofStroock & Stroock & Lavan, a New York
law firm.
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Art, Archives and Databases

I speak today as a representative of the Art Dealers Association
of America which is known as ADAA. ADAA is a non-profit
association of America's leading dealers in works of fine art, that is
painting, sculpture and works on paper from the early Renaissance to the
present.

ADAA's members are sensitive to the issues involved in Nazi
looted art. Many art dealers and their families, including past and
present ADAA members, were victims of Nazi persecution. Their
inventory and their private collections were looted. Some perished, some
were imprisoned in concentration camps, some came to the United States
where they have made important contributions to the cultural life of this
nation.

We don't know precisely how many works were looted by the
Nazis. We don't know precisely how many looted works were returned
to their rightful owners. We don't know how many looted works were
not returned, or where they are now. We will never have complete
answers to these questions, but we must do everything in our power to
assemble the information. We can speculate and debate, but it is more
important that we act, that we get on with the work to be done in this
country. What is that work? I suggest the following:

First, we must stop all traffic in unrestituted Nazi-looted art.
Second, we must seek to identify works which are subject to

claims, and their owners.
Third, we must seek to resolve claims fairly and expeditiously.
First, as I have said, all traffic in unrestituted art must be ended.

To that effect ADAA has pledged that its members will not knowingly
sell such works.

ADAA members will continue to research the history of the
works of art which they offer. That research will be professionally
conducted by individuals uniquely qualified to do so by virtue of their
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specialized knowledge and experience. ADAA members know that
research into a provenance is not a title search and that there are
frequently gaps in a work's provenance for perfectly legitimate reasons.
They are also aware of the fact that because certain dealers' or collectors'
nameS appear in a provenance does not necessarily mean that the work
was looted and not. restituted. I should note at this point, as a slight
digression, that ADAA members will continue to assist museums which
make inquiries about the provenance of works in their collections.

Our second task is the identification of unrestituted works and
. their owners. Many months ago, in testimony at the hearings so ably
conducted by Congressman Leach, we said that the single most effective
tool which dealers, collectors and museums could utilize in determininL
whether a given work of art has been stolen is a reliable, central source
of information about its identity and the identity of any claimants to the
work. We urged the creation of a central database containing that
information.

We understand that such a database is now being created and
will be maintained by the World Jewish Congress' Commission on Art
Recovery under the effective leadership of Connie Lowenthal. ADAA
will, of course, fully cooperate with this enterprise. One of our members,
Jane Kallir, has been invited to join the advisory committee. She and
other ADAA members will make their expertise in works of art and their
experience in the field of stolen art available to the World Jewish
Congress. We urge all other interested parties to do likewise in the hope
that the database will be as complete as possible and fully operational at
an early date. ADAA members will, of course, avail themselves of this
important facility. They will also be consulting the Art Loss Register
which is taking a very active and commendable role in the maintenance
of a database of stolen works of art, now including Nazi-looted art.

I note that the FBI has placed information about stolen works of
art on the Internet, where it is widely and freely available. I hope that the
database on Nazi-looted art will also be on the Internet.

We believe that the first priority of a database ought to be the
assembly and dissemination of claims by victims or their families of
specific, identified works. We also believe it important that any claimed
work be identified as precisely as possible.

Our next task is the resolution of claims. In the United States,
our experience in the resolution of claims of ownership has thus far been
limited. In the past 40 years, there have been oilly four or five court
cases of which I am aware which involve Nazi-looted art.
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Even on the basis of our limited experience, however, we know
that a case involving Nazi-looted art can involve difficult and complex
issues of law and fact. In such a case, a purchaser in good faith may be
sued by the original owner, from whom the work was stolen. One of two
innocent parties will be hurt.

American law favors the original owner. Under our
jurisprudence good title to a stolen work does not pass. The European
legal system, however, favors the good faith purchaser. Even in the
United States the law varies from state to state on such issues as the
applicable statute of limitations.

Likewise, any case involving Nazi-looted art may present
difficult factual problems. After all, the claimed work was looted more
than 50 years ago. Identification of the work may involve special
problems. Witnesses may be gone; memories may be bad.

Any lawsuit is therefore likely to be lengthy and expensive. The
costs could exceed the value of the work. And there is something else
which serves to make such a case longer and more expensive - passion.
I know of no lawsuit which engenders more passion, this side of the
bedroom, than an action involving a work of art, especially one involving
possession of the work.

We therefore urge the parties to any claim involving Nazi-looted
art to consider mechanisms which exist for resolving claims without the
necessity of litigation, such as mediation, arbitration and alternative
dispute resolution. There have been suggestions that such cases be
resolved by a commission or committee of experts. I would not agree. It
must be kept in mind that each case is fact specific, and that it will
therefore be decided on the basis of its unique facts. Each case will
therefore require different expertise, which may be beyond the
competence of a single committee. There are no "art experts"; there are
only experts in specific and limited fields. Moreover, to the extent
possible, the parties should be able to choose their own mediator,
arbitrator or such other aide in the non-judicial resolution of a claim.

ADAA and its members are prepared to make their expertise
available at no cost to parties who attempt to settle claims without
litigation. Resolving such disputes promptly, fairly and inexpensively is
in the base interest not only of the parties involved but of the entire art
community.





Dr. Konstantin Akinsha
RESEARCH DIRECTOR,

PROJECT OF DOCUMENTATION OF WARTIME CULTURAL LOSSES

UNITED STATES

Break-out Session on Nazi-Confiscated Art Issues: Identification of
Art, Archives and Databases

The establishment of different databases, collecting information
about art works looted during WWII, is now a popular topic within the
circle of scholars and representatives of organizations and groups
involved in the search for the 'disappeared' cultural property of the
victims of the holocaust. There are many plans and ideas to create a
"total" database, which will include all possible claims and information
about nearly every artwork looted during the war. Unfortunately such an
undertaking doesn't appear very realistic. When we are addressing the
problem ofthe cultural property lost during the war, we are talking about
hundreds of thousands of paintings and objets d'art. It is difficult to
believe that tomorrow some organization will be ready to collect such a
quantity of information from archives throughout Europe and put it into
computer format.

Much more productive are the efforts of some European
countries (for example Austria) to post Internet lists of claims collected
by the governments in the first post-war years. However, not all
European governments are ready to make such information public. They
have a good reason. In many countries (for example the Netherlands,
Belgium, France, Austria) a portion of the art works returned by the
Allies after the end of the war was sold through government organized
auctions. The ground for such sales was that the "owners" of the pieces
were never found. However in many cases provenance of the works of
art proposed for sale was not carefully checked.

Today the traditional argument against putting information about
post-war claims in the public domain is that such a step could violate the
privacy of claimants. It seems, however that the real reason behind the
secrecy is different: to avoid scandals that could start if some art works,
sold by the governments after the war, will be recognized and claimed by
their real owners. The majority of recently established databases are of a
practical, workaday nature. Their task is to collect information about
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claims and to provide detailed descriptions of the disappeared art works.
However, not only "practical" databases could be of help in the research
and understanding of the Nazi looting of Europe. No less important is
historic research, which could have both a practical and academic value.
Unfortunately, the Nazi looting of European culture is a part of the
history of the 20th century, as it is a part of art history and the history of
taste. Without detailed research of this dark chapter of our past, we will
never understand it in its complexity.

I represent the Project of Documentation of Wartime Cultural
Losses, an academic organization, the task of which is to research and to
put in the public domain information about the confiscation and removal
of cultural property during the war. We recently opened our web site,
which you can find at the address: doc.proj@loyola.edu. The first project
put by us on the web is dedicated to the looting of the Jewish collections
of France. It includes reproductions of some documents of the notorious
Arbeitsgruppe Louvre of the Einzatzstab Reichsleiter Rosenberg,
responsible for confiscation of the Jewish art treasures in occupied
France. In addition to lists of confiscated paintings selected for the
Hitler museum in Linz and the private collection of Field marshal
Herman Goering, we put on our web site photographs of exhibitions of
looted art organized by the Nazis in Jeu de Paume, then the collecting
point of the stolen masterpieces. These photos, proudly produced for the
ERR files, were never published before. Using albums of photographs of
thousands of paintings and objets d'art confiscated in France, which were
presented by Alfred Rosenberg to Adolf Hitler, we succeeded to
recognize art works put on display in the Jeu de Paume. You can see a
virtual reconstruction of the notorious Nazi exhibitions of stolen art on
our web site. By clicking on artworks displayed in the halls of Jeu de
Paume, you will receive enlarged photos of them and information from
which collection they were confiscated. At the moment we are
researching the routes of the Nazi traffic of art works to Spain and South
America at the end of WWII. Soon the results of this research will
become available on our web site.

The Documentation Project is beginning research of the history
and collections of the Hitler Museum in Linz. We hope to compose a
complete catalogue of the most important Nazi collection of looted art in
wartime Europe. We believe that if such information were available to
the public it could be not only benefit historians and art historians but
could prevent unpleasant scandals connected with the appearance of art
works with Fuhrer museum inventory numbers on the international art
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market. For complete research of the looting of cultural property during
WWII Russian archives are extremely valuable.

I was surprised today by the statement of Mr. Kulishov, a
representative of the Russian delegation, that Russian archives are open
to researchers. It is not true. They are even more closed than in the
beginning of the 90s. Mr. Kulishov quoted in his speech some documents
from the Archive of the Soviet Military Administration of Germany 
until this day independent researchers had no chance to cross its
threshold. The notorious "Osobi" (Special) Archive - the collection of
documents confiscated by the Red Army in the occupied European
countries - remains closed to historians. Access to such museum
archives as the archive of the Hermitage or the archive of the Pushkin
Museum is strictly limited. Mr. Kulishov said that he has no information
about Jewish cultural property kept in Russian special depositories. I
want to give just a few examples - unique paintings from the collections
of Hatvany and Herzog, Jewish families from Budapest, confiscated by
the infamous Eichmann are today in the Pushkin Museum~ The paintings,
which include masterpieces of Goya, EI Greco, Manet and Degas, were
found by the Red Army in a little town Regensburg near Berlin and
transported to Russia. Until this day a collection of the Torah scrolls
confiscated by the Nazis in Hungary is collecting dust in the library of
Nizhni Novgorod. In Moscow archives such as the archive of the
Rotschild family, confiscated by the Gestapo in Vienna, and the archive
of David Herzog, a professor of the Wiirzburg University and a member
of the Rabbinate of Wiirzburg, whose house was burned out by the
Nazis, are kept in the "Osobi" archive. It is possible to multiply such
examples.

Today Russian representatives told us that according to the law
on "cultural property removed to the territory of the Russian Federation
in a result of WWII" adopted by the Duma, but not signed by president
Yeltsin, Jews whose property was confiscated by the Nazis and than
removed to the USSR can claim it back. But it is difficult to claim
something if you don't know where it is. In the mid 50s, when the Soviet
government was preparing to return the collections of the Dresden
Gallery and other East German museums, the content of the Soviet secret
depositories of art works confiscated in the occupied countries of Europe
was checked. It was discovered that mOre than 1000 paintings stored in
the vaults of the Hermitage and the Pushkin Museum had no provenance.
Soviet experts had no idea about provenance of thousands of works on
paper, sculptures, tapestries, and objects of furniture. It is possible to
guess that some of them belonged to obscure and not well documented
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German private collections. But a possibility that these "ownerless" art
pieces, found on the territories of the Third Reich after the end of the
war, once belonged to the European Jews is very high.

If Russian officials really want to return property to Holocaust
victims and their survivors, they have to give an international art experts
the opportunity to see and research these artworks of "unknown origin"
that are now stored in different museum depositories. In his speech Mr.
Kulishov mentioned that the Russian Federation will be happy to
participate international efforts on the establishment of databases, which
could help to trace art pieces disappeared during the war. Russia has a
good chance to help the research of the Nazi confiscation of art. In the
end of the war many important Nazi archives, which could now shed
new light on the looting of the European culture, were confiscated by the
Soviet forces and transported to Moscow. Among such collections are
documentation of Sonderauftrag Linz (the organization responsible for
collecting art works for the Hitler museum) which includes personal
diaries of Hans Posse, the first curator of the Fuhrer collection.
Important documents of ERR, the archive of SS and other valuable
sources are still hidden in Russian archives. The open access to this
documentation could be of great help for the researchers working to
create databases of looted art.



Mr. Ori Z. Soltes
FORMER DIRECTOR, KLUTZNICK NATIONALJEWISH MUSEUM

UNITED STATES

Spoliated and Restitutable Art
and Their Databases

Break-out Session on Nazi-Confiscated Art Issues: Identification of
Art, Archives and Databases

The following talking points note what I and my colleagues
believe are the key issues that require consideration if an equitable
resolution of this complex problem, both with respect to individual
claimants and with respect to human history, is to take place. These
points attempts to take into consideration the rights of claimants, which
rights seem elsewhere to be missing in a conference which has as its
most notable lack the presence (which is to say the absence) of claimant
representatives - and has offered certain pre-digested conclusions from
its outset, from the alleged number of objects stolen from Jews to
conclusions about "what claimants should want and get" in lieu of their
works of art.

1. No single database can ever be infallibly complete on this
subject, due to the vastness and far-flung nature of the material, the lapse
of time between the Nazi era and our own and the vagaries of human
memory and human record-keeping. Certainly a registry such as that
which currently exists, the Art Loss Register, has proven itself flawed
with respect to stolen works both within and outside the Holocaust
context - this I note not as a criticism, for the percentage rate of success
for ALR is very high, but as a statement of historical fact and as a
reminder that no one entity can accomplish it all.

2. Nonetheless, a database as a beginning point, not as an
endpoint, is extremely desirable: the longer we wait to begin doing
something, the more mired the issues become in impossibilities. The first
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priority, to quote my colleague in the Holocaust Art Restitution Project,
Marc Masurovsky, is "to create a list of Holocaust art losses on all
unsettled Holocaust art claims arising from the Second World War which
were filed with the American occupation military government of
Germany and Austria between 1945 and 1951." Most such data are
contained, in fact, in one record group at the National Archives, here in
College Park, MD, and HARP has already done some of the leg work.

3.. The next crucial series of phases would include the
consolidation of this list with the claims currently being processed
though various agencies, such as the Commission on Art Recovery,
(whose chairman, Ron Lauder, reiterated CAR's commitment to
championing the cause of claimants, yesterday), the Art Loss Registry
(which has, as its Holocaust claims Director, Sarah Jackson, mentioned
yesterday, begun to process such claims gratis), and the Holocaust
Claims Processing Office (which has received scores of inquiries over
the past several months). It would also include - and this is obviously of
equal significance - the cooperation of all such countries, including the
United States, who would order the complete declassification of all
archival documents, civil and military, which have to do with Holocaust
art thefts and their recovery after war's end. This the French have begun
to do at last, and this the Russians - specifically, Valeriy Kulishov, of the
Ministry of Culture - vowed, in yesterday's afternoon plenary session, to
do. Presumably that sincere gesture can and will be echoed by similar
acts of willingness to be accessible, on the part of other countries with
archives that would help further to clarify the relationship between
claimants and that which they would claim.

4. Each country would, then, ultimately, produce a registry of
restitutable items located in their public holdings. For example, if, as is
by now common knowledge, the French possess some 2,000 such works,
these would be publicized in order to encourage claimants to come forth.
In any case, the consolidation of all of these national and institutional
registries would - and could, for the technology to do so is there - be
consolidated, matching up unresolved claims with items still held in
public institutions.

5. The residual would constitute the core of heirless cultural
property. But the effort, if it is to be pro-active and not essentially
passive, would go and could go further. All heirless property - property
with no recognized claimant assigned to it - would be set aside and an
effort made to locate claimants. This would require a substantial outreach
campaign - but the precedent of the use of print, electronic and on-line
media to facilitate such a massive search, is there, having already had a
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"dry run" in the search for claimants with regard to Swiss bank accounts.
Such a project could be managed jointly by organizations that are already
in place to accomplish the various aspects of such an enterprise.
Financing for this could be half public and half private. Some funds, for
example, could come 'from the Holocaust Victims Redress Act of 1998,
sponsored by Congressman Leach. Half could come from funds raised by
the Jewish community, most of whose major organizations have claimed
serious interest in this matter. The total of $10 million is not beyond
reach, and would support a process that will take 5 to 7 years to
complete.

6. But for this to succeed, the kind of cooperation and sincere
dedication that was evident 53 years ago in the efforts of the Art
Restitution Commissions will have to resurface. Congressional
legislation on a bi-partisan basis would have to support it. Museums,
auctions houses, dealers and collectors must actively support the creation
and distribution of the above-described international registry, look into
their collections and their souls and continue to champion multi-sourced
due diligence as we move between past and future. Practically, this
means discontinuing the campaign on the part of some members of the
art world to alter New York State legislation and undercut the rights of
Holocaust claimants; to gut current law and oversimplify the issue of
restitution by referring its questions to a simple and single database. It
means cooperation on the part of such groups, rather than seeking to
reduce the rights of claimants either to a time-specific window in which
to lodge a claim or to a process of adjudication that denies them the right
ever to reclaim their works of art. (Indeed that same attempt at problem
reduction also proposes to respond to any and all claims by means of a
penny for dollar cash settlement. This banalizes the issue and equates
works of art qua family heirlooms with old shoes and used tires). It
means not hiding the demand for due diligence behind the false claim
that the art market will revert to economic chaos if the pursuit of claims
is ongoing and if multi-sourced due diligence in purchasing, auctioning,
gifting or lending of works of art is demanded. This assertion is false for
the obvious reason that, if art were not big business, and if art movement
did not continue even while people were being destroyed by the millions
half a century ago, the problem which we are addressing would not exist,
and thus there is no reason to suppose that multi-sourced due diligence
will significantly disturb, much less destroy the flow of art.

7. Where the matter of difficulties to resolve issues of restitution
are concerned we applaud the notion of a group to arbitrate claims and
keep the struggle out of the law courts. The question is who should serve
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on such an important team, so that it be balanced and fair. I would
suggest that it might include not only two art historians, two lawyers and
two museum professionals, two claimant representatives, two Holocaust
researchers, as well as one or perhaps two individual(s) from congress,
but also a journalist - someone like a Morley Safer - who is committed
to yielding just conclusions in such matters but with clearly no partisan
ax to grind. Moreover, the goal of such a team should be to consider the
claimant's desire as to how, if a claim is validated, it should be resolved,
and not simply the penny for dollar restitution that has been proposed
and ignores the human, as opposed to art market reality of claimants'
claims. This means not assuming, as a point of departure, that claimants
will be happy to settle for cash rather than art, which is insulting to them
and unsubstantiated. This can surely be an option, but neither the only
option nor the desired goal. Moreover, the notion that has been put forth,
that such cashification (my own word; forgive the neologism) of claims
could be funded by redirecting the Holocaust Victims Redress Act Funds
in that direction is inherently fallacious since, if the moneys intended for
research - precisely to help answer complicated provenance questions 
are eliminated, then the ability of the team to makes its determinations
will be severely undercut, and with that ability, its very raison d'etre
demolished.

8. Such a team would have as a goal the assertion of claimant
rights even as it would not assume that a claim was automatically valid,
but would seek, bolstered by the expertise of its members, to determine
that validity. Moreover, two different further categories of difficulties
would confront it. One sort is where the holder of a work of art is a
private collector; the other is where the holder is a public institution - be
it a museum or a government. In both cases, some compensation to a
good-faith purchaser might be necessary. In the first instance,
compensation might come in the form of government intervention:
offering a tax-break, for example, to the purchaser required to give up
his/her work of art, could be a solution. In the latter instance, the team
could further help broker an agreement between claimant and museum
that would permit the museum to cede title to the claimant, but allow the
work of art in question to remain, on long-term loan, in the hands and on
the walls of the institution in question - thus no museum would be
threatened by the sudden loss of massive parts of its collections - where
it would hang side-by-side with heirless works. Similarly, all such works
would have text panels explaining the painful history of ownership with
has left a hole in their provenance, and educating the public about a
subject which is an integral part of human history - and about which
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there is at present virtually no education inside or outside of museums (a
serious contradiction of the educational mission of museums, it seems to
me). Such works would hang side-by-side with the wonderful array of
works of art lucky enough to have had no part in this grim chapter of art
history.

9. At issue, then, is both the resolving of claimant matters that
have emerged out of the past, together with the restrengthening of our
resolve to connect yet unidentified claimants with their objects; and
maintaining our resolve with regard to multi-sourced due diligence
matters in the future. We have a historic opportunity to restore, even after
so many decades, some of what was forcibly taken half a century ago as
part of an extraordinary outburst of genocidal fervor, and more
fundamentally, to begin writing the last chapter of Holocaust history and
give it a reasonably happy ending. And we have the opportunity to assure
that the failure of due diligence over the past half century, which has
yielded problematic claims questions today, will be replaced by an
unequivocal willingness - mirroring that exhibited by our nation in 1946,
and eventually and unaccountably abandoned over the years which
followed - to do the morally responsible thing. I hope that we have the
courage and conviction to write that last chapter with justice and
humility, as we face simultaneously back on the past and toward the
future.

Thank you for your attention.





Mr. Philippe De Montebello
DIRECTOR, METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART,

u.s. ASSOCIATION OF ART MUSEUM DIRECTORS TASK FORCE

UNITED STATES

Break-out Session on Nazi-Confiscated Art Issues: Principles to
Address Nazi-Confiscated Art

Thank-you, Congressman Leach:
It is a pleasure to appear before you again, as I did last February

before the House Banking Committee that you chair, to have yet another
opportunity to discuss the guidelines that American art museums have
adopted in principle - and also set in motion in practice -that is, to deal
fairly, forthrightly, and comprehensively with the issue of spoliated art
from the NazilWorld War II era in Europe.

These guiding principles have now been in effect in the United
States for six months. My colleagues here from Europe have had a
chance to review the document and they have expressed general
agreement with its content. Some have indicated that they, too, will be
adopting similar guiding policies, adapted to their own country's
situation.

When I testified on Capitol Hill 10 months ago, you may recall, I
did so not only as Director of the Metropolitan Museum, but as
Chairman of a Task Force of the Association of Art Museum Directors,
assigned specifically to devise a comprehensive policy on this issue. I
indicated then that our Task Force, composed of nine other art museum
directors, would report back within four months with a policy to guide to
art museums in North America. And this we did.

On June 4, at the AAMD annual meeting in Worcester,
Massachusetts the Task Force report was discussed extensively, fully
endorsed, and adopted unanimously. We coalesced around a broad set of
principles, guidelines, and recommendations to deal proactively with the
issue of works of art confiscated during the Nazi regime and not
restituted to their legitimate owners or their heirs.

I will not read the entire report at this time. For whomever
wishes it, I have copies of it as well as of the public announcement that
accompanied its release last June 4th.

Preceding Page Blank
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In the 10 minutes allotted me I'll offer a brief summary of the
substance of the Task Force guidelines, and provide an update on how
one museum at least, the Metropolitan, has moved to put the report's
words into action.

Principally, the Task Force Report called on American art
museums to begin to conduct a comprehensive review of their collections
to ascertain if any works may have been unlawfully confiscated during
the Nazi/World War II era, and never subsequently returned.

We agreed that to do so, we would make maximum use of
traditional research from scholars, donors, auction houses, dealers, and of
course, all of the standard literature, all of whom -or which-- might shed
information on provenance hitherto unavailable or unrecorded. And we
agreed that we must also take advantage of high-technology databases
and computer linkages that are scheduled to be established by various
third parties - computerized records that promise wider access to, and
more reliable cross-referencing of, previously dispersed data: I cite, for
example, plans for such an undertaking by the Commission for Art
Recovery, established by the World Jewish Congress.

Such databases promise the possibility of a future in which
claimants and art museums alike can use the Internet to gather and
compare all available information about the provenance of a work of art 
-now all widely dispersed--as well as the existence of any known past or
present challenges to ownership. It is in these databases, ultimately, that
lies the best hope of dovetailing information and access to hitherto
unknown information - not only claims, I hasten to add, but possible
postwar restitution or entirely proper subsequent sales.

Our report also, called on art museums to respond promptly to
any and all claims by owners or heirs of allegedly confiscated art, and
proposed resolving such matters "in an equitable, appropriate, and
mutually agreeable manner," ideally utilizing the avenue of mediation to
help resolve claims, most of which, it was acknowledged would be sui
generis.

Finally the Task Force guidelines recommended seeking as much
provenance information as possible in the future before accepting gifts,
bequests, and making purchases; and it discouraged borrowing works of
art for loan exhibitions that were known to have been illegally
confiscated during the Nazi/World War II era and never restituted.

By taking these concrete actions, art museums placed themselves
firmly on record as committed to acting swiftly and proactively to
conduct the necessary research that will help us learn more about works
for which full ownership records have remained stubbornly unavailable -
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hidden, for example, in this nation's own previously classified World
War II documents, or in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.

Therein, incidentally, lies the key to a critical difference that
exists between Swiss or Italian bank or insurance companies and the
American Art Museum, a difference that is too often blurred. Indeed
"omnibus" conferences such as this one --and I do not contest its
enormous merits, encourages such blurring: namely, the implied equating
of works of art somehow "secreted" in museums with "hidden" financial
assets. I think everyone knows that this equation is patently absurd --nor,
incidentally, were U.S. museums acquiring art in Europe during the Nazi
era-- but rhetoric does get out of hand in this highly emotional arena. Of
course, a mountain of books, journals, catalogues, press releases, and
similar materials testifies to the contrary, and to museums' propensity for
celebrating their collections, not hiding them.

The fact is, museums proudly announce acquisitions - the Met
has joyously recorded in recent weeks the purchase of works by Jasper
Johns and Van Gogh - and frankly, if my press office had not generated
considerable press attention, internationally, someone would now be.
looking for other work! And of course, museums display new
acquisitions prominently in their galleries, indeed all new acquisitions at
the Met have a special and highly visible blue sticker on the label.
Museums publish their art in widely-read illustrated catalogues, as well
as in scholarly journals, and lend them to special exhibitions all over the
world. They can be seen on ubiquitous postcards and posters that
decorate dormitory rooms at colleges all over the country. We are, to
mix a metaphor, an open book. ..when it comes to new acquisitions or the
ongoing scholarship and research to which we also subject works of art
that have long resided in our collections.

All that said, and I assure you that I offer this reminder of past
practices strictly as a useful prologue to future practices, let me report on
our progress in fulfilling the mandate of the Task Force I chaired.

The work is exhaustive. Frankly, it is also exhausting - of
resources, time, and human energy alike. But it proceeds. It will not,
however, be done overnight; indeed no amount or money or industry at
this point could guarantee the swift completion of the task: too much
vital information is still unavailable. In most large museums at least, the
systematic examination of indices, acquisition records, and entry cards,
some of them written generations ago in now-fading ink, is an inherently
slow and painstaking process. But it has begun: The Metropolitan
Museum's own curatorial departments -there are 18, entrusted with over
2 million works of art, are reviewing the records of all works of art
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acquired· since the war and they report regularly to me and to the office
of the Secretary and Council's. The Met is in the process of creating an
illustrated, computerized collections management system, a project that
will permit even greater access to the Museum's works of art. But this
effort, too, is far from complete.

We continue to do our research, index card by index card,
collection by collection - and I am assured that other museums are doing
so as well. Our ability to fill in all the blanks in the provenance is likely
to depend, in part, on unpredictable outside factors, such as the
publication of further declassified, or previously unknown records, and
their eventual, and indispensable ordering by archivists. As a case in
point I would note that just a few weeks ago, a secretly compiled report
of the ass listing more than 2,000 people who allegedly handled art
looted by the Nazis, was again made public, and again made news. There
may be other such reports yet unopened.

I would caution, too, that it will unavoidably take time to
construct the kind of databanks necessary to make a much-needed high
tech, cross-referencing archive function usefully. As is well known, no
web site is more valuable than the data it contains. And I must point out,
hopefully to good effect in this international forum, that the cooperation
of European art museums, and of course, of their governments, in this
data-building effort will be crucial to the success of any future data base.

I have probably exceeded my allotted time, Mr. Chairman. But
to summarize: the AAMD has adopted a policy; American museums are
committed to a comprehensive review of their provenance records, and
many have undertaken them; we await eagerly the day when
computerized data bases will provide easily accessed information on
claims and restitution; we believe that many of our colleagues in Europe
support this approach and are prepared to follow it themselves, a vital
step toward crucial cooperative research; and we hope that whatever
classified material remains shrouded in secrecy, here and abroad, can
finally see the light of day to further illuminate our efforts.

Ladies and gentlemen, we believe in no principles more than
those of fair title and public access to works of art. They have guided
our policies of collecting and exhibiting art for generations. We are
committed to re-examining our own records to ensure that neither goal is
overlooked in the promotion of the other. And we welcome the notion
that such an effort should be, as it now appears to be, a truly global one.

On the issue of the spoliation of art in the World War IIINazi era,
the genie is, at last, out of the bottle, and no resistance, apathy, or silence
can ever fit it back inside again. We trust that aU those who would right
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so hideous a wrong will work to insure that information is sought,
disseminated, and shared, legitimate claims addressed, and that great art,
untainted by lingering doubts on its ownership, will remain available to
the widest possible audiences.

Thank you.





Mrs. Fran~oise Cachin
DIRECTOR, THE MUSEUMS OF FRANCE

FRANCE

Issues of Unclear Provenance and Principles to
Address Nazi-Confiscated Art

Break-out Session on Nazi-Confiscated Art Issues: Principles to
Address Nazi-Confiscated Art

Ladies and Gentlemen:
Because this session is dedicated to the provenance of artwork,

the difficulties we are faced with, and the experience already acquired in
this area, Mr. Amigues, the Director of Archives and Records at the
Foreign Ministry, and myself have decided to present the work of each of
our agencies conjointly, since the Foreign Affairs and the Museums have
continually collaborated in this area, the Quai d'Orsay being in charge of
investigating restitution request cases, and the State-owned museums
being the custodians of the MNR artwork as well as the experts in history
and art.

In introduction, I simply want to recall the role played by the
Management of the Museums of France as early as during the war in
protecting the French private heritage. This approach has facilitated later
searches and restitution: the handling of private collections, particularly
Jewish-owned, as part of State-owned collections when evacuated early
in the conflict, the fictitious recording of threatened private collections in
the inventory of public collections as a measure of protection, Rose
Valland's courageous deeds in the Galerie du Jeu de Paume which had
become a sorting center for the collections looted by the ERR, the
involvement Jacques Jaujard, who was director of the State-owned
Museums, in this resistance and subsequently in the creation of the
Commission for Art Retrieval, as well the involvement of the curators of
the Louvre in the searches made for restitution and in setting-up a
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directory of Despoiled Assets, are some of the widely recognized
historical facts.

What may not be as widely known, but is important to recall so
as to understand the present situation, is the fact that the artwork referred
to as "MNR" was put under the custody of the Museums of France, in
accordance with the Decree of September 30, 1949. These paintings,
totaling 2,058 pieces, have not been claimed. They could not be returned
since their origin was unknown. The 1949 Decree called for these
paintings to be exhibited: this was accomplished between 1950 and 1954
at the Chateau of Compiegne to allow potential owners to come forward
and claim the artwork.

That same Decree also called for these paintings to be registered
on temporary inventories, separate from state-owned collections: this
was done in each department of the public museums involved (paintings,
sculptures, drawings, objets d'art, etc.).

However, one of the provisions of the 1949 Decree was not
fulfilled: the setting, through legislation, of a deadline for claiming this
artwork. Since this deadline was never established, the Museums of
France have always kept the MNRs available for possible claimants, a
deed recently recognized in a dual appraisal of both our Chancery and
our State Council. Thanks to the research made by former members of
the Artistic Retrieval Commission, particularly by Rose Valland, about
thirty additional paintings were recovered in the 1950's in addition to the
45,400 paintings retrieved after the war. After the Compiegne exhibition,
and because all the paintings could not be permanently exhibited, the
MNRs were distributed among State-owned museums and stored in
provincial museums and government property. Even though part of this
artwork is stored in custodial museums, the MNRs remain listed in state
owned collections catalogs, particularly those of the Louvre and the
museum of Orsay, and also in the catalogs of temporary exhibitions of
MNR artwork.

However, in the past several years, we have entered a new phase
in the way we perceive the tragic events of World War II. I believe that
this is because the generation of victims and witnesses of atrocities from
that period has led way to new generations for whom duty of justice and
memory prevail. This is also related to specific events, such as the fall of
the Berlin Wall which brought back the despoiling issue back to the
table, again revealing to us, among other things, that a considerable
amount of artwork had nearly been ignored right until then.

Historians, such as Mrs. Lynn Nicholas, whose very enlightening
speech you heard yesterday and whose book was translated into French
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in 1995, journalists, such as Eric Conan and Yves Stavrides, who were
the first ones in France to expose the subject of looted art in the weekly
"L'Express," or even Hector Feliciano, in his book Le Musee Disparu
("The Missing Museum") helped draw the attention of the public power's
opinion on these issues.

The Management of the Museums of France itself very soon
became eager to inform the public and answer questions. It is in this
intent that, in November 1996, it held an international colloquium titled
"Looting and restitution. The fate of the artwork that was removed from
France during World War II." About fifteen experts as well as French
and foreign witnesses came to speak about the events that took place
during the Occupation and in the post-war period, and the current dealing
with the issue of despoiled artwork in France and other countries. At the
same time, we set up a database on the Internet, on the server of the
French Ministry of Culture, listing the complete catalog of MNR artwork
along with pictures.

With the help of the research we have been conducting to find a
"pedigree" for each of these pieces of art, a research that I will soon share
with you, this catalog has been continually updated since then.

Finally, in the spring of 1997, we held an exhibition of MNR
artwork at the Louvre, the Center Georges Pompidou, the Orsay
museum, the Sevres museum, the castle of Versailles, and in about one
hundred other provincial museums. Many MNRs are already on
permanent display at these museums, but we also wanted to boost
viewing. Over the next few months, millions of inquiries were made into
our database, and during the exhibition, we received a large number of
calls from Jewish and non-Jewish families who had lost artworks during
the war. Unfortunately, less than ten of these claims pertained to MNR
artwork. Since then however, five MNR pieces were returned to their
legitimate owners: paintings from Foujita, Gleizes, Picabia and Utrillo,
and a drawing from Granet. However, I think it is important to underline
that four of these art pieces were not claimed by the families after the
war.

As I indicated earlier, we have begun a large scale investigation
on the history of each of these MNR art pieces. Since 1997, this
investigation has benefited from the support of a Commission created on
the initiative of the Prime Minister in order to investigate the despoiling
of Jewish assets in France. This Commission is chaired by Mr. Jean
Matteoli. About ten researchers thus undertook the task of systematically
analyzing publications, particularly descriptive catalogs and mostly
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archives. In fact, we are also researching additional resources provided
by:

• the Art Retrieval Commission archives in Paris;
• the Office of Private Assets archives in Paris;
• the collecting points archives kept here in Washington at the

National Archives,
• the German intelligence archives, particularly the

Einsatzstab Reichsleiter Rosenberg (EER) that are available
for consultation in Koblenz.

Also, we will soon begin researching archives kept in Berlin, as
well as, I hope, a number of private records collections.

However, this work is facing obvious difficulties, from which I
will list at least three:

• First of all, 2000 pieces are being researched. Their origin
could not immediately be established after the war by the Art
Retrieval Commission experts, such as Rose Valland and
Carl Dreyfus, although they had direct knowledge of their
contemporaries' collections and the tribulations undergone
by them.

• Many of the often substandard quality paintings could not be
traced back. Even the iconography, such as landscapes or
unidentifiable portraits, was of little help.

• Research conducted on the 1,000 pieces other than paintings,
such as sculptures, antic objects, furniture, tapestries,
ceramics, is even more complex because these objects are
particularly difficult to identify due to descriptions such as:
"cup made ofSevres porcelain," "Chest," "wing chair," etc.

The detailed results of these searches, which have nonetheless
progressed significantly, will be included in a report currently being
prepared by the Commission chaired by Mr. Jean Matteoli. I can
however give you today an initial overview of the conclusions that we
reached.

Apart from a certain number of very clear-cut cases, which do
not cast any doubt about their itinerary during the war, numerous
questions remain about the history of many MNRs. For example, the
origin of most of the 38 MNR exposed at the National Art
Museum/Center Georges Pompidou remains unknown in spite of lengthy
research conducted by this museum's curatorship. As for 980 older
paintings that were studied by a team from the Louvre, the research
indicates that most were bought from art dealers, at public sales at the
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Drouot Hotel, or directly from French individuals by German museums
such as those of Essen, Wuppertal, Dusseldorf, Vienna, and the museum
that Hitler had planned to put in Linz, etc., dealers, brokers, dignitaries
and Reich officials, without it being possible to determine the conditions
that this artwork was sold under. It is likely, even certain, that others
were despoiled or looted, but for now, the owners' identity remains
unknown.

CONCLUSION

It is our intention that, regardless of what happened, the results
of this research, which will be led to a completion in spite of difficulties,
be made available to the public to the largest extent possible. Hence, I
can announce to you that, in addition to the database made available on
the Internet over the past two years, and which is regularly updated, we
plan to release of a series of publications over the upcoming years: as
early as next year, a catalog of MNR paintings will be released, including
over 1000 pieces, and, another one containing other objets categories will
appear in 2000. The purpose of these researches and publications is to
ease recovery and restitution. In this regard, all the MNR artwork, proven
to have been despoiled and the provenance of which will have been
established, will evidently be returned to their legitimate owners. For
those whose origin is uncertain or questionable, it is the duty of the
Matteoli Commission to make proposals about their fate to the French
government. The government will then make the appropriate decisions.

It is my opinion that, as the many requests directed to us during
the exhibitions of Spring 1997 demonstrated, we should expect more
new developments on the artwork that disappeared before and right after
the war than that found and kept in French museums under the name of
MNR. In fact, a number of masterpieces from the famous SCHLOSS
collection, from instance, reappeared on the market over the last few
years. We tend to believe that, if we continue to be watchful, these types
of discoveries will increase over the upcoming years. Finally, should I
remind that large sets of artwork, even masterpieces, still remain
"frozen" in some countries.

I will now let Mr. Louis Amigues speak and describe in much
detail the restitution requests currently underway.





Ambassador Louis Amigues
DIRECTOR, ARCHIVES AND RECORDS, MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

FRANCE

Break-out Session on Nazi-Confiscated Art Issues: Principles to
Address Nazi-Confiscated Art

Ladies and Gentlemen,
As Mrs. Cachin just reminded you, the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs is in charge of recovering the cultural assets that were despoiled
by the Nazis.

Restitution requests should thus be made to the Foreign Ministry.
Petitioners should provide supporting evidence of their filiation with the
persons that were despoiled, or the bases for their entitlement. Once
proof is established, they will receive a complimentary copy of all the
documents that apply to them, from the archives of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs.

If necessary, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs can submit a
petition to a French-German working group that was established in 1992,
for the restoration of cultural assets. Two requirements must be met.
First, the petition must be a reopening of a restitution· petition already
filed before 1956, because the German delegation will only consider
petitions filed prior to this date. However, we have not renounced to
submit· cases that did not meet this requirement. Second, a minimum
amount of pertinent information must support the petition.

There are currently around 80 families despoiled during World
War II that have sent requests for information or petitions to .the Quai
d'Orsay.

To handle these matters, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
possesses in its own right two archival collections: one contains about
750 files, most of which came from the Art Retrieval Commission's
archives given by the Management of the Museums of France at the end
of 1991. The other belongs to the Office of Private Assets and Interests,
an organization that was put under the authority of the Foreign Ministry,
and which took over the Art Retrieval Commission in 1950.

In accordance with French law, these archives are confidential
for a period of 60 years, meaning that they cannot be disclosed, because
they contain private information that may affect people's lives. I will add
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that, if necessary, it is always possible to have access to other archives
collections.

It goes without saying, however it should be reminded, that all
this activity occurs in consultation with other ministries and in narrow
cooperation with the Museums of France. Among these institutions, and I
insist on this point, there is no divergence on the essential. By that, I
mean that the despoiled artwork that has been kept since the war or that
was recently recovered has the vocation of being returned to those
legitimately entitled to a restitution. However, differences of opinion
may arise about the assessment that should be made on certain elements
of the case.

This is usual, and there are established procedures to reach a
decision. However, let me point out that ever since I began working on
these cases, I have never encountered this type of situation.

This restitution work is facing several difficulties today. These
difficulties essentially pertain to:

• The time elapsed since the occurrence of events makes the
research very chancy, even impossible;-The lack of
information or the vagueness of the information provided on
the assets under petition, for instance, description of the
artwork, circumstances of the looting (place, date), the lack
of a claim after the war, etc.

• The journey of the artwork: did it travel commercially, and
under what conditions? Right after the war, a series of
official texts addressed the issue of returning despoiled
assets. The issue of trading with the enemy was also
addressed, allowing for the artwork bought by the Nazis to
be returned. A Commission was put in charge of ruling, on a
case by case basis, on the conditions under which the sales
had occurred and whether they should be annulled or not.

• The absence of information on the owners of the retrieved
artwork;

• The uncertainty of knowing whether a piece of art that
belonged to someone before the war was still under this
person's possession at the time of despoiling;

• In determining who are the heirs or eligible recipients;
• On the considerations associated with other State legislation

on this issue, and the position of other States on this
problem. It is not because laws and international agreements
exist that a solution to the cases presented will be found.
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What conclusions can we draw from our experience?
I have four main conclusions:
The necessity of rigor. It must be applied to both the research

work and the decision that will be made, and that largely relies on the
results of the research. A restitution can only occur if it is based on
elements of proof, not on mere assumptions. A litigation opposing two
families is underway, one family is disputing the ownership of artwork
that was returned to the other family after the war. This example can only
strengthen our resolve.

Observance of the law. Our work is done within the framework
of domestic and international laws, from which we cannot depart.

The necessity of cooperation between all parties involved. Up
until now, emphasis was put on the responsibility of the public powers. It
is evident that this responsibility. is real. However, I must underline that
private institutions, dealers,· auctioneers, and even individuals must
equally demonstrate responsibility, even if, up until now, this is
something that was not as widely discussed. It is very important to be
able to have access to those records. Although this is not something
required by the law in France, we are calling for voluntary cooperation.

The acknowledgment that each case is unique. No case is like
another. Naturally, there can be some general rules, and I just recalled
some of them. However, experience proves that there is no formula that
will generally rule favorably on these restitution requests.

If you wish, I am ready to illustrate my words with a few
examples.

I thank you for your attention.





Ms. Sharon Page
TATE GALLERY

CHAIR OF WORKING GROUP ON NAZi SPOLIATION OF ART,

NATIONAL MUSEUMS AND GALLERIES' DIRECTORS CONFERENCE

UNITED KINGDOM

UK N ationa! Museums and Galleries Statement

Break-out Session on Nazi-Confiscated Art Issues: Principles to
Address Nazi-Confiscated Art

I am speaking today as a representative ofthe United Kingdom's
National Museum Directors' Conference. I am particularly privileged to
be representing some of the UK's major cultural institutions and to be
here among so many influential figures in the international cultural
world.

I ought to start by telling you something about the Conference,
which is a voluntary association of 26 national institutions who receive
funding from central government. Its members include 20 museums and
3 national libraries and it is these institutions which I represent today.

In June this year, the Conference set up a working party to
develop a statement of principles and consider what we in the UK should
do about works of art that may have been confiscated from their owners
during the Holocaust and the Second World War. I must stress that no
UK national institutions have received any claims from owners
dispossessed of works of art during this period. However, following
discussions with Chris Smith, the Secretary of State for Culture, Media
and Sport, Lord Janner, Chairman of the Holocaust Educational Trust
and colleagues in the USA, France and the Netherlands, it was agreed
that confiscated art was a subject which deserved serious attention.

As a lawyer in a major art gallery with a keen interest in cultural
history, I was delighted to be asked by my director, Nicholas Serota, to
chair the working party, which included representatives from the Victoria
and Albert Museum, the British Museum, the National Gallery and the
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Imperial War Museum. The statement which I am introducing today
results from the working party's efforts and has been endorsed by all the
directors represented by the Conference.

Before I give you an outline of the key points in our statement, I
would like to give those of you who are not familiar with UK national
institutions some idea of the diverse size and content of the collections
they hold. It might also help if I painted a brief picture of the
environment in which these institutions operate, as I believe it is
pertinent to the way the principles and actions contained in our statement
will be implemented.

To give you two examples - I work at the Tate Gallery in
London which holds the national collection of British art and 20th century
international art. Our collection currently totals about 60,000 works as
well as related archive material. The Victoria and Albert Museum, on
the other hand, has collections which illustrate and document the history
of art, craft and design. With numbers in the millions rather than
thousands, their collections include not just paintings, prints and
sculpture, but also ceramics, furniture and costume.

However, although our collections vary enormously in size and
scope, we have a number of important characteristics in common. We
are all governed by act of parliament or Royal Charter which set out our
various aims, objectives and powers, including - and this is particularly
important to the topic under review today - our powers to dispose of
works in our collections.

Most of our institutions are governed by Boards of Trustees who
must act in line with their founding statute or charter as well as their
fiduciary duties as trustees. The nature of our aims, objectives and
powers reflects the fact that our collections were created and have been
largely maintained as a result of significant public funding and are held
in trust for the British people. Of particular relevance I believe to our
debate today, is the fact that a central objective of the majority of our
institutions is to provide access to our collections, to increase public
enjoyment and understanding and promote education and scholarship.

Finally, as with many publicly funded cultural institutions,
resources are tight. This is particularly significant as many of us are in
the midst of major millennium related building projects. The Tate, for
example, is in the midst of two capital building projects costing in the
region of £160 million, half of which we have to raise through private
donations.

This is a complex environment in which the principles and
actions I am introducing today will be implemented. But I must
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emphasize that the Conference is committed to carrying them through
and I hope that by taking part in this conference, I will learn much that
will help us in realizing this commitment.

So to the statement itself. Essentially it outlines the broad
principles and proposed actions agreed by the Conference. However,
more importantly, it also calls for the production of more detailed
practical guidance on specific issues such as surveying and researching
collections and handling claims.

The next big challenge for my working party is to roll up its
sleeves and address these practical issues. Our aim is to produce
guidelines which we hope can be used, not just by the major national
institutions, but also by the many other museums and galleries
throughout the UK.

The statement makes clear from the outset that the Conference
deplores the confiscation of works of art which constituted one of the
many horrors of the Holocaust and the Second World War. It also
emphasizes our commitment to existing UK guidance' issued by the
Museums Association, which stresses the need for rigorous procedures to
ensure that works of art which may have been stolen or illegally exported
are not acquired or exhibited.

This statement also makes clear the Conference's commitment to
working with other institutions and organizations, both nationally and
internationally, in order to increase awareness and understanding of the
facts surroQ.nding the fate ofworks of art during this period.

The Conference, together with the UK government through the
Department of Culture, Media and Sport and other cultural agencies, is
committed to promoting access to its public collections. In addition to
physical access, this includes promoting research and scholarship and
providing wide access to collections information.

The statement, therefore, urges a practical approach to reviewing
and making accessible information about its collections - including
information about provenance. It accepts that the level and scope of that
research and publication must take into account the size and nature of the
collections concerned and the resources available. However, the
statement encourages institutions to develop and publicize their own
plans outlining what they hope to achieve.

Information sharing is, of course, key, and one of the major
impediments to research into art confiscated during this period is lack of
access to information. One practical initiative already underway in a
number of institutions is to make collections information available using
information technology. The Tate, for example, has set up a web site
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with the primary aim of making accessible information about all works
in our collection to the widest possible audience. To date, 35,000 works
from our collection. are on the web site, 8,000 of them illustrated. Use of
information technology could easily be broadened to include the results
of research in this area and to keep records of claims and inquiries.

A very practical step recommended by the statement is that all
institutions should nominate a person as the main point of contact for
inquiries on confiscated art and potential claims. This person could also
keep a central record of research being undertaken. Most of our
institutions have already nominated their own contacts and a list is kept
centrally by the Conference's administration. In this way, it is hoped that
potential claims can be handled quickly and sensitively.

This statement sets outline steps for checking provenance for
new acquisitions and appropriate procedures for loans. We are confident
that our institutions already have rigorous procedures in these areas, but I
hope that my working party will be able to call on new research and
checking procedures so that practical guidance can be developed that
focuses in particular on the problem of confiscated art.

Finally, this statement anticipates the development of detailed
guidance on how our institutions should handle claims. The challenge
for the Conference will be to guide institutions in understanding the
complexity of the issues involved on a case by case basis and how to
reconcile the interests of individuals with their responsibilities as
national public institutions.

Fundamental to the success of these initiatives is the
involvement of all those in the art world. I hope that participation in the
Conference this week will take us some steps further in our
understanding of this most complex of issues.



Prof. Dr. Carla Schulz-Hoffmann
DEPUTY GENERAL DIRECTOR,

BAVARIAN STATE PAINTINGS COLLECTION

GERMANY

Break-out Session on Nazi-Confiscated Art Issues: Principles to
Address Nazi-Confiscated Art

Ladies and Gentlemen:
May I express my gratitude to the American Government and the

organizers of the Washington Conference to be able to take part in this
important and valuable conference. Let me begin with a statement that,
even though it should be clear without saying, needs underlining and
stressing again and again: Remembrance of what has been done in the
name of my country is the first and everlasting basis, has to be the
self-evident moral issue with utmost priority, This surely can not remain
a theoretical topos favored in privacy. Instead everything possible should
be done to at least parallel this with practical work - meaning in my
special field as an art historian and deputy general director of the
Bavarian States Collections in Munich - meaning in my field with
practical work regarding sorrow research on the issues involved,
openness to questioning and awareness of the responsibility to put into
open light whatever seems to be held doubtful, And to keep in mind that
there is no justified "statute of limitation" for an eternal injustice that
didn't have any limits.

Working in Munich for one of the major European museum
institutions surely has a special meaning in this historical context. In
Munich as the capital of the Nazi movement Hitler opened, as you all
know, on July 18th 1937 the "House of German Art" and on the
following day in the direct neighborhood of this monumental building
the so called "degenerate art" exhibition, a show that was not only
disastrous for all modem Art in Germany bur more so was used as a
diabolical alibi and a murderous tool for all the Nazi terror that reaches
far beyond words.

And it goes without saying that our institution had the
responsibility to work on a first comprehensive reconstruction of this
fatal exhibition. In 1987 Peter-Klaus Schuster, now general director of
the Bavarian States collections, put together, mainly in a sorrowly
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researched catalogue, the history and implications of the "degenerate art
show" - a project which raised controversy as well as it initiated a lot of
scholarly research on the issue. But this only implies one of the several
aspects of "Nazi confiscated art" - an aspect even though that should not
be underestimated - as it meant nothing less than the confiscation of free
expression of creativeness and thus in the end - of humanity.

After World War II Munich again was the center of another issue
linked with Nationalsozialism - the question of confiscated works of art
and their repatriation- The officers of the Monuments, Fine Arts and
Archives Services, shortly the "MFA and A," were charged with locating
the German repositories of art and archives, protecting them from loss
and deterioration as well as returning looted objects. A number of Allied
collecting points were established of which the largest was the Central
Art Collecting Point in Munich. Craig Hugh Smyth, than a young naval
lieutenant (and later director of the Harvard University Center for Italian
Renaissance Studies), was given the task of administering this vast and
sensitive operation. Round about 700,000 works of art found in Germany
and Austria were collected and usually returned to their owners or their
heirs. In September 1951, the Collecting Points were closed down and
the remaining objects were handed over to the "Trcuhandverwaltung fur
Kulturgut" (i.e. "Trustee Administration for Cultural Property") that
continued the restitution work until its closure in December 1962. But
still some 3,000 works remained unidentified and are kept in different
museums and museum related institution till a legitimate owner can be
traced.

Regardless of this since some years now a data collecting office
is established at the German Government as well as at the Coordination
Office of the Federal States for the Return of Cultural Property, now
situated in Magdeburg (Saxony-Anhalt) and financed by all 16 states
together.

This recently intensified effort to clarify the still doubtful art
properties became even more important especially after reunification
with regard to the new States, the former "German Democratic
Republic." There still is an ongoing research with questionnaires and
catalogues of lost art send to German museums. Even though till now the
results for identifying confiscated property mainly had negative results,
the efforts will be continued.

One example showing the complicated situation can be seen in
an important body of works of art having been on deposit since 1972 in
the "Alte Nationalgalerie" of East Berlin and after reunification given to
France in 1991 till the real owner is found. The 28 paintings and works
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on paper by artists as Delacroix, Courbet, Monet, Gauguin, Renoir etc.
since today could not be returned to their legal owners even though an
exhibition with venues in Berlin and Paris was made to trace them. The
story, as far as it could be clarified, was, that a priest (Solbach) had a
soldier in confession who told him that he had been given a suitcase with
valuable art works by a German officer in France who wanted to get it
back after the war. The soldier, evidently stricken by bad conscience,
handed the suitcase over to the priest who gave it to DDR officials in
Halle in 1972, wherefrom it went to the East Berlin collections and could
be restituted to the French authorities after reunification. Hopefully this
unsolved riddle still can be clarified - showing once and again the
importance ofworld-wide data information.

Yesterday Mr. Rusty Powell quoted the necessity for research
work including provenance checks in each museum. I would dare saying
that this largely has been done in German governmental museums for art
works in question till the end of the 19th century including roughly
impressionism. 20th century art is surely not as sorrowly covered. In
Munich we just finished the catalogue raisonne of the Brlicke collection
and in a few months, the Klee collection - till now without any now
results concerning questionable property, But of course every work of art
coming to the collection - regardless if it is an acquisition or a donation 
has been and will be checked for any hint to a doubtful provenance.

Thus I widely share the view emphasized in the Statement of
Principles and Guidelines developed by the American Association of Art
Museum Directors outlined by Philippe de Montebello and discussed as
well in the international "Reunion des Musees Nationaux," the
international meeting of museum directors. Everything helpful and useful
to trace and return art property confiscated by the Nazis should be done
keeping in mind that here a "statute of limitations" never can be a
justified question. And with regard to this conference one result for me
personally is to strengthen our efforts to clarify museum provenances
especially for works which came to the collection after 1937 till today
and thus to contribute as far as possible to a restitution of works of art
confiscated during the Holocaust-Era to their legal owners and heirs.





Holocaust-Era
Insurance Claims
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FELLOW, AMERICAN ACADEMY IN BERLIN

UNITED STATES

Nazi Confiscation of Insurance Policy Assets

Plenary Session on Holocaust-Era Insurance Claims

This description of the confiscation of the insurance policies of
Jews and other designated enemies of the National Socialist State is
based on my research for a book that will appear in English and German
on the Allianz AG, the German Insurance Industry, and the National
Socialist regime. I wish to make it clear that I have been asked to
undertake this study, as an independent scholar with no obligation to
Allianz beyond producing a professional work of history. The
confiscation of Jewish insurance policies and related measures constitute
only a part of my study of the relations between the company and the
regime, and I am in no way personally or professionally engaged in the
search for unclaimed and unpaid policies. I study insurance policies,
whether compensated or uncompensated, primarily for information about
the relations between the company and its Jewish customers. This said,
the processes by which the Nazis despoiled Jews of their insurance assets
are of great importance to my work, and I shall do my best to clarifY
them. I shall concentrate on life insurance policies with a face value of
between 10,000 and 100,000 Reichsmark, that is, the larger type of
policy that constituted a substantial investment and asset. I should note
that policies above 30,000 RM were extremely rare. Finally, I will say a
word about postwar compensation programs. Let me emphasize that
these are necessarily very summary remarks, and I will expand on some
of the points made here and deal with some of the other issues in the
breakout sessions.

I think it important to point out at the very beginning that life
insurance was a popular form of saving and investment for middle class
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and upper middle class German Jews who made their careers as
merchants, lawyers, and doctors. Most of the persons whose policies I
have examined fell within these professional categories. Typical life
insurance policies examined by me ran for about twenty years and had a
face value between ten thousand and thirty thousand Reichsmark at
maturity. They constituted a form of capital investment, having a
growing repurchase value that usually included dividends paid by the
companies. Because of the experience of hyperinflation in 1922-1923,
many of policies I have seen which were taken out in the mid-1920s
were denominated in gold, fine gold, or supposedly secure foreign
currencies, above all, the dollar and Swiss franc. Most of these policies
were voluntarily converted to Reichsmark in the early 1930s, while
conversion became mandatory in August 1938.

In thinking about Nazi confiscation of insurance, I find it useful
to distinguish between indirect and direct confiscation. Prior to the
outbreak of war in 1939, the primary means by which Jews were
deprived of their insurance, that· is, the expectations they entertained
when they took out insurance and the proceeds available to them from
their insurance, were indirect. On the one hand, the increasing economic
pressure on the Jews caused by loss of means of livelihood through
various impositions and restrictions on their economic activity made it
impossible for many of them to pay their premiums and also compelled
them to monetize their insurance assets. Also, insofar as they decided to
emigrate, they needed all the money they could get to pay the costs of
emigration and to pay the Reich Flight Tax (Reichsfluchtsteuer), a
measure introduced in 1931, that is, before the Nazis came to power, to
prevent flight of capital. The tax had been deliberately revised in 1934 to
enable the regime to exploit emigrating Jews by taxing away a quarter of
all their assets. The situation became qualitatively more severe after the
Pogrom of November 9110, 1938 because of the billion RM "Atonement
Tax" (Slihneleistung) on assets imposed on the Jews and the systematic
measures then taken to drive Jews from German economic life. As a
result of the increased radicalization of National Socialist expropriation
measures, panic took hold among Jewish policyholders, and there was a
flood of repurchases. The evidence I have seen shows that the Allianz
paid promptly and correctly to their Jewish policyholders, and this would
seem to be true of the other major companies. Such payment was in any
case required of all companies, no matter how large the number of
Jewish policyholders they had, by the Reich Supervisory Office for
Insurance (Reichsaufsichtsamt fur Versicherung).
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The fact that the insurance companies paid out the repurchase
price, however, does not mean that the Jews had full and free access to
their money. Jews who planned to emigrate normally had to state their
intention to the authorities and, in certain instances, transform their bank
accounts into blocked emigrant accounts (Auswanderersperrkonten) from
which they could only withdraw funds with the permission of the tax
authorities upon certification that they had paid the Flight Tax and the
Asset Tax and any other taxes that may have been due. In some cases
the revenue offices simply ordered the blocking of the accounts of Jews
who had not fully paid their taxes or who were liable to further taxation.
Insurance proceeds were paid into such accounts at the instructions of the
insured, who in effect had no other choice but to issue such instructions.
In other cases, the insured simply instructed the insurance company to
pay insurance proceeds directly to the financial authorities. Finally, even
if Jews could gain access to their funds, the exchange controls made it
impossible for them to take more than a very limited sum of money
outside Germany so that many emigrating Jews retained money in the
blocked emigrant account, sometimes for the use of relatives remaining
in Germany. In any case, by 1939, the processes of indirect confiscation
as I have described them had thus become barely distinguishable from
those of direct confiscation.

Nevertheless, the direct confiscation of Jewish insurance assets
had different foundations from the indirect confiscation in connection
with tax and other currency and financial obligations discussed until
now. The basis for such confiscation already existed in the Law for the
Seizure of Assets of Enemies of the People and the State (Gesetz tiber
die Einziehung volks- und staatsfeindlichen Vermogens) of July 14, 1933
which, along with an accompanying law on termination of the citizenship
of such persons (Gesetz tiber Wiederruf von Einbtirgerungen und
Aberkennung der deutschen StaatsangehOrigkeit), allowed the
government to confiscate the assets of Communists and other designated
enemies of the regime. Some use of this legislation was made to
confiscate Jewish assets throughout the 1930s, particularly of Jews who
had emigrated and those who had aroused the ire of the regime through
their activities abroad. The names of those deprived of citizenship were
normally published in the official government journal (Reichsanzeiger),
and the -Gestapo then proceeded to inform the relevant bank and
insurance organizations that the assets of these persons were confiscated
and were to be turned over to the financial authorities. In the case of
insurance, this meant that the repurchase value was to be calculated and
the sum transferred to the designated Revenue Office.
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The reporting and confiscation of Jewish assets was turned into a
requirement by the 11 th Decree of the Reich Citizenship Law of
November 25, 1941 (11. Verordnung zum ReichsbUrgergesetz), which
mandated the confiscation of all Jewish assets for Jews regularly residing
abroad. By this time, of course, most of those who had not emigrated
had been deported to concentration camps in the East, which constituted
"residing abroad," and were now systematically deprived of their
citizenship and property. Indeed, the decree was directly connected with
the effort to deport all Jews remaining in the Reich who had not already
been deported that had begun earlier in the month. Under Paragraph 7 of
the decree, organizations and persons who had control of such assets 
insurance companies, for example - were required to report them within
a very short period of time. It cannot be said that the insurance
companies showed any enthusiasm for this decree, not because of
discernible moral or ethical considerations, but because they had neither
the personnel nor the resources to identify the Jewish policies in their
possession, many of which were free of premiums and thus of constant
bookkeeping requirements and were not easily identifiable as Jewish.
The records I have seen suggest that the initiative usually came from the
Gestapo and other authorities, which turned up with the names of the
Jews, announced the deprivation of their citizenship, and then used the
information collected on their assets to contact the insurance companies
and order payment of the repurchase value to the Regional Revenue
Office in which the Jews had resided. I think it important to recognize
that insurance at this point was among the lesser assets subject to seizure
since the moneys in question had already been surrendered in one form
or another by the general despoliation of the Jews and their forced
emigration in 1933-1939.

In the case of German Jews, therefore, postwar restitution for
insurance was primarily concerned with compensation for prematurely
terminated policies and the proceeds of policies subsequently seized
from insurers and blocked bank accounts. The payments were made by
the government under the postwar restitution and compensation
agreements. Under the compensation laws, the insurance companies,
including foreign companies operating in Germany, were responsible for
checking their files for the policies of former Jewish customers and
calculating the amounts to be paid by the government.

Swiss and insurance companies of other countries allowed to do
business in Germany were subject to the confiscatory regulations and
decrees I have described, as, after 1938-1939, were the Italian companies
operating in Austria and then in the Sudetenland and in so-called
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Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia. Swiss companies argued during
and after the war that the German government, not they, was liable for
the Jewish insurance monies they had paid out to the National Socialist
regime. In the case of law suits against the Swiss both during and after
the war, U.S. courts ruled against the Jewish claimants in favor of the
Swiss insurance companies, although back in Switzerland, Swiss courts
ruled in favor of Jewish claimants in cases where their policies
specifically stated that payment could be made either in Germany or in
Switzerland. Italian companies have denied payment obligation on the
claims of customers in Poland and the former Czechoslovakia by of the
socialization of their assets in those countries after the war. The
Austrians issued an Insurance Reconstruction Law in September 1955
requiring that claims for all insurance contracts issued prior to January 1,
1946 would be paid on the basis ofa reduction of the claim by 60%. The
Dutch apparently were able to transfer stolen insurance assets from their
collection point in the bank of Lippmann, Rosenthal & Co., which had
been aryanized by the Nazis and used for such purposes, to the relevant
insurance companies and mandated settlements with their Jewish
customers. Manifestly, we are thus confronted with very diverse
practices and solutions with respect to compensation of Jewish insurance
assets, which run the gamut from the absence of any compensation in the
former Communist countries to varieties of compensation in Germany,
Austria, and the Netherlands.
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Thank you, Ambassador Olson.
It is a great honor to be here, to work with you, and be a part of

this historic undertaking.
My colleague, New York Superintendent of Insurance, Neil

Levin and I hope to briefly outline steps U.S. Insurance Regulators have
taken throughout this past year with respect to insurance issues. In
particular, we have had a very productive summer and fall as we have
worked hard in search of a solution to the issue of unpaid Holocaust era
insurance claims.

First of all, I need to briefly describe U.S. Regulatory
environment for insurance.

In the U.S., this industry is not regulated at the national level,
here in Washington, D.C., but is regulated by the states. Each state has a
primary regulator for the insurance sold there. That person is responsible
for licensing the companies and agents that sell in that state and oversee
the products that are sold there. Each state is assisted in their individual
effort by the collective effort of the National Association of Insurance
Commissioners, the NAIC. The NAIC is a membership organization that
brings all states together for various voluntary efforts such as developing
model laws or facilitating joint enforcement activity.

Last year, with the publicity surrounding the restitution of
Holocaust-era assets from Swiss banks, the issue of unpaid insurance
policies began to draw national attention as well. A growing body of
public evidence suggested that several major insurance companies had
sold policies to people of Jewish faith in the 1920s and 30s, but they had
never paid a claim on those policies to the rightful parties ... the insured.

In September of 1997, the NAIC created a Working Group to
investigate these issues and identify the appropriate role for the NAIC
and the states in the search for justice - helping Holocaust survivors and
their heirs resolve claims stemming from policies sold during the
Holocaust era.
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The Working Group began by holding a series of hearings
around the country. I attended our first hearing held here in Washington,
D.C., last fall. My colleagues and I listened first hand to the personal
accounts of several Holocaust survivors whose parents had been sold
either a life policy, property policy, or dowry policy. The purchasers of
these policies, generally the parents of the persons who testified, perished
in the concentration camps at the hands of the Nazis. They left behind
children who, though they managed to somehow survive the Holocaust,
had never managed all these years later to be adequately compensated
under the insurance policy purchased by their parents.

The hearing was a powerful experience for all of us. We sat with
Holocaust survivors and looked into their eyes as they fought through
their emotions to tell us their stories. A woman, for example, who
recalled the day long ago when a door to door salesman came by to sell
her father and insurance policy. How thrilled he was that notwithstanding
the discriminatory practices then targeted at the Jewish community, here
was one company that wanted his business. She recalled for us the
circumstances surrounding the murder of her parents, her own survival,
and her unsuccessful effprts over the last several years to receive just
compensation under the policy.

And so, after conducting several hearings through the country,
this past Spring, the NAIC decide to establish a committee of nine states
and work toward the establishment of an International Commission to
resolve unpaid claims to Holocaust survivors and their heirs.

Given the importance of this issue to all the states, as President
of the NAIC, I was asked to head up this effort and I asked
Superintendent Levin to serve as Vice Chair. As he and I and other
colleagues from around the country, many of whom are als.o here today,
began our work this spring, for me personally, there were two
particularly inspiring moments that gave direction to the passion that all
of us felt for this cause.

The first came in early May when this new committee of State
Insurance Commissioners met in New York and met with Rabbi Israel
Singer. Rabbi Singer, in his own powerful and articulate way,
encouraged us to be guided by achieving an outcome that was both swift
and fair. Swift because for Holocaust survivors still living we don't have
time to debate or litigate this matter for the next ten years. Fair because
as we heard last night and this morning this is not about money this is
about justice. This is about doing what we can to obtain justice - now!!

Work with the companies, Rabbi Singer implored, and the
honorable men and women who now run them. Let cooperation and
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collaboration be our cornerstone and not confrontation because if
confrontation is the chosen path, no one will win and everyone will lose.
Rabbi Singer's words meant a great deal to our committee and we have
tried to honor them with our actions.

For me, the second defining moment came in June, when I had
the opportunity at the planning session for this conference, to visit
personally with Ben Mead who heads the American Gathering of
Holocaust Survivors and who, with his granddaughter, led the
Remembrance Service last evening. Ben told me that it was this wish that
when people today work on these issues, that they always remember that
we are not talking about academic issues, or not just talking about
abstract numbers, but real people, who lived and worked and dreamed 
and who purchased insurance policies as part of their dreams for the
future - a future that would never come.

Ben told me his own story. As Rabbi Singer mentioned, Ben's
family didn't have much money, sometimes they even had to forgo a trip
to the grocery store. But, they would always make their weekly insurance
payments. Ben told me how he, as a little boy, was the only child in the
neighborhood who didn't have a bicycle, his family couldn't afford it,
and yet his father made sure the insurance payment was made - every
week.

Now, here in the U.S., I'm from North Dakota. As I began this
involvement, I was aware that perhaps only one survivor resided in my
state and, sadly, she passed away this summer. Obviously, this issue is
not one that impacts directly the people in my state - but that doesn't
matter - not anymore. Not when I think about my friend Ben Mead, and
think about when he was a young boy with parents who loved him but
were taken from him - forever.

I think about my own young son, and I realize that I am
personally connected to this issue now in a way that is powerful and
profound - even a little difficult to explain.

And so, we worked throughout the summer to create an
International Commission. Through a "Memorandum of Understanding,"
which has now been signed by six insurance companies and over 40
states, an agreement was reached in August and the Commission was
formed.

This Commission is made up of representatives from the
insurance regulators, both U.S. and Europe, the companies, the survivor
organizations, and the State of Israel. The goal is to work with
collaboration rather than confrontation.
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Superintendent Levin will explain in more detail about the
Commission, its process, and how it will approach its task to achieve the
moral accounting that must take place now, before it is too late.

Yes, this is difficult. And, yes this is complicated. We are talking
about horrible activity that occurred over 50 years ago. In so many cases,
policyholders were murdered and all their records destroyed. Many
companies have since either been taken over by the Nazis or nationalized
by Eastern European governments in the years following World War II.

But, these difficulties are tiny and insignificant compared to the
tremendous responsibility we now bear - the tremendous opportunity we
now have - to achieve, under our watch, a measure ofjustice by working
with others who share our responsibility and our opportunity.

Through the work of the International Commission, we have
created the process to get the job done. And now, the Commission must
to its work.

Thank you.
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Thank you, Commissioner Pomeroy.
It is a great honor to be here and to be part of this historic

conference.
As you all recall this cdnference began with comments by

Ambassador Eizenstat and Mr. Wiesel who spoke so eloquently about
the moral and ethical imperatives for addressing issues which have been
lingering for over 50 years. This was followed by Secretary of State
Albright's personal and moving plea to give people back their history. I
would like to take a few moments to speak about how the International
Commission will strive to do this.

The theme of this conference is voluntary action based on a
moral foundation. This also is the theme of the International
Commission. The Commission is composed of thirteen members, all o(
whom have joined voluntarily: Three representatives from the United
States commissioners, three representatives from the international Jewish
and survivor organizations and six representatives from the European
insurance companies and regulators. There are also three observer spots
for the survivor and Jewish groups, an observer spot for the State
Department and an observer spot for the European Economic
Commission.

The International Commission has already begun meeting and
has initiated its work. As part of its mandate, the International
Commission will oversee an audit process and is currently developing an
audit program. However, we are going to learn from the successes and
problems of the VoIcker Committee. The Commission is committed to a
"top-down" review and will not expend millions of dollars combing
through every shred of paper in Europe. Further, the Commission is
committed to using the work of auditors the companies have already
hired if that work meets an appropriate standard in order to avoid
unnecessary costs. At all times we will be attempting to maximize
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recovery for Holocaust victims and minimize expenditures for auditors
and lawyers.

Further, the Commission is committed to a claims driven process
and is currently setting up a claims resolution process with a 1-800
number to receive and process claims. Our goal is for the complete
process to be user friendly. The claims process will operate with relaxed
standards of proof that will acknowledge the passage of time and the
practical difficulties of the survivors, their beneficiaries and heirs in
locating relevant documents.

The Commission will work to resolve all of the claims within
two years and payments to survivors and their heirs will be made
throughout the Commission's two-year investigation.

The Commission has also created a humanitarian fund and a
fund to deal with nationalized claims and claims against companies that
are no longer in existence. We are proud to be able to say that we
alr~ady have an upfront contribution of $90 million from the insurance
companies towards those funds. The Commission plans to move quickly
to determine how these amounts will be allocated to Holocaust victims.
Further, the insurance companies have committed to pay the expenses of
the Commission so that no money is taken away from survivors.

In addition, Mr. Eagleburger and the U.S. State Department will
lead an effort to encourage other insurance companies and foreign
governments to participate in the Commission. Today we are making
an appeal to the 44 countries represented here to participate in this
Commission. I would like to personally commend the six companies that
are participating in the International Commission yet unfortunately they
only represent 25% of the market during that time period. Not one
company has come forward that is not doing business in the United
States. I must ask the question why? There is a moral and ethical
obligation to aid in this effort to restore and rewrite history for the
survivors.

We should end the 20th Century differently than it began -- with
a global community with a strong conscience -- a community that is
unafraid to remember and is committed to moral and ethical renewal.
We .must commit to open our archives to take steps to make them
accessible and to commit to preserve these archives. Just recently I was
able to learn about my own personal history through access to archives in
Belarus and the Ukraine. This is the least we can do for all of the
survivors.

As we were reminded by Elie Weisel, Secretary of State Albright
and Under Secretary of State Eizenstat, our efforts here today are about a
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lot more than money. They are about a gesture of restitution and
contrition, rewriting history and letting the victims witness before they
die, the support of the governments around the world who sat by silently
for far too long.

Thank you, and I look forward to working with all of you in this
effort.
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Mr. Bindenagel, Secretary Eagleburger, Judge Mikva,
distinguished Ladies and Gentlemen,

I would like to extend my sincere thanks to you for the
opportunity to participate in the Washington Conference on
Holocaust-Era Assets on behalf of Allianz AG. The topic of insurance
policies held by the victims of the Holocaust is very challenging and not
at all comparable to the dormant accounts in Swiss banks - not only
because many countries - each with its own history and political and
legal aspects - are involved, but also because insurance itself is a rather
complex area of business.

I would be pleased if I could contribute some information to
Conference participants for their discussion of Holocaust-era insurance
claims.

Allow me to begin by emphasizing that Allianz AG is committed
to achieving clarity on this issue. Furthermore, it is, and has always been,
our policy to pay all legitimate claims of our policyholders. This is
naturally also the case for unsettled claims of our company from
Holocaust survivors and their families.

In this respect, we are determined that justice is done. It is for
this reason that Allianz AG is a participant in the International
Commission under the chairmanship of Secretary Eagleburger. At this
juncture, I would like to express my personal and my company's thanks
to him for taking on this difficult task. Under his guidance this
commission will certainly bring us all a step closer to our common
pursuit of a just resolution. In this respect, I would also like to express
my personal appreciation to the U.S. State Department and the U.S.
Holocaust Memorial Museum for organizing this important international
forum. This, too, will certainly help us all achieve clarity on the factual
circumstances before, during and in the aftermath of the Second World
War.
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That many insurance claims might have remained unpaid after
the Second World War came, quite frankly, as a surprise to Allianz AG.
Even more surprising to us was the accusation - made in no uncertain
terms in the New York lawsuit that for more than 50 years we had not
paid claims to victims ofNazi persecution. This, ladies and gentlemen, is
quite simply untrue. It is vitally important that those of us seeking to
address these issues in a constructive manner realize this.

The reason that the lawsuit came as a surprise to us - and let me
emphasize this clearly - was that we did know that, as far as Germany is
concerned, most insurance claims had been previously paid fairly and
correctly, the majority of them before the war. In addition, the majority
of cases were included in post-war compensation programs and treaties
among the nations involved in the war. It was our understanding that
these programs - initiated after World War II by the Allied governments
and continued to this day by the Federal Republic of Germany had, in
fact, settled all claims. The restitution laws were exceedingly
comprehensive and did include claims on insurance policies. In short, we
had to assume that the combined efforts of the Allied governments and
the Federal Republic - with the assistance of the German insurance sector
- had made it highly unlikely that claims remained unsettled.

However, when the lawsuit was filed, it became clear that there
were unanswered questions around already settled policies but even more
about nationalized policies, particularly in Eastern Europe. As many of
the participants here today know, Allianz sought from the very beginning
to be open for a constructive dialogue. Above all, we stated quite clearly
our commitment to treat this with the highest level of integrity. We see
this as our responsibility to all policyholders past and present.

Many of you are aware of our efforts in this area. In April .1997,
we established 24-hour helpline call centers in North America, Europe
and Israel to enable potential claimants to contact us directly with
inquiries in the most unbureaucratic manner possible. We asked Arthur
Andersen to conduct an independent audit of relevant file inventories in
Germany in order to see whether policies had, contrary to our
knowledge, remained unsettled. And we invited Professor Feldman,
renowned expert of history at the University of California at Berkeley, to
research our company's history independently and publish his findings.

We further sought to come to a dialogue with the US insurance
commissioners and the organizations that have represented Holocaust
survivors for decades, seeking to find together a constructive means of
addressing the concerns of all involved. The result of these talks was the
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establishment in August of the International Commission, chaired by
Secretary Eagleburger.

We are committed to creating a very sound international process
for settling potentially open insurance claims. Ladies and gentlemen, I
am personally convinced that we are together- on the right path toward a
swift and just resolution of these issues.

Nonetheless, we have observed that discussions remain partially
hindered by lingering problems of perception on the issues involved.
This is, in some respect, understandable. As I said, the technical side of
insurance is difficult to understand, and has been made even more
complex by the passage of more than 50 years since the events under
consideration took place. Additionally, these issues involve many
countries across Europe West and East all with their diverse legal and
historical aspects.

Especially for Eastern Europe, it is not easy to get to the hard
facts of the fate of policies because the insurance companies and their
branches were nationalized after the war. Still, we must make this effort.

Because of Allianz AG's position as the largest insurer in
Germany both today and in the early decades of this century our focus
has naturally been primarily on Germany. The independent audits I have
already mentioned were conducted initially on the file inventories of
Allianz Lebensversicherungs-AG, our German life insurance subsidiary.
They were then extended to inventories held by Vereinte Leben, a
German life insurance company acquired by Allianz AG in 1996.

The auditors faced a daunting task; under consideration were
more than one point four million individual paper files on policies issued
between 1920 and 1945. No separate file inventories for people
persecuted by Germany's Nazi regime existed, and the files have not in
any way been computerized.

Identification of victims of the Holocaust was particularly
difficult. Methods for identification using direct and circumstantial
evidence contained in the files had first to be developed. Finally, Arthur
Andersen provided us with a clear evaluation of the status of files, giving
us an assessment on what happened to those insurance policies and how
our companies have dealt with them.

The audit results showed that, of the files examined, the vast
majority of policies were, in fact, previously paid out at the request and
into the accounts of individual policyholders. Some 70 percent of the
files audited involved cases in which the policy had been canceled
prematurely and been cashed in. Again, almost all were cancelled by the
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policyholder, while cancellations on Nazi Government order were rather
rare.

Ladies and gentlemen, in considering these facts from the view
of an insurance company which of course we must do if we truly want
clarity on insurance issues, we should not lose sight of other important
aspects as well.

In the years leading up to World War II, Jewish people in
Germany came under increasing pressure from the Nazi regime. That
regime first sought to exclude Jews from the economic, social and
political life of Germany, then sought to plunder their property, and
ultimately perpetrated one of the most heinous crimes against humanity
ever recorded - the Holocaust.

Thus, when people sought to cash in their life insurance policies,
they may have done so in a desperate effort to alleviate increasing
financial burdens from unjust levies and taxes, or to facilitate emigration.
They did so in order to escape no uncertain peril to their lives. This is a
fact that cannot and should not be left out.

It is for this reason that the postwar German government
provided compensation not only for the value of policies confiscated by
the Nazi regime in the late 1930s and through 1945, but also for
instances in which people suffered a financial loss on policies cashed in
~arly. Our research has shown that around 70 percent of the Jewish files
of our companies were later made part of the German government's
restitution and compensation programs.

And let us be quite clear on this, neither the insurance customers
themselves nor the insurers benefited in any way when people cashed in
and thus canceled their insurance policies. But it was and 'still is the
responsibility of an insurer to pay the cash value on a policy at
cancellation if requested. It may be interesting to note that recently
conducted audits of the German Insurance Department have shown that,
in such cases, our company not only paid, but paid quickly, in some
instances hand-delivering insurance payments to peoples homes. Thus
the Nazi government's efforts to directly seize Jewish assets under
expropriation laws were quite frequently unsuccessful because the
policies were previously paid out or, if they were still in force, carried
loans and prepayments, leaving sometimes only very little, if anything at
all, for the Nazi regime to confiscate.

The question remains, though: Despite earlier payments and
comprehensive compensation programs, is it still possible that some
policies remained unsettled? The answer is yes, but only in the small
number of cases where the beneficiary or heir could not be found by the
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companies in the turmoil after the war or did not claim under a policy in
the compensation proceedings.

Did the companies keep the money, as was the case with the
dormant accounts? The answer is no they did not. After the war all
German life insurance companies were technically bankrupt and kept
alive through government subsidies the so-called equalization funds 
which exactly matched their liabilities. The German Insurance
Department conducted audits for a period of 18 years on these subsidies.
If the liability did not materialize, then the subsidy had to be paid back to
the government. Therefore the companies could not enrich themselves
with funds due under unsettled policies. In other words, there are no
dormant assets from unclaimed policies.

Despite this fact, it is our firm belief that policies that remained
truly unsettled should be paid regardless of statutes of limitations and
bureaucratic red tape. This has always been our policy, and it remains
our policy as part of our voluntary participation in the International
Commission.

We still have a great deal of work to do in achieving clarity on
all these issues. This is particularly true in terms of efforts to address
claim payments that were hindered by the chaos in which Europe found
itself during and after the War waves of emigration, the rebuilding of
entire countries and, especially, the nationalization of the private
insurance industry in a number of countries in Eastern Europe.
Determining how to address these issues will take some time. However,
as a further sign of our commitment to assisting Holocaust survivors, the
International Commission has created funds that will be available to
support needy survivors whose claims may be complicated by such
factors.

Ladies and gentlemen, I remain personally convinced that we
can best achieve our common goal of justice and clarity through
continued dialogue between companies, regulators, claimants and, of
course, governments. Again I would like to express my appreciation for
this conferences efforts and offer Allianz AG's assurances that we share
your goals and will continue to support all constructive efforts to address
these issues.

Thank you.
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Confiscation of Insurance Assets:
Special Issues

Break-out Session on Holocaust-Era Insurance: Historical Overview,
Nazi Confiscation of Insurance Policy Assets

In my presentation to the Plenary Session, I sought to outline the
basic manner in which German-Jewish assets were confiscated. I
distinguished between indirect and direct confiscation. The former was
the consequence of the economic deprivation experienced by Jews
through loss of livelihood, the financial needs arising from decisions to
emigrate, and financial impositions upon Jews. Thus, many of the
proceeds received from the repurchase of insurance policies ended up in
blocked accounts or at various Finance Ministry revenue offices either,
in the first case, as a guarantee that they would pay their taxes or, in the
second, in actual payment of those taxes. Direct confiscation took place
under decrees allowing the State to deprive Jews who had emigrated or
who had been deported in the East of their citizenship and confiscate
their assets. It was systematized under the 11 th Decree of the Reich
Citizenship Law which mandated that insurance companies, banks and
other institutions holding Jewish assets actually report them to the
financial authorities so that they could be confiscated and threatened
penalties for non-compliance.

What I want to do now is to flesh out some of these points,
addressing in particular some of the more technical issues involved and
the behavior of the insurance companies in these processes. To begin
with, I would like to make the point that Jews were valued customers
until the regime turned them into poor customers and bad risks. In 1935,

Preceding Page Blank
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for example, Allianz sent around a circular to its branches and daughter
companies asking that. it be alerted to the names of persons who were
emigrating, to Switzerland, Palestine, or elsewhere, so that the
companies connected with Allianz in those countries could try to keep
these customers. Such a circular would have been inconceivable two
years later, but it is revealing of the effort to sustain a measure of normal
business practice in an increasingly abnormal situation. Similarly, the
correspondence in the policies I have seen demonstrate a desire to
maintain as much of the worth of the policies as possible under the
circumstances. Many Jewish customers moved very slowly in giving up
their insurance. Finding themselves unable to pay premiums, they often
turned their policies into paid-up policies, which maintained at least the
present worth of the policies. Thus, in the case of a twenty-year policy
converted in its seventh year, the value would be about thirty percent of
what it would have been had it come to term. Conversion, however,
also kept the way open for a return to the old policy and full value if
premium payments were resumed. Some Jewish policyholders were very
uncertain as to what to do and, as far as I can tell from the
correspondence I have seen, they received objective and straightforward
advice with respect to borrowing on their policies and the details of
buying them back if that seemed necessary to the customer.

Clearly it is very much to the interest of any insurer to have its
customers hold on to their policies until they come to term since the
profit made on prematurely terminated policies was either negligible or
non-existent. In some cases there was even a loss. German companies,
unlike their American counterparts, did not impose surrender charges.
The cash surrender value of a twenty-year policy after seven years was
slightly below twenty percent. Obviously it was much more to the
interest of the customer not to take the disproportionate loss on present
and expected value entailed in buying a policy back. Insurance
companies that tried to hold on to their Jewish customers, therefore, were
doing so at the very least because it was in their interest. By 1937-1939,
however, this was becoming increasingly pointless. The introduction of
the Four-Year rearmament program at the end of 1936 made Field
Marshall Hermann Goring, who was its head, particularly anxious to
mobilize Jewish assets, while radical elements in the National Socialist
Party put increasing pressure on Jews as well. Jews could no longer
afford to pay premiums and were increasingly inclined to emigrate.
There was a veritable flood of cash-ins beginning in mid-1937, and a
particularly dramatic development following the November Pogrom.
The statistical fmdings of Allianz tend to confirm the impressionistic
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findings of my reading of the policies. Cancellations shortened the
average life of policies by about half, that is, from 20 to 10 years, thereby
diminishing the average cash value of Jewish policies to about 38% of
anticipated full value. In the end, cancellations far outweighed
conversion to paid-up policies. Of the Jewish policies sampled, 69%
were cancelled, while only 17% were converted. There is good
evidence that the 'shift from indirect to direct expropriation took place in
the latter part of 1939 and early 1940 before it was legally imposed in
late 1941. Most Jews holding insurance, therefore, cashed in their
policies by force of circumstances prior to 1940.

The flood of repurchases in 1937-1939 obviously was a cash
drain on the insurers, and given the way Jews were treated in Germany,
one naturally raises the question as to whether insurers tried to deny
Jewish customers immediate access to their money. I have found no
such evidence with respect to Allianz. There was at least one case, the
Isar Insurance Company, which tried to gain government permission to
convert Jewish policies into premium free policies rather than payout the
repurchase value. Isar was peculiar in that it had a particularly large
number of Jewish policyholders acquired when it took over the German
block of the business of the Austrian Phoenix company, which had gone
bankrupt in 1936. Isar, however, was denied permission to withhold
payments for repurchase by the Reich Supervisory Office for insurance
and paid out two million marks to Jewish policyholders in 1938-1939.
Leaving aside legal niceties, this was of course quite logical quite once
one reflects on National Socialist intentions. Robbing the Jews of their
insurance assets required their monetization, whether by the Jews
themselves or, as in the case of direct confiscation, by the government.
The regime had nothing to gain by leaving such assets in the hands of the
insurance companies.

Let me now expand somewhat on one of the most confusing of
all the issues connected with the insurance question both with regard to
the policies and with regard to compensation question, namely,
currencies and their worth. This problem is especially difficult for
Americans, who have experienced neither a hyperinflation nor the
introduction of a new currency in this century. The Germans have
undergone this experience twice, first in 1922-1923, and then in 1945
1948. In the first case, the new Reichsmark was denominated at a ratio
of 4.2 trillion paper marks to one dollar or a trillion paper marks to one
Reichsmark. In the second case, the now old Reichsmark was
denominated at ten RM to one DM in the currency reform of 1948. I
want to concentrate here on the interwar currency issues and their
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implications for insurance and will talk about the postwar currency
reform with respect to the compensation issue in the breakout session
devoted to that problem.

Given the fate of the German mark, it is understandable that after
1923 many Germans did not want to take out insurance companies
denominated in Reichsmark but rather wanted policies denominated in
real values, gold mark values. These took various forms. Some policies
were denominated in fine gold, this being measured as 1/2790 kilograms
fine gold equaling one gold mark or, at a minimum, one Reichsmark,
thereby insuring the customer receipt of at least the Reichsmark
equivalent in fine gold. Policies denominated in gold marks were
presumed to be on a dollar basis, that is 4.2 gold marks to the dollar,
thereby allegedly insuring customer whatever the real value might be in
Reichsmark. Other policies were denominated in dollars or Swiss franc.
Some of them even took out their policies with Swiss or other foreign
companies operating in Germany for good measure. What they did not
anticipate, however, was the currency instability of the Great Depression,
especially after September 1931, when England went off the gold
standard. The Gel1llans did not go off the gold standard in theory but
they effectively did so in practice by introducing exchange controls
during the banking crisis of July 1931. With the end of currency
convertibility, it was very much to the German advantage to have
insurance assets denominated in RM, and a good case could be made that
this was also to the advantage of insurance policyholders after the United
States devalued the dollar by 41% in January 1934 and the Swiss
devalued their currency by 35% in 1936. Companies like Allianz offered
their customers the opportunity to convert their dollar and gold
denominated policies at the old rate of 4.2 RM to the dollar rather than at
2.5 marks to the RM, which became the new exchange rate. Not
surprisingly, most customers took advantage of this offer before
conversion to a Reichsmark basis became compulsory in August 26,
1938. It is important to bear in mind that this was not a policy aimed
specifically against Jews. All German insurance policy holders were
subject to these conversions. The real purpose was for the government to
get more hard currency for the Four Year Plan, and insurers were
compelled to convert the hard currency they had used to cover their gold
mark obligations into Reichsmark and then to invest these Reichsmark in
Reich bonds.

The damage done to Jews in connection with these currency
issues was a product of the exchange control restrictions first introduced
in July 1931, that is before the Nazis came to power, and then
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progressively made more severe after 1933 so that emigrating Jews could
not take more than a very limited amount of their money out of the
country. The Reichsmarks Jews had left after paying their various taxes
and for the costs of their emigration had to be converted at a very
unfavorable rate at the Gold Discount Bank, so that Jews could usually
take no more than a pittance of their cash assets out of the country. The
alternative was to leave a blocked account in Germany. This meant that
insurance proceeds often had to be retained in Germany in an emigrant
blocked account. The emigrant could arrange to have money paid to his
relatives in Germany from such an account but could not use such money
for himself or have it transferred since he had become a "non-resident"
(Devisenausliinder) with respect to currency matters.

The 11 th Decree of the Reich Citizenship Law ofNovember 1941
not only mandated the confiscation of all such accounts and the face
value of all insurance policies of Jews remaining in Germany but also
made banks and insurance companies liable for reporting these assets
within six months. It received further elaboration in the 13th Decree of
the Reich Citizenship Law issued on July I, 1943 which ordered that the
assets of all deceased Jews were the property of the Reich. The 89
insurance companies operating in the Reich in 1941 had over five million
policies and were undergoing manpower rationalization because of the
war effort. There was no effective way of going through these policies
systematically to find Jews, and there are of course many names,
Rosenberg, for example, that could be Jewish. For this reason, the Reich
Group for the Insurance Industry regularly sought extensions and
exemption from penalties for delays in compliance. These were granted
only on a rather short-term basis and with the proviso that the company
would have to pay interest on the delivery of insurance assets after the
deadline. Whatever the efforts at compliance, my sense is that actual
confiscation depended on the Gestapo reporting names and policy
numbers, these often being at its disposal because of the requirement
after April 1938 that Jews report all their assets. Once such confiscation
instructions came in, the insurance companies were no less "correct" in
calculating and delivering the repurchase value of the policies to the
Revenue Offices than they had been in doing so for the rightful owners
of the policies in earlier years.

Finally, as I noted in the plenary session, the confiscation of
Jewish insurance assets spread as the Third Reich expanded. The areas
incorporated in the Reich, beginning with Austria, and going on to the
Czech lands, the Polish areas outside the General Government, and
Alsace-Lorraine. The confiscation of Jewish assets in Austria seems to
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have been pursued with particular vigor, and this shows up in Austrian
files dealing with insurance issues. I have not yet done much work on
the seizure of Jewish insurance assets in the occupied areas during the
war. Various decrees issued by the military authorities and or civilian
authorities in the occupied areas of France, in Belgium and Luxembourg
in 1941 and 1942 also mandated the seizure of assets of Jews who had
fled and emigrated. In this way, the expropriation of Jewish insurance
assets by the National Socialist regime became a European-wide
phenomenon.
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Break-out Session on Holocaust-Era Insurance: Historical Overview,
Nazi Confiscation of Insurance Policy Assets

An overview of the insurance industry during the Second World
War in the territories of what is now the Czech Republic is presented,
with the emphasis on the fate of the life insurance policies of the
Holocaust victims. The first chapter characterizes the Czechoslovak
insurance industry before the Second World War. The second chapter
deals with the period between 1938 and 1945, including the occupation
of the "Sudetenland" and the consequent establishment of the
"Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia."

THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY BEFORE WWII

Inter-war Czechoslovakia2 was one of the most industrialized
countries in Central and Southeastern Europe.3 Its economy was highly
dependent on the exportation of goods, following from the fact that 70%
of the industrial production of the former Habsburg Empire was
concentrated in the Czechoslovak territory, though only 26% of the

1 Prepared for the Washington Conference on Holocaust-Era Assets in 1998.
Based on the findings ofthe Czech Working Group on Holocaust Insurance.
2 Czechoslovakia was established on October 28, 1918. It consisted of 21 % of
the former Austro-Hungarian Empire: Bohemia, Moravia, Slovakia, Silesia,
Ruthenia (Transcarpathia).
3 The former Hapsburg Empire
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Empire's population lived there. After the disintegration of the Habsburg
Empire common market, the newly-born Czechoslovak state was faced
with the challenge of finding foreign markets for Czechoslovak goods. In
order for the economy to survive, at least 30% of industrial production
needed to be exported.4 Upon reaching this level of exportation,
Czechoslovakia became one among ten member states of the League of
Nations with the highest industrial product per capita and was also one of
the seven biggest weapon suppliers in the world.

Before the Second World War, Czechoslovakia was, in many
respects, a modern and dynamic state which was able to maintain its
democratic system throughout the rise of authoritarian regimes in the
region. However, one cannot claim that inter-war Czechoslovakia was a
free market economy. From the turn of the century, banks already had
controlling influence over numerous industries and had become a
primary force in furthering oligopolistic business organizations. The
links between banks and industrial and commercial enterprises limited
competition by internalizing functions ofthe market.5 The most famous
example of such an arrangement was Zivnostenska banka, which spread
its influence not only in Czechoslovakia, but also throughout
Southeastern Europe. After the world economic crises of the early
thirties, a strict exchange control and other protectionist measures were
introduced in Czechoslovakia, as they were in many countries in the
region.6 Most of the industry was organized through cartel agreements.

Inter-war Czechoslovakia was an important intermediator
between western economies, namely Britain and France, and
Southeastern Europe. In the same period Western entrepreneurs were
competing with German companies for their share of the Czechoslovak
market. Consequently, German capital tried to extend its influence in
order to undermine Czechoslovak economic connections with Western
countries and allies in the region. While the principal direct investors in
inter-war Czechoslovakia were Great Britain and France, German
entrepreneurs obtained their influence through cartel agreements.7

The Insurance sector in inter-war Czechoslovakia was
comparable to the insurance industry in any developed country. There
was a tradition of availability of all types of insurance, and

4 Teichova 1994a, p.25.
5 Teichova 1994b, p.84.
6 Teichova 1994b, p.90.
7 For details see Teichova 1994a and compare this argument, particularly in the
insurance industry, with Axis Penetration ofEuropean Insurance (1943) p.15-16.
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Czechoslovakia had very strong international ties. Foreign companies
controlled much of the industry within the country (for data on life
insurance see Table 1), while the business share of Czechoslovak
companies abroad was negligible.

The insurance industry went through a number of troublesome
transitions following the First World War. The first was the period of
transformation which occurred during the division of the territories of the
Austro-Hungarian Empire. At this time, Czechoslovakia was faced with
the task of creating an independent Czechoslovak insurance sector. The
second difficult period for the insurance industry resulted from the
economic crises of the nineteen-thirties, during which the growth of new
businesses slowed, the total sum of premiums decreased, and
administrative costs increased. The third tumultuous period for the
Czechoslovak insurance sector was the result of the collapse of the Fenix
Insurance Company in 1936, which greatly undermined the public's trust
in the insurance industry. The incident required that the state, together
with the insurance sector, consolidate Fenix. The total loss was Kc 1,450
million,8 and the regulatory organization of the insurance industry had to
be entirely revised.

Table 1 - The Life Insurance Sector during 1933-1936 (in millions of Kc)

Year Domestic insurance companies Foreign insurance companies

Total sum of direct and indirect business

Insured Premium Payout Insured Premium Payout
capital capital

Gross Net Gross Net Gross Net Gross Net

1934 9626 471 361 146 115 6398 304 233 120 92

1935 9583 431 327 170 130 4142 189 142 72 53

1936 9606 441 341 168 131 4261 195 146 76 56

Source: Kra11937, p.130.

For the purpose of our current attempt to resolve the issue of the
insurance policies of Holocaust victims, it is important to be familiar

8 Kra11937, p.39.
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with the following main legal regulations of insurance activities before
World War Two.

In 1924, the Ministry of the Interior, which was responsible for
the supervision of the insurance sector, issued a regulation forbidding
insurance companies to denominate their policies in other than
Czechoslovak currency. In 1933, the same was done for policies
denominated in gold. Also in 1933, insurance clients complained about
the unjust calculation of reduced insurance policies. Their compensation
by different companies was resolved by a regulation which stated that
those conditions had to be written on every life policy.

The most important legal change in the inter-war period was the
Law on securing the claims of insurance companies' clients and
concerning state supervision (No. 147/1934). This law mandated a
necessary level of reserve funds for insurance payments. The reserve
funds had to be held separately from the rest of the property of the
insurance companies. However, in the case of foreign companies, the law
permitted locally licensed branches of foreign companies to manage the
funds.

At the end of 1937, there were 48 domestic insurance companies
in Czechoslovakia. 24 had foreign direct investors. The total sum of
foreign holdings was Kc 32.8 million, 40% of the basic capital of all
companies with foreign participation. The most active companies were
Italian companies with a direct investment of Kc 20.8 million, followed
by German and Swiss companies with the direct investment of Kc 8
million and Kc 4 million, respectively.9

In 1938, there were 28 domestic and 6 foreign life insurance
companies in Czechoslovakia (for details see Appendix 2). The average
life insurance policy face value was Kc 13,142 in domestic companies,
and 28,869 K in foreign companies. There were about 1.255 million
people insured with Czechoslovak companies, while foreign insurance
companies insured about 161,000 clients.

THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY IN THE YEARS 1938-1945 10

The question of property claims against Czechoslovakia was
raised immediately after Nazi German annexation of the so called

9 Teichova 1994 a, p.34-41.
10 For basic information about the history of the Protectorate see Appendix 1.
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Sudetenland. Though the main concern was the division of the gold and
hard currency reserves of the Czechoslovak Central Bank, the insurance
industry was also subject to division. All insurance business in the
Sudetenland was transferred from Czechoslovak companies to German,
Austrian, Italian or Swiss insurance companies (see Table 2). Although
an international agreement about the division of insurance business
between Nazi Germany and Czechoslovakia was under preparation
before March 15, 1939, the final separation was carried over by June 30,
1939, three month after the occupation of the rest of the Czech territory.
According to the rules proclaimed by the Nazi administration all
insurance policies signed prior to October 10, 1938 at the territory of the
former Czechoslovakia (i.e. deadline for final separation of the
"Sudetenland") belonged to the insurance companies in the Protectorate
if the insurance company had established headquarters in the
"Protectorate" before December 31, 1938 and if the insured object was in
the same territory by this date. At the same time the insurance business in
Slovakia and in the areas annexed by Poland and Hungary had to be
separated.

The vast majority of the Jewish population of "Sudetenland"
escaped and moved to the territory remaining under Czechoslovak
control. One can assume that the fate of the insurance policies and other
property of those who remained was identical to that of Jews from
Germany and Austria, where policies and other property were
confiscated by the Reich. In 1943, the total premium income of
insurance companies in Sudetenland was estimated to be approximately
13 million RM in life insurance and about 30 million RM in general
insurance.!!

Table 2 Transfer of Czechoslovak Insurance Activities in Sudetenland

Name of Taken over by
original
company

Life Insurance CJeneralInsurance
Albrechticka Sudetendeutsche Union

Versicherungs - ACJ.
Cechoslovia Donau-Concordia, Moravsko-slezska Bmo

Lebensvers. -'ACJ.
Ceska vzajemna Victoria zu Berlin

11 Axis penetration of European Insurance (1943), p.30.
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Ceskomoravska Riunione Schles. Feuer-Vers.-
Gesellschaft

Elbe - Schaden Albingia, Verso - A.G.
Hasicska Manheimer Lebensvers. - Gothaer Feuerversicherungs-

Gesell., AG. bank
Koruna Rothenburger Lebensvers., Sudetendeutsche Union

AG. Versicherungs - AG.
Kvas Donau-Concordia, Donau-Concordia

Lebensvers. - AG. Allgemeine Versicherung-
AG.
Erste Allg. Unfall-u.
Schadens Verso Gesellschaft

Lipa Donau-Concordia, Sudetendeutsche Union
Lebensvers. - AG. Versicherungs - AG.

Loyd Terra, Spar- Moravsko-slezska Bmo
u.Lebensvers.AG.

Merkur Donau-Concordia, Deutsche Algemeine
Lebensvers. - AG. Versicherungs - AG.

Allgemeine Unfall- u.
Haftpflicht-Vers.- AG.

Moldavia- Erste Allg. Unfall-u.
Generali- Schadens Verso Gesellschaft
Sekuritas
Narodni Manheimer Lebensvers. - Sudetendeutsche Union

Gesell., AG. Versicherungs - AG.
Patria Donau-Concordia, Sudetendeutsche Union

Lebensvers. - AG. Versicherungs - AG.
Plananska Allgemeine Elementar

Versicherungs-A G.
Praha Rothenburger Lebensvers., Aachener U. Munchener

AG. Feuer-Vers.-Ges.
Prazska mestska Rothenburger Lebensvers., Moravsko-slezska Bmo

AG.
Prvni ceska Victoria, Feuer-Vers.-AG.

Leipziger Hagel-Vers.-AG.
Wiener Alianz, Vers.-AG.

Rolnicka Manheimer Lebensvers. - Manheimer Vers.-Ges.
Gesell., AG. Wiener Alianz, Vers.-AG.

Slavia Alianz Alianz, Vers.-A.G.
Lebensversicherungs, AG. Wiener Alianz, Vers.-AG.

Bayerische Vers.-Bank,
AG.
Kraft-Vers.-AG.

Slovanska Donau-Concordia, Moravsko-slezska Bmo
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Lebensvers. - AG.
Vorsorge Volksfursorge, Lebensvers.

AG.
Vseobecna Deutsche Herold, Volks-u. Sudetendeutsche Union

Lebensvers. - A.G. Versicherungs - AG.
Zemska zivotni Offentl. Verso - Anstalt der Offentliche-rechtliche

Sachs. Sparkassen Sachversicherungsanstalt
Source: Marvan (1993), p.314

In order to understand more about the background the following
review shows control of individual companies by several foreign
insurance concerns and groups operating in Czechoslovakia and
"Sudetenland" at the end of 1938.12

1. Italian Group
Assicurazioni Generali Concern
Assicurazioni Generali for Czechoslovakia
Moldavia Generali
Securitas
Prvni ceska zajistovaci banka (First Czech Reinsurance Bank)
Riunione Adriatica di Sicurta Concern
Riunione Adriatica di Sicurtafor Czechoslovakia
Ceskoslovenska pojistovna (Continental)

2. French Group
La Nationale - Vie
La Nationale - Incedie

3. Swiss Group
Basilejska dopravni pojistovna
Basilejska pozarni pojistovna
Svycarska narodni pojistovna
Helvetia
Concern of Zurich, Dnfall-und Schaden-Verso A.G.
Merkur
Concern of Schweizerische Ruckversicherunge-Ges.
Kotva
Dunaj
Concordia

12 Document from Ceska pojistovna Archive dated Oct. 8, 1938.
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4. British Group
Anglo-Elementar

5. German Group
Concern ofVictoria in Berlin
Victoria-Leben
Concern of Leipziger Feuer-Vers.Ges.
Union
Muncher Ruckversicherung-Ges. (group of interests)
Cechoslavia
Slovanska pojistovna
Evropska pojistovaci spolecnost

After the Nazi occupation of the rest of Czechoslovakia at the
beginning of the Second World War, the insurance companies from
nations at war with Nazi Germany halted all their activity in the
"Protectorate Bohemia and Moravia". Their business was taken over by
German companies (for example, the Anglo-Elementar Insurance
Company was taken over by Colonia from Cologne).

A few weeks after the occupation, the first insurance regulation
was introduced aiming directly at Jews. On April 29, 1939, a meeting
took place between representatives of the Ministry of the Interior, the
(formerly Czechoslovak) National Bank, and representatives of the
Deutsche Reichsbank. Consequently, the Ministry of Interior issued a
circular "Regulation of insurance conditions of non-Aryan policyholders"
(No.18623/39-16) declaring both that Jews could only receive their
insurance payments to accounts in a selected group of banks, and that
these bank accounts would be regulated by the state. Jews were not
allowed to change conditions of their insurance policies (e.g. cession,
changing of the beneficiary, etc.). 13 Exceptions could be granted by the
Ministry of Interior with the consent of the National Bank. However,
this regulation did not specify who should be considered Jewish. Later
on, in the letter of Association of Czechoslovak Insurance Companies to
all its members (dated April 17, 1939) in order to overcome this problem,
it was specified that every client had to sign a statement about hislher
Aryan origin. In the circular of the Ministry of Interior (No. 23728/39
16) from April 27, 1939 it was stated that Jewish clients can be honored
the cash benefits up to K 5,000 by their insurance companies without the
preliminary permission of the Ministry of Interior and the National Bank.

13 State Central Archive MV-SR k.6352
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Any benefit exceeding K 5,000 could be honored without such a
permission only on condition that the money was used as a remittance of
public services, taxes, fees etc. and transferred directly to the public
revenue office. We have found several documents of Star Insurance
Company showing that such payments were realized. We may even
argue that this company tried to help Jewish clients in order to give them
some cash and its clerks calculated their benefits in such a way that they
would not exceed K 5,000.14

In June 21, 1939 the "Reichsprotektor for Bohemia and
Moravia" issued a decree about the Jewish property. For the purpose of
our discussion it is important that since that time the Jewish origin was
defined according to the Nurnberg laws at the territory of "Protectorate".
Almost all property had to be registered by July 31, 193915 and it fell
under the control of "Protectorate". Another important regulation (No.
25761/39) which significantly influenced the treatment of Jewish clients
by insurance companies was issued by the Revisory Department of
Finance Ministry in January 23, 1940. It was generally stated that all
payments to Jews have to go to their bank accounts, which were under
state control. 16 With this stricter regime the limited possibility for Jews to
cash directly their insurance policies, which had been in place so far,
was abolished. All individual requests of non-Aryan insurants
concerning their policies had to be submitted to the Revisory Department
of Finance Ministry for individual consideration. The Ministry ofInterior
made the final decision on the individual applications based on the
reference from Finance Ministry.17

Application of all these regulations was so complicated that the
Association of Insurance Companies published a special guide for
insurance industry with respect to Jewish laws. This guide was very
detailed and it also dealt with "mixed marriage households" (i.e. Aryan
with non-Aryan). By law, Jews could only withdraw up to K 3,000 from
their bank accounts per month. However, they were obliged to pay from
this amount premiums of their private insurance policies up to the limit
of K 750 per month. If the total of the premium payments exceeded K

14 State Central Archive, Ministry of Interior (No.1197/40-16).
IS The definition of Jewish property was very flexible (e.g. what was Jewish
company or a company under the Jewish influence) and it was estimated about
20 billions K.
16 This regulation was reflected in the circular of Interior Ministry (No.6055/40
16).
17 State Central Archive, Ministry ofinterior (No.23293/40).
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750, a person could apply to the Revisory Department for the permission
of a higher limit for monthly withdrawal. The guide was written in 1941
by Regierungsassesor Herbert Schmerling, an official from the Revisory
Department (Department No.l6) of the Finance Ministry. This
Department was deeply involved in the agenda of Jewish property. An
important role in the expropriation of Jewish property in "Protectorate"
was played by Reichsbankrat Walther Untermohle who cooperated
closely with Department No.l6 . As a member of the Economic
Department in the Office of the Reichsprotektor Untermohle was later
responsible for the Property Office (details see below).

Supervision of the Insurance Industry

The Insurance industry in the "Protectorate" was supervised by
the Ministry of Interior until January 15, 1942. At that time, the
responsibility was passed to the Ministry of Economy and Labor which
was under the direct control of Nazi Germany. Beginning with May 15,
1941, the insurance industry in the "Protectorate" was centralized in a
manner identical to the situation in Nazi Germany. The entire industry
was controlled through a central institution, the Central Association of
Private Insurance in Bohemia and Moravia (Zentralverband der
Vertragsversicherung in Bohmen und Maren), which was designed to
serve as an intermediate between the insurance industry and the
government. Two economic divisions were established under this
association: one for life insurance and the other for general insurance.
The chairman and vice-chairman of the association were appointed by
the Minister of the Interior (later by the Minister of Economy and
Labor). German citizen Robert Rozenkranz, previously a special envoy
of the Reichsprotektor in the organization of the Protectorate insurance
industry, was the first chairman to be appointed. Circulars of the
Association are a very good source of information on the development of
the insurance industry during the "Protectorate," particularly concerning
the issue of confiscations during the Protectorate (see Appendix 3).

Jewish emigration

At the beginning of the "Protectorate" the Jewish emigration was
still viewed by the German authorities as a main "solution of the Jewish
question." Expropriation of the property of Jewish emigrants was
organized in order to strengthen expansion of German banks and
industrial groups in the "Protectorate." Already in March 29, 1939 it was
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agreed by the representatives of German banks, German Ministry of
Economy, Gestapo, and Sicherheitsdienst that Jews would be allowed to
emigrate only if they left their property by a German bank. Otherwise
Gestapo would not allow them to emigrate.18 Jews seeking the
emigration permit also had to deposit their private insurance policies at
an authorized bank. 19 However private insurance policies could be used
to cover the emigration tax if the emigrant and did not have other means.

The official Jewish emigration was organized by the Center for
Jewish Emigration (Zentralstelle fur judische AuswanderungiO which
was founded by the Hitler-appointed, German Reichsprotektor
Konstantin von Neurath in July 15, 1939. This institution was supervised
by the chief of Sicherheitsdienst Walter Stahlecker, and it was closely
cooperating with Adolf Eichmann in the Berlin Gestapo Headquarters.
In order to manage the Center's property the Emigration Fund for
Bohemia and Moravia (Auswanderungsfond) was established in March
5, 1940. The occupation authorities intended to use this Fund to support
the German settlement of the "Protectorate,,21. The Center issued 16,782
passports till the first quarter of 1941. According to the report of the
Prague Jewish Community from 1942, 25,977 Jews left the Protectorate
between March 15, 1939 and November 30, 1942.

The insurance policies of people who emigrated illegal or "broke
the law" in any other way were confiscated by Gestapo. This applied to
all the former Czechoslovak citizens who decided to leave the
"Protectorate" and even to those who left before the Nazi German
occupation.

With the beginning of deportations of Jews to concentration
camps and ghettos, the Center for Jewish Emigration was responsible for
confiscation of their assets. People asked to register for transport had to
declare again all their property including their private belongings (e.g.
suits, furniture, food rations vouchers, etc.). They were forced to give
the power of attorney to the Center for Jewish Emigration to administer
this property.

18 Karny (1991), p.34.
\9 Zajisteni zidovskeho majetku (1941), Vol. VIII., p.6.
20 It was renamed as Center for Solving of the Jewish Question (Zentralamt fur
die Regelung der Judenfrage) in August 12, 1942.
2\ Kamy (1991), p.64.
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Property Office

Since the beginning of the occupation the Gestapo, which
ordered the confiscation of assets of the people and organizations which
were declared the "enemies of the Reich", had to look after this property
as well. However, with the growing volume of assets, this was more and
more difficult to manage (in March 1941 the total of the confiscated
property was estimated to be K 10 billion). To free Gestapo for its
original mission on September 2, 1941, the reichsprotector established
the Property Office (Vermogensamt) to administer the confiscated
property. As far as the insurance policies are concerned there is a report
of the Prague Gestapo Headquarters from July I, 1942 which states that
K 54.4 million of repurchase value were confiscated from insurance
companies in the Protectorate. The report gives the following
breakdown:

Assicurazioni Generali in Trieste
Victoria Berlin
Riunione Adriatica
Star-Versicherungsanstalt
Prager Stadt. Versicherunsanstalt
Anker (Kotva)
Slavia

There were other 22 insurance companies on the list, but the
amount of money confiscated from them ranged only between K 500 to
K 500,000. We do not know whether the Gestapo headquarters in Brno
filed separate reports or whether the Prague office reported for the whole
"Protectorate". It is likely that most of the policies were life insurance
policies, for the following reasons. The first, Generali, Victoria, Anker
(Kotva), and Star were licensed only for life insurance business. The
second, life insurance was the most common form of capitalized
insurance policies.

CONCLUSION

The research done so far reveals the set of rules used by the
Nazis to control insurance in the "Protectorate". The rights over the
confiscated policies were transferred to Gestapo (later the Property
Office) or the Center for Jewish Emigration. There is an evidence that
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these institutions were not required to have the original insurance
agreement to receive the payments,z2 The history of the cash flows from
confiscated policies is not yet fully documented. The archive of the
former Czech Escomt Bank and of the Dresdner Bank could reveal the
evidence of these transactions. The recent search in the archive of the
Czech Union Bank (Deutsche Bank Group) so far uncovered
documentary evidence of the transfers of the Holocaust victims'
insurance policies to the Property Office and to the Emigration Fund.

The Czech Working Group on Holocaust Era Insurance
comprises of the representatives of President Havel's Office, of the
Federation of Jewish Communities in the Czech Republic, the Czech
Insurance Company, the Finance Ministry, and the Ministry of foreign
Affairs. In the past year the Czech authorities have been cooperating with
the US insurance regulators namely with the Holocaust Claims Project of
the Washington State Insurance Commissioner's Office. We hope that the
creation of the international commission of Holocaust insurance will
further enhance the international cooperation in this field.
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APPENDIX 1

Historical Background of the Protectorate
(based on Mastny, Vojtech, 1971, The Czechs Under Nazi Rule: The
Failure of National Resistance, 1939-42, Columbia U.P. - New York,
pp.55-76)

Following the signing of the Munich Treaty, the Second
Czechoslovak Republic came into existence on September 30, 1938. The
Republic existed for less than six months, for on March 15, 1939, when
Hitler invaded and occupied the Czech lands. During the Second
Republic, the border areas of Bohemia and Moravia, known also as the
Sudetenland, were forced to surrender to Nazi Germany.

Based on the extent to which the Protectorate's economic and
military infrastructure was incorporated into the Reich, one can divide
the Protectorate era into two periods. The first period, which extends
from the Protectorate's creation in March, 1939, until the end of 1942,
has been characterized as a "strict system of [economic and military]
controls" which allowed for a certain amount of personal, economic, and
political autonomy among Protectorate citizens. The Reich market was
intended to "supplement rather than substitute for the traditional Western
markets." However, anti-Semitic and anti-Communist legislation was
put into effect, and there was a substantial expansion of German business
interests into the territory. From the end of 1942 until the end of the war,
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the Protectorate economy and military were used primarily for Reich
purposes, and the Protectorate became an integral part of the Reich's
economic infrastructure.

Preparation for the "seizure of arms and for the control of
defense industries" began at least three months before the invasion on
March fifteenth. Therefore, though the political infrastructure of the
protectorate was largely "improvised," the economic organization of the
Protectorate, along with the military organization, was handled with
extreme precision. The Czech lands were viewed as a valuable military
and economic center for the Reich, as well as a source of liquid assets
which could be converted into "sorely needed" foreign currency.

The Nazis had direct economic control through two networks;
The Economics Department in the Office of the Protector, which was a
"prolonged arm" of the Berlin Ministry of Economics, and through
military contracting. The Central Office for Public Contracts
coordinated the military production with other programs. The entire
store of Czech weapons and ammunition was secured and sent to
Germany. All defense plants were inspected, and managers were.
required to provide data about input and output capacity in meticulous
questionnaires. Over two-hundred thousand patents and technical
designs were usurped by the Germans, and power stations and gas works
stations were taken over. Czech companies were forced to sell part of
their stock at prices dictated by Germans, or to create a German majority
among stockholders by increasing their capital. The Hermann Goring
works acquired capital control over the Czech leading suppliers of arms
in the Protectorate, Skoda and Brunner Waffen, and over Poldi and
Vitkovice, the largest steel producers.

Before the war, the Nazis had preceded ruthlessly to satisfy their
immediate needs in the Protectorate by seizing arms and trying to put
gold and foreign exchange at their command. As a long-term economic
policy, however, they avoided measures which would drive the Czechs to
desperation. German firms kept their activities within strict limits, under
the watchful eye of Hans Kehrl, a high official of the Reich Ministry of
Economics, who tried to prevent excesses which would cause
disruptions. The system left the Czechs enough room for their own
economic activity.

All the same, it cannot be forgotten that the Protectorate was a
militarily occupied territory. Although the Nazis did not insist upon total
economic mobilization during the first two years of the occupation, they
nevertheless transformed the newly created Czech institutions into
instruments subject to their own control. They only needed to impose
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their own appointees in the Central Associations to make use of the
sweeping powers provided by the system. There were frequent incidents
of arbitrary interference on an administrative level. In several cases, the
Nazi supervisors ordered local Czech authorities to submit all business
correspondence for their approval or even insisted on the use of German
for the conduct of business in local Czech agencies.

APPENDIX 2
List of life insurance companies in 1936:

Domestic companies: Foreign companies:
1. Concordia 1. Assicurazioni Generali - Italy
2. Cechoslovakia 2. Donau (Dunaj)- Austria
3. Ceska vzajemna zivotni 3. Anker (Kotva) - Austria
4. Domov a Slovakia 4. La Nationale - France
5. Fenix (Star) 5. Riunione Adriatica - Italy
6. Hasicska 6. Victoria - Germany
7. Karpatia
8. Koruna
9. Legie

10. Loyd
11. Merkur
12. Narodni
13. Patria
14.Pece
15. Pojistovna prumyslu kvasneho
16. Praha
17. Prazska mestska a Prazska mestska zivotni a duchodova
18. Prudentia
19. Republikanska
20. Labe zivotni
21. Rolnicka
22. Slavia
23. Slovanska
24. Slovenska
25. Union
26. Vseobecna
27. Zemska
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APPENDIX 3
Circulars of Central Association of Private Insurance in Bohemia
and Moravia

1. Ia-44/42 Topic: Confiscation ofInsurance Policies
2. Ia-51/42 Topic: Confiscation ofInsurance Policies
3. Ia-17/43 Topic: Confiscation ofInsurance Policies
4. Ia-23/43 Topic: Form of the Property Office which enables

confiscation without insurance policy agreement
5. Ia-2/43 Topic: List from Gestapo- confiscated property





Mr. Rudolph Gerlach
DEPARTMENT CHIEF, GERMAN FEDERAL REGULATORY

AGENCY FOR INSURANCE PRACTICES

GERMANY

Break-out Session on Holocaust-Era Insurance: Postwar
Government Compensation Programs and Nationalization

1. I take the pleasure to be one of the presenters on postwar
government compensation programs and nationalizations. I am no
historian but an officer of the German insurance supervisory authority. I
have been working on insurance issues of Holocaust victims for nearly a
year, as Chair of the BAV Working Group on Holocaust Issues and
lately as a member of the International Commission. My work is dealing
with insurance in Germany. Therefore I shall concentrate my remarks on
compensation and nationalization of insurance companies there.

There is little to say about nationalization of insurance business
in Germany, because it occurred only in East Germany, while insurance
business, like other businesses, remained in the private sector in West
Germany. In East Germany private insurance companies were
expropriated and liquidated while new state owned companies under
public law were set up. So the in West Germany still existing private
companies lost all their assets in the East.

2. This panel concerns life insurance contracts of victims of the
Holocaust. Potentially there might be claims against insurance
companies or there might be claims for compensation against the
German state.

2.1 Insurance claims:
In most cases prior to 1941 after cancellation of the insurance

contract by the Jewish policyholder the surrender value had been paid to
the policyholder. Legal consequence was: The contractual relationship
has expired by performance, the insurance company has been released
from its obligation to perform. In the lapse of time and increasing of
persecution the bank accounts of victims were frozen, so payments on
these accounts could not reach their holders anymore. Later on the
insurance companies were forced by Nazi law to tum over all surrenger

Preceding Page Blank
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values and all other payments to the German state. Therefore the life
insurance companies generally have not been enriched by Jewish life
insurance contracts. Unpaid claims are conceivable only in cases in
which the contract had not been recognized as such with a Jewish
policyholder.

The German Federal Supreme Court decided in 1953 that the
expropriations were at no time lawful and were unlawful even at the time
when they were formally effective. In paying to the Reich the surrender
value, which the Reich had expropriated, insurers were released from
their obligation. Claims of the persons concerned deriving from the
unlawful nature of the acts of the Reich in expropriating property could
be asserted under the restitution and compensation laws.

2.2 Compensation Programs:
2.2.1 Different programs were set up, first under Military

government, later under government of the German "Lander" to return
property that had been taken by Nazi government from victims
(restitution) or to compensate for loss of freedom, health, income, and
property or other financial losses (compensation).

After establishing the Federal Republic of Germany the German
government assumed responsibility for the injustices of the Nazis and
proposed legislation to continue these programs. It entered into
discussions with the State of Israel that lead to the Israel-German Treaty
of 1952. Finally a restitution law and a compensation law were enacted
by the German parliament.

The most important of these laws is the latter, the Federal
Compensation Law of 1956. It provides compensation not only to
victims of the Holocaust but to victims of all kinds of Nazi persecution.
This law contains special provisions dealing with life insurance policies:
Provisions on entitlement, the procedure, and the calculation.

The .restitution and compensation program was run very
efficiently with the help and support from foreign official authorities as
well as private organizations. The compensation authorities had to
inquire abroad if they needed information. There were lawyers who
specialized in this area. Information on the compensation program was
made public in the media both in Germany and in foreign countries.
Jewish organizations were involved as well. They were entitled to
receive proceeds if no heir could be found. They also supported the fact
finding and provided assistance to claimants.

Both, life insurance companies and the German federal insurance
supervisory authority, took part in the compensation procedure. The
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companies on request of the compensation agencies were obliged to
answer all questions they were asked by the agencies. The compensation
agencies also had to perform hearings with the insurance supervisory
authority. The supervisory authority performed audits of the insurance
companies for many years in order to confirm that the calculations were
right. The vast majority of policies belonging to victims of the Holocaust
were included in these programs (over 70 %).

Calculations and assumptions favored victims. The basic premise
of the compensation procedure was that a victim of the Holocaust should
be treated as if no persecution had ever taken place. The amount of
compensation was determined following the policy terms, considering
currency conversion and providing additional grants. Only unpaid
premiums and payments that the policyholder himself had received were
de- ducted. Payments to government authorities were not considered.

According to the compensation program, claimants were put on
the same, or a better, footing than West German citizens who had not
been persecuted. The file examinations have shown that most policies
were cancelled by the policyholders themselves, in many other cases the
premium payment stopped. In an insurance case with no persecution
involved, the policyholder would receive much less due to this fact. Not
so the compensation law. The compensation for the policy was based on
the face value of the policy, that is the full amount of the insurance. Only
then, unpaid premiums and payments to the policyholder were deducted.
Payments to the policyholder were deducted only insofar as they actually
benefited the claimant.

In a given example, which has been approved by an actuary in
my working group and which is attached to my paper, the victim of Nazi
persecution is preferred to a non-victim considerably. He receives 2,510
DM, the latter only 815 DM, that is less than a third. Since the victim of
Nazism has received full compensation, according to the applying rules
there is no legal basis for further claims concerning the same insurance
policy.

2.2.2 Applications for compensation payments for financial loss
with regard to life insurance policies pursuant to the specific laws could
be made for a total of 13 years. The laws provided a cutoff date for
applications at the end of 1969. A reinstatement may be possible, if the
victim or the heirs can show that they did not know of the relevant facts
without any fault of their own.

According to the Law to compensate victims of National
Socialist persecution of 1994, which was enacted following German
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reunification, applications for compensation can now be made also by
inhabitants of former East Germany, who had not been entitled for
compensation before the reunification.

2.2.3 According to calculations of the German Ministry of
Finance as of 1 January 1998 (s. "Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung", 8
Sept. 1998) German public administration has paid out through
compensation and restitution programs 102,1 Billion DM. Future
payments, especially pension payments, will amount to approximately
additional 24 Billion DM. Further payments come out of an agreement
between the Federal Government and the Jewish Claims Conference
concerning the establishment of a Fund of 200 Million DM for the aid of
Jewish victims of the Holocaust in Eastern Europe, who are needy and
have not received any compensation yet.

Reichsmark 10,000
June 1, 1895
June 1, 1925
June 1, 1960
June 1, 1960

ATTACHMENT
GERMAN COMPENSATION LAW

Sample comparison calculations
Base data:
Sum insured:
Birth date
Begin of insurance
Maturity date
Compensation proceeding (if any)

Example I: No victim ofNazi-persecution
Termination of premium payment:
At maturity date (1960) policyholder is alive

Payout:

June 1938

815.70 DM

Example fl' Victim ofNazi persecution
Cancellation of contract and confiscation of surrender value by Nazis

June 1938
At maturity date (1960) policyholder is alive

Payout: 2,516.50 DM
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ATTACHMENT
DETAILED CALCULATION EXAMPLE I AND II:

Example I: No victim ofNazi persecution
sum insured 10,000 RM
conversion to non-contributory policy (1938): 4,240 RM

i. e. DM 424

profit participation and dividends:
old savings compensation

DM 138.20
DM 253.50
DM 815.70

deductions:
premiums DM O.

Total benefit paid out in 1960
to policyholder by insurance company

DM 815.70

Example II: Victim ofNazi persecution
sum insured: 10,000 RM
cancellation of policy (1938), confiscation of proceeds by Nazis

surrender value: 2,110 RM

5,571.50

4,250
892.50
429.00

DM
DM
DM

but: face value considered conversion of face value - RM - into face
valueDM
assuming (fictive) premium payments
profit participation and dividends:
old savings compensation

deductions:
no deduction of confiscated amount
premiums payable in RM converted 1: 10
premiums payable in DM after 1948
Total benefit paid out 1960
to policyholder by compensation office

DM 231.40
DM2.823.60
DM2,516.50





Dr. Tamas Foldi
DIRECTOR OF THE PUBLIC POLICY INSTITUTE

HUNGARY

Insurance Claims in a Historical Context with a
Special Regard to the Holocaust in Hungary

Break-out Session on Holocaust-Era Insurance: Postwar
Government Compensation Programs and Nationalization

SUMMARY

Recent emergence of claims by Holocaust survivors on property
lost during or after the Holocaust era is a consequence of the end of the
fall of communism in Eastern Europe. This made possible the reparation
for human and material losses in East-European countries and gave a rise
to claims by Holocaust survivors for lost assets, as well as, for those
assets which were owned by the victims of the Holocaust.

In the early seventies Germany paid reparation to individual
survivors who lived in Hungary but they received relatively low
amounts.

Hungarian governments prior to 1990 made only vague
declarations on reparation but were effectively reluctant to pay, although
Hungary had also an own share in the Holocaust misdeeds. The
reluctance was due mainly to political reasons but the relatively low
income level of the general public, the potential claims of non-Jewish
civilians were also a hindrances in this respect, aggravated by the fact
that Hungary had in the afterwar period a relatively large Jewish origin
population which is still today about 80, 000 - 100,000.

First the largest postwar inflation and later the liquidation of
private insurance companies made impossible payments to owners of
life insurance policies based on contracts concluded prior to 1945. Heirs

Preceding Page Blank
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of Holocaust victims shared in this respect the fate of other citizens of
the country. Capital collected by mostly directly or indirectly foreign
owned insurance companies could have been served as a basis for paying
insurance claims, since the loss of their Hungarian affiliates and partners
was insignificant in relation to their total capital. On the other hand
similar claims could have been raised by other Hungarian citizens who
owned insurance policies.

Recently beyond the general rules of reparation of the victims of
totalitarian regimes the Hungarian government acknowledged a special
responsibility towards the remaining Jewish population and pays an
additional [pension] to Holocaust survivors. The extension of the
respective Public Foundation by those assets which belonged to victims
without legal successors would be a justified and feasible way of
satisfying claims. According to the Hungarian legal principles
individuals have no more domestic legal title to claim for assets lost
since such claims by individuals were settled paramountly through the
Hungarian reparation legislation after 1990. This legislation covering
several acts and amendments tried to balance the payment capacity of the
country and the justified claims, but did not involve the reparation of
losses of insurance policy holders.

Motto: "A peace loving man ... does not allow
perverting his or others' truth, clear rights, doing
out of his and others' deserved claim/ by no
kind of brute force, intimidation, dissuasion, and
dirty tricks. (From the "Ten Commandments of
Policy Conduct of a Peace Loving Man" by
Istvan Bib6).2

INTRODUCTION

Claims by Holocaust survivors and by victims of other crimes
against humanity committed by totalitarian regimes pose a number of
difficult questions. Several approaches to such problems can be applied
parallely, which do not overlap each other. The most general approach is

1 italics by the author of this paper
2 Istvan Bib6 (1911-1979) one of the most eminent political thinkers, cabinet
minister during the 1956 revolution.
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the ethical one which condemns all crimes and justifies all claims
regardless to law or historical circumstances. Nevertheless, even this
approach cannot be totally refused as non-valid. The legal approach often
yields another judgment than the ethical one by taking into account
specific points of views that may be disregarded by a general ethical
approach. There exist a difference between the retrospective judgment of
the question and that taking into consideration specific historical
circumstances. This paper applies the last mentioned approach and tries
to reveal historical facts and describe circumstances contemporary to the
misdeeds, thus putting the question into a historical context.

Just from this point of view it is almost unavoidable to raise the
question why claims by Holocaust survivors came to the foreground of
interest after more than 50 years. Possible explanations of this are
manyfold. It can be hardly denied that the collapse of the Soviet Empire
contributed to the revival of such claims since Jews living in the satellite
countries alongside with the victims of communism have the right to be
compensated. This is the more topical since in these countries Holocaust
survivors did not get a reparation adequate to their human and personal
losses neither from their home country nor from Germany. Namely
Germany satisfied such claims to a restricted degree because the justified
suspicion that the reparation provided, will help more the communist
governments suffering of an acute shortage of Western currency than
Holocaust survivors. Other countries that hold assets of Holocaust
survivors shared this assumption. Another argument for the restricted
reparation paid to Jews in the East European countries was that in many
cases the governments of the countries concerned were themselves
accomplices in crimes committed against Jewry by the German Nazis.

Reparation was put on the agenda almost immediately after the
fall of communism. Although the solutions were different in methods
and extent in the various countries of Eastern Europe, the start of the
process activated also those survivors of Holocaust who emigrated to the
West after the war and also those who avoided persecution by emigrating
before the extermination started but left behind large assets in the
countries concerned. Many victims of the Holocaust and the persecution
prior to it placed their assets in the banks of third countries. Another
source of claims can be attributed to the fact that after the end of WW2
the victorious occupying powers confiscated in Germany or in other
countries such precious goods that belonged originally to people of
Jewish origin (gold, artifacts) but were previously confiscated by the
authorities of the countries concerned. Historical investigations which
were hindered prior to 1989 because of the bipolarity of international
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relations and also the reglementations of archives, not to open their
records prior to 50 years after they were deposited, then proved the
existence of such goods. These investigations proved also that some
countries accepted the offer by communist countries in secret talks to
withhold originally Jewish property as a kind of reparation for losses
they suffered by nationalization of their property by communist
governments. Thus the fall of communism in Europe put the whole
question under a new light. Perhaps a psychological momentum can also
be [found] behind the new wave of claims. Immediately after the war
many survivors were happy because of having avoided the worst
consequences of persecution and did not take so much care about their
losses. By now even the youngest survivors of the Holocaust are
becoming elderly people. They would not like to miss the last chance to
get a reparation for their material or pecuniary losses. Many of them are
in need of a supplementary source of income in retirement especially in
East-Central- Europe.

THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

1. Hungary was occupied by German troops at March 19, 1944.
In April 1944 a number of legal acts were issued that deprived the Jewish
origin population, which enjoyed until then a relative good position in
Hungary in comparison to other German occupied or satellite countries,
of their human and civil rights. Their wealth was conscribed and
practically confiscated3

• Except Budapest Jews, over 440,000 persons
were deported during the summer of 1944 to Auschwitz, Germany and
Austria. Out of them over 150,000 including 10,000 from Budapest came
from the present territory of Hungary. Further 90,000 - 100,000 were
deported after the mass deportation. As a consequence 200-210,000
people of the present territory and a quarter of million from the rest of
the territories under transitory Hungarian rule lost their lives.

Human losses were caused also by the Soviets. The estimated
number of those who died in Russian POW camps reached 20,000.

3 The latter measure was taken by the Government Decree 1944. 1600/ME on
the registration and freezing of the property of Jews. In Magyar KozlOny.
Official Gazetteer. vol. 1944. (in Hungarian.)
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The number of survivors at the present territory of Hungary was
about a quarter of million and at the other territories only about 75,000.4

This ratio does not express real proportions of losses at the present
territory of Hungary since many Jews fled from last mentioned territories
to the present territory of the country.

Almost every deportee and most of those who were not deported
lost their movable properties or at least a considerable part of it.

Statistical evidence is neither available of the number of those
who lost their lives and had life insurance policies nor of the number of
those survivors who were the potential heirs of those insured.
Nevertheless, since the death toll was higher at the less developed
territories of the country than the average, one may assume that more
insured persons' legal successors survived, than of those who were not
insured and perished by the Holocaust.

Although most of the human losses occurred after the German
occupation of Hungary, losses of the Jewish origin population started
already before that period and affected not only those living within the
present borders of Hungary but also those who became subject to
Hungarian authorities as a result of the expansion of Hungarian territories
between 1938 and 1941 on account of Czechoslovakia, Romania and
Yugoslavia. Over 40,000 lives were lost as a result of two major
measures taken by the Hungarian government:

- From July 1941 those who could not prove their Hungarian
citizenship were deported to the German occupied former Polish
territories which led finally to their execution by the SS. Many lives were
lost due to the lack of food and shelter and the cruelty of Ukrainian
Nazis, who tortured them during the deportation march. Later this
measure was annulled.

- From 1939 on Jews were excluded of the normal military
service and forming for them labor service units has started which arrived
to a climax in 1944. People of Jewish origin called up to these units wear
their own civil clothing and the adaptation to changing weather was made
possible only with a help of their families, if at all. When Hungary
entered the anti-Russian war labor service units were transported to
places which became the theater of war (Ukraine) and were simple by
their circumstances much more exposed to losses of their lives than
ordinary soldiers, not to speak of the wide-spread brutality of Hungarian
soldiers who were their guards. 'It is difficult to distinguish between the

4 For data above see Stark Tamas: Jewry during the Catastrophy Period and
after the Liberation 1939-1955. MTA Tortenettudomanyi Intezete. Budapest
1995. 109 p. (in Hungarian)
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losses which occurred by their deprived situation and the losses caused
by military actions and the hard winter. Nevertheless the fact that in 1942
actions were taken by the Hungarian Ministry of Defense to refrain
brutality proves that many human losses were caused by other reasons
than winter and warfare.5

2. From October 1944 up to April 1945 the present territory of
Hungary became a theater of war. War damages, confiscation of material
and pecuniary goods by both fighting foreign armies caused a loss of 40
per cent of the estimated national wealth of the country in 1944. 0,7 per
cent of these losses were suffered by social insurance and private
insurance companies that made out in absolute terms USD 30 million of
1938 value. National income which was in the prewar years much below
the European average fell down in 1945/46 to the half of that of the
previous year, and in the next year it arrived only to 60 per cent of base
period. Due to human losses suffered per capita national income
decreased somewhat less.

3. The foreign balance of the country was characterized by a
total prewar debt ofUSD 578 million in October 1945, and Hungary had
to pay as reparation according to the peace treaty of Paris after deducing
the later decreases USD 131 million at 1945 prices. According to the
Potsdam Agreement in 1945, Hungary lost its 280 million USD liabilities
with Germany accumulated by wartime exports, while the claims by
Germany making out a value of USD 30 million were ceded to Soviet
Russia.6

4. Foreign and domestic debts, as well, as money emission by the
Soviet army and the emission of the pengo currency by the National
Bank of Hungary to cover current government expenditure and overall
shortages caused a hyperinflation of unprecedented height, which totally
ruined the actual currency system of the country. The process was halted
only in 1946 by introducing a new currency, the forint.?

5 The concise history of the Holocaust in Hungary is described by Braham,
Randolph: The Politics ofGenocide. The Holocaust in Hungary. Vol.1-2. New
York 1981. Columbia University Press. 1269 p.
6 Peto Ivan - Szakacs Sandor: The history of the Hungarian economy offour
decades 1945-1985. Vol. 1. The reconstruction and the period of directive
planning. Budapest 1985. Kozgazdasagi es Jogi Konyvkiad6. pp. 17-25. (in
Hungarian)
? Ausch Sandor: Inflation and stabilization in the years 1945-1946. Budapest
1958. Kossuth Konyvkiad6. 190 p. (in Hungarian) and Peto-Szakacs op. cit. 43
76.
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The total collapse of the pengo currency freed the government of
the obligation to convert pengo notes to the new currency issued.8

5. Changes in property rights started immediately after the
liberation by the Russian Army of a substantial part of the Hungarian
territory of the Nazi rule. First, land was deprived of owners of large
landed estates by the land reform that distributed land among landless
rural population or nationalized it. Nationalization of non-agricultural
private propertY started also in 1945 with the mines, then at the end of
1946 the five biggest metallurgy and engineering companies, as well as
the major electric power stations were put under government's economic
contro1.9

But already prior to this, owners of companies in the
manufacturing industry were deprived of their right of disposition by the
Soviet Army, the mostly communist lead worker's councils, government
commissioners and the legal actions by the government. 10

In 1947 the eight largest banks and 344 other banks and
companies were nationalized. Further major steps of nationalization
included after March 1948 the manufacturing industry and wholesale
trade later on retail trade. Also the largest part of small and medium sized
companies was either nationalized or forced into government controlled
co-operatives.

As a result of large-scale nationalization in 1948 joint stock
companies were transformed to national enterprises their stocks and
other securities issued by them became invalid. So the Stock Exchange
having been reopened in 1946 was closed in 1948 too.11

In 1952 urban and larger non-urban residential estate was also
nationalized.12 Private sector was reduced also by the forced
collectivization and as a result, its share fell under 5 per cent of the
produced GDP.

The confiscation of most of the movable and all immovable
property of emigrants was an additional violation against property rights

8 See: Peto-Szakacs op. cit. 62.
9 See: Peto-Szakacs op. cit. 37-75.
10 Foldi Tamas: First steps of restriction of capitalists' property rights in the
Hungarian manufacturing industry (up to the Fall 1945) in Kozgazdasagi
Szemle. Vo1.10. no. 4. April 1963 pp. 385-398 (in Hungarian)
Documents on the history of Hungarian manufacturing industry 1945-1946. In
Leveltari Kozlemenyek. Vol. 31. 1961. pp. 205-262 (in Hungarian)
11 See: Peto-Szakacs op. cit. pp. 76-103
12 Decree issued by the Presidential Council 4/1952 Magyar Kozlony. Official
Gazetteer. February 17, 1952 (in Hungarian)
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that lasted throughout the whole Communist era. Emigration was rather
widespread among middle class people regardless to their ethnic origin.

About 40,000 Jews left Hungary before the Communist regime
closed the borders in 1949. In 1956, when a massive emigration took
place having embraced all strata of the society, further 20-25 thousand
Jews left the country.13

Some thousands left Hungary between 1956 and 1989 mostly
illegally, since the regime tolerated emigration to a very small extent.
Many of them were of Jewish origin. Emigration did not stop even after
1989 but remained without legal consequences.

SITUATION OF THE INSURANCE SECTOR UNTIL 1948

1. The number of insurance companies enlisted in the Insurance
Yearbook for 1943/1944 was 36.14

Prewar insurance companies were of a larger number since the
affiliates of British insurance companies having had their registered head
office outside Hungary stopped their activities after Hungary declared
war against Britain in 1941. Their assets and liabilities were transferred
to the remaining insurance companies. The total number of insurance
companies in Hungary with head office registered abroad, prior to 1941
was 22. 15

Wartime inflation affected the insurance sector as well.16 Severe
losses were caused to insurance companies due to war damages of office
buildings and residential real estate owned by them, different kinds of
confiscation by the occupying foreign powers, the freezing of their bank
accounts, hyperinflation that hit their securities. The latter loss was the
more significant since during the war insurance companies were obliged
to purchase government bonds which totally lost their value. Also the
devaluation of their real estate fortune added to the dramatic situation.
Their assets ceased to bring yields even after the stabilization since rental
prices were fixed at a low level and no revaluation act was issued to
convert security values to the new currency. Insurance companies after

13 See: Stark op. cit. p. 107
14 Hungarian Insurance Yearbook. Vol. 35. 1943-1944. Budapest 1943. 346 P
(in Hungarian)
15 Verbal information by Dr. Gal Nyary, legal adviser to the Center of Credit
Institutes Corp.
16 Hungarian Insurance Yearbook, 1943-1944 pp 124-127.
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the massive nationalization did not dispose anymore with reserves to
pay. In spite of the optimistic statements of an author, who as the editor
remarks was an eminent expert hiding under a pseudonym, insurance
companies were near to bankruptcy. To be honest to that unknown
person one has to admit that those tasks which he attached to his forecast
could not be fulfilled in the coming years. 17

3. According to the last mentioned source 17 domestic and 10
foreign insurance companies were active at the insurance market. After
1945 the number of insurance companies decreased as consequence of
the take-over of nine German and Austrian owned insurance companies
by the Russian owned but in Hungary registered East-European
Insurance Corp., which followed from the decisions of the Potsdam
Agreement. Four of them were of Austrian and four of German property,
the remaining one was registered in Budapest, but since belonging to the
confiscated Anker shared the latter's fate. Among these Allianz, Anker
and Victoria merits a special mentioning. Generali, Adria being of Italian
ownership were among those foreign insurance companies that
maintained their businesses after 1945 too. Those Austrian insurance
companies in which British, Italian or Hungarian participation could be
indicated were exempt of the confiscation. Both Italian companies
participated in Hungarian insurance companies as well. 18

According to another source, published almost simultaneously,
the number of private insurance companies was only 22 out of which
seven were foreign-owned already in prewar time and two others had
new Russian owners. The difference can be attributed to different
starting points: whether these sources quoted items that were figuring at
the Registry Court or they refer only to those which actually made
businesses.19

Russian owned companies were transferred to the Hungarian
State late 1954. Insurance companies merged with the Hungarian State
Insurance Company.

17 Hungarian Insurance Compass, 1947. Vol. 11. Budapest 1947. Apor Sandor.
fF" 18-22. (in Hungarian)

Hungarian Insurance Compass 1947. pp. 123-161. and the information
~rovided by Dr. Nyary
9 Business Financial and Stock Exchange Compass for the years 1947/1948.

Ed. by Janos Ka1l6s. Budapest 1948. Ka1l6s Albert pp. 249-257.
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COLD NATIONALIZATION OF INSURANCE COMPANIES

1. Against the common belief insurance companies were never
nationalized, they existed formally until 1950. What happened was a
process that may be called "cold nationalization". This included the
liquidation by legal force of insurance companies. The executor of the
liquidation was the Hungarian government and the State took over also
the real estate assets of insurance companies in 1950, i.e. two years
before the general nationalization of urban residential estate.2°

2. The "cold nationalization" started with merging insurance
companies into 10 which were to be liquidated. Their accounts are still
managed by the Penzintezeti Kozpont Rt. (Center of Money Institutions
Inc.) an existing financial institution under government control.

3. During the liquidation insurance companies were forced to
hand over their assets and liabilities - except those related to life
insurance - to the newly established State Insurance national enterprise.
Nevertheless the latter did not become neither a proprietor - being merely
an administrator of the balances mentioned - nor a de iure successor of
the liquidated companies.

4. The recently established foreign insurance companies in
Hungary did not claim for being a legal successor of their pre-1950
companies since the latters were de facto liquidated by the Hungarian
government.

5. However it is an open question how much of the assets of the
foreign owned insurance companies could be saved by hidden financial
transactions of the consequences of cold nationalization or of the take
over of their assets by the Soviets.

6. Finally holders of pre 1945 insurance policies did not receive
any return on their capital accumulated.

SPECIAL ISSUES RELATING TO LIFE INSURANCE

1. Foreign companies' role in life insurance business has
decreased in the interwar period. In 1928 their share was still almost 52.5
per cent while up to 1938 this share has reduced to 27.6 per cent,

20 4247/1949 Government decree amended by the 113/1950 MT Government
decree on the liquidation of some enterprises and 2444/1950 MT Government
decree on the property rights, management recording and trade of state owned
immovable property. See the respective volumes ofMagyar Kozlony.
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although the total revenue of insurance premia did not reach the 1930
level up to 1940. The decrease of foreign share was mainly due to the
bankruptcy of the Austrian Phoenix Insurance Corp., a major actor in the
life insurance business whose assets were taken over by a company
registered among Hungarian insurance companies. Another factor of the
decrease was the enlargement of the territory of Hungary after 1939
where mostly Hungary based companies could raise their share in
insurance business although to a lesser extent in life insurance than in the
total insurance business.21

2. Until 1941 vis major clauses were valid for life and property
insurance. In 1941 a decree expanded the validity of life insurance to loss
of human life caused by war events against a minimum extra payment
out of which a fund was established to cover the expenses of insurance
companies. (This extension did not relate to property insurance.)

No distinction was made in this respect between Jews and non
Jews. This situation lasted until the German occupation of Hungary. In
comparison to other compatriots Jews were de iure handicapped in
insurance matters in the period between March 19, 1944 and April,
1945.22

Nevertheless, actual conditions restricted the possibility to raise
such claims to a minimum, since the time lag between the start of such
losses and the deprivation of rights was too short for raising by
documents well established claims.

3. Prior to the stabilization in 1946 a decree generally prohibited
both active and passive insurance payments. Insurance policy holders'
rights were severely restricted in order to bring their claims in line with
remained payment capacity of the insurance companies. The revaluation
was fixed in pengo and ad6pengo (a money substitute). The decree
contained also the potential prolongation of the payment of dues to
maintain insurance contract of those who could fulfill their obligations.
This decree seemed to save but actually.paralyzed the life insurance
sector.23

This legal action was not only aimed at the restriction of surplus
money outflow not controlled by the National Bank, but also caused by
the fact that insurance companies lost most of their assets.

21 Hungarian Insurance Yearbook 1943-1944. pp. 124-130.
22 Verbal information by Dr. Gal Nyary
23 Government decree 6400/1946 ME on the revaluation of life insurance claims.
Magyar Kozlony. Official gazeteer. 1946. no. 127. June 6. (in Hungarian)
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According to a cautious criticism of the decree by the
anonymous contemporary author already cited the revaluation life
insurance policies was still unripe for a final judgment, since those who
issued the decree did not take into consideration the disastrous situation
of insurance companies which are not able to collect capital only to cover
the risks involved in life insurance?4 .

This fact was reflected by the amendment of the 6400/1946
which prolonged the procedure of revaluation up to mid-1947.
Simultaneously it was allowed to pay rents in monthly installments at a
fixed rate corresponding to 1/5 of the nominal pengo value valid at the
end of 1944.25 Nevertheless an actual revaluation did not take place and
as a consequence no payments were possible.

During the liquidation of insurance companies life insurance was
exempt of the annihilation, but even this did not change the situation of
insurance policy holders.

According to some estimations the present value of the life
insurance claims by victims of Holocaust is about USD 2.5 billion?6
According to our own calculations some 80,000 Jewish origin people had
life insurance policies.

Only quite recently and only foreign insurance companies
admitted their responsibility for claims of former policy holders and an
agreement was reached with the Italian insurance company Generali that
shows a willingness to pay a lump sum of USD 100 million as
compensation. The discussion is still going on with Generali and also
the German Allianz is involved in such discussions?7

24 See Hungarian Insurance Yearbook p. 21.
25 Government decree 12.640/1946 ME on the revaluation of claims arising from
life insurance contracts aminding the decree 6.400/1946 ME.
26 The Endless Story. Recent development of reparation matters. In Szombat
1998 no. 8. p. 18.
27 The Endless Story cited above
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THE TREATMENT OF THE COMPENSATION OF PEOPLE OF
JEWISH ORIGIN UNTIL 199028

1. The first postwar Hungarian government acknowledged the
responsibility of the Hungarian State in face of the Jewish origin people
who lost their lives and/or property. This statement was never really
followed by government actions prior to the fall of the communist
regime. The Provisional National Government elected by the Provisional
National Assembly late 1944 established already in 1945 the
Government Commissariat for Relinquished Goods. Among the goals to
be followed figured the task to use relinquished goods without a legal
heir for the partial reparation of those who suffered damages due to
deportation, but this task was never accomplished. Goods left behind by
Hungarian Nazis or of those who took a refuge to Germany when
Russian Army neared and the inheritance of deportees were equally
treated.29

2. In 1946 a law was adopted by the Parliament on the
establishment of a "Jewish Restitution Fund" which was designed to take
over the property of those who lost their lives during the persecutions
and had no. legal successors. It should have been the goal of this Fund
first to collect Jewish property, then to sell it and to support the survivors
of persecution from the acquired capital. The property to be collected
should have covered all movable and immovable property. Implementing
this law started only after the Paris Peace Treaty was signed.30

3. The Paris Peace Treaty signed by the actually communist led
Hungarian government in early1947 obliged Hungary to hand over the
property of the non-survivors without a legal successor to organizations

28 A summary review of the reparation process up to 1998 is presented by the
paper of Feldmajer Peter: Bitter Restitution. Szombat. English edition 1998. pp.
2-5., in Hungarian a more detailed account is given by the recent manuscript of
Lea Feldmajer, entitled "The History ofthe Reparation ofthe Jewish Community
from the Jewish Restitution Fund to the Hungarian Jewish Heritage Public
Foundation". 14 p. + supplements 10 p.
29 Acs Gabor: The non-restituted fund. In Szombat. 1995. no. 7. p. 3. (in
Hungarian)
30 Act 1946. XXV on denouncing and mildering the consequences of the
persecution suffered by teh Hungarian Jews. Corpus Iuris Hungarici, 1946. Ed.
by Vincenti G. - Gal L. Budapest no date. Franklin Tarsulat pp. 104-106.
reprinted in Gonda, Uszl6: Jewry in Hungary 1526-1945. Budapest 1992.
Szazadveg Kiad6. pp. 299-304. Government decree 3200/1947 ME published in
the respective volume of Magyar Koz!ony.
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of survivors in order to support them. This was in line with the formerly
mentioned Hungarian law but even this has not been really implemented
although the Jewish Restitution Fund started its operation in October
1947. In 1948 an inventory on proprietorless goods was compiled which
is still to be found in the archives of the Center for Credit Institutes Corp.
The sales of relinquished goods started after a long delay in 1949. Until
mid-1953 the Fund sold properties in a value of almost 3 million forint
legally equal to less than USD 300.000. The legal title of collection and
sales of immovable goods were largely hit by the nationalization of

. residential estate that comprised also those immovables, which belonged
to the potential assets of the Fund. The sad story of the Fund ended in
1954, when its assets were transferred to the State Office of Ecclesiastic
Affairs, which sold later on step by step the relinquished properties. This
process lasted until 1981. Incomes were used to cover the expenses
arising of the legal obligation of the government which confiscated the
wealth of the Jewish Community, to fund current activities of the Jewish
religious communities. A part of this wealth was nationalized.3

)

Communist governments argued such a way that all citizens
enjoy social care there is no reason to create differences among citizens
according to past injuries. Facts behind this hypocritical stand show that
while reforming the pension system, pensions were determined
regardless to employment prior to 1945, a term which was prolonged in
1959 up to 1929. This meant that if somebody achieved pensioner age
(60 years) as born in 1899 and worked between 1913 and 1929 these 17
years were not regarded as active period. A hidden additional deficiency
of this new act was that between 1929 and 1933 a massive
unemployment had existed in Hungary which in fact for many shortened
the respective period by further years. In contrast to members of small
business co-operatives who were included to pension schemes already in
1951, private small shopkeepers were embraced by the pension system
not before 1962 and private retail traders even later, in 1970. These facts
clearly show that instead of the social care principle the promotion of
nationalization and government control was the leading principle of the
pension system. It can be added that many people of Jewish origin
belonged to the handicapped categories.32

3) Acs Gabor op. cit. pp. 4-5.
32 For the data see General Directorate of Nation-wide Social Security: Four
Decades of Social Security 1945-1985. Budapest 1985. Nepszava Konyv es
Lapkiad6. pp. 11-14.
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4. The Hungarian government did not return confiscated Jewish
owned precious metals which were taken over at the end of the war by
the French and US army without a claim for the property and returned to
the National Bank of Hungary after the Paris Peace Treaty became valid
i.e. in 1947 and in 1948. Later these were sold by government-controlled
agencies. (For further developments see the next chapter.)

5. In 1971 between German authorities and the Budapest-based
Organization for Promoting the Interests of People Persecuted by Nazism
in Hungary an agreement was concluded about the reparation to be paid
for Jewish origin people who were Hungarian residents at the beginning
of the year. Accordingly the Organization which stood under communist
control collected claims and received German reparation. A sum of 97
million German Mark was transferred in three installments and converted
at an unrealistically low but legally valid exchange rate to the Hungarian
currency and paid out with deduction of expenses to 60,000 claimants.
Those who were subject to inhumane medical experiments received a
special reparation.33 Some German companies paid compensation to
former slave laborers who served in their factories (e.g. I.G.
Farbenindustrie).

6. The failure of the Jewish Restitution Fund was of epochal
importance. The number of people to be compensated decreased not only
by emigration but also by natural mortality. This contributed to the
decrease of Holocaust claimants during the last more than 50 years.
When comparing data of survivors i.e. potential claimants was 325,000
just after the war, in 1957 under ceteris paribus circumstances still over
200 thousand claimants should have been satisfied. In 1971 German·
reparation involved merely 60,000 people and the present number of
Holocaust claimants is below 20,000 Lea Feldmajer rightly puts an
emphasize on the loss which Hungarian Jewry suffered due to the lack of
implementation of the respective laws of 1946/1947.34 The reluctance of
the post-war reparation of Holocaust survivors had another consequence
as well. During the period between 1947 and at least the beginning of the
eighties so many other injuries were committed by the communist
governments that they diminished the relative weight of the anti
Semitism driven sins of the former governments, not to speak of those

33 Government decree 21/1971 on the satisfaction of some reparation claims by
the National Organization for Promoting the Interest of People Persecuted by
Nazism in Hungary. in Magyar Kozlony 1971. pp. 489-490. Documents from the
Archives ofthe Alliance ofJewish Communities in Hungary.
34Fe1dmajer, Lea op. cit.
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who suffered under both totalitarian regimes (forged trials, intra-country
deportation, confiscation, nationalization).

THE GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF REPARAnON OF MATERIAL
LOSSES CAUSED BY TOTALITARIAN REGIMES IN HUNGARY

I. The laws issued after the political change in 1990 admitted the
responsibility of the Hungarian government for losses caused by the legal
actions of governments contradicting their responsibility to observe
human rights and general principles of law.

2. Simultaneously Hungarian legislation rejected the principle of
direct reprivatization i.e. to reestablish the property right of former
owners - except the constructed immovable formerly owned by churches
- in order to avoid endless and overcomplicated claims by more than one
owner for the same property and because of the changes in those
immovable properties during the time passed. (Some were demolished,
other were hugely expanded etc.) Law making avoided also to follow the
principle of general and unified compensation based on citizen's rights.
The law expressed a strive for determining claimants right case by case.
This determination ended in most cases in providing persons having
suffered persecution and/or material losses and their legal successors
with "reparation bills" that were intended for use to buy consumer goods,
to purchase immovable, or rights generating income, to sell them at
secondary market. These bills are traded at the Stock Exchange and
underwent considerable changes in actual value between 20 and 90 per
cent of the nominal value.

3. A further restriction in Hungarian law making is that legal
persons are excluded from the reparation process. Thus only natural
persons acquired the right to be compensated.

4. Also those foreign residents or citizens fall under reparation
laws who lived in Hungary during the periods of persecution and
suffered human and material losses.

5. In order to balance the payment capacity of the country and
the justified claims the amount of reparation is fixed at a low proportion
of the lost value.
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THE REPARATION FOR PEOPLE OF JEWISH ORIGIN AFTER
199035

1. In general the rules of reparation of the losses suffered by
people of Jewish origin do not differ from those relating to people who
suffered losses because other causes than racial discrimination. But this
is the final result of a prolonged discussion on Jewish claims, which
started at a zero point. Decisions by the Court of Constitution remedied
deficiencies of the original reparation acts. E.g. claims due to military
work service accomplished within the borders of Hungary were initially
not regarded as legal title for reparation. This was amended by a later act.

2. In 1993 the Court of Constitution after having investigated the
story of the Hungarian Jewish gold took a decision which excluded the
individual reparation of the former owners of the confiscated gold. The
part of this, which belonged to persons without a legal successor and was
sold by the State, is to be involved into the reparation in favor of the
propriety of a fund for Jewish reparation, an organization the creation of
which delayed until 1996.36

3. In 1996 the Hungarian Jewish Heritage Public Foundation was
established to which an annually fixed amount should be allocated by the
Budget and from this the survivors can obtain an age dependent monthly
support paid out through the Pension Fund.37

According to a message from New York dated June 7, 1997, the
Hungarian government transferred an amount of USD 28 million to the
World Jewish Congress, out of which the estimate 20.000 Hungarian
Holocaust survivors will receive a regular monthly aid.38

4. So far as the reparation of foreign residents is concerned the
following data are available.

35 See Feldmajer Peter op. cit.
36 Court of constitution decision 16/1993 AB (III. 12.)
37 See Szombat 1996. no. 10. pp. 6-8.
38 http://www.intemet.hu/zsido/zsh 24 htm Untitled
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Table 1. Reparation of foreign residents by cases and in the percentage of
the total reparation payments

Reparation by titles No. of cases Paid amounts
Reparation ofpersonal losses 596,019 56,249,116 thousand forints

out ofwhich foreign residents 33.13 % 35.95 %
USA 16,855 2.71 %
Israel 11,980 0.80%
Germany 7,709 2.862 %

Reparation of lost assets 1,429,494 80,920,422 thousand forints
out ofwhich foreign residents 72,859 12.62%

USA 11,388 2.13%
Israel 3,808 0.04%
Germany 29,548 5.14%

Source: Kfu-p6thls es karrendezes Magyarorszagon 1989-1998
(Reparation and Setting of Claims on Losses 1989-1998), Budapest,
1998, Napvilag Publisher, pp. 685-693.

The interpretation of these data needs further investigation. It can
be supposed that a reasonable number of US claims fulfilled were raised
by non-Jews, while the data relating to Germany overwhelmingly reflect
claims raised by those German residents who were deported as a
consequence of the Postdam agreement.

5. Swiss banks and the government transferred a lump sum of
USD 8 million to the Hungarian Jewish Heritage Fund.

6. Recently also the German government shows a willingness to
pay for Holocaust survivors living in Hungary, although the requirements
set for the entitlement are far from being satisfactory, not to speak of the
procedural side.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The problems of the reparation for people of Jewish origin is far
of the final solution. The following reasons make this solution difficult:
• the economic and of living level of Hungary and especially the

lability of the equilibrium of the central budget,
• the moral and real argument by people of Jewish origin that their

losses were disproportionate higher than those of non-Jews, also
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backed by the fact that many of them suffered under both totalitarian
regimes,

• the in part open, in part hidden anti-Semitism existing in the country
with the second largest Jewish community in Europe (about 80-100
thousand). Politicians in Hungary are afraid of the expansion of anti
Semitism in the light of a special treatment of Jewish losses in a
country where almost each citizen suffered material losses especially
after 1944, when Hungary became a theater of war and as a
consequence of the four decades of communism. This circumstance
is considered also by the Hungarian Jewish community which is
relatively moderate in claiming for additional reparation under new
legal titles. (e.g. the author of this paper has no information about
claims against Hungarian companies or their legal successors, which
enjoyed the benefit of military labor service in their war-time
production activities. A reason for this is that many of those who
accomplished such a service were that time happy to avoid harder
circumstances than those which prevailed in most of these factories,
not to speak about those cases, where the original owners of the
workplaces were themselves, Jews. This is not a speculative example
but relates to a concrete situation well known by the author of this
paper).

• the rivalry among Jewish organizations and especially the
differences between those in Hungary and abroad,

• the fact that most of the people of Jewish origin who suffered
persecution have no real contact with any of the Jewish organizations
participating in the discussion to solve the problems,

• the reluctance of those who should pay compensation for the wealth
they acquired as a consequence of the Holocaust without hard
pressures. Recent readiness to fulfill such claims is due to avoiding
further humiliation of those institutions which were involved in
withholding Jewish property or compensation for the gains that can
be attributed to forced services by Jews during the period of
persecution.

A way out of the present situation could be that those foreign
insurance companies still existing and having been participated to a large
extent in Hungarian life insurance business should take the responsibility
for compensating the proven heirs of life insurance policy holders or the
Hungarian Jewish Heritage Foundation. Their payments would
compensate the capital collected prior to 1944 by companies which they
owned directly or indirectly. Such payments could contribute to the
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compensation of survivors, whose number is diminishing day by day and
also to the preservation of Jewish cultural heritage and the constructed
objects belonging to it.

Finally, it has to be admitted that research on Holocaust
insurance claims necessitates further investigation of historical records.
This research should be accomplished in the near future. Such a research
requires substantial efforts that cannot be based exclusively on voluntary
work. Therefore, I suggest that a reasonable and proportionate amount of
the compensation paid or to be paid in the future by insurance companies
should be allocated for promoting the respective research. This proposal
is taking into account the difficulties of identifying insured Jews and
expresses also the intention to preserve the names of victims also this
way.
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The Impact of Post-World War II
Nationalizations and Expropriations in East
Central Europe on Holocaust-Related Assets

Break-out Session on Holocaust-Era Insurance: Postwar
Government Compensation Programs and Nationalization

The purpose of this presentation is to examine and evaluate the
developments in the countries of East Central Europe where communist
regimes were established after World War II with regard to the causes
and consequences of the policies of nationalization and expropriation
relevant to the holocaust-related Jewish assets.

The imposition of communism on East Central Europe after the
defeat of Nazi Germany created a situation there radically different from
that in Western Europe, where the end of the war meant political
liberation, restoration of the rule of law, and continuity of the market
economy. The East Central European developments, which brought
widespread political, economic, and social damage, were complicated by
the fact that the introduction of Soviet-style communist systems as it
eventually took place after a brief period of genuine or sham coalition
governments had not originally been planned to be implemented in the
ways and at the time it was. There was less design than most
contemporaries believed during the Cold War, thus making the proper
understanding of the transitional period both crucial and difficult. The
consequences were disastrous all the same-not only for the peoples
concerned and the European order, but ultimately also for the local
communist regimes and the Soviet Union as well.

Since the conditions in all countries were not the same, also the
patterns of their development during the critical postwar years were often
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quite different. Until the conclusion of the 1947 peace treaties with the
defeated countries in Europe except Germany, the distinction between
enemy and allied nations accounted for much of the difference.
Germany, Italy, Hungary, Romania, and Bulgaria were in the former,
Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Yugoslavia in the latter category, Austria
straddling uneasily both because of its having been an integral part of
Nazi Germany yet classified by the Allies for reasons of political
expediency as its victim, entitled to be reconstituted as a separate state.
In practice, the distinction was less respected albeit more readily invoked
by the Soviet Union than by the West-primarily for the sake of
economic exploitation.

Taking into account the political and economic changes that took
place, there were three distinct stages of development:
1. The immediate post-hostilities period, lasting approximately until the
end of 1945, characterized by widespread lawlessness and chaos, during
which nationalization and expropriation measures were often taken
haphazardly and inconsistently.
2. The transitional period of from 1946 to 1948, when nationalizations
and expropriations were put into effect as a result of deliberate, though
not necessarily systematic policies, introduced in ostensibly legal fashion
by governments in which communists exercised important, sometimes
decisive, influence but did not hold exclusive power.
3. Sovietization since 1948, when the Stalinist system was purposefully
imposed by the local communists on behalf of the Soviet Union in all the
areas where Moscow was firmly in control, namely, Poland,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania, and Bulgaria, as well as-with
limitations given by concern about the Western powers participating in
the control of Germany-in the Soviet zone of Germany and the Soviet
occupied part of Austria, though not in Yugoslavia where such a system
had already been introduced by the local communists on their own
initiative.

The outstanding features of the first period were indiscriminate
looting and violence by the advancing Red Army, the full dimensions of
which have only recently been revealed from evidence in former Soviet
and other communist archives.! In this respect, the difference between
occupied and supposedly liberated countries was more in degree than in
kind. Property deemed to belong to Germans and their allies, to persons
labeled as Fascists or collaborators, and to other arbitrarily described

lNorman N. Naimark, The Russians in Germany: A History ofthe Soviet Zone of
Occupation, 1945-1949 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1995).
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enemies was stolen, carried away, or simply destroyed. The Red Army
systematically dismantled and transported to the Soviet Union industrial
plants in not only the Soviet zone of Germany but also other territories it
had overrun. From Hungary, for example, the entire equipment and
inventory of the partly US-owned Tungsram electric company, known as
the flagship of the country's industry, was shipped away by Soviet troops
in 600 railroad cars.2

There was a measure of spontaneity in what was happening: the
Vienna populace, for example, started looting the city's leading
department store, formerly Jewish-owned, even before Soviet soldiers
came to finish the job.3 Everywhere individuals used the opportunity to
settle personal scores, or simply acted out of greed. The victims were by
no means merely Germans, let alone Nazis. They included Hungarians
living in Czechoslovakia, and sometimes anyone who spoke German,
occasionally even returning Jewish inmates of Nazi concentration camps
whose native tongue happened to be German, and German anti-Fascists.

Much of the lawlessness, however, was not only tolerated but
also encouraged by the Soviet authorities and local communist parties.
This was particularly the case in the defeated countries that were at the
mercy of the new occupation power, but was also common in the
ostensibly liberated Poland and Czechoslovakia, where provisional
coalition governments - unelected but not yet fully controlled by
communists - were allowed to perform administrative functions. The
resulting policies were not necessarily consistent. Different Soviet
agencies in occupied Germany often operated at cross purposes and in
other countries the activities of local communists were at first not
sufficiently coordinated with Moscow. Politically, the Soviet Union was
trying to win the victims of Nazism on its side, yet economically it was
antagonizing them by its rapacity. It turned over formerly German
territories to Poland, yet not before clearing away most of the movable
assets.

In Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, as well as the Soviet zone
of Germany, the first radical economic measure was land reform,
implemented under direct Soviet pressure. Arguably, the breaking up of
large estates and redistribution of land were long overdue; however, the

2Laszl6 Borhi, The Merchants of the Kremlin: Soviet Economic Penetration in
Hungary, Cold War International History Project Working Paper, forthcoming
(Washington: Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, 1999), pp. 7-8.

3Guenter Bischof, The Leverage of the Weak: Austria in the First Cold War,
1945-1955 (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1999), pp. 16,36.
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manner in which the land reform was conducted and its consequences
were destructive rather than constructive. The goal was to break the
power of the old landowning classes without giving the se\;urity of tenure
to farmers; in Czechoslovakia, much of the confiscated land became state
rather than private property. Eventually, temporary beneficiaries of the
land reforms fell victim to the Stalinist collectivization of agriculture.

Czechoslovakia was also the country where the nationalization
of industry and business, including private insurance, started first-as
early as the fall of 1945. Aimed primarily but not exclusively at
supposed national enemies and traitors, it was introduced by a series of
presidential decrees, and implemented before being ratified by the later
elected parliament. Reminiscing on the manner in which nationalization
started, the chief of the communist-controlled Czechoslovak labor unions
Antonin Zapotock)! later observed that "had the party not begun pursuing
nationalization regardless of established laws, it would not have
compelled the noncommunist government to issue the nationalization
decrees .... We had to teach people that it was not possible to maintain
the old legality ... but that it was important to violate it.,,4

As an emergency measure-which later proved permanent-the
post-World War II governments moved quickly to freeze bank accounts
and insurance policies, denominated in deeply depreciated currencies.
Access was allowed only in exceptional cases, to be determined by the
authorities, and was seldom granted. All claims had to be reported,
sometimes within an unreasonably short time limit, after which the state
assumed the right to dispose with them.s In Hungary, they were
effectively extinguished in August 1946 as a result of revaluation
following the currency reform that had ended the worst hyperinflation
history had seen.

The notion of "enemy assets" was used to justify arbitrary
seizure of property. All that belonged to the defeated Germans was war
booty in the' Soviet view. Hence the Soviets opposed the nationalization
pursued by Austria's non-communist government, with parliamentary
support by the communists, which was intended to save the country's
enterprises from being claimed by the Soviets as German-owned.
Everywhere the alleged German assets included property stolen by the

4Rudepravo [Prague], 31 January 1953.
5"Dekret presidenta republiky 0 zllllrodn_ni soukromych pojis_oven" [Decree by

the President of the Republic on the Nationalization of Private Insurance Firms],
24 October 1945, Sbirka z6kon_ a na_izeni [Collection of Laws and Ordinances],
'1945, no. 103, pp. 224-31.
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Nazis from Jews who had perished in the holocaust or emigrated. The
newly installed governments-whether or not controlled by the
communists-made little, if any, effort to identify, much less indemnify,
the original owners, few of whom were inclined to file claims in such an
unpropitious time.

The policy, or rather the lack of policy, of the postwar
governments was consistent with their official line against anti-Semitism,
which precluded singling out Jews as a special category, and was
facilitated by the willingness of those surviving Jews who chose not to
emigrate to assimilate and adapt to the new order. This willingness,
encouraged by the Soviet Union's image as liberator from Nazism, also
helps to explain the prominence of Jews in the new government
administrations and communist party apparatus, especially pronounced in
countries where relatively higher numbers of Jews survived, notably
Hungary, but also in Poland and in C::zechoslovakia.6

In traditionally anti-Semitic countries, such as Poland, anti
communism and anti-Semitism often merged. The notorious Kielce
pogrom of June 1946, carried out with the complicity of the police, has
long been regarded a provocation by the communist-controlled Warsaw
regime calculated to discredit its political opponents in the forthcoming
elections; from new evidence it appears more like a spontaneous outburst
that the regime had not anticipated and was unprepared to handle.? All
considered, whether victims or accomplices of the emerging communist
regimes, Jews in East Central Europe remained in a precarious position.

Once the immediate postwar chaos subsided, the support for the
idea of nationalization, which extended wide across the political
spectrum in East Central Europe, did not substantially differ from its
popularity much of Western Europe. This was the time when the
bankruptcy of old-fashioned capitalism in the Great Depression was still
a fresh memory, when the notion that capitalists had precipitated the war
in order to profit from it enjoyed its superficial attraction, and when the
public ownership of the key sectors of the economy was therefore widely
regarded as not only politically correct but also socially just and
economically beneficial. In such countries as Great Britain and France,

6Charles Gati, "A Note on Communists and the Jewish Question in Hungary," in
his Hungary and the Soviet Bloc (Durham: Duke University Press, 1986), pp. 100
107; Michael Checinski, Poland: Communism, Nationalism, Anti-Semitism (New
York: Karz-Cohl, 1982), pp. 76-82.

?Andrzej Paczkowski, PO_ wieku dziejow Polski, 1939-1989 [Haifa Century of
Polish History] (Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN, 1998), pp. 190-93.
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nationalizations of key economic branches believed to be in the public
interest were carried out by non-communist governments.

In East Central Europe, too, nationalization was by no means
supported only by the Soviets and the communists, nor were these
always the ones promoting it most eagerly. In Czechoslovakia, it was the
social democratic minister of industry, Bohumir Lausman, who urged
immediate complete nationalization at a time when the communist prime
minister Klement Gottwald described such a policy as "madness." In
Gottwald's opinion, the need was for the establishment of clear
boundaries between the nationalized and the private sectors in order to
ensure "juridical security."s Under the guidance they had been receiving
from Moscow, the East Central European communists did not envisage
the abolition of private enterprise within any particular time frame; in
fact, they saw in its preservation a kel feature distinguishing their "new
democracies" from the Soviet system.

The distinction conformed with the concept of "national roads to
socialism," supported actively promoted by the Soviet Union. This did
imply eventual abolition of private enterprise though without a time
frame; at issue, for the time being, were the different ways in which this
ideological goal could be accomplished. On that subject, there were
genuine discussions among communists in each country, particularly
lively in Poland, as well as genuine differences between countries, which
set especially apart East Germany-where Moscow regarded the
preservation of private enterprise an indispensable prerequisite for
Germany's reunification under Soviet auspices. lo Thus, even though there
was no design, the policies steered by Moscow converged toward the
ideologically defined communist economic model whose attainment was
to be determined by politics rather than by economics.

In the event, the pace proved faster than originally anticipated. It
was forced by the mounting Cold War confrontation between East and
West, which Stalin had neither wanted not expected yet precipitated all
the same, and by the diminishing utility for him of the East Central

sJosef Korbel, The Communist Subversion of Czechoslovakia, 1938-1948: The
Failure ofCoexistence (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1959), pp. 163-64.

9Benon Dymek, PZPR, 1948-1954 [The Polish United Workers' Party, 1948
1954] (Warsaw: Pa_stwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, 1989), pp. 19-45.

IOWilfried Loth, Statins ungetiebtes Kind: Warum Moskau die DDR nicht wollte
(Berlin: Rowohlt, 1994), pp. 142-48.
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European coalition governments, whose viability he had overestimated. II
But the economic transformation still preserved some specific features in
each country even after the political turnabout had taken place. These
included in Poland the creation of particularly large state enterprises, in
Czechoslovakia the nationalization of smaller units than elsewhere, in
Hungary the establishment of the most elaborate system of state control.
The prevailing pattern was that of controlling and restricting but not yet
abolishing private enterprise. This was, as Zapotock)r's proclaimed it, "a
national revolution, not a social revolution .... it does not socialize, it
nationalizes. It does not set out to abolish private capitalist enterprises, it
puts them under control.,,12

In this political and legal limbo, the private insurance industry,
together with banking, found itself in a more difficult predicament than
other economic branches. It became victim of the notion that it was the
state's obligation to provide for the protection of individuals as well as
the society against accidental damages and losses. The communists
considered the state, with its greater available resources and the
supposedly superior wisdom of its planners, more suitable to discharge
that obligation than could any private enterprise, guided by the principle
of profit. They caricatured capitalist insurance firms as inherently
dishonest.

Once private enterprise was proclaimed both economically and
morally inferior to public enterprise, it could only be made beneficial to
the people if protected against its worse instincts. In practice, this meant
cutting credit and imposing a system of regulations which, along with the
depreciation of currency, made doing sound business increasingly
difficult. As a result, most private firms became "trapped in an impasse
of shortage of money and credits, fixed prices, increasing taxation, and
accumulating deficit," yet were forbidden to stop production.13

It was a tribute to the vitality of the remaining private enterprise,
the largely uninterrupted continuity of economic expertise, and the still
unimpaired willingness of the population to work hard that the
ideological experimentation, made worse by the drying up of foreign
economic assistance other than UNRRA because of the incipient Cold

llVojtech Mastny, The Cold War and Soviet Insecurity: The Stalin Years (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1996), pp. 23-29.

12Antonin Zapotock)!, Po staru se _it nedci [We Cannot Live the Old Way]
(prague: Prace, 1949), p. 66.

13Ivan T. Berend and Gyorgy Ranki, The Hungarian Economy in the Twentieth
Century (New York: 81. Martin's Press, 1985), p. 193.
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War, did not prevent a remarkably fast postwar recovery. This was
particularly impressive in Hungary after its 1946 currency reform. By
1948-49, Hungary, Poland, and Czechoslovakia achieved the production
levels, though not the standard of living, that had existed before the war.

The catastrophe that followed was the result of the imposition
from the outside of the Soviet model, with its rigid planning, distorted
priorities, disincentives for individual initiative, and reliance on
compulsion. The economic change that took place in 1948-49 was the
direct consequence not of the communist seizure of political power
which had occurred gradually or abruptly in the different countries
already before-but rather of the abandonment by the communists
themselves of the concept of "national roads to socialism." This
happened during the second half of 1948 at direct Soviet pressure in
response to the Stalin-Tito break, which led Yugoslavia on its own, anti
Soviet road, as well as to the incipient recovery of Western Europe under
the Marshall Plan, which prompted Moscow to organize its European
dependencies into an economic grouping of its own, the Comecon.

The introduction of the Stalinist economic model, aimed at
wiping out the last vestiges of private enterprise, was done in a fashion
calculated to make a reversal, much less restitution, all but impossible;
the advent of socialism Soviet-style was understood by its architects as
marking the irresistible march of history. Whether the preferred way of
eliminating foreign business interests was liquidation (as in Poland and
Hungary) or takeover (as in Czechoslovakia), there was an intended
break in continuity, conducive to regarding past claims and records as
obsolete, and discarding them accordingly. In any case, the assets were
confiscated by the state.

The state monopolized all insurance, formally assuming all
liabilities of both local and foreign-based companies. In Poland, the
introduction in the fall of 1948 of the Soviet banking model, with its
management by the ministry of finance through the monopoly of the
central bank supplemented by specialized banks for particular kinds of
domestic and foreign operations, coincided with the transfer of all
insurance surpluses into the state budget. As the Cold War progressed in
the early 1950s, the Stalinist regimes also obliterated all Western
economic presence in a campaign which assumed particularly vicious
forms in Hungary-the country where such presence used to be more
extensive than elsewhere. Not only were Western enterprises and other
assets confiscated without compensation, but also local and even foreign
employees of Western firms were framed as "saboteurs" and paraded at
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show trials, before being condemned to long prison sentences and
eventually released for ransom. 14

The trials prominently featured some of the commUnIst officials
who had previously been instrumental in enforcing the now superseded
partial nationalization policies or had been involved in the similarly
obsolete Soviet assistance to Israel in 1948, which had failed to meet
Stalin's expectations. In that operation, which had been erroneously
calculated to manipulate the Jewish state against the West while also
being conducted for profit, Czechoslovakia had played the key role as a
Soviet subsidiary.15 Accordingly, as was Stalin's habit, its communist
officials of Jewish origin who had been involved in the operation had to
pay for his miscalculation. But his victims also included fanatical anti
Zionists, such as the deputy Czechoslovak minister of finance notorious
among applicants for emigration to Israel for extorting from them their
remaining property for the benefit of the state. 16

By 1953 Stalin, having exhausted the utility of his Jewish
disciples among Eastern European communists, followed in Hitler's
footsteps by conducting a violent anti-Semitic campaign which was
possibly intended to culminate in genocide.17 Yet since the campaign was
cut short by his death, the Jews remaining in East Central Europe were
not singled out for a persecution anywhere comparable to Hitler's.
Instead they suffered much like all subjects of the communist regimes
from the policies of pauperization that were the end product of the
Sovietization of the economy and its militarization since 1950. Periodic
confiscations of private savings by means of "currency reforms" were
part and parcel of the system. The reforms in Poland in 1950 and in
Czechoslovakia in 1953 included, among other measures, the final
cancellation of all insurance policies, which had until then been formally
blocked.

During the subsequent periods of detente, the post-Stalinist
regimes tried reluctantly to satisfy Western demands for compensation
for nationalized foreign property, and agreements to that effect were

14Borhi, The Merchants ofthe Kremlin, pp. 49-52.
15JU Dufek, Karel Kaplan, and Vladimir Slosar, _eskoslovensko a Israel v letech

1947-1953 [Czechoslovakia and Israel in 1947-1953] (Prague: Institute for
Contemporary History, 1993).

16Meir Cotic, The Prague Trial: The First Anti-Zionist Show Trial in the
Communist Bloc (New York: Herzl Press, 1987), pp. 225-26.

17Louis Rapoport, Stalin's War against the Jews: The Doctors' Plot and the
Soviet Solution (New York: Free Press, 1990).
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concluded with the United States as well as with other Western countries.
Not all of the communist countries concluded such agreements with all
the Western governments involved, and the common feature of the
settlements achieved was the gross inadequacy of the lump sums paid as
final compensation for all losses. Disbursement of these sums was left up
to the recipient governments, which followed different practices in
different countries. Indemnifying claimants who had come forward, the
Western governments did not make any particular efforts to identify and
compensate original Jewish or other owners of the properties
nationalized by the communists if claims had not been advanced.

The democratic and pro-Western governments that emerged in
East Central Europe from the wreckage of the communist regimes in
1989 have not considered compensation of insurance or other claims
from the pre-communist era a high priority. Not only did they find
themselves financially strapped by inheriting economies mismanaged by
their predecessors, but they have also been faced with a flood of more
recent claims by victims of communism, which understandably
commanded immediate attention. Thus Poland has partly paid off its own
residents for their prewar insurance policies, despite the extensive
destruction of the pertinent records, but excluded from compensation
anyone living abroad. To illustrate the complexity of the tangle on the
example of Czechoslovakia, claims have been pursued against it by the
expelled Sudeten Germans, some of whom had been beneficiaries of
Nazi-stolen Jewish property, before themselves losing this and other
property to the Czechoslovak state, for which losses they were later
partly indemnified, though not by the Czechoslovak but by the West
German government, which in tum seeks compensation from the Czech
and Slovak Republics as the legal successors of the extinct Czechoslovak
state---eompensation to be balanced against restitution claims for the
damage caused by Germans in these countries during World War II.

The main conclusions to be drawn from the historical analysis of
the exceedingly complex situation that has evolved since World War II
are the following:

First: Unlike in Western Europe, in the countries that became
communist the post-1945 developments have not created clearly
identifiable winners and losers, but only different categories of losers,
Jewish and others, including the respective populations along with their
governments, besides the foreign firms unlucky enough to have done
business in the area.
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Second: The distinctiveness of the injustices suffered by Jews in
East Central Europe after 1945 is blurred in comparison with the unique
catastrophe of the holocaust that had taken place before.

Third: The destruction or disappearance of assets as a result of
the communist-engineered political, economic, and social upheaval and
the irrationality of the ideologically motivated policies that had caused it
have made a fair restitution of the damage difficult if not impossible.

Fourth: Such a situation makes not only legal claims very
difficult to substantiate, much less enforce, but makes also moral claims
less clear cut and persuasive than those arising from the Nazi-inflicted
injustices during World War II. Accordingly, except in the case of
clearly identifiable owners, compensation is a matter of philanthropy,
which by differentiating between Jewish and non-Jewish victims of
communism would risk reawakening in East Central Europe's fragile
democracies the very scourge of anti-Semitism that has fortunately been
receding.
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POLAND

Break-out Session on Holocaust-Era Insurance: Postwar
Government Compensation Programs and Nationalizations

1. Before World War II, a widely developed insurance market
existed in Poland. In 1839, 79 insurance agencies were active, on the
territory of the Polish People's Republic, that is;

• 15 joint stock companies, in this two companies in liquidation
and two, in relation to which under the judgement of the court of
second instance bankrupt was announced;

• 10 counter - insurance agencies, conducting business on a
broader level, of which two placed in liquidation;

• 42 small counter - insurance agencies, of which only one was a
life counter - insurance agency. From among the small counter
insurance agencies five just before the second world war were
placed in liquidation;

• 5 public insurance agencies;
• Postal Savings Bank as a public corporation performing the

insurance business;
• 6 foreign insurance agencies: two English, two Italian, two

German.

2. After the end of World War II, pre-war insurance agency
estates were not nationalized, but their liquidation was executed. In
relation to the insurance agencies, the act from the 3rd of January 1946,
concerning the main branches of national economies, becoming the
property of the State, was not in force. (Law Gazette Nr. 3, item 17, with
later changes.)

On the 3rd of January 1947 a decree the ordering of personal and
property insurance (L. G. Nr.5 it. 230). From the day the decree comes
into force, that is the 3rd of January 1947, the local and foreign, private
insurance agencies, regardless of their legal condition, have lost their
right for a further conduct of the insurance business.

Preceding Page Blank
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Only two pre-war insurance agencies received a license for
conducting business, in the scope, settled in the decree, that is:

1) Warta Reassurance Company J.S.c. in Warsaw and
2) Polish General Counter-Insurance, of which both were

nationalized.
In connection with the rest of the agencies the liquidation was to

be conducted by the Polish General Counter-Insurance, later transformed
into the Polish National Insurance, and for the foreign agencies, active on
Polish territory, the main representative of the foreign insurance agency
or the liquidation will be assigned by the court in virtue of its office.

However, in connection with insurance agencies, which are
engaged only in personal insurance, the liquidation of their operations
was to be performed by special, personal insurance agencies, which were
brought into being, but were never created.

However, fOf agencies, of which the liquidation, for whatever
reasons, was not completed on the strength of the decree's regulations,
from 1947, according to [sec.] 2 act 1 orders of the Minister of Finance
.from the 29th of June 1959 on the principles and the course of insurance
agencies liquidation, which lost the right of conducting the insurance
business (L.G. Nr. 40, it. 211), the liquidator assigned was the Polish
National Insurance.

In accordance with this, the Polish General Counter-Insurance
took over the management and property of the liquidated insurance
companies from their hitherto authorities. The liquidation was conducted
on the basis of liquidation plans confirmed by the Minister of Finance,
and during the liquidation, to ensure a proper realization of the
proceedings, generally valid legal regulations were employed.

Notwithstanding the property connections in the joint stock
capital between some liquidated agencies, principles of the separate
character of property in relation to each of the agencies were strictly
abided. In connection with this, separate balance-sheets, plans of
satisfying creditors, reports of liquidation, etc. were prepared.

Jointly the Polish General Counter-Insurance conducted the
liquidation of25 insurance agencies that is:

• three public insurance agencies,
• six larger counter-insurance agencies,
• one small counter-insurance agency
• ten joint stock companies, in this one with the lone stock of

Polish Capital,
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• six foreign insurance agencies (two German, two English, and
two Italian).

In relation to two of the "larger" counter-insurance agencies,
operating in Poland before the war, that is:

• "Dniestr" Counter-Insurance Agency in Lw6w
• "Karpatia" Counter, Life Insurance Agency in Lw6w

Liquidation procedures were not conducted, as all the property
was left on the territory, which did not enter into the composition of the
territory ofthe Polish State.

From among the small counter-insurance companies only one
was liquidated, as investigations conducted by the Polish General
Counter-Insurance showed, that no property was left by these companies
for which the investigation ought to be conducted, or the existing
property was not sufficient to cover the costs of liquidation.

At this moment I would like to remark, that as far as the local
companies, also with foreign contribution of capital were brought to trial
in all virtues only up to the amount of property possessed in the balance,
the foreign companies operating in Poland were brought to trial on the
strength of art. 74 of the Polish Republic's President order from the 26th

of January 1928 concerning supervision of insurance (L.G. Nr. 9 it. 64)
their whole property, the one found in Poland as well as the property
outside its borders. In practice this meant securing the rights of creditors
and the insured, as well as the right to demand the existing commitments
from the Head Office of the insurance company.

As I have mentioned earlier, six foreign insurance companies,
through the meditation of main agencies, operated in Poland before the
War.

In spite of provisions art. 2 para. 1 of the act from 3rd of January
1946 about the state taking over the main branches of national economies
(L. G. Nr. 3 it. 17) on the strength which the nationalization of German
insurance companies was to take place, also in relation to them
liquidation procedures were conducted.

During the procedure of their liquidation it was ascertained, that:
1) The Bavarian Insurance Company - German Joined Stock

Company - Headquarters in Katowice did not possess any movables or
real estates in Poland. No claims in connection with liquidated company
were registered, both in virtue of the insurance contracts entered before
the war, as well as in virtue of workers' and other debts.

2) Aachen-Munich Insurance Company against the headquarters
in Katowice also did not possess any real estates and the company's
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movables found in Katowice were assigned for covering the workers'
compensation.

Both companies' securities were not lost during the occupation
period of were removed from Germany.

Owner of English insurance companies policies: "Alliance" and
"Prudential" settled abroad, they were directed to collect the payments
from these policies at the company's headquarters in London, as on the
Polish-English financial contract from the 11 th of November 1954 they
did not provide from the funds found in Poland.

Similarly the owners of insurance policies of Italian companies
"Assicurazioni Generali" and "Riuniona Adriatica di Sicurta" who
settled abroad were directed to the Headquarters in Triest, Poland,
however, in spite of numerous negotiations: in 1959, in 1972 and in
1977, in this scope, did not sign a mutual, financial agreement with Italy.

In Poland, for the owners of the above-mentioned English and
Italian insurance companies, the payments from the policies were
covered by the Polish State from the sums gained from the properties of
those companies in Poland.

3. In a great majority of causes the one real element of assets of
the liquidated insurance companies were the real estates, usually urban,
saved after the war, of which the value was calculated according to the
technical estimated norms, taking into the account the technical state of
those real estates and also the destruction caused by the war.

The value of the securities, into which composition entered
mostly pre-war bonds issued by the state, communal union and other
long term credit institutions, such as the Bank of Local Economy, Land
Credit Associations etc. was accepted as zero, because these loans were
not repaid, and the bonds did not possess no real value.

The valuation of other bonds was done taking under
consideration: decisions of indemnification contracts entered by Poland
with other countries together on mutual terms.

To the passive debts of the liquidated companies were assigned
mostly: the costs of liquidation, commitments from the insurance
policies, taxes, stamp duties, other possible commitments and claims in
virtue of shares or stocks.

Pricing both the assets and passive debts was unified both for the
local companies, local companies with foreign stock capital and the
foreign insurance companies operating in Poland. Also the claims in
virtue of the owned policies were treated equally both in the case of
Polish citizens in the country and abroad, and citizens of other countries
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(apart from claims from persons living abroad directed to English and
Italian companies - justification as above).

The repayments from policies present by persons living abroad
were transferred abroad, in accordance with the contemporary law, only
after achieving a foreign permit. Depending on whether Poland signed a
mutual contract with a given country in the scope of foreign circulation,
money could be transferred either to the policy owner's country or
transferred only to the blocked accounts of foreigners in Poland, to use in
Poland.

4. Orders of the Minister of Finance from the 29th of June 1958,
in the case of the principles and the course of liquidation of the insurance
companies, which lost the right of conducting the insurance business
originally anticipated, (section 3, act 1) that creditors of the liquidated
insurance companies should, if they have not done this in the course of
the hitherto liquidation operations, notify his liquidator in writing of his
claims, within the period of six months, counting from the day of this
orders coming into force, that is the 21 st of January 1960.

In accordance with section 10 of the objective orders the
responsibility for announcing in a widely read, daily newspapedhe place
and appointed time of the beginning and end of payments and imparting
information on this subject by the Polish National -Insurance, was
imposed on the liquidator.

This condition was fulfilled by the PNI, which printed numerous
notices about conducting liquidation procedures of pre-war insurance
companies, both in the Polish Monitor and few other daily newspapers of
an all-Polish and local range, such as "Trybuna Ludu," Zycle
Warszawy," Rzeczpospolita."

The time of submitting claims was prolonged three times, in tum
from the 31 st July 1961, 30th June 1964 and finally till the 30th October
1979, in relation to the claims directed to the two last, Italian insurance
companies:

1) ITALIAN JOINT STOCK COMPANY National assurance in
Triest - Assicurazioni Generali Triesta, Management for the Republic of
Poland in Warsaw;

2) ITALIAN JOINT STOCK COMPANY Riuniona Adriatica di
Sicurta, Adriatic Insurance Company in Triest, Management for the
Republic of Poland in Warsaw;

Only these two insurance companies were not yet liquidated in
the course ofthe hitherto conducted procedures (notice from Apri11979).
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5. Compensation from the policies of the pre-war liquidated
insurance companies were repaid after presenting the original policy and
evidence of the share payments from August 1939, and each case was
dealt with separately (separate liquidation check-ups).

Commitments from the insurance contracts in relation to the
authorized persons, were regulated according to principles defined in the
general conditions of insurance, but if the total sum of those
commitments did not have coverage in the balance sum of the property
of the given liquidation mass, the payments were placed in proportion
with the existing funds.

The assignation of insurance sums in relation to the policies
stated in zlotych in gold, and made out before the 8th of November 1927,
was done by re-counting, first on the strength of the law itself in ratio 1
zloty in gold equals 1.72 zloty in circulation, and then the new sum was
accepted as the nominal sum of the policy on the 31 sl of August 1939,
composing the basis for later calculations, according to generally valid
principles and it was re-counted into zloty in relation 1: 1, not taking into
account the height of the parity in the given pre-war period.

In the above way the recountings of the given group of policies
did not refer to the policies with the amount in zloty in gold, but made up
by different insurance companies following the date of the President
orders from the 5th November 1927, in connection with change of the
monetary system, coming into force, as these policies were calculated
according to the relation 1 zloty in gold equals 1 zloty in circulation.

Policies stated in foreign currencies, if it had not yet been done
on the strength of the law itself till the 151 of August 1934, were re
counted into zloty according to suitable in-force regulations.

In every case the final sum of the policy was calculated
according to regulations of the orders of the Cabinet from the 27th of
June 1958 regarding the definition of the ratio of re- counting claims
from insurance contracts of liquidated insurance companies (L.G. Nr. 38,
it. 243).

6. Naturally, in the case of life Insurance, death suffered as the
result of the Holocaust was treated as death resisted to war procedures.
From the liquidation papers it appears, that in spite of excluding the
repayment of compensation in the case of death suffered as the result of
war procedures by particular insurance conditions, the compensations
were repaid to everyone who submitted the claim in virtue of the entered
insurance contracts.
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While repaying the policies qualified for repayment it was
admitted, that in reality the insured stopped to pay shares from the 1st

September 1939. As the cessation occurred without any fault on the part
of the insured, but was the result of that created by the occupant, in
Poland conditions, making it impossible for the citizens to pay the
shares, it was accepted that the responsibility of insurance companies is
not suspended and will last till the end of the war, that is till the 9th of
May 1945.

And so the insured, who lived past the day of the 9th of May
1945, were repaid the insurance sum decreased in proportion to the
period for which the premiums were paid before the 1st of September
1939 and the full period of the insurance, with deductions of policy
loans.

At the repayment also the heirs of the dead during the War, were
repaid the full sum of insurance, after the deduction of the possible loans
and overdue premiums (generally for half of the war period).

7. Poland as a country occupied by Germany during World War
II and which citizens suffered a great deal from the hands of the Nazi
occupant, up till this day did not get the full settlement of compensation
for the victims of the Nazi crimes on the part of Germany. No
compensation program existed for the victims of Holocaust.

It should, however, be noticed that on the 16th of October 1991
as the cause of an agreement between the Republic of Poland's
Government and the German Federal Republic, a foundation, "The
Polish-German Reconciliation" was founded, which operated according
tothe legal regulations in force in the Republic of Poland.

On the strength of the above-mentioned agreement, the GFR
Government, actuated by humanitarian reasons, donated 500 million DM
for granting help to the victims who especially suffered by Nazi
persecutions.

The "Reconciliation" Foundation grants financial help, one time
performance character. The help granted by the Foundation is not a
compensation and cannot be treated as satisfaction for all the suffered
wrongs.

Polish citizens, as well as those of Jewish origin, alive on the 8th

of January 1992, who in personally deposed the application, living
permanently on the Republic of Poland's territory, and being victims of
special Nazi persecution, have the right of soliciting for the financial help
from the Foundation's means, these are:

• stay in the Nazi concentration camps, ghettos and prisons;
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• stay in the so-called Polenlagr, which are severe work camps for
Poles in Slaak;

• deportations from the place of settlement and forcing over the
period of over 6 months to work for the benefits of the Third
Reich;

• repressions during the stay in Stalaga;
• persecutions toward children (which during them turned 16):

a) born in the concentration camps, ghettos, prisons and the
children of the Holocaust.
b) taken away from parents for purposes of Germanization,
deported to work camps, forced to work at the place of stay;
children, whose both parents were taken to concentration
camps, imprisoned or to compulsory work, and which, were
through this devoid of parental care, as well as those born in
the Third Reich as the children of compulsory workers.

To finish I would once more like to emphasize, that in Poland,
occurred a liquidation of property of pre-war insurance companies, in
accordance with the law, and not their nationalization. This fact for a
great number of the authorized, on the basis of insurance contracts
entered before the Second World War, made possible the execution of
their rights.
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My purpose in these remarks is to try to expand somewhat on the
ways in which restitution and compensation for insurance were carried
out following the German defeat in 1945. As was the case with respect
to confiscation, so with respect to compensation and restitution, it is very
important to understand the role played by currency and exchange
regulations as well as by inflation and currency reform. . Even before
Germany had been fully occupied, the Supreme Commander of the
Allied Forces had issued Law No. 53, which contained exchange
regulations that, among other things, banned the payment of life
insurance policies for persons living outside of Germany. While this
measure was obviously aimed at preventing National Socialists and
Germans abroad from getting access to their assets, it also prevented
Jewish and anti-Nazi emigrants from collecting on their life insurance as
well. Indeed, it was only in June 1950, that is, two years after the
currency reform, that the Allies were prepared to entertain individual
requests for payments of insurance to persons living abroad. Ironically,
however, these had to be paid on a blocked DM account. Procedures
were relaxed in 1951, and these peculiar restrictions were terminated
with the London Agreement of 1953. Nevertheless, DM blocked
accounts remained non-convertible until July 1958, that is, just five
months before the DM became fully convertible.

The currency reform of June 21, 1948 determined both the
currency in which insurance policies were to be denominated in the
future and the currency in which insurance compensation was finally to
be denominated. The optical impression of some Jewish emigre getting
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79.87 DM in 1957 on a 5,000 RM policy taken out in 1925 is one that is
likely to produce irritation and even rage, especially when one is used to
today's price levels and when one considers the great success and wealth
of German insurance companies at the present time. My job as an
historian, however, is to try to reconstruct past times and make what
happened then intelligible. Insurance is a liquid asset, and inflation
inevitably favors those holding material assets over those holding liquid
assets. By the time of the currency reform, the RM was virtually
worthless, and cigarettes were actually being used as a currency. In fact,
as at the end of the hyperinflation in 1923, people were turning to barter,
trading eggs, for example, for a dental examination. All currency
reforms involve an arbitrary decision about the relationship between the
old currency and the new. In 1923-1924, the German government set the
ratio of paper marks to the dollar at 4.2 trillion to 1, lopped off twelve
zeros and pegged the RM at 4.2 to 1, which was the old parity. In 1948,
when convertibility was not of significance, the value was simply set at
10 RM to i DM. The important thing was to create confidence by
creating a new currency, limiting the amount of currency in circulation,
and thereby inducing people to make goods available and get back to
work. All insurance policies, indeed all liquid assets, non-Jewish as well
as Jewish, were thus reduced to a tenth of their previous nominal value,
but the purpose was to create a real value. One of the most important
guarantees of such real value was the continued Allied occupation, and it
was indeed the occupation authorities in the West which helped to insure
the control of the currency and mandated its rapid acceptance. The
currency reform must be viewed as an event that made compensation of
liquid assets possible with real as opposed to worthless money. It goes
without saying, of course, that the National Socialist regime was
responsible for the necessity of currency reform, but in this instance they
had despoiled everyone by bankrupting the nation in order to help pay
for the war.

This also helps to explain why it was the German Federal
Republic, not the insurance companies, which took over the
responsibility for compensation and restitution that developed fOllowing
the treaties with Israel and the Claims Conference of 1952 and the
London Agreement of 1953. The insurance companies had been
compelled to invest heavily in German State bonds (Reichsanleihe), and
these were worthless. Prior to the currency reform the insurance
companies were limited in the amounts they could payout to
policyholders by the occupation authorities, and their resumption of
operations depended on state guarantees. In effect, they were rendered
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dependent on the government for past obligations and reliant upon new
business for any future success they might have. The one significant
obligation remaining to them was to search their files for Jewish
policyholders when called upon to do so and to calculate compensation
claims according to the formula devised by the Federal Compensation
Office. As far as I can tell, they performed this task quite diligently,
charging the government about 9.50 DM for their labors.

As Dr. Gerlach has pointed out in his paper, compensation to
victims of National Socialism for insurance losses was based on the
presupposition that they would have maintained their insurance policies,
that is, paid their premiums and collected the full value of insurance
when the policy came to term were it not for their persecution. Values
and premiums for the period prior to the currency reform were calculated
in RM and then recalculated in DM. For the period after June 1948, both
values and premiums were calculated in DM. Since he has already
described and illustrated the method used, I shall not repeat what he said
here. Instead, let me tum very briefly to what happened in the Soviet
Occupation Zone of Germany and the former GDR and say a few words
about Austria. The Soviets liquidated all the old insurance companies in
1945, took over their assets, and created state companies. Policyholders
were given the option of contracting a new policy with these companies
that would automatically reinstate their old policies. The right to make
claims against the old insurers was denied. This remained the state of
affairs until the collapse of the GDR. The Unification Treaty of August
1990 has made provision for a new regulation of claims arising from the
war, but such legislation has not yet been issued. This does not,
however, preclude individual agreements between insured and previous
insurers.

Finally, let me tum to the Austrian case. Between 1959 and
1964, the Federal Government of Germany entered into a series of
bilateral agreements with a variety of countries for the purposes of
compensation of victims of Nazism. In the case of Austria, 102 million
DM was given, 96 million DM of which was used to compensate loss of
income of victims of Nazi persecution and to compensate victims in
other countries, while the remaining 6 million were to compensate for
lost property. Austria had nothing comparable to the German
compensation legislation. Insofar as insurance was concerned, the
Austrians confronted a situation similar to that of the Germans in that
their insurance companies were insolvent at war's end. An Insurance
Transition Law of 1946 limited the amount companies could payout,
while the Osterreichisches Versicherungs AG, which was a successor to
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the Phoenix--a special case because of its bankruptcy in 1936--and was
in particularly dire straits, was barred from making any payments on
policies paid up prior to May 1, 1946 and was limited in what it could
payout on policies that were still active. These restraints were eased as
the condition of the Austrian economy stabilized. The Insurance
Reconstruction Law of September 8, 1955 mandated that claims
regarding life insurance policies created after January 1, 1946 would be
paid in full, while those created before that date would be reduced by
60%. The payment of the latter policies was to be made possible by
government bonds and cash advances. All policies were to be converted
into Austrian currency. A special fund was set up in 1955 for Phoenix
annuitants providing three million shillings annually. It is interesting to
note, in conclusion, that there were complaints about these arrangements
by victims of the National Socialist regime at the time and that the
Austrian government was charged with violating the Austrian State
Treaty. The U.S. Embassy in Vienna, however, took the position that "It
is the opinion of the Embassy that the foregoing laws are ameliorative
and not confiscatory in nature. Insofar as the insolvent 'Phoenix'
Insurance Company is concerned, the laws were designed to rehabilitate
it and to save its assets for the benefit of all its policy holders and may be
characterized as bankruptcy or reorganizationlegislation."l Whether this
is a valid judgement or not is difficult for me to say without further
study, but I think it is interesting as a reflection of attitudes at the time
and provides some perspective from which to judge the far more
extensive and elaborate arrangements made by the German Government
with respect to compensation and restitution of victims of National
Socialism in the realm of insurance.

I James K. Penfield, Minister-Counselor of Embassy to the Department of State,
November 10, 1955, National Archives of the United States, RG 59, 863.08/11
1955, Box 4792. I am grateful to Dr. Oliver Rathkolb for bringing this
document to my attention.
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Thank you for this opportunity to present the work of the
Holocaust Claims Processing Office. The HCPO was established by
Governor Pataki in September 1997 as a division ofthe New York State
Banking Department. It grew out of the NYSBD's investigation into the
wartime activities of SBC's, UBS's and Credit Suisse's New York
Agencies and was initially intended to assist claimants with unresolved
claims against Swiss financial institutions. However, it soon became
apparent that our claimants also needed help with other types of claims,
most notably insurance claims. Therefore, the HCPO added claims for
unpaid insurance policies written in Europe in the pre-war and
Holocaust-Era to its mission. The mandate did not end there. Today, the
HCPO assists claimants with a vast array of claims: 'the majority still
reference Swiss banks and European insurance companies, but there is an
ever increasing number of claimants filing claims for lost, looted or
stolen art, as well as for assets deposited with European financial
institutions, be they Austrian, British, Dutch, French, German, or Italian.

Overall, the HCPO has handled in excess of 5,000 inquiries in
the past year. Of these, 2,600 have been insurance-related inquiries from
22 countries and 43 states. These inquiries have generated 1,300 claims
from 18 countries and 36 states. The majority of insurance claims have
come in from the US, Canada, the United Kingdom and Australia; the
majority of domestic claims are not surprisingly from NY, IL, CA, FL,
NJ, and TX. But, essentially, it is true that wherever people fled to in the
193Os and 1940s, we now have claimants, be that l,lS close as Canada or
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as far afield as Australia or Israel. What started off as an additional
service that we wanted to offer survivors and their heirs with banking
claims has now turned out to be half the work the office does on any
given day, and on some days well more.

I hasten to point out, however, that while there are 1,300
claimants, this actually means that we have claims for more than 1,900
insured persons. The reason is simple. in many instances, individuals had
multiple policies. In other instances, the claimant may well be the sole
survivor of a sizable family, the members of which were well-insured, or
just insured. Either way, many of our cases refer to more than one policy.

Claims currently filed with the HCPO reference a little more
than 100 companies as identified by claimants. The HCPO is currently
trying to determine how many successor companies are in fact involved.
It may be as few as two dozen. The most frequently cited companies
remain Generali, Phonix, RAS, Victoria, Allianz, Anker, Basler and
Donau. But claimants have also identified Barmenia, Fonciere, Gerling,
Hermes, lsar, Lloyds, Merkur, Nordstern, bvAG, Swiss Life, Star and
Vita, to name but a few. We have actual policy documents in every
imaginable Central European language for some of these, and policy
numbers for many many more.

I have given much thought to how to best give you a sense of
where these policies were written, not just by whom. But the frequent
border changes in Central Europe that you are all aware of make this
challenging. When going back to reconstruct how many Polish, Czech,
Romanian, Hungarian or even Austrian claims the HCPO currently has
on its books the first question one must ask is at. what point in time,
according to which borders? Roughly speaking in terms of pre-1938
borders the majority of our claims are Austrian, Polish, Czech and
Hungarian. There is also a handful of Romanian, Yugoslav and
Bessarabian claims, some of which are rather well documented. In terms
of post-1945 borders, however, the countries involved are more
numerous.

But numbers don't tell the whole story. Our experience has been
far more complex than this. We have an exceptional team of multi
lingual professionals with a wide array of talents who process written
and v~rbal inquiries and claims in eight different languages, drawing on
their knowledge of European history, as well as their banking, insurance
and legal backgrounds. Our staff provides assistance in a variety of ways:
preparing the claims either by appointment or over the telephone. They
assist in securing documentation where claimants do not have
appropriate documents; they research successor companies where these
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are not known. They then continue on and submit claims to the
appropriate companies, and European regulatory authorities. The
ultimate goal is to alleviate the burden and cost that claimants have
encountered when proceeding on their own.

Claims range from the purely anecdotal, through the detailed that
are merely lacking the original paperwork, to the partially or even fully
documented cases. For the most part we are dealing with life, dowry, and
education policies, as well as the occasional annuity, property, fire,
health and pension policies. Unlike the Swiss Bank cases that we have
worked on (where only 10-15% of account holders can be linked to a
specific bank), almost 50% of the policyholders can be linked to an
insurance company.

Those who cannot provide documentation do know significant
details. What sorts of details are these? Claimants know there was
insurance; they even recall purchasing it, and they remember perhaps the
name of the agent and location. They can remember the piggy bank
sporting a company logo, which they received when purchasing a policy.
Some have memories of a fearful and frenzied attempt to bury their
documents while in the ghetto -- the only available form of safekeeping.
Unfortunately in many cases this desperate ruse failed. They remember
accompanying parents to medical exams, or to photographers for dowry
policy photographs. We have claimants who accompanied their father, an
insurance salesman, on sales trips. And we have a claimant with very
vivid memories of Generali Christmas parties in Warsaw -- both her
father and grandfather were senior managers of the Polish subsidiary of
this Italian insurance company.

We have devoted a lot of time and energy to listening very
carefully to our claimants. Often, the details that may lead us to connect
the insured to the company that wrote the policy are not apparent in the
information supplied on the claim form the HCPO uses. But extensive
follow up conversations frequently reveal a degree of detail that emerges
in the retelling of highly traumatic events. Details such as the piggy
bank, which I know was red and domed, and German. The claimant can
even place the logo on it. Unfortunately the one detail that is missing is
an accurate description of that logo. But I am hopeful that one day soon a
claimant will walk in, lamenting the loss of the paper policy but
proffering a red, domed piggy bank as proof.

Documentation, and by this I mean actual paper documentation,
where it exists is no less vivid. There are of course the handwritten lists
kept by families that itemized their assets. Moreover, claimants have pre
war and wartime confirmation letters from insurance companies
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referencing policy numbers and policies. In some cases we have seen
postwar confirmation of the existence of policies, and clarification of
who received the proceeds during the war. One claimant's father owned
two life insurance policies written by Basler. They were seized by the
Nazi government in 1942 in accordance with the 11 th ordinance of the
Reich's citizenship law (25 Nov 1941) because he was "abroad". To the
best of our knowledge, the policyholder never received restitution from
the German government. This is not an isolated case.

In 46% of cases the claimants can provide some sort of link to
the company that originally wrote the policy. These are predominantly
life and dowry policies; in some instances there are also some property,
fire, health and pension insurance policies. I stress "originally" wrote the
policy because needless to say, in many instances that is only a starting
point. We have had many claims for PhOnix policies, written all over
central' and Eastern Europe. As you are all well aware, PhOnix went
bankrupt in 1936 and companies scrambled to carve up PhOnix's
holdings and incorporate the portfolios into their own. Thus, the Austrian
PhOnix portfolio was incorporated into OVAG, the German portfolio into
Isar, the Czech portfolio into Star, the Polish portfolio into the PZU, and
so on. For policies written in contested geographical areas such as Trans
Carpathia, this was often just the first move and far from the last, making
successor companies difficult to research. The pre-war Nazi
consolidation of the insurance industry and the post-war reconstruction
of this industry add to the difficulties encountered in successor company
research, and nationalization issues that pertain to policies purchased in
Eastern Europe are no less complex.

The chopping and changing of company holdings is not the only
hurdle to successful research. The vast array of companies in pre-war
Europe, the tendency to buy locally, from subsidiaries of larger, more
prominent companies, complicates matters further. Moreover, Europe is
a vast place. In order to do business effectively, it had to be conducted in
a dozen languages, through local subsidiaries or branch offices. Thus,
although the companies most frequently cited by claimants are Generali,
Phonix, RAS, Victoria, Allianz, Der Anker, Basler, and Donau, they are
mentioned in a variety of different languages, frequently referring to a
local company that was backed by a home office in Vienna or Prague,
Trieste or Berlin.

But linguistic confusion is not just prevalent when trying to
determine company names. It is also apparent when trying to verify
claimants' personal details. On the whole, people stayed put as borders
were moved around them, dominant languages and currencies changed,
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etc. Contested territories switched backwards and forwards between
Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Romania. Our claimants have documents
that show their names, addresses, dates of birth and value of their
policies in three different languages and currencies. Until recently one of
my favorite examples was the claimant who provided documentation
from Cluj, Kolosvar and Klausenburg - all the exact same place in
present-day Romania. But I have recently been told by an archivist at
Yad Vashem that Nagy Szolosz offers a far greater challenge - it has 26
variations!

In other examples claimants have come in convinced that the
policies they are seeking were written by one company and the HCPO's
research has been able to determine that it was in fact quite another. How
do we do this? Let me give an example. A claimant, originally from
Vienna, came into the HCPO relatively certain that his father's life
insurance policy was written by Der Anker or Phonix. A reasonable
assumption, given the size of these companies and the fact that the policy
was purchased in Vienna. Neither Der Anker nor Austria
Lebensversicherung (the PhOnix successor) had any record. So the
HCPO researched this claimant's father's tax records. The
Vermogensverzeichnis on file at the Austrian Federal Archives revealed
a Victoria life insurance policy, and even cited its repurchase value as of
July 1938. Again, this is not an isolated case.

Another example is a claimant who contacted the HCPO over a
year ago. She has her Anker dowry policy purchased by her mother in
Czechoslovakia in the late 1930s to ensure an adequate dowry of 50,000
Czech Crowns. By the time the claimant found the HCPO she had
already been married and widowed twice, all without ever receiving the
dowry her mother had intended for her. To add insult to injury, this
claimant has not only the actual policy, but also every premium receipt
for every payment made, all the way into the ghetto and from there to the
camps. The claimant here is the sole survivor of a sizeable family and
this policy is the only link that remains to that pre-war world. Anker's
home office in Vienna has consistently refused to offer' payment on this
policy because it claims not to be the legal successor to the policy.
Instead, it prefers to present itself as a fellow victim, claiming to have
lost all its assets to nationalization in the former Czechoslovakia and
Hungary. Over the years, the Czech authorities have repeatedly asserted
that these policies were seized by the Nazis. Moreover, in this case,
where the policy was written in a contested territory, it was apparently
transferred to Hungarian portfolios. In any case, the German or the
Hungarian governments are cited as the more appropriate places to
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address these claims. In this way, claimants have been sent from pillar to
post for over 50 years.

It is true that some of these claims were settled in the 1940s,
1950s and 1960s and restitution was indeed received by some. But in the
chaos of postwar Europe some policyholders and their heirs were missed,
even in Western Europe. While German insurance companies have
provided assistance with Western European claims that were missed in
the post-war period, policies written by Eastern European subsidiaries or
branches of Austrian, Italian or German and French companies are
generally refused. Companies cite nationalization decrees in
Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Poland, as a result of which they lost their
assets. Moreover, parent companies claim to have lost their archives
along with their other assets in nationalization. This explanation has been
offered even in cases where claimants have supplied the original policy
and premium payment receipts. Without their original archives, some
companies have been extremely unwilling to consider assessing the value
of policies presented to them.

The reasons are fairly self-explanatory of course, and have been
outlined by Prof. Feldman in the past. Jews were dispossessed of their
assets in a variety of ways, some more direct than others were. There was
outright seizure ofthe policy by the Gestapo after "flight" to the East, but
there was also surrender to the tax authorities to cover a variety of
punitive taxes. Or there was repurchase by the policyholder/insured in an
attempt to fund emigration. Or there was the failure to meet premium
payments, because of loss of livelihood for example. We have certainly
received very detailed information from a variety of insurance companies
listing loans that were taken out against policies, or illustrating how
failure to maintain premium payments resulted in a loss of value of the
insurance policy. Or citing repurchase dates and amounts. Unfortunately,
some of these repurchases occurred after the policyholder had already
been incarcerated or had perished in a concentration camp. Alternatively,
there are considerable payment details that have come out of Austrian
insurance companies listing exact payment dates and amounts in the
1950s. While this information is very welcome, it is also hugely
problematic: the companies cannot tell us who received those payments
in the 1950s, yet the heirs can confirm that the insured were murdered 15
years earlier.

So where do matters stand now, from the claimants' perspective?
Before the creation of the International Commission on Holocaust-Era
Insurance Claims chaired by Lawrence Eagleburger, the HCPO had been
offered ten settlements, covering a total of 19 policies. To date none of
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our claimants have accepted the offers, and a brief overview may explain
why. The offers range from a low of $50 to a high of $3,000, but all
.::ombined add up to just under $10,000. Vastly different approaches to
valuation are of course the reason for these enormous disparities. One of
our claimants who purchased a policy in 1923 in Berlin for a one-time
payment of 5,000,000 marks and a final payout of 10,000,000 in 1948
has discovered that the policy is not worth the paper it is written on. Not
only was there a period of currency stabilization just after he purchased
his policy (Germany was struggling with hyperinflation, after all), but
then there was the creation of the Reichsmark. And the creation of the
Deutschmark in 1948 three months before his policy was due wiped out
any remaining value.

Similarly, Austrian companies have been very adept at
calculating the value of the policies they wrote in the 1930s. First the
Schilling replaced the Krone. Then the Reichsmark was introduced, only
to be replaced with the new Schilling after the war. All these changes
must be accounted for. However, companies have then proceeded to
offer no interest for the fifty-plus years that followed these conversions.
Thus, claimants feel that insult has been added to injury when their four
policies are assessed at a total of $50 despite being written in gold
Schillings or gold dollars.

In many instances, companies have insisted, even where policy
documents remain, that they cannot assess the value of the asset on the
basis of these documents alone. Or they have assumed that, where
repurchase values were listed on asset declaration forms such as the
Vermogensverzeichnis, that payment was made. Who received it remains
for someone else to determine The company's liability has been
removed. Usually these letters end with the suggestion that there may
well be more documentation elsewhere.

I will readily admit that the historian in me loves this continued
quest for more and more documentary evidence and detail. I am often
dumbfounded by the documents that claimants can provide, by the
stories of how paper was safeguarded or rescued. I am frequently amazed
at the detail that can be found on tax forms and the like if one is prepared
to look. And I could happily go on at great length about individual cases
that the HCPO has handled in the past year. But to be perfectly candid,
the historian in me is also confronted daily with a terrible conflict
inherent to this subject matter: the inevitable mortality of the generation
of survivors still with us. Our claimants are getting older every day.
Their health is not improving. That other part of me, the part that carries
the responsibility for the HCPO and its claimants, is far more enamoured
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with the concept of speedily arrived at "rough" justice. Many have been
trying to arrive at resolution for more than half a century. If they are to
witness any closure for themselves, we must all work to achieve it sooner
rather than later.



Mr. Bobby Brown
ADVISER TO THE PRIME MINISTER FOR DIASPORA AFFAIRS,

PRIME MINISTER'S OFFICE

ISRAEL

Break-out Session on Holocaust-Era Insurance: Unpaid Claims

Ladies and Gentlemen:
I come to you as the Representative of an ancient people whose

history has been stolen.
Since World War II, the entire Jewish people have moved from

their countries of origin. Ask a Frenchman in Paris or an Italian in
Milano or a German in Berlin where their ancestors lie and they will take
you to the local cemetery and show you the graves of their forefathers.
They can show you the town records, the church registry and the family
bible, which lists their family tree. Almost no Jew today lives in the same
town as his grandparents. We have lost our history. We no longer
remember the maiden names of our grandmothers or the number of
uncles and cousins that we lost.

But much of that "history" was written in a most. unusual
historical record - in the ledgers and policy information of European
insurance companies. There lie the maiden names, the occupations, the
addresses of the former homes and the names of the children designated
to inherit those policies.

We never assigned insurance companies the task of holding our
history; we never thought that they would record our families' stories but
they did - and with the ferocious appetite of some Rip Van Winkle,
reawakened and with a thirst for knowledge that had been denied too
long - we now come forward and say: Give us the history that you hold;
give us the life stories of our forefathers. Tell us who we are; tell us
what happened; return to us our heritage; publish the names.

I come to you today with a message of hope; hope that we had
given up for lost; hope from the places which we thought were lost
forever.

A Jewish family having survived the ravages ofthe First World
War begins to build a new life for itself in the unstable political and
economic climate of Eastern or Central Europe. They buy a life
insurance policy from a trusted neighbor and friend. It is bought as a
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way of saving for the uncertain days ahead. It is bought as a pension
plan; It is bought to pay for the ,wedding of that most precious of
treasures - a daughter. Slowly, the sky fills with the clouds of hatred,
racism, political instability and economic upheaval. Discrimination
begins. Job loss. Education denied. Degradation and violence. Our
family seeks an escape but the "civilized world" has turned its back and
refused them entrance. The confiscations, the destruction, the "round
up," the trains, the ghettos, the dogs, the helmets, and the cursing. The
selection, the camps, the beatings, the starvation, the disease and death.

And yet, the hope that maybe, if the children live, a policy issued
in better times, will be there for a new life for the children - that after the
darkness, a new day of security and a new beginning for the precious
remnant that survives.

As the voltage on the electrified fences is turned off and the
gates opened, as a new life must be started from the ashes and tears, a
recollection of that policy, issued during better times, comes to mind. It
is the key to the door of opportunity; it is the first step on a tall staircase;
it is the past reaching out to help the future - AND IT IS DENIED.

This was the story of many. It was the story of Herman Klein,
the proprietor of the Budapest factory of the Parker Pen Company who
lost his home, his furniture, his business, and his family. In 1947,
Herman Klein spent many nights completing the forms at the Register of
Enemy Debts in his new home in Palestine. He listed every possession
in the hope that his property would be restored. He included the linen
shutters on the kitchen windows of his Budapest home, the washbasin
with pipe fittings, the gold bracelet, tie clip, ladies ring and medallion,
totaling 69 grams of gold and the 88 fountain pens that were stolen from
Herman Klein, the former Head of the Parker Pen Company. He
carefully listed his insurance policies

Policy No
52418

Policy no.
52412

Policy no.
64620

Issued 24
October 1929
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Policy No.
74490

ssued 22
ecember1932

olicy no.
30258

Herman Klein carefully notes on the yellowed form that his
policy states that all currencies are convertible to gold. Herman Klein
never again saw his linen shutters, never again saw his 88 pens and never
received any payment for his insurance policies.

Erwin Steiner, was born in Budapest on the 6 June 1888. Erwin
sat with his insurance agent on September 9, 1927 and took out this
policy (holds up copy of Generali policy).

It is clearly stated on this policy that in 20 years Mr. Steiner
would receive 1,000 "New York" dollars; his monthly premium would
be $14.92. But Mr. Steiner was to die in the crematoria at Auschwitz in
1944 and when Mr. Steiner's surviving son applied to receive his father's
bequest, he was denied because his father had stopped paying his
premiums. In the depth of the camps struggling each day for a crust of
bread and wome watery soup, Erwin no longer had any possibility to pay
$14.92 each month.

An insurance policy is a contract of faith where one side
promises to pay premiums and the other side promises protection, a
future and hope. For many Jews, it was that future, that hope and that
protection that kept them going another day, and another day, in the very
Gates of Hell.

I am a child of survivors. I am a proud representative of the
reborn State of Israel - reborn from the ashes of European Jewry and I
am full of hope. Because I have the honor to be Israel's representative
on the International Commission on Holocaust Era Claims, I am full of
hope that the heirs of Herman Klein, the Parker Pen manufacturer from
Budapest, and the heirs of Erwin Steiner, whose ashes were lost through
the chimneys of Auschwitz, will regain the dignity that has been denied
them. The world will quickly forget the words we say here, but will
never forget the justice we seek to achieve here.

I - with this Conference - am full of hope.
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Stuart E. Eizenstat
UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ECONOMIC, BUSINESS,

AND AGRICULTURAL AFFAIRS

UNITED STATES

Plenary Session on Nazi-Confiscated Communal Property

Mr. Chainnan, I want to thank you for agreeing to preside over
our sessions on communal property today. As Chainnan of the House
International Relations Committee, you have proudly been one of the
leaders on this issue in the United States Congress. Through the hearings
that you have chaired you have brought public attention to the
opportunity we have had since the end of the Cold War to right this
injustice. You have focused on the progress achieved by the new
democracies in Central and Eastern Europe as well as on the obstacles
which make early resolution of these claims difficult. Your efforts have
provided a real service to the international community.

Earlier in this conference we reviewed the looted gold issue and
commenced our dialogue on insurance and art. We now tum to
communal property, that is the land, buildings and religious artifacts
owned by religious organizations and other community-based groups in
Central and Eastern Europe prior to World War II. This property has a
significant value; returning it to its rightful owners, or compensating
owners, will correct yet another ofthe injustices of the Holocaust era.

Before going into the communal property issue in more detail, I
want to mention briefly the twin issue of private property. In planning
this Conference, we concluded that the private property issue was too
complex to be dealt with adequately in the time available. I do not want
to leave the impression, however, that by omitting private property we
are somehow downgrading or ignoring that issue. The contrary is the
case. Omitting private claims from the agenda of this Conference
acknowledges the complexities which those claims pose and the need to
consider that issue in a different context. But it is essential that
governments make a start to return private - or pay compensation.

Communal property was one of the early targets of the Nazi
regime. By expropriating churches, synagogues and other
community-controlled property - such as community centers and schools
- the Nazis denied religious communities the temporal facilities which
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held those communities together. After the war, the authoritarian regimes
that succeeded to power nationalized the property, compounding the
persecution of the Nazis. In the former Soviet Union, the communist
government expropriated property as part of Stalin's effort to eliminate
religion from Soviet life. Religious objects, such as Torah scrolls and
artifacts of a religious nature, also fell victim to authoritarian regimes
both during and after World War II.

While the circumstances of each parcel of real estate and artifact
are different, the component parts of the communal property issue share
a common characteristic: governments improperly took this property
from the rightful owners without compensation. Now it is our common
responsibility to ensure that, finally, justice is done.

Addressing these issues in a forthright and sympathetic manner
is part of the broader process of moving to closure on the questions left
open after World War II and which merely became more complicated
during the Cold War. For those states which gained independence as a
result of the collapse of the Soviet Union, dealing with these issues is
part of the broader challenge of building democratic institutions and
establishing the. rule of law.

As many of you know, the issue of communal property
restitution has a special importance for me. Since 1995, I have had the
privilege of leading a U.S. government initiative to promote the just
resolution of this issue. My role as special envoy has brought me both
satisfaction and frustration. Satisfaction during visits to communities of
Holocaust survivors in Central and Eastern Europe which have endured
50 years of oppression under Nazi and Communist governments.
Satisfaction to see that many are rebuilding their communities.
Frustration that these double victims - who lost nearly everything to the
Nazis and who endured another 40 years of repression under communist
governments - continue to see justice delayed.

The U.S. Government encourages the return of communal
property, and supports the revitalization of religious and other
communities. We want to see schools and community centers included in
the process. We encourage governments to establish equitable,
transparent and non-discriminatory procedures to evaluate specific
claims, and to work closely with local religious communities to resolve
those claims. We feel that cemeteries should never be desecrated or used
for any other purpose - to maintain in dignity those buried there.

Let me cite one example of a restitution success story which I
believe is symbolic of the kind of property transfer which can benefit us
all. Part-of the commemoration of the 60th anniversary of Kristallnacht
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last month was the re-dedication of a small synagogue in Oswiecim,
Poland. The name may not be familiar to many of you but the German
name of that town, Auschwitz, is all too well-known. Here, a short
distance from the infamous Nazi death camp, the Polish Jewish
community has used Poland's new restitution law to reclaim one of the
city's former synagogues, used for a commercial purpose in more recent
years. Together with a small nearby house, the synagogue will serve as a
museum to show the daily life of Oswiecim's once substantial Jewish
population during the pre-Nazi period. The restoration of this synagogue
in an area which is the symbol of the Holocaust shows how a
well-conceived, carefully administered restitution law can work.

Progress has been made on this subject in many countries.
Recent legislation in Poland and Hungary has laid a solid foundation for
sound restitution programs. Hungary established a public foundation to
claim and receive communal property, and also established a fund which
will pay Holocaust survivors small monthly pensions. Other countries are
actively dealing with this issue.

But while a start has been made, we should be under no illusion
about the difficulties of this task. As the Department's Special Envoy for
Property Restitution in Central and Eastern Europe, I have visited eleven
countries, many more than once, to address this issue.

More recently, my colleague, Ambassador Henry Clarke, visited
several countries to gain a more detailed appreciation of the complexities
of restituting communal property. We have both been impressed with the
progress which has been made in many instances. At the same time, we
have observed obstacles which make the resolution of this issue a
daunting task.

For example, despite the commitment of national governments to
restitution, local governments often block implementation. In some
countries laws on restitution apply only to narrowly defined religious
properties, leaving out the far more numerous communal properties such
as schools and community centers that were and are so important to these
communities. The legitimate interests of the current tenants can be used
to block progress. Access to records that can help clarify claims is often
difficult. Complex and costly legal procedures can discourage claimants.
The issue of who should receive and manage restituted property can
generate controversy and slow the process.

We have made clear that we support a process of communal
property restitution that reflects a commitment to religious freedom and
tolerance, a sense of justice, and the concept that property can be
expropriated only through due process and for prompt and effective
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compensation. I think the governments represented here today share
those basic tenets. But while we seek consistent standards for restitution,
we also recognize the widely divergent circumstances that exist where
this property is located and the need to take these circumstances fully
into account. It appears obvious that no single grand solution will work
effectively in all countries.

However, my hope is that to guide our efforts we can agree on a
system of principles along the following lines:

First, we want to encourage national governments to take the
necessary steps to ensure that restitution policies established by the
national government are implemented at regional and municipal levels of
government. Differences between various levels of government should
not thwart the effort to return property to legitimate owners. Having a
federal government ourselves, we recognize the constitutional and legal
problems which can arise on issues having implications at both national
and local levels. Nevertheless, I would hope that we in this Conference
could agree that the resolution of this issue requires each country to have
some uniformity of policy and administrative practice in this area.

Secondly, as a general principle, communal property spould be
eligible for restitution irrespective ofwhether the property had a religious
or a secular use. There may be cases of secular property such as
extensive agricultural land or factories for which restitution is not
possible. Fair treatment may require new legislation which more properly
defmes and describes property eligible for restitution.

Thirdly, legal procedures for filing claims should be clear and
simple. Complex legal procedures delay or deny the justice we all seek in
resolving communal property issues. Those preparing claims should have
easy access to archives.

Fourthly, we should encourage the establishment of foundations
jointly managed by local communities and international groups to aid in
the preparation of claims and to administer restituted property, where
these are needed to assist the local communities. Such foundations
enable international groups to share the burdens, and potentially some of
the benefits, of the restituted property.

Finally, elected governments must make provisions for the
present occupants of restituted property. In most cases, those now using
property wrongfully seized in the past had no hand in its original
expropriation. We therefore urge governments to establish procedures
that will allow for the restitution of as many properties as possible, and
that take into account legitimate needs of the current tenants.
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We hope that a consensus on principles can give new impetus to
the encouraging initiatives already underway in many countries, and that
this intergovernmental forum can be a catalyst for many other belated
efforts to address this unfinished business of the twentieth century. With
a bit of good will and some imagination, we will be able to implement
these or similar principles to resolve communal property claims.

The traumatic events of the 1930's and 1940'sr followed by the
long period of totalitarian communist rule, destroyed trust within
religious communities, among religious communities and between
religious communities and governments. A successful communal
property restitution process will help to re-establish trust, understanding
and acceptance at all these levels.

The issue will not simply vanish; the fact that we are discussing
it more than fifty years after the war is ample evidence that this question
has considerable staying power. What could occur, of course, is that
delay and obfuscation could simply run the clock out on Holocaust
survivors, most of whom are already elderly. I think I speak for the
countries represented here when I say that to delay justice further would
dishonor us all. We have a clear obIlgation, which we must meet now.
The right and honorable solution is to deal with this issue in an
expeditious manner, and to do so through a process that is transparent,
fair and nondiscriminatory. This will take courage, vision and
persistence. Given the passage of over fifty years, absolute justice may
not be obtainable for either the original owners or the current occupants'
of disputed real property. But producing a measure of justice for
thousands who suffered most will help all of us to come to terms with
history as we end the 20th Century and begin a new millennium.

I believe that we should proceed from the premise that this is a
problem which can be solved. With that as our starting point, I am
confidant that we can reach mutually agreeable formulas for bringing this
issue to closure. I look forward to a profitable exchange of views in this
morning's plenary, and in the breakout session this afternoon.





Mr. Ignatz Bubis
PRESIDENT

EUROPEAN JEWISH CONGRESS

Statement translatedfrom the original German by the
us. Department ofState Office ofLanguage Services, Translating Division

Plenary Session on Nazi-Confiscated Communal Property

Mr. Mikva, Mr. Gilman, Mr. Eizenstat, Ladies and Gentlemen:
Let me first of all ask your understanding for giving my speech

in German, because I find it easier to express myself clearly in that
language. I shall limit my remarks to matters relating to restitution of real
estate property in the Federal Republic [of Germany] and the countries of
the former East Bloc.

It is bad enough that it has taken us more than 50 years after the
end of the nazi dictatorship to talk about this.

In Western Europe in general, and especially in the Federal
Republic, there have been laws on compensation for the injustices
suffered and the restitution of assets. As far as real estate is concerned,
this has been implemented in an exemplary fashion in the Federal
Republic and has long since been concluded. After the unification of the
two German states, the Federal Republic undertook treaty obligations to
return real properties to their former Jewish owners in the same manner,
or to provide compensation, with restitution being given priority vis-a-vis
compensation. A large part of these restitutions has already been carried
out, and where this was not possible, compensation has been provided. It
is true that there are a few cases left to decide, but they, too, are nearing
completion. Among the cases yet to be decided are, among other things,
emergency sales forced on the Jewish communities by the former rulers
ofthe former GDR.

Formerly, the Jewish communities in Germany were very rich.
Today, the new Jewish communities are very poor and consist mostly of
refugees or their descendents. Without support form the federal
government and the federal states, the existence of the Jewish
communities today would be in jeopardy. This, too, is a consequence of
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the nazi dictatorship that is still being felt to this day. Without the help of
the federal governmeQt and the federal states, even the rebuilding of
synagogues would be impossible.

As concerns the countries of the former East Bloc, restitution is
coming along very unevenly. Some countries, as for instance Ukraine,
categorically refuse to return former Jewish real estate, be it private or
communal. One must take into account in this connection that the
expropriations took place as early as in the 1920s, after the formation of
the Soviet Union. Other countries, such as the Czech Republic, Slovakia,
and Poland, are at least partially willing to return communal real estate,
though not private properties. The fairest agreements could be concluded
and implemented with Hungary. It is true that there are positive
agreements with Romania, but none of them have been implemented so
far. I am mentioning all of this in order to make clear how differently
compensation and restitution matters are handled in different places.

It may be true that one or the other country can claim that the
statute of limitations has run out, however, this should not have anything
to do with the moral aspect. Today, hundreds of thousands of refugees
are living in foreign countries and are still dependent on assistance by
charitable organizations. These people must receive assistance through
compensation for heir-less assets.

Another subject is the archives, which very often could shed
light on possessions and property. In this regard, I would like to appeal to
all countries to open their archives to research in order to facilitate
justice.

In conclusion, I would like to thank the initiators of this
Conference, especially the Congress and the Senate, as well as the U.S.
Administration. Special appreciation is also owed to the Department of
State, and especially to Stuart Eizenstat, who began working on this
matter years ago, when he was still ambassador to the EU in Brussels.

Thank you for your attention.



Ms. Erzsebet Pek
SECOND SECRETARY, MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

HUNGARY

Plenary Session on Nazi-Confiscated Communal Property

As the representative of the Republic of Hungary I would like to
express my government's gratitude to the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum and the United States Department of State for hosting
the Conference. My delegation is well aware of the complexity and
difficulty of the issues to be solved. At the same time, we are of the view
that this Conference presents an excellent opportunity to evaluate the
historical facts and will contribute to finding a just resolution for the
Holocaust injustices.

In Hungary, during the five decades under totalitarian political
regimes, the property rights of a great number of citizens have been
gravely violated. After the historical changes of 1989-1990 it has been
the obligation of the Hungarian State to recognize and protect private
property and to compensate the citizens for wrongful acts caused by the
State. Within this context the Hungarian Parliament has enacted two
fundamental laws, Act XXV of 1991 on partial compensation for
damages unlawfully caused by the State to properties owned by the
citizens aggrieved by the application of regulations enacted after June 8,
1949, and Act XXIV of 1992 for the damages caused by regulations,
enacted between May 1, 1939 and June 8, 1949. These acts provided
compensation to all persons whose property had been injured either by
the racial discriminating regulations enacted after May 1, 1939, or by the
measures of nationalization. According to the above mentioned two acts,
partial compensation was due not only to Hungarian citizens, but also to
persons who had been Hungarian citizens when the injury occurred, to
persons who had been aggrieved in connection with deprivation of their
Hungarian citizenship, and to those non-Hungarian citizens who had
their ordinary residence in Hungary on December 31, 1990. If the
claimant had deceased, his descendant, or in absence of such, the
surviving spouse was entitled to lay claim for compensation. With the
enactment of Act XXIV of 1992, Hungary also fulfilled its obligations
under Art. 27. par. I of the Paris Peace Treaty, according to which
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Hungary was required to pay fair compensation to persons who
aggrieved damages due to their race or religion.

At the same time, the Hungarian Constitutional Court in a
decision in 1993 stated that the implementation of Art. 27. par. 2 of the
Paris Peace Treaty was still missing. That paragraph of the Peace Treaty
obliged Hungary to transfer the claims of the former owners without
legal successors to the interest organizations of the victims. The
Constitutional Court gave notice to the Parliament to lift this
unconstitutional state. In order to execute the above decision of the
Constitutional Court, the Hungarian Parliament enacted Act X of 1997
by which the National Jewish Indemnification Fund was established by
the Government. For the purposes of the Fund the Government gave
indemnification vouchers of 4 billion forints transferable into life
annuity, the distribution of which is to be decided by the Board of
Trustees. In 1997 life annuity of 900,000 million forints were distributed,
in 1998 1.8 billion, and in 1999 2.3 billion is planned in the budget. At
the same time the government transferred the ownership of 7 real estates
and 10 objects of art and has ensured a yearly budgetary contribution to
the operational expenses of the Fund. Through the enactment of Act X of
1997 and the establishment of the Fund the Republic of Hungary fulfilled
its obligation taken under Art 27 par. 2 of the Paris Peace Treaty.

A further obligation of the State was to compensate the churches
for the damages unlawfully caused by the State. The basic principle of
the legislation was to enable the churches to again fulfill their social role
freely, without restrictions. In order to create the material and financial
conditions, necessary to the fulfillment of their activities, the Hungarian
Parliament has enacted Act XXII of 1991 on the settlement of the
ownership relations of the properties owned by the churches. In
connection with this Act it must be stressed that the measures of
nationalization applied after January 1, 1948 affected all churches, and as
the Hungarian Government repealed the discriminating decrees after the
war, the application of nationalization in 1948 did not relate to
Holocaust.

The Act, based on functional principles, made it possible for the
churches to submit claims for compensation for damages caused by
application of regulations enacted after January 1, 1948, on condition
that the claimed real estates were used for religious, educational,
social-health care or cultural purposes before the nationalization and the
churches intended to use them for the same purposes. In the interest of
settling the ownership relations of the real estates, a Commission was set
up, comprised of the representatives of the Government and the
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concerned churches. On the basis of the claims of the churches the
Commission drew up the list of the real estates to be returned. The
commission submitted the list to the Government for approval. Having
approved, the Parliament determined the sum to be expended on the
settlement. The Act made it also possible that the churches, instead of
the claimed immovable, could obtain, on agreement, an adequate real
estate or financial compensation.

In September 1996 negotiations started between the Government
of the Republic of Hungary and the representatives of the Holy See on
the financing of the civil and religious activity of the Catholic Church
and among others on the settlement of the ownership of the former
Catholic property. The Agreement was signed on 20th June, 1997 by the
Prime Minister of the Republic of Hungary and the competent state
secretary of the Holy See. According to the agreement, the Catholic
Church renounced its compensation claim of 42 billion forints, on
condition that the Hungarian Government pay annuity which is to be
used for financing its religious activity.

The Agreement served as a basis for a comprehensive legislative
process, involving the settlement of the ownership of the churches,
according to which the Parliament modified the above Act, making it
possible for the churches that their claims which were to be compensated
not in kind, but not yet returned, or compensated can be transferred into
annuity on the basis of an agreement between the Government and the
concerned church. According to the claims submitted by the churches
till 30th June, 1998, the basis of the annuity of the Catholic Church is the
above mentioned 42 billion forints, 6.66 billion of the Hungarian
Reformed Church, 4.2 billion of the Hungarian Evangelical Church and
13, 511 billion of the Association of the Hungarian Jewish Communities.
The first agreement on the transfer of the claims into annuity was signed
with the Association of the Hungarian Jewish Communities in October of
this year.

The total number of the claims submitted by the churches is
7221. About 1000 cases were settled by direct agreement. The number of
claims settled by government decision exceeds 1065. On the basis of the
above decisions, 20 billion forints were paid between 1992-97 and the
Government undertook to pay further 14 billion forints as compensation
due till 2001. 3380 of the submitted claims remain to be settled. 1200 of
these claims were renounced by the Catholic Church for the above
mentioned annuity. The Agreement between the Government of the
Republic of Hungary and the Association of the Hungarian Jewish
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Communities settled 157 claims. Preparation of similar agreements with
the other churches is in progress.



Mr. Saul Kagan
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

CONFERENCE ON JEWISH MATERIAL
CLAIMS AGAINST GERMANY

Plenary Session on Nazi-Confiscated Communal Property

Last month the world marked the 60th anniversary of the burning
of the synagogues in Germany and Austria by Nazi mobs. This was the
most extreme demonstration- of the Nazi plans to destroy the Jewish
communities of Germany and Austria. As we know now, the Nazis
intended not only to murder the Jews but to destroy their communities 
the schools, synagogues, the old age homes, and all of the institutions of
the millennium ofvibrant Jewish life, culture, and traditions in Europe.

As the Third Reich conquered most of Europe, the design to
destroy Jewish lives and life was brutal and merciless. The three million
strong Jewish community of Poland was practically obliterated. This was
the largest Jewish community in Europe and the heart of the Jewish
world at that time.

As the war ended and the world awoke to the immensity of the
Holocaust and began to confront the human and social carnage, we were
faced with two enormous tasks: first. to bind the wounds and resettle the
survivors, and, second, to establish the principle that one should not
profit from murder and pillage. To paraphrase the biblical admonition:
"You shall not murder-and inherit."

Immediately after the war the major Jewish organizations turned
to the victorious Allies, primarily to the United States to secure
restitution for Jewish property in Germany. As a result of these efforts
the United States military government introduced in November, 1947,51
years ago, the first property restitution legislation on German soil. One of
the historic achievements of this law was the recognition of the principle
that heirless and unclaimed property of Nazi victims should not become
the property of the successor state of the Third Reich. This was a
revolutionary development in international law acknowledging that
ordinary legal principles could not be applied when dealing with the
consequences of this enormous tragedy.

The United States military government law provided for the
designation of a successor organization to recover heirless and unclaimed
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property in the American occupation Zone and to use the proceeds for
the benefit of survivors. Following the enactment of this law, we
established the first Jewish successor organization, which recovered
private and communal property in the American occupation zone. Later,
similar laws were enacted by British and French military government for
their respective occupation zones, as well as West Berlin. No such
legislation was enacted in the Soviet zone of occupation. One of the first
things we did was to use proceeds to buy prefabricated housing for the
concentration camp survivors living in tents in Israel in the first year of
its independence.

After the German Federal Republic came formally into existence
in 1949, and thereafter, the principles of the Allied restitution legislation
were subsequently incorporated into its national law.

A major task for the successor organizations was the recovery of
the property of the Jewish communities and organizations such as
synagogues, old age homes, hospitals, schools, cemeteries, and other
institutional property.

We turned over to. the newly constituted Jewish communities the
buildings that they needed for the use of their community, such as
synagogues and community centers. We also established the principle of
sharing the proceeds with the local communities and the needs of the
survivors who were rebuilding their lives and communities elsewhere.

Four decades later, upon the unification of Germany, the Claims
Conference succeeded in obtaining restitution legislation along similar
principles for property subject to forced sale or confiscation during the
Nazi period in the former East Germany. Following the precedent of
West Germany, the Claims Conference worked out with the Central
Council of Jewish communities in Germany a sharing agreement for the
proceeds from the sale of the assets of the former Jewish communities
and organizations of East Germany.

Although the task of recovery of Jewish communal property in
the former East Germany is far from complete, the principles and
experience that guided us in Germany can serve as a model for similar
measures in the many other countries that have not as yet fully faced the
historic and moral responsibility to return Jewish communal property.

This is the challenge which the governments concerned must
meet promptly. The legal principles and the methods for restitution of
such property have already been tested. The needs of the local Jewish
communities and Holocaust survivors around the world are great.

It is tragic that many governments have not as yet responded to
this challenge. We expeCt this conference to bring about the universal
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acceptance of the principle that Jewish communal property must be
restituted and where in some specific instances restitution may not be
feasible, properly compensated.

We expect the implementation of this principle to be encouraged
and monitored by whatever mechanism will be evolved as a follow-up to
this conference. This will be the ultimate test of the determination of the
world community to help restore Jewish life which the Nazis set out to
destroy.





Rabbi Andrew Baker
DIRECTOR, EUROPEAN AFFAIRS

AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE

Jewish Communal Property

Plenary Session on Nazi-Confiscated Communal Property

"Why now?" seems to be the question that is most frequently
asked. After fifty years have passed, why now is so much attention
being given to the question of Holocaust assets. Why now is this
conference taking place? Each of us is, perhaps, both asking and being
asked this question. There are many answers to "Why now," but no
single answer serves to explain it. The passing of eye-witnessed events
into history; the last opportunity to address the injustices of the survivor
generation; the popularizing through movies and television of stories
once ignored; the need to get things straight before the close of the
century? We may not be able to answer the question, Why now?, with
any satisfaction, but we should be able to say what now we can do about
it.

Fifty years ago, after the Nazis were defeated it was fair to
conclude that much of Central and Eastern Europe would remain
irredeemably inhospitable to Jewish life. In Germany and Austria, for
example, Allied occupation forces took stock of the small number of
Jewish survivors, the adverse conditions, the high level of anti-Semitism
still present in society, and determined that no effort should be made to
encourage former Jewish residents to return. In fact, those present would
be offered assistance to emigrate. Pogroms in Poland and elsewhere
which left thousands of returning, Jews dead at the hands of their former
gentile neighbors sent a similar message. The future for those who
survived the Holocaust would be found in other places-primarily in
Israel and America. '

It is hard not to imagine what we might have been able to do if
this conference took place fifty years ago. All of those assets which we
are discussing this week-insurance policies, bank accounts, looted
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gold-eould have been directed to the benefit of these survivors when
they would have done the most good, as they were starting new lives in
new places and when the trauma was most severe. All of the difficulties
in the passing years of identifying assets, of sifting through lost and
discarded and incomplete records, of trying to match accounts with
claimants and their heirs, would have been so much less. The work
would have been much simpler; the benefit for Holocaust survivors so
much greater. But, fifty years ago, no one was ready to do what we are
prepared to do today.

We know there are survivors in need, and they deserve to be
helped now. Everyone agrees with this statement, but it appears to be the
beginning and not the end of problems and controversy, as help is
delayed and as organizations and lawyers and governments vie with
each other to be the conduit for this aid. Meanwhile, the cynicism
increases and the embarrassing private battles become public news.
This, too, will be part of the discussion at this conference, even if it goes
on only in the corridors rather than the official sessions.

We know that even now, at this late date, we should make every
effort to find the heirs of newly-identified assets. Works of art, insurance
policies and bank accounts may still have legal claimants. Fifty years of
neglect and resistance make this a difficult and time-consuming task, and
the cost may far exceed the actual assets identified. But, if this enterprise
really is about justice and not just about money-a sentiment that seems
increasingly challenged by the day-to-day statements of some-we need
to follow this path.

Still, there is something wrong if all we succeed in doing is
reckoning the accounts fifty years late. There ought to be some things
we can do now that go further. After all, the very changes that have
occurred in many of the countries represented at this conference are
much greater than just open archives and a willingness to look at history.
The problems we are examining and trying to redress can also be a
bridge to the future. This possibility may be most evident in the difficult
and still largely-unresolved area of Jewish communal property
restitution.

It was only in this last decade that one could even imagine the
possibility that what was once Jewish property in the Communist nations
of Central and Eastern Europe might again pass into Jewish hands. But,
the euphoria which greeted the fall of the Berlin Wall and the successful
and largely peaceful revolutions which brought democracy to these
countries was not easily shared in the Jewish world. More frequently,
our assessment resembled those reached in 1945. After the destruction
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of the Holocaust and decades of Communist tyranny and state-sponsored
anti-Semitism, what future could there be for Jewish life in these
countries? These were still inhospitable places, to be sure. And if Jewish
communal property could now be restituted, the heirs-or at least the
proper heirs-would be found in America and Israel. Not only were
these the places where the majority of Jewish survivors had settled, but
they were still the places where the Jewish future was thought to be
located.

In these last half-dozen years we have acted in various and
contradictory ways. We have provided support for the communal,
religious and educational revival of Jewish life in Central and Eastern
Europe, and we have encouraged the brightest of them to make aliyah to
Israel. We have put political and moral pressure on their governments to
restitute Jewish property, and we have fought with local Jewish
communities over this property. In the meantime, very little has
happened in the area of restitution, but a great deal has happened
nonetheless.

In almost all of these countries Jewish life has "revived." We
can still debate the long-term prognosis, but they're off life-support
systems and out of intensive care. They are small; they are poor; they
are disadvantaged. Let us acknowledge after all that these communities,
too, are survivors. But, they believe they have a future in their respective
countries, and they are acting on that belief. They face enormous
challenges, and they still confront anti-Semitism in the societies around
them. But, they also, for the most part, have governments that want to
see them succeed. And they have at least some fellow citizens who
believe it is in their own best interests to build a pluralist society in
which Jews and other minorities can feel at home.

However, their survival will depend on their resources. And
these resources will need to come from the restitution of communal
property. So far, the efforts have been difficult and the results have been
disappointing. In some countries we have seen only a handful of
formerly religious properties retumed to the Jewish community. Even in
the best of situations the gains have been modest.

Last year, legislation was enacted which provides for the return
to the Jewish community in Poland of former religious property.
Property is reclaimed through a cumbersome and costly process, and
much communal property is excluded under the law. Instead, it involves
primarily synagogues and cemeteries, and the latter, which are in need of
repair and restoration, are a financial burden, not' a benefitto the small
community.
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Legislation was never adopted in the Czech Republic. Its Jewish
community identified only two hundred communal properties--a fraction
of the pre-war total--for which it sought restitution. While the Federal
government offered verbal support, decisions were left to individual
municipalities, and after several years about half of these properties have
been returned. Only in these last few days, has the government created a
commission to examine ways in which the Jewish community might
receive back or receive compensation for the remaining properties.

In Hungary, which has the largest Jewish community of Central
Europe, an agreement was reached only this October, which provides for
financial compensation in the form of an annual payment, determined to
be a percentage of the communal property value. This will provide the
Jewish community with several million dollars a year to help it address
the needs of over 100,000 Hungarian Jews.

In these communities and in others, restitution efforts were
initially aided by the work of the World Jewish Restitution Organization,
which drew public attention to this need and assisted in the cataloguing
of former Jewish properties. The WJRO also enunciated the position that
world Jewry is the correct heir to the full pre-war assets of Jewish
communities that had numbered in the millions. But, such assets are not
now being and perhaps never will be restituted to the local Jewish
communities or to international Jewish organizations. Nevertheless, this
has not precluded tensions to grow and adversarial relationships to
develop. What should have been a collaborative and cooperative
relationship has all too often turned into a fight over who is the rightful
owner of property not yet being returned.

It is correct to insist that the governments in these new
democracies have a moral obligation to return all former Jewish
communal and private property, and no one should dispute that heirless
assets ought to be the inheritance of the Jewish community worldwide.
But, at the very least and in the "short term" which is unfortunately not
very short, resources should first be directed to aid the reviving Jewish
communities and to maintain the cemeteries and other historical sits of
pre-war Jewry in Europe.

Perhaps, this is the area in which the surrounding non-Jewish
world can also playa role. Reclaiming these sites, reclaiming history, is
also a means of reclaiming memory and educating ourselves and others.
This is critical for a new generation of Jews who choose to make their
homes in Central and Eastern Europe, but valuable, too, for their non
Jewish neighbors. In the end, tangible assets must pass to the rightful
inheritor. But, these other "assets"--the assets of history, the assets of
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memory, the detailed knowledge that a culturally rich and vibrant Jewish
community once flourished where now only small remnants, but at least
and remarkably so small remnants, live on--these assets can be shared. If
we work together, we can also make them a bridge between Jews and
non-Jews, a bridge between present and future generations.





Mr. Jerzy Kichler
PRESIDENT, UNION OFJEWISH RELIGIOUS CONGREGATIONS IN POLAND

POLAND

Restitution ofJewish Communal
Property in Poland

(Status as of November 23, 1998)

Break-out Session on Communal Property: Progress and Challenges

1. INTRODUCTION

The continuity of the Polish Jewish communities was interrupted
by World War II and by the changes that came into being soon after the
end of the War. In 1945, the Polish Communist government permitted
the re-establishment of Jewish communities as cultural societies only.
Regulation #3 of February 6, 1945 denied them legal personality. Thus,
unlike the situation in other Soviet satellite countries, where Jews were
permitted to own some communal property, all Jewish communal
property was legally considered abandoned property and on that basis
confiscated by the State.

2. CURRENT STATUS OF THE JEWISH RELIGIOUS
CONGREGATIONS

Nine Autonomous JRCs (in Warsaw, Krakow, L6dz, Wroclaw,
Katowice, Bielsko-Biala, Gdansk, Szezecin, and Legnica), and seven
affiliates connected with different JRCs (in Walbrzych, Dzierzoni6w,
Zary, Bytom, Czestochowa, Lublin, Poznan) exist today. Their number,
after a steady downwards trend over the last 30 years, has again started to
grow, when last year the Warsaw JRC and the Pozna affiliate were set
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up. The Union of Jewish Religious Communities in Poland is a
coordinating body for all the JRCs.

The Communities and their affiliates operate synagogues, prayer
houses, and kosher kitchens, run welfare and educational programs.
Since up to now they had no independent revenue, all this activity was
made possible through grant and organizational support from the Joint
Distribution Committee and the Ronald S. Lauder Foundation. The
former supplies the main budget of the JRCs, while the latter
supplements it and runs youth clubs, summer and winter camps and a
school and a kindergarten in Warsaw. A second school will open this fall
in Wroclaw. The JRCs also take care of Jewish cemeteries and historical
monuments they have title to.

There Union has prepared a program of reviving of Jewish life in
Poland, which postulates the setting up of Jewish Community centers
and schools in an the main towns where Jewish communities exist, as
well as expanding services for the sick and elderly, with new day-care
centers, retirement homes and medical facilities. The program covers
also the preservation of unused Jewish cemeteries and historical
monuments.

3. LEGAL SITUATION

The Law on the relationship between the State and the Jewish
Religious communities was submitted by the Government to Parliament
on February 20, 1997, passed and signed by the President soon
thereafter, and effective as of May 11 of the same year. It was published
in the Official Gazette (Dziennik Ustaw) on April 24, 1997 as Item #41.

This law grants the Jewish communities legal status similar to
that they enjoyed in Poland before World War II, and identical tot hat
which applies to all the eleven recognized cults today. All relevant laws
to that effect had been passed in the post-Communist period, the first
being that on the relationship between the State and the Catholic church,
passed in 1989. This law is based on previous legal solutions dealing
with kehilloth existing on Polish territory, especially a regulation issued
by the President of Poland in 1927.

This law deals mainly with the issues of taxation of the Jewish
community, the status of Rabbis and Hazzanim, Jewish holidays as paid
vacation days, etc. It has historical significance, inasmuch as it will allow
the return to the Polish Jewish community of a part of its material
heritage, thereby enabling it greater self-sufficiency. The goal of this law
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is to make Jewish continuity in Poland possible, and to regulate issues of
preservation of the spiritual and material heritage ofPolish Jews.

3. RESTITUTION OF JEWISH COMMUNAL PROPERTY

In accordance with Article 29 of the law, property that was in the
use of the Jewish community on the day of May 11, 1997, becomes its
property, no matter to whom it belonged at that moment, and what was
previously located there. On the basis of this regulation, three properties
have been returned already, including the Nozyk Synagogue in Warsaw,
the premier temple of Polish Judaism.

Article 30 deals with Jewish communal property and the
property of other formally registered Jewish religious organizations, held
by its owners before the war on what is now Polish territory. These
properties can now be reclaimed by member communities of the Union
of Jewish Religious Communities in Poland.

Paragraph lof that Article concerns that part of current Polish
territory which was contained within Polish borders as of September 1,
1939. Here, Jewish Religious Communities may claim ownership of
cemeteries and synagogues. In respect to synagogues, a property may be
claimed even if it is now an empty plot or if there is another building
built over it (p.l). If the actual building or plot of land cannot be
returned, financial compensation can be offered. In the case of other
relevant buildings used for religious, cultural, educational or charitable
purposes, the property can be returned only if the original building is still
standing. In the case of cemeteries, only the actual plot can be returned
and no financial compensation will be offered. If a property was sold to a
third party before the restitution claim had been filed, it cannot be
returned.

Paragraph 2 deals with the issue of the Western Territories
(former Germany) that were incorporated by Poland after World War II
on the basis of treaties made by the Allies. The difference with Paragraph
1 in claiming properties there is as follows: (a) the property has to have
belonged to the Jewish community, or another religious Jewish
organization on January 30, 1933, i.e., before the Nazis came to power;
and (b) the local Jewish community now existing there and claiming it
has to prove that the property will be used for religious, cultural,
educational or charitable activities (except cemeteries, synagogues and
kehillot offices buildings where it must not to be proved). If the property
cannot be returned, there is no way to receive compensation.
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With the help of the Jewish Historical Institute in Warsaw a list
has been made of Jewish cemeteries (about 1,000), still existing
synagogues (about 300), buildings of different institutions: hospitals,
mikvaot, schools, etc. (about 100).

In order to file their claims, Jewish Religious Communities have
to gather the appropriate documentation: proofs of legal status of the
property before the war (maps, registers, land registry books, proofs of
ownership); certificates of present legal status (documents as above
together with the maps presenting changes that came into being 
property division, etc.). In the case of properties that used to belong to a
Jewish organization other than the Jewish Community, documents that
prove its religious purpose have to be gathered (statutes, experts opinion,
testimonies).

The gathering of such documents is obviously very difficult due
to the effects of the Shoah and other ,man-made and natural disasters.
Therefore, any documentation and testimonies that will lead to the
location of Jewish communal property will be very helpful and
appreciated.

4. RESTITUTION PROCESS

The return of Jewish property is based on the work of a specially
assembled Regulation Commission which functions as an arbitration
court. The commission was set up by a Decree of the Minister of Internal
Affairs and Administration on October 10, 1997. Its body is composed of
six people (three from the said Ministry and three from the Union of
Jewish religious Communities).

The period of sending complete applications to the Regulatory
Commission is 5 years; the deadline is May 2002.

To date, 217 applications have been submitted to the Regulation
commission. Of those, 182 applications have been acted upon, other have
been returned to applicant because of incomplete documentation, and
decisions have been made in the case of 23 (positively 16, negatively 6,
given to voivoda decision 1) - including 5 cemeteries, 8 synagogues.
Moreover, the boards of the communities in Warsaw and in Wroclaw
were given by the respective Governors (Voivods) legal title to the
buildings they use.

The proper implementation of the law is a historical challenge
for the community - our future depends on it. The restitution of
communal properties should finally bring to an end the suffering and
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humiliation experienced by Polish Jews and Jewish organizations during
and after World War II.

5. JEWISH COMMUNITIES OF POLAND AND THE WJRO

The law states that, as far as restitution and other relations are
concerned, the Jewish Religious Communities in Poland are the sole
partner of the Polish State. Only the Communities can file restitution
claims. Any changes to that law would require not only amending the act
itself, but also probably making amendments to laws pertaining to the
relationship of the State to other recognized cults, since all should be
constitutionally equal.

Cooperation with the WJRO is a basic requirement for the
Jewish Religious Communities of Poland. The Board of the Union of
Jewish Religious Communities in Poland (UJRCP) sees in the setting up
of a conjoint foundation with the WJRO an expression of our shared
responsibility for the heritage of Polish Jews. However, the principles of
such foundation cannot violate the continuity of the rights of the
communities in Poland, both in respect to their property and to their
autonomy, nor can they contradict Polish law.

In April 1998 a Memorandum of Understanding was signed by
Israel Singer representing the WJRO and Jerzy Kichler representing the
UJRCP. This Memorandum is the base for the establishing of a conjoint
foundation. A negotiating tern finished at present a work to elaborate the
billow ofthe joint foundation. With help of the foundation, the process of
restitution of Jewish properties in Poland should not only lead to the
proper revival of the Jewish community of Poland and to covering the
needs of the Communities, but should also enable the participation of all
Polish Jewish living outside of Poland in that process.





Mr. Michael Lewan
CHAIRMAN, UNITED STATES COMMISSION FOR THE PRESERVATION

OF AMERICA'S HERITAGE ABROAD

UNITED STATES

Break-out Session on Communal Property: Progress and Challenges

"May we live in interesting times." The sentiment expressed by
the old Polish proverb certainly applies to all of us concerned with the
return of communal property. Today, more than a half-century since the
defeat of fascism and a decade after the fall of communism, the nations
of Eastern and Central Europe and grappling with their past. They need
help. This is truly a time for strong and supportive American leadership
and friendship.

My name is Michael Lewan and I have been appointed twice by
President Bill Clinton to Chair the United States Commission for the
Preservation of America's Heritage Abroad. The Commission was
founded in recognition that the United States, as a nation of immigrants,
has its values rooted in lands distant in miles and time. As a people, we
believe that the fabric of our society is strengthened by visible reminders
of our ancestral past. The history, culture, politics, sociology, economy,
and religion of our forefathers have stamped upon our souls an indelible
mark of character. As the years go by, Americans need to see the sites,
hear the echoes, touch the tombstones, feel the pain, and relive the joy of
our ancestral past. How else can we understand the present or prepare
for the future?

The Commission's charge is to encourage the preservation and
protection of communal properties. Specifically, the buildings,
monuments, collections and cemeteries connected with the heritage of
Americans from the 22 countries that comprise Eastern and Central
Europe and the former Soviet Republic. Americans who trace their
family roots to these cultures are, for the first time, able to visit the
churches, synagogues, cemeteries, and monuments to which they have
binding ties.

What they see often shocks and saddens them. The Nazi
extermination of six million Jews and so many other innocents extended
to physical places as well. Schools, libraries, museums, and social halls
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were all expropriated. Synagogues, churches, and cemeteries were
especially sought out for vandalism or destruction.

The Communists continued this wanton behavior. Buildings and
graveyards were bulldozed to make room for development. Those sites
that escaped were left to suffer the ravages of time and natures. Many, if
not most, important sites passed into oblivion.

Some did survive. Today there exist hundreds of synagogues,
churches, cemeteries, and other places in desperate need of attention.
They stand now not as a reminder of death and decay, but as a testament
to the strength and substance of those vital, vibrant souls that once
prayed, sang, studied, danced, and lived within their walls. Some sites
are artistic treasures and deserve restoration on that basis, some are
sacred and demand the highest degree of devotion.

Our Commission has spent much time and energy preserving and
protecting Jewish cemeteries. To take care of the dead is the highest
calling. A mitzvah. An obligation. The Book of Ruth teaches, "Blessed
is he by God, for his kindness to the living as well as the dead." (Ruth
2:20).

Central to our work as participants in the Holocaust Assets
Conference must be the legal and spiritual status of these Jewish
cemeteries. The United States Commission for the Preservation of
America's Heritage Abroad stands undivided in this regard. Jewish
cemeteries are sacred; they cannot be sold; their soil must not be
disturbed; their sanctity must be respected by all.

It is my hope that in its deliberations on the status of communal
properties that special consideration is given to cemeteries. Clearly there
are challenges. As economies of the region prosper, these sacred plots of
land will become increasingly valuable. Pressures to sell and develop
these sites will grow. Legitimate social service needs will be held as a
reason to destroy these old graveyards. These are monetary temptations
that must be resisted.

The Commission acknowledges that few if any Jewish citizens
remain to care for these sites, and that the Diaspora cannot provide the
needed resources to tend the graves. With this in mind, the Commission
respectfully recommends that "national communal property restitution"
laws be passed that returns all cemeteries to the remnant Jewish
communities. This will protect them from sale or unbridled
development.

We also suggest that a certain percentage of funds realized from
the sale or lease of other communal property be set aside for the
perpetual care of these cemeteries. This we believe is the framework for
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a right and proper solution. It respects not only the land on which so
many are buried, but indeed is a symbol that on this land once lived a
people that contributed mightily to the fabric of their society, their
religion and their country.

The United States Commission for the Preservation of America's
Heritage Abroad will continue to use all its influence on governments,
NGOs and all parties involved to ensure that we find the ways and means
to preserve and protect these sacred places for all eternity.

The historic and moral importance of the Commission's work is
clear. We must help the emerging democracies of Europe settle old
debts and begin anew by building on the foundations of yesterday to
create a better tomorrow.

Tomorrow...Usten to the haunting words of Elie Wiesel,
"Teachers and their pupils; mothers and their infants; rabbis and their
followers rich and poor; learned and illiterate; prince and beggar all
pushed inexorably tow&rd death. "Father," a young boy asks, "is it
painful to die?" Father replies, "Think of something else my son, think
of tomorrow."

My friends Jew and Gentile alike, we are that tomorrow.
So, as we continue our work to repair, restore, recompense, and

return, let us commit together to use whatever resources come available
to build a future that honors the past. For the age-old values, traditions,
and observances so critical to survival must never be lost as new
generations make their way.

This is our legacy. This is our burden. This is our tomorrow.





Archives, Books
and the Role of

Historical
Commissions
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Mrs. Gill Bennett
CHIEF HISTORIAN, FOREIGN & COMMONWEALTH OFFICE

UNITED KINGDOM

British and Allied Restitution Policy during and
after the Second World War

Plenary Session on Archives, Books and Historical Commissions

During the Second World War, the major Allies - the United
Kingdom, United States of America and the Soviet Union - were.
naturally more concerned with winning the war and bringing hostilities
to an end than they were with forward planning to attempt to repair the
damage done by that devastating conflict. Nonetheless, the documentary
evidence shows that postwar planning began to take shape as early as
1941-42, long before the end of the war could be foreseen; and that
restitution, by which was meant restoring the stolen property belonging
to European governments, was seen as an issue with early priority when
hostilities ended. The British and American governments, at least, took
the view that it should be far easier to reach agreement on restitution than
on reparations, and that restitution could be settled at an early stage. It
became a bone of contention between all three major Allies, and between
them and the European powers who had been occupied by Germany and
her allies. l

In Britain, serious consideration of postwar restitution was
prompted at an early stage by the representatives of the occupied
countries who based themselves in London. Exiled from their countries,
their principal concern in anticipating the end of hostilities was the

C£ Documents on British Policy Overseas (hereafter DBPO), Series I,
Volume V (HMSO, 1990), Preface, p.xiv: 'In practice the problem... caused at
least as much damage to British relations with the liberated countries as an other
matter in clearing up after the war.'
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recovery and restoration of their property and assets. In May 1941 the
Czechoslovak Minister for Foreign Affairs, Jan Masaryk, wrote to Frank
Roberts at the foreign Office regarding the seizure by the Gennan
occupying forces of Czechoslovak shares and securities, and asking the
British government to draw the attention of neutral governments to the
fact that the sale or Purchase of such securities would not be recognized
by the Czechoslovak government? At about the same time, the Ministry
of Economic Welfare suggested that joint action be taken by the Allied
governments to discourage the purchase by neutrals of securities seized
by Gennany in occupied territories. Although it was decided at an
interdepartmental meeting in July 1941 that the question of Allied
declaration should be deferred "until the machinery of Allied
cooperation, which was still in its initial stages, had had been developed
rather further,,,3 These two initiatives led to further consultation within
the British government and with the US government, and fonned the
basis of the Inter-Allied Declaration against Acts of Dispossession
Committed in Territories under Enemy Occupation or Control issued on
5 January 1943 by British and 16 other governments of the United
Nations.4 Allied postwar restitution policies were based upon that
Declaration, which was intended as a "general statement of the attitude
of the governments concerned towards· the acts of
dispossession...practiced by the enemy powers in the territories which
they have occupied or brought under their control by their successive
aggressions against the free peoples of the world."s

The records show that the Allied governments were well aware
of the concerns of the occupied territories and appreciated the importance
of helping them to recover their looted property, both to enable their
economic reconstruction and in order to lessen possible resentment
against the three Great Powers who might be seen to be deciding policies
without consultation with them. The major Allies were,however, also
concerned with protecting their own postwar interests as powers who had
borne the brunt of prosecuting the war and paying for it: this was

2 Letter of21 May 1941, C 5610/550/12.
3 Record of interdepartmental meeting held at the Foreign Office on 8 July 1941,
C 7081/550/12.
4 The Declaration was published as Cmd. 6418 of 1943. See also FCO history
Note No. II, Nazi Gold: Informationfrom the British Archives (hereafter Nazi
Gold) Revised end. January 1997, ppA-5.
S Draft guidance note on the proposed Allied Declaration, 21 November 1942,
W 15270/108/64.
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particularly true in the case of the Soviet Union, which had experienced
invasion and human and material loss on a vast scale, and was now
determined to extract maximum compensation. Even for the UK and
US, who had not been occupied, the costs had been great, the UK in
particular having been brought to a 'financial Dunkirk' by her war
effort.6 The sweeping measures of restitution sought by the smaller
allies, which included compensation for spoliation and the impressment
of goods and services from Germany, would have a damaging effect on
the reparation claims of the Big Three: as a memorandum prepared in the
British government's Trading with the Enemy Department in April 1944
noted, it was "clear that the small disarmed Allies are seeking to obtain
for themselves certain drastic powers in priority to the general reparation
claims of all the Allies.,,7

These concerns confirmed the major Allies consensus that
restitution and reparation should, be treated as separate, if coordinated
issues. They were not in agreement, however, as to the relationship
between the two issues and even how they should be defined. Although
there was a shared understanding that restitution meant the return or
replacement of property lost or looted as a result ofNazi aggression, they
held strong and differing views on whether restitution policies should
encompass only property seized by force, or should include property
found by the Germans on occupation or paid for by them in forced or
voluntary sale. The definition was crucial to the linked issue of
reparation, that, is of using German assets to pay back those who had
footed the bill for the war, for the more that was included in restitution,
the less would be available for reparation shares for the Allies.
Nevertheless, restitution and reparation were not discussed at the same
meetings. The Allies agreed that talks on restitution should be relegated
to the Allied Reparation Commission, ostensibly because the subject was
too technical and complicated to be dealt with at major international
meetings such as the Potsdam Conference of July 1945, where France
was not represented; but also because reparation was the issue on which
agreement was most eagerly sought after (particularly by the Soviet

6 A phrase used by Lord KeYnes, the distinguished economist and advisor to HM
Treasury, in a paper of 13 August 1945 entitled 'Our Overseas Financial
Prospects': see DBPO, Series I, Volume III, Britain and America: Negotiation
ofthe United States Loan, 3 August-7 December 1945 (UMSO, 1986), enclosure
in No. 6.
7 TWED memo., Bank of England records.
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Union), and which was thought to be the most politically sensitive and
potentially difficult to resolve.

Another complication was presented by the lack of agreement
between the Allies on what sort of Germany would emerge from the war,
an issue of vital importance to restitution policy. Would Germany be a
single economic unit, or divided?8 An industrialized state, or reduced to
pastoral status as envisioned by US Treasury Secretary Morgenthau in
1944?9 These questions had a direct bearing on what might be available
from Germany in terms of restitution. The Soviet Union was clear in the
view that Germany must be stripped and de-industrialized, but Britain,
and to a lesser degree the United States, was uneasily aware of the
potential financial burden that would fall on her in supporting a crippled
Germany with no economic life of its own. France was equally clear that
Germany must not retain any form of central administration, and with the
other occupied countries, wished to get back her looted possessions from
Germany as soon as possible, in addition to obtaining essential supplies
from her.

The UK, US, France and other occupied countries generally
agreed on the desirability of tackling restitution before reparation, partly
in order to speed up the movement of essential supplies from Germany,
and partly to remove restitutable items before the remainder were
calculated for the division of reparation shares: as Mr. Coulson of the
Foreign wrote to Mr.Playfair of the Treasury in February 1944, "if we
leave restitution until too late, there may be a danger that property
belonging to other countries will be handed over as deliveries in kind.,,10
French Foreign Minister Georges Bidault, urging the Council of Foreign
Ministers in September 1945 towards the speedy adoption of restitution
policies, put it even more succinctly, "reparations from Germany should
be levied on German property and not on Allied property stolen by the
Germans.,,11

8 On the question of 'one Germany or Two', see DBPO, Series I, Volume I, The
Conference at Postdam, July-August 1945 (HMSO, 1984), Nos 153 and 164.
9 For British views on the plan for the pastorialization of Gemany (printed in
Foreign Relations ofthe United States (FRUS), the Conference at Quebec 1944,
pp. 101 - 5) advanced by Mr. Mongenthau in 1944, sec Sir. L. Underwood,
British Foreign Policy in the Second World (London, 1970), vol.V., pp. 222-9.
10 Letter of23 February 1944, U 1322/104170.
11 See DBPO, Series I, Volume II, Conferences and Conversations 1945:
London, Washington and Moscow (HMSO, 1985), No. 128.
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President Truman, meanwhile, had expressed the view that "the
required coordination between reparations and restitution shall not act to
retard unnecessarily (1) the withdrawal from Germany in the form of
restitution or any other form of supplies badly needed by Allied Nations
for their economic reconstruction or (2) the return of works of art to
those nations from which they were taken.,,12 None of these approaches,
however, was satisfactory to the Soviet Union, whose chief aim was to
obtain as much as possible in reparations before restitution claims were
dealt with, to ensure maximum profit from the operation. Consequently,
the Soviet negotiators dealing with the definition of restitution and draft
directives to implement restitution played their hand long and
obstructively, so that by the end of June 1945 the US government,
exasperated with the delay, unilaterally launched a limited program of
restitution from their zone of Germany (restricted mainly to the return of
identifiable works of art - the one area where there was general
agreement to restitution) to the governments of Allied nations and the
removal from Germany of sugplies needed by Allied governments for
their economic reconstruction. 3

Although protesting the US action ("This subject is one on which
it is most desirable to work out a policy common to all four zones,
particular in view of the wider aim to secure the treatment of Germany as
an economic unit"), the British authorities moved towards a similar
policy in their own zone, acting on a directive issued by the War Office
on 14 AuguSt.14 Stressing that these were interim measures to be taken
while a formal policy was being worked out, the British Control
Commission was ordered to deliver to Allied governments identifiable
plant, equipment, livestock and valuables "in respect of which there is
satisfactory evidence that the property was located in the territory of the
Ally concerned and was the subject of an act of dispossessions by the
enemy." Despite this directive, implementation proved problematic and
long-drawn out, and the British government was subject to considerable
criticism from the formerly occupied countries, who blamed the British
military authorities for the delay in restoring looted property. IS

Meanwhile, the Soviet government stripped their own zone of Germany
and extracted as much in reparation from the other zones as they could.

12 Message from US ARC representative Pauley to Eisenhower, 27 June 1945,
FRUS, The Conference at Berlin, vo1. I, pp. 514-15.
13 Ibid.
14 DBPO, Series I, Volume V, No.6.
IS See, for example, DBPO, Series I, Volume I, No., 584.
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British and American efforts to carry out restitution policies from their
zones of Germany continued into the winter of 1945. The formerly
occupied countries were allowed to send inspecting teams in to look for
their property while policies were worked out at an intergovernmental
level for the restitution of gold, money and securities.16 The
quadripartite control machinery addressed, if slowly and with difficulty,
the question of restitution, and by 1948 elaborate quadripartite machinery
was in place. Meanwhile, thc Occupation authorities in Germany
worked tirelessly to develop and implement policies that would enable
people in the Zones to keep alive and recover, where possible, the
necessities of survival: agricultural implements; livestock; and raw
material for essential industries. The documentation on their efforts
reveals frustration, prevarication, administrative obstruction and political
stalemate. On another level, however, it shows men and women working
in a new and very difficult situation to help in practical ways where they
could.

As the above summary account shows, the concern of the Allied
governments during and after the war was directed towards restituting
property to governments, not to individuals. They all accepted the
principle set out by the US delegation at Potsdam in a resolution of 22
July: "All questions of restitution shall be dealt with on behalf of the
injured property owners by the State of which they are citizens, unless
such State shall make other arrangements with the State from whose
territories the property was removed.,,17 Discussion of restitution in the
1990s is naturally focused on individual losses suffered by those who
survived the conflict, or their heirs, a who may now need help. At the
time, however, the Allied governments were concerned with inter
governmental policies, not individual property, on the premise that there
was no prospect of restoring individual property until a nation's
economic life were restarted and the urgent priorities of food, fuel, and
shelter addressed. The archival evidence reveals intergovernmental talks
and negotiations, not records of individual cases. That came later, when
the governments had signed the reparations agreement at Potsdam and
begun to settle between themselves questions of mutual debt and

16 See Nazi Gold I, and also Fco history Note No. 12, Nazi 'Gold: Information
from the British Archives Part II: Monetray Gold, Non-Monetary Gold and the
Tripartite Gold Commission (May 1997).
17 FRUS, ibid., pp.542-.
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repayment. IS This focus did not mean that governments were unaware or
uncaring of the terrible price that the Second World War had exacted on
a personal level from millions of their citizens. But it did mean that their
first priority was to restore some kind of political and economic
normality in Europe, so that people could stay alive through the winter,
and re-establish a base from which to rebuild their lives.

18 For an account of the postwar payments agreements and debt settlements
negotiated between Britain and her Allies and former enemies, see the Anneses
to FCO History Note No. 13, British Policy Towards Enemy Property during the
Second World War (April 1998).
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This morning I would like to discuss the relationship between
national archives and independent commissions in the search for an
accurate historical record of what transpired during the Holocaust-era to
Jewish and other looted assets. I will use the experience of the U.S.
National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) as a case study
in discussing issues that affect access to the historical record. Hopefully,
our experience will offer some insights into the complementary roles of
national archives and the various independent commissions investigating
events of the Holocaust and World War II eras. For success in
establishing an accurate historical record and rectifying past injustices
lies to a very great extent in the relationship between national archives
and independent commissions.

I would like to begin by quoting from a letter to the editor of
Time magazine (March 17, 1997) by John W. Carlin, Archivist of the
United States.

"Everyone should understand the role of records in establishing
rights and legitimate identities and liberties. The dramatic case of the
search for Nazi gold is an excellent example of the value of records not
only in documenting historical facts but also in preserving essential
evidence. For us at the National Archives and Records Administration,
the role of preserving and providing access to this essential evidence of
history is at the core of our mission."

Preceding Page Blank
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Indeed, NARA's holdings of records relating to all looted assets
- gold, art, insurance, dormant accounts - and the ability to make those
records available in a timely manner has demonstrated the value not only
for the United States but to peoples, governments, and organizations in
other countries. Though methods of operations may vary from country
to country, all national archives share a common vision of preserving the
historical record and making it available for historical and objective
scrutiny. In pursuing this vision the various national archives and
nations represented here share in NARA's experience of assisting the
search for truth even in other countries.

Let me share NARA's experience in providing access to records
relating to Holocaust-era looted assets; and something of what can be
expected by those national archives in the early stages of research and
reference activities.

The search for what became known as ''Nazi Gold" records
began in March 1996, when researchers from Senator Alfonse
D'Amato's office began coming to Archives II at College Park looking
for records relating to World War II-era dormant bank accounts of Jews
in Swiss banks. Within weeks the research expanded into issues
surrounding looted Nazi gold and other assets. By midsummer 1996, the
research room at College Park was the host to at least IS researchers
daily - sometimes as many as 25 - conducting research in ''Nazi Gold"
records. These records, contained within 30 record groups and
comprising some 15 million pages of documentation, were like a magnet,
drawing increasing numbers of researchers as the summer progressed.

In the early fall of 1996, President Clinton asked then Under
Secretary of Commerce Stuart E. Eizenstat, who also served as Special
Envoy of the Department of State on Property Restitution in Central and
Eastern Europe, to prepare a report that would "describe, to the fullest
extent possible, U.S. and Allied efforts to recover and restore this gold
[gold the Nazis looted from the central banks of occupied Europe, as
well as gold taken from individual victims ofNazi persecution] and other
assets stolen by Nazi Germany." Eizenstat, in October, formed an 11
agency Interagency Group on Nazi Assets, including NARA, to do the
research and produce the report, under the direction of William Z. Slany,
Historian, Department of State. Slany formed his research team,
consisting of researchers from the Departments of Defense, Treasury,
Justice, and State, the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum, the Central
Intelligence Agency, and the Federal Reserve Board. They soon made
Archives II their home.
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This cross-government research effort, mandated by the
President, focused attention and effort in a manner that lower-level
efforts could never have achieved. The search for accountability and
justice requires leadership and support from the highest political levels.
The efforts of national archives and independent commissions will not be
successful without this type of support and on-going commitment.

During the next five months the demands on NARA's staff were
enormous. Not only were both government and non-government
researchers making relentless demands for records, often the same
records at the same time, but also relevant records from the World War
II-era were accessioned from the Department of the Treasury in
November 1996, and the Federal Reserve Board in March 1997, and
declassified under great pressure to make them immediately available.

While research was being conducted during the fall of 1996 arid
the following winter, the media discovered that an important aspect of
the "Nazi Gold" story was NARA: its records, its staff, and its
researchers. Thus, journalists and documentary film makers began
appearing on a regular basis during the winter of 1996-1997, and the first
stories highlighting NARA's role appeared in November 1996 in USA
Today and in early February, 1997, in Ie Monde. Time also ran a cover
story in late February regarding the quest for records relating to "Nazi
Gold."

NARA management and staff realized that their work would
receive unprecedented scrutiny, a factor promising the possibility of
reward or peril. The work of all national archives and independent
commissions can expect similar scrutiny and accountability for its
professional performance.

THE NARA-SWISS CONNECTION

Starting in the winter of 1996-1997 and continuing since,
Archives II has become a gathering place for prominent individuals
representing various groups involved in the "Nazi Gold" and looted
assets phenomenon. This has been particularly true of the Swiss,
because their country was the initial and primary focus of the "Nazi
Gold" story. The NARA connection to the Swiss has become a very
close one, in part,because of an agreement between the United States
and Swiss governments. This agreement, signed in early 1997, by Under
Secretary Eizenstat and Ambassador Thomas Borer, head of the Swiss
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Federal Task Force, provided that their respective countries, including
national archives, would closely cooperate.

Among the Swiss visiting Archives II have been a member of the
Swiss Federal Task Force; a member of the Swiss Parliament; the first
secretary of the Swiss Bankers Association; the chairman of the
Independent Commission of Experts (looking into all facets of World
War II Switzerland), and four commission members; and, members of
the Swiss Embassy staff. Researchers representing the Swiss Bankers
Association began their research at Archives II in spring of 1996, and
were joined in July 1997, by a four-member research team from the
Bergier Commission. Other researchers, including accountants from the
Volcker Committee (created by the Swiss Bankers Association and the
World Jewish Congress to investigate deposits made in Swiss banks by
victims of Nazi persecution), have also found NARA a useful source of
information.

During the past two years NARA and the Swiss Federal
Archives have developed close ties. There have been frequent
communications between Dr. Christoph Graf, the Director of the Swiss
Federal Archives, and NARA. In November 1997, Dr. Greg Bradsher,
NARA coordinator of Holocaust-era research, visited Dr. Graf and the
Swiss Federal Archives in Bern. He also met with Madeleine Kunin,
America's Ambassador to Switzerland, and Jacques Picard, a member of
the Swiss Independent Commission of Experts, to discuss ongoing
research and NARA's critical role in what President Clinton stated was
one of the aims of his Administration - to "bring whatever measure of
justice might be possible to Holocaust survivors, their families, and the
heirs of those who perished."

THE MEDIA INTEREST

By the spring of 1997, NARA had become a magnet for the
media as well as researchers. The media, unable to obtain stories from
those government historians researching and drafting the first Eizenstat
Report, found that much of the document base upon which the report
would be derived was in NARA. Not only were the documents reviewed
and filmed, but researchers and NARA staff members were interviewed.
Feature stories appeared in The New York Times, The Washington Times,
The Jewish Times, and The Cleveland Plain Dealer, among other
newspapers.
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Also, major periodicals such as Newsweek and US News &
World Report contacted NARA for information. The History Channel,
the Arts and Entertainment Network, the Public Broadcasting System,
and the Cable News Network ran specials based on interviews with
NARA staff and researchers. Press interest has continued since May
1997. ABC News, Dateline NBC and a wide variety of print and visual
media have regularly contacted NARA, as have Swiss TV, Swedish
Public Radio, and numerous film makers, newspapers and magazines.

THE FIRST EIZENSTAT REPORT

On May 7, 1997, the Interagency Group on Nazi Assets, headed
by Ambassador Eizenstat, issued its report entitled u.s. and Allied
Efforts To Recover and Restore Gold and Other Assets Stolen or Hidden
by Germany During World War II: Preliminary Study. The report, based
primarily on NARA's holdings, was quite critical of the Swiss and the
other World War II neutrals. The author of the report acknowledged
NARA's contributions to the completion of the report. In his preface he
wrote "All of the research depended directly upon the unfailing support,
assistance, and encouragement of the Archivist of the United States and
the staff of the National Archives and Records Administration. Our
work simply could not have been carried out without this assistance... It
is to the credit of the National Archives staff that the needs of all
researchers-government and private, domestic and foreign-were met with
unfailing courtesy and without disruption to research schedules."

My point in quoting this complimentary statement is to highlight
the key points on which NARA's performance was judged; opening all
pertinent records and providing equal access, in a timely manner, to all
researchers. These are the key points on which any national archives
will be judged.

SPECIAL FINDING AIDS

The issue of'equal access depends on the researchers' ability to
navigate through often voluminous records, many untouched for decades.
Finding aids are indispensable tools in this effort. If such finding aids do
not exist, in all likelihood they will need to be created. This was
certainly NARA's experience.
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With the help ofNARA staff and others, Dr. Bradsher prepared a
300-page finding aid to the records at Archives II. This finding aid
served as the appendix to the Interagency Group's report. This report
and finding aid were issued on May 7, 1997, and immediately made
available at the Department of State's website and sold by the U.S.
Government Printing Office. When the research widened to more
countries and more subjects, and there was a great desire for an expanded
finding aid to relevant records, we issued a 300-page supplemental
finding aid in the fall of 1997. It was placed on the Department of
State's website in November 1997. A revised and expanded finding aid,
some 750 pages, was placed on the United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum's website in March 1998 at ww.ushmm.org/assets/nazigoldhtm.

NEW RECORDS

The legal bases on which national archives operate vary from
country to country. Likewise the type of records maintained will vary.
But for purpose of preservation and ease of access records related to
Holocaust-era assets and related issues are best placed within the custody
of national archives. Even NARA, which is the legal repository of the
historically valuable records of the U.S. Federal Government did not
have all pertinent records.

In 1996, The Clinton administration urged agencies to transfer
relevant records to the National Archives. In 1997, the Central
Intelligence Agency transferred Office of Strategic Services records, as
well as biographical profile documentation on Thomas McKittrick, the
wartime president of the Bank for International Settlements, and Emil
Puhl, the Reichsbank vice-president. The National Security Agency, on
the day before the report was released, transferred to NARA copies of
Army Security Agency intercepts of communications between the Swiss
legation in Washington, and the Swiss Foreign Ministry in Bern,
Switzerland. Although their records are not federal records, the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York sent to NARA two cubic feet of copies of
pertinent materials. During the summer of 1997, the Department of
Justice transferred to NARA a major body of Office of Alien Property
Trading With the Enemy Act case files. All of the records accessioned
were immediately declassified, if this had not already been done, and
made available and used by researchers.
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MORE RESEARCHERS

In the wake of the Eizenstat report, more researchers found their
way to College Park. Not only were the researchers, including claimants,
continuing to seek information about looted Nazi gold and related topics,
but the boundaries of research had widened to include questions relating
to looted securities, looted works of art, unclaimed and unpaid insurance
policies, refugee policies, slave labor practices, and wartime trade
between the neutrals and the Axis powers.

Law firms and other research teams involved in class action
litigation relating to dormant accounts in Swiss banks and unpaid
insurance policies of victims of Nazi persecution have found NARA's
holdings critical to their research. Jewish organizations, banking
organizations, and art restitution research teams have also used NARA's
holdings.

Foreign researchers have found NARA an important resource to
supplement the information available in the archival records in their own
countries. During the past year there have been dozens of private
researchers from various countries, including Austria, Sweden, the
Netherlands, France, Great Britain, Germany, and Switzerland. During
the summer of 1997, six researchers from Sweden made their home at
Archives II for several weeks, looking at records relating to their
country. In February 1998, researchers representing independent
commissions from Spain, Portugal, and Argentina began their research.
Representatives of foreign banks and foreign archivists, including those
from Israel and Sweden have also sought information.

LEGISLATIVE INTEREST

The quest for historical accountability draws great attention from
national legislative bodies. The work of national archives and
independent commissions need sustained political and legislative
support. The transparency of the work performed is a key element for
obtaining sustained support. Fortunately for NARA our experience with
Congress to date has been successful.

The Senate Banking Committee and the House Banking and
Financial Services Committee have made use of NARA's holdings.
Senator D'Amato, appreciative of NARA's efforts, said, "The National
Archives at College Park has been nothing less that amazing...Their help
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was indispensable in establishing, continuing and expanding the research
of the Committee."

The House committee was interested in records pertaining to
heirless assets in America. Committee staff research contributed to the
Holocaust Victims Redress Act being introduced in Congress during the
fall of 1997 and passed and signed by President Clinton on February 13,
1998. The law authorizes $20 million for restitution and $5 million for
archival research. In signing the law, the president noted that it
"recognizes the need for long overdue archival research... to set the
historical record straight."

. In addition, Congress passed, and the President signed,
legislation creating the United States Holocaust Presidential Advisory
Commission, which will address American-related Holocaust assets
issues.

NARA AND THE INTER AGENCY GROUP ON NAZI ASSETS

Within days of issuing its first report, the Inter Agency Group on
Nazi Assets was asked by political leaders to prepare another report.
Thus, in the summer of 1997, researchers from the Department of State,
the Central Intelligence Agency, and the National Security Agency,
representing the Interagency Group on Nazi Assets, began to do their
research again with NARA's assistance. Their efforts resulted in the
publication of a report, entitled u.s. and Allied Wartime and Postwar
Relations and Negotiations With Argentina, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
and Turkey on Looted Gold and German External Assets and u.s.
Concerns about the Fate of the Wartime Ustasha Treasury. This report,
also authored by William Z. Slany; was issued in June 1998.

Dr. Slany and Dr. Bradsher traveled to Ascona, Switzerland, in
October 1997 to attend a conference on "Nazi gold" records and
research. This conference, sponsored by the Bergier Commission, was
attended by representatives from Argentina, Canada, Great Britain,
France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, and
the United States. At the conference, research methodology and archival
resources were among the primary topics of discussion. Rarely, if ever,
have archival records been so inextricably a part of such a major
international issue. The work of all the national archives is a key to the
successful conclusion of this quest for historical accountability.
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THE FUTURE

Secretary of State Madeleine K. Albright, speaking to the Swiss
parliament on November 15, 1997, said that "doing all we can to
discover the truth about the Holocaust and events related to it, and to act
on the consequence of that truth, are among the vital unfinished tasks of
this century." Throughout the world, many countries, organizations,
groups, and individuals share this belief. Thus, interest in the looted
assets issue remains high. Commissions have been appointed in Sweden,
Portugal, Argentina, France, Belgium, Norway, the Netherlands,
Switzerland, the United States, and half a dozen other countries to
address issues relating to victims of Nazi persecution, postwar restitution
efforts, and dormant bank accounts.

In December 1997, hundreds of representatives from 41 nations
met in London, England at a conference sponsored by the British Foreign
Office to discuss looted gold and the disposition of the remaining gold
held by the. Tripartite Gold Commission. Small conferences were also
held in Lisbon, Portugal, in February 1998 and in Monaco in March
1998. At the London meeting, Under Secretary of State Eizenstat
announced that another international conference would be held in
Washington, DC. This conference is now pushing forward into assets
and restitution issues beyond that of "Nazi Gold."

If the independent commissions are to succeed in their task of
clarifying the historical record and assist with the issues of accountability
and compensation, they require the closest cooperation with their
national archives. The national archives need to bring all relevant
documentation into their custody, preserve them, and provide equal
access. This is necessarily a symbiotic relationship which requires
understanding the roles of each partner and providing support for their
respective tasks. Both parties will succeed together or fail together.
NARA certainly faces this challenge and responsibility with the soon to
commence work of the American Commission of independent experts.

Undoubtedly, interest in and all aspects of the looted assets
issues will continue for years, if not decades, and just as certainly
archival research will accompany that interest. NARA will continue to
be a critical resource for those doing "Nazi Gold" research, for contained
in its holdings is what the Archivist terms "essential evidence." This
evidence, with the assistance ofNARA's skilled and dedicated staff, will
be made available and used for a multitude of purposes. The end result
of the various research efforts at NARA and elsewhere, one hopes, will
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contribute to countries, including the United States, being more capable
of addressing their pasts and accepting their current responsibilities.

Thank you.
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PRELIMINARY REMARK

History is, in a complex manner, information embedded in a
context. Historical facts cannot be understood in any other way.

Archives consist of recorded facts and a context which can either
be depicted openly or hidden in the structure of the documents, the
archives and the overall portrayal of events.

While, however, understanding history involves linking
historical facts and complex phenomena with present-day individual and
social awareness, archives are solely bound by the visible as well as
hidden historical origin and context from which they emerged. For they
should enable every future generation to gain access to information
which will help it understand what has been. That is the purpose of the
archival principle of provenance. .

Unfortunately, my short contribution deals with a historical
situation in which archivists themselves failed to uphold this principle
and helped damage, distort and destroy records in the pursuit of goals
which they regarded as victorious and enduring.

However, the Nazis did not invent the concept of using archives
and records for one's own "superior" principles and objectives. It existed
up until recently, and indeed still exists.

What the Nazis, both organizations and individuals, did can only
be compared to a limited degree to what had previously taken place
between enemy states. Rather, they began encroachments on archival
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records which, in most cases, were irreversible and could only be
rectified to a certain extent. The outcome of this and subsequent
measures carried out by the Allies under the conditions of the Cold War
was that records and documents of German origin of all kinds, including
those of Jewish communities, are today fragmented and scattered around
the world.

The disaster began with the immediate confiscation in 1933 of
the archives (as well as libraries and research institutions) of the Nazis'
political opponents with the aim, on the one hand, of using them in the
direct fight against Communists, Social Democrats, left-wing trade
unionists and their organizations and, on the other, as propaganda against
these groups. The archives, including those of the national executive of
the German Trade Union Federation and some of its affiliated trade
unions were handed over to the archives of the NSDAP and the German
Labor Front, as trophies as it were.

From 1938 onwards the archives (and academic institutions) of
those intellectual, religious and racial groups considered enemies by the
Nazis, e.g. Jews, Freemasons, writers, artists, etc., were seized and
exploited for the purposes of so-called research and propaganda with the
aim of "eradicating" them from the "Volkskorper" (national community).
One of the most important Jewish archives, the complete archive of
German Jews, fell, without it being formally seized, into the hands of the
Reichssippenamt (Reich Genealogy Office) and under the control of the
Security Police (SD) of the SS, and was then used as a central agency for
Jewish genealogy up to the 1940s. Although this helped to preserve the
records of the Jewish community in Berlin and many others collated in
this archive, it was in the end no less fragmented than other German
archives.

From the outbreak of war the archives in the annexed and
occupied territories were subject to many different measures aimed at
protecting and securing, exploiting and seizing them, in some cases
removing and destroying them, the latter most pronounced in Poland and
the Soviet Union. Naturally, this included not only the archives of the
state there and everywhere else but also all those of the aforementioned
"enemies". Several specialized organizations were set up for this purpose
in addition to the police and the SD.

The most specialized was the Archivschutz (Archive Protection)
headed by Ernst Zipfel, Archivschutzbeauftragter (Commissioner for
Archive Protection) in the Reich Ministry of the Interior, who was also
President of the Reich Archive and Director of the Prussian Secret State
Archive. In addition to his function of protecting archives he quickly
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gained corresponding responsibilities in Reichsleiter Rosenberg's task
force (Einsatzstab Reichsleiter Rosenberg - ERR) and in the Reich
Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories. The archivists sent out by
him were set different tasks depending on the country in which they were
working: in Poland it was to deprive the Polish people of its identity, in
Denmark, for example, and in The Netherlands their task was to
genuinely conserve buildings and records. The army (the head of the
army archive) seconded archivists independent of the Commissioner for
Archive Protection but with the same aims.

The ERR was established in occupied France with a view to
capturing academic material and works of art, in particular those of
Jewish origin. It later developed its most diverse and extensive
operations in the East. The feigned academic objective of researching
Jewry was used as a pretext to seize major academic libraries and
collections, as well as the personal papers of academics and religious
leaders.

The task of the Kiinsberg Special Unit (Sonderkommando
Kiinsberg), which was answerable to the Federal Foreign Office, was to
continue in Warsaw what had been started in Paris with the seizure of the
documents of the Quai d'Orsay; however, the unit took advantage of
being with the combat troops in Poland to extend its terms of reference to
include libraries and works of art, including those in the territory of the
Soviet Union and Norway.

Other organizations, such as the Reichskommissar fur die
Festigung deutschen Volkstums (Reich Commissioner for the
Consolidation of German Traditions) and the Ahnenerbe (Ancestral
Heritage) subordinate to him sometimes cooperated and sometimes
competed with one another, so that loot often became a bone of
contention.

The SD and the Gestapo remained predominant.
Even after the war had ended an interest in being able to identify

and combat opponents under mostly humane conditions based on the rule
of law but, at the same time, governed by the laws of the Cold War,
determined the fate of the archives stolen by the Nazis and the filesand
documents of the Reich and NSDAP subsequently seized by the Allies.
The Soviet occupying power acted likewise in this regard:

In general, the fate of archives and documents seized from Nazi
organizations cannot be understood fully without looking at the treatment
of German archives, which was quite different in East and West. But that
is not on the agenda here.
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In the former GDR, however, we still find fragments of archives
or documents which were originally seized by the SD or Gestapo, e.g.
unpublished papers of emigre writers from Paris or Amsterdam.

In the Secret State Archive of Prussian Cultural Heritage there
are also some documents taken from Polish archives (e.g. the 74
medieval documents relating to the Teutonic Order).

As far as I know, the western German state archives have no
material of this kind.

The documents handed over by the former Soviet Union to the
state security service of the GDR also include papers seized earlier, e.g.
those belonging to Office VII of the Reichssicher heitshauptamt (Reich
Central Security Office) ("Ideological research and evaluation"), a large
part of which is still in Moscow. They include many individual papers
whose origin can no longer be established.

In general, however, the situation created by measures taken by
Nazi Germany against "enemy" archives did not last long: in the western
occupied territories especially the American military government
collected the archival material stolen by the Nazis in the Offenbach
Archival Depot in order to hand it back to the owners; in particular this
included most of the material stolen by the ERR. The Red Army initially
kept most material as booty. Parts of it are still in the special archive
(Archive for the Preservation of Historical Documents), others were
returned to Germany. Before they reached the state archives, the GDR
security service (Stasi) raked through them on behalf of the Party.

After the fall of the Communist regime, the Central State
Archive of the GDR began to return seized archives (the estates of
emigres, the archive of the exiled publishing house Allert and Lange in
Amsterdam), and the Federal Archives continue to act in accordance
with the owners' instructions. However, returns on such a small scale are
out of all proportion to the magnitude of the overall damage which will
have a long-term impact.

The damage was caused by the fact that parts of the written
records of one and the same historical individual (a person, organization,
authority, government) fell into the area of responsibility of various
agencies, was used for different purposes, i.e. often reordered and opened
up with differing aims, which leads to many misunderstandings, perhaps
especially when all lists of documents are made available alongside each
other in the Internet.
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IF THE DAMAGE CANNOT BE REMEDIED WHAT LESSONS CAN
AT LEAST BE LEARNED FROM THIS?

1. Archives are not like any other cultural asset which might be
looted in times of war. Each archive belongs to a historical individual.
He or she will have the most enduring interest in preserving an archive
because it is part of their lives.

2. For this reason the confiscation or long-term disposal over the
archive is an ineffective means of fostering historical truth. Even good
intentions, for example the punishment of German war criminals, arise
from prevailing conditions and should have as little effect as possible on
the archival records themselves.

3. When it comes to dealing with the past each individual and
organization has a responsibility, especially with regard to written
records, to ensure that the historical truth (what has happened) remains
unadulterated. Hopefully the controversial discussions of the last few
years have helped to foster awareness of this responsibility, also in
private organizations.

4. Individuals and peoples do not always live in harmony; they
have conflicts and wage wars. If they involve their archives in this they
damage more than each other. Once the conflict is over our viewpoints
and attitudes change, as the ending of the Cold War showed. After that it
is certainly conceivable that interests concerning written historical
records can also be reconciled, thus enabling a people, for instance, to
gain its own historical portrayal from the records of the occupiers during
a period of foreign rule or occupation by opening them up and perhaps
microfilming them. The cooperation between the National Archives, the
Institute of Contemporary History and the Federal Archives at the end of
the seventies in opening up and filming the files of the Office of the
Military Government of Germany, U.S. Element (OMGUS) is, in my
view, an example of this. I hope that the ongoing process of reconciling
interests in various directions with all our eastern neighbors can be
brought to a speedy conclusion.

No conflict should involve archival records; their use is liable
enough as it is to pro"oke conflict.
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"SWITZERLAND - SECOND WORLD WAR"

SWITZERLAND

Statement translatedfrom the original French by the
Us. Department ofState Office ofLanguage Services, Translating Division

Plenary Session on Archives, Books and Historical Commissions

In my capacity as Chairman of the Independent Commission of
Experts: Switzerland - Second World War, first of all I want to welcome
all the participants at this Conference and thank those who took the
initiative for it and organized it, particularly Mr. Stuart Eizenstat and Mr.
Miles Lerman. My Commission highly values and attaches great
importance to this meeting, inasmuch as it could be conclusive with
respect to the two issues in which we are all involved: restitution of the
property of the victims, and an obligation to remember. Beyond these
specific requirements, knowledge about our pasts is the foundation of our
national identity, as well as a condition for harmony among our
countries.

It is in this spirit that our Commission was established by the
Swiss Authorities in December 1996 and assigned the mission of
conducting the historical and legal investigation of all questions that
could shed light on the responsibility of Switzerland, its public and
private institutions, or its private citizens, in the tragic events brought
about by National Socialism and the Second World War. Thus, these
investigations concern not only unclaimed assets, insurance policies, or
stolen or missing cultural property, but also anything that may have
intentionally or unintentionally caused harm to the victims and anything
that may have afforded an advantage to the National Socialist regime, its
allies, and its accomplices. The Commission must submit the results of
its 'York to the Swiss Federal Council within five years, that is, by 2001.
It has' for this purpose a budget of 22 million francs and the legal
privilege to override the secrecy of business records, subject to respect
for the requirement of confidentiality.

Preceding Page Blank
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The investigations in progress are proving more complex than
anticipated owing to the myriad questions that require examination and
the volume of sources to be consulted, sources which are widely
scattered. In addition, we should resist the pressure of those who, either
because memories are, inevitably, imprecise, or because they wish to
draw a partial or one-sided picture, do not want to know about this, or
think they already know everything about it.

In order to prevent any misunderstandings, it should be clearly
noted here today that the primary task of the Commission I chair is not to
locate every individual asset deposited in Switzerland and identify its
rightful owner. We do not have the means to do this, and other
institutions have been set up for this purpose, such as the Volcker
Committee for unclaimed funds in banks. The Commission must, above
all, reveal the networks and mechanisms of the various transactions that
have caused such assets to exist. It must attempt to analyze and
comprehend the context in which these transactions were conducted and
the means and conditions that made them possible. It must calculate
their profits or their costs. It must account for strategies, those of the
Federal State and those of the individuals involved. Its approach is
economic, political, and legal, but must also bear in mind the attitudes
and trends of the era in question.

At the London Conference on Nazi Gold, we introduced a highly
preliminary, very provisional balance sheet of the gold transactions of
the National Bank of Switzerland. In it we proposed definitions of gold
that were more precise and historically more useful than the political
distinction customarily made between monetary and non-monetary gold.
And we presented statistical data contrasting the amount of gold held by
the German Reichsbank, classified by source, with the amount deposited
in Switzerland on behalf of Germany or other Central Banks. This past
May we submitted more complete findings, which reveal that, on the one
hand, as of 1941, the National Bank of Switzerland suspected, and as of
1943, had knowledge of, the suspicious, to say the least, origin of a large
part of the gold it was acquiring from the Reichsbank, but that, on the
other hand, it did not know that about 120 kilograms of gold deposited in
its coffers had been extracted from the victims, melted down, and recast.
The National Bank continued its purchases, at reduced levels, until the
end of the War,justifying them with legal and political arguments that do
not stand up to examination. We have also revealed the more discreet
role played by some commercial banks and other economic agents such
as insurance companies.
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Next year, probably in the fall, we will publish a new report
focusing on refugees. A document was made available to all participants
at this Conference which presents an outline of this report and the
principal questions it will seek to answer. It will put the Swiss policy on
refugees back in the international context; it will examine the good or not
so good reasons for this restrictive policy and the reactions of the
population; it will attempt, despite the shortage of sources, to count the
refugees admitted or turned away at various times between 1933 and
1945, at various segments of a border that was, as of 1940, completely
controlled by the Axis and, as of September 1943, exclusively by agents
of the Third Reich. It will describe the material and psychological
conditions of the refugees and will assess the financing of their
admission (approximately 100,000 civilians) and the action of the Jewish
organizations, as well as of the charitable institutions, churches, labor
unions, etc., that were active in this field. It will also address the
infamous issue of the "J," the Evian Conference of 1938, the ransoms
demanded for the safety of certain people, and the role of those figures
who dared to break the law in order to save lives, such as Police Officer
Griininger in St. Gallen in 1938 and Consul Lutz in Budapest in 1944.

The Commission is not yet ready to present here today the
results of its investigations on stolen or lost cultural property. A report
of the Federal Office of Culture on this subject will be published in a few
days, and will serve as a basis for our own work. This work, however,
can be fully accomplished only in close cooperation with the authorities
of the other countries, since in this area, international networks operated,
and the links must be traced. We are expecting a great deal from this
Conference in terms of laying the groundwork for managing such
cooperation.

Beyond these issues, our efforts are directed essentially toward
learning about the behavior and activities of private Swiss companies:
banks, insurance companies, business firms, and industrial corporations.
We are looking at the "repossession", in Germany and the occupied
countries, of Jewish-owned businesses and real estate (Aryanization), the
use of forced labor, the export of weapons or any other hardware that
could have contributed to the war effort of either the Germans or the
Allies, movements of capital, sales of licenses, etc. From another
perspective, we must take into account the Swiss need for supplies, fuel,
and raw materials. Under the circumstances in which it found itself,
Switzerland had to make concessions to both sides but especially to
Germany, of which it was - geographically - the hostage. The issue is
how much room Swiss economic policy had to maneuver and to what
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extent that room to maneuver was perceived by public or private leaders.
That is where Switzerland's responsibilities lie.

This is a very extensive program to be achieved in a relatively
short period of time, that is, by the end of the year 2001. It will have to
address all items listed above with as much clarity as possible. This
effort to achieve clarity is something we owe to the memory of our
victims; to Switzerland and its inhabitants, whose lives it has affected
and rendered unsettled; and to the international community.

Permit me to conclude with two wishes:
It is my wish that our Conference will implement the means

urgently needed for international cooperation in identifying the problems
and the sources, as well as in establishing an effective methodology. In
particular, it is necessary to render possible and convenient access to all
relevant sources and to prepare lists of such sources. I propose that an
international working group be established to ensure follow-up for this
Conference in terms of investigations.

It is also my wish that the sharing of our work with one another
will enable us to overcome prejudices and taboos, as well as futile and
costly confrontations, and will help us be sure of our history so that we
can look towards the future with confidence. Mrs. Madeleine Albright
recalled here yesterday the power of memory, reason, and justice. It is
up to us to help restore this power.
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THE NETHERLANDS

Understanding Archives of the People, by the
People, and for the People

Break-out Session on Archives and Books

SUMMARY

Archival documents are more than bits and pieces of
information. Assessing the evidential and research values of archives
presupposes an understanding of records creation. Records are created to
support and manage work, to record why, when, where, in what capacity
and by whom what actions were carried out. These actions determine
context and structure of an archival fonds, and convey meaning of the
form and the content of a document. Presentation of archival information
has to focus on context, structure, and form, rather than content.

Thorough research commissioned by the Netherlands
commissions on Holocaust-assets has established a catalogue of actions
and actors involved in the looting of assets (1940-1945), their
recuperation (1945-1950), restoration of legal rights and restitution
(1945-1971) and compensation (1950-1987). This catalogue will be
published on December 9th. It is a 364 pages guide of 75 agencies, both
public and private, Dutch and German, and their archives (ranging from
one file to more than 2500 running meters of shelving). Even with this
guide, searching for individual names will be difficult and time
consuming, since many institutions did not create indexes to their
records, and because one individual case may have been dealt with by
different agencies, each according to its mandate.
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Understanding of archives contributes to enhancing their
evidential and research value. Such research requires free and equal
access to public archives 'of the people, by the people, and for the
people'. According to Freedom ofInformation and archival legislation in
the Netherlands, no government record or archival document from the
'40s, '50s and '60s is totally closed: they are either accessible for
anyone, Dutch and non-Dutch, or - if restricted e.g. to protect the privacy
of living individuals - by special clearance if the interest of the applicant
outweighs the interest served by the restrictions. Any decision
concerning access is liable to judicial appeal.

A framework for legislation and regulations is provided by the
Draft Recommendation for a Standard European Policy on Access to
Archives, prepared by the Council of Europe. Archival practice is
guided by the code of ethics, adopted by the International Council on
Archives. It requires from archivists that they promote the widest
possible access to archival material and provide an impartial service to
all users.

"That this nation, under God, shall have a new birth offreedom; and
that government of the people, by the people, and for the people, shall
not perish from the earth. "

- Abraham Lincoln, Gettysburg Address (1863)

INTRODUCTION

From these famous words I have taken the title of my paper.
Archives - well preserved and accessible to the people - are as essential
in a free democracy as government of the people, by the people, and for
the people. Because archives are not only tools of government, not only
sources for historical research: access to public archives gives the people
the possibility to exercise their rights and to control their government, its
successes, and its failures.

Archives of the people, by the people, and for the people. As the
great American archival teacher Theodore Schellenberg affirmed:
"Public records obviously define the relations of the government to the
governed. They are the ultimate proof for all permanent civic rights and
privileges; and the immediate proof for all temporary property and
financial rights that are derived from or are connected with the citizen's
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relations to the government."i The consequence is that the public
archivist is not merely a state official, but truly a public servant, who has
"an implicit obligation to safeguard the integrity of the contractual
relationship that exists between citizens and their government which the
records document; and to intercede on behalf of record subjects in
administering access to such records so as to ensure that citizens' rights
are protected under the terms of that contract"? Concomitant is the
people's right on access to public archives. A Draft Recommendation on
a European Policy on Access to Archives, currently under consideration
within the Council ofEurope3

, identifies access to public archives as 'part
of the rights of the citizen, and, by extension, in a political system that
respects democratic values, part of human rights'.

Hundred years ago, 1898, Zola's 'J'accuse' started the Dreyfus
affair.4 Zola engaged chemical experts and archivists to expose the
infamous bordereau as a forgery. Oiry and other professors of the Ecole
des Chartes were among the scholars who in court and in the press used
their scientific methodologies in taking a stand in the political debate that
had grown out of the Dreyfus affair. They made it clear that their
professional ethics, based upon integrity and objectivity of the scientific
method, should play a role in the public arena too. Scientific integrity
and objectivity should be the instruments to restore truth and human
dignity.

Today, as in 1898, archivists can be called to arms, when public
affairs question their professional ethics, when archivists have to use
their moral defense to defend societal values, which are at the heart of
the archivist's endeavor. Archivists have to cry out and to denounce any
manipulation of evidence so as to conceal or distort facts. The code of
ethics, adopted in 1996 by the International Council on Archives,
requires from archivists that they promote the widest possible access to
archival material and provide an impartial service to all users.

1 T.R. Schellenberg, Modern archives. Principles and techniques (Chicago
1956) p.9.
2 H. MacNeil, Without consent; the ethics ofdisclosing personal information in
public archives (Metuchen; NJ, 1992) p. 144.
3 Council of Europe, Draft Recommendation on a European Policy on Access to
Archives, cc/livre (97) 7 rev.
4 B.Joly, L'Ecole des chartes et l'affaire Dreyfus, in: Bibliotheque de ['Ecole des
chartes 147 (1989) p. 611-671; A.B. Spitzer, Historical truth and lies about the
past. Reflections on Dewey, Dreyfus, de Man and Reagan (London 1996) p. 50.
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The same year 1898 saw the publication, in The Netherlands, of
the 'Manual for the arrangement and description of archives,' drawn up at
the instruction of the Netherlands Society of Archivists, by Muller, Feith
en Fruin. Their Manual has had a global impact: it was translated into
German, Italian, French, Bulgarian, English, Portuguese, Chinese, and
Estonian. The Manual was the first to formulate and disseminate
coherently the basic principles of archival science and methodology.
These principles are the principle of respect for archival structure and the
principle of provenance: archives of the same provenance are a whole
whose historically determined individual structure may not be disturbed,
but on the contrary should be restored if necessary; every archival
document should be part ofthejonds to which it by nature belongs and to
which it should be restored. We respect the provenance, the
administrative context in which the archival document, as a component
part ofthejonds, was created or received. Archives (records) are created,
received and maintained by institutions and individuals by virtue of and
as a by-product of their activities and business. Archival information is
intrinsically bound to a specific business process, be it managing an
agency, treating a patient or looting Holocaust-assets. That origin as
transaction-tied information gives archives their special value as a
historical source. This contextuality gives each record its specific
meaning.

Why referring to the 1898 Dutch manual for archival processing
and to the role archivists played in the 1898 Dreyfus affair?

Because today, in bringing to light the sources revealing what
happened in the looting, recuperation, restoration and restitution of
Holocaust-era assets, archivists have to deliver the same message as in
1898. Professional integrity and objectivity are the instruments to sustain
society's dignity and to restore truth. That requires the widest possible
and impartial access to archival material. Archival information that must
be processed, presented, used, and interpreted in the context in which the
archival documents originated.
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ACCESS TO ARCHNESs

Access to public records and archives is realized at different
levels or layers.6

The first layer is legislation: Freedom of Information legislation,
archival legislation, legislation protecting personal data and personal
privacy.7 Dutch archival legislation states that access restrictions must be
specified at the time the records are transferred to a repository. The
conditions of transfer therefore constitute a second layer of regulation of
access.

Legislation should specify an authority that may grant
exceptional access to closed records. This 'special clearance' is the third
layer of regulation of access.

In The Netherlands, the conditions of transfer for personal
information often include a regulation stipulating that archives that are
sensitive are only accessible to researchers who have signed an
undertaking. This undertaking constitutes a fourth layer for regulating
access to and publication of personal information.

The fifth layer of access regulation is formed by the physical and
practical regulations that archives have in place to prevent records being
examined by unauthorized persons: storage in secure repositories
(sometimes, additionally, in locked cases), careful application and
lending procedures, an archives control system (such as Archeion, in use
in all state archives in The Netherlands) that alerts whenever a part of a
record group may not be issued to a researcher etc.

S See my: 'Archives of the people, by the people, for the people', in: S.A.
Argiefblad / S.A. Archives Journal 34 (1992) p. 5-16; 'The right to know, the
right to forget? Personal information in public archives', in: Archives and
manuscripts. The Journal ofthe Australian Society ofArchivists 23 (1995) p. 8
17; , Der Archivar als Vermittler zwischen der toten Vergangenheit und dem
lebenden Yolk', in: Der Archivar 48 (1995) col. 589-596; 'Can we trust
information ?', in: The International Information & Library Review 29 (1997) p.
333-338. All four have been reprinted in: Eric Ketelaar, The Archival Image.
Collected essays (Hilversum 1997).
6 I have derived this image of layers of protection from: H. Raaska, Personal
privacy and the archivist (unpublished paper; NARA Professional Career
Training Program; 1989).
7 Access to archives. Legal aspects. Proceedings of the thirty-second
International Conference of the Round Table on Archives XXXII Edinburgh
1997 (Paris 1998).
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The final layer is the area where professional ethics guide access
to archives.

Let us consider these six layers.
1. In The Netherlands the archives law limits the grounds to
restrict access to public records transferred to a public repository.
Restrictions may be imposed solely in the interests of
• the respect for personal privacy or
• the interest of the State or its allies or
• the prevention of disproportionate advantage or
• disadvantage to the persons concerned or to third parties

2. Each restriction on access must be specified in a formal
document, with reference to the legal basis and the purpose of
the restriction. Restrictions should preferably apply to individual
items, and not indiscriminately to whole bodies of records.

3. In 1996 the International Council on Archives published
'Principles for archives and current records legislation', building
upon an earlier set of principles and guidelines developed in an
UNESCO study.s One of these principles is 'Legislation should
specify an authority who may grant exceptional access to closed
records ...This power should be exercised within a process that
provides a further opportunity for citizens to appeal the decision'.
Such a special clearance procedure was recommended as early as
1985 by the 23rd International Conference of the Round Table
on Archives under the proviso that such procedure 'should be
transparent and governed by objective criteria, so as to guarantee
equal treatment of all interested parties,.9 The Council of
Europe's Draft Recommendation on a European Policy on
Access to Archives also insists on 'the possibility of seeking
from the competent authority special permission for access to
documents that are not freely available. Special permissions for
access should be granted under the same conditions to all users
who request them.'

8 See www.archives.ca/ica. The UNESCO study was: E. Ketelaar, Archival and
records management legislation and regulations; a RAMP study with guidelines
(Paris 1985).
9 Access to archives and privacy. Proceedings of the twenty-third International
Archival Round Table Conference, Austin 1985 (Paris 1987) p. 174.
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Under Dutch legislation, whenever access has been restricted,
the archival authority can, having heard the transferring agency,
lift the restrictions on access or set them aside in favor of a
particular applicant, if the interest of the applicant's ability to
consult or use the document outweighs the interest of the
restrictions. Generally speaking, the interest of the citizen,
seeking for his rights, outweighs other interests which may be
served by access restrictions (and which were specified in the
document mentioned under 2). In this way we can serve
individuals researching the Holocaust-era, while still adhering to
a general restriction on access.

4. Another means to give access to records, which are generally
closed to protect privacy, in Dutch archival institutions, is the
declaration that researchers have to sign before they are granted
access to specific sensitive records. That declaration is based
upon regulations that the Council of Ministers drew up in 1973
with regard to the use of Council minutes and related documents.
The researcher confirms with his or her signature
• that the data obtained from the documents will be used

solely for a specified purpose
• that he or she shall divulge nothing, by publication or by any

other means, which might harm disproportionately the
interests of living people

• that he or she shall not publish anything from the documents
without written permission of the State or municipal
archivist concerned

• that he or she shall use information from the documents for
which no permission has been obtained to publish, for his or
her own study only and that this information will not be
communicated to third parties.

This arrangement was accepted in 1984 by the Society of Dutch
Archivists, on the proposal of a commission consisting of both
archivists and researchers. The arrangement resembles the
'contractual agreement' procedure, which is applied in the states
of Michigan and New York. In Michigan it has even been
codified: an act stipulates that confidential records from
government agencies 'shall be kept confidential pursuant to the
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tenns of a written agreement,.l0 One of the main differences,
however, between the Dutch and the American arrangement is
that the latter includes a penalty of $ 1 000 for violating the
provisions of the agreement. In The Netherlands we do not need
such a penalty, because the researcher - historian or journalist 
knows the issue at stake: his future research. If he fails to
comply, the researcher risks exclusion by virtue of the authority
of the archivist to refuse access, if in his opinion documents
'cannot be safely entrusted to the applicant', Since this came into
force in 1968 the sanction has been applied in the General State
Archives in The Hague only two or three times, during the whole
period, out of a hundred to two hundred applications per year to
get access to confidential records. And in our Dutch pennissive
society, with its long tradition of a free press and unhampered
scholarly research, it is the exception that it appears necessary to
consult with the researcher about a change in his manuscript to
prevent disproportionate hann to the interests of still living
people.

5. The Council of Europe's Draft Recommendation on a
European Policy on Access to Archives rightly points to the fact
that how liberal the access rules may be, 'the actual
communication of archives depends primarily on the facilities
and on the human and financial resources which an archives
service possesses for the preservation and the processing of its
holdings'. But in my opinion this should never be an argument to
withhold documents from victims seeking their rights!
In providing access to sensitive records it may be necessary to
involve social workers and other counselors who help people to
cope with the psychological effects of a confrontation of the
past. This is being done in Amsterdam at the Foundation for
Jewish Social Work and at the Institute for War Documentation,
as is the case in the archives of Metropolitan London with regard
to patient records.
The first five fonns of access regulation - legislation, conditions
of transfer, special clearance, researchers' undertakings, and

10 R.M. Baumann, The administration of access to confidential records in state
archives: common practices and the need for a model law, in: American
Archivist 49 (1986) p. 360-366.
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physical conditions - appear sufficient enough. But not quite.
The first four protective layers consist partly of flexible
provisions. For example, how will, in the case of the first and
second layers, 'respect for personal privacy' be substantiated,
how does one weigh up the need to restrict the disclosure of
personal information against the interests of the researcher who
requests dispensation or special clearance, at the third layer, how
does one test at the fourth layer whether the interests of living
persons could be unfairly impaired?

6. At this point we reach the sixth and final layer, an area not
formally and legally defined: an area where only professional
ethics can provide guidancell

. The code of ethics, adopted in
1996 by the International Council on Archives, requires from
archivists that they promote the widest possible access to
archival material and provide an impartial service to all users.
Archivists should protect the integrity of archives and should
resist pressure from any source to manipulate evidence so as to
conceal or distort facts. They also have to take into account the
rights. and interests of owners and data subjects and they must
think of the user. Archivists should discourage unreasonable
restrictions on access and use. They should observe faithfully
and apply impartially all agreements made at the time of
acquisition, but, in the interest of liberalization of access, should
renegotiate conditions in accordance with changes of
circumstance.12

UNDERSTANDING ARCHIVES

Access to archives, in Dutch archival terminology, covers two
concepts: the availability of archival documents for consultation as a

11 Anne Cooke, 'A code of ethics for archivists: some points for discussion', in:
Archives and Manuscripts, 15, no. 2 (1987), p. 8 quotes EW. Russell (1978):
professional ethics being of the kind which are too particular to be controlled by
law, by-law or regulation but too general to be regarded solely as a matter for
the individual judgement of the archivist concerned. See G.M. Peterson -T.
Huskamp Peterson, Archives & Manuscripts: Law (Chicago 1985), for the
difference between ethical and formal legal responsibilities.
12 Code ofethics adopted by the General Assembly ofthe International Council
on Archives, 6 September 1996: www.archives.calica.
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result of legal authorization (openbaarheid) and the consultability
(toegankelijkheid): the intellectual control of archives by arrangement
and description in such a way that a user can effectively consult the
archives. 'Records that are merely accumulated, and never arranged or
described, are as unavailable to future users as records that have been
destroyed,' Sharon Thibodeau remarks. 13 She continues by specifying
the fundamental principles for arrangement and description, first
articulated in the Dutch Manual of 1898. Underlying these principles
mentioned in the introduction of this paper (the principle of respect for
archival structure and the principle of provenance) is the premise that the
arrangement and description of a body of records 'reflect a knowledge of
its custodial history as well as an understanding of any previously
established methods of intellectual control', to quote Thibodeau. And it is
here that the archivist as well as the researcher is daunted by the
documentary heritage of the Holocaust-era. Not only the sheer bulk of
the archives is intimidating. Most archives have been subject to intricate
adventures during and after World War II: dislocation, dispersion,
confounding disarrangement, re-use of original documents in building
new files, destruction of parts of an archival fonds and restructuring of
the remainder, etc. The resulting confusion is not only bound to confuse
and intimidate any researcher, but it also has made the evidential and
historical value of many archives and records questionable at least, not to
say void.

This complexity of the Holocaust-era archives is aggravated by
the intricacies of the administrative organizations, agencies and
institutions that created, processed, used and maintained the records 
both during and after the war. An archival fonds is a fabric of
relationships and context. Because we have to respect that structure and
to understand that fabric, we have to study its history, to get insight in the
historical process that determined the structure of the fonds. This
contextual approach is a powerful tool for any user to find, to use and to
interpret his sources properly. But this presupposes that the user is
enabled by the archivist to have access to the records' contextual
history.14

13 S. Oibbs Thibodeau, Archival arrangement and description, in: J.G.
Bradsher (ed.), Managing archives and archival institutions (Chicago 1989) p.
67
14 E. Ketelaar, Archival Theory and the Dutch Manual, in: Archivaria 41
(Spring 1996) p. 31-40, reprinted in E. Ketelaar, The Archival Image. Collected
essays (Hilversum 1997) p. 55-65; R.J. Cox, Archival anchorites. Building
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Let us take as an example the fate of diamonds of Dutch Jews. In
1942 Jews had to hand in all jewelry and other valuables to Lippmann
Rosenthal & Co., Sarphatistraat (Liro), who also received all or most
goods confiscated by the Germans on deportation. Diamonds were used
by Jews as payment to get a

'Sperr' stamp which temporarily exempted them from
deportation. Diamonds deposited by Jews with the Amsterdamsche Bank
were confiscated by the Devisenschutzkommando Niederlande and sent
to Berlin in January 1945. To Berlin were' also brought (by Seyss-Inquart
personally) the diamonds 'safeguarded' by the Rijksbureau voor Diamant,
locked away in bank safes in Amhem and looted by the Germans in
September 1944. A third shipment to Berlin consisted of the diamonds of
Jewish diamond cutters and dealers, requisitioned by the leader of the
Devisenschutzkommando and sent by him to Berlin in March 1945.

Restitution and reparations payment with regard to diamonds
after the war were dealt with by different agencies and organizations: the
Liquidators of Liro (LVVS), the Recuperation Bureau of the Ministry of
Finance, the Foundation Jewelry-Committee (Stichting Sieraden-Comite)
and the Foundation Recuperated Diamonds (Stichting Teruggevoerde
Diamant), the Commissioner General for Netherlands Economic
Recuperation, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Netherlands Military
Mission at the Allied Control Council, the Restitution Control Council
OMGGUS, the Reparation, Deliveries and Restitution Division UK, the
Wiedergutmachungsamter.

To discover the fate of a particular set of diamonds, one has 
before actually searching the archives - to get acquainted with the
different 'missions' of both looting and restituting agencies and
organizations, and to check to which competency the looting, restitution
and reparation of that type of diamonds might have belonged.
Furthermore one has to study the administrative histories of the
institutions and the vicissitudes of their archives and to ascertain where
within the archival remains of an individual agency one has to search.
All this pertains to the contextual and custodial history of the records.

Through this jungle the searcher is led by the archivist, cutting a
path, pointing to pitfalls and peculiarities, assisting without taking over.
Serving as an itinerary in The Netherlands is a guide of actions and
actors involved in the looting of assets (1940-1945), their recuperation
(1945-1950), restoration of legal rights and restitution (1945-1971) and

public memory in the era of the culture wars, in: MultiCultural Review 7/2 (June
1998) p. 57.
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compensation (1950-1987).15 This research guide - to be published on
December 9th - is the fruit of thorough research commissioned by the
Netherlands commissions on Holocaust-assets. It is a 364 pages guide of
75 agencies, both public and private, Dutch and German, and their
archives (ranging from one file to more than 2500 running meters of
shelving). The guide is the key to grasping the institutional and
administrative history of the agencies, and the custodial history of the
archives. It is a prerequisite for finding one's way to and into the archives
and to understanding the archives.

The guide also mentions finding aids that may guide the searcher
to the document level. Sometimes a particular fonds is enriched by lists
and indexes with names, in other cases the files may be arranged
physically according to names. The guide explains the meaning of the
various signs, symbols, stamps, and references like' H.R.' (presumably
for Hausrat = household effects), with a number between 1 and 23015,
used by Liro and, after the war, by various rec~peration, restoration and
restitution agencies. For indeed, German and Dutch bureaucrats
maintained their files, card indexes and ledgers so meticulously that,
once we understand the administrative and record keeping history, their
detailed accounts can be checked as if their creators are still working at
their desks.

All too often, however, the custodian of the material can only
identify the boxes on the shelves, and has to leave it to the researcher to
browse through the documents and to find the needle in the haystack.
Searching for individual names will be difficult and time-consuming,
since many institutions did not create indexes to their records, and
because one individual case may have been dealt with by different
agencies, each according to its mandate.

By dissecting the machinery of looting, recuperation, restoration
and restitution of Holocaust-era assets, as well as making its archival
vestiges contextually transparent, the guide constitutes a major
instrument not only in understanding archives as a tool for research. We
also plan to develop the guide into an educational instrument. To teach
young people how bureaucratic control, registration and accounting
during and after the war were used for good and for evil purposes. This

15 J.M.L. van Boxmeer - p.e.A. Lamboo - H.AJ. van Schie, Onderzoekgids
Archieven Joodse oorlogsge,troffenen.Overzicht van archieven met gegevens
over roof, recuperatie, rechtsherstel en schadevergoeding van vermogens van
Joden in Nederland in de periode 1940-1987, vervaardigd in opdracht van de
Commissie van Onderzoek Liro-archieven (Den Haag 1998).
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may assist in Holocaust education and remembrance but also serve
current concerns about registration of immigrants, discrimination,
invasion of privacy etc. In this broader framework the guide will
constitute a major instrument in understanding ARCHIVES OF THE
PEOPLE, BY THE PEOPLE, AND FOR THE PEOPLE.





Rev. Fr. Marcel Chappin
PROFESSOR, GREGORIANA PONTIFICAL UNIVERSI1Y

THE HOLY SEE

Statement by The Holy See about the
Accessibility of its Archives

Break-out Session on Archives and Books

1. The Holy See wants to call to mind the principles of
International Legislation regarding State Archives, in which is stated that
every State is autonomous in its exclusive right of regulating the
conservation and the accessibility of its Archives. It is therefore an
inherent attribute of the sovereign character of the Holy See, that it alone
must be the judge of the pace, timing and scope of the process of making
its Archives accessible for research.

2. Ecclesiastical Archives cannot be compared with the Archives
of secular governments and institutions. Because of the primarily
spiritual mission of the Church, documentation in these archives mostly
include discussions and correspondence on religious and spiritual
matters, which also concern the "forum internum", the realm of
conscience, on which guidance and counsel are sought and, offered for
the spiritual life of persons. This applies to Diocesan archives and those
of Religious Orders, but also to the Archives of the Holy See, since no
aspect of its activity, including its diplomatic one, is really separate from
its primary spiritual, religious, apostolic and pastoral mission.

The Church would be unfaithful to her mission, and indeed
hindered in that same mission, if she would not maintain a scrupulous
regard for the most intimate sphere of personal privacy. This respect for
privacy is intrinsic and unrenounceable for the life of the Church. She
has a sacrosanct duty towards the persons who entrusted her with their
secrets and .cannot and should not betray them, for any reason

Preceding Page Blank
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whatsoever. People have to be sure that their innermost secrets are safe
with the Church.

3. This fact explains that the process of making Church Archives
gradually accessible for research - as the Holy See is doing for more
than a century - is necessarily a slow one. A scrupulous screening has
to take place, one which can only be done by those who have enough
knowledge not only of civil and ecclesiastical history, but are also
experts in moral theology and canon law.

The period up until 1922 has been completed. More recent
decades are being processed now.

4. However, for the Holocaust-Era is at disposal the exhaustive
information in the twelve volumes of the Actes et Documents du Saint
Siege relatifs a la Deuxieme Guerre Mondiale. Notwithstanding
insinuations, the curators of this publication have in no way tried to hide
documents that would incriminate the Holy See, as explained by one of
them, Fr. Pierre Blet S.1., in an article in Civilta Cattolica, published
March 21, 1998 (La Civilta Cattolica 1998 I 531-541); an English
translation is available.

5. An attentive study of the 12 volumes will reveal the constant
policy ofthe Holy See: trying to stop the outbreak of the war, to alleviate
the suffering of its victims and to help to hide and to save as many
persecuted people as possible. The same volumes as well as other
published testimonies also reveal the motivation why there was not an
explicit public protest. The Holy See judged that such a protest would
not stop the persecutions, but only result in even more victims, while at
the same time it would block the prudent but persistent efforts to save
human lives through the means of diplomacy. Many statements of
gratitude, also by Jewish persons, organizations and institutions, are
found on the public record. They thank the Holy See for what it achieved
by its persistent efforts.

Would an open protest have saved more lives? There is no
answer to this question that is and always will be hypothetical. If there is
any hint at all, the contrary seems to be true. The open protest of the
Dutch bishops resulted in even more victims. In any case, the Holy See
rejects all accusations that it did not do its best to save as many lives as it
could in the given circumstances.

6. The Holy See is aware of the fact that the 12 volumes do not
make for quick and easy reading, although is has to insist that they be
taken seriously. It wants however to draw the attention to the summary
prepared recently by Fr. Pierre Blet, S.1., "Pie XII et la Seconde Guerre
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Mondiale d' apres les archives du Vatican". An English translation is
soon to be published by the Paulist Press.

7. During this· Conference and the preceding one, the words
"truth and justice" have been uttered many times. The Holy See wants to
insist also on "trust", if a better world is to be built. No fruitful discussion
and dialogue, no real understanding and reconciliation are possible
without mutual respect and trust. One has to be confident that the other is
not telling lies or in any other way being deceitful or following some
hidden agenda. If the Holy See is not trusted about what it has said or
published so far, why should it expect to be trusted afterwards?

It is essential that the respect and trust shown by the Holy See to
others, are in no less measure shown by those others to the Holy See.





Dr. Yaacov Lozowick
DIRECTOR OF THE ARCHNES

YADVASHEM
THE HOLOCAUST MARTYRS' AND HEROES'

REMEMBRANCE AUTHORITY

The Names of the Jews

Break-out Session on Archives and Books

Yad Vashem in Jerusalem is uniquely positioned to assist in
attempts to restore Holocaust era assets to their rightful owners, in two
ways:

1. THE LIST OF JEWS IN THE HOLOCAUST

Since there never was a full list of Jews persecuted in the
Holocaust, no archive can ever be in possession of it. In lieu of such a
list, however, many thousands of local lists were created by various
agencies during and after the Holocaust, and Yad Vashem has been
collecting them for decades: Approximately 10,000 lists to date, with a
rough estimate of 16-20,000,000 relevant names.

We have created a computerized database with information
about the lists; however, only a small proportion ofthe names themselves
have so far been computerized. The collection of additional lists is an
actively pursued, ongoing project, and many hundreds of lists are added
each year.

Some of the information is overlapping data about the same
individuals: i.e., an attempt to cross a border in 1941, a deportation list
from 1942, a list of transfers between camps in 1943, and an official
post-Holocaust death notice. The amount of information on each
individual varies from list to list. Only by collating all the information do
we acquire a detailed profile of the individual victims. Such collating,
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however, is extremely complex, and hence the need for Yad Vashem's
second set of capabilities:

2. THE ORGANIZED KNOWLEDGE

In the volatile cauldron that was Europe in the first half of the
20th century, individuals often went by more than one name, cities and
towns changed their names or were simultaneously referred to differently
by their various ethnic inhabitants, administrative regions were in a state
of constant flux, and borders often moved. Even countries were often
founded only to be abolished a few years later, perhaps to be re
established later on. The lists reflect this chaos: the same individual may
appear on two lists with different names, places of birth and vocation,
and still be the same person; elsewhere, two individuals who seem likely
to be identical, may indeed not be - and all of the information will be
accurate and authentic.

In an attempt to overcome these pitfalls, Yad Vashem has
created computerized tools, or thesauri, that contain libraries of
knowledge about the politics, semantics and geography of Europe in the
20th century. We have collated information from contemporary lexicons,
atlases, indexes, as well as executed data-mining on the documentation in
our collections. For example, we can tell that Jewish men in Hungary
who were called Avraham at home, called themselves Adolf outside.
This custom did not apply anywhere else, and thus is useful only for
identifying Adolfs and Avrahams from Hungary - a country whose
borders changed frequently. These computerized thesauri contain
hundreds of thousands of items, and will be essential in any attempt to
integrate information on individuals in the Holocaust.

The combined significance of the lists of victims and the
organized knowledge is that it is now possible to create a list, at times
quite detailed, of the Jews in the Holocaust: the sic million who perished
and hundreds of thousands who survived. These resources are
indispensable to any effort to identify individuals, their assets, their fate,
or their possible heirs.
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Yad Vashem alone has both the extensive data and the know-how to
cross-reference and collate them.

Description
Hall ofNames:
Pages of
Testimony
Hall ofNames:
Survivors
Yizkor books

Archival lists

Estimated number
1,700,000

160,000

1,000,000

15-17,000,000

Type ofPersons
Jews who
perished

Jews who
survived
Jews who
perished
People of all
types, but mainly
Jews

Digitization
450,000 digitized
without scanning

Partially digitized

Non-digitized

Non-digitized

·rotal 18-20,000,000





Mr. RobertJ. Vanni
GENERAL COUNSEL, NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY

UNITED STATES

Opening Statement

Break-out Session on Archives and Books

The purpose of this session i~ to examine the complex issues
surrounding various types of assets seized, looted, plundered, captured
and confiscated during the Holocaust-era, and in particular, the matter of
archives and books. Being associated with one of the world's great
research libraries, it is an honor to be included on this session to make
some comments which, I hope, will serve as a departure point for
discussion, though I point out that the opinions I offer are strictly my
own.

For purposes of analysis, I would like to separate the materials
we are discussing into two main categories. The first is book and library
materials, seized, looted and confiscated during the Nazi era that
originated in national, local, private and other collections, which, due to
their great historical significance, rarity, value or uniqueness, can be
considered cultural objects or "collectibles." Such "collectibles" might
include antique or unique manuscripts, fine bindings and first editions.
The second category is records and archives of individuals, organizations
(religious, fraternal, charitable or commercial), and governmental or
quasi-governmental entities such as towns and municipalities. It is my
opinion that the first category of "collectibles", are more in the nature of
precious museum or art-type assets, and should be treated as such for the
purposes of restitution, repatriation and compensation. Further, much of
these precious materials have been carefully handled by their current
custodians, catalogued and preserved and to a degree are accessible for
study and research. It is the second category, more routine in nature, of
archives and records of individuals, organizations and governmental
entities that I would like to direct my comments. I would submit that for
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the following reasons these materials are unique among the Holocaust
era assets being discussed and hence should be dealt with differently.
Unlike other assets, they may have little intrinsic monetary value in
comparison to precious books and manuscripts, art, gold or bank
accounts. Their great value, however, lies in the information and
intellectual content preserved on their pages. It is this information that
gives witness to lives, communities and organizations that no longer
exist. It is this information that may perhaps offer the very proof needed
by those seeking restitution of all the other types of Holocaust-era assets.
And it is this information that will add to the history of each nation
represented here, since as a result of the war time diaspora, population
movements across national boundaries and continental divides, all our
national histories are revealed, in part, in these records and archives.

Archives and records are also unique and different from art and
cultural objects in that their value can be exploited separate and apart
from the original artifact or document through the use of what librarians
refer to as "surrogates", that is, research copies created by use of
xerography, microfilming techniques or newer technologies. The
original artifacts should, to the extent possible, be preserved, but the
minimum to be done is to capture for posterity the intellectual content
they contain. Let me also state at the very outset, that the great
artifactual, and associational value of the original documents must not be
lost sight of. In this regard there need be a two-pronged discussion as to
these materials. First, how to preserve and make accessible their
intellectual content; and second, once accomplished, where should the
original artifact reside. This second question is very much one for
diplomatic negotiation or private claims, since many countries and
organizations have legitimate claim to be custodians of artifactual
original materials, should restitution to their rightful owners not be
possible. It would be unjust and immoral to delay access to the
intellectual content of such material while solutions to the complex
questions of reparation and return of the original documents to rightful
claimants is completed.

Returning to the first question of preservation and access, I
would suggest there are three steps to be taken:

1. The troves of records and archives need to be identified and
catalogued, at least into broad categories, including location
and physical condition. Such information should be
integrated into existing catalogues, perhaps being made
accessible via the internet.
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2. A triage effort must be undertaken to identify those collections
of greatest research and historic value and/or at greatest risk
of physical deterioration, so as to establish a reasoned priority
order in which to expend limited resources available for
preservation and preparation.

3. A useable surrogate (using xerography, microfilming and
newer electronic technologies) needs to be created to both
preserve the intellectual content of such material and make it
broadly available for access by claimants, researchers and
scholars.

Though these three steps are a major task, already many nations have
commenced the work of cataloguing, preserving and making such
materials accessible over the past decades.

How then, might this work be organized and undertaken? As a
departure point for discussion, I would suggest the formation of an
international commission of interested governments, institutions and
organizations that would serve as a coordinator and liaison with existing
and to be established national efforts to:

a) Set standards for the cataloging and collection of information
on extant collections of historical Holocaust-era documents,
as well as the establishment of standardized protocols for
preservation techniques;

b) Upon the recommendation of scholars and specialists, assist in
the triage of those materials establishing which categories
should be acted upon first;

c) Coordinate and cooperate with and/or assist in establishing
national projects for the cataloguing, preservation and
accessibility of these materials;

d) Assist in raising funds in support of national projects, (which
might include government and international organization
grants, private sector donations or perhaps using a small
percentage of cash equivalent Holocaust-era assets that
cannot otherwise be restituted to their rightful owners).

e) Serve as a facilitator or forum for the consideration of where
the original artifacts, documents, records and archives might
best reside, and as a conduit for claims;

f) Assist in educating professionals in whose care these materials
reside, as well as informing researchers, scholars and
claimants of the availability of such materials, by making use,
among other things, of the internet and world wide web.
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As for the establishment of country or locally-based projects for
cataloguing and preservation, grants can serve to equip preservation and
microfilming laboratories, assist in creation ot electronic catalogues and
databases, train personnel and, to a limited extent, assist in meeting local
costs.

My fear is that unless swift action is taken in regard to the
preservation and accessibility of Holocaust-era records and archives,
those individuals and institutions seeking information upon which to
base claims will continue to be frustrated in their efforts, while the slow
fires of deteriorating acid based papers made worse by inadequate
environmental storage will result in the loss to the world forever, not
only of these unique original archives and records, but, more
significantly, the intellectual content and the national, organizational and
personal histories they contain.



Dr. Abby Smith
DIRECTOR OF PROGRAMS,

COUNCIL ON LIBRARY AND INFORMATION RESOURCES

UNITED STATES

Recovering the Past: How Books and
Archives Matter

Break-out Session on Archives and Books

It has often been said at this conference that the present attempt
to locate and restore Holocaust-era assets to their rightful owners or heirs
is not about money, but about memory. Be that as it may, it is certainly
about assets, about things that are of value to people, past and present,
things that mattered greatly to those who suffered and who perished, as
well as things of value for those who remember the dead today. If the
current endeavor is indeed about justice and not retribution, if it is about
memory and not money, then books and archives play special roles as
agents ofjustice in our efforts.

Books matter because few things are more dear in purchase than
knowledge. At the same time, few things are more freely shared than
books, because they are such efficient and civilized carriers of
knowledge. It is paradoxical that, in the context of this conference,
focusing as it is on artworks, insurance claims, and property disputes,
books and manuscripts appear to be cheap. True, most books have little
financial value -- rare books that are, in fact, of some monetary value are
treated as works of art, along with paintings, furniture, jewels, and other
objects prized by connoisseurs. Most books are not usually assigned this
value because they are not rare or unique, at least not books printed
within the last 150 years. Moreover, the contents of books are easily
replicated without substantial loss of value in most cases and, in fact, are
designed to be easily affordable, readily shared, and inexpensively
copied.
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But beyond any value that a book might or might not have as an
aesthetic object, there are other, one might even say higher, levels of
value for the recorded word. How we approach the matter of the rightful
place and ownership of these words, and of the books and manuscripts
that contained them and that have been displaced, depredated, or
orphaned by the war, depends largely on why we value them.

THE PAST

There are essentially three ways in which print and manuscript
materials are of value in the context ofthe task at hand:

* As keys to the past: Books and manuscripts provide
information about the past that can unlock for us different types of
consciousness and cultural sensibility. The recorded words that are
valuable for the information that they contain -- cultural history and
memory found in newspapers, novels, journals -- are important sources
for understanding the way people lived and thought. Daily newspapers
from the Vilna ghetto in the 1930s that tell us what the community ate
and wore; socialist tracts that reveal how some political activists
understood the revolutions of Russia and how they conceived the ideal
relationship between state and individual; novels published in Tallinn
that bear witness to how the Estonian literary language evolved in the
inter~war period -- these constitute important sources for historians of
language, culture, music, art, politics, and so on. These sources are
important for the information they contain, and should be copied and
made available internationally, especially because they were often
printed on acidic paper now aged and fragile.

* As records of the past: Archival records, both official and
unofficial, can provide important evidence for locating relatives, lost
assets, and so forth, because they testify to the whereabouts of people
and things before, during, and after the war. Many of these records are
in government archives and repositories and should be made accessible
to researchers without restrictions and to the best of any given
repository's ability to process and make available their records.

* As relics of the past: There are books and papers that are
important as objects themselves because of their associational value.
While they may not be valuable because of their intellectual content, nor
be particularly rare, they were once the personal property of someone.
This is, in my view, the only category of book in which the object itself
should be returned to legitimate claimants in order to achieve restitution.
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To the extent that books and manuscripts are valuable for the
information they contain, we need to distinguish between the ownership
of the physical objects themselves and access to the information that they
contain. One does not speak of possession of information the way one
does of, say, an art object. Is information per se property? Can it be
privately owned? This is a question of more than passing interest,
because the copyright regimes in effect in each nation represented here
today, designed to protect intellectual property at the same time they
promote its dissemination, are challenged by a new digital environment
in which ownership of and access to information are no longer
synonymous. There are well-established traditions in libraries and
archives of making information widely accessible, traditions that are
observed in the breach in totalitarian countries where information, like
intelligence, is considered to be the property of the state. There are no
countries here that espouse that ethic today. Ten years ago we could not
have said that, ~d ten years ago we could not have had such a colloquy.

It is important to note that we are not talking just about Jewish
materials. The Nazis were fighting an ideological war, and ideas were
the most powerful tools of engagement. There were certain ideas that
were considered, in and of themselves, to be pernicious. Books that were
written by Freemasons, by anti-fascist writers, by devotional and
patriotic writers in Catholic and Orthodox Slavic countries, by
homosexuals, socialists, communists, and other so-called degenerates 
these works were seized and disposed of, destroyed or hidden. And
those books and manuscripts that after the war came within the pale of
the Red Army were twice seized and repressed. All these books together
bear witness to the past. Those books that managed to survive after the
communities they belonged to were entirely wiped out, especially the
communities or individuals who were dissenters of conscience and who
left no heirs or relatives, should be located and restored so that their
reality can now become part of history as told in their own, now silent,
voices.

THE PRESENT

The important tasks for us today are identification, preservation,
and access. We must identify library and archival materials that are
missing, we must preserve those that we can, and we must make them
accessible to those who need to consult them. As I said, books of
associational value should, when possible, be returned to rightful
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claimants in order to achieve restitution. Given the physical state of
much that remains, this is often a daunting challenge and demands major
expenditures of time and money.

For materials that contain valuable cultural information, copies
can be made and widely shared. Physical restitution mayor may not be
desirable, but it is at times simply impractical. These items are often
severely damaged due to poor storage conditions and improper handling;
they are also frequently very fragile because they were printed on poor
quality, high-acid paper. It is important to make these materials
accessible, even when we cannot preserve them, and preservation
microfilming is an efficient and relatively inexpensive way to maximize
universal access to remote and fragile resources. For those records that
are of value to current and future researchers trying to determine the fate
of people and their possessions, we must press for open access to
archives, a principle endorsed both by the International Council on
Archives (lCA) and the International Federation of Library Associations
and Institutions (lFLA).

For purposes of access, digital technology offers an unparalleled
opportunity to share not only databases of information about people,
places, and things, but also the historic documents themselves. I must
caution the enthusiastic, though, that digital conversion is very labor
intensive and expensive. It can range anywhere from $5 to $30 an
image, with yet more expense for creating all the access points that make
digital information retrievable. Access to digital materials depends upon
computer hardware and software, both of which are expensive and prone
to obsolescence. Materials scanned and made available in one file
format today may well be obsolete and unreadable 20 or 30 years hence.
We have not yet developed practical solutions to the problem posed by
the impermanence of digital information.

Given the expense of digital conversion, especially for archival
materials that may be infrequently consulted, we are better off putting
our limited resources into creating inventories of and finding aids to
collections. This route offers the best way to share information - by
making known that it exists and where it can be found.

Libraries and archives seldom, if ever, have enough funds to
provide the kind of services they want to. As the national archives in
America and the Netherlands know quite well, researchers gaining access
to Holocaust-era records represent a new constituency and added
workload. And in Eastern Europe, where many of the most valuable
materials are found, we are talking about libraries and archives that are
opening up to public use for the first time in our lives, at exactly the
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moment in history when they are losing - have already lost -- their core
funding. They are forced to close reading rooms because they cannot
pay utility bills, and more often than readers know, the small staff that
remain on the job to serve them are not merely underpaid. They are
often unpaid for months at a time.

Frankly, of the three actions that we must undertake now 
identification, preservation, and access -- the first is the by far the
hardest. It is not uncommon that libraries and archives, even those that
are well funded and staffed, do not know precisely what they have and
where it is. There may well be books and manuscripts that lie
unidentified in libraries and archives. Gaining control over those
backlogs involves physical processing of items that are often in
precarious states of preservation. To make those items accessible,
catalogers and archivists must grapple with name authority problems, the
use of multiple names for people and places in Eastern Europe.
Certainly some libraries that took possession of book collections that had
been confiscated received them with no record of their provenance and,
if they were not known to be rare or from an important collection, these
collections would have been broken up and shelved according to the
usual library scheme rather than kept together as a coherent collection.
To reassemble collections would involve physical examination of whole
library collections shelfby shelf, book by book.

THE FUTURE

Re.stitution as such is a troubling and difficult concept when it
comes to books. Who are the rightful heirs of the books in stranded in
book depots in such cities as Vilnius and Kaunus, books that belonged to
communities that have been effaced from the earth? To some extent,
books belong to anyone who cares about them, anyone who finds value
in them, anyone who uses them. Without readers, books lose their
meaning as well as their value. We all know that history is written by the
survivors, and we, as survivors, must take some responsibility for the
way that the history of the Holocaust era is written. All books and
manuscripts, claimed and unclaimed, are keys to the past, and I would
encourage all who seek to recover the truth about the past to declare their
interest in the fate of the information about the past that these resources
carry.





Dr. Shimon Samuels
DIRECTOR FOR INTERNATIONAL LIAISON,

THE SIMON WIESENTHAL CENTER, PARIS

Break-out Session on Archives and Books

I am grateful to Under Secretary Eizenstat for his invitation,
extended to me at last week's Buenos Aires meeting of the CEANA
(Argentine Commission on Nazi Activities) of which we are both
members.

As Paris-based Director of the Simon Wiesenthal Center for both
Europe and Latin America, I have' long focussed on the trans-Atlantic
triangulation of war criminals, gold, art and other assets, flowing from
Germany, through the Iberian Peninsula to the Southern Cone.

As this jigsaw required the Argentine Commission to have
access to Spanish and Portuguese archives, so too the porous borders
show the need for a regional approach to what are now called the
Mercosur countries. In this context, I have had meetings with
government and Central Bank officials in Brazil, Chile and Uruguay.

A massive lacuna has been the absence of access to the
Stroessner period archives in Paraguay. Last week, I met in Asuncion
with Foreign Minister Dido Florentin and the Paraguayan Central Bank
Director Dr. Jorge Schreiner, to propose an Argentine-style commission.

Our Center was requested to present models of national
commissions for Paraguay's consideration, especially in view of a
current investigation by the Central Bank's Controller into the 1989
disappearance of Argentine-origin gold ingots, allegedly bearing
Reichsbank markings.

Moreover, in Buenos Aires, I proposed to President Carlos
Menem, the establishment of a Mercosur-Ievel commission, especially to
track the intra-regional traffic in assets through the Latin American
network of such Nazi banks as the Banco Aleman Transatlantico and the
Banco Germanico.

Menem charged Interior Minister Carlos Corach with discussing
this proposal with his Mercosur counterparts.

I believe that with the end of this conference a phase will be
closing, i.e. that of defining the problem through the work of the national
archival research commissions.

Preceding Page Blank
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We now enter phase two -' that of enforcing settlement, the
closure of commitments, the fulfillment of promises. In the spirit of the
Biblical injunction of Leviticus, Chapter 25, verse 10: "In the fiftieth
year... thou shalt restitute to each...his property... "
From my perspective in Paris, I wish to mention the following examples:

• An ironic paradox, in some cases, is that the creation of a
national archival commission has cut off access to formerly
available archives, e.g. the Bercy French Finance Ministry,
where I was able to research the Tripartite Gold Commission
reports, until these were closed for the use of the Matteoli
Commission.

• The Spanish Central Bank archives were open to me and
others until Lord Janner called for the creation of a Spanish
Commission. Henceforth, the researcher of the Argentine
CEANA has been denied access.

Other obstacles to transparency are:
• Delay in granting access to the Tripartite Gold Commission

archives recently moved to Paris.
• Refusal of the Portuguese Central Bank to permit research

on gold flow to Latin America and Asia.
• Access to the Austrian Finance Ministry archives relating to

pre-Anschluss bank accounts, especially of the State-owned
PSK.

• The opening by the Holy See of its World War Two-era
archives relating to Croatian-looted gold and other Holocaust
issues.

• Immediate implementation of restitution by the British
government of property and accounts confiscated from
"enemy aliens", including thousands of Nazi victims. To
attempt archival reconstruction, the Simon Wiesenthai
Center posted a questionnaire on its Internet site to seek
potential claimants. We have since been mandated by some
130 account holders.

• The fulfillment of the promise to transfer several looted art
objects, currently in French State museums, to the newly
opened Paris Museum of Jewish Art and Tradition.

I am reminded of a bitter historical coincidence. In August
1944, with the Allies about to liberate Paris, the Resistance stopped a
train of looted art that was on its way to the German frontier. On the
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same day, the last train of deportees left Drancy for Auschwitz - it was
never stopped. Ars Tonga, vita brevis. "

In conclusion, restitution is not charity, nor of concern
exclusively to Jewish claimants. The work here is a contribution to an
evolving jurisprudence on the war crime of looting. CNN's financial
analyst, Myron Kandell, emphasized this during Kabila's march on
Kinshasa, when he said, "It took a Holocaust bank scandal to open
Mobutu's Swiss accounts ..."

We are also refining an expanding moral pedagogy on human
rights with significance for the treatment of refugees, the professional
responsibility of insurance companies towards beneficiaries, an exercise
in prudence for art dealers and museum curators, and a reminder of
client-first good practice for the banking industry. Above all, exposure
of the truth lances a long-festering boil, allowing the pus to drain. The
cleansing of this wound can be an act of catharsis for the collaborator,
added armament against Holocaust denial and a final accounting for the
victim - both Jewish and Gentile - and for their heirs.

Thank you.





Prof. Peter W. Klein
SECRETARY OF THE SCHOLTEN COMMISSION

THE NETHERLANDS

Report on Dutch Historical Research on
Financial Restitution for War Victims

Break-out Session on the role of Historical Commissions

Let me say first that the following short survey of Dutch"
committees engaged in research on restitution for Dutch war victims will
be as factual as possible. I will try to avoid any value judgements. Of
course this in no way implies that there are no moral issues at stake. The
organized, systematic persecution and robbery, by the German national
socialist civil authorities, to which the Netherlands, and its Jewish
population of 135,000 in particular, were subjected, was, of course,
absolutely reprehensible from a moral point of view. Contrary to the
pretence of the German occupying forces it was, moreover, completely
criminal and illegal. The small and rather helpless Dutch nation of about
ten million people, that for more than a century had taken great pride in
its pacifist principles of neutrality, was in no way prepared to cope with
the national socialist reign of terror - either mentally or physically. Its
reaction was not unambiguous. It consisted partly of passive, unheroic
accommodation and partly of active and courageous resistance. It also
took the form of collaboration with the enemy, either indirectly and
unwillingly, or directly and with full intent. The variety of reactions of
course also raises many moral issues, but they are not the subject of this
report.

The Dutch government in exile in London carried on fighting the
war, in particular at· sea, where the substantial Dutch merchant navy
succeeded in contributing significantly to the Allied success. While
contending with serious shortages of qualified manpower, the
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government also took the legal steps required to undo the harm done at
home as far as possible.

Repairing the war damage and reconstructing postwar Dutch
society was naturally one of the major issues concerning the Dutch
government in exile. The preparation of emergency legislation for the
restitution of Dutch Nazi war victims' legal rights had begun as early as
June 1940, one month after the occupation. Drawn up meticulously by
one of the most distinguished representatives of the Dutch legal
profession, this extensive and extremely complicated legislation was not
completed until 17th September 1944, on the very day Allied
paratroopers landed a bridge too far in the Netherlands, and lost the
Battle of Arnhem.

At the time nobody could have predicted that the fighting in the
Netherlands would rage on for yet another 8 months, throughout the
terrible, bitter winter of 1944 - 1945. Nobody could have predicted that
at the end of the war the most damaged economy in Western Europe
would be that of the Netherlands. The extent of the damage is
comparable only with the destruction of the most heavily hit
industrialized areas of Germany itself. Nobody could have predicted that
the liberation would not be followed immediately by the restoration of
the traditionally tolerant Dutch regime of parliamentary democracy.
Instead, the government retained its military status until well after the
war. Nobody could have foreseen the absolutely overwhelming number
of complex problems, some new and some extremely urgent, confronting
postwar Dutch society. They included purging society of traitors and
collaborators; restoring public health, which had suffered badly;
guaranteeing a food supply; repairing war damage; reconstructing the
economy; bringing order to chaotic public finances; reviewing traditional
foreign policies; coping with the decolonization of the Dutch East Indies,
and so on.

There was also of course the problem of rehabilitating war
victims. Amidst all these worries few Dutchmen realized that in the end
only about 5,000 of their Jewish fellow countrymen were to return from
the death camps. Let me repeat: only 5,000 of the 107,000 who were
deported ever returned. Who could have realized it then? Who can even
now? Half a century after the war, Dutch society - now prosperous and
content - has been confronted almost out of the blue by a terrible
question: is it possible that the state, insurance companies, banks and
other sectors of the Dutch business community systematically profited 
illegally or improperly - from large-scale looting, amounting to an
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unknown and now undoubtedly large sum of money? The next question
is, of course: if this is the case, what can we do about it?

The Dutch tribe, being Dutch, followed its tried and tested,
traditional way of doing things - particularly where there is something to
be investigated. It sets up committees - not just one, but preferably as
many as possible, each recruited from its own specific sector of society
and well-stocked with professional expertise. Apart from the separate
ministerial committee of five or six members, headed by the prime
minister himself, and instructed by the Dutch government to supervise
and coordinate the research, there are now another five committees. Each
of them works according to its own rules, methods and research
techniques, and each has its own job description and its own perspective.
There are also of course a number of sub-committees, each with its own
job description and perspective. Needless to say, there is some overlap
and duplication. It would appear that we have major coordination
problems and that efficiency is suffering somewhat. But the advantage of
this rather cumbersome approach is evident: the chance that anything
will be overlooked is less than minimal.

The first committee to be appointed by the Minister of Finance
was intended to monitor international research in order to learn from it.
Headed by an eminent representative of the body politic, it consists of
distinguished civil servants, members of the business community,
scholars, lawyers, economists and persons who have close relations with
the Dutch Jewish community. It has also instigated academic research
into the matter of looting aQd restitution, and the financial and
demographic background. Its report is expected in the middle of next
year. This committee established a second committee, headed by the
former vice president of the Council of State, to guide independent and
autonomous academic research on financial restitution. It first of all
focused on the controversial matter of dormant accounts with banks and
insurance companies. The research was soon extended, however, to
include other financial assets such as shares and securities, social
insurance, patents, royalties, copyrights, mortgages and so on. The
research is being carried out by historians, lawyers and economists under
my direction. The committee will publish its first report on 16th
December. It will publish its final report in the spring of next year. A
third committee, headed by the former Auditor General, concerns itself
mainly with the problem of restitution of material property. Its final
report will be published on 9th December. Each of the three committees
will present its results to the Minister of Finance. This is not the case
with the committee established to trace works of art looted by the
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Germans. When the time comes it will report its findings to the Minister
of Education, Culture and Science. A separate committee has been set up
by the Minister ofHealth, Welfare and Sport. It is looking into the matter
of financial damages in the Far East resulting from unlawful Japanese
war activities. It has already published its first report showing that there
is no evidence of such activities. The committee will continue its
research until the end of next year.

Leiden, 26th November 1998



Ambassador Krister WaWback
SWEDISH FOREIGN MINISTRY

AND MEMBER OF THE SWEDISH COMMISSION ON JEWISH ASSETS

SWEDEN

Break-out Session on the Role of Historical Commissions

Madam Chairman,
Before I left Stockholm for Washington, I was told that our

American hosts wanted me to address at this session problems with
regard to source material faced by the Swedish Commission on Jewish
Assets. Thus the focus of my presentation will be a bit different than that
of some of the previous speakers.

I am not going to discuss the results or the conclusions of the
Swedish Commission except to say that we are not empowered to
investigate or pass judgement on Sweden's foreign and trade policies in
general during the war. Our terms of reference as laid down by the
Government are not remotely as wide in their scope as those given to
Commissions in some other countries, for instance the Bergier
Commission in Switzerland. The task assigned to us is a fairly precise
one: to establish to what extent Jewish property, in whatever form, came
into Swedish hands as a result ofNazi persecution.

In fact, even this limited task is quite extensive and complicated,
considering that we are looking for transactions which took place more
than fifty years ago, and that we want to identify all kinds of
transactions, whether they concern arts and antiques, bank accounts and
safe deposits, patents and licenses, shares and looted gold. However, the
Government has decided that our final report should be presented before
the end of February 1999, i.e. after less than two years' work.

Now, which are the difficulties with regard to source material
that we have run into? First, access has not been a problem. With regard
to official record in public authorities, they are in principle always
available even to ordinary citizens in Sweden, according to a
constitutional law which has been in force for more than two hundred
years. There are some exceptions, however, one of them covering
documents dealing with Sweden's relations to foreign powers during the
last forty years. But this, of course, does not now apply to any documents
relevant to our investigations.
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As for the records of our security services, restrictions apply for
reasons of safeguarding the personal integrity of people under
surveillance. While the Commission's access to these records has not
been restricted, we have had to deal carefully, in a somewhat time
consuming way, with a lot of quite interesting documents about illegal
German business-related activities in Sweden.

Concerning private archives, or documents in the possession of
individual political or business leaders and their families, they are of
course private, i.e. researchers depend upon the good will of their
keepers to be granted access. However, while the Commission has not
been given any special investigative powers by legislation, we have
never been denied access to the records of banks, companies or private
persons that we have approached. On the contrary, in most cases we have
encountered a quite helpfUl attitude. This applies not least to the
Wallenberg bank, Stockholms Enskilda Bank, which has by far the best
kept records of any Swedish bank, dating all the way back to 1856. Of
course, these cooperative attitudes are not unrelated to the Commission's
official status, and I would certainly not wish to give you the impression
that they can be taken for granted when other researchers come knocking
on the door.

If access has not been a problem, paucity or scantiness certainly
have. It is a regrettable fact that traditionally, in the Swedish political and
administrative system, only formal minutes are kept of discussions
preceding decisions. This is true even for cabinet meetings. The formal
sessions with the King on Friday morning were meticulously
documented, but not the real, informal debates in the course of the
preceding week. These may be recorded in the private diaries kept by
five or six cabinet members; but as issues concerning gold transactions
or other possible transferal of Jewish property were not considered high
politics, very little of interest to us has been found in these diaries.

The Foreign Ministry, which handled all foreign trade matters,
was a quite small outfit in the 1940's. Most decisions were taken by
informal consultation among half a dozen of top officials, with no
records whatsoever. Further, we have got nothing comparable to the
British tradition at this time of circulating important documents inside a
folded four-sided sheet of foolscap on which different layers of the
hierarchy could scribble their comments, and even remark upon previous
comments by their colleagues. Thus, the reasoning of the Foreign
Ministry and the Government often has to be inferred from decisions,
unfortunately in a somewhat speculative way.
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Happily, the culture was a bit different in the Bank of Sweden.
Fairly good records were kept at their Board meetings, and above all, the
President of the Bank in the 1929-1948 period, Mr. Ivar Rooth, was a
painstaking diarist, or perhaps I should say compulsive diarist. Not at all
in the sense of registering his private life or private thoughts. But he
always kept a pen in hand when receiving visitors or taking phone calls,
and he was exceptionally able in jotting down what was said in a legible
handwriting. These daily notes, thousands of pages each year, have been
a most important source to us. And they are now of course freely
available to any serious researcher.

Paucity of source material may occur not only by poor note
taking at decision-making gatherings, but also by records being
destroyed, or weeded out because of their presumed routine nature. As
for official records, this is a rigorously regulated process, but in one or
two instances it has in fact happened that investigations contemplated by
us, involving very extensive perusal of records covering routine
transactions, have proved impossible to carry out because of such
weeding many years ago.

In the private and business sector, this problem is much worse. It
is costly to keep and maintain archives, and there are no legal obligations
in Sweden for private companies or banks to safeguard records more
than ten years old. And unfortunately, few of them do. It is primarily in
companies run by the same family for a long time that a sense of history
may emerge. Again, the Wallenberg bank is the prime example. As I
said, the Commission has full access to their archives, including the
private correspondence of the two brothers who were running the bank at
the time, Jacob and Marcus. Marcus Wallenberg's private diary, which he
kept in the 1938-43 years and to which no researcher has been granted
access before, is available to the Commission as well.

Madam Chairman,
As indicated at the outset, I have not told you anything at all

about the results or conclusions of the Commission. We are right now in
the process of drafting these parts of the Commission's Report, which is
scheduled for publication in early March 1999. An Interim Report,
covering only the gold transactions of the Bank of Sweden with Nazi
Germany, was published in July 1998 and is now available in English
translation.





Ambassador Sevinc Dalyanoglu
GENERAL DIRECTOR FOR MULTILATERAL ECONOMIC AFFAIRS,

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

TURKEY

Notes on Archival Research Undertaken
by the Turkish Commission to Determine

the Actual Position of Turkey Before,
During and Mter the Second World War

Break-out Session on the Role of Historical Commissions

At the very outset, we did not expect to be involved in this issue
at all. We had been surprised when we learned that we would be
involved, but we are used to being surprised and therefore we reacted
swiftly by forming a Commission under the leadership of a Minister of
State, compromising three scholars, two ambassadors, two Deputy
Directors-General, two representatives of the Turkish Jewish community,
and the necessary staff, and moved on to work.

Following the publication of the first report by the US State
Department in May 1997 on the subject of ''Nazi gold", The Turkish
Commissions Response, reflected in several papers, has been included in
the "Nazi Gold Report Of The London Conference" published by the
British Foreign And Commonwealth Office in 1998.

In the papers presented by Turkey to the London Conference
Secretariat, either copy of related Turkish and foreign documents and of
the relevant paragraphs of historical books and memoirs have been
annexed or referred to in the footnotes. In addition, bibliographies and
further reading lists have been added to these papers, when and where
deemed useful for the interested reader.

As for the Turkish Research concerning the second report
published by the State Department in June 1998, two press statements
expressing Turkey's initial reactions were issued in that very same month
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by the head of commission, Minister of State Professor Sukru Gurel.
Relevant Turkish documents were attached to these two press statements
as annexes. Foreign documents on the same subjects were later submitted
to Dr. William Slany, the Historian of the U.S. State Department, during
his visit to Ankara in November 1998.

For such encompassing research on several topics of 50 and 60
years ago, some of which persisted until the late 1950s, our main
objective was to be as scholarly and objective in our endeavors and to
compile data from as many different sources as possible. Naturally books
on history and memoirs of prominent political figures such as Roosevelt,
Churchill and Inonu were of foremost importance as starting points of
our research. References and footnotes in those books helped us locate
other archival sources such as articles published in Turkish newspapers
55 years ago or the texts ·of the laws adopted by and speeches delivered
the Grand National Assembly Of The Republic Of Turkey on the
chromium issue. Our point of departure for this subject was Edward
Weisband's book entitled "Turkish Foreign Policy (1943-1945)."

The archives of The Turkish Central Bank and The Ministry of
foreign affairs were complementing each other especially on the gold
issue. The Turkish Central Bank, which is well known for the perfection
and the impeccability of its archives, provided the commission with all
the documentation needed to finalize the research. The Archives and
records on gold transactions of the Central Bank of Turkey are open and
accessible to all interested parties for research. However, nobody had
previously asked to look into them. We were happy to brief Dr. Slany on
the Gold Transactions of the bank from 1934 to 1952 during his visit to
Turkey in November 1998. Copies of all the related documents and
records were handed to him. Laborious research carried out in the
archives of the Ministry Of Foreign Affairs of Turkey yielded fruitful
results as well, although the ministry moved to another location some ten
years ago and its archives reminded in its former building for the
preliminary archival research, a retired ambassador, who has served in
the past as the Deputy Director General for the ministry's Archival and
Communication Department, was commissioned for this task. After a
month of through research, his file contained not only the necessary
Turkish documents but also some allied notes, which were not present
even in the first report ofMay 1997.

For prospective researchers, it became easier to find the
documents in the ministry's archives as the pathways led us to explore
other related matters. At a later stage documents compiled as the
outcome of the dedicated archival research effort by Turkish missions
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abroad, primarily the Turkish Embassies in Paris and London as well as
the Turkish Consulates in Paris, Marseilles and Rhodes, were brought in
and utilized as further sources in the commission's historical work.
These endeavors subsequently led us to another source that is, the
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) In Geneva. A Turkish
Diplomat who was assigned the task of conducting research in the
archives ofthe ICRC returned with a huge pile of documents testifying to
Turkey's role in saving thousands of Jews fleeing from the Nazi
persecution in severs European countries during the last year of the war.
As to the documents -- or three thick files-- we received from our
Embassy in Paris we were happy to find out that every single document
concerning the protection ofthe properties of the Turkish Jewish Citizens
was kept in the archives of the Turkish Embassy in Paris. As a matter of
fact, these documents were explored upon the advice of retired
Ambassador Mr. Name Volga, who is one of the more than twenty
Turkish Diplomats Personally saved many Jews and their properties
during the war. Unfortunately, besides Ambassador Volga, only two
others of those diplomatic are still alive.

As stated above the primary goal and principle in our research
was to be as objective and honest as possible so as to confront our history
with a clean conscience, without prejudice.

As the founding father of our Republic, Ataturk said very wisely:
"it is more difficult to write history than to make history."

Therefore, at the outset of our studies we decided to play the
"devils advocate" against us and started with two books, which directly
targeted Turkey. These two books, entitled "Methoden Der Deutsch
Faschistischen Propagandataetigkeit in Der Turkei Vor Und Waehrend
Des Zweiten Weltkrieges" and "Turkei 1m Deutsch
Angloamerikanischen Spannungsfeld," and published in 1966 and 1968
respectively, were written by a citizen of the former German Democratic
Republic, Mr. Johannes Glasneck.

Although these two books tried to dissect Turkey's position
more harshly than the two recent reports of the U.S. State Department,
they summarized Turkey's actual position from the mouth of the late
American President, Franklin D. Roosevelt who evaluated Turkey's
position more accurately and positively than Winston Churchill.
President Roosevelt's son, Elliott Roosevelt has drawn the most
appropriate picture of history from his father's perspective in his book,
"as he saw it." To find a copy of this book, we had to refer to the Library
of Congress, as original copies of it were no longer available, except for
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the Turkish translation of the book, which we readily found at the
Library of the Turkish War Academies.

The Book, "As He Saw It," was later complemented by other
American and British books and documents the official documents of the
State Department concerning the Second World War, particularly those
relating to the Cairo Conference, were easy to find at the Library of the
Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

The Footnotes in Mr. Stanford Shaw's book "Turkey and the
Holocaust," Copies of which have been distributed to the valuable
participants of this conference, also gave us some clues in discovering
more facts on the Turkish role in saving the Jews from Nazi persecution
throughout the European Continent, as documented in the American
Archives.

For the documents of other countries, we are grateful to the
Polish Embassy in Ankara, which furnished US with their documents on
the 70 tons of Polish Gold that Turkey saved during the first month of the
war in September 1939. We are also obliged to Ms. Bennett of the
British archives for the British documents to complement ours on the
chromium issue. However, we are still expecting the documents from our
German Colleagues on the Gratis Return of the German assets in Turkey
during the late 1950s. When we recall the remarks of the distinguished
German delegate at the London Conference last year about the opening
of the Turkish archives, we are now pleased that we have responded to
his wish positively we think that it is now our tum to ask the same from
our German colleagues.



Dr. Ignacio Klich
ACADEMIC COORDINATOR

COMMISSION OF ENQUIRY INTO THE ACTIVITIES OF NAZISM IN

ARGENTINA (CEANA)

ARGENTINA

Argentine Documents on the Nazi Era

Break-out Session on Historical Commissions

No inventory of Argentine sources on the country's performance
during the Nazi era can ignore the fact that the culture of secrecy has
long been prevalent here. This, and the low priority ascribed to archives
and their organization, have conspired against historical research.
Unsurprisingly, Argentina's diplomatic history of the period under
consideration only began to be the subject of detailed academic research
as U.S. and British papers entered the public domain in the 1970s, with
some Argentine records only growing increasingly accessible since the
latter years of the military regime that ruled the country until 1983.

Such access had little to do with decreed policy. As is the case in
other Latin American and European countries, official documents were
meant to be declassified half a century after the events. In practice,
though, various institutions have shied away from the release of papers
fifty years later, while the authorities of others have shown themselves
informally prepared to lift such a restriction earlier. Against the
background of such discretionary powers, Buenos Aires University Press
(Eudeba) published the first annotated collection of documents on
Argentina during World War II in 1988, including, among others, a host
of Argentine papers post-1938.'

Since the 1980s, the study of the subject has been facilitated by
three quantum leaps in access to Argentine documents. The first took
place in 1992 when the then interior minister announced that he was

, Mario Rapoport, comp., i,Al/ados 0 neutrales? (Buenos Aires, 1988).
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opening the so-called Nazi archives. While Argentina has no Nazi
archives as such, only materials on various aspects of the country's
record during the Nazi era scattered throughout a host of repositories, the
announcement resulted in the release into the public domain of some ten
Federal Police files on a number ofNazi war criminals. Disappointing as
these were to historians and other interested parties because of their
number and the large proportion of press cuttings in such files, their
release set in train developments that since then have steadily increased
the body of available Argentine documents.

The second quantum leap occurred during 1993-96, when
records became generally easier to consult. Access to diplomatic
documents at the Foreign Ministry Archive (AMRECIC) was facilitated
in 1993. All bars were removed to studying judiciary papers on the
extradition of Nazi war criminals, thereby allowing researchers to access
documents regardless of the date when such extradition requested were
lodged or of their result. A useful selection of these has now seen the
light of day as part of a documentary rroject sponsored by Argentina's
Jewish representative body (DAIA). In line with its housing of
presidential papers, the National Archives (AGN) received records of
Juan Peron's presidency, in particular those of his Ministry of Technical
Affairs, which shed light on the role played by the presidential
information secretariat in the arrival in the country of former Third Reich
scientists, technicians and other so-called useful Europeans. By 1996, the
Central Bank (BCRA) released documents on gold transactions with
neutral and other countries during the Nazi era and early postwar period.

The third leap dates back to 1997 and was initiated by
researchers working for the Commission of Enquiry into the Activities of
Nazism in Argentina (CEANA), created that year. CEANA's wide
ranging research agenda has three major aims: (i) reaching an informed
estimate of the number of Nazi war criminals that settled in Argentina
and analyzing the conditions that made this influx possible; (ii)
determining whether Nazi loot may have been stashed away in Argentina
or used the country as a transit point; (iii) assessing Nazism's impact on
Argentine society, government and culture. Included among the records
consulted by CEANA that were not previously seen by others are
diplomatic papers that for one or another reason have not been
transferred hitherto to AMRECIC by Argentine embassies and

2 Paul Warszawski, comp., Respuesta del Estado argentino ante los pedidos de
extradici6n de criminales de guerra y reos deldelito contra la humanidad bajo
el III Reich (Buenos Aires, 1998).
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consulates; papers belonging to the various branches of the military, in
particular those pertaining to army and air force personnel on the one
hand, and to naval operations on the other hand; papers of the Directorate
of Military Industries (DGFM), nowadays under the aegis of the
Economy Ministry; Federal Police files on Argentine identity documents
sought by German and other newcomers (these accessed via the Ministry
of Interior); other Central Bank records; Ministry of Justice papers of the
vice presidential commission that investigated Peron administration
irregularities.

In summary, the corpus of Argentine papers bearing on the Nazi
era and early postwar period is no longer one that would impel
researchers to study one or another aspect of the country's performance
on the sole basis of non-Argentine papers. This said, there are limitations
to what can be gained from these important documentary sources, some
such hurdles making it all the more necessary to exchanging information
with researcher for CEANA and other commissions at foreign
repositories. Moreover, there are still Argentine papers to be seen: to
name but three groups that have been requested by CEANA, there are
papers of Argentina's Ministry of Defense, intelligence secretariat
(SIDE) and provincial police forces.

By the end of 1999 a CEANA final report is expected. Among
other things, this will include a detailed inventory of Argentine and other
records consulted by each of the 23 research units that have been
launched so far. For the time being, three interim CEANA reports have
been issued; these can be seen at the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum,
as well as on the Internet at www.ceana.org.ar. In this way, CEANA
hopes to play its part in Argentina's lengthy transition from a culture of
secrecy to one of greater transparency, a transition that should hopefully
make possible other self-introspective exercises such as that in which
CEANA has been involved.
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Mr. Miles Lerman
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UNITED STATES

Overview of the Importance of Holocaust
Education, Remembrance and Research

Break-out Session: Overview of the Importance of Holocaust
Education, Remembrance and Research

In the Hall of Remembrance of thelIolocaust Memorial
Museum, the Eternal Flame is surrounded by the prophetic inscription of
the Holy Scriptures of Deuteronomy, chapter 4. It reads:

"Only guard yourself and guard your soul carefully, lest you
forget the things your eyes saw, and lest these things depart your heart all
the days of your life, and you shall make them known to your children,
and to your children's children."

What a fitting quote to inspire remembrance.
Our session today is dedicated to Holocaust education,

remembrance and research.
How remarkable and how wonderful it is that in the midst of

discussions of financial assets, of what to do to bring some modicum of
justice after the biggest theft in human history, that we decided to discuss
future plans for Holocaust education.

It is a mark of great foresight to understand how important it is
that this century not end with assets, not end with a business deal, but
with consideration of the hearts and minds of future generations. I am
very pleased that so many dignitaries, scholars and specialists from
several countries have seen fit to address the need to shape the future
through Holocaust education, and I look forward to the exciting
presentation of the Task Force for International Cooperation on
Holocaust Education.
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GERMANY

Holocaust Education - Research 
Remembrance in Germany

Break-out Session: Overview of the Importance of Holocaust
Education, Remembrance and Research

"Those who run away from their past will be caught up by it. We
Germans face up to the past for the sake of the future." This conviction
was expressed by German President Roman Herzog during the visit of
Israel's President Ezer Weizmann to Bonn in early 1996.

With the exception of Israel, probably no nation has placed a
greater emphasis on Holocaust education than Germany in the last
decades. Since the early 60s, the conference of ministers of education
and culture in the German states has provided explicit guidelines for
teaching about National Socialism and the Holocaust. All official
schoolbooks published since the mid-1980s have dealt with the
Holocaust. Libraries for teachers and for students contain extensive
literature in the German language on National Socialism and the
Holocaust. Many German schools include a visit to a concentration camp
memorial, meetings with survivors and eyewitnesses, and the use of
related resources in Holocaust education. Outside the school setting, the
subjects of World War II, the Holocaust and Jewish issues are very often
featured in print media, television and radio, as well as in the world of
the arts.

So it seems the younger generation have received a
comprehensive education about this terrible chapter of German history.
Unfortunately, one sometimes hears German students - and even teachers
- say, "I've heard enough already." This reaction does not necessarily
follow an intensive confrontation with the theme. Instead, it has to do
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with, on one hand, weariness with the many media programs in these
issues, and on the other hand it involves a defense-mechanism and
resistance to these themes. Clearly, what are needed are not just more
hours, more· material and more media coverage, but new pedagogical
psychological concepts. It raises questions not about the quantity of
information but rather the quality of educational developments in
Holocaust education.

What are the unique conditions of Holocaust education in
Germany, regarding the destruction of European Jewry? Youth are
confronted with the fact that the map of terror bears German names; that
Germans ordered and planned the murder of European Jewry, and were
the majority of perpetrators. This raises issues - for Germans most of all 
of guilt, collective guilt and responsibility. Even though the educational
target is by now the third or fourth post-war generation, with fewer direct
family ties to National Socialism, the Holocaust theme draws sometimes
resistance, characterized by a diffuse guilt-complex. Youth often feel as
if they have been held collectively responsible, on an international stage.
To reach this generation, to prepare them for intensive confrontations
with this chapter of history, concepts must be developed that take into
account this feeling, and that tie in to the lifestyles and thought patterns
ofyouth.

Another situation unique to Germany is that until 1989 there
were two German nations, in which the Holocaust and National
Socialism were handled quite differently. The official antifascist policy
of East Germany was like a political religion, built on concepts of guilt
and pardon. With National Socialism subsumed under Fascism and with
the new economic system allowing a distancing from the past, questions
about German guilt and complicity faded out of the picture. In the last
history schoolbook of GDR, published in 1988, the problem was
explained away as yet another imperialistic crime, while antifascist
resistance became increasingly important in educational material.

Both parts of Germany now have to learn together how to handle
the tragic inheritance of our history from 1933 to 1945.

In 1995, when youth in the former East German state of
Brandenburg were asked their position in Jews and Israel, researchers
noted "a remarkable lack of feeling and paucity of words regarding the
persecution and murder of Jews." In fact, teachers are confronted more
often with disinterest, declarations of irrelevance - such as "history
doesn't interest me" - and ignorance among students than with
aggressive prejudice or denial. And disinterest is certainly not only a
problem in former East Germany or even in unified Germany. To combat
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disinterest and indifference regarding recent history - and therefore
regarding the suffering of millions - is the greatest challenge for
Holocaust pedagogy.

In universities, on the research level, the confrontation with the
murder of European Jewry had a slow start, both in West and East
Germany. In its first phase, primarily in the 50's, research focused on the
SS, who were made out to be the lone group responsible for Germany's
massive crimes. This supposedly all-powerful character of the SS and
security police helped explain the lack of resistance among the populace.

In the second phase of the research, as more urgent questions
were raised in West Germany about the massive crimes of National
Socialism - brought on by the Eichmann trial in Jerusalem and the
Auschwitz trial in Frankfurt am Main and other war-crimes trials 
studies were begun on the persecution and murder of Jews; the
concentration camp system; the SS and police; which influenced and
determined the level of knowledge regarding the National Socialist
politics of extermination for decades.

In comprehensive German-language collections and debates of
that time, research focused on the events leading up to the Nazi seizure
of power.

Not until the mid-80's did the Holocaust itself become a prime
topic for German historians. The 70's and early 80's can be seen as a
second phase of repression. Perpetrators and crime scenes, accomplices
and those who profited from the crimes - and most importantly the
victims themselves - remained anonymous. One symptom is that it took
20 years for Raul Hilberg's ground-breaking work of 1962 "The
destruction of European Jews," to come out in German, and then only
through a relatively unknown publisher. Only in 1990 was it republished
by a prominent house.

True, since the 1980s the Holocaust has been increasingly a topic
of public discussion in Germany - receiving a major push from the 1979
broadcast of the American TV series, "Holocaust" - but it was usually
discussed as metaphor for genocide in general rather than as a concrete
expression of genocide.

The German contribution of empirical research on the
persecution and murder of the Jews in Europe was minuscule, compared
to that of the United States and Israel.

Since the early 80's, researchers shifted from discussion of
"Fascism and totalitarism" to a discussion about the decisions leading to
the so-called "Final Solution." This debate, too, concentrated not on the
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murders themselves - it was assumed that one was already informed - but
rather on the interpretation and result of genocide.

The mid 80's brought new initiatives related to concrete,
empirical questions; this in turn drew the attention of the international
research community. It is worth mentioning in that context the research
project of Munich's Institute for Contemporary History ("Dimensions of
Genocide," published in 1991), aimed at establishing the number of Jews
who were murdered in all occupied countries and in Germany.

Since the mid-90's, younger German historians have made
important contributions to Holocaust research, based on empirical data,
investigating the actions of the German occupiers in specific locations in
Middle and Eastern Europe. Such research makes it clear that the
National Socialist politics of extermination was no secret, but rather a
clear part of the conquest and occupation plan in Europe. It is not seen
today as an isolated issue but as an essential part of the occupation policy
in the East.

Clearly, the number of those who participated directly or
indirectly in the National Socialist murders extends far beyond the circle
of those who fired weapons or shut the gas chambers doors. This
conclusion can be drawn from studies by Goetz Aly on the murder of
Jews in the Warthegau in Western Poland ("End16sung: The
Displacement and Murder of European Jewry," 1995); by historian
Christoph Dieckman on the mass murder of Jews of Lithuania; Christian
Gerlach on the occupation politics and murder of the Jews of White
Russia, and the works of Dieter Pohl and Thomas Sandkiihler on the so
called "Final Solution" in Galicia (1996), all of which describe the
circumstances, perpetrators and victims of the murders.

Clearly, the racist attitudes - anti-Semitism - had a decisive
effect in preparing the individual to commit murder. Racism and anti
Semitism designated a hierarchy of human worthiness, of the right to
live, and imposed a moral imperative toward extermination by brute
force, in direct opposition to the Humanistic or Christian ideals.

Just as the goal of research should be a clearer perception of the
experience of perpetrators and victims, so should it be a central goal for
Holocaust education that those whose lives were devalued should not be
nameless and undefined, not simply referred to as the "victims," but
rather as individuals with their own history and identity.

At this point I want to mention still another project. I myself am
involved in research at the Center for the Study of Anti-Semitism in
Berlin, regarding the phenomenon of help and rescue for Jews in
Germany in the face of the Holocaust. Such systematic research has not
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yet been done. We will now try to determine how many rescuers there
were in Germany, who they were, under what circumstances they lived,
what religious and political orientations they had, in which situations
they became rescuers, what their relationships were to the persecuted,
and what motivated them. This raises questions about the possibilities for
contact between Jews and non-Jews during the war and about the actual
dangers to those helping Jews in Germany. It is known that in Berlin
1,400 Jews were able to survive. When one looks at individual cases, it's
clear that most of them involved a long chain of rescuers. From that we
can conclude that several thousand Berliners helped to rescue Jews from
deportation. This is an important area of resistance history that stilI needs
to be explored.

The goal of this project is to produce a social history of solidarity
under dictatorship and a contribution toward an understanding of the
mentality of Germans under National Socialism. It is clear from the start
that this won't result in an "anti-Goldhagen" image of the German
people as a nation of rescuers and helpers. Even if a few thousand found
the courage to help, how much more meaningful it is then to point out
the millions who looked away, who stood by, or who helped carry out
delusional racist policies. The meritorious behavior of a minority does
not outweigh the culpability of the majority.

Nevertheless, this research may have its own value to Holocaust
education. It shows that, despite dictatorship, there was a way for people
to help, to confront the reality of persecution and fear of death for Jews,
to retain their own humanity. Such people stand out from the sea of
indifference. Through discussion of such examples, German students
today may be confronted with their own indifference, and forced to come
to terms with it. In the beginnings of 1996, German President Roman
Herzog declared the 27th of January - the anniversary of the arrival of
Soviet troops in Auschwitz - as a national day of remembrance for the
victims of National Socialism. Though the day is marked by public
discussion on the Shoah, on racism and anti-Semitism, the average
German calendar stilI does not note this day. The future importance of
this day will depend on how involved students and young people can
become in the discussions and debates taking place. Their involvement
would break through the usual, state-sponsored mechanical rituals of
remembrance, creating a direct connection to the younger generation's
spheres of experience. But an appropriate education must come first.
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THE NETHERLANDS

Break-out Session: Overview of the Importance of Holocaust
Education, Remembrance and Research

First of all I will thank the organizers of this special so-called
break-out session in this unique Museum to give me, on behalf of the
Dutch government, the opportunity to tell something not only about our
efforts to support Dutch victims of the Second World War, but how to
keep the memory alive of one of the darkest periods in human history
and to inform young people.

Of my present compatriots one in three lived through the Second
World War. Roughly speaking, everyone born before 1942 has conscious
memories of that period. Even those who are too young to remember the
war have been deeply affected by it. Of course the country suffered as a
whole during the occupation but certain groups were singled out for a
particularly tragic fate. Most prominent among them were the Dutch
Jews, but also gypsies, Jehovah's Witnesses, homosexuals, political
prisoners and those returning from Japanese internment in the Dutch East
Indies. The Dutch people who had not spent the war in Polish, German
or Japanese camps were unable to conceive ofwhat their compatriots had
been through in captivity. And I am sorry to say that it took some years
for Dutch society to realize this.

Notwithstanding this lack of understanding the Netherlands has
always seen it as its duty and responsibility to give material and
non-material support to the victims of the Second World War. Over the
years a unique system of legislation has been created to meet the needs
of different categories of Dutch war victims: those who were prosecuted;
those who were active in resistance groups and civilian victims ofwar.

The most important act came into force in 1973: the "Victims of
Persecution 1940-1945 Benefits Act". The act is primarily aimed at
groups whom the Nazis threatened with annihilations but also at victims
of the Japanese occupation. In terms of its scope the act is unique. It still
provides benefits and facilities for about 30,000 people. Most of them
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live in the Netherlands, but the rest are scattered across the globe, in
countries such as Israel, Canada, Australia or here in the United States,
where approximately still 1,400 people are eligible for benefits under this
scheme. In addition to providing material assistance, the Dutch
government funds a .number of organizations that specialize in
non-material assistance for war victims, for example psycho-social help.

But as all of us here today are aware, we seem not to have learnt
our lesson from the Second World War. People still oppress others and
people are still forced to flee their homes or live in hiding, terrified that
they will be killed or beaten or locked up because of their race, religion
or their beliefs. Knowing what happened during the Second World War
and understanding the background of what made such a chain of events
possible, enables one to follow present developments critically, to reflect
on one's own behavior and if necessary to change it. For the main thing
for all of us, young and old, is to remain alert. That is why the Dutch
government encourages and supports projects that inform young people
about the Second World War. We fund information campaigns and have
made them standard policy. Over the years a variety of activities have
been organized to tell young people about the events that took place
during the war and the lessons that can be drawn from them.

Memorial centers and museums have been set up at various sites
in the Netherlands which have a special significance relating to the
Second World War. They provide information on the Second World War
in general, and on the events that took place especially on that site,
providing a direct link for present-day visitors to the history of the
Second World War. The centers receive government funding to maintain
their facilities for the public at large. They may use this grants for
maintenance, conservation and so forth, but a substantial share must be
spent on educational activities focusing on the Second World War and
the events leading up to it in relation to contemporary human rights
violations and instances of discrimination. I shall briefly mention a few
of the many activities organized by museums and schools.

-One project has been set up whereby people tell school children
about their wartime experiences. The guest lecturer's account is
then used as a starting point for a discussion on discrimination,
racism and intolerance.
-Another project centers on monuments. Classes at about 1,000
schools have "adopted" over 650 war and resistance monuments.
The aim is to tell the children about the event that "their"
monument commemorates, and to make them understand its
relevance today.
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-Yet another project encourages schools to arrange museum
outings for their pupils. Since the project started, an average of
10,000 pupils visit a war or resistance museum each year.
And of course we have our yearly Day of Remembrance on the

fourth of May. And I am happy to say that young people take part in the
commemoration programs that day, all over the country. Many of them
feel such a special day of remembrance makes people think about current
events, racism today, and developments in other parts of the world, and
therefore highlights the importance of the Dutch Constitution and a
democratic political system.

War museums in the Netherlands work hand in hand with similar
organizations abroad. The government encourages these partnerships not
simply because they are intrinsically valuable, but also to extend the
scope of Dutch policy on information campaigns. Because the
Netherlands -like many other countries- is becoming increasingly
multicultural, the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport has recently
chosen to broaden its approach to youth education on the Second World
War to include present day forms of discrimination. This principle and
practice are probably also familiar to other countries. We are particular
interested in the way authorities and organizations in your countries have
developed your information campaigns, the methods you use, the targets
you have set and the results you have managed to achieve. Recent study
in France, Germany, Belgium and Denmark has taught us the value of
changing ideas on this subject.

Ladies and gentlemen,
Let us never forget the victims. A time may come when they will

be a part of world history, but we must never allow them simply to be
consigned to the past. We are morally obliged to keep their memory alive
and to keep reflecting upon the moral questions raised by the Holocaust
and upon our responsibilities as citizens of democratic nations. The
session of today will provide us a unique forum in which we can
exchange ideas as to what should happen to achieve these goals.
Hopefully it's start of working together as countries to keep the memory
alive and to educate our youngsters.
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Remembrance and Education

Break-out Session: Overview of the Importance of Holocaust
Education, Remembrance and Research

I would like to describe how France is assuming the double
responsibility of memory and of transmission. Today, in France,
teaching about the Holocaust is largely organized and overseen by the
government. This has not always been the case, however. Initially, the
decimated, ravaged, and exsanguine Jewish community itself was able to
put memory to use. In April 1943 in Grenoble, occupied at the time by
Italian troops, Isaac Scheerson and some friends established the Center
for Contemporary Jewish Documentation (CDJC) in order to collect the
documents of persecution.

At the Liberation, Leon Poliakov and George Wellers, the
directors of the CDJC at the time, established substantial archives,
particularly those of the SS and of the Gestapo in France. In 1946, the
CDJC published The Jewish World, the first journal in the world entirely
devoted to the Shoah.

The Center's documentation was a major source for Leon
Poliakov Breviary ofHatred which was translated worldwide, as well as
for Joseph Billig's monumental work on the Central Commissariat for
Jewish Questions.

In 1958, the Memorial to the Unknown Jewish Martyr (MMIJ)
was unveiled, the first and long, the only building in the world which
included in a single setting a memorial, an archival center, a library and a
permanent exhibit. From 1956 on, the Memorial and the CDJC were the
principal sources for research and teaching about the Holocaust.
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The CDJC is not the sole commemorative site. Nearly 76,000
Jews were deported in France and only 2500 returned. At the war's end,
the survivors were determined to set the memory of those who had been
massacred in stone. The numbers of plaques, steles, and monuments
erected to the memory of survivors on buildings, schools and children's
homes from which Jews had been wrenched, as well as on the internment
camps where they had been grouped before being deported, are too
numerous to be individually cited here.

In 1978, Serge Klarsfeld published his Memorial of the
Deportation, a major work on the Shoah. This work not only carefully
inventories the names of deportees, but also serves as a tomb for all those
who have disappeared, often without a trace. As early as 1954, a
"National Day of Deportation" to the memory of political, resistance,
and racial deportees was established. But it was only in 1990, that an
essential step was taken: The French Government acknowledged the
genocide and Vichy's responsibility for the persecution of Jews in
France. A National Day of Commemoration of racist and anti-Semitic
persecutions was decreed on February 3, 1993, and set for the
anniversary of the Winter Velodrome round-up, on the Sunday following
July 16. On this day, an official ceremony was organized in Paris as well
as in cities all over France that were also requested to set
commemorative plates to the racial and anti-Semitic persecutions of
1940 and 1944. The State thus initiated a deliberate policy of placing
commemorative plates and erecting monuments.

Here we might mention the sites of the principal monuments.

• The camp at Drancy, just outside of Paris.
• The Winter Velodrome, inaugurated by President Francois

Mitterand and Prime Minister Edouard Balladur.
• The more recent monument at Izieu, in the Ain Department,

where 44 children, their school director, and their teachers
were rounded up by Klaus Barbie's Gestapo.

Last, the historic speech made by President Jacques Chirac on
July 16 is a major part of this process. He emphasized his concern to
see France make its contribution to memory and to history and to accept
responsibility for the Vichy Government's role in carrying out the anti
Jewish measures adopted during the German Occupation. Finally, with
respect to those Jews who did not return, the President declared, "We
have an imprescriptible debt. To acknowledge past errors, and the errors
committed by the Government, to hide nothing of the somber hours of
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our history is quite simply to defend the idea of humanity, of human
liberty and of human dignity."

As we can see, the Government's creation of these memorials
throughout France and these moments punctuating the calendar year
mark the memory of the Holocaust.

The transmission of memory, however, is first and foremost
based on teaching in the schools. For the last 20 years or so, teaching
about the genocide of the Jews and of the role and responsibility of the
Vichy Government for the persecution of the Jews are part of the
mandatory national school program. These subjects are taught at two
different points in the national curriculum: First, in the 9th grade, when
students are 14-15 years old and then in the senior year of high school,
when students are 16-19 years old. In this way, every young French
person knows something about the Holocaust, from an historical point of
view. While we can, therefore, say that in France, we have the means to
reach the Holocaust, we have not yet resolved the very difficult question
of "how" to teach it, and more specifically, how to teach it to children.
How can we describe an altogether singular phenomenon that is at once
inexpressible, incomprehensible, and unthinkable?

First, this is a phenomenon for which there are no words. Manes
Sperber illustrates this in his paraphrase of a traditional text in the liturgy
of Whitsun:

"Even if the firmament were made of parchment,
And all the trees were pens,
All of the seas filled with ink,

And every dweller on the earth a scribe
Writing day in and day out,
Never could the Holocaust be described,
This Jewish tragedy of our era and of times to come."

Shouldn't this eloquent text be set in exegue to every work that
deals with genocide?

Second, the Holocaust is, by its nature, inconceivable. What can
we tell children, when what was done goes beyond human understanding
and cannot be grasped by the imagination? What can we tell them
without making their blood run cold? These questions take on an even
more painful acuity when we are talking to Jewish children. Children, to
whom, for more than 3000 years on the eve of Passover, we have
recounted the story of the Jews' suffering under Pharaoh and the
miraculous flight from Egypt. But what shall we tell them when no
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miracle has occurred? The Red Sea. The red sea of Jewish blood did not
open up to save the Jews and its waves did not come down to drown
Jewish persecutors.

Third, teaching the Holocaust is incomprehensible. Every
teacher is faced with a question that is asked over and over again: Why?
Why the Jews? Why the Germans? Why God? Yes, why did God let
this happen?

We do not emphasize these difficulties in order to diminish the
importance of teaching the Holocaust, but rather because these
particularities make this a subject unlike any other, which, in order to be
taught, requires a specific pedagogy. Indeed, as teachers gain experience
in teaching the Holocaust, their pedagogy will evolve.

I would like to offer some recommendations made by our
teachers, based on their own experience. First of all, they consider that
this teaching should not in preference be based on images. Children are
stuffed with images on a daily basis; on television, they constantly see
images of murders, blood, and bodies. The issue is not to speak to their
eyes but to their hearts and to their minds.

Paradoxically, Claude Lanzmann's monumental and definitive
work, Shoah, is often used in this context because this film shows neither
blood nor cries, nor tears nor bodies. It shows only witnesses and
through their testimony, we see what no image can show.

Isn't it enough, on occasion, to simply read a page of Serge
Klarsfeld's Memorial. Take, for example, the Holz family, page 590.
The parents were deported. Their children were sheltered in a children's
home, but two years later were arrested and deported. Listen:

Holz, David, 13 years old
Holz, Joseph, 12 years old
Holz, Jacques, 10 years old
Holz, Myriam, 8 years old
Holz, Paul, 6 years old
Holz, Emmanuel, Barely 4 years old.

When were they deported? On July 31, 1944.
The Allies were about to enter Paris. The German Army used

every means possible to resist their advance and despite this, even though
there were not enough trains to carry German troops to the Western
Front, the Germans did not hesitate to send one train eastwards, to
Auschwitz.
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Isn't this example the best illustration for the children of this
unbelievable phenomenon; for the Germans, the destruction of the Jews
took priority over everything else, even over victory. Doesn't this
example lead to a consideration of the hundreds and hundreds, the
thousands of children murdered by these beings bearing human faces
without flagging or being revolted by their acts? Doesn't this example
lead, at least for the oldest high school students, to thinking about these
children, the young Holz children and their cohort of poor little Jewish
children, denuded, terrorized, walking quickly towards the sites of their
murder? And yet, they had children's eyes and cried children's tears.

Next recommendation this teaching should not be taking place
solely in history classes. It should cut across disciplines and be referred
to in literature classes, in geography classes, in classes on civic
education, and on philosophy so that this expression of Andre Neher; in
particular, might be dwelled upon: "The millenary adventure of the
human spirit underwent a complete failure at Auschwitz."

Last, and this is the final particularity of this teaching, the goal is
not simply to acquire a knowledge but to bear a moral message based on
values, on the absolute value of human life and on the absolute value of
human dignity. For, and with this we shall conclude, in the words of
Jean-Louis Forges:

"After Auschwitz, it is not enough to teach about Auschwitz, we
must teach against Auschwitz."





Rev. Dr. Remi E. Hoeckman, D.P.
SECRETARY, COMMISSION FOR RELIGIOUS RELATIONS WITH THE JEWS

THE HOLY SEE

Break-out Session: Overview of the Importance of Holocaust
Education, Remembrance and Research

The Holy See published on 16 March of this year a document
entitled We Remember: A Reflection on the Shoah. This document is
addressed to Catholics throughout the world, especially in countries far
removed, by geography and history, from the scene where the Shoah
took place. It invites everybody else to join them in remembering this
horrendous crime perpetuated·Qy the Nazis against the Jews in Europe.

On the occasion of its publication, His Holiness Pope John Paul
II expressed his fervent hope that this document would enable memory to
play its necessary part in the process of shaping a future in which such a
tragedy will never again be possible.

On several occasions prior to the publication of this document,
Pope John Paul II was already very strong and clear on this point, but
especially on the occasion of a concert in commemoration of the Shoah
which took place in the Vatican on 7 April 1994. "We remember", His
Holiness affirmed, "but it is not enough that we remember", "we have a
commitment".

Part of this commitment is the Catholic Church's engagement in
a process of consciousness-raising and reflection on the Shoah, in
opposing attempts to deny the reality of the Shoah or to trivialize its
significance for the Jews, and in combating anti-Semitism. Hence the
publication by the Holy See of the document We Remember.

The Catholic Church wishes to remember, but it wishes to
remember with a purpose. The purpose of this document, therefore, is
primarily educational in that it helps people to reflect on the past in order
to draw from it the appropriate lessons for the present and for the future.
"For", as His Holiness has put it, "in our own day, regrettably, there are
many new manifestations of the anti-Semitism, xenophobia and racial
hatred which were the seeds of those unspeakable crimes. Humanity can
not permit all that to happen again" (7 April 1994).

With regard to "Holocaust Education" specifically, the Holy See
would like to point out that a great deal of work is being done in Catholic

Preceding Page Blank
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education through the publication and distribution of relevant texts
including the official documents of the Church [e.g. the Second Vatican
Council's Declaration Nostra Aetate; the Guidelines and Notes published
by the Holy See's Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews; the
teaching of Pope John Paul II on the Shoah and anti-Semitism;
statements made by the national Catholic hierarchies of many of the
nations most deeply affected by the events of the Shoah], the revision of
textbooks [cf. the content analysis studies of Catholic textbooks and
manuals by Dr. Rose Thering O.P. (1960), Dr. Eugene J. Fisher (1976),
Dr Philip A. Cunningham (1992), and update reports]; pertinent
educational programs and the circulation of appropriate educational
materials [for instance Notre Dame College in Manchester (New
Hampshire) offers several undergraduate courses on the Shoah; resource
materials such as "Facing History and Ourselves: Holocaust and Human
Behaviour", developed by Margot Stem Storm and William S. Parsons,
are used in the Catholic school system in the USA; the Sister Rose
Thering Foundation at Seton Hall University each semester mails out
3,500 brochures on Holocaust Education to Catholic high schools and
grade school principals; also the Sisters of Our Lady of Sion and their
SIDIC Centers are doing a great deal of work in this field], and many
other events, efforts and initiatives.

Most Catholic high school textbook series in this country include
units on the Shoah. On a higher level, just to speak of institutions, there
are many examples: The Institute for Jewish-Christian Studies at Seton
Hall University (New Jersey) has been offering courses on the Shoah for
decades; The National Catholic Center for Holocaust Education at Seton
Hill College (Pennsylvania) was started over a decade ago; The Center
for Christian-Jewish Understanding at Sacred Heart University in
Fairfield (Connecticut); The joint Archdiocese of Washington-Anti
Defamation League-US Holocaust Memorial Museum project develops
curricula for Holocaust Education in Catholic schools and religious
education programs. Moreover, in many places Catholic communities
join Jewish communitiesto remember the Shoah on Yom Hashoah each
year, or organize special services or study sessions on this occasion. In
this country, for instance, the Catholic Bishops' Conference in 1988
urged all parishes to include prayer for the victims of the Holocaust on
the Sunday closest to Yom Hashoah.

Also in other countries serious efforts are being made in this
regard, for example in Canada, Australia, Italy, Germany, Poland,
France, the United Kingdom. In Italy, for instance, the SIDIC Center in
Rome develops educational programs; initiatives taken by bodies such as
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FIDAE (organization of Catholic teachers) touch schools in various parts
ofthe country. In Poland, relevant materials are being translated into the
Polish language and distributed. The Catholic "Center for Information,
Meeting, Dialogue, Education and Prayer" in Auschwitz/Oswiecim
assumes an important role in Holocaust Education, also internationally.
In Germany, the Catholic Church has created a wide-spread network of
adult education in which Christian-Jewish programs occupy a prominent
place.

Nonetheless the efforts need to continue and the necessary
"reception process", especially on the "grass roots" level, needs to be
furthered, for an in-depth reflection on the Shoah reveals its fundamental
cause, namely the fact that when society is stripped of respect for God it
is also stripped of respect for man.





Prof. Yehuda Bauer
PROFESSOR, YAD VASHEM INSTITUTE

ISRAEL

On Holocaust Education

Break-out Session: Overview of the Importance of Holocaust
Education, Remembrance and Research

The basic question we face when we deal with Holocaust
education is - why deal with this particular Genocide rather than with any
other of a host of similar events in this or the previous centuries? The
answer of course is not that one should not deal with the other Genocides
- on the contrary, anyone dealing with the Holocaust must compare, and
must deal with the other tragedies as much as possible. But the basic
response to the challenge must be to understand that the Holocaust has
increasingly become, for the democratic world at least, a symbol of all
the other Genocides, for racism, anti-Semitism, hatred of foreigners,
ethnic cleansing, and mass destruction of humans by humans generally.
The reason for this is, possibly, that a vague realization is taking hold of
people that the Holocaust, the planned total annihilation of the Jewish
people at the hands of the Nazi regime, is both a Genocide like other
Genocides, and also an unprecedented event in human history, which
should serve as a warning to all of us.

The unprecedentedness of the Holocaust consists in the fact that
there are elements in it that are not found in other Genocides, whereas
there are no elements in all the other Genocides that cannot be found in
parallel events ofthis sort. For the sake of our argument, we are using the
definition of Genocide as it appears in the UN Convention of 1948,
although that definition may be subject to legitimate criticism. The
elements that are not unprecedented in the Holocaust are first and
foremost the suffering and pain endured by its victims. There can be no
gradation of suffering as between Jews, Roma ("Gypsies"), Russians,
Poles, or others who suffered under the Nazi regime. Individual suffering

Preceding Page Blank
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is equal as between victims of torture, humiliation, deprivation, and
death. But there are elements in the Holocaust that do not appear in the
other cases, such as Rwanda, or the Genocide of the Armenians, or the
auto-Genocide in Kampuchea, or with Native Americans, or others. First,
there is the totality of the planned murder: every single individual
defined by the Nazis as Jewish was to be murdered. Second, the
globality: ultimately, every such individual all over the world was to be
found, registered, dispossessed, humiliated, marked, arrested,
concentrated, transported and killed. Third, whereas all other Genocides
were committed with some kind of ideological rationalization and
excuse, they all had a pragmatic basis of sorts. Ethnic groups were
murdered because they were thought to be in the way of political
programs, or military plans, or economic and social ideologies aimed at
reorganizing society. With the Holocaust, the ideology was based on
pure fantasy: an imagined world Jewish conspiracy to control the globe;
the idea of Jewish "blood" contaminating and corrupting cultures, ritual
murder accusations, and the like. One only needs to think of the fact that
the German authorities in February 1943 took trained Jewish armament
workers from their factories in the Berlin area, put them on trains and
shipped them to Auschwitz to be killed - after the German defeat at
Stalingrad, when they needed every pair of trained hands to produce
arms. Fourth, the fact that the Jews were a very special group of people
in Europe, the only non-Christian group at the time, who occupied a
unique position in relation to Christianity. Christian civilization
depended on their Scriptures on the one hand, and rejected them because
of their refusal to accept the Christian Messiah on the other hand.
Nineteen hundred years after the appearance of the Christian Savior, His
people were murdered in Central Europe by baptized heathens. This
creates a major problem for what is known as Christendom, even when
most Christians never go to church; it parallels the unsolved problem for
Jews, who consider their relation to the Deity to be a special one, and
who have to ask why this tragedy was visited upon them, and what is its
meaning, if any.

Yet on the other hand, as I said before, the Holocaust is a
Genocide similar to others, and therefore can and must be dealt with in
both its aspects: it's Jewish specificity - it happened to a specific people,
for specific reasons, at a specific time; and in its universality - it
symbolizes the mass evils we are all capable of. It can serve as a
warning, so it should not become a precedent. Ultimately, the Holocaust
challenges us to work towards a world in which these evils are dammed
in, and perhaps, hopefully, possibly, prevented altogether. Anyone who
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wishes to project a pessimistic prognosis for the future will have an easy
time of it; we have not learned much from the. Holocaust, or any other
similar tragedies; we have not established an international community
that is capable of dealing with it, and so on. But there is an imperative for
all of us: we must try and change that situation. Today, at least,
governments and groups of governments are ashamed of what humans
do, and one can see stirrings of international conscience. That is where
we come in: we must engage in the most basic activity directed towards
such a change: education, on all levels.

That in deed is what the Task Force for Remembrance,
Education and Research is all about. It was established at the initiative of
the Swedish government, in order to spread efforts at Holocaust
Education worldwide. The governments of the United States and the
United Kingdom responded, and then those of Germany and Israel. At
this conference, the governments of Poland, the Netherlands and France
also joined. The purpose of the Task Force is to design practical ways to
teach young and old, to spread the knowledge that the example of the
Holocaust shows the danger we all face because we are all of us capable
of extreme evil; but we are also capable of preventing it, and behave in a
way that is the exact opposite of what happened then. It is indeed
absolutely essential that we emphasize the behavior of those few 
pitifully few, to be sure, but yet there were many thousands of them 
who saved and rescued at the risk of their own lives. They show that we
can be different, and that it is a matter of environment, and most
importantly, education, how we will act. For the first time in the history
of mankind politicians, governments, got together to advance a specific
educational project. We are all determined to do all we can to have this
project continue as a permanent fixture: to provide a political umbrella to
international educational efforts based on true cooperation. One should
give full credit to the Swedish initiators of this project, who themselves
are engaging in a massive educational effort in their own country, and
provide a model that might well be imitated by others.

A historian is someone who not only analyzes history, which of
course is hislher primary task, but also tells stories. So let me conclude
by telling a true story. His name is Yankele Skorochod, and he is a
carpenter in Tel-Aviv. He was born in a place called Novogrudek in what
today is Belarus, and became a carpenter's apprentice. He then moved to
a ghetto in a town called Baranovichi, and joined a group that planned an
armed uprising. The uprising failed, it never took place. YankeIe fled to a
Belorussian graveyard in the town, where he was saved by a local
gravedigger, who also showed him the way to the forest (that person is
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one of the about 16.000 people recognized by Yad Vashem as a
Righteous Among the Nations). He followed the advice of his rescuer
and wandered through the Belorussian forests in search of Soviet
partisans. Luckily, he found a group that had been sent from Soviet-held
territory through the lines, of some one hundred men. He made friends
there with a Belorussian youth of his own age, whom he remembers as
Ivan. The two friends were sent out, together with three others, to
recover a machine-gun far in the enemy rear. They were told not to take
food from the peasants, for fear the peasants would turn against the
partisans. The young men-boys became very, very hungry. Ivan saw a
tree with some fruit - they did not know what that fruit was. The others
told him not to eat it, but Ivan was so famished that he disregarded the
advice, climbed the tree, and ate the fruit. A few hours afterwards he
came down with dysentery. Yankele, his best friend, took care of him.
They hid in a barn in a small village, and tried to cure Ivan. They failed,
and Ivan died in Yankele's arms, saying that YankeIe had taken care of
him more lovingly than Ivan's own mother had.

They had to bury Ivan. Yankele went into the village, and at gun
point he forced two candles and an old Russian Orthodox Bible (in Old
Slavonic - Yankele could make out the letters) out from the reluctant
peasants. Yankele, the carpenter, then fashioned a crude casket, and put
an Orthodox type of cross on it. They put the body in, and lowered it into
the ground. Then Yankele, the Jewish carpenter, lit the candles and read
out from the Bible what he thought an Orthodox priest would have read.
Then, silently, they started in their way back to their unit. They never
found the machine-gun.

You must understand - Yankele was telling this story at Hebrew
University, to my seminar. He is a heavy-set man, with large hands. He
told his story haltingly, and we sat around in complete and stunned
silence. When he finished, there was an oppressive silence in the room,
and he was resting on his elbows staring at the table in front of him.
Someone had to break the silence, and I was the. teacher. So I asked him
the most stupid question I could possibly have asked: Yankele, I said,
why did you do it?

He stared at me, uncomprehendingly, and after a while he
stammered: but...but...he would have done the same for me, had it been
the other way round.

Ever since then, I have always considered myself a pupil of
Yankele Skorochod. So, I think, should all of us who are venturing on
this path of Holocaust education.



Stuart E. Eizenstat
UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ECONOMIC, BUSINESS AND

AGRICULTURAL AFFAIRS

UNITED STATES

Task Force on Holocaust Education,
Remembrance and Research

Break-out Session: Goals of the Task Force for International
Cooperation on Holocaust Education, Remembrance, and Research

At the initiative of Swedish Prime Minister Goran Persson, the
Swedish, UK and u.S. governments, together with experts from our
countries, gathered in Stockholm last May to launch an unprecedented
initiative - The Task Force for International Cooperation on Holocaust
Education, Remembrance and Research. Our countries and many others
- Germany among the first and most consistent-- have engaged in
Holocaust education efforts at home for many years. But this is the first
time that heads of government have agreed to cooperate directly with
others countries, through diplomatic and other channels, to strengthen
Holocaust education efforts on both sides of the Atlantic and beyond.

As Prime Minister Persson said so eloquently in May, and as did
our speakers on the first panel here at the Museum this morning,
Holocaust education and remembrance can help ensure that the crimes of
the Holocaust are never forgotten nor repeated. As this century comes to
a close and we enter the new millennium, our international cooperation
can encourage and reinforce work in many nations to strengthen
Holocaust education efforts, to create new ones and to finally begin such
efforts where they have been overlooked.

Sweden served commendably as Task Force Chairman from
May until September 25, when the U.S. assumed the Task Force
Chairmanship, which will pass to the UK in January 1999. On
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September 25, Israel and Germany became members of the Task Force,
and have already made valuable contributions.

On behalf of the Task Force, I would like to give special
recognition to the Prime Minister of Sweden and his representatives on
the Task Force, State Secretary Par Nuder and Foreign Ministry Political
Director Ulf Hjertonsson. I wold also like to thank my Task Force
colleagues from Germany, Israel, and the UK for the hard work they
have put into this initiative these past months. Finally, I would also like
to commend Professor Yehuda Bauer of Yad Vashem, one of the great
Holocaust scholars and educators in the world, for his intellectual
guidance as Personal Advisor to the Task Force.

During the U.S. tenure as Task Force Chairman, we have
focused the initiative on a number of priority areas initially agreed in
May. These projects, some of which are work in progress to be
completed in the first half of next year, are highlighted in the Task Force
report that I present to you today. Our hope is to give maximum
exposure to this unique and innovative work before the many
distinguished participants with us at this Conference.

Let me now present a very brief summary of each project that the
Task Force has undertake to date.

First, Swedish Task Force representative have been leading an
effort to assemble a catalog of Holocaust-related institutions and a survey
to efforts currently underway in the field of Holocaust education around
the world. This challenging task has begun in earnest, but is still in its
early stages. In the Task Force report you will find a brief paper
introducing a preliminary directory of organizations engaged in
Holocaust education and remembrance activities in a large number of
countries. We expect that the directory of organizations engaged in
Holocaust education and remembrance activities in a large number of
countries. We expect that the directory, itself a gold mine of
information, will become the basis of a much more comprehensive
survey of such efforts to be completed next year and to be made
available internationally.

Second, as part of the Swedish government's Living History
Initiative, Holocaust historian Paul Levine and Stephane Bruchfeld
prepared a test on the Holocaust that could be made available to every
family with high school children in Sweden. Their product, "Tell Ye
Your Children," has been so well received in Sweden as to exceed all
expectations. There are now almost 800,000 copies of the book in
circulation in that country of approximately 9 million people, making it
the second most-widely owned book in Sweden after the Bible. The
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book has been translated into the most common immigrant languages in
Sweden to increase its accessibility to non-native Swedish speakers. At
the request of the Task Force, the book's authors have created an insert
demonstrating how an international version and individual national
versions of the book can be prepared, should other counties choose to
consider adapting it for their own use. Sweden has also completed a
series ofvideotapes for use in their school system.

Third, the Chief Historians of the U.S. Department of State and
the British Foreign and Commonwealth Office will produce, at the
request ofthe Task Force, a guide to finding and using Holocaust-related
archives with the intention that it be employed as a tool by researchers
and educators. The recent opening of archives bearing on the Holocaust,
and in particular those related to Nazi gold and other looted assets, have
made accessible millions of pages of material recent years and have had
an important impact on our collective knowledge about the Holocaust.
Making these archives more accessible is a central goal of the Task
Force. Contained in this report is a brief proposal as to how activities in
this area should proceed over the next year - highlighting in particular a
website which is becoming a nexus of information for research in
virtually every dimension of the Holocaust-era assets issues discussed at
the London and Washington Conferences.

Fourth, in close consultation with Yad Vashem and U.S.
Holocaust Memorial Museum, the UK has led the effort to develop a set
of internationally applicable guidelines, or best practices, for use in
teaching about the Holocaust. In crafting the guidelines, the Task Force
looked to those institutions with the most extensive experience in
navigating the difficult waters of teaching this emotionally charged and
intellectually taxing subject. The guidelines are intended to facilitate the
work of educators both in places where programs exist and in those
where they are yet to be developed. They are based on the experiences,
both positive and negative, of two generations of Holocaust educators.

Fifth, the Task Force has considered and accepted a British
proposal to encourage each of our nations to designate a Day of
Remembrance for Holocaust Victims. In Israel and the United States,
Yom HaShoa serves this purpose. In Germany, January 27, the day of
the liberation of Auschwitz, is recognized. Other Task Force member
countries will designate a day of their choosing on which to honor the
memory of those who perished, and we will all make a concerted effort
to ensure that our government employees and societies as a whole are
aware ofthe day and recognize it appropriately. We hope other nations
will designate their own Day of Remembrance as well. These acts of
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remembrance will reinforce awareness of the event of the Holocaust and
reach a large audience, while demonstrating solidarity in the fight against
anti-Semitism, racism, prejudice, persecution, and hatred.

In addition to the projects I have already listed, the Task Force
has made commitments in the form of two declarations: one concerning
archival openness and the other the promotion of Holocaust education
efforts. We invite all Washington Conference governments to join us in
endorsing these goals. The Task Force Declaration on the opening of
Holocaust-relevant archives presents as our aim the opening of "all
public and private bearing on the Holocaust and the fate of Nazi
confiscated assets by December 31, 1999." We call on all who posses
such material to open it to as many researchers as possible on an urgent
basis and commit ourselves a governments to do everything possible to
ensure that this important target is met.

The second declaration and final element of the Task Force to
the Conference emphasizes our common conviction that urgent
international attention to paid to Holocaust education, remembrance and
research to reinforce and spread the historic meaning and enduring
lessons of that tragic event. In the declaration we commit our
governments to "reinforce Holocaust education, remembrance and
research in our own countries, with a special focus on our own countries'
histories." We also pledge to strengthen existing programs or launch
new ones, and encourage other countries to do likewise.

We have pledged our governments' commitment to this
endeavor, and to our intergovernmental cooperation to advance its
objectives, principally to ensure that the lessons of the Holocaust are not
forgotten and its horrors never repeated. We have full confidence that
when the U.S. chairmanship concludes at the end of the month, the UK
will serve the Task Force admirably in the role of Chairman. We
furthermore hope that Conference participants will find the report of the
Task Force a valuable and useful contribution to the cause of Holocaust
education, remembrance and research.

Most important, whether by working with us through the Task
Force or through other mechanisms, we hope that all countries
represented at the Washington Conference will choose to embrace our
goals and strengthen their Holocaust education and remembrance efforts.
Because our effort is an inclusive one, we also urge other countries to
consider working directly with us in the Task Force. Nothing could be
more important than to honor the many victims and to prevent such
tragedies in the future.



Mr. Par Nuder
STATE SECRETARY, PRIME'S MINISTER'S OFFICE

SWEDEN

Break-out Session: Goals of the Task Force for International
Cooperation on Holoc~ustEducation, Remembrance, and Research

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen:
The book that you have in front of you, Tell ye your children. ..

forms the core of the Swedish information campaign about the
Holocaust. On page 50 you will find two pictures.

One shows a gfdup.of naked women huddled close together as
they line up. Some are holding children in their arms. Although the
Pietum is indistinct, you can see, you can sense, the fear in their eyes.

The other picture shows the same group of women. this time
lying dead in a heap. Among the dead bodies a small head is sticking out.
One child remains alive. His executioner stands close by, rifle raised.

This child, perhaps aged two or three, could have been your
child or grandchild.

These terrible events, which took place fifty years ago on the
continent of Europe, must never ever be repeated. The Nazi crimes
against humanity must never ever happen again.

Motivated by this conviction, the Swedish Government,
supported by broad political consensus, initiated the information
campaign known as Living History.

So far more than 500,000 households have ordered the book Tell
ye your children.. to help adult members of the family pass on
knowledge about the Holocaust to the younger generation. 800,000
copies of the book have been distributed. Extrapolated to an equivalent
number of families in Great Britain, this equals 2.5 million books. In the
US this would be 10 million copies. 100,000 people have visited the
Living History Web site. 1000 schools have shown movies offered as
part of the information campaign.

By choosing active dialogue instead of passive silence, we
decided to initiate a discussion of ways to develop democracy,
strengthening its powers of resistance, and increasing our understanding
of the challenges to it. We wanted to make everyone aware of the
negative forces behind the Holocaust.
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The Nobel Laureate Elie Wiesel once said that it is necessary to
remember, because if we forget the crimes of the past we are doomed to
repeat them. He meant that if one group of people can be killed, any
group of people can be killed.

He was right of course, democracy gives life its moral purpose.
It is built an understanding and, awareness, It rests on the tacit agreement
that we all try to live by the set of values which it represents.

To cite the words of British Prime Minister, Tony Blair, in
another context. Our society, he said, rests on,

"A set of values- A belief in society. In co-operation. In
achieving what we are unable to achieve alone. It is how I try to live my
life. The simple truths. I am worth no more than anyone else. I am my
brother's keeper. I will not walk by on the other side. We aren't simply
people set in isolation from each other, face to face with eternity, but
members of the same family, community, the same human race."

Mr. Chairman,
These simple truths - so simple, so difficult to live up to.
Democracy is vulnerable ifwe forget.
We must fight ignorance with facts and knowledge.
We must tell its story, We must repudiate without compromise

every new manifestation that violates democracy and human dignity.
We must summon the courage to be clear and resolute.

This responsibility lies with each and everyone of us who has
children. Our parents know and have told us. Ifwe don't remember, if we
don't have the strength, ifwe don't have the courage - then we have failed
those who died and those who survived. Then we will fail coming
generations.

The Swedish Living History project used the exhortation in the
Old Testament as the title of the book which has become the symbol of
the project: "Tell ye your children of it, and let your children tell their
children, and their children another generation."

In response to the immensely positive reaction to Prime Minister
Persson's initiative on Holocaust education the Task Force for
International Cooperation on Holocaust Education, Remembrance and
Research was established in Stockholm in May of this year. It is a
platform for international cooperation to spread knowledge about the
Holocaust. This group will continue its work, in particular this
conference has acted as an important stimulus for further action.
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Mr. Chairman,
In a year's time, mankind will enter a new millennium. We are

leaving the 20th century and entering the 21 st.
What can we learn from the past?
What should we leave behind us 'in the old millennium?
What fundamental values should we take with us into the new

age?
We need to discuss these issues - as individuals, as human

beings, as parents.
We live in an age of rapid transition, Information hurtles around

the globe at the speed of light. In an age such as this we all need basic
values: founded upon simple truths. Simple truths such as, I am worth no
more than anyone else.

No single event can never replace the need for a constant
dialogue about values and ideas, about right and wrong. But as the
present millennium, which gave us the darkest event in the history of
mankind, the Holocaust, draws to an end we should let the new
millennium begin with an event that contains a bright and hopeful
message of humanism. We need an event that deals with the past in a
way that will prevent us from repeating its horrors.

Mr. Chairman,
On behalf of Prime Minister Persson and the .Swedish

Government I would like to extend an invitation to governments,
institutions, NGOs and experts dedicated to Holocaust education to
attend an international conference in Stockholm on Holocaust Education,
Remembrance and Research at the turn of the millennium.

This conference will be held under the auspices of high-ranking
political, civic and religious leaders and be devoted to all aspects of
Holocaust Education, Remembrance and Research. Politicians,
historians, educators, curators, artists, authors and other experts shall
meet in work-shops and seminars to discuss how they can contribution to
Holocaust education, and to share their experiences. I propose that the
Task Force serve as a kind of preparatory committee for this conference
on Holocaust Education in Stockholm,

The aim of the Stockholm Conference will be to manifest our
common commitment to teaching our children that there is always a
choice, there is always an alternative. It is our responsibility to endow
them with the ability to distinguish between good and evil.

I would like to conclude by quoting one of the finest educators of
young children - Swedish author Astrid Lindgren, "mother" of Pippi
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Longstocking and Karlsson on the Roof. Through her characters, she has
untiringly taught children about the right choices in the complex world of
adults, adults who sometimes fail to fulfill a child's expectations of care
and guidance.

"Sometimes we have to do things, even though we don't really
dare. Otherwise we aren't human, just a speck of dirt."

Thank you.



Dr. Avner Shalev
CHAIRMAN OF THE DIRECTORATE, YAD VASHEM

ISRAEL

Break-out Session: Goals of the Task Force for International
Cooperation on Holocaust Education, Remembrance, and Research

The International Task Force on Holocaust Education,
Remembrance and Research, was established at the initiative of the
Swedish Government. It is an exciting new undertaking which the
Delegation of Israel, a member of the Task Force, enthusiastically
supports.

Yad Vashem, in co-ordination with other Israeli institutions
dealing with the legacy of the Holocaust, looks forward to sharing with
other countries the experience it has gained over several decades and
agrees to coordinate future international meetings of educational experts,
with the Task Force.

Yad Vashem will cooperate with the Task Force in its efforts to
spread programs on Holocaust education through the Internet and other
media and will put the educational principles developed in Israel,
(including those achieved at its international teacher training courses) at
the Task Force's disposal.

We welcome the idea put forward by the United Kingdom to
establish a national day in every country to commemorate the Shoah.

We add our voice to those who believe that the Holocaust,
because of its Jewish specificity, should serve as a model in the global
fight against the dangers of racism, anti-Semitism, ethnic hatred and
genocide.

Together with our fellow Task Force members, Israel will do its
utmost to advance our common goals in this important and promising
endeavor.
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Dr. Albert Spiegel
DEPUlY HEAD, CULTURAL SECTION, FOREIGN OFFICE

GERMANY

Break-out Session: Goals of the Task Force for International
Cooperation on Holocaust Education, Remembrance, and Research

This conference deals with the most terrible chapter of German
history: the Holocaust, the persecution and extermination of European
Jews by the National Socialists. I welcome the fact that this task force
has been set up within this conference to deal with the important problem
of how the Holocaust can be portrayed above all to young people more
than 50 years after the end ofNational Socialism.

Today's democratic Germany admits full responsibility for the
guilt which Germans burdened themselves with during the years of
National Socialist control of large parts of Europe and their own country.
Hence, imparting knowledge of the terrible events of this period to
today's and future young generations is an indispensable task of the
education system.

Today's Germans cannot draw a line under the past. We can only
learn from it and thereby ensure that such a crime does not happen again.

We gladly accepted the invitation for Germany to participate in
establishing international cooperation in imparting knowledge of the
Holocaust. In Germany, we also see this as significant recognition of our
long-standing efforts to make teaching about the Holocaust a focal point
of the educational work on the agendas of the German federal states
responsible for education as well as the related areas of general youth
work, adult education, teaching about memorials and educational
research.

1. What could be the aim and object of increased international
cooperation over and above the initial steps which have already been
taken in this area?

The imparting of knowledge of the Holocaust is a topic which
each country must approach in a particular way. Israel, as the country
built up by survivors of the Holocaust, and Germany, as the country
where the Holocaust started and which today bears responsibility for it,
inevitably have to tackle this question differently from countries which
were less or only indirectly involved. In Germany, we face the challenge
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of teaching young people about crimes of which their forefathers were
either perpetrators or passive observers.

The Holocaust raises questions which are crucial for every
civilization and every culture. Why did civilized, often educated people
become murderers? How did an effective and modem state machinery
come to be abused as an almost perfect instrument of state mass murder?
Why did a whole country, and to a certain extent neighboring countries,
tum a blind eye?

An important task for all of us today is to find answers to such
questions and draw conclusions for our future together.

The differing situations of countries as they approach the issue of
Holocaust education are reason enough for fruitful international
cooperation. It would be important to devise joint programs for young
people from different countries who, on meeting others, would have the
opportunity to exchange their various national viewpoints. What
possibilities would be opened up by organizing teacher training in this
field at international level? If Holocaust education is viewed as a truly
international task, then we must learn from one another and with one an
other.

The original scenes of the Holocaust, in Germany and the
neighboring countries to the east, are to be included directly in teaching.
More intensive use should be made of teaching about memorials within
the framework of international cooperation. As well as imparting
knowledge, carefully prepared bilateral or multilateral events at the
places themselves could be useful for portraying the essential emotional
elements of the Holocaust subject.

Vast opportunities are contained in the initiative to make
Holocaust education an international issue. International cooperation
should aim to complement national programs and add to them what can
only evolve from different countries comparing views. I am thinking
here, for example, of jointly devising and coordinating curricula and
programs which reflect the various national perceptions.

Much has already been done to this end in Germany, for example
in the development of new schoolbooks in cooperation with experts form
Israel and Poland. During bilateral German-Israeli talks on schoolbooks,
the Georg Eckert Institute for International Textbook Research in
Braunschweig, whose first series was completed in 1985, aimed to
develop guidelines for the portrayal of "the other side" in schoolbooks.
Events following the Holocaust, in particular German-Israeli relations as
a whole, are also outlined. The aim is to make it possible for today's
children and young people in both countries to have the same
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unprejudiced knowledge of the Holocaust, as well as of other aspects of
their common history.

2. As we deal with the Holocaust, we also have to ask ourselves
what we want to achieve amongst the people of today who are living
more than fifty years after the crimes of National Socialism and who are
quite often more interested in other things.

I would like to focus briefly on Germany in particular with its
specific situation. In Germany today, we have a generation which no
longer feels directly involved with the crimes which took place in their
grandparents' and great-grandparents' time. Nowadays, young Germans
want to be regarded for the most part as normal Europeans but see over
and over again that the word "German" triggers associations with
National Socialism. Holocaust education has been a part of all school
curricula for decades, just as visits to memorial sites have been. The Day
to commemorate the victims of National Socialism on January 27 (the
liberation of Auschwitz) and the night of the pogrom on November 9 are
dates of remembrance all over Germany.

And yet in Germany today, just as in other European countries,
there are some young people who feel attracted by extreme right
sometimes anti-Semitic ideas, and believe they provide the answers to
today's problems.

In teaching about the Holocaust, it is not a question of bare facts;
it is a question of imparting to people the fathomlessness of a crime
planned at state level, a crime that few teachers are able to understand
properly nowadays. It is also a question of drawing upon the personal ex
perience of the students. In Germany this now includes contact with
fellow citizens of foreign origin as well as the experience of a globalized
culture and economy.

It must also be remembered that in one part of our country, the
former GDR, the biased analysis of the National Socialism period
centered for forty years on the persecution of political, and above all
communist, opponents of National Socialism. The collapse of
communism has left a particular void of values there.

3. When speaking of the possibilities of international
cooperation on the question of Holocaust education, we must also
consider the qualitative aspect. Imparting knowledge of such a unique
crime must not be ticked off as material for lessons, or a burdensome
duty. Education about the Holocaust remains ineffective unless teachers
manage to portray the deep emotional side of the Holocaust as well as
the feeling for the unwarranted, dreadful suffering of millions of victims.
And of course it also depends on the environment for teaching about the
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Holocaust. What do parents say and think of the problem, what
influences have youth culture trends? How does it happen that many
young people feel it is somehow "cool" to express ideas on the far right
of the political spectrum? These trends can be seen the world over, and I
believe this to be an obvious starting point for international cooperation
on teaching about the Holocaust. Because it is not just lack of knowledge
of the fact~of the Holocaust which leads to people's indifferent attitude
to events. Now and then, there is also the view that the Holocaust is

.history while we ourselves live in the present. This is a point for our
efforts to start.

It also must not be forgotten that teaching about the Holocaust
cannot be better than general standards of education and of imparting
knowledge and values in a particular country. We have all heard the
discussions on the quality of education which have been going on in
many countries for years. It is important that general education furthers
the aims of the rule oflaw, human rights and tolerance.

We ought to try to make a valuable contribution to this general
discussion through international cooperation on Holocaust education.

Today in Germany there is a whole array of projects, initiated by
schools and young people to increase understanding of the Holocaust and
show its repercussions up to the present day. Many of these projects are
transmitted all over the world via the Internet. Schoolchildren in Berlin
have tackled the topic of the synagogue destroyed in 1938. Students in
East Frisia are carefully examining how the often difficult and yet
periodically positive coexistence of Jews and Christians in their town has
evolved over the centuries. Other young people erect or maintain
memorials in their local area. The Action Reconciliation Service for
Peace which has been working closely for many years with Israeli
partners organizes many encounters for young people from both
countries.

There is a common element in all these examples: they link the
portrayal of the local area, of the attachment to the town or area in which
the children or young people grow up, with the portrayal of the negative
events that belong to the area. I know that many people who otherwise
show little interest in the Holocaust are very upset when they realize that
such crimes did not take place just anywhere but rather in their town, in
their street or perhaps even in their own house. In Berlin, schoolchildren
have put up names of murdered Jewish citizens on the houses where they
once lived. That is both education and remembrance which touches
many. And it also shows that Jewish life and Jewish culture was not out
of place in Germany as the National Socialists maintained, rather an
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integral part of our own Gennan history and culture; but at the same
time, also an autonomous cultural world, to which Gennany owed a great
deal. I believe that anyone who grasps and accepts this has drawn one of
the most important lessons from the Holocaust: Christian and Jewish
people have lived side by side in Gennany for centuries. Viewing the
historical roots of the incomprehensible can also help explain on the one
hand why the Holocaust was able to happen in Gennany and on the other
hand why it is so difficult to understand.

Such projects carried out in Gennany offer a range of
possibilities for cooperation with other countries. Examples can already
be identified. In the large Jewish graveyard in Berlin-WeiBensee,
Gennan, Israeli and Polish young people work together on the upkeep of
graves. Particularly in the field of Gennan-Polish relations, there is a
whole array of similar programs.

We have already done a lot in Gennany. But I also know that the
issue of the Holocaust will persist for a long time. Holocaust education
also has a topical dimension. Children and young people should be
brought up to cope responsibly with freedom, to be tolerant, to have a
peaceful attitude towards other people and respect others in a spirit of
international understanding. Only such an attitude guarantees that a
crime such as the Holocaust can never be repeated.

This conference could help us to find new ways of doing this.
4. The basis of all education about the Holocaust is the existence

of scientifically supported, high-quality materials. In Germany, our vast
range of documentation and teaching material is constantly expanded
also using modem methods of communication. The discoveries made by
extensive Holocaust research carried out at universities, institutes and
other research centers in Gennany influence the further development of
the curricula directly through teacher training and new editions of
textbooks.

Perhaps our long experience and the discoveries made from
teaching the children and grandchildren of the generation in whose
younger days the atrocities actually took place could serve as an example
and a stimulus for education in your country.

On behalf of Gennany, I can assure you that we are keen to work
actively in the task force and in so doing hope to make a further
contribution to strengthening tolerance and human rights for the future.





Ms. Regina Wyrwoll
HEAD OF MEDIA DIVISION, GOETHE-INSTITUT, MUNICH

GERMANY

Learning from History: The Nazi Era and the
Holocaust in German Education

A CD-ROM edited qy Annette Brinkmann, Annegret Ehmann, SybilMilton,
Hanns.Fred Rathenow, and Regina IVjnvoll

Break-out Session: Best Practices and Future Projects in Holocaust
Education, Remembrance and Research: Remembrance

The CD-ROM "Learning from History" presents (both in
English and in German) 50 projects that show the varieties of ways that
the Holocaust is taught in Germany's sixteen states since 1990. The fifty
projects were selected from an extensive survey of Holocaust education
activities in Germany. These projects originated in primary and
secondary schools, special classes for the leaming-disabled, in programs
for apprentices in trade and commercial schools, at memorial sites and
foundations.

The CD-ROM, unique in the world, provides insights into best
practices in classrooms and independent programs for youth in
contemporary Germany.

The CD-ROM provides a significant view of how the history of
the Holocaust is taught in contemporary Germany. It thus offers North
American teachers a rich range of ideas and strategies for helping young
people understand the historical facts and continuing significance of
Holocaust education in the world of today and tomorrow.

This survey is especially important because it allows North
American teachers to enter into direct dialogue with their German
counterparts.

Most projects focus on the fate of the Jews in Germany.
Nevertheless, there are also projects about the fate of the disabled,
Gypsies (Roma/Sinti), the White Rose resistance movement, perpetrator
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biographies, and postwar trials. The projects include children's music at
Theresienstadt ("Brundibar"), songs of the political resistance written in
the early concentration amps ("The Peat Bog Soldiers"), student literary
texts after a visit to the memorial at Natzweiler-Struthof, plays about
Janusz Korczak and deportation to Auschwitz performed by students,
and materials about the treasury and tax departments' role in the
persecution of Jews. There are also projects about archeological digs by
students at the Bergen-Belsen, Buchenwald, and Sachsenhausen
memorials, as well as apprentice stonemasons and construction workers
assisting in the repair and restoration of buildings at the Sachsenhausen
memorial.

The projects are interdisciplinary, combining history, German
language and literature, social studies, music, art, law, and ethics,
originating in formal classroom instruction and students activities in
independent projects in non-school settings. The CD-ROM includes the
teacher's lesson plan and reports as well as student products (artwork,
literary and historical texts, theater and musical pieces, videos made by
students), extracts from memoirs written by victims and survivors, as
well as interrogations from postwar trials.

The CD-ROM contains extensive supplementary materials,
including maps, a list of memorials, a glossary of historical terms,
addresses of all institutions in Germany that deal with Holocaust
education, lists of media available for teachers for use in schools, and a
bilingual booklet with background about the German educational system
and how to use the CD-ROM.

A complementary website will be launched by Spring 1999 with
information about significant new projects, activities, current and
planned exhibitions in Germany, as well as links to existing websites at
German and foreign institutions that provide or produce significant
material for Holocaust education.

Scholarly advisory groups from both Germany and the United
States have overseen the projects, including Annegret Ehmann (House of
the Wannsee Conference), Professor Hanns-Fred Rathenow (Institute for
Didactics, Technical University Berlin), Sybil Milton (former Senior
Historian at the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum). The CD
ROM was tested by North American teachers and benefited greatly from
scholarly expertise provided by the Association of Holocaust
Organizations and the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington
D.C.
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The CD-ROM has been produced with the support from the Archive for
Cultural Policy, Bonn, The Fund for Cultural Education, Bonn, The
Goethe-Institut, Munich, The Robert Bosch Foundation, Stuttgart, and
the Press and Information Office of the German Federal Government,
Bonn.





Mr. Kenneth Jacobson
ASSISTANT NATIONAL DIRECTOR, ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE

UNITED STATES

ADL's Holocaust Programming:
Education, Reconciliation, Atonement

Break-out Session: Best Practices and Future Projects in Holocaust
Education, Remembrance and Research: Remembrance

In a society and Jewish community where there is a large amount
of activity concerning the Holocaust, ADL tries to focus its work on
those areas which are consistent with the mission of the organization and
which reflect and intermesh with our programmatic strengths in other
areas.

ADL's mission for 85 years has been to fight anti-Semitism and
to combat other forms of hatred. Our Holocaust programs serve to meet
those challenges, educating how the history of anti-Semitism culminated
in the Shoah and how this tragic history has relevance to broader issues
of bias and intolerance in today's world.

ADL's Holocaust programming is filtered through our Braun
Holocaust Institute. Education, remembrance and research are the three
major facets of the Institute, and they are carried out in conjunction with
and strengthened by a unique range of institutional programs including
ADL's Youth Services, our Interfaith Affairs and our Civil Rights work.

The work of the Braun Holocaust Institute utilizes the
professional and lay leadership services of its 31 Regional Offices across
the U.S. and in Austria and Israel. Thus, the Holocaust Institute is able
to outreach and effectively channel its centralized services and programs
to serve the needs and interests of a particular community.

Programmatically, the work of the Braun Holocaust Institute
takes several approaches emphasizing the strengths of ADL.
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EDUCATION OF YOUNG STUDENTS

The ADL's Youth Programs including A World of Difference
and Children of the Dream (which brings Ethiopian Jews from Israel to
meet with inner city youngsters) target high school age youth. Across
the U.S., thousands of teachers and students (through peer training) and
teachers through (Train the Trainer Programs) incorporate Holocaust
Education as a significant component in lessons on anti-bias. Through
one chapter in the Anti-Bias Curriculum, through supplementary
holocaust discussion and curriculum guides, films, and first hand
survivor testimony, the Braun Holocaust augments the work of these
programs by demonstrating the lessons of the Holocaust as one extreme
manifestation of hate.

Particularly successful is the National Youth Mission to
Washington, D.C. This program combines the work of community
service, civil rights, Holocaust education and diversity anti-bias
programs by bringing together 80 students from around the U.S.,
students of a diverse ethnic and racial background to the USHMM in
Washington, D.C. For four days they not only learn about the Holocaust,
but they learn about its lessons and relevance to contemporary society.

INTERFAITH

ADL's interfaith programs, both in the U.S. and abroad, have
particular strength in training Christian teachers and seminarians about
the way to educate about Judaism in order to reduce and eliminate
religious anti-Semitism. Our Holocaust programming takes advantage of
these strengths by developing services, commemorations and
symposiums stressing atonement, reconciliation, and coalition building.

While acknowledging the silence of most of the world, rare acts
of courage on the part of individuals and nations are remembered
through programs from The Jewish Foundation for Christian
Rescuers. For example, the National Holocaust commemoration
program "From Shoah to New Life: Honoring Italian Rescuers" (Last
year, honored Albanian Rescuers.) Each year this program, along with
"Courage to Care" commemoration will look at the rare and noble
Christians and Moslems who assisted Jews during the
Holocaust. .. individuals who made a difference.

A particularly impressive interfaith effort regarding the
Holocaust is ADL's 'Bearing Witness Program.' This program targets
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Catholic School educators and works in conjunction with the USHMM,
The National Conference of Bishops, and The National Catholic
Education Association. For five days Catholic teachers from all over the
U.S. came to D.C. to learn about ways they can implement Holocaust
education in their schools and community. In addition to providing
overall instruction on the Holocaust, the content of this program is
geared specifically to the needs and interests of parochial school teachers
and students. It sees the Holocaust in the context of Christian anti
Semitism and other biases. It is a program which reflects the vast
improvement in Catholic-Jewish relations (such a program could not
have happened decades ago), and fosters continued openness.

EDUCAnON OF COLLEGE STUDENTS

ADL has extensive programs around the country to help
students, faculty, and administrators deal with anti-Semitism and bias.
Our Holocaust programming directs itself to editors of campus
newspapers who are repeatedly confronted by efforts of Holocaust
deniers to get their hateful message to the students. While being a
staunch defender of free speech, ADL makes clear to editors that they are
under no First Amendment obligation to publish advertisements
advocating denial of the Holocaust, which are intrinsically hateful and
inaccurate. In our further effort to educate editors, we sponsor an annual
Mission to Israel, which includes a stop in Poland to experience first
hand the camps where Jews were murdered.

CIVIL RIGHTS AND HOLOCAUST DENIAL

A major task of ADL's civil rights programs is to prevent
extremist, anti-Semitic groups from gaining credibility and legitimacy.
We recognize that a major obstacle to the resurgence of Nazism and
Fascism over the past 50 years has been the taint of the Holocaust.
Extremist groups see Holocaust denial as a key ingredient for their goal
of renewed respectability; convince enough people that the Holocaust
didn't happen and the road is open to winning renewed respectability.
That is why we take seriously our work to combat Holocaust denial,
including reports and investigations on the movement and the groups that
foster it, as well as monitoring and countering such activity on the
Internet.
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THE JEWISH FOUNDAnON FOR CHRISTIAN RESCUERS AND
THE IDDDEN CHILD FOUNDAnON

While keeping the focus of the Holocaust on its evil and the
absence of enough courageous people to stand against the Nazis, we also
try to impart the lessons of what happened when individuals acted to
save Jews. We give a Courage to Care Award to highlight those who
rescued. We have established a Sugihara Essay Writing contest, first in
the New York City Publish School System, now in San Francisco and
Japan, which looks at the example of the rescuer Chiume Sugihara and
asks the students to look at their own lives and depict an occasion where
they made a difference.

The Hidden Child Foundation brings together those survivors
who had been hidden as children from the Nazis. Through the ADL
Braun Institute, a National Speakers bureau has been formed and a
Hidden Child Discussion Guide developed. The Foundation works with
educators at Teacher Training and Student Workshops on the Holocaust
and organized conferences and gatherings for Survivors and Second
Generations.

PUBLICAnONS AND MATERIALS

Consistent with our broader educational effort, the Institute
provides and develops a number of educational materials on the
Holocaust including discussion guides, curriculums, and background
primers. Dimensions: A Journal of Holocaust Studies reaches out to a
broad community in providing a forum for debate on topics that are both
controversial and extremely relevant to contemporary society. Each
issue focuses on one aspect of the Holocaust - the churches, rescuing
science, culture, historiography, etc. - and provides wide-ranging
perspectives from top scholars and thinkers, which make for excellent
educational tools in and out of the classroom.

A new vehicle to educate, is "The Lasting Impact of the
Holocaust on the Arts," a series that seeks to spur a new public
awareness of the Holocaust through presenting creative and artistic
works of survivors, second generation, and others who are profoundly
impacted by the Holocaust.

Educating about the Holocaust will be a continuous challenge as
we move further and further away from that great tragedy. As one
thoughtful political leader in Germany has recently said, we must find
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new and creative ways to teach each new generation as the years make
for greater distance. We are committed to using the many strengths of
ADL to participate in this challenging mission in the years ahead.

Kenneth Jacobson
Assistant National Director
Anti-Defamation League
823 United Nations Plaza
New York, NY 10017





Mrs. Vladka Meed
AMERICAN GATHERING OF JEWISH

HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS

Life and Resistance during the Holocaust

Break-out Session: Best Practices and Future Projects in Holocaust
Education, Remembrance and Research: Curricular Education

There is a growing awareness in our country, as well as in other
countries, of the need to transmit the events and the lessons of the
Holocaust to coming generations. More and more studies about our
shattering past are making their way into the American public school
system. And we, the survivors, the last eyewitnesses, are· concerned.
How will our people be remembered? Will history do them justice? Will
myths and half-truths prevail? Or will the young only learn the
frightening numbers of deaths, the clinical aspects of planned
destruction? Or will they be able to see beyond the numbers of mass
murders the victims as people -- as individuals who struggled to remain
human in a world which was so inhuman? Will they be able to
understand the life of the individual who was ground to dust in the
gigantic murder machine and is still waiting to be raised out of the abyss
of death, to be seen in full light?

For the last 14 years I have been privileged to lead an
educational program - a three-week Summer Seminar on the Holocaust
and Jewish Resistance for American high school teachers, who
implement Holocaust studies in their schools. The program embraces all
aspects of the Holocaust era with special emphases on Jewish resistance
in all its forms. We travel to Israel, with a stop in Poland. The teachers
go to the former death camps. In Auschwitz they see the heaps of hair,
eyeglasses, valises with the names of the victims, the blown up
crematoria in Birkenau. And in Majdanek, they see the mountain of
shoes. In Treblinka they walk on the road which lead to the gas
chambers. They touch history. Everything around them speaks of torture
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of death I walk with them and want so much to show them a glimpse of
the Jewish life which once existed -- and is no more.

Splinters of memory - I see again and again my home in the
Warsaw Ghetto; my worn-out mother, with eyes puffy from starvation,
hiding a piece of bread from us hungry children - the payment for the old
tutor who was preparing my brother for his Bar Mitzvah, which he never
lived to see. I see our neighbor selling saccharine and watching for
approaching Germans, while upstairs her daughter holds illegal classes. I
see Jews, with faces covered to hide their beards, rushing to secret
synagogues. I see the faces of friends, both young and old, whom I met
at secret meetings -- the organizers of illegal cultural, social and political
activities in the ghetto - until they all were caught up in the Nazi vise and
sent to the gas chambers of Treblinka. Yes, this was resistance - to
survive as a people and a spirit that refused to be crushed. This was the
soil in which the seeds of armed resistance took hold.

Now after 50 years, historical facts connected with organized,
armed resistance, mostly carried out by the idealistic Jewish youth from
various political groups, are more or less known. And it seems to me that
a primary task today should be to individualize the young fighters, to
elaborate more about their lives, their homes, their thoughts and beliefs
which shaped their personalities and their actions in decisive times and
which helped shape our history.

Despite the vast body of Holocaust literature, still little is known
of the remarkable life that was destroyed. Yes, beyond starvation, terror,
fear and killing, there was life - life filled with meaning, with loyalty,
with sacrifice, with hope. Documenting this aspect of Jewish life in
Europe, before and during the era of Nazi horrors, is a fundamental
challenge facing scholars, writers and educators today.

The teachers in the program on "Holocaust and Jewish
Resistance" learn about this remarkable world. They learn as well about
all forms of Jewish resistance through lectures by prominent scholars at
the renowned Holocaust Center at Yad Vashem in Jerusalem and at the
Study Center of Lohamei Haghetaot; through testimonies by survivors,
through workshops and trips to historic sites. We try to give them a
deeper understanding of the life before and during the Holocaust. And
this chapter of history should not only be written by historians basing
their knowledge on documents and books, but they should include more
about the experiences of the survivors who lived this history with their
own flesh and blood.

Yes, teachers have a special warm relationship with survivors
whom they meet at the conferences or in their classrooms when they give
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testimony. They respect them and our survivors leave a deep impression
on their students.

The experiences which our teachers share during the intensive 3
week seminar, forge deep and lasting bonds. An alumni family was
formed by our program. Alumni Conferences, co-sponsored by the U.S.
Holocaust Memorial Museum, are being organized featuring lectures and
workshops. An alumni Newsletter is being regularly published. Our
teachers maintain contact with each other as well as with the program
leaders. They are recognized in their communities and states as respected
advisors on Holocaust education. They serve on Holocaust commissions,
organize seminar, write curricula. It is impossible to list all their work
and achievements.

Permit me, finally, to share with you a few lines from John Hori,
a teacher from Jacksonville, FL. He wrote to us: "The unique program in
which I participated in 1990 changed the way I look at every day life.
For 3 years I checked boxcars as an employee for a railroad company.
Today, as a teacher, I cannot see a railroad track without seeing
Treblinka and the gate at Birkenau. The bond we teachers now have will
not break. We will continue to teach, to bear witness, long after the
survivors are gone. This is the mission we educators have accepted."

Yes, these teachers are the link between our past and present.
They can transmit our memories, our warnings, our fears and our hope
for the future.





Dr. Robert Sigel
JOSEF EFFNER HIGH SCHOOL, DACHAU

GERMANY

Holocaust Education in Germany

Break-out Session: Best Practices and Future Projects in Holocaust
Education, Remembrance and Research: Curricular Education

Ladies and Gentlemen,
As a teacher of a German High School in Dachau and as a

historian who works on the educational guidelines as a part of the
reconceptualization of the Dachau concentration camp memorial site I
will present a short survey on the subject.

In the international guidelines on Holocaust Education - a British
draft for the Task Force declaration - one can read in point 4 concerning
the age of the students:

"Teachers tend to favor age 10-14 as the best time to introduce
the subject, in terms of the students' educational and emotional
development."

In the Internet you were able to find the outline on the
curriculum of the New Jersey Commission on Holocaust Education. This
outline covers the age group Kindergarten up to 12th grade students.

The Holocaust Human Rights Center of Maine has developed a
guide titled, "Teaching about diversity, Prejudice, Human Rights and the
Holocaust. For Grades Kindergarten through Four."

If you ask teachers in Germany if it was reasonable to teach
children in Kindergarten or ten-year-old students about the Holocaust,
most teachers would reject the idea.

Considering these different attitudes, one should ask oneself
what is understood by Holocaust Education.

• Is Holocaust Education moral education in general?
• Is it teaching tolerance?
• Is it a kind of peace education?

Preceding Page Blank
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• Is it imparting values to the students?
• Is it instilling a sense of understanding for diversity?
If you understand all of these by Holocaust Education, there is

no reason why you should not start as early as Kindergarten.
In Germany of course all these values are part of education, of

any kind of education, but Holocaust Education in Germany means
something different. Holocaust Education in our country is mainly
"teaching about the Holocaust." It means teaching and studying the
historical period of National Socialism in Germany and Europe and the

.persecution and extermination of European Jewry.
In Germany as a federal state it is the 16 Lander that are

responsible for education, schooling and research. The curricula on this
subject however are not very different from each other.

Holocaust Education in Germany takes place mainly and
primarily in the history lessons. At the age of about 15 years the students
learn the history ofthe 20th century and the period of National Socialism
and in this context the Holocaust is given ample space. The fact that this
subject is taught again on the secondary level shows what emphasis is
laid on teaching about the Holocaust.

The main focus of these lessons is on cognitive studies. We
believe that the accurate and detailed knowledge of what happened and
how it happened is the indispensable basis.

• The basis for a lasting emotional empathy.
• The basis to immunize against all attempts to deny the

Holocaust.
• The basis to resist racism and neonazism.

Being the country of the perpetrators Germany has a great
number of memorial sites, the former concentration camps Dachau,
Bergen-Belsen, Buchenwald, Sachsenhausen etc.

A guided tour of these authentic places, where the traces of
persecution and terror can still he seen, has a powerful impact on visitors.

Such a visit is strongly recommended to school classes by the
ministries of education. During these visits the guide and the teacher
have the opportunity to show individual biographies of prisoners, to
show how they were humiliated, tortured and· often murdered, to
visualize the prisoners living conditions in a concentration camp, at the
roll call place, in front of the barracks, inside the crematorium.

Whenever it is possible to include former concentration camp
prisoners, eyewitnesses, and survivors of the Holocaust in the guided
tours, in a conversation with the students, in a workshop, this opportunity
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is certainly taken. Apart from the history lessons and the visits to a
memorial site the Holocaust is also a topic in lessons of religious
education, literature and civics.

Since the founding of the German Federal Republic the
Holocaust has always been part ofthe curriculum. It goes without saying
that the treatment of this topic has been different and more intensive
since the late seventies.

The results of scientific research have found their way into
schools; new aspects have been introduced: rescuers, conditions in
concentration camps, perpetrators.

My synopsis would therefore be:
• The Holocaust is an important topic in curricula, lessons,

schoolbooks and other teaching materials on all levels.
• Holocaust Education in Germany means teaching the

Holocaust as a specific historical event, the consequences of
which have an impact in the present and will have one in the
future.

• We do, of course, expect that studying the Holocaust leads to
attitudes and perceptions which are important for a
democratic society and prevent similar events from
happening in the future.

• Holocaust Education in the wider sense as defined at the
start of my talk does not exist as a term or as a curriculum in
itself in Germany, but it contents are of course taught.

• International cooperation will be useful and helpful in the
following areas:

• Exchange of teaching materials and teaching approaches.
• Exchange of experience between educators and teachers of

different countries and international teacher training.
• Student exchange programs with joined workshops and

projects on the topic.
German educators, teachers and institutions are certainly

prepared to share their experience and knowledge with colleagues abroad
and are eager to learn and profit from the experience oftheir colleagues.





Margot Stern Strom
EXECUTNE DIRECTOR,

FACING HISTORY AND OURSELVES NATIONAL FOUNDATION

UNITED STATES

Break-out Session: Best Practices and Future Projects in Holocaust
Education, Remembrance and Research: Curricular Education

Thank you so much for inviting Facing History and Ourselves to
participate in the Washington Conference on Holocaust-Era Assets. I am
honored to be among such a distinguished group of panelists and
participants. I would like to assure you that Facing History and Ourselves
is eager to be involved in this innovative, precedent-setting international
approach to Holocaust education. It would be a great honor to work with
the committee and such scholars as Yehuda Bauer.

Facing History and Ourselves provides a nationally and
internationally-recognized educational program that focuses on the
events that led to the Holocaust as well as the Holocaust itself. In so
doing, we explore the universal themes that connect that history to the
moral choices young people confront each day. We are positioned to
reinforce and strengthen our outreach in Holocaust education, both in
communities we already serve and in those where this vital education has
been overlooked. Our core work builds public awareness of the
Holocaust through professional development for with middle and high
school educators - both in the US and in Europe. Our work is informed
by our experience in adapting our materials and approaches to the needs
of particular nations.

Facing History and Ourselves is a non-profit educational
organization whose mission is to promote democratic citizenship through
curriculum and strategies for teachers, students and communities.
Through workshops, institutes and public events, educators learn to
engage students in a study of history and ethics.

With a national office in Brookline, Massachusetts and regional
offices in New York, Memphis, Chicago, Los Angeles, and San
Francisco, Facing History annually conducts more than twenty 5-day
institutes, over two dozen advanced seminars and workshops, and
ongoing, technical assistance to teachers. Our Resource Center makes
available to educators books, films, slides, articles and videotapes that
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are integrated into classroom instruction. Founded in 1976, Facing
History serves a growing network of over 10,000 educators in the US
who reach one million students each year.

Facing History and Ourselves has written and published Facing
History and Ourselves: Holocaust and Human Behavior (now in its
second edition), which is the key resource book for the program. In
cooperation with the FortunoffVideo Archive for Holocaust Testimonies
at Yale University, we developed videos for classroom use and an
accompanying resource guide, Elements ofTime. We have also published
the writings of a member of our survivor network, I Promised I Would
Tell by Sonia Schreiber Weitz. Our latest resource book is The Jews of
Poland, which describes the rich life of the Jewish community in Poland
before World War II and leads young people to an examination of their
own personal identities.

Facing History and Ourselves produces materials that support
multi-media projects in classrooms including a study guide to Steven
Spielberg's Schindler's List, and educational materials for the Survivors
of the Shoah Visual History Foundation's recent CD-ROM Survivors:
Testimonies of the Holocaust. This summer, Facing History and
Ourselves was selected by Public Affairs Television, Inc. to produce and
disseminate a study guide to accompany Bill Moyers' upcoming PBS
broadcast, Facing the Truth, which documents the work of South
Africa's Truth and Reconciliation Commission.

Facing History brings Holocaust survivors into classrooms to tell
their stories and to inspire young people to learn from history. We are
actively involved with survivor networks in the Boston area and in our
regions as well as with One Generation After. We work closely with
leading Holocaust scholars, including Dr. Lawrence Langer and Dr.
Michael Berenbaum, to ensure the accuracy and timeliness of our
materials. Each year, members of Facing History's program staff
undertake an intensive month-long study of the Holocaust at Yad
Vashem.

For nearly 15 years, Facing History has explored the efforts of
individuals and nations to respond to collective violence and heal the
wounds of widespread atrocities. Our first Human Rights and Justice
conference in 1985 was on the Nuremberg trials. Our most recent Annual
Human Rights and Justice Conference in 1997, entitled Collective
Violence and Memory: Judgment, Reconciliation, Education, was co
sponsored by the Harvard/Facing History Project and the Graduate
Program at Harvard Law School. These conferences have been an
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important vehicle for promoting awareness of these issues not only to
educators but also the greater community.

At this most recent public forum, Dullah Omar, Minister of
Justice of South Africa and Pumla Gobodo-Madikizela, member of the
Human Rights Violation Committee of South Africa's Truth and
Reconciliation Commission, joined fellow panelists in an examination of
the judicial, religious, psychological and political themes inherent in the
varied responses to collective violence. As a result of the conference,
Harvard Law School Professor Martha Minow's book, Between
Vengeance and Forgiveness: Facing History after Genocide and Mass
Violence, was released this fall from Beacon Press. Next week, we will
host Choosing to Participate: A Global Perspective, a symposium which
introduced Justice Richard Goldstone, the first chief prosecutor of the
United Nations International Criminal Tribunals for the former
Yugoslavia and Rwanda, to 400 community members in an examination
of our role as citizens in an increasingly global society.

The Facing History and Ourselves program has repeatedly
demonstrated its effectiveness. Since its inception, the program has
undergone continuous external and internal evaluation. As a member of
the National Diffusion Network, evaluation research was regularly
submitted to an independent panel convened by the US Department of
Education for validation. A current study sponsored by the Carnegie
Corporation of New York followed 400 students in Facing History and
Ourselves classrooms as well as in comparison classes and found that
students in our programs achieved greater gains in relationship maturity
while reported violence decreased. The thinking of Facing History
students moved towards more differentiated, complex, and reflective
perspectives, while reported incidents of fighting went down.

In 1996, Facing History launched a new program to aid law
enforcement personnel in connecting the Holocaust to the moral choices
they face on the job daily. The project is designed to help officers better
meet the diverse needs of the neighborhoods they serve and the goals of
community policing. In a Department of Justice-funded project, the
Boston Police Department and Facing History are partners with other
local institutions in conducting regional community policing training
institutes designed to advance community policing nationally. Facing
History is also providing programs for other law enforcement agencies
based on its educational model, including immigration officers, housing
and school police forces. Recently, Senior Associate for Police and
Community Programming Bill Johnston received the first-ever Civil
Rights Award from the International Association of Chiefs of Police.
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For the past twenty years, members of the Facing History
program staff have traveled abroad to conduct workshops, deliver
presentations at conferences, and study with scholars and local
organizations at the site of the history about which we teach. In addition,
educators from all over Europe continue to attend Facing History's
professional development programs-both in the United States and in
Europe-and meet with program staff and other scholars. To enrich this
professional development, Facing History maintains strong connections
to European educators, scholars and other experts who both learn from us
and teach us about democracy and civic participation.

Facing History's full-time representative based in Switzerland,
August Zemo, who is also in attendance at this conference today,
develops and oversees our European activities. Beginning in 1992,
Facing History's materials and methodologies have been adapted for use
in schools in Western, Central and Eastern Europe. In those eight years
we have held a series of teacher training seminars in Europe; held
seminars on tolerance for students from state and international schools in
Europe; participated in three study tours in Eastern Europe (a fourth is
upcoming in spring, 1999); established working relationships with major
research institutes in Europe including the Memorial House of the
Wannsee Conference (Berlin), the Fritz Bauer Institute (Frankfurt am
Main); Stichting Sintiwerk Best (the Netherlands), Auschwitz-Birkenau
State Museum (Oswiecim), the Center for Human Rights Education
(Prague), and the Musee memorial des enfants d'izieu (France). We have
also established ties with the International Romani Union and the
Landelijke Siniti Organisatie. Our resource book has been translated for
adoption into Hungarian state schools and we have recently been
approached by the Slovak Republic to develop school textbooks and the
Ministry of Education in Romania to integrate Facing History system
wide.

In Sweden, Facing History has recently conducted an institute in
collaboration with Hedi Fried, a psychologist and Auschwitz survivor
who is also in attendance today. The institute was sponsored by the
Teachers College in Stockholm and the Teachers for Peace organization.
Plans are underway for a similar institute in Norway.

Facing History has promoted public awareness of the Holocaust
in the national and international media including NBC's Today Show,
ABC's American Agenda, CNN and many local television outlets.
Articles about Facing History have appeared in The Boston Globe, The
Los Angeles Times, The Chicago Tribune, The London Times, and Le
Monde, as well as in a number of educational journals, including
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Columbia Teachers College Record, Harvard Education Review,
Education Week, Educational Leadership, and English Journal.
Internationally, we have been cited in UNESCO's Human Rights journal,
and educational journals in Germany and Hungary. Currently, Facing
History is working with a Today Show producer on a new segment about
our work, tentatively scheduled for an April broadcast.

The work of Facing History and Ourselves has been supported
by the Charles A. Dana Foundation, the John D. and Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation, the Ford Foundation, the Carnegie Corporation
ofNew York, the Charles H. Revson Foundation, the Surdna Foundation,
the Crown Family Foundation, the Covenant Foundation, state and
federal government agencies, other major foundations and corporations,
as well as individual donors. In 1994, we were awarded a National
Endowment for the Humanities Challenge Grant, which helped to build
our endowment, which totals approximately $2 million. The Facing
History budget for fiscal 1998-99 totals $7.9 million to support its
programs and operation. Our current staff totals 74, both at the national
office and in our regions.

Facing History and Ourselves was selected as a model program
by the U.S. Department of Education's National Diffusion Network and
for sixteen years received funding for national dissemination. Harvard
University has recognized Facing History's expertise and joined with us
in a multi-year project to address intolerance and violence among young
people through research and the development of new curricular
materials.

In 1997, I received the 12th Annual Charles A. Dana Award for
Pioneering Achievement in Education for Facing History's "role in
creating an innovative curriculum on moral development." The
Foundation recently awarded Facing History a two-year grant for its
work in the area of academic standards in K-12 education. A recent
citation from Northeastern University recognized that Facing History has
"enable(d) millions of students to study the Holocaust; investigate the
root causes of racism, anti-Semitism and violence and realize their
obligations and capabilities as citizens in a democracy."

Facing History and Ourselves was selected by the President's
Initiative on Race to appear on the White House web site under the
heading, Promising Practices. Last year, First Lady Hillary Rodham
Clinton spoke with Facing History and Ourselves students at Orchestra
Hall in Chicago where she had heard Martin Luther King, Jr. speak in
1962. We have also been invited to serve on the National Advisory
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Board of The Television Race Initiative, which is bringing national
attention to issues of race in America.

As a non-profit organization with a proven capacity for
dissemination nationally and internationally, Facing History and
Ourselves would be happy to collaborate with or assist those who are
working on Holocaust education issues. We stand ready to share what
we know about developing and supporting teachers so that they can
effectively address the critical issues raised by this history.



Dr. Marcia Sachs Littell
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL ACADEMY FOR HOLOCAUST AND GENOCIDE

TEACHER TRAINING

RICHARD STOCKTON COLLEGE, NEWJERSEY

UNITED STATES

Holocaust Education in the 21st Century:
Breaking the Silence in 1945,

Avoiding Premature Closure in 1999

Break-out Session: Best Practices and Future Projects in Holocaust
Education, Remembrance and Research: Curricular Education

In the years directly following liberation - there was silence -
stunning silence. From the Jewish Community, from the churches, from
government agencies. During this time, the majority of Americans were
comfortable with the silence. Even the word "Holocaust" did not come
into current use until the 1960's.

The growing awareness in America of the significance of the
Holocaust can be marked with the date 1960, with the publication and
wide sale of the English edition of Elie Wiesel's classic: Night, which
after four decades remains one of the most influential publications about
the Holocaust.

Complementing this literary work was the first edition of Raoul
Hilberg's scholarly work: The Destruction of the European Jews. This
landmark work, using sources then available, carefully recorded the mass
Nazi genocide of the Jews.

The trial of Adolf Eichmann and his execution on June 1, 1962
aroused intense interest all over the world. The trial was a major
landmark of Holocaust awareness and education, although in different
contexts for Americans than for Israelis. A major public and political
breakthrough was delayed in the USA.

Preceding Page Blank
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Americans received their first real jolt of awareness at the time
of the Six Day War (1967) in Israel, when "a Second Holocaust" seemed
threatened. With the realization that Jews might be destroyed in their
homeland, not only Jews in the Diaspora were aroused: Christians
friendly to Jewish survival were also moved to act.

Within three years, three important organizations resulted from
Christian initiative in the United States: the National Christian
Leadership Conference for Israel, the Christian Study Group on Israel
and the Jewish People, and the Annual Scholars' Conference on the
Holocaust and the Churches. Of greatest outreach among the three was
the Annual Scholars' Conference on the Holocaust and the Churches.
The Annual Scholars' Conference - interdisciplinary, interfaith and
international - brought together for the first time Christian and Jewish
Scholars to examine issues raised by the Holocaust and the response of
the Churches - before, during and after the tragedy.

In March of 1999, in its 29th consecutive year, the conference
will bring together c600 registrants from c25 countries. In recent years
the Conference has also expanded to embrace teachers, clergy, survivors,
community leaders and graduate students. It has each year rotated
geographic location and academic co-sponsorship around the United
States. At first the Annual Scholars' Conference was small, with a few
dozen professors. Attendance doubled in the late 1970s with an influx of
primary and secondary school teachers. Since 1990 participation has
numbered in the hundreds, and the 29th Annual Conference will bring in
another major constituency - the Community Colleges, increasingly
important in American higher education. The university, college and
community college campuses have become centers of Holocaust
awareness.

If the 1967 war paved the way for changed attitudes towards the
Holocaust and the formation of a major interfaith conference, the 1973
Yom Kippur War served to shake loose the last reservations held by the
American Jewish communities. Initially, the Jewish defense agencies had
stood aloof from the Scholars' Conference and intense Holocaust
education, counting such work counter-productive to amicable Christian
Jewish relations. But the Yom Kippur War propelled them to a greater
readiness to clearly and directly confront the Holocaust and its lessons.

In 1975 community Holocaust Resource Centers were launched
the first by Professor Yaffa Eliach in Brooklyn. Six weeks later the
Philadelphia Center was started by Professor Franklin Littell on the
campus of Temple University. The growth of local Holocaust Resource
Centers has flourished in recent years. Holocaust education is now a
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major commitment of Jewish communal education programs, in all major
cities. There are now 122 centers in North America.

The Gathering of Jewish Holocaust Survivors and the United
States Holocaust Memorial Museum have added powerful dimensions to
the education of the public.

In spite of large numbers of individual courses on the campuses,
programs toward the M.A. and Ph.D. degrees have been slow to emerge.
For high quality Ph.D. work in the Holocaust, American students have
for years made the trek to study in Hebrew University with the group
around Yehuda Bauer and Yisrael Gutman. There was a short spring in
1975 at Temple University, with a doctoral program of which Dr.
Mordecai Paldiel - now of Yad Vashem - was the first Ph.D., but it did
not outlast its relegation to a section of the Jewish Studies program.

Since the 1970's teacher interest in presenting the Holocaust in
the middle and high schools has flourished. The growing interest in
America in ethnic and minority studies has helped. So too has the work
of Lawrence Kohlberg at Harvard in creating the "moral education and
values clarification movement." The major media event during the
1970's was the 1978 television production "Holocaust." It was an
antiseptic, soap opera type presentation of genocide, dramatic with love
on the run and a happy ending. It received high ratings from the
American public if not from the critics. Some specialists found it set their
teeth on edge, even though it was useful in exposing millions of viewers
to the basic facts of the Holocaust. With all its flaws, it played a major
part in opening the door to the public-at-Iarge and in stimulating public
support for Holocaust education in the United States.

President Jimmy Carter's interest in memorializing the Holocaust
led to the establishing of the President's Commission on the Holocaust.
By 1980, through an act of Congress Yom HaShoah became a regular
calendar day in America. The President of the United States, the
governor· of every state and the mayor of every major American City
now declares it an official Day of Remembrance.

Documentary films flourished in the 1980s. Among the most
notable was Sister Carol Rittner's documentary based on rescuers, "The
Courage To Care." Pierre Sauvage's "Weapons of the Spirit" told the
story of the Trocmes and Le Chambon, the latter the village of rescuers
where he had been an infant. Claude Lanzmann's nine and one-half hour
"SHOAH" was widely viewed in America, and is still used in schools.

In the 1990s Schindler's List, Jon Blair's Academy Award
winning Anne Frank Remembered, and Gerda Klein's All But My Life
have brought major attention to the Holocaust. As we prepare to enter a
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new millennium a new genre of film is appearing on the scene, beginning
with Roberto Benigni's remarkable, sensitive "Life is Beautiful."

Monuments, memorials and Holocaust centers continue to
abound. The Holocaust Centers provide varied services, including
museums, resource centers, archival facilities, family memorials,
research facilities, libraries and depositories of oral and video testimony.

Numerous states have established Commissions on the
Holocaust and recommendations to teach. Five states have mandated
Holocaust Education in the schools l

. More have vigorously
recommended that teachers deal with the subjecr. There are estimated to
be several hundred courses at the college and university level, although
no recent or precise study of them throughout the entire USA has been
conducted. Dr. Margaret Crouch's study, which covered "The Holocaust
in Undergraduate Education in the Middle Atlantic Region,,,3 discovered
a continuing growth of course offerings in the region.

The U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum presents the story for all
Americans of conscience - Jew and non-Jew, young or old. The opening
of the Museum encouraged public discussion of the Holocaust. It has
been responsible for an avalanche of events, one-time conferences and
new courses on the campuses, with a rush to include Holocaust
Education in the secondary and college curricula.

We now have a dual set of problems to deal with, one on the
secondary school level and another at the college and university level.

At both levels of instruction we lack properly trained master
teachers and professors. This problem now has become acute in the
secondary school arena, where more and more states are mandating or
recommending the teaching.

In both cases there is a funding problem. Still lacking are the
endowments to create interfaith chairs of Holocaust studies in the
universities. Currently there are chairs in the U.S. at the University of
California: Los Angeles, at Santa Cruz, Yeshiva University, Emory,
Clark, Florida Atlantic University, and at the Richard Stockton College

I. The States mandating Holocaust Studies are California (grades 7-9 & 10-12),
Florida, Illinois, New Jersey (grades k-12), New York.
2. The states recommending Holocaust instruction are Connecticut, Indiana,
Nevada, North Carolina, Pennsylvania,South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and
Washington. Beginning in September of 1997, Wisconsin has recommended
Holocaust Education in secondary schools.
3. Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation at Wilmington College; Dr. Crouch's address is
604 Norman's Lane, Newark DE 19711.
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of New Jersey. The first endowed chairs in a community colleges have
been announced, at Monroe Community College, Rochester NY. and
Brookdale Community College (New Jersey). Only at The Richard
Stockton College of New Jersey however, is there a deliberate effort to
assure that the study and the teaching remains truly interfaith. The
endowed chair for a Visiting Distinguished Scholar rotates between a
Christian and a Jewish Scholar year by year.

A problem of recent years in the United States has been a
marked tendency to place Holocaust Studies, and now the new chairs, in
Departments of Jewish Studies. This insulates the topic from having any
general impact.

Training teachers at the secondary and primary school level
points up an additional set of problems. Grass roots support is important,
as is individual teacher initiative. However, we have passed the point in
the development of Holocaust Education where the training of teachers
can any longer be delegated to the "ad hoc" method - occasional in
service workshops, voluntary summer institutes or faculty development
seminars.

In order to achieve sustainability and quality control in the
curriculum and meet the needs of a pluralistic society, we need degree
programs for teachers within colleges and universities. These programs
must be closely linked - on an interdisciplinary basis - with content
departments. Teachers need to receive college credit - with. concrete
consequences in salary increments - for their advanced work in
Holocaust Studies. In order to accomplish this, a top level commitment is
required with appropriate funds for resources and graduate training for
teachers.

With the emphasis in some K-12 programs on diversity,
tolerance, and prejudice reduction we must be very clear about the goals
and objectives of Holocaust Education. One of the problems is that
presently we have so many curricula that teachers find it difficult to
know what and how to select units to use in their classrooms. Sometimes
the factual information is not dependable. We need active cooperation
between the historians and the professors of methodology to achieve a
better integration of pedagogical and content expertise. In the United
States, however, we have a decentralized educational system that leaves
requirements to the individual states. There is no one standard, no
national curriculum for the Holocaust. This leaves Holocaust Education
vulnerable to parochial interests.

On the university level we now face the danger of premature
Closure, of an administrative solution that slides Holocaust Studies into
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Jewish Studies, rather than maintaining it as a discrete field or an inter
disciplinary program. This is as dangerous as the widespread
indifference or denial of earlier years. In fact Franklin Littell refers to
this administrative solution as "soft" denial. Merging Holocaust Studies
into Jewish Studies is the wrong approach. It simply sends the wrong
message. That the Holocaust is the most traumatic event in the death and
life of the Jewish people since the destruction of the Second Temple goes
without saying. But study of the Holocaust is also to study the pathology
of Western civilization and its flawed structures. It must not be hidden
away by false bracketing of courses.

For university administrators, attuned to public opinion, the
solution of subsuming "Holocaust" under Jewish Studies is attractive. It
keeps the subject under control. In the several disciplines, we academics
all face the same temptation to render antiseptic the story and lessons of
the Holocaust. Sociologists are tempted to put the message in the box of
"racism." Political Scientists are tempted to put the message in the box
of "war and dictatorship." Psychologists find it congenial to talk about
the special cases of survivors and perpetrators. Theologians find the
Holocaust a neat illustration of the Problem of Evil: "theodicy."
Sectarians - both Jew and gentile - pigeon-hole it as "a Jewish affair."

Within recent months - and here I shall conclude - major
breakthroughs have occurred at Clark University and the Richard
Stockton College of New Jersey. In the former, with Professor Deborah
Dwork taking the lead, a Ph.D. program of study, research and
dissertation defense has been initiated. In the latter, a Master of Arts
program at Richard Stockton College of New Jersey has been started,
primarily to help school teachers. Among the more than fifty who
applied for admission to the program there are a few who expect to go on
for the Ph.D. The large majority, however, are teachers of various
subjects who under the New Jersey mandate are directed to teach a topic
on which they need help in building lessons, locating videos and books,
and in attaining a general competence in the subject.

These school teachers, flocking to a degree program in
Holocaust studies at Stockton College, remind us that the dialogue with
the past is alive. And we are reminded that, above all else, we must
strive to avert premature closure in Holocaust Studies. The big questions
are still open, and they are vital to the mind and spirit of every student
whatever his or her "major." For some time to come, the Holocaust will
require the vigorous attention of minds and consciences for whom
history is not the dead past, but rather· a part of our present awareness,
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and above all a topic where careful study and teaching are an arrow
pointing in the direction of a future without genocide.





Dr. David Singer
DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH, AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE

UNITED STATES

Knowledge and Remembrance of the
Holocaust in Different Countries:

Data from American Jewish Committee
Sponsored Surveys

Break-out Session: Best Practices and Future Projects in Holocaust
Education, Remembrance and Research: Curricular Education

INTRODUCTION

Beginning in June 1992, the American Jewish Committee
launched a series of public opinion surveys in various countries probing
issues related to knowledge and remembrance of the Holocaust. The
countries covered in this research effort include the United States (1992;
1994), Great Britain (1993), France (1993), Slovakia (1993), Australia
(1994), Germany (1994), Austria (1995), Poland (1995), and Russia
(1996). A number of key questions were asked in all of the countries,
providing a wealth of comparative data. Other questions explored in
detail Holocaust related concerns specific to individual countries.

The tables which follow present the full set of findings from the
American Jewish Committee-sponsored surveys. For those engaged in
Holocaust education the data are of immediate relevance in that they
make clear the base line of knowledge that exists at present. Clearly,
much work needs to be done to overcome the knowledge gap that
prevails in many countries with regard to the Holocaust, including the
United States.

In the year 2,000, the American Jewish Committee will conduct
follow up surveys in all of the countries included in the initial effort, plus
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others. This follow-up round will make available, for the first time, trend
line data on knowledge and remembrance of the Holocaust. The
information generated should serve as a valuable yardstick for measuring
progress in the area ofHolocaust education.

Questions Asked in Multiple Countries
1. "As far as you know, what does the term 'the Holocaust' refer to?"

(in percents) (OPEN-ENDED)

Country

Extermination!
murder/
persecution!
treatment Exter-
of Jews mination
by Hitler/ murder/
Nazis/ persecution
Germans of Jews

Other
relevant
responses Others DKINA

6

103

3

5

5

23

27

59

59

Germany (1994)
W.Germans

(1994)
E.Germans

(1994) 58 11 4 2 25
France (1993) 35 21 12 12 20
Great Britain (1993) 33 18 5 35 18
Australia (1994) 39 17 17 15 12
United States (1992) 24 30 7 10 28
United States (1994) 24 35 9 12 19
Poland (1995) 3 32 6 11 48
Austria (1995) 10 49 23 2 20
Russia (1996) 3 3 1 2 91

Note: In the French and American surveys, if an incorrect
response was given, respondents were told, "To be precise, the Holocaust
was the Nazi extermination of Jews during the Second World War." In
the Australian survey, all respondents were so informed. In the British
survey, multiple answers were allowed.

"Other relevant responses" may include: concentration camps,
German death camps, Hitler, Nazis, Germans, World War II, and the
1940s. "Others" may include: death/murder/slaughter, destruction!
disaster/tragedy, war/nuclear war, cataclysm, the end of the world,
starvation, or other answers.

The low figures in Poland and Russia for correct/partially correct
responses reflect lack of usage of the English term "the Holocaust."
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2. "From what you know or have heard, what were Auschwitz,
Dachau, and Treblinka?" (in percents)

Concentration Other
Country camps responses DK/NA
Germany (1994) 92 3 5

W.Geimans (1994) 91 4 5
E. Germans (1994) 95 3 2

France (1993) 90 4 6
Great Britain (1993) 76 4 20
Australia (1994) 85 4 13
United States (1992) 62 11 27
United States (1994) 67 4 28
Poland (1995) 91 8 1
Austria (1995) 91 4 6
Russia (1996) 50 2 49

Note: This question was closed-ended in the French, Australian,
and American surveys, and open-ended with codes in the British,
German, Polish, Austrian, and Russian surveys. Australian respondents
were not given the option of answering "other."

3. "Approximately how many Jews were killed in the Holocaust?" (in
percents)

25, 100, 1 mil- 2 mil- 6 mil- 20 mil- DKI
Country 000 000 lion lion lion lion NA
Germany (1994) 2 5 13 15 36 8 21

W. Germans (1994) 1 5 12 14 36 9 23
E. Germans (1994) 3 5 16 19 36 6 16

France (1993) 2 4 11 14 45 12 12
Great Britain (1993) 2 4 5 9 41 13 26
Australia (1994) 2 9 12 10 47 6 14
United States (1992) 1 4 7 13 35 10 30
United States (1994) 1 5 6 9 44 7 28
Poland (1995)* 1 2 10 25 34 6 22
Austria (1995) 1 3 12 19 31 8 26
Russia (1996)* 1 2 8 12 21 5 52

* Respondents in Poland were asked, "Approximately how many
Jews were killed by the Nazis during the Second World War?"
Respondents in Russia were asked, "Approximately how many Jews in
all of Europe were killed by the Nazis during the Second World War?"
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4. "Many Jews in Europe were forced to wear a symbol on their
clothes during the Second World War. What was it?" (in percents)

Yellow star/
Jewish star*/ Other

Country star of David* responses DK/NA
Germany (1994)** 91 1 8

W. Germans (1994) 90 1 9
E. Germans (1994) 98 1 I

France (1993) 88 9 3
Great Britain (1993) 56 9 34
Australia (1994) 72 17 12
United States (1992) 42 30 29
United States (1994) 42 24 33
Poland (1995) 74 8 18
Austria (1995) 84 I 17
Russia (1996) 34 7 59

Note: This question was closed-ended in the French, Australian,
and American surveys, and open-ended with codes in the British,
German, Polish, Austrian, and Russian surveys.

* This response was not included in the Australian, French, and
American questionnaires.

** In Germany, Poland, Russia, and Austria, "yellow star,"
"Jewish star," and "star of David" were accepted as responses.

5. "In addition to the Jews, which of the following groups, if any,
were persecuted by the Nazis?" (in percents)

Homo-
Country Gypsies Poles sexuals Aryans Other DK/NA

Germany (1994) 74 43 68 7 24 14
W. Ger. (1994) 75 40 66 6 21 15
E. Ger. (1994) 70 55 78 8 37 8

France (1993) 57 52 33 8 4 7
Great Britain (1993) 51 63 51 9 14 20
Australia (1994) 49 75 47 9
United States (1992) 26 50 25 7 10 30
United States (1994) 27 47 26 4 9 34
Austria (1995) 75 41 61 5 14 17
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Note: Australian respondents were not given the option of
answering "other," and they were asked to answer "yes" or "no" for each
response; respondents from the other countries were asked to specify
their responses from the list.

6. "Some people claim that the Nazi extermination of the Jews never
happened. Have you ever heard this claim, or not?" (in percents)

Heard this Have not heard
Country claim this claim DK/NA

Germany(1994) 60 30 9
W. Germans(1994) 62 29 9
E. Germans(1994) 56 34 10

France(1993) 67 33 0
Great Britain(1993) 50 46 4
Australia (1994) 70 28 3
United States(1992) 38 54 8
United States(1994) 49 44 7
Poland (1995) 29 70 2
Austria (1995) 59 21 20
Russia (1996) 13 81 6

7a. "Does it seem possible or does it seem impossible to you that the
Nazi extermination of the Jews never happened?" (in percents)

It seems It seems
Country possible impossible DK/NA

Germany (1994) 8 80 13
West Germans (1994) 7 79 14
East Germans (1994) 10 82 8

France (1993) 5 94 1
Great Britain (1993) 7 84 9
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7b. "Does it seem possible to you that the Nazi extermination of the
Jews never happened, or do you feel certain that it happened?" (in
percents)

Country

It seems
possible
it never
happened

Feel
certain
it
happened DK/NA

United States (1994) 1 91 8
Australia (1994) 4 93 3
Poland (1995) 1 96 2
Austria (1995) 7 88 6
Russia (1996) 2 90 8

Note: In Australia, the question was asked of a half-sample.

8. "Please tell me whether you strongly agree, mostly agree, mostly
disagree, or strongly disagree: 'The Holocaust is not relevant today
because it happened almost 50 years ago.'" (in percents)

Strongly Mostly Mostly Strongly
Country agree agree disagree disagree DK/NA

Germany (1994) 11 26 33 20 10
W. Germans (1994) 12 28 32 17 10
E. Germans (1994) 5 17 37 31 11

France (1993) 8 12 15 64 1
Great Britain (1993) 5 13 20 53 9
Australia (1994) 7 9 23 57 4
United States (1992) 8 13 17 46 15
United States (1994) 8 13 17 48 14
Poland (1995)* 6 22 43 25 4
Austria (1995) 10 18 26 29 18

*Respondents III Poland were asked about "the Nazi
extermination of the Jews."
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9. "In your view, how important is it for Germans [for the French/for
the British/for Australians/for all Americans/for all Austrians/for
all citizens of Russia] to know about and understand the
Holocaust--is it essential, very important, only somewhat
important, or not important?" (in percents)

Only
Very somewhat Not DKI

Country Essential important important important NA

Germany (1994) 18 50 19 7 7
W. Germans (1994) 17 48 20 7 8
E. Germans (1994) 20 55 14 6 5

France(1993) 45 43 II I 0
Great Britain (1993) 33 39 20 4 4
Australia (1994) 29 43 23 3 2
United States (1992) 33 39 13 2 13
United States (1994) 39 37 12 2 11
Poland (1995)* 17 69 11 1 3
Austria (1995) 20 42 17 5 16
Russia (1996)* 31 31 22 8 8

*Respondents in Poland and Russia were asked about "the Nazi
extermination of the Jews during the Second World War."

10. "Please tell me whether you strongly agree, mostly agree, mostly
disagree, or strongly disagree: 'The Holocaust makes clear the
need for the State ofIsrae1 as a place of refuge for Jews in times of
persecution.'" (in percents)

Strongly Mostly Mostly Strongly
Country agree agree disagree disagree DKINA

France (1993)
Great Britain (1993)
Australia (1994)
United States (1992)
United States (1994)

19
24
17
28
25

32
33
42
32
33

19
14
17
8

11

23
6

10
5
6

7
23
15
27
25
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lla. "For each of the following, please tell me if you think it is a lesson
to be learned from the Holocaust or not: (a) Firm steps need to be
taken to protect the rights ofminorities." (in percents)

Country Is Is not DK/NA

France (1993) 87 10 3
Great Britain (1993) 89 3 8
United States (1992) 83 6 11
United States (1994) 76 13 10

lIb. "For each of the following, please tell me if you think it is a lesson
to be learned from the Holocaust or not: (b) There is no hope for
the human race." (in percents)

Country Is Is not DK/NA

France (1993) 38 57 5
Great Britain (1993) 34 51 15
United States (1992) 21 67 13
United States (1994) 18 73 9

lIe. "For each ofthe following, please tell me if you think it is a lesson
to be learned from the Holocaust or not: (c) People must speak out
against oppression so that another Holocaust will not happen." (in
percents)

Country Is Is not DK/NA

France (1993) 92 6 2
Great Britain (1993) 92 2 6
United States (1992) 84 4 12
United States (1994) 81 9 10
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lId. "For each of the following, please tell me if you think it is a lesson
to be learned from the Holocaust or not: (d) In relations between
people and countries, what counts is power and not morality." (in
percents)

Country Is Is not DK/NA

France (1993) 57 35 8
Great Britain (1993) 29 48 23
United States (1992) 29 55 16
United States (1994) 22 66 13

lIe. "For each of the following, please tell me if you think it is a lesson
to be learned from the Holocaust or not: (e) It is important to stand
by what you think is right instead of going along with everyone
else." (in percents)

Country Is Is not DK/NA

France (1993) 76 18 6
Great Britain (1993) 94 1 5
United States (1992) 85 4 11
United States (1994) 84 7 9

12. "In your view, how likely is it that the Jewish people could be
subject to another Holocaust somewhere in the world in coming
years - - very likely, somewhat likely, or not very likely?" (in
percents)

Very Somewhat Not very
Country likely likely likely DK/NA

France (1993) 7 31 59 3
Great Britain (1993) 16 31 40 13
Australia (1994) 15 34 48 4
United States (1992) 13 28 43 17
United States (1994) 13 29 41 17
•
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13. "Are there any situations similar in nature to the Holocaust going
on in the world today?" (in percents)

Country Yes No DK/NA

France (1993) 86 10 4
Great Britain (1993) 77 9 14
Australia (1994) 77 16 7
United States (1992) 47 26 27
United States (1994) 52 25 23

14a. "Some people say that 45 years [50 years] after the end of World
War II, it is time to put the memory of the Holocaust, Hitler's
extermination of the Jews, behind us. Others say that we should
keep the remembrance of the Holocaust strong even after the
passage of time. Which opinion comes closer to your opinion?"
(in percents)

Country Behind Remember DK/NA

Hungary (1991) 28 61 10
Czechoslovakia (1991) 21 71 9
Poland (1991) 13 81 6
Poland (1995) 10 85 5
Russia (1996) 6 78 16

14b. "With the opening of a new chapter in German history, 45 years
after the end of the Second World War, it is time to put the
memory of the Holocaust behind us." (in percents)

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
Country strongly somewhat somewhat strongly DK/NA

Germany (1990)30 28 20 14 8
W. Ger (1990) 34 31 18 9 8
E. Ger (1990) 21 23 26 21 9
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14c. "Recently someone said: "Today, in the aftermath of German
unification, we should not talk so much about the Holocaust, but
should rather draw a line under the past." Would you say this is
correct or incorrect?" (in percents)

Country

Germany (1994)
West Germans (1994)
East Germans (1994)

Correct

52
56
36

Incorrect

34
29
54

DKINA

14
15
10

14d. "Now, 45 years [50 years] after the end of the Second World War,
it is time to put the memory of the Holocaust behind us." (in
percents)

Country
Agree
strongly

Agree Disagree
somewhat somewhat

Disagree
strongly DKINA

Austria (1991) 34
Austria (1995) 13

19
20

15
26

13
24

20
16

14e. "Some people say that 48 years after the end of World War II, it is
time to put the memory of the Holocaust, the deportations and
extermination of Jews, behind us. Others say that we should
preserve these remembrances. Which opinion comes closer to
your attitude?" (in percents)

To stop remembering
deportations and

Country extermination of Jews

Slovakia (1993) 38

To preserve
the
remembrance

42

DKI
NA

20
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15. "Jews are exploiting the National Socialist Holocaust for their own
purposes." (in percents)

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
Country strongly somewhat somewhat strongly DKINA

Germany (1990) 11 28 27 15 20
W. Ger (1990) 13 32 25 11 19
E. Ger (1990) 4 16 34 21 25

Germany (1994) 15 24 27 14 20
W. Ger (1994) 18 26 25 13 18
E. Ger (1994) 4 15 36 20 24

Austria (1991) 13 19 21 15 32
Austria (1995) 8 20 24 20 28

16a. "What is your opinion about 'revisionist' statements which assert
that there was no such thing as gas chambers and the Nazi
extermination of the Jews? (a) We must forbid these statements
and penalize those who spread them. (b) We must allow these
statements and writings to be freely expressed." (in percents)

Country

France (1993)

Forbid

54

Allow

43

DKINA

3

16b. "If people say that there were no such things as gas chambers and
Nazi extermination camps, do you think we should forbid these
statements and penalize those who spread them or allow these
statements and writings to be freely expressed?" (in percents)

Country

Australia (1994)

Forbid

12

Allow

81

DKINA

7
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17. "From which of these sources, if any, have you learned about the
Holocaust?"* (MULTIPLE ANSWERS ALLOWED) (in percents)

5

31

37
10

42
50
24

20

United
States
1992

4

43
58
33

35

48
15

26

United
States
1994

73

44
9

43

68
82
62

Australia
1994

75

29

92
67

47

Poland
1995Response

Books
Television
The movies-
Newspaper and magazine

articles
Mass media: TV, radio,

newspapers, magazines,
movies \

School
Churches/synagogues
Church
People I know
Your own experience,

that of a family
member, or people
you know

Other (SPECIFY)
This is the first I've

heard of the Holocaust 1 4 6
DKJNA 4 5

Note: Australian and Polish respondents were asked to answer
"yes" or "no" for each response; American respondents were asked to
specify their responses from the list.

*In Poland, respondents were asked where they had heard of "the
Nazi extermination ofthe Jews."
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18. "Who was the leader ofNazi Germany?" (in percents)

Australia
Response 1994

Joseph Stalin 1
Adolf Hitler 96
Hirohito 1
Winston Churchill 0
DK/NA 3

Questions Asked in Individual Countries

United
States
1994

1
89
o
o

10

United
States
1992

2
87

1
o

10

Germany (1990)
1. "Do you think that the German government should, after the

unification of the two German states, teach about the Nazi period
in history lessons in the schools?" (in percents)

Country

Germany (1990)
West Germans (1990)
East Germans (1990)

Yes

73
69
84

No

16
20

7

DK/NA

11
12
9

2. "Do you think that the German government should, after the
unification of the two German states, prosecute Nazi war
criminals?" (in percents)

Country

Germany (1990)
West Germans (1990)
East Germans (1990)

Yes

55
48
74

No

36
43
20

DK/NA

9
10
6
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3. "Do you think that the German government should, after the
unification of the two German states, pay reparations to Jews?" (in
percents)

Country

Germany (1990)
West Germans (1990)
East Germans (1990)

Yes

22
15
40

No

66
75
44

DK/NA

12
11
16

Germany (1994)
I. "A proposal has been put forward to establish a national Holocaust

memorial museum in Germany. Do you approve or disapprove of
this idea?" (in percents)

Country Approve Disapprove DK/NA

Germany (1994)
West Germans (1994)
East Germans (1994)

37
33
52

37
42
20

26
25
28

Soviet Union (1990)
1. "Have you heard or not heard about the mass extermination of

Jews during the Second World War?" (in percents)

Country

Soviet Union (1990)

Yes,
I have

89

No,
I haven't

11
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2. "How many Jews do you think were exterminated by the Nazis in
those years?" (OPEN-ENDED) (in percents)

Response

1,000,000 or less
1-3,000,000 (including 3)
3-4,000,000 (including 4)
4-5,000,000 (including 5)
6,000,000 (or about)
7-8,000,000 (including 7"or 8)
8-10,000,000 (including 10)
greater than 10,000,000
no response

Percent

10
7
1
2
2
1
1
o

73

Commonwealth ofIndependent States (1992)
1. "Do you think history classes should talk about the mass

extermination of Jews during WWII?" (in percents)

Country

Russia (1992)
Ukraine (1992)
Belarus (1992)
Estonia (1992)
Latvia (1992)
Lithuania (1992)
Moldova (1992)
Azerbaijan (1992)
Kazakhstan (1992)
Uzbekistan (1992)

They
should

66
78
60
78
75
69
88
38
65
51

They
shouldn't

15
8

24
9
6

15
5

30
10
25

Difficult
to say

19
14
16
13
22
16
7

32
25
24
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Austria (1991, 1995)
1. "With which of the following statements do you agree? 'We

Austrians, too, lost the war in 1945.' 'We Austrians were liberated
by the Allies in 1945.''' (in percents)

Country

Austria (1991)
Austria (1995)

Lost

48
42

Liberated

43
49

DK/NA

10
9

2. "Was Austria in 1938 the first victim of Hitler's Germany or also
responsible, as a participant, for the events up to 1945?" (in
percents)

Country

Austria (1991)
Austria (1995)

Victim

34
28

Responsible DK/NA

39 33
29 43

3. "It is often asserted that Austrians must especially stick up for the
Jews, because Austrians participated in the crimes against the Jews
during the Hitler era." (in percents)

Country Agree
Agree
partly Undecided Disagree DK/NA

Austria (1991)
Austria (1995)

4
5

19
28

30
33

41
31

6
3

4. "Do you think that the Austrian government should prosecute Nazi
war criminals?" (in percents)

Country

Austria (1991)

Yes

38

No

56

DK/NA

7
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United States (1992 and 1994)
1. "In which country did the Nazis first come to power?" (in percents)

United States United States
Response 1994 1992

Belgium 1 1
France 1 1
Germany 81 78
Russia 2 3
Other (SPECIFY) 1 1
DKINA 14 16

2. "Where did you hear this?" (MULTIPLE ANSWERS ALLOWED)
(in percents of respondents who have heard the claim that the Nazi
extermination of the Jews never happened)

Response
United States
1994

United States
1992

Books 9
Television 71
The movies 5
Newspaper and magazine

articles 35
School 6
Churches/synagogues 2
People I know 15
From neo-Nazi groups 10
Other (SPECIFY) 1
DKINA 4

14
59

5

37
4
2

14
12
4
5
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Slovakia (1993)
1. "The atrocities committed against Jews during World War II must

be condemned." (in percents)

I abso- I I I abso-
lutely rather rather lutely

Country agree agree disagree disagree DKINA

Slovakia (1993) 71 20 2 1 6

2. "Slovak political representatives also take their share of
responsibility for the extermination of the Jews." (in percents)

I abso- I I I abso-
lutely rather rather lutely

Country agree agree disagree disagree DKINA

Slovakia (1993) 19 28 14 8 32

3. "President Tiso saved the lives of thousands of Jews and the
Jewish people should therefore be grateful to him." (in percents)

Country

I abso
lutely
agree

I
rather
agree

I
rather
disagree

I abso
lutely
disagree DKINA

Slovakia (1993) 8 16 17 16 43
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4. "What do you think of the sharing of responsibility and guilt of the
ordinary Slovak population for the fate of the Jews?" (in percents)

Response

Everybody was trying to save the Jews to the best of their
possibilities; nothing more could have been done

More could have been done to save the Jews
Don't know

Percent

35
26
39

France (1993)
1. "Would you say that the French state led by Marshal Petain

between 1940 and 1944 was responsible for the deportation of
Jews to the extermination camps, or not responsible?" (in percents)

Yes, it No, it was
was re- not respon-

Country sponsible sible DK/NA

France (1993) 57 29 14

2. "In your view, is the remembrance of the Holocaust necessary so
that it doesn't happen again, or dangerous because it risks a revival
of anti-Semitism?" (in percents)

Country

France (1993)

Necessary

74

Dangerous

23

DK/NA

3
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Australia (1994)
1. "And in your view how likely is it that any other people could be

subject to an event similar to the Holocaust somewhere in the
world in coming years? Would you say it was ...? (in percents)

Very Somewhat Not very Not likely
Country likely likely likely at all DK/NA

Australia (1994) 41 40 13 4 2

2. "Do you think that the topic of the Holocaust is sufficiently
important to warrant it being taught as a special subject in
Australian secondary schools?" (in percents)

Country

Australia (1994)

Yes

41

No

55

DK/NA

4

Poland (1995)
1. "In your view, who was the main victim of the Nazis during the

Second World War?" (OPEN-ENDED) (in percents)

Response

Poles/Poland
Jews
Poles/Poland and Jews
RussianslRussia
Europeans/several nations
Everyone/every country suffered about the same
Other
Don't know

Percent

26
28
28

1
2
5
7
3
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2. "What percent of Poland's population before the Second World
War was Jewish?" (in percents)

Response

Less than 2 percent
2-9 percent
10-19 percent
20-29 percent
·30-49 percent
50+ percent
Don't know
Note: Historians agree that Jews constituted 10

population prior to the ~~cond World War.

Percent

1
10
26
29
17
3

15
percent of Poland's

3. "What happened to most Polish Jews during the Second World
War?" (OPEN-ENDED) (in percents)

Response

Killed
Emigrated
Some were killed, some emigrated
Survived
Other
Don't know

Percent

77
3

13
1
4
2

4. "Which group suffered more from Nazi persecution during the
Second World War: Poles or Jews?" (in percents)

Response

Poles
Jews
Both groups suffered about the same (volunteered)
Other responses (volunteered)
Don't know

Percent

28
29
40

1
3
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5. "What percent of Polish Jews were killed by the Nazis during the
Second World War?" (in percents)

Response

Less than 10 percent
10-49 percent
50-79 percent
80+ percent
Don't know

Percent

3
31
38
13
15

6. "There are now many fewer Jews in Poland than there were before
the Second World War. Is this good for the country, bad for the
country, or neither?" (in percents)

Response

Good
Bad
Neither
Other
Don't know

Percent

35
5

51
I
8

7. "Were there any Poles who participated in rescuing Jews during
the Second World War, or not?" (in percents)

Response

There were many such Poles
There were few such Poles
There were no such Poles
Don't know

Percent

67
28
o
5
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8. "Were there any Poles who participated in the persecution of Jews
during the Second World War, or not?" (in percents)

Response

There were many such Poles
There were few such Poles
There were no such Poles
Don't know

Percent

11
62
14
13

9. "Did Poles do enough to help Jews during the Second World War,
or not?" (in percents)

Response

Did enough
Did not do enough
Did as much as they could

under the circumstances
(volunteered)

Other (volunteered)
Don't know

ADDENDUM

Percent

49
15

26
1
8

The data appearing in this document are taken from the
following American Jewish Committee-sponsored surveys:
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Committee, 1995.

Cohen, Renae, and Jennifer L. Golub. Attitudes Toward Jews in Poland,
Hungary, and Czechoslovakia: A Comparative Survey. New York:
American Jewish Committee, 1991.
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Stuart E. Eizenstat
UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ECONOMIC, BUSINESS AND

AGRICULTURAL AFFAIRS

UNITED STATES

Report of the Task Force on Holocaust
Education, Remembrance and Research

Plenary Session: Holocaust Education, Remembrance and Research

At the initiative of Swedish Prime Minister Goran Persson, the
Swedish, UK and U.S. governments, together with experts from our
countries, gathered in Stockholm last May to launch an unprecedented
international initiative -- the Task Force for International Cooperation on
Holocaust Education, Remembrance and Research. Our countries and
many others -- Germany among the first and most consistent-- have
engaged in Holocaust education efforts at home for many years. But for
the first time, heads of government agreed to cooperate directly with
other countries, through diplomatic and other channels, to strengthen
Holocaust education efforts on both sides of the Atlantic and beyond. On
September 25, Israel and Germany joined the Task Force, and have since
contributed very substantially to its work.

On behalf of the Task Force, I would like to give special
recognition to the Prime Minister of Sweden, Goran Persson, for
developing and giving life to the idea of international, intergovernmental
cooperation to promote Holocaust education. I would also like to
commend Professor Yehuda Bauer of Yad Vashem, one of the great
Holocaust scholars and educators in the world, for his intellectual
guidance as Personal Advisor to the Task Force.

As Prime Minister Persson said so eloquently in May, and as did
so many speakers at the remarkable half-day breakout session held at the
Museum yesterday, Holocaust education and remembrance can help
ensure that the crimes of the Holocaust are never forgotten nor repeated.
As this century comes to a close and we enter the new millennium, our
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international cooperation can encourage and reinforce work in many
nations to strengthen Holocaust education efforts, to create new ones and
to finally begin such efforts where they have been overlooked.

During the U.S. tenure as Task Force Chairman, we have built
on Sweden's excellent work in focusing the initiative on a number of
priority areas agreed to at the May 7 meeting in Stockholm. These'
projects, some of which are works in progress to be completed in the first
half of next year, are highlighted in the Report that the Task Force is
presenting to the Washington Conference.

Let me now summarize very briefly the projects that the Task
Force has undertaken to date.

First, an effort is underway to assemble a directory of
organizations engaged in Holocaust education and remembrance and a
survey of current efforts in the field of Holocaust education worldwide.
We expect that the directory, itself a gold mine of information, will
become the basis of a much more comprehensive survey of stich efforts
that can be helpful to countries seeking advice and assistance as they
consider ways to improve their own efforts. Sweden has also just
completed a series of videotapes for use in their school system.

Second, as part of a domestic initiative, Sweden produced a book
on the Holocaust that was made available to every family with high
school children. At the request of the Task Force, the book's authors
have created an insert demonstrating how an international version and
individual national versions of the book can be prepared, should other
countries wish to draw on it as part of their own Holocaust education
efforts.

Third, the Chief Historians of the U.S. Department of State and
the British Foreign and Commonwealth Office will produce a guide to
finding and using Holocaust-related archives with the intention that it be
employed as a tool by researchers and educators. Making these archives
more accessible is a key Task Force goal. Contained in the Task Force
Report is a brief proposal as to how activities in this area should proceed
over the next year. We highlight in particular a website which is
becoming a nexus of information for research in virtually every
dimension of the Holocaust-era assets issues discussed at the London and
.Washington Conferences.

Fourth, in close consultation with Yad Vashem and the U.S.
Holocaust Memorial Museum, the UK has led the development of a set
of internationally applicable guidelines, or best practices, for use in
teaching about the Holocaust. The guidelines are intended to serve as a
starting point to facilitate the work of educators both in places where
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programs exist and in those where they are yet to be developed. They are
based on the experiences -- both positive and negative -- of two
generations of Holocaust educators.

Fifth, the Task Force has considered and accepted a British
proposal to encourage each of our nations to designate a Day of
Remembrance for Holocaust victims. In Israel and in the U.S., Yom
HaShoa serves this purpose. In Germany, January 27, the day of the
liberation of Auschwitz, is recognized. We hope other nations will
designate their own Day of Remembrance as well. These acts of
remembrance will reinforce awareness of the events of the Holocaust and
reach a large audience, while demonstrating solidarity in the fight against
anti-Semitism, racism, prejudice, persecution, and hatred.

In addition to these projects, the Task Force has made
commitments in the form of two declarations: one concerning archival
openness and the other the promotion of Holocaust education efforts.
We invite all Washington Conference governments to join us in
endorsing these goals.

The Task Force Declaration on the opening of Holocaust
relevant archives presents as our aim the opening of "all public and
private archives bearing on the Holocaust and the fate of Nazi
confiscated assets by December 31, 1999." We call on all that possess
such material to open it to as many researchers as possible on an urgent
basis and commit ourselves as governments to do everything possible to
ensure that this important target is met.

The second declaration and final element of the Task Force
Report to the Conference emphasizes our common conviction that urgent
international attention be paid to Holocaust education, remembrance and
research to reinforce and spread the historic meaning and enduring
lessons of that tragic event. In the declaration we commit our
governments to "reinforce Holocaust education, remembrance and
research in our own countries, with a special focus on our own countries'
histories." We also pledge to strengthen existing programs or launch
new ones, and encourage other countries to do likewise.

We have pledged our governments' commitment to this
endeavor, and to our diplomatic cooperation to advance its objectives,
principally to ensure that the lessons of the Holocaust are not forgotten
and its horrors never repeated. We have full confidence that when the
U.S. chairmanship concludes at the end of the month, the UK will serve
the Task Force admirably in th~ role of Chairman. We furthermore hope
that Conference participants will find the report of the Task Force a
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valuable and useful contribution to the cause of Holocaust education,
remembrance and research.

Most important, whether by working with us through the Task
Force or through other mechanisms, we hope that all countries
represented at the Washington Conference will choose to embrace our
goals and strengthen their Holocaust education and remembrance efforts.
We are delighted that France and the Netherlands have just indicated
their interest in joining. Because our effort is an inclusive one, we also
urge other countries to consider working directly with us in the Task
Force. Nothing could be more important than to honor the many victims
and to prevent such tragedies in the future. Thank you.
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Appendix A:
SUMMARY OF THE ORGANIZING SEMINAR

FOR THE WASHINGTON CONFERENCE
ON HOLOCAUST-ERA ASSETS

TuESDAY, JUNE 30, 1998
WASHINGTON, DC

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On June 30, 1998, the U.S. Department of State and the United
States Holocaust Memorial Museum co-hosted an Organizing Seminar in
preparation for the Washington Conference on Holocaust-Era Assets,
which took place from November 30, 1998-December 3, 1998 at the
Department of State.

This day-long international organizing seminar, presided over by
Under Secretary Stuart E. Eizenstat, reviewed progress on gold issues
and helped fashion the agenda for the Washington Conference, scheduled
to take place later in the year. The Washington Conference on Holocaust
Era Assets will address issues of Nazi-confiscated art, insurance, other
assets such as communal property, archives and libraries and Holocaust
education, remembrance and research. The goals of the Washington
Conference on Holocaust-Era Assets are to provide a forum in which the
international community can seek a consensus on means of addressing
Nazi-era injustices as they related to specific asset categories. The
organizing seminar was attended by delegations from 38 countries and
from eleven Non-Governmental Organizations.

The seminar opened with a reception at the U.S. Holocaust
Memorial Museum. Remarks by Miles Lerman, Chairman of the U.S.
Holocaust Memorial Council, and by Under Secretary Eizenstat
emphasized the need to complete the historical record, to examine what
nations have already done to seek to redress injustice, to see what more
could and should be done, and to keep the memory of the Holocaust and
the victims alive.
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GOLD

The Organizing seminar reviewed progress since the December
1997 London Conference on Nazi Gold, and announced the close-down
of the Tripartite Gold Commission. The formal close-out ceremony was
scheduled for Paris in September 1998.

ART

Speakers on the panel on Nazi-confiscated art discussed the
historical background, efforts made to protect cultural treasures, and
current issues. Due to the massive theft of artworks by the Nazis, over
half of the 220,000 works remain lost to their original owners or their
heirs, according to one panelist. Panelists cited examples of efforts and
treaties in place during World War II, which were designed to protect
and retrieve stolen art objects in Europe. The panelists highlighted the
guidelines created by the Association of Art Museum Directors (AAMD)
as an example of recent efforts on behalf of museums to provide
guidelines and principles to address issues of unclear provenance.
Furthermore, open access to museum records and the creation of a
central database were cited as means of closing gaps of unclear
ownership.

INSURANCE

The complexity of issues surrounding the investigation and
restitution of Nazi-era insurance policies was highlighted by seminar
participants. Based on growing public and anecdotal evidence, it appears
that some insurance companies either never paid claims or paid them to
third parties. In addition, insurance policies were nationalized in some
instances, thereby allowing nations to avoid payment. Records have
been lost or destroyed. However, panelists pointed out that insurance
companies are initiating efforts to investigate their internal records and
wartime policies. Panelists from leading insurance companies pointed to
the need for a commission to address future claims on Nazi-era
Insurance.

OTHER ASSETS

In the area of other assets, encompassing assets such as archives
and libraries, bonds, securities, gems, and communal property, delegates
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stressed the need for increased research. However, delegates pointed out
that the lack of a systematic exchange of information hinders a
comprehensive study of the fate of these areas of assets and called for
further research on these subjects.

HOLOCAUST EDUCATION, REMEMBRANCE AND RESEARCH

Delegates agreed that Holocaust education should be
emphasized, in order to act as a warning against future injustices.
Panelists observed that positive examples of heroism should be
highlighted in addition to the destruction and horror of the Holocaust.
Panelists from educational institutions around the world discussed their
views on current efforts underway, citing as an example the educational
projects implemented both in Sweden and in Germany.

SUMMARY OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE ORGANIZING
SEMINAR

Under Secretary Eizenstat provided a brief record of the
following main points at the conclusion of the Organizing Seminar for
the Washington Conference on Holocaust-Era Assets.

Gold
• Italy announced the establishment of a new commission to

investigate Italian wartime banking activities.
• Greece announced its willingness to open the archives of its Finance

Ministry.
• Several delegations called for an opening ofVatican archives.
• A call for attention to the Romani community was made, who had

suffered Nazi persecution and genocide.
• Norway announced a decision to designate $60 million towards a

Holocaust victims restitution program.
• A call was made for the synthesis of the Swiss Bergier Commission

and the US gold reports, in order to create an accurate account.
• The creation of a central web site on archives was suggested, which

would act as a link between the sites of individual countries.
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Art
• Less than half of the 220, 000 works of art stolen during World War

II were recovered and restituted.
• The Association of Art Museum Directors (AAMD) announced the

creation of guidelines for Nazi-confiscated art.
• Lithuania called upon the Council of Europe to create similar

guidelines.
• Delegates discussed the London Declaration of 1943, in which the

Allies nullified commercial art transactions in occupied Europe.
• Questions of provenance and sovereignty still are of issue to the art

world as a result ofNazi looting and postwar restitution policies.

Insurance
• Representatives from the National Association of Insurance

Commissioners discussed the complexity of issues surrounding the
investigation and restitution of insurance policies purchased before
the war.

• German representatives outlined its investigations of wartime and
postwar insurance activities.

• Representatives from Allianz insurance company discussed internal
records investigations.

• Delegates recognized that a structure is being created in order to
achieve results with minimal confrontation.

Other Assets
• Gems are being investigated by Belgium.
• Delegates made a call for the investigation of communal property.
• Research on and restitution of savings of slave laborers brought to

Germany was requested.
• An investigation of the theft and sales of victims clothing and other

personal belongings was suggested.

Education
• Delegates recognized the importance of Holocaust education, beyond

restitution of assets.
• Positive examples of heroism should be taught in addition to the

destruction and horror of the Holocaust.
• Education, research and remembrance are key, becoming an

enduring legacy for future generations.



Appendix B:
SUMMARY OF THE ROUNDTABLE

DISCUSSION ON NAZI-LoOTED ART

TuESDAY,JUNE 9, 1998
WASHINGTON, DC

On June 9, 1998, the U.S. Department of State and the United
States Holocaust Memorial Museum co-hosted a Roundtable
Discussion on Nazi-Looted Art at the Museum. This roundtable was
one of a series of events in preparation for the Washington Conference
on Holocaust-Era Assets. This event brought together government
officials, scholars, and representatives of interested and affected
institutions, in order to provide an educational opportunity for all parties
involved as well as to gain a better understanding of the numerous
complex issues associated with restitution of Nazi-confiscated art. In
order to structure the discussion effectively, the roundtable was divided
into three sections that focused on separate elements of the issue.

NAZI LOOTING OF ARTWORKS: HISTORY AND
SOURCES

The history session discussed the gaps in our knowledge of the
history of Nazi-looted art, needed archival sources, and concerns related
to such archival sources. The implications of issues surrounding
Holocaust era confiscated art extend beyond individual cases to affect the
entire process of art collection, whether by individuals or institutions,
such as museum or galleries. The question of restitution of works of art
to individual victims of the Holocaust is complex. There is a large body
of unclaimed and unidentified works. In addition, there are works that
are unaccounted for, which came to their current owners through a
variety of reasons. These works may have been sold under duress, sent
to Nazi leaders from occupied countries, lesser known works by minor
artists, so-called "degenerate" artworks that were stolen and fed to the art
trade, works taken to the Soviet Union, or art considered "war loot".
Many of these unrecovered works are in private collections and therefore
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virtually untraceable. Heirless works, for which no claimants remain
living, compose another difficult category of relevant art works. Art
restitution efforts by Allies after WWII were sometimes incomplete and
some artworks, handed over to their country of origin, were not returned
to their pre-war owners. National efforts during the post-war period
were largely completed by the late 1960s.

Large-scale restitution measures could possibly affect the art
market in the areas of purchasing, exhibiting and borrowing. Three areas
of difficulty were identified that may contribute to the enormity of the
problem of art restitution: determining what is missing, determining
locations and owners, and devising an equitable method of restitution for
past and present owners.

The need to create a comprehensive inventory of international,
freely accessible archival holdings of materials related to restitution
issues was considered one of the most important steps. Sources are
presently dispersed in archives, government repositories, and private
collections, as well as among personal papers belonging to organizations
and individuals. Archives in many countries continue to hamper and
restrict research efforts by being inaccessible, maintaining prohibitive
classification systems or by using local privacy laws as the basis for
blacking out references to specific individuals. A lack of funding for the
support of scholars further limits research efforts in this area.

Many participants called upon archives to extend their
identification of relevant source material to include the war and post-war
period. Although numerous restitution claims were made during the
1960s, they were unsuccessful in part because the claimants, rather than
the current owners, were required to produce documentation of
ownership rights. In order to help families to properly identify their
missing works of art, relevant documents should be made available to
them to allow for a complete research effort. This is important because
many families are unable to fully identify their lost assets, since
inventories of collections were often taken at the time that the works of
art were taken. Proposals included making Nazi documents available for
those not aware of specific losses. Similarly, insurance companies
should be asked to audit policies with art schedules in order to help
individuals and families close gaps in provenance and to provide victims
with full appraisals, locations and names to be checked against published
sources.

In order to be able to effectively research and resolve claims, the
creation of a database of private and state claims, as well as the creation
of a framework for research guidelines was suggested. The framework
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should address both the practical concerns of claimants as well as the
moral implications of research into Holocaust era assets. The creation of
a board of experts, tasked with the assessment of historical record
regarding individual works of art, was also suggested as a means of
contributing to a more structured approach in restitution measures.
Underlying the discussion was the need to research both for historical
momentum and for the benefit of individual Holocaust victims.

The most often repeated theme was that researchers should have
free access to relevant archives worldwide. A lively debate ensued over
the possibility of a time limit on the validity on claims in order to
encourage active current investigation into Holocaust era assets. All
agreed with the need for an ongoing discussion among nations,
organizations and individuals.

LEGAL, MORAL, AND POLICY PERSPECTIVES

The London Declaration of 1943 was one of the defining policy
and legal tenants regarding art transactions within Nazi-occupied
territories. This Declaration gave the signatory countries the right to
declare invalid the transfer of goods situated in occupied lands, including
sales under duress. It was proposed that a necessary point of discussion
during the Washington Conference should be the validity of the London
Declaration. A further 1946 accord that signed away all rights to
German assets held by Switzerland or Sweden was also sighted as
problematic in the establishment of ownership rights. It was suggested
that claims to art works which were sold by museums in Germany before
the war, including so-called "degenerate" art, should be considered acts
of state and therefore to be invalid.

Legal differences from country to country, from state to state, on
the issues of property rights, good faith purchases, statutes of limitations,
adjudication means, and costs and methods, complicate action that has
been and may be taken by claimants. Since many restitution laws do not
apply internationally, one suggestion was that US courts be the ones to
judge restitution cases in order to avoid incurring vast costs in
unsuccessful attempts by Holocaust survivors to reclaim property in
numerous countries. Many of these victims are now reaching the end of
their lives. Claimants face varying statutes of limitations. It was
recognized that the codification of statutes of limitations on the basis of
moral issues is extremely problematic. One participant suggested that if
Nazi confiscation of art is considered a war crime, no such specific
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statute applies. Despite the ethical ramifications, present-day owners
have, in some claims cases, used statutes of limitations as a trump card in
order to retain Nazi-confiscated art.

In discussing broader implications of this debate on cultural
property, all agreed that the Washington Conference define its art issue
to deal only with Nazi confiscated art or forced sales of art. Unlike gold,
insurance, or bank accounts, art is now primarily owned by good-faith
purchasers who have no knowledge of the questionable history of their
objects. Many participants, concerned about the dilemma created by
such good-faith purchasers, suggested that some form of non-binding
mediation be made available to reach agreements. The practicality of
reaching international consensus on restitution issues was questioned.
Instead, it was felt that international pressure should be applied to those
possessing looted art. In cases where claimants had found that museums
regarded restitution cases as closed and were not interested in dealing
with survivors, some means of resolving disputes morally was needed.
Similarly, claimants had found it difficult or impossible to lodge claims
in some countries in which art returned at the end of the war had been
nationalized.

Concern was raised that many claimants to Nazi-looted art
simply cannot afford to fight current owners; legal fees alone can run
very high. In many cases, current owners possess greater means and may
not be willing to go to arbitration to settle disputes. Alternative methods
of resolution, such as mediation, were suggested as a means of creating
non-binding agreements aimed to solve individual cases. Specifically,
participants proposed the formation of a comprehensive, searchable list
of claims (as in the first session), called for an inventory of all national
and international laws concerning restitution of art works, suggested
alternative, non-binding forms of resolution to individual cases, asked for
an exploration of assistance measures for claimants without the means to
pursue law suits, and called for tax breaks or other incentives for good
faith purchasers of paintings with a tainted provenance.

PRINCIPLES, PROCESSES AND PRACTICAL STEPS

This session examined the possibility of establishing guiding
principles for claims processes, as well as practical steps necessary for
such procedures. There is strong and urgent public interest in seeing that
Holocaust victims recover lost assets. Stabilizing the international art
market and cultural exchange are also major concerns. Museums and
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galleries are fearful of purchasing any work of art with even the slightest
question of provenance. This is hindering the availability of works of art
for public knowledge, research, and display. Participants noted that the
art world craves certainties, especially when considering a purchase.
U.S. museums must playa proactive role, serving as leaders in the
restitution and research process. The guidelines recently created by the
Association ofArt Museum Directors were included, as an example of an
effort to clarify and establish needed measures to ensure consistency of
action among an affected group.

Participants saw the immediate creation of a complete, user
friendly database as the single most important measure for claims
research. The Art Loss Registry has announced a new endeavor to locate
and identify looted art. Working with museums, galleries, dealers, and
collectors, the ALR will attempt to return stability to the art market. The
ALR will offer its services free-of-charge to Holocaust survivors.

While participants recognized that some questions of provenance
will never be answered, they found it vital to call upon buyers and sellers
ofworks of art to investigate gaps in provenance, alerting affected parties
of possible tainted histories. Possible regulatory mechanisms for claims
cases could be found in non-binding third-party intervention. Increased
availability of archives and documentation, the expanded publication and
display of art objects, and international consensus can contribute to an
open environment.

Momentum created by the London Conference on Nazi Gold
will be expanded to focus on previously excluded categories of assets.
Inevitably, participants addressed the inclusion of claims that extend
beyond the realm of the Holocaust period. There was a recognition,
however, that while principles and processes discussed in relation to the
restitution of Holocaust era art relate to art restitution claims in general,
this particular forum should focus itself exclusively on addressing the
immediate concerns of victims of this period.





Appendix C:
SUMMARY OF THE SEMINAR ON

HOLOCAUST-ERA INSURANCE CLAIMS

SEPTEMBER 4, 1998
PRAGUE, CZECH REpUBLIC

On September 4, 1998, the Department of State hosted an
international Seminar on Holocaust era insurance claims in Prague,
Czech Republic. This seminar was one of a series of events in
preparation for the Washington Conference on Holocaust-Era Assets,
which took place at the Departmel1t of State from November 30 to
December 3, 1998.

This event brought together government officials, scholars and
representatives of private institutions, in a non-confrontational
atmosphere to discuss the complex historical issues associated with
Holocaust era insurance claims, as well as to support the international
claims resolution and humanitarian process initiated by the National
Association ofInsurance Commissioners (NAIe).

BACKGROUND

Holocaust era insurance claims are complex and difficult issues.
The painful history of Nazi persecution was address, as well as the
ensuing totalitarian governments during the Cold War, left unresolved
compensation for Holocaust era insurance claims due to nationalization
of claims and the liquidation of insurance company assets.
Representatives from Poland, Hungary, Czech Republic and Slovakia
described how assets belonging to insurance companies were seized first
by the Nazis during World War II and, following the War, by the
Communists. Foreign insurance company assets, mostly in the form of
real estate, were taken by Communists to cover any liabilities companies
may have had. German insurance companies, specifically, were said not
have had any assets from which claims could have been paid.

Preceding Page Blank
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The government of Poland signed an agreement with the United
Kingdom to transfer 500,000 pounds to Great Britain, in order to allow
British to pay claims from policies issues in Poland. Agreement between
Poland and Italy for Italian insurance companies, Generali and RAS, was
not achieved. Both companies suffered extensive losses of real property
assets during the War and were unable to pay claims from their pre-War
holdings. Potential claimants were referred to Generali's headquarters in
Trieste, in order to collect on unpaid insurance policies, but many remain
unresolved.

A compensation program initiated by the German government
did not benefit East European victims of the Holocaust because the
German Hallstein Doctrine prevented Germany from supplying
compensation to states recognizing the Communist East German regime.
However, following the collapse of communism, some of the East
European governments liquidated assets belonging to Western insurance
companies and created national compensation programs. Both the Czech
Republic and Hungary argue that the funds received from the liquidation
of these assets·have begun to assist needy Holocaust victims.

Claimants applying for compensation for insurance policies
previously held in Poland were experiencing difficulty settling their
claims due to disagreements among the current government of Poland
and Italian insurance companies that conducted business in Poland
before WWII. The claims adjudication procedures in place, according
to some participants, were inadequate and did not allow for resolution of
the claims. Further disagreement, according to another seminar
participant, arose, from the modest amounts allotted to Holocaust victims
through compensation programs. Hungary's program was cited as an
example. Since the contention over unpaid claims and seized assets still
hampers the compensation process, affected countries considered
meeting again in October 1998 to attempt to resolve their differences.

NAnONAL ASSOCIAnON OF INSURANCE COMMISSIONERS
(NAIC) PROCESS

The Chairman and Vice Chairman ofthe National Association of
Insurance Commissioners outlined at the seminar their proposal for the
resolution of outstanding Holocaust ~ra insurance claims. They reported
the task force, designed to create an international commission. The
commission would be made up of European and U.S. insurance
regulators, insurance company representatives and members of Jewish
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organizations representing Holocaust survivors. The U.S. Department of
State, as well as the European Commission would be granted an observer
seat. The proposed commission would have a balanced membership, six
European and six U.S. representatives, and would be head by a Chairman
acceptable to all commission members. Decisions would be made by
consensus. The commission would establish a claims adjudication
process, as well as distribution procedures designed to quickly resolve
outstanding individual claims. They would also establish a humanitarian
fund designed to provide prompt assistance to needy Holocaust
survivors.

Commission membership would be voluntary and all members
could withdraw from the process at any time. The procedures are meant
to substitute for the class action lawsuit filed against sixteen European
insurance companies. Five European insurance companies, AXA,
Allianz, Zurich, Winterthur and Basler, had signed the Memorandum of
Understanding for the International Commission. Others, such as
Generali, were still reviewing it. However, the general reaction from
representatives of Italian insurance companies, as well as from
government representatives seemed to be in support of the process
suggested by the NAIC.

FUTURE EFFORTS

NAIC representatives advocated an international commission
process that would seek early result through its empowerment to
negotiate settlements of Holocaust era insurance claims with individual
insurance companies. They also hoped that the momentum created by
support for the MOU and international commission will extend to those
insurance companies outside the process.
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SUMMARY OF THE ROUNDTABLE

DISCUSSION ON NAZI-CONFISCATED
LIBRARIES AND ARCHIVES

SEPTEMBER 11, 1998
WASHINGTON, DC

On September 11, 1998, the US Department of State and the
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum co-hosted a Roundtable
Discussion on Nazi-Confiscated Libraries and Archives at the Museum.
This roundtable was one of a series of events in preparation for the
Washington Conference on Holocaust-Era Assets. The program for this
roundtable discussion was modeled after an earlier roundtable discussion
on Nazi-confiscated art.

This event brought together government officials, scholars, and
representatives of interested and affected institutions, in order to provide
an educational opportunity for all parties involved as well as to gain a
better understanding of the numerous complex issues associated with the
restitution ofNazi-confiscated libraries and archives. In order to structure
the discussion effectively, the roundtable was divided into three sections
that focused on separate elements of the issue.

NAZI CONFISCATION OF LIBRARIES AND ARCHIVES: HISTORY
AND SOURCES

Participants discussed the history and found the gaps in our
knowledge of the history of Nazi-confiscated libraries and archives. The
discussion focused on known archival sources for research on this topic.
An historical discussion of wartime looting and plundering provided
insight to the Nazi policy of progressive cultural theft, which included
the systematic confiscation of the libraries and archives of nations,
communities, religious and political organizations.

Unlike artworks, there were no Nazi collectors of archives. No
comprehensive list or census of all archives existing at the beginning of
World War II exists. The MFA & A did compile catalogues of targeted
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libraries and archives, which it used to pinpoint and aid in the post-war
restitution process.

Outstanding issues concerning confiscated libraries and archives
are primarily intergovernmental and not particularly financial in nature.
With the exception of the YIVO and Telshe Yeshiva Collections
currently held in the National Library of Lithuania, there do not appear to
be major conflicts in the library world concerning restitution of Nazi
confiscated library and archival collections to US institutions.

Library collections held at the Offenbach Archival Depot were
generally restituted successfully; monthly reports of post-war activities at
Offenbach are available at the National Archives and Records
Administration. Records of the materials collected at Offenbach also
exist. Materials not initially recovered in 1945 and 1946 remain a
problem, as identifying missing archives is difficult. The post-war
military government was interested in recording collected materials, not
investigating privately held materials. The Allies had a policy of not
returning Jewish materials to the Soviet Union. Some of these can now
be found in Israel, and others were sold at auction.

Many important Nazi-confiscated archives have been hidden in
Central and Eastern Europe for over half a century. Originally
appropriated by the National Socialist regime, these libraries and
archives were claimed by the Soviet Union at the end of the Second
World War. Two major collecting points were identified in the East 
one operating under Rosenberg and another operating under RSHA. A
total of approximately 11 million books were taken from Germany to the
Soviet Union at the end of World War II. These were distributed to
libraries throughout the USSR, but only 4.7 million books from Germany
had been identified as of 1996. In 1992 approximately 600 books were
restituted to the Bibliotheca Rosenthaliana in Amsterdam from the
Rudomino Library of Foreign Literature in Moscow. The Russian
German Library Commission on Restitution has agreed on unlimited
access to library collections for both sides.

Confiscated materials found in the former Soviet Union are not
catalogued, and many collections were not discovered until recently.
Many unrestituted archives are being held by the Osobyi Archive in
Moscow. These archives are available to scholars on a very limited basis
due to lack of funds for resources such as electricity, heat and security.
Full-scale finding aids to these collections are not available. These
archives and libraries include unique documents, which relate the
histories of destroyed communities for which no other records exist. In
some cases, administrators of Jewish and Hebrew archives in Eastern
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Europe do not possess the means to organize, archive or even read
archival materials.

Information on confiscated libraries and archives, including lists
of missing materials, can be found in the appendices of the Jewish Social
Studies Journal and the Spoils of War Newsletter. Some individual
countries have compiled lists of missing archives; additional lists are
needed to identify other lost collections and to develop an international
inventory of libraries and archives. Roundtable participants noted a
number of web sited dedicated to "trophy" materials, some of which
present inaccurate information.

LEGAL, MORAL, AND POLICY PERSPECTIVES

Participants discussed the international legal basis and
precedents for restitution of unique official records of state and private
agencies and concluded they are even stronger than for works of art. By
1976, reinforcing the Hague Conventions of 1907 and 1954, UNESCO
had adopted the position that military occupation does not authorize a
right to retain archives acquired through occupation. The Council of
Europe has issued a resolution and publication, outlawing the term
"trophy" as well as calling on the international community to return
archives to their place of origin. Such resolutions, however, do not have
legal effect.

Conflicting laws and legal principles of Anglo-American and
Continental-European law create tensions regarding issues of restitution
claims. For example, European statutes of limitation expired 25 to 30
years after World War II. Unlike the US and the UK, Europe does not
recognize a "discovery rule". The Anglo-American "discovery rule"
extends claims a further 2 to 6 years following the "discovery" of a
missing or hidden work. A consensus is needed to define the terms
"booty" and "confiscation" consistently on an international basis.

In some cases of confiscated libraries and archives, the
identification of the rightful heirs has been contested. For example,
YIVO archives could be seen as belonging to the present-day Jewish
community in Lithuania, or to the YIVO Institute in New York, which
considers itself the direct descendent of the pre-War community library.
Also, the United States National Archives holds many items from
businesses seized as enemy property during the Second World War.
Restitution of these materials and corporate archives could be seen as
morally obligated.
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The Washington Conference aims to encourage good will, not to
institute legal procedures. It was suggested by one participant that
microfilm copies of collections be considered as a form of restitution,
promoting international accessibility for researchers. Other participants
resisted this proposal, as such restitution measures do not address basic
questions of original theft and rightful ownership.

It was agreed that original materials should be returned to the
country of origin and made available in accessible locations. Also
agreed was that law courts would likely not effectively resolve issues.
Accordingly, professional archivists should work together to resolve
standing issues. To this end, resolutions may be more easily reached on a
bilateral basis.

PRINCIPLES, PROCESSES, AND PRACTICAL STEPS

In this session participants examined the possibility of
establishing guiding principles for claims processes, as well as practical
steps necessary for such procedures. The group unanimously agreed that
documentation of events of this period is of great importance. Although
countries are encouraged to examine the entirety of their archives, such
measures are impractical. Alternatively, countries are encouraged to
identify missing materials. All existing information needs to be
discussed, not only the active heirs of one group. Private archives and
the records of Jewish communities which were completely annihilated
during the Holocaust should also be investigated in the attempt to gain a
clear picture of historical events.

There is no equivalent for archives and libraries to the guidelines
set forth earlier this year by the American Association of Museum
Directors for artwork. Several models for restitution were suggested,
including the Art Loss Registry. Another example was the Jewish
Cultural Reconstruction, as heirs would appreciate recognition of
previous ownership as well be consulted regarding archival losses. It was
suggested that heirless archives be sent to Israel, where they could be
placed in the Central Jewish Library. Such an action would make records
available for research in addition to ensuring their documentation and
preservation.

In general, it appears that an open exchange of information
concerning library collections and continuing discussions and
consultations should help resolve outstanding issues.
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Appendix E:
CONFERENCE SCHEDULE

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 30,1998

19:00-20:00 Opening Ceremony
Hall of Witness, United States Holocaust Memorial

Museum
100 Raoul Wallenberg Place, S.W.
(15 th Street entrance - Raoul Wallenberg Place)
Followed by a Reception, Wall of Remembrance,

Concourse Level

Speakers:
Miles Lerman, Chairman, United States Holocaust

Memorial Council
Stuart E. Eizenstat, Under Secretary of State for

Economic, Business and Agricultural Affairs
Abner J. Mikva, Conference Chairman
Elie Wiesel, Founding Chairman, United States

Holocaust Memorial Council and Nobel Peace
Laureate

20:00-22:00 Reception guests are invited to visit the Museum
exhibitions

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1998

08:30 Registration at U.S. Department of State
2201 "C" Street, N.W.
("C" Street entrance)

The Washington Conference on Holocaust-Era Assets, co-hosted by the U.S. Department
of State and the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, is a government-organized,
international meeting of forty-four governments and a limited number of non
governmental organizations seeking to address Nazi-confiscated assets, specifically art
and insurance, and to conclude any remaining gold issues, as well as communal property,
archives, books, the role of historical commissions, and Holocaust education,
remembrance and research.
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09:15 Delegates proceed to the Loy Henderson Auditorium

09:30 Conference Begins in Plenary Session
Open to Press via live transmission into Dean Acheson

Auditorium

Miles Lerman, Chairman, U.S. Holocaust Memorial
Council

Welcome and Introduction of the Conference
Chairman

Abner J. Mikva, Conference Chairman
Opening Remarks

09:50

10:15

Stuart E. Eizenstat, Under Secretary of State for
Economic, Business, and Agricultural Affairs

Welcome and Introduction of the Secretary of State

Madeleine K. Albright, Secretary of State
ofthe United States of America

Keynote Address

Anthony Layden, Head ofDelegation
of the United Kingdom

Greetings from Robin Cook, Foreign Secretary,
United Kingdom

Stuart E. Eizenstat, Under Secretary of State for
Economic, Business, and Agricultural Affairs

Opening Remarks on behalf of U.S. Delegation

Avraham Hirchson, Head of Delegation of Israel
Opening Remarks

Dr. Rajko Djuric, Head of Delegation, International
Romani Union

Opening Remarks



10:45
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Plenary Session Closed to Press
REVIEW OF GOLD ISSUES, RESEARCH AND

RESOLUTION
CHAIRED BY WILLIAM J. MCDONOUGH, PRESIDENT AND

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, FEDERAL RESERVE BANK

OF NEW YORK

Presenters:
Stuart E. Eizenstat, Under Secretary of State for

Economic, Business and Agricultural AffairslUnited
States

Ambassador Louis Amigues, Director of Archives and
Documentation, Ministry of Foreign AffairslFrance

Anthony Layden, Head, Western European Department,
Foreign and Commonwealth OfficelUnited Kingdom

Followed by discussion

11:45 Plenary session on gold ends; delegates proceed to lunch

12:00-13:45 Lunch at the State Department
Benjamin Franklin Room, 8th Floor

Speakers:
Edgar Bronfman, President, World Jewish Congress and

World Jewish Restitution Organization
Lord Janner of Braunstone, Chairman, Holocaust

Educational Trust

14:00 Plenary Session Closed to Press
OVERVIEW OF HOLOCAUST-ERA INSURANCE CLAIMS
CHAIRED BY AMBASSADOR LYNDON OLSON, U.S.

AMBASSADOR TO SWEDEN AND FORMER TEXAS

INSURANCE COMMISSIONER

Presenters:
Gerald Feldman, Professor of History, University of

California, Berkeley and Fellow, American Academy
in BerlinlUnited States

Israel Singer, Secretary General, World Jewish Congress
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Glenn Pomeroy, North Dakota Insurance Commissioner
and President, National Association of Insurance
Commissioners (NAIC)lUnited States

Neil Levin, Superintendent, New York State Insurance
Department, and Vice Chair, NAIC International
Holocaust Commission Task ForcelUnited States

Herbert Hansmeyer, Member of the Board of
Management, Allianz AG

Followed by discussion

15:30

15:45

17:30

17:30

Break

Plenary Session Closed to Press
OVERVIEW OF NAZI-CONFISCATED ART ISSUES
CHAIRED BY REPRESENTATIVE JAMES A. LEACH,

CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON BANKING AND
FINANCIAL SERVICES, U.S. HOUSE OF

REPRESENTATIVES

Presenters:
Jonathan Petropoulos, Professor, Department of History,

Loyola College in MarylandrUnited States
Lynn Nicholas, Independent ScholarlUnited States
Ernst Bacher, Chairman, Austrian Art

Commission!Austria
Valeriy Kulishov, Restitution Expert, Ministry of

Culture/Russia
Ronald S. Lauder, Chairman of the Board, Museum of

Modern ArtlUnited States
Earl Powell III, Director, National Gallery of ArtlUnited

States

Followed by discussion

Plenary session on art ends

Press briefing on gold, insurance and art plenaries
Dean Acheson Auditorium
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18:00-19:30 Reception
Hosted by His Excellency Sir Christopher Meyer, British

Ambassador
British Embassy
Ambassador's Residence
3100 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.

Delegation members and by invitation only

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 2

09:00 Plenary Session Closed to Press
SEPARATE OVERVIEWS OF NAZI-CONFISCATED

COMMUNAL PROPERTY AND
ARCHIVES, BOOKS AND HISTORICAL COMMISSIONS

COMMUNAL PROPERTY
CHAIRED BY REPRESENTATIVE BENJAMIN A. GILMAN,

CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL

RELATIONS, U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Presenters:
Stuart E. Eizenstat, Under Secretary of State for

Economic, Business and Agricultural Affairs
Ignatz Bubis, President, European Jewish Congress
Erzsebet Pek, Second Secretary, Ministry of Foreign

Affairs/Hungary
Saul Kagan, Executive Vice President, Conference on

Jewish Material Claims Against Germany
Andrew Baker, Director, European Section, American

Jewish Committee

ARCHIVES, BOOKS AND HISTORICAL COMMISSIONS
CHAIRED BY AMBASSADOR LOUIS AMIGUES, DIRECTOR

OF ARCHIVES AND DOCUMENTATION, MINISTRY OF

FOREIGN AFFAIRSIFRANCE

Presenters:
Gill Bennett, Head Historian, Foreign and

Commonwealth OfficelUnited Kingdom
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Michael Kurtz, Assistant Archivist, National Archives
and Records AdministrationlUnited States

Siegfried BUttner, Vice President, German Federal
Archives/Germany

Jean-Francois Bergier, Chairman, Bergier
Commission/Switzerland

John Van Oudenaren, Head, European Division, Library
of Congress/United States

10:45

11:00-12:45

Plenary session on other assets ends

Delegates proceed to concurrent break-out
sessions on art, insurance and other assets, as
well as education, remembrance and research
(off-site)
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WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 2

BREAK-OUT SESSION: NAZI-CONFISCATED ART
Loy Henderson Auditorium Closed to Press

CHAIRED BY REPRESENTATIVE JAMES A. LEACH, CHAIRMAN,
COMMITTEE ON BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES, U.S. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES

11:00-12:45 Government Restitution Policies, Postwar to Present

Presenters:
Wojciech Kowalski, Head, Dept. of Intellectual and

Cultural Property Law, University of Silesia/Poland
Oliver Rathkolb, Kreisky Archives and Institute for

Contemporary History, University of Vienna/Austria
Hector Feliciano, Independent ScholarlUnited States
Richard Bevins, Historian, Library and Records

Department, Foreign and Commonwealth
OfficelUnited Kingdom

Nikolai Gubenko, Deputy Chairman of the Committee
on Culture, State DumalRussia

C.E. van Rappard-Boon, Head Inspector, Ministry of
Education, Culture, and Science/The Netherlands

13:00-14:30 Lunch at the State Department
Benjamin Franklin Room, 8th Floor

Speaker: Representative Charles E. Schumer, U.S.
House ofRepresentatives

14:45-15:30 Identification of Art, Archives and Databases

Presenters:
Seymour Pomrenze, First Director, Offenbach Archival

DepotlUnited States
Connie Lowenthal, Director, Commission for Art

Recovery, WJCIWJRO
Ronald Tauber, Chairman, The Art Loss Register
Gilbert Edelson, Administrative Vice President and

Counsel, Art Dealers Association of America
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Konstantin Akinsha, Research Director, Project of
Documentation of Wartime Losses

Ori Soltes, former Director, Klutznick National Jewish
Museum

15:30-17:00 Principles to Address Nazi-Confiscated Art

Presenters:
Philippe de Montebello, Director, Metropolitan Museum

of Art, U.S. Association of Art Museum Directors
Task ForcelUnited States

Francoise Cachin, Director, Museums of France and
Ambassador Louis Amigues, Director of Archives and

Documentation, Ministry of Foreign Affairs/France
Sharon Page, Tate Gallery and Chair of Working Group

on Nazi Spoliation of Art, National Museums and
Galleries' Directors ConferencelUnited Kingdom

Carla Schulz-Hoffmann, Deputy Director General,
Bavarian State Paintings Collection/Germany
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WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 2

BREAK-OUT SESSION: HOLOCAUST-ERA INSURANCE CLAIMS
Room 1107 (Overflow Room 1207 with Audio) Closed to Press

CHAIRED BY AMBASSADOR LYNDON OLSON, U.S. AMBASSADOR TO
SWEDEN AND FORMER TEXAS INSURANCE COMMISSIONER

11:00-11:40 Historical Overview: Nazi Confiscation ofInsurance
Policy Assets

Presenters:
Gerald Feldman, Professor of History, University of

California, Berkeley, and Fellow, American Academy
in Berlin/U.S.

Tomas Jelinek, Office of the President of the Czech
Republic

11:40 -12:45 Postwar Government Compensation Programs and
Nationalizations

Presenters:
Rudolph Gerlach, Department Chief, German Federal

Regulatory Agency for Insurance Practices
Gideon Taylor, Vice President Elect, Conference on

Jewish Material Claims Against Germany
Tamas F6ldi, Public Policy Institute/Hungary
Vojtech Mastny, Senior Research Scholar, Woodrow

Wilson International Center
Elzbieta Turkowska-Tyrluk, Vice President, Powsechny

Zaklad Ubezpieczen (PZU)/Poland

13:00-14:30 Lunch at the State Departmeut
Benjamin Franklin Room, 8th Floor

Speaker: Representative Charles E. Schumer, U.S.
House of Representatives
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14:45-15:30 Unpaid Claims

Presenters:
Gerald Feldman, Professor of History, University of

California, Berkeley, and Fellow, American Academy
in Berlin/United States

Alan Hevesi, Comptroller of the City ofNew
YorklUnited States

Catherine Lillie, Director, Holocaust Claims Processing
Office, New York State Banking DepartmentlUnited
States

Bobby Brown, Adviser to the Prime Minister for
Diaspora Affairs, Prime Minister's OfficelIsrael

15:30-17:00 Solutions: Addressing Claims and Providing
Humanitarian Relief

Presenters from the International Commission on
Holocaust-Era Insurance Claims:

Neil Levin, Superintendent, New York State Insurance
Department, and Vice Chair, NAIC International
Holocaust Commission Task Force

Bill Nelson, Commissioner, Florida Department of
Insurance

Israel Singer, Secretary General, World Jewish Congress
Alberto Tiberini, Assistant General Manager,

Assicurazioni Generali S.p.A.
Lawrence S. Eagleburger, Chairman, International

Commission
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WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 2

BREAK-OUT SESSION: OTHER NAZI-CONFISCATED ASSETS AND THE

ROLE OF HISTORICAL COMMISSIONS
Room 1105 (Overflow Room 1205 with Audio) Closed to Press

11:00-12:45 Communal Property: Progress and Challenges

CHAIRED BY REPRESENTATIVE BENJAMIN A. GILMAN, CHAIRMAN,

COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, U.S. HOUSE OF

REPRESENTATIVES

Presenters:
Ambassador Naphtali Lavie, Vice Chairman, World

Jewish Restitution Organization
Jerzy Kichler, President, Union of Jewish Congregations

in Poland
Michael Lewan, Chairman, U.S. Commission for the

Preservation ofAmerica's Heritage Abroad

13:00-14:30 Lunch at the State Department
Benjamin Franklin Room, 8th Floor

Speaker: Representative Charles E. Schumer, U.S.
House of Representatives

14:45-16:00 Archives and Books

CHAIRED BY AVNER SHALEV, CHAIRMAN OF THE DIRECTORATE, YAD

VASHEMlIsRAEL

Presenters:
Eric Ketelaar, Legal Counsel, National Archives/The

Netherlands
Rev. Fr. Marcel Chappin, Professor, Gregoriana

Pontifical University/The Holy See
Yaacov Lozowick, Director of the Archives, Yad

Vashem InstitutelIsrael
Robert Vanni, General Counsel, NY Public

Library/United States
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Abby Smith, Program Officer, Council on Library and
Information ResourcesfUnited States

Robert Waite, Historian, Office of Special
Investigations, Department of JusticefUnited States

Shimon Samuels, Director for International Liaison,
Simon Wiesenthal Center, Paris

16:00-17:30 The Role of Historical Commissions

CHAIRED BY GILL BENNETT, HEAD HISTORIAN, FOREIGN AND

COMMONWEALTH OFFICEfUNITED KINGDOM

Presenters:
Peter Klein, Professor, and Secretary of the Scholten

Commission/The Netherlands
Pablo Martin-Acefia, Fundacion Empresa Publica/Spain
Ambassador Krister Wahlbiick, Swedish Foreign

Ministry and Member, Swedish Commission on
Jewish Assets

Ambassador Sevinc Dalyanoglu, General Director for
Multilateral Economic Affairs, Turkish Ministry of
Foreign Affairs

Ignacio Klich, Academic Coordinator, Commission of
Enquiry into the Activities ofNazism in Argentina
(CEANA)
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WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 2

BREAK-OUT SESSION: HOLOCAUST EDUCATION, REMEMBRANCE
AND RESEARCH

Held offsite at the u.s. Holocaust Memorial Museum Open to Press

11:15-12:30 Overview of the Importance of Holocaust Education,
Remembrance, and Research
Joseph and Rebecca Meyerhoff Theater

CHAIRED BY MILES LERMAN, CHAIRMAN, UNITED STATES HOLOCAUST

MEMORIAL COUNCIL

Presenters:
Lord Janner, Chairman, Holocaust Educational

TrustlUnited Kingdom
Representative Tom Lantos, House of

RepresentativeslUnited States
Avraham Burg, Chairman of the Executive, The Jewish

Agency for Israel
Beate Kosmala, Center for Anti-Semitism Research,

Technical University, Berlin/Germany
TJ. Blankert-van Veen, Head of Department, Ministry

of Health, Welfare and Sport/The Netherlands
Adolphe Steg, Vice President, Matteoli Commission,

and Professor of Medicine, University ofParislFrance
Rev. Dr. Remi Hoeckman, Secretary of the Holy See's

Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews,
O.P.

Yehuda Bauer, Professor, Yad Vashem Institute/Israel

12:30-13:15 Goals of the Task Force for International Cooperation on
Holocaust Education, Remembrance, and Research

CHAIRED BY BENNETT FREEMAN, SENIOR ADVISOR TO THE UNDER
SECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC, BUSINESS AND AGRICULTURAL AFFAIRS
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Presenters:
Stuart E. Eizenstat, Under Secretary of State for

Economic, Business and Agricultural AffairslUnited
States

Par Nuder, State Secretary, Prime Minister's
Office/Sweden

Anthony Layden, Head, Western European Department,
Foreign and Commonwealth OfficelUnited Kingdom

Avner Shalev, Chairman of the Directorate, Yad
Vashern/Israel

Albert Spiegel, Deputy Head, Cultural Section of the
Foreign Office/Germany

13:15-14:45 Lunch at U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum
(Museum Cafe)

14:45-16:00 Best Practices and Future Projects in Holocaust
Education, Remembrance and Research

A. Concurrent Panel Session
(Meyerhoff Theater. with emphasis on remembrance)

CHAIRED BY SARA BLOOMFIELD, ACTING DIRECTOR, UNITED STATES

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL MUSEUM

Presenters:
Teresa Swiebocka, Senior Curator, Auschwitz-Birkenau

State Museum/Poland
Yehuda Bauer, Professor, Yad Vashem Institute/Israel
Stephen Smith, Beth Shalom Holocaust Memorial and

Education CentrelUnited Kingdom
Regina Wyrwoll, Head of the Media Section, Munich

Head Office, Goethe-Institute/Germany
William Shulman, President, Association of Holocaust

OrganizationslUnited States
Mark Weitzman, Director, National Task Force Against

Hate, Simon Wiesenthal CenterlUnited States
Kenneth Jacobson, Assistant National Director, Anti

Defamation LeaguelUnited States
Daisy Miller, Survivors of the Shoah Visual History

FoundationlUnited States
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B. Concurrent Panel Session
(Rubinstein Auditorium. with emphasis on curricular education)

CHAIRED BY WILLIAM PARSONS, CHIEF OF STAFF, UNITED STATES

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL MUSEUM

Presenters:
Vladka Meed, American Gathering of Jewish Holocaust

SurvivorslUnited States
Shulamit Imber, Pedagogical Director, Yad

Vashem/Israel
Trudy Gold, Spiro InstitutelUnited Kingdom
Robert Sigel, Josef Effner High School,

Dachau/Germany
Paul Levine, Prime Minister's Living History

Project/Sweden
Margot Stem Strom, Director, Facing History and

Ourselves National FoundationlUnited States
Marcia Sachs Littell, Director, National Academy for

Holocaust & Genocide Teacher Training, The Richard
Stockton College ofNew JerseylUnited States

David Singer, Director of Research, American Jewish
CommitteelUnited States

C. Exhibits of Holocaust resources and curricula by individual
governments and NGOs involved in Holocaust education,
remembrance, and research
(Concourse Area - on view all day)

17:30 Break-out Sessions Close

17:30 Press briefings on other assets plenary and on art,
insurance, other assets and education break-out
sessions

u.s. Department ofState
Dean Acheson Auditorium

19:00-21:00 Reception at the National Archives Rotunda
Host: John W. Carlin, Archivist of the United States
Delegates by invitation only
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Speakers:
John W. Carlin, Archivist of the United States
Nili Arad, Director General, Justice Ministry/Israel

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3

08:45

09:00

09:30

10:00

Delegates arrive at U.S. Department of State and
proceed to Loy Henderson Auditorium

Conference Sessions Resume
Open to Press via live transmission into Dean Acheson

Auditorium

Task Force for International Cooperation on Holocaust
Education, Remembrance, and Research

Statement by representatives from the United States,
Sweden, the United Kingdom, Germany, and I~rael

Closing Plenary Session

Presenters:

Miles Lerman, Chairman, United States Holocaust
Memorial Council

Benjamin Meed, President, American Gathering of
Jewish Holocaust Survivors

Concluding Statements by Country Delegations

Austria
Hans Winkler, Head of Delegation
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Belarus
Vladimir Adamushko, Head of Delegation

Bulgaria
Ambassador Philip Dimitrov, Head of Delegation

Canada
Howard Strauss, Head of Delegation

Czech Republic
Jiri Sitler, Head of Delegation

France
Ambassador Louis Amigues, Head of Delegation

Germany
Ambassador Antonius Eitel, Head of Delegation

Greece
Ambassador Alexander Philon, Head of Delegation

Israel
Yaakov Levy, Deputy Director General, Ministry of

Foreign Affairs

Italy
Minister Franco Tempesta, Head of Delegation

Macedonia
Vladimir Naumovski, Head of Delegation

Netherlands
Ambassador Jan d'Ansembourg, Head of Delegation

Poland
Agnieszka Magdziak-Miszewska, Advisor to the Prime

Minister

Switzerland
Ambassador Thomas Bohrer, Head of Delegation
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Ukraine
Igor Lushnikov, Head of Delegation

United Kingdom
Anthony Layden, Head of Delegation
Lord Janner of Braunstone

United States
Under Secretary Stuart E. Eizenstat, Head of Delegation

11:15 Delegation Statements Conclude

11:45 Abner J. Mikva
Concluding Remarks by Conference Chairman

12:30-13:30 Lunch at the State Department
Benjamin Franklin Room, 8th Floor

13:00 Press Conference Dean Acheson Auditorium

14:00 Washington Conference on Holocaust-Era Assets
Concludes

The Us. Department ofState and the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum gratefully acknowledge the support ofThe Blanche and
Irving Laurie Foundation, the British Embassy, and the National Archives and
Records Administration.



Appendix F:
WASHINGTON CONFERENCE ON

HOLOCAUST-ERA ASSETS
PARTICIPANTS

CONFERENCE CHAIRMAN

The Honorable Abner J. Mikva

HOSTS

Stuart E. Eizenstat, Under Secretary of State for Economic, Business and
Agricultural Affairs

Miles Lerman, Chairman, United States Holocaust Memorial Council

CONFERENCEDIRECTORATE

J.D. Bindenagel, Conference Director
Stanley Turesky, Conference Working Group Director

Richard A. Smith, Jr., Conference Deputy Director
Wesley A. Fisher, Conference Working Group Deputy Director

CONFERENCE STAFF

United States Department ofState
Ambassador Henry Clarke, Communal Property
Judy Osborn, Art
Milton Gwirtzman, Art
Basil Scarlis, Insurance
John Becker, Communal Property
Steve Dubrow, Press Officer
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Bennett Freeman, Senior Advisor
Ananta Hans, Program Assistant
Jody L. Manning, Program Assistant
Eric Kneedler, Special Assistant
Holly Waeger, Intern

United States Holocaust MemorialMuseum
Sara Bloomfield, Acting Museum Director
William Parsons, Chief of Staff
Ralph Grunewald, Director of External Affairs
Mary Morrison, Director of Communications
Shana Penn, Director of Media Relations
Linda S. Lazar, Director of Special Events
Sylvia Kay, Museum Conference Planning
Susanne Brose, Intern
Nicolas Gauvin, Intern
Sarah Lueer, Intern

NationalArchives andRecords Administration
Greg Bradsher, Director, Holocaust-Era Assets Records Project

DELEGATIONS

Alhania
Ambassador Petrit Bushati, Ambassador
Mrs. Zhaneta Mansaku, Second Secretary

American GatheringofJewish Holocaust Survivors
Mr. Benjamin Meed, President (Presenter)
Mr. Sam Bloch, Senior Vice President
Mr. Roman Kent, Chairman of the Board
Mr. Max Liebmann, Treasurer
Mrs. Vladka Meed, Educational Committee Chairperson (Presenter)
Mrs. Lidia Budgor
Mr. Freddy Diament, Former President of Ernst Strauss, Inc.
Mr. Leon Stabinsky, President, California Association of Holocaust

Child Survivors
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Gene Korf, Executive Director, The Blanche and Irving Laurie
Foundation.

Mr. Albert Rich
Laura Master
Adelaide Zagoren

AmericanJewish Committee
Mr. David Harris, Executive Director
Rabbi Andrew Baker, Director ofEuropean Affairs (Presenter)
Dr. David Singer, Director of Research (Presenter)
Ms. Dottie Bennett, President, Washington Chapter
Mr. Nicholas Lane, Chainnan, International Relations Commission
Mr. Eric Fusfield, Assistant Director of European Affairs

AmericanJewishJoint Distribution Committee
Mr. Eliyahu Shashua, Legal Counsel, International AJJDC
Mrs. Caryn Wechsler
Mrs. Anja Heuss
Mr. Peter Heuss

Anti-Defamation League
Mr. Kenneth Jacobson, Assistant National Director (Presenter)
Stacy Burdett, Assistant Director, D.C. Office
Mr. Irving Shapiro, Vice-Chainnan
Mr. Irving Geszel
Ms. Susan Heller, Director, Middle East Affairs and International

Analysis
Ms. Margery Russell, Co-Chair, Brown Holocaust Institute
Mr. Hennan Ziering

Argentina
Ambassador Diego Guelar
Ambassador Dan.iel Castruccio
Mr. Jose Gutierrez Maxwell, Minister
Dr. Ignacio Klich, Academic Coordinator, Commission of Enquiry into

the Activities ofNazism in Argentina (CEANA) (Presenter)
Manuel Mora y Araujo, President, Commission of Enquiry into the

Activities ofNazism in Argentina (CEANA)
Minister Alberto de Nunez, Deputy Chief of Mission
Mr. Pablo Beltramino, Secretary of Embassy
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Mr. Rodolfo Blachowicz, Counselor, Embassy of Argentina
Mr. Marcelo Massoni, Secretary of Embassy

Australia
Mr. Andrew Todd, Counselor
Ms. Elizabeth McKenna, Congressional Liaison Office

Austria
Mr. Hans Winkler, Director for the Americas, Ministry of Foreign

Affairs
Professor Ernst Bacher, Chairman, Austrian Art Commission (Presenter)
Mrs. Hannah Lessing, Secretary General, National Fund of the Republic

of Austria for Victims ofNational Socialism
Mr. Ariel Muzikant, President, Federation of Jewish Communities
Mr. Bertrand Perz, Historian, Member of the Austrian Historical

Commission
Mr. Martin Weiss, Counselor (Political and Congressional), Embassy of

Austria
Dr. Gerlinde Manz-Christ, Consul, Consulate General, New York

Belarus
Dr. Vladimir Adamushko, Deputy Chairman, State Committee on

Archives
Mr. Valtantsin Herasimav, Chairman, Mutual Understanding and

Recognition Fund
Professor Olga Nekhai, Professor, Minsk State Linguistic University;

President, Belarussian Association of Former Nazi Prisoners "Lyos"
Mr. Leonid Sennikov, Counselor
Mr. Leonid Levin, Chief of the Workshop, Project Enterprise; President,

Belarussian Association of Jewish Communities
Arkady Cherepansky, Charge d'Affairs, Embassy of Belarus

Belgium
Mr. Walter Lion, Minister Plenipotentiary, Deputy Director General
Mr. Nicolas Vanhove, Conseiller Adjoint, Mission Restitution of Spoiled

Goods, Ministry of Economic Affairs
Mr. Philippe Dartois, Minister Plenipotentiary
Professor Georges Schnek, President, Consistoire ofBelgium
Mr. Walter Stevens, First Secretary (Economic), Embassy of Belgium
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Mr. Richard D. Heideman, Esq., International President
Dr. Sidney Clearfield, Executive Vice President
Mr. Donald Sussis, International Chairman, B'nai B'rith Center for

Public Policy
Mr. Michael Hausfeld, International Chairman, B 'nai B'rith Lawyers

Network
Mr. Daniel Mariaschin, Director, B'nai B'rith Center for Public Policy

Bosnia andHerzegovina
Ambassador Sven Alkalaj, Ambassador to the United States
Mr. Sead Tikvina, First Secretary
Ms. Meliha Basic, Political Attache

Brazil
Mr. Marcos Vinicius Pinta Gama, Counselor (Human Rights and Social

Affairs), Embassy of Brazil

Bulgaria
Ambassador Philip Dimitrov, Ambassador to the United States
Professor Nikola Toholakov, Deputy Chief of Mission
Mrs. Nedyalka Chakalova, Second Secretary

Canada
Mr. Howard Strauss, Director, Oceans, Environment and Economic Law

Division, Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade
Mr. Irving Abella, Professor, York University and Glendon College
Mr. Paul Marsden, Archivist, State, Military and Justice National

Archives of Canada
Ms. Susan Murdock, Manager, Government Action and Institutional

Development, Department of Canadian Heritage
Mr. Charles Black, Senior Advisor, Insurance Operation Canadian Life

and Health Insurance Association
Mr. David Walden, Director, Moveable Cultural Property Program,

Department of Canadian Heritage
Ms. Rochelle Wilner, Senior Vice President B'nai B'rith Canada

Conference onJewish Material Claims Against Gennany
Dr. Israel Miller, President
Mr. Saul Kagan, Executive Vice President (Presenter)
Mr. Gideon Taylor, Executive Vice President Elect (Presenter)
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Mr. Karl Brozik, Representative in Gennany
Mr. Moshe Jahoda, Associate Executive Vice President

Croatia
Ms. Snjezana Bagic, Deputy Minister of Justice
Mrs. Ljerka Alajbeg, Chief Legal Advisor to the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs
Ms. Branka Sule, Assistant Minister of Culture
Mrs. Branka Grabovac, Head of Department for Public Debt

Cyprus
Dr. Erato Kozakou-Marcoullis, Ambassador of Cyprus to the United

States
Mr. Andreas Kakouris, Deputy Chief ofMission
Mr. George Chacallt, Counselor

Czech Repuhlic
Mr. Jiri Sitler, Director, Department of Central European Affairs,

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Mr. Karel Holomek, Chainnan ofthe Association of Friends and Experts

of the Museum of Roma Culture
Mr. Tomas Kraus, Executive Director, Federation of Jewish

Communities
Mr. Tomas Jelinek, Counselor of Political Affairs, Office of the

President (Presenter)
Mr. Vit VInas, Director of Archives, National Gallery
Ambassador Alexandr Vondra, Ambassador to the United States
Mr. Antonin Hradilek, Deputy Chief ofMission

Denmark
Mr. Svend OIling, Secretary of Embassy
Mr. Jeffrey Cohen, Director, Member of the Jewish Community,

Denmark
Professor Therkel Straede, Professor

Estonia
Ambassador Kalev Stoicescu, Ambassador to the United States
Jaan Salulaid, First Secretary

European CouncilofJewish Communities
Mr. David J. Lewis, President
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Mr. Michael May, Executive Director
Mrs. Hannah Lewis
Mr. J. Zissels, Chainnan, Association of Jewish Organizations and

Communities ofUkraine

EuropeanJewish Congress
Mr. Ignatz Bubis, President, European Jewish Congress, and President,

Zentralrat der Juden in Gennany (Presenter)
Mr. Eldred Tabachnik, Q.C., President of the Board of Deputies of

British Jews, and Honorary President, European Jewish Congress
Mr. Henri Hajdenberg, Vice President, EJC; President ofthe Counseil

Representatif des Institutions Juives de France
Rabbi Yaakov Bleich, Chief Rabbi ofKiev and the Ukraine
Mr. Serge Cwajgenbaum, General Secretary
Mr. Joop Sanders, Director, Federation of Dutch Jewish Communities
Mr. David Susskind, Member, Directing Committee of the Comitee de

Corrdination des Organizations Juives de Belgique
Mr. Ben Helfgott, Chainnan, Yad Vashem Committee ofthe Board of

Deputies

Finland
Ambassador Esko Kiuru, Ambassador
Mr. Teemu Tanner, Deputy Chief of Mission
Heikki HamaHiinen, Secretary to the Board, Bank of Finland
Mr. Jukka Hartikainen, Editor, Otava Publishing Company
Ms. Kirsti Kauppi, First Secretary

France
Ambassador Louis Amigues, Director, Archives and Documentation,

Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Chair, Archives, Books and Historical
Commissions Plenary session, and Presenter)

Fact-Finding Mission on the Looting of Jewish Assets CMatteoli
Commission):

Professor Adolphe Steg, Deputy Chainnan of the Commission
(Presenter)

Mr. Serge Klarsfeld, Esq., President of the Association of Sons and
Daughters of Deportees; Member of the Commission

Mr. Alain Pierret, Member of the Commission
Mrs. Annette Wieviorka, Member of the Commission
Mrs. Claire Andrieu, Member of the Commission
Mr. Andre Larquie, Director ofthe Mission
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Mr. Jean Saint-Geours, Inspector General of Finance, Chairman of the
Committee, Bank Oversight Committee accredited to the Fact-Finding
Mission on the Looting of Jewish Assets

Mr. Jacques-Henri Gougenheim, Representative of the Committee,
Insurance Oversight Committee accredited to the Fact-Finding Mission
on the Looting of Jewish Assets

Mr. Claude Lanzman, Film Director, Eminent Person
Mr. Pierre Gisserot, Inspector General of Finance, Chief of Mission,

Ministry of Economy, Finance, and Industry: Coordinating Mission on
Looting and Restitution

Mr. Patrice Dreiski, Special Assistant, Ministry of Economy, Finance,
and Industry: Coordinating Mission on Looting and Restitution

Mrs. Myriam Constantin, Special Assistant, Ministry of Economy,
Finance, and Industry: Coordinating Mission on Looting and
Restitution

Mrs. Franc;oise Cachin, Director of the Museums of France, Ministry of
Culture and Communication, (Presenter)

Mr. Norbert Engel, Inspector General, Ministry of Culture and
Communication

Mr. Philippe Lefort, Second Counselor, Embassy of France in
Washington

Germany
Prof. Dr. Tono Eitel, Ambassador, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Prof. Dr. Dr. RudolfDolzer, Professor, Legal Consultant, Bonn

University
Hagen Graf Lambsdorff, Ministerial Director, Press and Information

Office
Dr. Albert Spiegel, Deputy Director, Cultural Affairs, Ministry of

Foreign Affairs (Presenter)
Mr. Michael Geier, Head of Division, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Mr. Otto Loeffler, Director, Ministry of Finance
Mr. Richard Wiemer, Counselor, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Mr. Enrico Brandt, Attache, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Ambassador Juergen Chrobog, Ambassador to the United States
Mr. Harald Braun, Minister (Political) Embassy of the Federal Republic

of Germany
Mr. Volker Schlegel, Minister (Economic), Embassy ofthe Federal

Republic of Germany
Mr. Claus Wunderlich, First Political Counselor, Embassy of the Federal

Republic of Germany
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Mr. Thomas Terstegen, Counselor, Embassy of the Federal Republic of
Germany

Mr. Claudius Fischbach, First Secretary, Embassy of the Federal
Republic of Germany

Mr. Jens Hanefeld, Second Secretary, Embassy of the Federal Republic
of Germany

Greece
Ambassador Alexander Philon, Ambassador to the United States

(Presenter)
Dr. George Dertilis, Professor of History, Athens University
Mrs. Photini Constantopoulou, Expert Counselor, Director of the Service

of Historical Archives, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Dr. Hagen Fleischer, Professor of History, Athens University
Mr. Albert Hagoul, Secretary General, Jewish Community of

Thessoloniki
Dr. Gabrielle Etmektsoglou, Historian - Visiting Fellow, Princeton

University

The Holy See (Observer Delegation)
Rev. Dr. Remi Hoeckman, Secretary of the Holy See's Commission for

Religious Relations with the Jews, a.p. (Presenter)
Rev. Fr. Marcel Chappin, Professor, Gregoriana Pontifical University

(Presenter)

Hungaty
Dr. Zsolt Visy, Deputy State Secretary of the Ministry ofNational

Cultural Heritage
Dr Laszlo Asztalos, President, State Insurance Supervision Agency
Dr. Erzsebet Pek, Senior Legal Advisor, International Law Department,

Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Presenter)
Dr. Gy6rgy Boytha, Ambassador, Associate Professor of Law, ELTE

University
Dr. Zoltan Banyasz, Counselor, Embassy of Hungary
Dr. Zsuzsanna Bona, Legal Assistant, State Insurance Supervision

Agency
Ms. Zsofia Trombims, First Secretary, Cultural Attache

IntemationaJRomani Union
Dr. Rajko Djuric, President, International Romani Union (Presenter)
Mr. Marcel Courthiades, Rromani Baxt
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Zoran Dimov, TV BTR Nacional
Mr. Victor Famulson, Vice President
Fredi Reinhard-Hoffmann, Representative to the United Nations
AlijaMesic
Josef Muscha Muller
Jovan Nicolic, Vice President
Stefan Pailson
Rita Prigmore
Zivadin Radosavljevic
Dr. Emil Scuka, Secretary General
Milorad Vujicic
Mr. Barry Fisher, Legal Counsel

Israel
Ambassador Zalman Shoval, Ambassador to the United States
Mr. Avraham Hirchson, Member ofKnesset (Presenter)
Ms. Nili Arad, Director General, Ministry of Justice
Mr. Ya'akov Levy, Deputy Director General, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Mr. Bobby Brown, Advisor to the Prime Minister on Diaspora Affairs

(Presenter)
Mr. Levi Ben-David, Minister, Deputy Chief of Mission
Mr. Avi Granot, Minister, Public and Interreligious Affairs
Dr. Avner Shalev, Chairman, Yad Vashem (Chair, Archives and Books

Break-out session, and Presenter)
Mr. Mattityahu Droblas, Chairman, World Jewish Congress
Ms. Talya Lador-Fresher, Counselor, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Mr. Zvi Barak, Co-Chair, World Jewish Congress
Mr. Aharon Mor, Coordinator, Israel Committee on Restitution of Jewish

Property
Ms. Zigora Samet, Commissioner of Capital Market, Insurance, and

Saving
Ms. Yehodit Ben-Susan
Mr. Itamar Levin, Globes INC
Mr. Gideon Koren, Aid to Delegation Chairman

Italy
Mr. Franco Tempesta, Minister Plenipotentiary - Deputy Director

General for Economic Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Mr. Mario Bondioli-Osio, Chair, Commission on Stolen Italian Art

during WWII
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Mr. Vittorio Tedeschi, Minister, Economic & Commercial Affairs,
Embassy of Italy

Mr. Giuseppe Perrone, First Secretary

Latvia
Dr. Armands Gutmanis, Foreign Policy Advisor to the President
Ambassador Ojars Kalnins, Ambassador to the United States and Mexico
Dr. Einars Semanis, Deputy Chief of Mission, Embassy of Latvia
Mr. Gregory Krupnikovs, Co-chair, Riga Jewish Community

Lithuania
Mr. Emanuelis Zingeris, Member of Seimas (Parliament); Chairman,

Committee on Human and Civil Rights and Ethnic Affairs; Chairman,
The Genocide Investigation

Ambassador Stasys Sakalauskas, Ambassador to the United States
Mrs. Ausra Semaskiene, Second Secretary

Luxembourg
Ambassador Arlette Conzemius, Ambassador to the United States
Dr. Paul Dostert, Director, Centre National de la Resistance; Historian,

Charge de Direction
Mr. Carlo Krieger, Deputy Chief ofMission

Macedonia
Mr. Vladimir Naumovski, Minister
Ambassador Ljubica Acevska, Ambassador to the United States
Mr. Ivan Dejanov, Macedonian Academy of Sciences and Arts
Mr. Vangel Panovski, Head of US Department, Ministry of Foreign

Affairs

NationalAssociation ofInsurance Commissioners
IntemationalHolocaust Commission TaskForce

Mr. Glenn Pomeroy, NAIC President and North Dakota Insurance
Commissioner (Presenter)

Mr. Neil Levin, Superintendent, New York State Insurance Department
(Presenter)

Ms. Diane Koken, Commissioner, Pennsylvania Department ofInsurance
Mr. Bill Nelson, Commissioner, Florida Department ofInsurance

(Presenter)
Ms. Deborah Senn, Commissioner, Washington State Insurance

Department
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Mr. James Brown, Jr., Commissioner, Louisiana Department of
Insurance

Ms. Charlotte M. Acquaviva, Principle Attorney, Connecticut Insurance
Department

Mr. Paul DeAngelo, Assistant Commissioner, New Jersey Insurance
Department

Mr. William Palmer, Deputy Commissioner, California Department of
Insurance

Mr. Timothy Knapp, Chief of Staff, Pennsylvania Department of
Insurance

Ms. Audrey Samers, Deputy General Counsel, New York State Insurance
Department

Mr. George Brady, International Policy Analyst, NAIC
Mr. Daniel Kadden, Special Projects Manager, Washington State

Insurance Department

Netherlands
Count Jan d'Ansembourg, Ambassador
Drs. C,J. Ruppert, Secretary, Working Party WWII Assets, Ministry of

Finance
Mrs. A.C.M. Proost, Project Manager, Ministry of Health, Welfare and

Sport
Mr. Bob Lodder, Deputy Director Cultural Heritage, Ministry of

Education, Culture and Science
Mr. Ronny Naftaniel, Central Jewish Committee
Drs. Erik de Feijter, Desk Officer, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Mrs. Thea Blankert-van Veen, Director of Department Resistance

Members, Victims of Persecution and Civilian Victims of War,
Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport (Presenter)

Professor Eric Ketelaar, Legal Counsel (Presenter)
Professor Dr. Peter Klein, National Archives (Presenter)
Mrs. Charlotte van Rappard-Boon, Ch.E., Head Inspector, Ministry of

Education, Culture, and Science (Presenter)

Norway
Ambassador Wegger Stf0mmen, Special Advisor to the Minister,

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Dr. Mrs. Berit Reisel, Representative, Norwegian Jewish Society
Ms. Hilde Svartdal, First Secretary, Royal Norwegian Embassy
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Poland
Mrs. Joanna Wnuk-Nazarowa, Minister of Culture and Art
Mr. Marek Siwiec, Secretary of State, National Security Advisor
Mrs. Agnieszka Magdziak-Miszewska, Advisor to the Prime Minister
Mr. Jan Jagielski, Jewish Historical Institute
Prof. Wojciech Kowalski, Professor, University ofSilesia, Department of

Intellectual and Cultural Property Laws (Presenter)
Mr. Jerzy Kranz, Director, Legal Department, Ministry of Foreign

Affairs
Ms. Teresa Swiebocka, Senior Curator, Auschwitz-Birkenau State

Museum (Presenter)
Ms. Elzbieta Turkowska-Tyrluk, Vice President, Powsechny Zaklad

Ubezpieczen (PZU) (Presenter)
Mr. Jerzy Kichler, President, Union of Jewish Congregations in Poland

(Presenter)
Mr. Zygmunt Rakowiecki, Counselor, Ministry of State Treasury
Ambassador Jerzy Kozminski, Ambassador to the United States
Mr. Piotr Ogrodzinski, Deputy Chief of Mission
Mr. Tomasz Michalak, Director of the Department for Political Strategy,

Chancellery ofthe President of the Republic of Poland
Mr. Mariusz Handzlik, Political Counselor, Embassy of Poland

Portugal
Professor Jmiquim da Costa Leite, Researcher and Historian
Mr. Nuno Mathias, First Secretary

RomaniRepresentative
Mr. John Nickels

Romania
Ambassador Mircea Geoana, Ambassador of Romania to the United

States
Dr. Elena Zamfirescu, State Secretary, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Mr. Dorel Dorian, Member of Parliament (Chamber of Deputies),

Member ofthe Board of Federation ofJewish Communities of
Romania

Mrs. Ecaterina Vrinceanu, Deputy General Secretary of the Justice
Ministry

Mrs. Felicia Waldman, Head of Division, Ministry ofNational Education
Mrs. Maria Calangiu, Legal Advisor, Ministry of Finance
Mrs. Daniela Bleoanca, Third Secretary, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
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Mrs. Raduta Matache, First Secretary, Embassy of Romania

Russia
Ambassador Valentin Kopteltsev, Chief Advisor, 4th European

Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Mr. Victor Petrakov, Deputy Director, Department of Cultural Heritage,

Ministry of Culture
Mr. Valery Kulishov, Chief of Restitution Section, Ministry of Culture

(Presenter)
Mrs. Tatiana Zanina, Chief of Research Section, Federal Archive Service
Mr. Anatoliy Oreshin, Counselor, Department of Economic Cooperation,

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Mr. Nikolay Makhutov, Vice President of the Board, Fund of

Understanding and Reconciliation

Slovak Repuhlic
Dr. Peter Burian, General Director, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Dr. Robert Fico, Member of Parliament, National Council
Dr. Peter Alexander, Executive Chairman, Central Union of Jewish

Religious Communities
Dr. Jan Gabor, Charge d'Affairs
Dr. Miroslav Musil, Counselor, Embassy of the Slovak Republic

Slovenia
Ambassador Dimitri Rupel, Ambassador to the United States
Dr. Dusan Biber, Vice President of the International Committee on the

History of World War II
Mr. Marjan Smonig, Counselor, Embassy of Slovenia

Spain
Mr. Enrique Mugica-Herzog, Member ofthe Spanish Parliament and

Chairman of the Spanish Historical Commission on Holocaust Assets
Mr. Francisco de Caceres, Member of the Spanish Parliament and the

Spanish Historical Commission
Mr. Fernando de Galainena, Deputy Director General for International

Economic Affairs (Ministry of Foreign Affairs) and Secretary to the
Spanish Historical Commision

Mr. Pablo Martin-Acefia, Professor ofEconomic History (University of
Alcala de Henares, Madrid) and Director ofthe Research Team of the
Spanish Historical Commission (Presenter)

Mr. Mauricio Hatchwell, Member of the Spanish Historical Commission
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Mr. Agustin Nunez, Minister for Political Affairs, Embassy of Spain in
Washington

Sweden
Mr. Par Nuder, State Secretary, Prime Minister's Office (Presenter)
Ms. Ann-Christin Nykvist, State Secretary
Mr. UlfHjertonsson, Director General for Political Affairs
Mr. Krister Wahlback, Ambassador (Presenter)
Mrs. Veronika Bard-Bringeus, Deputy Director for International Affairs
Ms. Anna-Karin Johansson, Head of Section
Ms. Maria Martinsson, Information Officer
Mr. Stephane Bruchfeld, Historian
Dr. Paul Levine, Ph.D - Research Fellow (Presenter)
Ms. Hedi Fried, Psychologist
Mr. Christer Mattsson, Doctorial Candidate
Mr. Bertil Ahnborg, Deputy Director
Mr. Salomo Berlinger, Special Advisor to the Commission
Mrs. Ingrid Lomfors, Commission Secretary
Ms. Nina Ersman, Press Counselor
Mr. Peter Tejler, Minister, Deputy Chief of Mission

Switzerland
Ambassador Thomas G. Borer, Ambassador, Head of Task Force,

"Switzerland - Second World War"
Mr. Lukas Beglinger, Minister, Deputy Head of Task Force "Switzerland

- Second World War"
Mr. Andreas Kellerhals, Vice Director of the Swiss Federal Archives
Mr. Peter Streit, Vice Director of the Federal Office of Private Insurance
Mr. Andrea Rascher, Head of Service for Cultural Objects Transfer in

the Federal Office for Cultural Affairs
Mr. Christoph Bubb, Counselor - Legal Advisor, Embassy of

Switzerland
Independent Delegation Members representing only the Independent
Commission of Experts "Switzerland - Second World War":

Professor Jean-Francois Bergier, Chairman, Independent Commission of
Experts, "Switzerland - Second World War" (Presenter)

Ms. Sybil Milton, Deputy Chairperson, Independent Commission of
Experts, "Switzerland, Second World War"

Christian Graf-Zumsteg, Expert mandated by the Education Director's
Conference ofthe Swiss Cantons

Thomas Buomberger, Historian
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Turkey
Ambassador Sevinc Dalyanoglu, Ambassador, Director General for

Multilateral Economic Affairs (Presenter)
Ambassador M. Nuri Yildirim, Special Advisor to the Minister of State
Professor Dr. Ilber Ortayli, Professor of History, University of Ankara
Professor Dr. Hasan Unal, Professor of Political Science, University of

Ankara
Professor Dr. Bahri Yilmaz, Professor, Bilkent University and Senior

Advisor to Minister of State
Mr. Ethem Seckin, Deputy Director General, Turkish Central Bank
Mr. Ahmet Alpman, Head of Department, Multilateral Economic Affairs,

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Mr. Avraam Alkas, Vice President, Jewish Community of Turkey
Mr. Danyal Navaro, Deputy Vice President, Jewish Community of

Turkey

Ukraine
Mr. Igor Lushnikov, Head, Ukrainian National Foundation "Mutual

Understanding and Reconciliation"
Mr. Volodymyr Lytvynov, Director, All-Ukrainian Union ofthe Nazi's

Minor Prisoners
Mr. Volodymyr Repryntsev, Assistant of the Vice Prime Minister on

Humanitarian Issues
Professor Gennady Boriak, Professor, Leader of the Scientific and

Analytical Group of the UNF
Mr. Danylo Kurdelchuk, President, Ukrainian Bar Association for

Foreign Affairs
Natalia Zarudna, Deputy Chief of Mission

UnitedKingdom
Mr. Anthony Layden, Head, Western European Department, Foreign and

Commonwealth Office (Presenter)
Sir Christopher Meyer, Ambassador to the United States
Ms. Gill Bennett, Chief Historian, FCO (Chair, Historical Commissions

Break-out session, and Presenter)
Ms. Julia Painting, Desk Officer, Western European Department, FCO
Mr. Richard Bevins, Senior Historian, FCO (Presenter)
Mr. Steven Chandler, Western European Department, FCO
Lord Janner of Braunstone, Chairman, Holocaust Educational Trust

(Presenter)
Ms. Janice Lopatkin, Director, Holocaust Educational Trust
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Mr. Stephen Ward, Associate Director, Holocaust Educational Trust
Ms. Sharon Page, Secretary, Tate Gallery and Chair of Working Group

on Nazi Spoliation of Art, National Museum Directors' Conference
(Presenter)

Mr. Michael Helston, Head, Cultural Property Section, Department for
Cultural Media and Sport

Mr. John Cooke, Head of External Relations, Association of British
Insurers

Ms. Trudy Gold, Director of Education, Spiro Institute (Presenter)
Professor David Cesarani, Professor, Wiener Library
Mr. Paul Salmons, Holocaust Education Coordinator, Imperial War

Museum
Mr. Stephen Smith, Holocaust Education Expert, Beth Shalom

(Presenter)
Mr. William Shapcott, First Secretary

United States
Stuart E. Eizenstat, Under Secretary of State for Economic, Business and

Agricultural Affairs, U.S. Department of State (Presenter)
Mr. Bennett Freeman, Senior Advisor to the Under Secretary of State for

Economic, Business and Agricultural Affairs, U.S. Department of State
(Chair, Education Break-out section)

Ambassador Henry Clarke, Senior Advisor for Restitution Issues, U.S.
Department of State

Mr. E. Anthony Wayne, Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary, Bureau of
European and Canadian Affairs, U.S. Department of State

Dr. William Slany, The Historian, U.S. Department of State
Representative Sidney Yates, U.S. House of Representatives
Representative Sam Gejdenson, U.S. House of Representatives
Representative Tom Lantos, U.S. House of Representatives (Presenter)
Mr. Greg Rickman, Legislative Director, Office of Senator Alfonse M.

D'Amato
Mr. Miles Lerman, Chairman, United States Holocaust Memorial

Council (Chair, Education Break-out section and Presenter)
Mr. Jim Robinson, Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division, U.S.

Department of Justice, and Justice designee to the Presidential
Advisory Commission on Holocaust Assets in the United States

Mr. Eli Rosenbaum, Director, Office of Special Investigations,
Department of Justice

Mr. Earl A. Powell III, Director, National Gallery of Art (Presenter)
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Ms. Nancy Weiss, Deputy General Counsel ofthe National Foundation
on the Arts and Humanities

Ms. Maria Papageorge Kouroupas, Executive Director, Cultural Property
Advisory Committee, United States Information Agency

Dr. Michael Kurtz, Assistant Archivist, National Archives and Records
Administration (Presenter)

Dr. Greg Bradsher, Director, Holocaust-Era Assets Records Project,
National Archives and Records Administration

Ambassador Donald Blinken, Former U.S. Ambassador to Hungary

Uruguay
Mr. Nelson Chaben, Minister Counselor, Political and Cultural Affairs

WorldJewish Congress
Mr. Israel Singer, Secretary General (Presenter)
Mr. Edgar Bronfman, President (Presenter)
Mr. Elan Steinberg, Executive Director
Ambassador Ronald Lauder, Chairman of the Board, Museum of Modern

Art (Presenter)
Dr. Avi Beker, Director
Douglas Bloomfield
Prof. Irwin Cotler, Faculty of Law, McGill University
Mr. Hector Feliciano, Independent Scholar (Presenter)
Mr. Benjamin Fishoff
Mr. Curtis Hoxter, Advisor
Dr. Connie Lowenthal, Director, Commission for Art Recovery

(Presenter)
Dr. Laurence Weinbaum, Senior Research & Editorial Officer
Sidney Zabludoff, Adviser

WorldJewish Restitution Organization
Mr. Avraham Burg, Chairman of the Jewish Agency for Israel

(Presenter)
Ambassador Naphtali Lavie, Vice Chairman of the WJRO (Presenter)
Mr. Noach Flug, Secretary-General ofWJRO
Mr. Eliyahu Spanic, Director-General ofWJRO
Mr. Zvi Ramot, member of the Executive of the Jewish Agency
Rabbi Chaskel Besser, Chairman for Poland and Ukraine
Mr. Yoram DoTi, Spokesman
Mr. Dan Eldar, Senior Advisor to the Chairman
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Mr. David Zwiebel, Director for Government Affairs/General Counsel,
Agudath Israel of America

YadVashem
Dr. Yaacov Lozowick, Director ofthe Archives (Presenter)
Mrs. Shulamit Imber, Pedagogical Director (Presenter)
Mr. Eli Zborowski, Chairman, American Society for Yad Vashem
Ms. Caroline Arfa

PRESENTERS

Dr. Konstantin Akinsha, Research Director, Project of Documentation of
Wartime Losses

The Honorable Madeleine K. Albright, Secretary of State, the United
States of America

Mr. Giulio Baseggio, Riunione Adriatica di Sicurta
Professor Yehuda Bauer, Yad Vashem Institute
Sara Bloomfield, Acting Director, United States Holocaust Memorial

Museum (Chair, Education Break-out section)
Dr. Siegfried BUttner, Vice President, German Federal Archives
Mr. Philippe de Montebello, Director, Metropolitan Museum of Art
The Honorable Lawrence S. Eagleburger, Chairman, International

Commission on Holocaust-Era Insurance Claims, and former U.S.
Secretary of State

Mr. Gilbert Edelson, Administrative Vice President and Counsel, Art
Dealers Association of America

Prof. Gerald Feldman, Fellow, and Professor of History, American
Academy in Berlin

Dr. Tamas Foldi, Public Policy Institute, Budapest
Mr. Rudolph Gerlach, Department Chief, German Federal Regulatory

Agency for Insurance Practices
Representative Benjamin A. Gilman, Chairman, Committee on

International Relations, U.S. House of Representatives (Chair,
Communal Property Plenary and Break-out sessions)

Mr. Nikolai Gubenko, Deputy Chairman of the Committee on Culture,
State Duma, Russian Federation

Mr. Herbert Hansmeyer, Member of the Board, Allianz AG
Mr. Alan Hevesi, Comptroller, City ofNew York
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Dr. Beate Kosmala, Center for Anti-Semitism Research, Technical
University in Berlin

Representative James A. Leach, Chairman, Committee on Banking and
Financial Services, U.S. House of Representatives (Chair, Nazi
confiscatedArt Plenary and Break-out sessions)

Mr. Michael Lewan, Chairman, U.S. Commission for the Preservation of
America's Heritage Abroad

Ms. Catherine Lillie, Director, Holocaust Claims Processing Office, New
York State Banking Department

Prof. Vojtech Mastny, Senior Research Scholar, Woodrow Wilson
International Center

Mr. William McDonough, President & Chief Executive Officer, Federal
Reserve Bank ofNew York (Chair, Gold Plenary session)

Ms. Daisy Miller, Survivors of the Shoah Visual History Foundation
Ms. Lynn Nicholas, Independent Scholar
Ambassador Lyndon Olson, U.S. Ambassador to Sweden and former

Texas Insurance Commissioner (Chair, Holocaust-Era Insurance
Issues Plenary and Break-out sessions)

William Parsons, Chief of Staff, United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum (Chair, Education Break-out section)

Dr. Jonathan Petropoulos, Professor, Department of History, Loyola
College

Col. Seymour Pomrenze, First Director, Offenbach Archival Depot
Dr. Oliver Rathkolb, Univ. Doz. DDr., Kreisky Archives and Institute for

Contemporary History, University of Vienna
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Appendix G
WASHINGTON CONFERENCE PRINCIPLES

ON NAZI-CONFISCATED ART

In developing a consensus on non-binding principles to assist in
resolving issues relating to Nazi-confiscated art, the Conference
recognizes that among participating nations there are differing
legal systems and that countries act within the context of their
own laws.

I. Art that had been confiscated by the Nazis and not subsequently
restituted should be identified.

II. Relevant records and archives should be open and accessible to
researchers, in accordance with the guidelines of the
International Council on Archives.

III. Resources and personnel should be made available to facilitate
the identification of all art that had been confiscated by the Nazis
and not subsequently restituted.

IV. In establishing that a work of art had been confiscated by the
Nazis and not subsequently restituted, consideration should be
given to unavoidable gaps or ambiguities in the provenance in
light of the passage of time and the circumstances of the
Holocaust era.

V. Every effort should be made to publicize art that is found to have
been confiscated by the Nazis and not subsequently restituted in
order to locate its pre-War owners or their heirs.

VI. Efforts should be made to establish a central registry of such
information.

VII. Pre-War owners and their heirs should be encouraged to come
forward and make known their claims to art that was confiscated
by the Nazis and not subsequently restituted.
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VIII. If the pre-War owners of art that is found to have been
confiscated by the Nazis and not subsequently restituted, or their
heirs, can be identified, steps should be taken expeditiously to
achieve a just and fair solution, recognizing this may vary
according to the facts and circumstances surrounding a specific
case.

IX. If the pre-War owners of art that is found to have been
confiscated by the Nazis, or their heirs, can not be identified,
steps should be taken expeditiously to achieve a just and fair
solution.

X. Commissions or other bodies established to identify art that was
confiscated by the Nazis and to assist in addressing ownership
issues should have a balanced membership.

XI. Nations are encouraged to develop national processes to
implement these principles, particularly as they relate to
alternative dispute resolution mechanisms for resolving
ownership issues.
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I. OVERVIEW OF THE TASK FORCE FOR INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION ON HOLOCAUST EDUCATION,
REMEMBRANCE, AND RESEARCH

a) Introduction
Stuart E. Eizenstat, Under Secretary ofState for Economic, Business,

and Agricultural Affairs, United States Department of State;
Chairman of the Task Force for International Cooperation on
Holocaust Education, Remembrance, and Research

It gives me great pleasure to report on the progress of the
recently formed Task Force for International Cooperation on Holocaust
Education, Remembrance, and Research, which I have had the privilege
to chair on behalf of the United States from September to December
1998.

No one can question how important and how tragically overdue
is the international community's focus on Holocaust-era assets. Equally
clear is the importance of a fresh focus on Holocaust education,
remembrance, and research. As we come to the close of this century and
enter the new millennium, it is memory - memory of the most tragic
events of this century - that must endure so that such horrors are not
repeated. It is therefore critical for us all to intensify and improve our
efforts in the realm of Holocaust education. Swedish Prime Minister
Persson recognized this imperative and launched a Holocaust education
initiative first at home and then abroad in the spring of 1998 by inviting
the cooperation of Prime Minister Blair and President Clinton. Israel and
Germany have now joined Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the United
States in the Task Force.

We, of course, recognize and salute the efforts over many years
of non-governmental organizations and individuals in the Holocaust
education domain. This initiative nonetheless embodies real innovation.
There is no precedent for heads of state and government, as they have in
this case, to work through diplomatic channels to foster international
cooperation in Holocaust education.

. Represented here are five governments, each of which brings to
the table notable strengths; each has much to contribute. Sweden
originated the concept of the Task Force and has offered for considera
tion its own Holocaust educational effort, which reaches deeply and
comprehensively into Swedish homes and schools. In the United
Kingdom, we have the example of long-time public and private sector
institutions cooperating in Holocaust education as well as the leadership
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the British government has provided in meeting head-on
Holocaust-assets issues - leadership highlighted by last year's London
Nazi Gold Conference. In the United States, we see Holocaust education
woven through the nations social fabric in the work of NGOs; in school
curricula determined at national, state, and local levels; and in the United
States Holocaust Memorial Museum, which has established itself as a
solemn treasure for our nation and the world. Israel is, of course, the
home to a large number of Holocaust survivors as well as great
institutions of learning and remembrance like Yad Vashem. Germany's
efforts can also serve as a model in our discussions because of its
particularly pertinent lessons from over 50 years of thorough and
cathartic Holocaust education practices.

To date, representatives of these five governments have been
reviewing efforts under way in these priority areas: a survey of
international Holocaust education, remembrance, and research; an
adaptation of a Swedish Holocaust education booklet for international
use; a draft report on Holocaust education guidelines; and progress on
archival access. Further descriptions of our work in progress may be
found in the pages that follow.

The work of the Task Force has already provided heartening
proof of a new international consensus to put Holocaust education at the
forefront of our collective consciousness. Our five governments have
begun to develop the substantive and diplomatic frameworks to move
forward together and with other countries to advance our common
Holocaust education goals in the months and years ahead.
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b) Discussion Paper Agreed Upon by the Working Group of the
Task Force on International Cooperation on Holocaust
Education, Remembrance, and Research

United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
September 25, 1998

Since the end of the Second World War, the world has struggled
to come to terms with the history and legacy of the Holocaust. Many
countries have made great strides in this regard, while others are only
now taking steps. The recent focus on the long-neglected assets
dimension of the Holocaust is serving as a catalyst for countries that have
not concentrated as intensely on the Holocaust in a broad context,
including their own roles and responses to its events.

Holocaust education and remembrance will help us recall the
importance offighting intolerance, racism, and other challenges to basic
human values. As we enter the new millennium, we should encourage
and reinforce work in many nations to strengthen Holocaust education
efforts, to create new ones, and to finally begin such efforts where they
have been overlooked. Through education and remembrance we shall do
all we can to ensure that the crimes of the Holocaust are neither forgotten
nor repeated.

It is and will remain the shared responsibility of parents and
teachers, as well as of political, religious, and civic leaders, to teach our
children that moral choices exist. Countless wrong and evil choices
accompanied by mass indifference made the Holocaust possible.
Holocaust education efforts undertaken by many countries for a number
ofyears have been encouraging.

The unique importance of the Holocaust and its lessons for
contemporary society, however, require that the peoples of all our
countries engage in teaching about the Holocaust and their countries'
relationship to these events. International exchange and cooperation can
greatly facilitate this work.

Recognizing its history, Sweden launched its own initiative in
1997 on Holocaust education, and in early 1998, Swedish Prime Minister
Goran Persson invited U.S. President Bill Clinton and U.K. Prime
Minister Tony Blair to join in developing on an international basis an
initiative to promote Holocaust education. To this end the Swedish,
British, and US. Governments decided on May 7, 1998, in Stockholm to
establish a Task Force to spread knowledge about the Holocaust by
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promoting international cooperation in a variety of fields related to
Holocaust education, remembrance, and research.

The Task Force consists of personal representatives of the heads
of state or government and the independent advisor Professor Yehuda
Bauer of the Yad Vashem Institute. It will collaborate closely with NGOs
and others active in disseminating knowledge about the Holocaust.

The Task Force will work to increase public awareness of the
Holocaust. It will focus international cooperation on educational
activities, specifically with respect to education in middle and high
schools as well as at institutions of higher education. The Task Force will
encourage international commemoration of the Holocaust.

It is furthermore making available, among other resources, an
international adaptation of the Swedish book Holocaust in Europe
1933-1945, as well as further research-related collection and
documentation of testimonies by survivors, perpetrators, and bystanders.
An international survey will be initiated to identify needs and priorities
of Holocaust education and research. A set of guidelines will be devel
oped and distributed internationally that can be used by countries seeking
to strengthen or expand efforts in Holocaust education, remembrance,
and research. It is furthermore of high priority to find proper ways to
reach out to young people, for example, through organized visits to
concentration camps and memorial institutions. The use of Internet, CDs,
and publications for international projects will be investigated.

To support the broadest possible national educational efforts, the
Task Force will provide expertise for educational projects, also drawing
on information from all relevant archives. The Task Force will moreover
encourage the opening of relevant archives.

The Task Force will seek a commitment from participating
governments to promote Holocaust education in accordance with the
above stated aims. Some form of financial support may be needed.

The initial priorities agreed to by the Task Force for work
through 1998 and extending into 1999 include:

1) developing a catalogue of Holocaust education, remembrance,
and research efforts currently underway;
2) making available existing or new written material for
Holocaust education, remembrance, and research (possibly
drawing on the Swedish book Tell Ye Your Children ... );
3) showcasing the initiative and highlighting efforts underway in
Holocaust education, remembrance, and research at the
Washington Conference on Holocaust-Era Assets;
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4) promoting openness and accessibility of public and private
archives bearing on the history of the Holocaust including
Holocaust-era asset issues;
5) giving further impetus to international efforts in Holocaust
education, remembrance, and research.
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c) Summary ofthe Meeting of the Working Group of the Task Force
held May 7,1998, in Stockholm

REGERINGSKANSLIET
Prime Minister's Office

The evil that is the Holocaust constitutes a fundamental challenge to
our ability to learn lessons from the past. Remaining indifferent and
not trying to understand the "why" of the Holocaust could threaten
our common future.

It is thus always the responsibility of parents, teachers,
politicians, and all adults to teach our children that the right choice exists
equal to the wrong one. To accomplish this task in a complex world, peo
ple and countries need to share experiences.

International cooperation should be directed toward highlighting
the Holocaust and making an inventory of those aspects that merely have
been touched upon and those that have been neglected.

Joint international actions and projects should aim at long-term
changes and effects of attitudes. Knowledge about the Holocaust should
be woven into existing structures, for example, the educational system,
research, and training of teachers and journalists.

Preserving the narratives of Holocaust survivors is a key issue
since the time left to document the memories is running out.

Young people are a key group, likewise their parents. In fact, it
was an opinion poll revealing young people's lack of historical
knowledge that gave rise to the Swedish project. One way to influence
young people is to organize and give support to visits to the
concentration camps.

Another suitable area for cooperation is the use of the Internet as
an instrument for spreading information about the Holocaust. This would
include discussions of the most effective ways to utilize this channel, and
how to deal with the proliferation of Nazi and racist material on the
Internet.

Further training for teachers and expanded research are two
suitable areas for international efforts. By giving the key figures in the
education of children and young people - that is to say, the teachers - a
sound grounding, knowledge about the Holocaust will spread like rings
on the water.

Cooperation might also entail support for the compilation and
production of information as well as various types of cultural events.
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Conclusion
At the Stockholm meeting on the Holocaust, it was decided by

participating representatives of the British, Swedish, and US.
Governments to establish a task force for international cooperation to
spread knowledge about the Holocaust. The group should consist of
personal representatives to the heads of state or governments. Professor
Yehuda Bauer of the Yad Vashem Institute will work as an independent
advisor to the group.

The group has agreed to follow up on issues and projects
discussed and proposed at the Stockholm meeting. It will collaborate
closely with NGOs and others active in disseminating knowledge about
the Holocaust.

It was agreed that the group will have a meeting in Washington
in September this year in order to present progress reports on the projects
listed below. It was agreed upon to elaborate an action-oriented report to
be presented by high representatives of the heads of state or governments
to the Washington Conference on Holocaust-Era Assets on November
9,1998.

The Swedish representative is willing to act as coordinator until
the first meeting in Washington in September 1998.

It was agreed upon to focus international cooperation on
Holocaust educational activities, public activities, testimonies of
survivors, proper ways to reach out to young people, a global survey on
Holocaust education to be presented in national reports, and cooperation
on how to use the Internet in connection with these activities.
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d) Summary of the Meeting of the Working Group of the Task Force
held September 25, 1998, in Washington, D.C.

Summary
Chairmanship of the Task Force was passed from Sweden to the

United States, and the Task Force welcomed Germany and Israel as
members. Agreement was reached on a discussion paper outlining the
purpose and goals of the overall initiative, and the paper was released to
the public at a press conference following the morning session. The
Working Group agreed on a set of concrete projects, some of which
would be works in progress,to be presented to the Washington
Conference on Holocaust-Era Assets. They would include:

I) a directory of organizations involved in Holocaust education
as a preliminary step toward completing a comprehensive
survey/catalogue of Holocaust education efforts underway
worldwide, to be prepared by Sweden and the United States;
2) an insert to the Swedish book Tell Ye Your Children... ,
demonstrating how an international version and individual
national versions of the book can be created, to be prepared by
Sweden;
3) a guide to finding and using archival material, to be prepared
by the UK and the U.S.;
4) a set of suggested Holocaust education guidelines, to be
prepared by the UK;
5) a proposal for an International Day of Remembrance, to be
prepared by the UK;
6) Task Force declaration on archival openness, to be drafted
jointly by the U.s. and the UK;
7) Task Force declaration on promoting Holocaust education, to
be drafted by the U.S.

Each respective lead nation will work with relevant NGOs and
other participating governments to prepare material for the Washington
Conference. Subject to final agreement among the five governments,
those projects and other supporting materials will constitute the report of
the Task Force to the Conference.

Opening Remarks
The second meeting of the Working Group was opened by

United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM) Acting Director
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Sara Bloomfield. Swedish MFA Political Director VIf Hjertonsson
highlighted the important progress made by the Task Force since Sweden
last proposed the initiative. Senior Advisor to the US Under Secretary of
State for Economic, Business and Agricultural Affairs Bennett Freeman
praised Hjertonsson and the other Swedes for extraordinary work as chair
since the project's inception and emphasized that a high standard had
been set that the US. would work hard to maintain. The UK's FCO
Western European Department Head Anthony Layden told the group that
the UK has one of the highest levels of knowledge about the Holocaust
and hoped it could apply the lessons it has learned in its work with the
Task Force. Israel's Ambassador to Sweden Gideon Ben Ami told the
group that Prime Minister Netanyahu warmly welcomed international
cooperation on Holocaust education. Germany's Ambassador to the U.S.
Jiirgen Chrobog said that we can never be finished with the past, but can
and must learn from it. Director of Yad Vashem's International Center
for Holocaust Studies (and personal advisor to the Task Force) Yehuda
Bauer called the Working Group meeting "very unusual," saying never
before have governments come together to support such an education
initiative.

Concept Paper
A Swedish-initiated "discussion paper" on the work of the Task

Force was adopted by the Task Force governments. Progress reports
were given by each of the lead nations on projects for which they are
responsible.

Washington Conference Plans
After the press conference and luncheon remarks by Chairman of

the United States Holocaust Memorial Council Miles Lerman and Under
Secretary of State for Economic, Business and Agricultural Affairs and
incoming Task Force· Chairman Stuart Eizenstat, Bennett Freeman
briefed the group on plans for the Washington Conference on
Holocaust-Era Assets. Museum officials described the showcase idea,
explaining that Task Force materials and other educational material
would be displayed at the Museums tile wall, while sessions on different
aspects of Holocaust education would take place in the classrooms. They
said the aims were to demonstrate the topic's importance, to persuade
attendees that they could implement Holocaust education programs, and
to make lasting contacts that lay a foundation for future cooperation.
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Declarations on Promoting Holocaust Education and Archival
Openness

The Task Force decided to produce working drafts of
declarations on promoting Holocaust education and archival openness.
While the Conference is not a governmental decision-making event, it
would be useful to put before the Conference serious non-binding
declarations on these subjects.

Closing/Conclusions
The meeting closed with the U.S. chair thanking the participants

and circulating a draft list of Washington Conference deliverables. The
Working Group meeting was adjourned.
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II. TASK FORCE DECLARATIONS PRESENTED TO THE
WASHINGTON CONFERENCE ON HOLOCAUST-ERA
ASSETS

a) Task Force Declaration on Promoting Holocaust Education,
Remembrance, and Research
(Germany, Israel, Sweden, United Kingdom, United States)

The international community's recent attention to the
long-neglected issues of Holocaust-era assets has prompted a number of
countries to look more closely at both their own roles and the broader
history of this tragic period. While differing enormously in content and
intensity, these developments are encouraging, useful, and necessary.
Holocaust education, remembrance, and research strengthen humanity's
ability to absorb and learn from the dark lessons of the past, so that we
can ensure that similar horrors are never again repeated.

As the international community continues to focus on the
Holocaust-era assets issues at the 1998 Washington Conference and
beyond, the priority and urgency for international attention must· also
encompass Holocaust education' remembrance, and research. Efforts and
resources in this direction should be expanded to reinforce the historic
meaning and enduring lessons of the Holocaust ("Shoah") and to combat
its denial.

To address this imperative, we are committing our countries to
encourage parents, teachers, and civic, political, and religious leaders to
undertake with renewed vigor and attention Holocaust education,
remembrance, and research, with a special focus on our own countries'
histories. We will strengthen our existing programs or launch new ones
to advance this common objective.

We pledge our commitment to this endeavor and have joined
together to develop an unprecedented diplomatic cooperation in this
field, in a spirit of partnership, humanity, and justice. We call on the
other nations participating in the Washington Conference on
Holocaust-Era Assets to also take steps to strengthen existing Holocaust
education, remembrance, and research efforts, and to undertake new ones
where necessary. We invite nations to work with the Task Force for
International Cooperation on Holocaust Education, Remembrance, and
Research to pursue these common goals.

As this century comes to a close, our determination never to
forget is a key to realizing progress for mankind. The healing of the
world (in Hebrew, tikun olam) is a solemn duty of all who cherish free-
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dom and human dignity. We hope our efforts to deepen Holocaust
education, remembrance, and research will help to fulfill that
responsibility as we begin a new millennium.

b) Task Force Declaration on Archival Openness and Access
(Germany, Israel, Sweden, United Kingdom, United States)

The recent opening of archives bearing on the Holocaust ("Shoah"), in
particular those related to Nazi-looted gold and other confiscated assets,
has made possible important new historical research on these complex
issues. As a result, the international community's understanding of this
tragic period in the history of the twentieth century is being strengthened
substantially as scholars gain access to millions of pages of documents
for the first time.
The presentations made to the December 1997 London Nazi Gold
Conference and subsequent work on the part of historical commissions in
many nations demonstrate that although much progress has been made,
there is still more work to be done in bringing the full historical record to
light. The governments' comprising the International Task Force on
Holocaust Education, Remembrance, and Research agree on the
importance ofencouraging all archives, both public and private, to make
their holdings more widely accessible. This will facilitate further
research and encourage greater understanding of the Holocaust and its
historical context.
The Washington Conference on Holocaust-Era Assets provides an ideal
opportunity for all participating governments to join us in endorsing the
importance of full archival openness, and in undertaking to work toward
the goal of making all documentation bearing on the Holocaust and the
fate of Nazi-confiscated assets available to researchers. The adoption of
December 31, 1999, as a target date to meet this goal will reinforce the
commitment of humanity to· learn from the history of this century as we
enter a new millennium.
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ill. TASK FORCE PROJECTS

a) Introduction to the International Directory ofOrganizations in
Holocaust Education, Remembrance, and Research
Stephane Bruchfeld, Office ofthe Prime Minister ofSweden
Wesley A. Fisher, United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
Nicolas Gauvin, United States Holocaust Memorial Museum

At the initiative of the government of Sweden, the Task Force
for International Cooperation on Holocaust Education, Remembrance,
and Research was established at a meeting in Stockholm in May 1998.
Consisting of personal representatives of heads of state or government,
the Task Force cooperates closely with both governmental and non
governmental organizations active in disseminating knowledge about the
Holocaust as well as in commemoration and research. As of this writing,
personal representatives of the heads of state or governments of
Germany, Israel, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the United States are
members of the Task Force, as is the independent advisor Professor
Yehuda Bauer of the Yad Vashem Institute.

The Task Force has identified as one of its first priorities the
development of a catalog or survey of Holocaust education,
remembrance, and research efforts currently underway worldwide. This
International Directory is a first step toward that goal. It provides basic
information on the approximately 900 institutions throughout the world
concerned with Holocaust education, broadly defined. The listings
incorporate and supplement those of the Association of Holocaust
Organizations, Yad Vashem, the United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum, the Goethe-Institut, the Council of Europe, and others. To our
knowledge, this International Directory is the most comprehensive guide
to organizations concerned with the Holocaust ever compiled.

It is far from a perfect directory, however. Given the very limited
time in which the listings were assembled, there are omissions and
undoubtedly errors, despite our best efforts to ensure that the information
is complete and correct. Please send all additions and corrections to Dr.
Wesley A. Fisher, United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, 100
Raoul Wallenberg Place, SW, Washington, DC 20024-2126; telephone
(202) 479-9732; fax (202) 488-2693; e-mail <wfisher@ushmm.org>. An
electronic searchable version is being made available on the website of
the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum that will be updated on a
regular basis. The home page ofthe Museum's website may be found at
<www.ushmm.org>. In the current printed version, organizations are
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listed alphabetically within the listings for each country. International
organizations can be found both under "International" and under the
country of location.

Such an international compilation would be impossible without
the generous assistance of many organizations and individuals in many
countries. In particular, we are most grateful to Dr. William Shulman,
President of the Association of Holocaust Organizations (AHO), for
permission to include the current (1999) listings for the organizational
members of the AHO. Institutions that are members of the AHO are
marked with an asterisk (*). Shulamit Imber, Pedagogical Director, and
Richelle Budd-Caplan of Yad Vashem, kindly provided us with Yad
Vashem's list of relevant institutions in Israel and abroad. Regina
Wyrwoll, Head of Media Division, Goethe-Institut, Munich, and Annette
Brinkmann generously provided the address list of German institutions
resulting from the project Learning From History: The Nazi Era and the
Holocaust in German Education. Also useful was information collected
by Katherine Klinger for the Council of Europe's p\lblication The
Holocaust in the School Curriculum.-A European Perspective.

Veronika Bard-Bringeus, Deputy Director International Affairs,
and Mia Lowengart of the Office of the Prime Minister of Sweden, and
Swedish embassies in Europe and Israel helped collect and verify
information. Many staff members of the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum assisted, in particular Joan Ringelheim, Sara
Greenberg, Stephen Feinberg, Jacek Nowakowski, Radu Ioanid, Klaus
Mueller, Michael Haley Goldman, Andres Abril, Alberto Rios, Arnold
Kramer, Harry Lee, Susanne Brose, Sarah Lueer, Solomon Danzig,
Monica Schaeffer, Robert Price, Carmen Marrero, and Jessica Marrero.
Support for the dissemination of this International Directory was
provided to the Museum by The Blanche and Irving Laurie Foundation
in connection with the Washington Conference on Holocaust-Era Assets.
In addition, we thank the numerous organizations worldwide that
provided us with information on their activities. We hope this directory
will prove useful to the Task Force and to a plethora of future
cooperative international projects involving a multitude of countries in
Holocaust education, remembrance, and research.
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b) Proposal for International Version of the Book
Tell Ye Your Children...

Stephane Bruchfeld, Levande Historia, and Paul A. Levine, Research
Fellow, Centrefor Multiethnic Research, Uppsala University, Sweden

When the original Swedish edition of Tell Ye Your Children. ..
(Om detta rna ni beratta; en bok om Forintelsen I Europa 1933 - 1945)
was published in January 1998, no one expected the reaction it received.
Not least has the Swedish public, one with little previous exposure to
Holocaust history, warmly responded to our mediation of our
understanding of the history of the Holocaust. Since the formation of the
Task Force on International Cooperation, the response outside of Sweden
to the form and content of the book has also been most positive.

The following "insert" is our initial response to both criticisms
and suggestions received, and one realization of our ideas about how a
book about the Holocaust originally written with a Swedish public in
mind can be internationalized. We believe the insert demonstrates the
inherent flexibility of the original, showing that the book can be adapted
and expanded without losing the qualities that elicited such positive
comments. The insert seeks to retain the stylistic and textual integrity of
the original, yet address some issues and problems, which the original
could not. There remain, of course, many issues to be discussed and
individual stories to be told.

A primary point we have made in Task Force discussions is that
individual nations interested in their own adaptations could add several
pages treating their own specific histories for the existing publication.
We reiterate here our conviction that the book remain essentially
unchanged if it is to retain its unique character. In conceptualizing what
has been described as an international version, we have stressed that the
original is a book about the Holocaust at large, albeit with specific pages
treating the Swedish and Scandinavian response. While a truly
international version is desirable, it appears most likely that individual
nations will seek to create their own national versions. These adaptations
would expand and deepen the discussion on one or more issues specific
to a particular nation, such as Germany, Poland, or Israel (prewar
Palestine), or a category of Holocaust history, such as "bystander" (i.e.
the U.S. or UK), but such changes would not necessarily internationalize
the book by any significant meaning of the word. The Holocaust waS; as
we know, an international event of the first order.

Interestingly, we received from Task Force colleagues
suggestions not to diminish the Swedish element, but rather to maintain
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or even enhance it. From the U.S. came this suggestion, "Education
about the Holocaust requires... unvarnished truth... in expanded section
on Sweden's role (both negative and positive)... could serve as an
extremely powerful example to other nations. It would in our view help
them to treat their histories...with as much candor as Sweden." An Israeli
colleague verbally made a similar comment, adding that the Swedish
sections highlighted the issue of choice by a "bystander," showing that
small nations and individuals are not powerless, even in extreme
circumstances.

Many of the delegates to the Washington Conference will be first
time readers of the book. It is therefore important to point out first that
the English book in hand is a second, revised edition incorporating many
textual suggestions made by Professor Yehuda Bauer. Secondly, it is
essential to stress that, in general, the book avoids comment and
reflection on present day issues. It is a book on the history of the
Holocaust. And reactions to the book and independent pedagogic
experience confirm that readers, adults and students alike make an
almost inevitable linkage between the history they read and the problems
they face in contemporary society. We feel confident this will be the case
for all readers, regardless of which society they hail from.

c) Elements of Guidelines for Holocaust Education
Anthony Layden, Head, Western European Department, Foreign and
Commonwealth Office ofthe United Kingdom

1. Rationale: The Need for Holocaust Education
1.1 The episodes of mass murder that took place in the course of the
twentieth century were among the most profoundly tragic and evil
aspects of that century's history. They were the worst crimes against
humanity yet committed. The most striking example of these was the
Holocaust. It represented a huge and grievous loss not only to the Jewish
people, but to all mankind. No one can properly understand twentieth
century history without knowing something of the Holocaust.

1.2 The Holocaust was in many ways a unique event. But unfortunately,
other acts of mass murder have occurred since World War II, and
continue to occur. Professor Yehuda Bauer of the Yad Vashem Institute
in Jerusalem has observed: "The Holocaust will either be a warning or a
precedent." All peoples share a vital interest in ensuring that it is seen as
a warning for the future, and that everything possible is done to prevent
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such tragedies from happening again. Learning about the Holocaust, and
trying to understand the behavior involved in it in various ways, is an
essential part of this endeavor.

1.3 The message of the Holocaust, and the relevance of its warning, are
worldwide. It was carried out by a well-educated and technically
advanced country: the Nazi regime utilized all the apparatus of a
sophisticated modem state to plan and execute this crime. But mass
murder has occurred also in far less developed societies. No country is
immune. And education, unless accompanied by a sound structure of
morality, provides no protection.

1.4 Study of the Holocaust can help students in considering the moral
questions arising from racism and other forms of prejudice in any
society. It helps them to develop an awareness of the value of pluralism
and of diversity, and increases their maturity as future citizens.

1.5 Sensitive and appropriate education about the Holocaust has proved
extremely effective in schools in, for example, the UK in reducing social
and racial tensions and bullying. Schools have described the effect in this
area of visits by Holocaust survivors as little short of miraculous.
Holocaust education can make a significant contribution to the healing of
many kinds of divisions in society.

1.6 It is important that everyone should accept that the Holocaust
actually happened. There is a tendency in many quarters to avoid
recognizing this, partly because of the sheer horror of the event, and
partly because of the guilt of those who perpetrated it, or with others who
were associated in varying degrees with it. A few people actively try to
deny that it happened at all, or to minimize its scale.

1.7 Finally, the world community owes it to the memory of those who
died in the Holocaust, to those who suffered in it and survived, and those
who lost relatives and friends, to try to turn understanding of that horrific
episode into 'a potent force to benefit humankind in the future.

2. The Role of Governments
2.1 The commitment and active support of governments is essential if
Holocaust education is to be established worldwide. The specific role of
governments in this will vary.
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2.2 In countries where the government, central or local, specifies a
curriculum to be taught in schools, this subject should be included in the
set curriculum. In the UK, for example, the National Curriculum requires
all students at age 13 - 14 to be taught about the Holocaust as part of
their modem history course, in a section dealing with the Second World
War.

2.3 Where no compulsory curriculum is specified, governments can still
make it clear that they favor systematic education about the Holocaust. In
Germany, for example, this has been done by a series of Resolutions of
the Standing Conference of the Ministers of Education and Cultural
Affairs of the Lander (States).

2.4 In countries where the Government, central or local, provides funds
for education, it should ensure that adequate funds are available for
teaching about the Holocaust, including teacher training and the
development and provision of teaching resources. The 'Living History"
project undertaken by the Swedish Government is an example of this.

2.5 Governments can also help by providing, or supporting the provision
of, museums or departments in existing museums, dealing with the
Holocaust. Such institutions can make an enormous impact on public
awareness. Yad Vashem in Jerusalem and the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum in Washington are examples, as is the large
permanent Holocaust display now planned at the Imperial War Museum
in London. In Germany, the state authorities arrange and finance visits
by school students to the sites of concentration camps and to Holocaust
memorial sites.

3. The Role of Non-Governmental Organizations
3.1 Partnership between governments and NGOs in this field is essential.
It is non-governmental bodies that have hitherto acquired most of the
knowledge and experience needed for successful Holocaust education
programs. Their advice and assistance to governments and academic
authorities on the methods and approaches that will be most successful in
particular countries and regions is invaluable.

3.2 The preparation of suitable and effective teaching materials is one
area where NGOs have been responsible for most of the work done until
now, The "Lessons of the Holocaust" package produced in the UK by the
Holocaust Educational Trust and the Spiro Institute is an example of this.
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In the US and Sweden also, close cooperation between governments and
NGOs have been a striking feature of the progress that has been made.

4. General Principles for Holocaust Education
4.1 Experience in a number of countries over many years of teaching
about the Holocaust shows that it is a subject that must be approached
with extreme care. Teaching will always be based on a central collection
of facts, among them the resource book "Teaching About the Holocaust"
produced by the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in
Washington, and the Swedish book Tell Ye Your Children. ... But the way
these are presented must be carefully calculated if they are to have the
desired effects: realization and acceptance of what happened, a desire to
know more, a perception that similar events could happen again, and a
determination to try to prevent this. injudicious approaches to the subject
can alienate those receiving teaching, and provoke reactions to it.

4.2 Among the factors to be taken into account are:

• The age of the students; teachers tend to favor ages 13 -14 as the best
time to introduce the subject, in terms of the students' educational
and emotional development,

• The extent of students' previous knowledge of the history of the
1930s and 1940s;

• The history of the country concerned - in particular, its own
experiences in World War II, and current perceptions of its role;

• The traditions of each country as regards the freedom of information,
the openness with which events past and present are discussed, and
the way in which information is usually presented there - how direct
and frank, or how guarded and circumlocutory, is the usual level of
discourse, especially about sensitive subjects.

4.3 Against this background, it is clear that materials prepared for, and
approaches successful in, one country will not necessarily be effective in
others. It will be vital to involve existing organizations in each country
with an interest in, or experiences of, Holocaust studies in preparing or
adapting both materials and methods. The cooperation of governmental
authorities in this process will often be crucial, so will that of the
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academic communities: historians, educators, and teachers'
organizations.

4.4 The precise aim or purpose of Holocaust studies may also differ from
country to country: have there been local episodes to which students
there can relate that would help engage their commitment to Holocaust
studies as a contribution to efforts to avoid the repetition of such
episodes? Are there local divisions with the potential to promote
violence? Again, the participation of local people in the whole endeavor
will be essential in ensuring that not only the methods adopted, but the
ends to be served, are as effective and relevant as possible.

5. Some Specific Educational Guidelines
5.1 These guidelines are derived from practical experience gained by
teachers in the five countries that currently form the International Task
Force on Holocaust Education: Germany, Israel, Sweden, the United
Kingdom, and the United States. They are not intended to be exhaustive:
it is important for those undertaking teaching on this sensitive subject to
prepare themselves as thoroughly as possible, ideally with the help of
institutions with experience in the field.

5.2 In addressing the history ofthe Holocaust, it is advantageous to study
the period immediately before the events in question, and introduce
students to the lives of those who were to become Victims in pre-Nazi
Europe. There are two reasons for this. It avoids having students
encounter the victims purely as victims - this can lead to the perception
that the Holocaust was inevitable. It also helps students in considering
the choices made at various points by those who participated in various
ways: as perpetrators, bystanders, victims, rescuers and survivors.
Concepts such as fairness, justice, individual identity, peer pressure,
conformity, indifference, and obedience are ones that adolescents
encounter in their daily lives. Considering the actions of Holocaust
participants in these terms makes them more comprehensible, and helps
students to derive appropriate lessons from them.

5.3 Similarly, addressing these choices helps students to derive the lesson
that tragedies similar to the Holocaust could happen again. Those who
took the choices were not inhuman, but were reacting to a number of
influences in their society and its immediate history. The moral
dimensions of these choices, and the lesson that societies must be on
their guard against similar events, will emerge from such study.
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5.4 It is a mistake to employ trivial activities such as word games in the
study of this subject, as well as wasting time, it detracts from the
seriousness of approach that is essential if the right lessons are to be
derived from the study. Also, simulating Holocaust experiences has been
found not to be a useful technique. It can mislead students into believing
that they know what it must have been like to be involved.

5.5 Teachers must be extremely careful about exposing students to the
horrific images that have been preserved from the Holocaust period. This
can constitute an unjustified assault on students' sensitivities, and an
abuse of the teacher/student relationship. Faced too suddenly with
horrific images, some students will react by feeling that they do not wish
to know any more about the subject; some may feel cynicism about
human nature in general; a few may derive a perverse enjoyment from
the experience. In general, teachers should set themselves clear aims as
regards the factual and moral objectives they wish to achieve from each
lesson, and include in the materials used only such images as are
necessary for these objectives.

5.6 It is difficult for students to come to terms with the numbers of
victims involved. It is usually helpful to include stories and images of
individual people in lesson material. At the same time, teachers should
take care to avoid unwarranted generalizations from individual episodes
to categories of participants. It should be made clear, for example, that
not all perpetrators had the same degree of guilt for what happened.

5.7 When showing how the panoply of the state - Nazi uniforms,
banners, etc., -- were used to rationalize and justify criminal activity by
the Nazi regime, teachers should remember that these images can have a
seductive appeal to students. At the same time, it is important not to
undermine the images that modem democratic states use to interpret their
own authority to their peoples. A balance should be struck between the
imagery itself and the nature of the power behind it.

5.8 Holocaust studies are often most effective when they are
multidisciplinary; they can usefully form part of the curricula for
language studies, history, religious education, philosophy, ethics, and
human rights.
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d) Update on Archival Initiatives
Gill Bennett, Head ofHistorians, Library and Records Department,
Foreign and Commonwealth Office ofthe United Kingdom

In view of the importance of access to the full archival record of
the Holocaust and its historical context for understanding this tragic
period of history, the Task Force wishes to draw attention to the work
already underway and planned in this area.

Archives relevant to the study of the Holocaust are scattered in
many public and private institutions in a great many countries around the
globe. In recent years both the United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum and Yad Vashem have implemented wide-ranging global
programs to microfilm these records and make them available to
researchers. In this way, invaluable data banks are being created that pro
vide essential reference material for those researching or teaching
Holocaust-related issues.

On the specific issue of Holocaust-era assets, an Internet-based
international guide to archival sources is at present being created,
following discussions held at the London Conference on Nazi Gold in
November 1997 and the subsequent proposal made by the United
Kingdom in June 1998 at the planning seminar for the Washington
Conference. An encouraging number of countries and institutions have
already made details of their archival holdings and access arrangements
available on dedicated websites, linked by a central information site
managed by the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
(www.ushmm.gov/assets).

In order to maximize the effectiveness of these developments in
the field of Holocaust education, remembrance, and research, the Task
Force encourages all governments and archival institutions to give
further cooperation and support to the microfilming projects run by the
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum and Yad Vashem; and to
extend their contributions to the international guide to archives on
Holocaust-era assets to include details of all Holocaust-related archival
material. The goal must be the widest possible dissemination of
information for the benefit of all those who wish to learn more about the
Holocaust.
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e) Proposal for International Commemoration of the Holocaust
Stephen D. Smith, Director, Beth Shalom Holocaust Memorial and
Education Centre, United Kingdom

• It is widely accepted that among the many episodes of mass murder
that have disfigured 20th century history, the most profoundly tragic
was the Holocaust: the attempt by the Nazi regime in Germany to
annihilate the Jews of Europe. The deaths of six million victims
who perished in the Holocaust represented a catastrophic loss for
the Jewish people, and an atrocity committed against humanity as a
whole.

• The countries participating in the International Task Force on
Holocaust Education, Remembrance, and Research (currently
Germany, Israel, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the United
States) have considered the question of the introduction
internationally of the practice of observing a Holocaust
Remembrance Day. Such a practice would have the following
objectives:

Commemoration: Task Force participants consider that it would
be appropriate for countries to set aside a day each year on which
the victims of the Holocaust were formally remembered;

Awareness: the lessons of the Holocaust for the way all peoples
conduct their affairs in the future must be regularly recalled and
recognized, so that future tragedies of the same kind can be
avoided;

Solidarity: by observing a Remembrance Day, the peoples of the
world, present and future, would express their opposition to anti
Semitism, racism, and other forms of discrimination, and their
support for those subjected to them;

Education: a Holocaust Remembrance Day would provide a
focal point for activities and projects in the field of Holocaust
Education.

Possible Dates for Holocaust Remembrance Day
Task Force participants do not consider it necessary or desirable that all
countries that decide to institute a Holocaust Remembrance Day should
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hold it on the same date. A number of different dates are already
regarded as significant in this area in different countries. Some of these
are mentioned below. Countries may wish to consider them, or other
dates with more significance for them, should they decide to adopt a
Remembrance Day.

27 January
This is the anniversary of the liberation of the Auschwitz concentration
camp complex by the Soviet forces in 1945. It was officially designated
in the German Parliament in 1996 by Federal President Roman Herzog
as a Day of Commemoration for the Victims of National Socialism. This
date was also chosen by the Swedish Government in 1998 for a memorial
ceremony in the Riksdag, and for the launch of the Swedish Holocaust
Education Initiative by Prime Minister Goran Persson.

12 June
This is the birthday of the Holocaust victim and diarist Anne Frank. It is
observed by many people, particularly younger people in her native
country, the Netherlands, and other Western European countries.

Yom Ha Sho'ah
This is the Day of Holocaust Remembrance in the Jewish calendar. It is
widely and actively observed by Jewish communities internationally as a
day of remembrance for victims. It has been observed in the United
States as an occasion for public, religious, and servicemen's
commemoration. The fact that it occurs on a different date each year in
the Christian calendar might, however, be a practical obstacle to its
widespread adoption.
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Possible Ways of Observing a Holocaust Remembrance Day
The following are some of the ideas and activities that have been
employed or suggested for a Remembrance Day:

The observation of a period of silence ill parliaments,
government offices, and elsewhere;

Ceremonial events with the participation of leading figures in
public life;

Special religious services, or the inclusion of references to the
Holocaust in services;

The inclusion of the Remembrance Day in educational calendars:
reference to the Holocaust in school assemblies and similar
ceremonies or activities;

Readings in schools and other educational institutions from the
literature of the Holocaust, including poetry;

The dedication of memorials, such as gardens, trees, or art
projects;

The wearing of symbolic badges or emblems.
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Appendix I:
APPEAL BY THE REPRESENTATIVES OF
FORMER PRISONERS OF FASCISM FROM

BELARUS, RUSSIA, AND UKRAINE TO THE
PARTICIPANTS IN THE WASHINGTON
CONFERENCE ON HOLOCAUST-ERA

ASSETS

Statement translatedfrom the original Russian by the
Us. Department ofState Office ofLanguage Services, Translating Division

To: The Honorable Abner J. Mikva,
Chairman ofthe Washington Conference on Holocaust-Era Assets:

We, the representatives of 1.2 million former child and adult
prisoners of fascism, 350,000 of whom have joined in the International
and National Unions [of Former Prisoners of Fascism] of Belarus,
Russia, Ukraine, and other member states of the CIS [Commonwealth of
Independent States] and the Baltic states, are taking part in the
Washington Conference with high hopes that, more than half a century
after the end of the Second World War, the international community will
be able to produce a complete and objective assessment of the tragedy of
the victims ofNazism.

The elements of this tragedy were as follows:

the death of tens of millions of innocent people in combat
zones, in fascist torture chambers, in German industry, and in
occupied territories;
the premature death of millions of victims of Nazism in the
post-War years;
the painful fates of many hundreds of thousands of surviving
inmates of concentration camps, ghettos, and prisons;
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the irreparable loss of health incurred by millions of people
whom the fascists rounded up and herded to Germany and other
countries for slave labor;
the destruction of hundreds of thousands of dwellings, schools,
hospitals, and religious structures;
the looting of cultural and material assets belonging to the
victims ofNazism.

This tragedy was experienced by the victims of nazism in 40
countries of the world. Particularly heavy losses were inflicted on the
USSR (up to 40%) and the countries of Eastern Europe.

The plans of fascist Germany called for the displacement and
extermination of entire peoples: Belarussians, Jews, Poles, Russians,
Slovaks, Ukrainians, and Gypsies.

To us who lived through the horrors of concentration camps,
ghettos, prisons, and backbreaking toil it is clear that genuine
humanitarianism and fairness in regard to the victims of nazism will
prevail only when the international community finds ways to overcome
all the above-mentioned consequences of the tragedy.

These ways might be:

perpetuation of the memory of the victims of nazism who died
during the Nazi era and thereafter;
elimination of the disturbing 5- to 8-fold difference in material
support for the victims of Nazism based on national and ethnic
affiliation;
fair compensation to all victims of Nazism, taking into account
the severity of their sufferings and loss of health, regardless of
their country of residence;
establishment of an agreed-upon system of international and
national funding organizations to assist all the victims of
Nazism, making use of "Nazi gold," unclaimed insurance
monies, cultural and material assets, and humanitarian
contributions by governments and international organizations.

Every year, tens of thousands of victims of Nazism depart this life.
But we hope that the Washington Conference, having resolved the very
important issues relating only to a fraction of the victims of Nazism, will
succeed in mapping out new procedures and new goals to make a reality
out of our dream-we want to be the last mass victims, not only in the
outgoing twentieth century, but also in .the twenty-first century that is
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commencing. Inhuman sufferings befell us, but we have faith in human
memory and in human kindness toward us.

President of the International [signature] N. Makhutov
Union of Former Child (Russia)
Prisoners ofFascism

President of the Pan-Ukrainian [signature] V. Litvinov
Union of Prisoners of Fascism (Ukraine)

President of the Belarussian [signature] O. Nekhay
Association of Former (Belarus)
Prisoners ofNazism

President of the of [signature] L. Levin
Belarussian Association (Belarus)
Jewish Communities

December 03, 1998, Washington
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REpORT OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE

RUSSIAN FEDERATION COOPERATION

AND CONCILIATION FUND

PROFESSOR NIKOLAY ANDREYEVICH MAKHUTOV
CORRESPONDING MEMBER, THE RUSSIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

AND DEPU1Y CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, THE COOPERATION AND

CONCILIATION FUND

Statement translatedfrom the original Russian by the
us. Department o/State Office o/Language Services, Translating Division

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, Friends:

We are addressing a problem that is rooted in the most
horrible tragedy the human race has known in the century that is
now drawing to a close. Whether for its scale, the level of tensions,
the combat forces and material involved, the tremendous number of
casualties, or its social consequences, the Second World War is
without equal in human history.

That terrible war also had a direct affect on the fate of my
family. The Bryansk area, where I was born, was occupied by German
fascist forces in the early months of the war in 1941. I was forced to
endure personally both a fascist concentration camp and the hardships of
the occupation right down to the liberation in 1944. So what we are
discussing here is especially close and comprehensible to me. I would
like to tell .you about the activities of the Russian and International
Unions of Former Child Prisoners of Fascism1 and about the activities of
the Russian Fund for Cooperation and Conciliation, works hands-on with
victims of nazism.

Translator's note(s):
1 Formal titles of these organizations in English could not be confIrmed.

Preceding Page Blank
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Recall that armed conflict encompassed the greater part of the
globe, covering a territory of 22 million square kilometers. There were
active hostilities on the European continent, a significant portion of Asia,
Eastern and Central Africa, and on the Atlantic, Pacific, and Arctic
Oceans. Forty countries became theaters of combat. A total of 61
countries, with a population of 1,700,000,000 people, became
involved in hostilities, Le. about 80% of all the inhabitants of our
planet were forced into that bloody war. Troops numbering in the
millions fought on the battlefields: about 110 million people were
mobilized to wage war.

In this auditorium, before so many well-read individuals, it
would be superfluous to recall that it was the peoples of the Soviet Union
who suffered enormous human and material losses in the vast conflict
with fascism. After all, the war crossed the Soviet Union twice: once
with the Soviet forces in a defensive posture, and again when they
expelled the invaders. I'd like to take the liberty of citing a few figures.
1,710 cities and towns lay in ruins. The USSR lost 30% of its national
wealth. Material damage is estimated at $127 billion (in 1945 dollars),
which is about half the amount of damage inflicted on all of the other
European countries. Adding in military expenditures, the war cost the
Soviet Union $485 billion, far more than it cost the U.S., England, and
France combined.

The Soviet Union also suffered the greatest numbers of
human losses: more than 27 million people died on battlefields, in the
ruins of towns and villages, shot on occupied territory, worked to
death in concentration camps and taxed beyond their strength in
Hitler's Germany. This is more than 40% of all the deaths in the
Second World War.

Hitler did to a considerable extent what he described in his book
Mein Kampf "... first and foremost, we should expel and annihilate the
Slavic peoples - the Russians, Poles, Czechs, Slovaks, Bulgarians,
Ukrainians, and Belorussians. There is no reason not to do SO.,,2

And so they did. In the occupied territories of the Soviet Union,
the fascists deliberately took steps to weaken biologically the Russian,
Ukrainian, Belorussian, and other peoples. They premeditatedly created
intolerable living conditions for the local inhabitants. Forced labor was

Translator's note(s):
2 Neither the original German nor any existing English translation of this
quotation could be confirmed.
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instituted even for nine-year-old children, and the workday was set at 14
to 16 hours. No wages were paid. Rural inhabitants were taxed on their
land, homes, windows, doors, cats, and dogs. A significant portion of the
healthy, able-bodied population was deported to Germany by the
occupation forces. An absolute majority of those people were held in
locked camps and had the right to leave them only to do their jobs.

It is generally known, for example, that 2.3 million Soviet
citizens of Jewish nationality suffered a tortured death at the hands of the
occupation forces.

The famous Nuremberg judgement against the nazi criminals
related that "in the East, the mass murders and cruelties were not
committed solely for the purpose of stamping out opposition or
resistance to the German occupying forces. In Poland and the Soviet
Union these crimes were part of a plan to get rid of whole native
populations by expulsion and annihilation in order that their [thus
Iiberated]3 territory could be used for colonization by Germans."
Various methods were used to destroy civilians: mass shootings, poison
gas, hanging, killing of hostages, death by hard labor, and hunger.

There were more than 14,000 concentration camps, Gestapo
prisons, and ghettoes in Germany and the countries it occupied. By
admission of SS officers themselves, one prisoner - whose life
expectancy on the whole was less than one year - brought in 1,430
Reichsmarks of pure profit. When prisoners were transferred from
concentration camps to German companies, the SS charged a fee of six
Reichsmarks per day for a skilled laborer, and four per day for an
unskilled laborer. Furthermore, all property (including money and
valuables) was confiscated. A prisoner brought in revenue even after
death: gold crowns were removed from the corpse, soap was
manufactured from the remains, and ashes became fertilizer. For
example, surviving members of "death squads" testify that in Lvov, after
corpses from civilian mass grave sites were burned, 110 kg of gold was
"winnowed" and sent to Germany in the course of only five months. And
how many such sites were there in Minsk, Kiev, Novgorod, Simferopol,
and elsewhere in the former USSR! In 1944 alone, the Reich's
concentration camps transferred more than two tons of gold to the
treasury. There were even special companies in Germany that processed

Translator's note(s):
3 The bracketed phrase is missing from the original English-language text of the
judgements
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precious metals "extracted" at locations where free citizens of Europe
were held in captivity.

Such are the historical facts. That is the ocean of human
blood with which "nazi gold" is commingled. And would it not be
more humane if part of this "nazi gold" were to be devoted to providing
supplemental financial assistance to the victims of nazism in various
countries, primarily people who were in the western territories of the
USSR, including Russia? Then, in our opinion, people who were
subjected to nazi persecutions could be embraced by the spirit of justice
while they still live. Who can give them a decent life, if not we? Who
must, if not we? Why let things go so far that feelings of discontent and
injustice endure in the hearts of their children and grandchildren? By
ignoring human morality and the lessons of history, are not German
companies, German banks, and their subsidiary institutions committing
yet another indecency?

I speak on behalf of people whose destinies are shattered. It turns
out that, for reasons we all know, neither the victor nor the vanquished
cared about their fate. But today there is a chance to help these people.
Let us ask ourselves what is preventing us from displaying historical
justice toward them? Nothing prevents it now. This is a matter of
conscience, a matter of specific actions. Only we must hasten, hasten to
help, while these people are still alive. The international community,
whose word is so influential, must also speak up about this.

Nor must we separate people by ethnic affiliation. We must not
permit our national approach to the former victims of nazism to contain
any discrimination. To do so would be unacceptable. All of us were and
remain people, inhabitants of our beautiful planet.

On June 22, 1998, the most recent, and the grimmest,
anniversary in the lives of the peoples of the Soviet Union, the
anniversary of the attack by Hitler's Germany against the USSR, 350
delegates to the conference of the International Union of Former Child
Prisoners of Fascism, in Kiev, adopted an appeal. They represented the
interests of 1.2 million surviving victims of nazi persecutions, citizens of
the new independent states, and addressed themselves to the heads of
state, parliamentary leaders, and heads of government of Belarus,
Kazakhstan, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, Russia, Uzbekistan, Ukraine,
and Estonia to call for just compensation payments by Germany to those
who suffered from nazi enslavement. A separate statement addressed to
the Secretary General of the Council of Europe and the Chancellor of the
Federal Republic of Germany was also adopted. These documents have
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been distributed here in the hall, and you may acquaint yourselves with
their texts in full.

What do we really have today? The true victims of nazism have
been discriminated against, while nazi accomplices receive
compensation, pensions, and other material benefits. And let's be
self-critical: this didn't happen without the connivance of public and state
organizations within the international community.

In its statement to the participants in the Washington
Conference on the disposition of "nazi gold," the International
Union of Former Child Prisoners of Fascism rightly notes that a
discriminatory approach to the distribution of this wealth can only
heighten tensions among countries and peoples on the threshold of
the new millennium.

Fifty-three years after the end of the Second World War, justice
has not triumphed for the former victims of nazism. Yet they were in
practically all countries, and left a trail still raw, not yet scarred over.
Attendees at a conference in the Greek city of Delphi have also issued a
reminder of this. In their appeal, which was printed in the newspaper
Franlifurter Rundschau on November 7, 1998, the conference
participants ask the government of the Federal Republic of Germany to
enter into negotiations with the Greek government to clarify the issues of
compensation payments to victims of nazism and their next of kin. The
appeal says, "Admission of guilt also includes a sincere and serious
attempt to expiate some small part of that guilt through commensurate
material payments. Fifty-three years since the end of the war is rather
late to do so, but it is not too late."

The media in most countries have recently carried a lot of
information about how industrialists, businessmen, and banks in other
countries grew fat off the sufferings of nazism's victims. For example,
Switzerland kept, in its banks and their branches (including branches in
the U.S.) the nazis' gold ingots melted from plundered gold. Turkey,
Sweden, Portugal, and Spain took wealth plundered by the nazis, and
supplied Germany with goods and raw materials that were in short
supply, including strategic materials such as Portuguese tungsten and
Swedish [iron] ore. Argentina and Brazil concealed nazi criminals after
the fall of the Third Reich. Switzerland also hoarded diamonds secretly
brought in from Germany by submarine along with diplomatic mail, and
sold high-quality steel for money obtained from the sale of the
gemstones the nazis took from their victims before sending them to the
gas chambers. Even the Vatican helped the nazis move to Spain and
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Latin America after the fall of the Third Reich, and received gold in
exchange for those services.

Russian prisoners feel it would be just if a Fund - in which the
aforementioned countries and their capital would participate - were
created to assist former victims of nazism.

In our view, even the notion of compensation requires
elaboration.

Compensation is complete restitution of damages for
physical and moral suffering and for forced labor. The amount of
compensation for physical and moral damages is determined based
on established international practice. Compensation for forced labor
must be made according to contemporary standards applicable to
the German population during the war years. Any other payments
are humanitarian aid.

If victims of nazism living in Russia received lump-sum material
assistance today thanks to the Government of Germany and Russia, they
cannot consider it full compensation. More than half a century after the
end of the Second World War, the victims of nazism. cannot demand
compensation for forced labor, nor for the gold and other wealth
appropriated by the nazis and sent to various banks in other countries.

On the international level, the problem of compensation for nazi
persecution was raised immediately after the end of a war whose logical
conclusion was the Nuremberg trial. The judgment of the International
Tribunal became the basis "for the confirmation of new first principles
moral norms of intercourse among individuals and peoples',4 One of the
acts that ratified' these first principles was the decision that Germany
would pay damages to victims of the national-socialist regime.

A January 16, 1986, Resolution by the European Parliament
(Official Bulletin of the European Community, No C 36/129, February
17,1986, document B-2-1475/85/geus) recognizes a "moral and legal
obligation on the part of companies using slave labor to pay
compensation. ,,6 The second paragraph in this Resolution contains a
direct demand that companies which have not done so make payments
immediately. In a separate paragraph (paragraph 4), the European

Translator's note(s):
4 Neither the Source nor wording ofthe quotation can be confirmed.
S The text ofthe Resolution was unavailable; translation given here follows the
Russian ofthe present document.
6 The Russian term here connotes damages, not "compensation" in the sense of
remuneration or wages.
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Parliament "demands that all German entrepreneurs who used slave
labor organize a Fund to Compensate Individuals Formerly
Subjected to Forced Labor." Certain public organizations in Stuttgart,
Ko In, and Berlin are preparing materials to substantiate and present the
claims in a suit by former Ostarbeiter [Eastern workers] and former nazi
concentration camp prisoners against German corporations and
government agencies; the suit asks for damages for the physical and
emotional harm inflicted on them and also calls for withholding of
certain sums of windfall profits those corporations received from the
unpaid labor of those persons.

Many people understand the impoverished condition in which
the former republics of the USSR, including Russia, find themselves
today. There are no funds in state budgets for decent assistance to the
victims of nazism. Every day takes away a little more life from people
whose fate it was to bear the brunt of the worst trials of the World War
11 years. It is their slave labor, it is the blood and sweat of their fellow
captives from many countries that smelted the "nazi gold."

There is as yet no reliable information on the number of accounts
in Western banks that were opened by the nazis or their surrogates during
the Second World War. But one thing is without a doubt: the sums of
money stored in those accounts may tum out to be very large.

It would be highly undesirable that the glitter of "nazi gold"
eclipse any of the real victims of fascism. It would be unjust even to
think that this gold belongs only to one people or ethnic organization. I
welcome the active efforts of international public and ethnic
organizations, including Jewish ones, that have been crowned with
success in the case of the Swiss banks. We are anxious that other victims
of the Holocaust - citizens of the former Soviet Union - receive material
assistance from the monies set aside for the victims of nazism. And this
assistance must be adequate, regardless of what country an individual
may live in. There must be no distinctions according to ethnic identity.
And there are no such differences within our Russian and International
Unions of Former Child Prisoners of Fascism; there are no such
differences in the activities of the Russian Fund for Cooperation and
Conciliation. And we hope that our international forum here today will
make it possible to see the tragedy of World War 11 victims as a truly
international tragedy.

The victims of nazi persecution in the Soviet Union can be
divided into various groups, namely:

adult and child prisoners of nazi concentration camps,
ghettoes, and prisons;
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involuntary laborers, i.e., people who were forcibly deported
to nazi Germany and its allied countries to work in
businesses there;
people who were exploited iu temporarily occupied
territories, etc.

As we discuss this problem, we must clearly view all of these
groups as having suffered.

My dear colleagues, we know of the attempts by German
companies to create a fund to assist people who worked as involuntary
labor. We know the position of the current government of the Federal
Republic of Germany headed by its new chancellor, Mr. SchrOder, which
has announced its readiness to resolve this problem without delay. We
are very hopeful that a single, unified German fund for the payment of
compensation for involuntary labor under the nazi regime will be
created, a fund into which the companies that used such labor during the
war years can pay their monies. This would also apply to certain large
banks, insurance companies, etc.

We know that such megacompanies as Volkswagen and Siemens
have created humanitarian assistance funds for former involuntary
laborers, and that they are in no hurry to split up their activities. Given
the current situation in Russia, it is asserted that money, shall we say,
disappears irrevocably and with no hope of finding it again. Yes, there
are criminal organizations in Russia, just as there are in any other
country. But, you see, we have a well-refined7 system for distributing
such funds among the former prisoners of nazism. It has been operating
for five years now. Citizens personally receive such assistance in marks
or rubles, as they desire. This work proceeds in close contact with public
social service committees. The Russian government, the German
Embassy in the Russian Federation, and organizations of former nazi
victim organizations are kept apprised of the progress of this work on a
regular basis.

To put it bluntly, such assertions lack substance. There is a
distribution mechanism, criteria, and controls. All self-contained within a
single organization. On November 4, 1993, the Russian Federation
Government created a special agency, the Russian Fundfor Cooperation
and Conciliation. It operates under a Russian-German agreement to assist
persons persecuted under nazism during the war years. The Fund

Translator's note(s):
7 The Russian term is unclear.
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operates in Russia and in other republics of the former USSR (except
Ukraine, Belarus, Moldova, and Estonia).

For the Fund to operate normally, a number of organizational
and legal issues had to be resolved. An organizational plan for the Fund
and its regional field offices was devised, and a constitution and by-laws
were drafted and approved. These specify the criteria by which
individuals persecuted under nazism are defined as individuals who were
deported to Germany and its allies. All of these are classified into
categories depending on their age (minors, adults) and the place where
they were held in captivity (concentration camp, ghetto, etc.).

Thanks to a well-organized data collection system, a database
has been created that includes both information on the places - located
almost everywhere in Europe - where Ostarbeiter were held captive
(concentration camps, ghettoes, etc.), and on the identities of former
Eastern workers living in Russia. Naturally, information on the majority
of former Ostarbeiter did not appear in the database immediately. As
compensation claim applications have been received and are carefully
reviewed, appropriate payments are made and the Fund has gathered
information on the Ostarbeiter who have survived to the present day.

At present, the majority of the individuals persecuted by the
nazis have received compensation payments that naturally only to a small
degree compensate them for the physical and mental traumas they
endured under fascist slavery. And after all, is it really possible at all to
measure in money a life lived, the experiences of a lifetime?

Once it received the money allocated to it, the Fund decided to
pay compensation first of all to those persons who had become invalids
and to individuals aged 80 and older, sinc.e they represented the
highest-risk group. After that, once the number of victims of nazism was
ascertained, the Fund was able to increase the size of the payments and to
perform the necessary recalculations on the compensation. The average
payment was about 1,200 German marks. It should be noted that some of
these people died before they ever received their compensation. In such
cases, the Fund assists the relatives by paying for funeral services.

Friends, out of about 7.7 million citizens of various countries
who were forcibly deported to fascist Germany, the majority were
citizens of the USSR (4,978,000). During the nazi years, these people
were subjected to inhuman physical and moral humiliations. But their
torture did not end, even after the war did. In fact, down to the present
day these people live considerably worse off than the rest of the
population. They live on the brink of poverty and on the brink of
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extinction. Their lot today is one of loneliness, penury, and lack of
medications.

Under these conditions, the 400 million German marks allocated
by Germany that we continue to distribute to date have played a positive
role. The victims of nazism view this material assistance as penance
by those Germans who were implicated in their sufferings and their
shattered destinies. This material assistance consists of a one-time
payment. It cannot compensate them for all the slave labor, the
torture and the suffering that fell to these innocent victims as their
lot. Furthermore, the payments to their fellow unfortunates in
Germany itself are ten times greater, and in Western Europe seven
times greater, than in Russia. It causes consternation and bitterness
that an unjust distinction is drawn along ethnic lines between people
who were in the very same camps. For example, Jews who were nazi
prisoners and who now live in the West receive higher lump-sum
payments and a larger monthly pension. It would be reasonable to
make adequate provision for prisoners of other nationalities as well.

Attempts to evade a fair resolution of this problem frequently
cite a 1950's statement by the Soviet Government that it had resolved all
the issues, or so it said. If only it were possible in this life to heal the
wounds of human memory so simply, just with one statement! But there
are people walking this earth who found themselves in a tragic situation,
and it was not their fault, but their misfortune, that for a very long time
(and for understandable reasons) they were not in a position to appeal
directly to those Germans that had exploited their labor, thereby earning
enormous incomes. "Only with the fall of the Iron Curtain," observes the
popular German magazine Stern (August 28, 1998), "did a risk arise for
German companies that former 'foreign workers' would demand
compensation for the wages withheld from them and for their mental and
physical sufferings."

Can it be that these companies bear no moral guilt or
responsibility for the fate of involuntary laborers, the innocent victims of
nazism? I do not know who is taking care of the image of these
internationally known German companies these days, but I know one
thing for sure: there is not, and cannot be, any better advertising than a
humanitarian, human attitude toward the former involuntary workers, the
victims of nazism. This is Christian love for one's neighbor; it is
penance; it is a last, definitive act of conciliation. Why push the matter to
the point of court proceedings, which the German firms have lost from
the moral standpoint even before they really begin? There is more than
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enough documentation and evidence. To count on these people to depart
this life before their contemporaries would be the antithesis of humanity.

I would like to bring up one other serious question, which is
obviously on the minds of many of those present in this room. Is it
possible to estimate how much money is needed to pay for the forced
labor? Yes, it is possible.

To come up with a total compensation figure, we would have to
figure in slave labor plus physical and moral damages. However, a full
quantitative assessment of the latter two factors is impossible at the
present time. Therefore, we shall merely proceed on the basis that,
because of the damage done to health, we shall omit from our
calculations that portion of wages that was withheld by the owner of the
company for beggarly housing and food. This will compensate in some
way for the loss of health.

We can make a quantitative estimate of unpaid labor from
comparative data on wages paid for the labor of eastern workers
versus that paid to German workers, drawing on an official Reich
document - the Bulletin of Imperial Laws of June 30, 1992
(paragraphs 3 and 10) - from which we can see that payment per
laborer was set at 7.1% to 25% of what a German worker received.

Based on a six-day work week, unpaid slave labor comes out to
DM 150 per month in 1941-1944 prices; over the average period worked
by Russian citizens (two years), that comes to DM 3,600. With
devaluation of the mark by a factor of three over the ensuing
half-century, the minimum compensation in today's prices comes to DM
10,800.

Based on the anticipated number of claimants in Russia at the
time of the first disbursements (350,000 people), the total amount of
funds needed is:

in 1941-1945 prices:
in 1997 prices:

So DM 3.5 billion is the minimum sum we can currently
estimate for the unpaid labor of prisoners of nazism still alive in Russia,
and that is just for one category of victims. This year alone, however,
30,000 victims of nazism departed this life. This figure is terrible in
itself. We must not wait to do good.

Friends, in the late 1980's and early 1990's, changes took place in
our world that are global in their scale and consequences. First of all, the
Cold War ended, which cleared a path for the establishment of civilized
relations between states that played different roles both during a bloody
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war and during the long years of an arms race, mutual suspicion, and
hostility.

The altered political climate in our world-first and foremost in
Europe-has paved the way for better mutual understanding among the
peoples of the former Soviet Union, on the one hand, and Germany, on
the other hand. The leaders of these countries, political and public
figures, and broad strata of society have realized that the greater part of
the present-day population of Germany-and certainly all the post-war
generations-is not guilty of everything that happened to the peoples of
the USSR as a result of nazi aggression.

So let us all tum over the last tragic page of the bygone world
war, and put into practice our humanitarian, human attitude toward those
who were victims of nazism. It is not proper that we should classify them
by ethnic labels, and not proper to fan the flames of anti-Semitism on our
territory or that of any other country.

We appeal to government officials, commercial and banking
executives, businessmen's associations, and civic organizations in
Russia, Germany, and other countries to do everything in their
power to alleviate the fate of the victims of nazism. If we succeed in
doing this, we shall convince these innocent victims - and not them
alone - that a spirit of fairness, compassion, and love prevails in our
day.
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Account Agreement between the Federal
Reserve Bank of N ew York and the

Government of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland

1. ACCOUNT

a. The Federal Reserve Bank ofNew York ("Bank") and the Government
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland ("Account
Holder") agree that the Bank shall establish on its books a special
account in the name of the Account Holder, designated as the "Nazi
Persecutee Relief Fund Account," which shall consist of cash, securities
custody and/or gold custody accounts, and sub-accounts thereto, as
necessary (together, the "Account").

b. The Account shall be operated in accordance with the Bank's
standard terms and conditions, operating procedures, and applicable
Operating Circulars, as amended from time to time, except as provided in
this Account Agreement and Annexes thereto (together, the "Fund
Documents").

c. Any undefined terms used herein shall have the meaning
defined in the Terms of Reference (Annex A).

2. CONTRIBUTIONS

a. Contributions shall be received into the Account in accordance
with the Terms of Reference.

b. Contributions shall be subject to the sole control of the
Account Holder in accordance with the Fund Documents.

c. Contributions in gold shall be delivered to the Bank for
deposit into the gold custody account. Donor Countries wishing to
contribute gold located outside of New York City should arrange to
engage in a location swap with a party able to make delivery of a like
amount of gold in New York City on their behalf. Upon receipt of gold
in New York from a Donor County, the Bank will deposit such gold into
the gold custody account established in the name of the Account. Such
deposits should be accompanied by a "weight list" specifying, for each of
the bars individually (or, if U.S. Assay bars in "melt form", each melt)
the refiner and bar number, gross troy ounces, fineness and fine troy
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ounces. Upon receipt, the gold will be verified against the weight list,
with any discrepancies notified to the Donor Country and the Account
Holder. Such verification will be completed as soon as possible after
deposit. Acting as agent for the Account Holder, the Bank will endeavor
to sell the gold so deposited to a reputable gold dealer in New York City,
in the following manner:

i. After the verification of the gold deposit has been
completed, the Bank will contact various gold dealers and solicit bids to
purchase the gold, disclosing that the Bank is acting as agent for the
Account Holder. Dealers will be asked to proffer bids in written form,
and such bids will be communicated via authenticated
telecommunication to the Account Holder.

ii. The Account Holder will accept the highest bid from
among those proffered and notify the Bank via authenticated
telecommunication of the accepted bid, and the Bank will arrange for the
delivery of gold in New York City to the gold dealer whose bid was
accepted, against payment in electronic funds. These funds will be
deposited into the cash account.

3. INVESTMENT OF FUNDS

Until drawn down, the funds shall be invested by the Bank in United
States Government securities with maturities of one year or less from the
date of such investments and in the Bank's repurchase agreement pool,
subject to the Bank's standard terms and conditions. Earnings on such
investments shall be credited by the Bank to the Contributions on a pari
passu basis in proportion to the amounts of such Contributions and shall
be deemed a part of such Contributions. The Bank may commingle
funds as it deems necessary for investment purposes.

4. DISBURSEMENTS

Contributions shall be disbursed 10 accordance with the Terms of
Reference.
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5. TERMINATION

The Account shall automatically close and this Account Agreement
terminate upon the first of the following events to happen: (a) the
instruction of the Account Holder; (b) the occurrence of a zero balance in
the Account for a period of more than 365 days; (c) the resignation of the
Bank as depository of the Account pursuant to Paragraph 13 below; or
(d) five years after the entry into effect of this Account Agreement. Any
funds remaining in the Account upon termination shall be distributed in
accordance with the instructions of the Account Holder pursuant to the
Terms of Reference.

6. REPORTS

a. The Bank shall provide the Account Holder and Donor
Countries with a monthly statement detailing the receipt, investment,
earnings thereon, and disbursement of all Contributions.

b. The Bank: shall provide a status report on the Account at
the annual meeting in accordance with the Terms of Reference.

7. EXPENSES

No fee shall be due from the Account Holder to the Bank for services
rendered by the Bank under the Account Agreement; provided, however,
that the Bank shall be reimbursed for all out-of-pocket expenses incurred
by the Bank in connection with the Account. All such expenses shall be
deducted from the Account's investment proceeds on a pari passu basis.

8. AMENDMENT OF FUND DOCUMENTS

The Fund Documents shall not be subject to revocation, modification or
amendment except by a document signed by the Bank and the Account
Holder. Any amendment of the Terms of Reference (Annex A) shall be
made in accordance with Paragraph 9 of the Terms of Reference.
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9. AMENDMENT OF NGO LIST

The NGO List (Annex B) shall be amended in accordance with the
Terms of Reference.

10. NO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OBLIGATIONS

a. The Fund Documents are not intended and shall not be
construed to create any rights in favor of any person or any entity other
than the Bank or the Account Holder.

b. The responsibilities of the Bank and the Account Holder are
strictly limited to those specifically set forth in this Account Agreement,
and no unstated functions, responsibilities, duties, obligations or
liabilities shall be read into the Fund Documents or otherwise exist
against the Bank or the Account Holder. The Bank shall not be deemed
to be acting as a trustee or-fiduciary for the Account Holder, Donor
Countries, or NGOs and shall not be an agent for any of them (other than
the United States), except as otherwise expressly provided in the Fund
Documents.

c. The Bank or the Account Holder shall in no event be required
to initiate any suit, action, or proceeding arising out of or in connection
with the Fund Documents, on behalf of each other, any Donor Country,
oranyNGO.

11. COMMUNICATIONS

a. The Account Holder authorizes the Bank to act on
Contribution Instructions (Annex Q, Allocation Instructions (Annex D),
Amended Allocation Instructions (Annex E) and Accelerated Allocation
Instructions (Annex F) received from Donor Countries in accordance
with the Terms of Reference.

b. Any authorization, instruction, notification or other
communication made under- this Account Agreement shall be made by
authenticated telecommunication in a form acceptable to the Bank, or in
such other manner as the Bank and the Account Holder may agree.

c. The Bank shall have the authority to interpret and act under
the authorizations, instructions, notifications or other communications
received by it in such a manner as the Bank in its sole judgment deems
reasonable.

d. The Bank shall be authorized to make calculations and
rounding adjustments as necessary.
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12. STANDARD OF CARE AND LIABILITY

The Bank shall use reasonable care in the performance of its duties under
this Account Agreement but shall incur no liability for any acts,
arrangements, or agreements entered into or performed in connection
with the Account by the Account Holder, except for the Bank's own
gross negligence, bad faith or willful misconduct.

13. RESIGNATION OF BANK

The Bank may at any time resign as the depository of the Account upon
90 days written notice to the Account Holder. Such resignation shall take
effect upon transfer by the Bank of any Contributions and any earnings
thereon then remaining in the Account to the successor depository.

14. GOVERNING LAW

The Fund Documents and all amendments thereto shall be construed and
enforced in accordance with the Federal law of the United States and, in
the absence of controlling Federal law, the laws of the State of New
York.

15. ENTRY INTO EFFECT

This Account Agreement shall become effective when both the Bank and
the Account Holder have executed the Account Agreement by their duly
authorized representatives.

16. OTHER FUND DOCUMENTS

The following documents are attached to this Account Agreement and
form a part of it:
Annex A. Terms of Reference
Annex B. NGO List
Annex C. Form of Contribution Instruction
Annex D. Form of Allocation Instruction
Annex E. Form of Amended Allocation Instruction
Annex F. Form ofAccelerated Allocation Instruction
Annex G. Form of Agreement between Account Holder and NGO
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17. SIGNATURES

Federal Reserve Bank ofNew York

Name: William J. McDonough
Title: President
Date: November 26,1997

Government of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland
Name: Robin Cook
Title: Secretary of State
Date: 1 December 1997
(for Foreign & Commonwealth
Affairs)
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AnnexA:
Terms of Reference

1. INTRODUCTION

a. These terms of reference (the "Terms") set forth the
understandings that will govern the establishment and operation of the
Nazi Persecutee Relief Fund (the "Fund"). The Fund will consist of an
account at the Federal Reserve Bank ofNew York under the name of the
Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland (the "Account Holder") established pursuant to the Account
Agreement dated December 1, 1997 (the "Account"). The Fund will be
funded by contributions ("Contributions") made by donor countries
("Donor Countries") acting through their authorized institutions. Any
undefined terms used herein shall have the meaning defined in the
Account Agreement.

b. The primary purpose of the Fund is to provide resources for
the relief of needy victims ofNazi persecution who to date have received
very little or no compensation for their persecution, and its subsidiary
purpose is to provide resources for other related projects, in particular
projects aimed at benefiting the communities most severely affected by
Nazi persecution or at preventing similar injustices in the future.

c. Fund grants will be channeled through established
non-governmental organizations that already have in place the
administrative and organizational infrastructures necessary to fulfill Fund
purposes. An initial list of eligible non-governmental organizations,
developed through consultation among interested potential donor
countries and persecutee communities, is provided in Annex B.

2. GUIDELINES FOR USE OF FUND MONEYS

a. All moneys and gold contributed to the Fund, except those
amounts required for certain bank expenses as provided in the Account
Agreement, shall be disbursed in accordance with Paragraph 4 below to
one or more non-governmental organizations listed on Annex B (the
"NGOs"). The Account Holder will perform its functions specified in the
Fund Documents without charge to the Fund.
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b. NGOs will be limited to organizations that (i) provide direct
assistance, services or other benefits to victims of Nazi persecution who
currently live in difficult financial circumstances; or (ii) engage in related
activities, in particular projects aimed at benefiting the communities most
severely affected by Nazi persecution or at preventing similar injustices
-in the future.

c. "Victims of Nazi persecution" means those who suffered
damage to health or loss of liberty, property, or income as a result of
Nazi persecution directly against them.

d. "Living in difficult financial circumstances" means living
with an income level or standard of living at or below the official poverty
line in the country in which the individual permanently resides.

e. An NGO may make onward grants to other non-governmental
organizations, provided that such onward grantee organizations fit the
eligibility criteria set forth in subparagraph (b) of this Paragraph and
have been identified in advance on the NGO prospectus described in
Paragraph 6(a)(i) below. The NGO shall obtain in writing the agreement
of the Donor Country or Donor Countries concerned prior to making
such onward grants.

3. CONTRIBUTIONS

a. Each Donor Country shall make its Contribution by
transferring its Contribution to the Account in U.S. dollars or gold.
Submission of a Contribution and a Contribution Instruction (Annex C)
shall constitute a Donor Country's acceptance of these Terms and an
acknowledgment that its Contribution will be handled. in accordance
with the Account Agreement. Any Contribution that is received into the
Account without a complete and accurate Contribution Instruction shall
be returned to the Donor Country by the Bank.

b. Each Donor Country shall also submit an Allocation
Instruction (Annex D), specifying the manner in which it desires its
Contribution to be allocated among one or more of the NGOs listed on
Annex B (the "Allocations"). Only an NGO listed in Annex B is eligible
to receive an Allocation. A Donor Country may specify that its
Allocations may only be used by an NGO for a specific project:
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i. listed in the prospectus described in Paragraph 6(a)(ii)
below; or

ii. determined by mutual consent between the NGO and
the Donor Country subsequent to the submission of the Contribution. In
this event, the prospectus described in Paragraph 6(a)(ii) shall be revised
to list that project.

c. A Donor Country may submit its Allocation Instruction with
its Contribution or separately from and subsequent to its Contribution. A
Donor Country must submit the Allocation Instruction within 12 months
after its Contribution, or the entire Contribution and any earnings thereon
shall be returned to the Donor Country. The Account Holder shall notify
all other Donor Countries in the event that a Contribution is returned to a
Donor Country for failure to specify an Allocation.

d. All Contributions transferred to the Account shall be
irrevocable and shall become partof the Account.

e. A Contribution Instruction, Allocation Instruction, Amended
Allocation Instruction, and Accelerated Allocation Instruction shall be
submitted directly to the Bank, and a copy shall be submitted to the
Account Holder.

4. DISBURSEMENTS AND OVERSIGHT

a. In accordance with the Allocations specified in the Allocation
Instruction, the Bank shall disburse an amount equal to 25 percent of
each Allocation within ten New York business days of the receipt of the
Allocation Instruction.

b. An Oversight Period with respect to each Allocation shall
commence on the date a Donor Country submits its Allocation
Instruction. The Oversight Period shall be 6 months. The Bank will
disburse the remaining portion of each Allocation, including any
earnings thereon, within IONew York business days after the conclusion
of the Oversight Period.

c. Prior to the conclusion of the Oversight Period, the Donor
Country may submit to the Bank (i) an Amended Allocation Instruction
pursuant to Paragraph 4(d) below; or (ii) an Accelerated Allocation
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Instruction (Annex F). Upon receipt of an Accelerated Allocation
Instruction from a Donor Country, the Bank shall disburse the remainder
of the relevant Allocations within ten New York business days.

d. Each Donor Country shall ensure that each of its Allocations
is used by the selected NGO in accordance with these Terms. If, prior to
the conclusion of the Oversight Period provided for in Paragraph 4(b)
above, the Donor Country determines that an NGO has failed to comply
materially with these Terms, the Donor Country may submit an
Amended Allocation Instruction (Annex E). The Bank shall reallocate
the undisbursed portion of each affected Allocation accordingly, and
disburse it in the same manner as an initial Allocation under this
Paragraph, meaning that 25 percent shall be disbursed initially to the
NGO specified on the Amended Allocation Instruction, followed by a
new Oversight Period and subsequent disbursement. The Account Holder
shall also notify all other Donor Countries upon receipt of any Amended
Allocation Instruction.

5. ANNUAL MEETING

Until the termination of the Account, the Account Holder shall organize
and hold an annual meeting to review the Fund's activities. Each Donor
Country may send a representative. Each NGO shall report at the
meeting on its use of Fund grants. The Bank shall report on the status of
the Account. The first meeting shall be held one year after the first
disbursement from the Account. The Account Holder shall circulate
among Donor Countries information where this is provided for under
these Terms.

6. NGOs AND ANNEX B

a. Obligations of NGOs. Each NGO, as a condition of its
eligibility to receive Allocations, shall agree in Annex G to:

i. use Allocations in strict compliance with these Terms;

ii. make available to the Account Holder, to each Donor
Country, and to each country that has demonstrated to the Account
Holder a serious interest in becoming a Donor Country, a prospectus
which identifies the specific projects that would be funded by any
Allocation, which states the maximum percentage of each Allocation that
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will be used for administrative, auditing, and overhead expenses, which
shall be revised in the event that an NGO and a Donor Country agree by
mutual consent on a specific project not listed on the NGO's original
prospectus to list that project, and which identifies in advance any other
non-governmental organization it may utilize -as an onward· grantee
pursuant to Paragraph 2(e) of the Terms of Reference;

iii. maintain records pertaining to the use of any
Allocation in accordance with international accounting standards and
make such records available for review by any Donor Country;

iv. make available to each Donor Country the results of
an annual audit, conducted by an independent auditor, of its handling of
all Allocations. The first audit must occur between 3 and 6 months after
the initial disbursement to the NGO as provided in Paragraph 4(a) above;

v. be liable to the Donor Country concerned for the
misuse of any allocations; and

vi. report at the Fund's annual meeting on the use of
Allocations.

b. Adding NGOs to Annex B. Any Donor Country or country
that has demonstrated to the Account Holder a serious interest in be
coming a Donor Country may propose the addition of a
non-governmental organization to Annex B by notifying the Account
Holder of such a proposal. The Account Holder shall circulate the
proposed amendment to each Donor Country. If the Account Holder has
not received objections to it from more than 50 percent of the Donor
Countries within 30 days, the proposed amendment is deemed accepted.
The Account Holder shall notify the Bank, each Donor Country, and any
prospective Donor Country of each amendment to Annex B.

7. IMMUNITY, STANDARD OF CARE, AND LIABILITY

a. Nothing in these Terms or related documents shall be
considered to constitute, in whole or in part, a waiver of any immunity to
which the Account Holder, Bank, or Donor Countries may be entitled in
any jurisdiction.
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b. Nothing in these Terms or related documents shall require the
Account Holder to verify that an Allocation has been used by an NGO in
accordance with the Allocation Instruction, whether or not the Allocation
Instruction has been subsequently varied by the submission of an
Amended Allocation Instruction and/or an Accelerated Allocation
Instruction.

C. The Account Holder shall use reasonable care in the
performance of its duties under the Fund Documents, including these
Terms, but shall incur no liability toward Donor Countries or NGOs for
any acts, arrangements, or agreements entered into or performed in
connection with the Account.

8. NO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OBLIGATIONS

a. The Fund Documents are not intended and shall not be
construed to create any rights in favor of any person or any entity other
than the Bank or the Account Holder.

b. The responsibilities of the Bank and the Account Holder are
strictly limited to those specifically set forth in the Fund Documents, and
no unstated functions, responsibilities, duties, obligations or liabilities
shall be read into the Fund Documents or otherwise exist against the
Bank or the Account Holder. The Bank shall not be deemed to be acting
as a trustee or fiduciary for the Donor Countries or NGOs, and shall not
be an agent for any of them (other than the United States), except as
otherwise expressly provided in the Fund. Documents. The Account
Holder shall not be deemed to be acting as a trustee or fiduciary for the
Donor Countries or NGOs, and shall not be an agent for any of them.

c. The Bank or the Account Holder shall in no event be required
to initiate any suit, action, or proceeding arising out of or in connection
with the Fund Documents, on behalf of any Donor Country, or any NGO.

9. AMENDMENTS

The Account Holder shall circulate any proposed amendment to the
Terms to each Donor Country. If the Account Holder has not received
objections to it from more. than 50 percent of the Donor Countries within
30 days, the proposed amendment is deemed accepted. The Terms shall
be amended in accordance with the Account Agreement.
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10. TERMINATION

The Fund shall be tenninated when the Account is closed and the
Account Agreement is tenninated pursuant to the Account Agreement.
Any funds remaining in the Account upon tennination shall be returned
to Donor Countries in proportion to the amount of each Donor's
Contribution that remains undisbursed. The Account Holder shall notify
each Donor Country in the event of tennination.
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AnnexB
ListofNGOs

American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee(AJJDC)
Association of Former Political Prisoners of Concentration Camps
Board of Deputies of British Jews
Center of Organizations of Holocaust Survivors in Israel
Conference on Jewish Material Claims against Germany (CJMC)
Consultative Council of Jewish Organizations
European Council of Jewish Communities
European Jewish Congress (EJC)
International Romani Union (IRU)
Jewish Central Committee of Sweden
National Fund of the Republic of Austria for Victims of National

Socialism
Pink Cross
Swedish Red Cross
World Jewish Congress (WJC)
World Jewish Restitution Organization (WJRO)
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AnnexC:
Form of Contribntion Instruction

[Note: The following instruction should be sent to the Bank via
authenticated S.W.I.F.T. message or tested telex, with a copy sent to the
Account Holder.]

1 . We refer to the Account Agreement between the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York and the Government of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland dated December 1, 1997 ("Account
Agreement), the Terms of Reference (Annex A) of the Account
Agreement, and the NGO List (Annex B) of the Account Agreement.

2. The (Donor] hereby irrevocably contributes [USD amount] [gold fine
troy ounces] ("Contribution") to the Nazi Persecutee Relief Fund
Account on your books.

3. The [Donor] hereby accepts the Terms of Reference, as may be
amended from time to time, and acknowledges that the Contribution will
be handled in accordance with the Account Agreement.
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AnnexD:
Form of Allocation Instruction

[Note: The following instruction should be sent to the Bank via
authenticated S.W.I.F.T. message or tested telex, with a copy sent to the
Account, Holder.]

l. We refer to the Account Agreement between the Federal Reserve
Bank ofNew York and the Government of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland dated December I, 1997 ("Account
Agreement), the Terms of Reference (Annex A) of the Account
Agreement, the NGO List (Annex B) of the Account Agreement, and our
Contribution Instruction dated [date] ("Contribution Instruction").

2. The Contribution and any earnings thereon shall be allocated in
accordance with the Terms of Reference as follows:

a. Funds:
[NGO on Annex B]

[NGO project]
[NGO project]

[NGO on Annex B]
[NGO project]
[NGO project]

Total
b. Gold:

[NGO on Annex B]
[NGO project]
[NGO project]

[NGO on Annex B]
[NGO project]
[NGO project]

Total

[USD amount]
[USD amount]
[USD amount]

[USD amount]
[USD amount]
[USD amount]

[USD amount]

[fine troy ounces]
[fine troy ounces]
[fine troy ounces]

[fine troy ounces]
[fine troy ounces]
[fine troy ounces]

[fine troy ounces]
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AnnexE:
Forni of Amended Allocation Instruction

[Note: The following instruction should be sent to the Bank via
authenticated S.W.I.F.T. instruction or tested telex, with a copy sent to
the Account Holder.]

1 . We refer to the Account Agreement between the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York and the Government of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland dated December 1, 1997 ("Account
Agreement), the Terms of Reference (Annex A) of the Account
Agreement, the NGO List (Annex B) of the Account Agreement, and our
Allocation Instruction dated [date] ("Allocation Instruction").

2. The [Donor] hereby notifies the Federal Reserve Bank of New York
and the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland that it wishes to amend the Allocation Instruction as
follows: [original NGO from Annex B] should be deleted from the
Allocation Instruction and replaced with [new NGO from Annex B], and
[new NGO from Annex B] should receive the undisbursed portion of
[original NGO from Annex B]'s allocation pursuant to Paragraph 4(d) of
the Terms of Reference.
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AnnexF:
Form of Accelerated Allocation Instruction

[Note: The following instruction should be sent to the Bank via
authenticated S.W.I.F.T. instruction or tested telex" with a copy sent to
the Account Holder.]

1. We refer to the Account Agreement between the Federal Reserve
Bank ofNew York and the Government of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland dated December 1, 1997 ("Account
Agreement), the Terms of Reference (Annex A) of the Account
Agreement, the NGO List (Annex B) ofthe Account Agreement, and our
Allocation Instruction dated [date].

2. The [Donor] hereby notifies the Federal Reserve Bank of New York
and the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland that it wishes to accelerate the disbursement of its
Contribution pursuant to Paragraph 4(c) of the Terms of Reference, with
respect to the following NGOs:

[NGO or NGO project on Annex B]
[NGO or NGO project on Annex B]
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AnnexG:
Form of Agreement between Account Holder and NGO

[Note: The following agreement should be sent to the Account Holder,
with a copy to the Federal Reserve Bank ofNew York.]

1 . We refer to the Account Agreement between the Federal Reserve
Bank ofNew York and the Government of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland (the "Account Holder") dated December 1,
1997 ("Account Agreement), the Terms of Reference (Annex A) of the
Account Agreement, and the NGO List (Annex B) of the Account
Agreement.

2. In accordance with Paragraph 6 of the Terms, we agree, as a condition
of our eligibility to receive Allocations from the Fund referred to in those
documents,
to:

i. use Allocations in strict compliance with the Terms of
Reference;

ii. make available to the Account Holder, each Donor
Country, and each country that has demonstrated to the Account Holder a
serious interest in becoming a Donor Country, a prospectus which
identifies the specific projects that would be funded by any Allocation,
which states the maximum percentage of each Allocation that will be
used for administrative, auditing, and overhead expenses, which shall be
revised in the event that an NGO and a Donor Country agree by mutual
consent on a specific project not listed on the NGO's original prospectus
to list that project, and which identifies in advance any other non
governmental organization it may utilize as an onward grantee pursuant
to Paragraph 2(e) of the Terms of Reference;

iii. maintain records pertaining to the use of any
Allocation in accordance with international accounting standards and
make such records available for review by any Donor Country;

iv. make available to each Donor Country the results of
an annual audit, conducted by an independent auditor, of its handling of
all Allocations. The first audit must occur between 3 and 6 months after
the initial disbursement to the NGO as provided in Paragraph 4(a) above;
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v. be liable to the Donor Country concerned for the
misuse of any allocations; and

vi. report at the Fund's annual meeting on the use of
Allocations.

3. We specifically accept the provisions in Paragraph 7 of the Terms of
Reference on immunity, standard of care, and liability. We also accept
that, pursuant to Paragraph 8 of the Terms of Reference, the Fund
Documents do not create any rights in favor of any person or any entity
other than the Bank or the Account Holder; the responsibilities of the
Bank and the Account Holder are strictly limited to those specifically set
forth in the Fund Documents, and no unstated functions, responsibilities,
duties, obligations or liabilities shall be read into the Fund Documents· or
otherwise exist against the Bank or the Account Holder; the Bank or
Account Holder shall not be deemed to be acting as a trustee or fiduciary
for the NGOs, and shall not be an agent for any of them; and the Bank or
the Account Holder shall in no event be required to initiate any suit,
action, or proceeding arising out of or in connection with the Fund
Documents on behalf of any NGO.

4. All allocations disbursed to us should be sent to [name of U.S.
correspondent bank] for credit to [name of NGO's local bank) account
number [account number].





Appendix L:
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

REGARDING
HOLOCAUST-ERA INSURANCE CLAIMS

1. It is agreed by the undersigned European insurance companies,
United States insurance regulatory authorities, and Jewish and
survivor organizations that a just process shall be established that
will expeditiously address the issue of unpaid insurance policies
issued to victims of the Holocaust.

2. It is agreed by the undersigned that an International Commission
("IC") will be established. The parties to this Memorandum of
Understanding ("MOU") agree to actively and voluntarily pursue
the goal of resolving insurance claims of Holocaust victims
through the IC. The IC will be composed of twelve persons or
their alternates: six persons designated by the United States
regulators and the World Jewish Restitution Organization,
together with the Conference of Jewish Material Claims Against
Germany, and the State of Israel, and six persons designated by
the undersigned European insurance companies and European
regulators. Each group above that is a member of the IC will
designate two alternates to attend in observer status. In addition,
there will be three additional observers designated by the World
Jewish Restitution Organization, together with the Conference of
Jewish Material Claims Against Germany, and the State of
Israel, one observer designated by the European Economic
Commission and one observer designated by the United States
Department of State. The twelve representatives will appoint an
additional member who shall serve as the Chairperson. The
Chairperson shall be independent and not affiliated with any of
the persons or groups represented on the IC. Members of the IC
shall serve on a volunteer basis and without remuneration. The

Preceding Page Blank
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IC shall attempt to resolve all issues within two years from its
formation.

3. Following the creation of the IC, insurance companies or their
successors that issued policies to persons who were subsequently
victims of the Holocaust and were not original signatories to this
MOU will be given the opportunity to become signatories to this
MOU and participate in the IC process. The IC process, at the
discretion of the signatory companies, can be extended to
affiliates of the signatories.

4. The IC shall initiate and conduct an investigatory process to
determine the current status of those insurance policies issued to
Holocaust victims during the period of 1920 to 1945 for which
claims are filed with the IC. To assess the remaining unpaid
insurance policies of Holocaust victims, a reasonable review will
be made of the participating companies' files, in conjunction
with information concerning Holocaust victims from Yad
Vashem and the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum and
other relevant sources of data. The IC or its participating
companies shall retain one or more internationally recognized
auditing firms that operate in those countries where the above
referenced insurance companies are based and other experts as
needed.

a. The IC shall promulgate an audit mandate
implementing the goal of this MOU. This mandate
shall outline a work program for the audit firm(s). In
addition to establishing a framework for an overall
work plan, the mandate shall also establish a
mechanism whereby any investigatory or audit work
already performed by the various insurance companies
in this area is reviewed to determine whether it is
consistent with the standards and goals of the mandate
and if so, shall be incorporated into the work plan of
the IC auditors. The insurance companies and
insurance regulators that are parties to this MOU shall
ensure that the respective auditing firm(s) and other
experts have complete and unfettered access to any
and all of their relevant books, records and file
archives as is necessary to their audit activities. Such
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access shall be in cooperation with and in· accordance
with local insurance authorities and laws. Any
documents reviewed or received by the IC will be
maintained as strictly confidential.

b. As part of the audit mandate, the IC will address the
issue of a full accounting by the insurance companies
and publication of the names of Holocaust victims
who held unpaid insurance policies. In addition, the
IC shall establish a toll free mechanism to aid
survivors, beneficiaries and heirs of Holocaust victims
in the submission of claims and inquiries.

5. The IC shall establish a claims and valuation process to settle
and pay individual claims that will be of no cost to claimants.
The initial responsibility for resolving claims rests with the
individual insurance companies, in accordance with guidelines to
be promulgated by the IC. The signatory companies shall submit
to the IC all claims received directly by the company within 30
days of receipt. The IC shall endeavor to integrate data already
collected by the various U.S. states into the overall process.
Such process shall include the establishment of relaxed standards
of proof that acknowledge the passage of time and the practical
difficulties of the survivors, their beneficiaries and heirs in
locating relevant documents, while providing protection to the
insurance companies against unfounded claims.

6. Such claims process shall also include the valuation of policies,
including, but not limited to, the establishment of standards and
formulae to account for currency reforms, currency conversions
and interest. In the case of insurance claims that were previously
submitted for resolution through a post-war governmental
restitution program, the IC shall examine the program, payments
and payment calculations to determine if they were equitable and
adequate. To the extent an insurance policy was subject to a
post-war governmental restitution program, the insurance
company will receive credit for the amount paid out for the
insurance policy against the value of the policy as determined by
the IC. The IC process shall constitute an exclusive remedy.
Claim awards shall be compensatory only.
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7. Each insurance company that has agreed to voluntarily submit to
this process shall establish its own dedicated account,
sufficiently funded, to be used exclusively for the immediate
payment of Holocaust related insurance claims which have been
submitted to the IC and which are determined by the IC to be
valid and attributable to each specific insurance company. No
signatory insurance company shall be required to pay any claim
that the IC determines to be attributable to an existing insurance
company that has not signed this MOD.

8. The IC shall establish and administer a Special Fund consisting
of two sections. Each signatory company will make an initial
contribution to the two Specific Humanitarian Sections.

A. Specific Humanitarian Section:
(1) This section shall provide relief to claimants

who seek relief under policies that cannot be
attributed to a particular insurance company as
well as to claimants who seek relief under
policies issued by companies no longer in
existence. These funds shall be separately
maintained.

(a) If the audit process develops additional
claims and if additional claims are
received that fall into the category of
paragraph (8)(A)(l) of this section and
there are insufficient funds remaining in
the segregated (8)(A)(I) account, each
signatory company shall make additional
contributions as the IC deems necessary to
be assessed on an equitable basis taking
into account both historic and current
involvement.

(2) In addition, each signatory company agrees to
make an equitable contribution to this section, to
be used to satisfy claims on any of its policies
that were nationalized or any of its policies that
were paid, as required by local law, to a
governmental authority that was not the named
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beneficiary ot the policy. The monies
contributed by each signatory company shall be
used to satisfy claims awards only against that
company. These funds shall be separately
maintained.

(a) In the event the audit proCt:ss develops
additional claims and if additional claims
are received that fall into paragraph
(8)(A)(2) and there are insufficient funds
remaining in the segregated (8)(A)(2)
account, each signatory company shall
contribute an additional amount to pay any
monies awarded by the IC on that
signatory company's paragraph (8)(A)(2)
policies.

B. General Humanitarian Section:
This section shall be used for the benefit of needy
victims of the Holocaust and for other Holocaust
related humanitarian purposes. It is understood that
the contributions made under this section give due
consideration to the category of "heirless claims,"
i.e., unpaid policies issued by the signatory
companies to Holocaust victims as to which there is
no living beneficiary or other living person entitled
to receive the proceeds. Each signatory company
shall make an initial contribution to this fund, with
subsequent contributions to be determined by the IC
to be assessed on an equitable basis taking into
account both historic and current involvement.

9. Upon execution of this MOU, the insurance companies will
establish a fund to cover the expenses of the IC. Each signatory
company shall make an initial contribution of $250,000.00.
Thereafter, as the IC deems necessary, subsequent contributions
will be assessed based on an equitable basis. The cost of
auditing an individual company's books and records and any
expenses relating to the processing or investigation of claims
against an individual insurance company shall be borne by that
insurance company. There shall be an annual budget for the
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operation of the IC administered by the Chairperson and an
annual audit ofthe IC's expenses.

10. The IC signatories will work to achieve exemptions from related
pending and future legislation and will work to resolve all
pending litigation for those insurers that become signatories to
this MOU and which fully cooperate with the processes and
funding of the IC.

11. Upon agreement to the terms ofthis MOU, the respective parties
shall announce the members of the IC and the Chairperson.

August -' 1998
Signed and agreed:

Insurer Signatories:



Appendix M:
FEDERAL LAw No. 64-FZ OF

APRIL 15, 1998 ON CULTURAL TREASURES
TRANSFERRED TO THE UNION OF SOVIET

SOCIALIST REpUBLICS AS A RESULT OF
WORLD WAR II AND LOCATED IN THE

TERRITORY OF THE RUSSIAN
FEDERATION

Adopted
by the State Duma

Approved
by the Federation Council

on February 5, 1997

on March 5, 1997

This Federal Law regulates relationships connected with cultural
treasures transferred to tile Union of Soviet Socialist Republics as a
result of the World War II and located on the, territory of tile Russian
Federation.

The main purposes ofthe Federal Law are:
the defense of the said cultural treasures from plunder,

preventing their illegal export out of the Russian Federation, as well as
the illegal transfer to, whomever it may be;

the creation of necessary legal conditions for the practical return
of the said cultural treasures for partial compensation of the damage
caused to the cultural property of the Russian Federation as a result of
the plunder and destruction of its cultural treasure by Germany and her
military allies during World War II;

the protection of the interest of the Russian Federation when
settling with foreign states controversial issues concerning the said
cultural treasures on the basis ofconsistent observation of the principle at
reciprocity;
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the granting of the possibility of the acquaintance with the said
cultural treasure by citizens of the Russian Federation and foreign
citizens including specialists in the field of education, science and
culture;

the creation of favorable conditions for further development of
international partnerships in the sphere of education, science and culture.

CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article 1. Legislation of the Russian Federation on Cultural
Treasures transferred to the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics as a Result of World War II and Located in
the Territory of the Russian Federation

Legislation of the Russian Federation on cultural treasures
transferred to the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics as a result of
World War II and located in the territory of the Russian Federation
consists of this Federal Law and other legislative acts promulgated in
accordance with the Constitution of the Russian Federation and this
Federal Law.

Article 2. International-Legal and Other Acts Upon Which This
Federal Law Is Based

This Federal Law in based an international legal and other acts,
which were adopted in the period of and
after World War II and have remained in effect for property relationships
arising by virtue of these acts:

Peace Agreements of 1947,acts adopted on the basis of rights
and the command of the occupying forces in Germany in 1945-1949, the
State Treaty an the Restoration of Independence and Democracy to
Austria ofMay 15, 1955, the Treaty on the End ofthe Final Settlement in
Respect to Germany of September 12, 1990 as well as regulations of
Article 107 of the Charter of the United Nations Organization and the
Declaration of the United Nations ofJanuary 5, 1943.

Article 3. The Effect of This Federal Law in Regards to Actual
Possession of Cultural Treasures Transported to the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics as a Result of
World War II and Located in the Territory of the
Russian Federation
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This Federal Law is effective in regards to all cultural treasures
transported to the Union of Soviet socialist Republics as a result of
World War II and which are located in the territory of the Russian
Federation irrespective of whose actual possession they am in as well as
the circumstances of the arising of this actual possession.

Article 4. Fundamental Concepts Used in This Federal Law
For the purpose of this Federal Law the following fundamental

concepts are used:
restitution - form of material international legal responsibility of

the states having committed acts of aggression or other internationally
illegal deed containing the obligation of a given state to eliminate or
reduce the material harm caused to another state by means of the
restoration of a former condition in part by means of the return of
property plundered and illegally taken by it through its forces occupying
another state:

compensatory restitution - form of material international legal
responsibility of an aggressor state applied in cases if the implementation
of responsibility of the given state the form of typical restitution is not
possible and consists in the obligation of the given state to compensate
another state for resulting material harm or by means of removal by the
state suffering harm for its benefit; items of the same type that were
stolen and illegally taken by the aggressor-state from the territory of the
suffering state;

cultural treasures - valuable property of religious or secular
character having historical, artistic, scholarly or other cultural
significance, such works of art, books, manuscripts, incunabula, archival
materials, component parts and fragments of architectural, historical,
artistic statutes, as well as statues of monumental art and other categories
items defined in Article 7 of the Law of the Russian Federation on
Exporting and Importing Cultural Treasures;

transferred cultural treasures - cultural treasures transferred in
implementation of compensatory restitution from the territory of
Germany and her farmer Military allies - Bulgaria, Hungary, Italy,
Romania, and Finland to territory of the Union of the Soviet Socialist
Republic in accordance with orders of the military command of the
Soviet Army, the Soviet Military Administration in Germany, and orders
of other competent organs of the Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics
and located at this time in the territory of the Russian Federation;

formerly hostile states - Germany and allied status during the
period of World War II - Bulgaria, Hungary, Italy, Romania and Finland;
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property of formerly hostile states - property of state, private,
municipal, social and other organizations and societies in formerly
hostile states,

interested states - states (with the exception of The Russian
Federation and states given in Article 7 of the Federal Law) whose
territories fully or partially were occupied by armies of former enemy
states;

property of interested states - property of state, private,
municipal, social and other organizations and societies in interested
states;

cultural institutions - Russian state (including departmental) and
municipal museums, archives, libraries and other scientific, educational,
entertainment and instructional institutions and organizations
implementing its work in the sphere of education, science and culture.

Article 5. Composition of Transferred Cultural Treasures
From the point of view of their former state affiliation,

transferred state treasures include:
cultural treasures which were property of former enemy states;
cultural treasures, which within the meaning given in Article 4 of

this Federal Law, were property interested states that have lost the right
of ownership to these cultural treasures as a consequence of failing to
call for their restitution within the period that was established by legal
acts stated in Article 9 of this Federal Law;

cultural treasures whose state ownership has not been established
(ownerless things).

CHAPTER II TRANSFERRED CULTURAL TREASURES AND

PROPERTY RIGHTS TO THEM

Article 6. On the Right of Ownership of the Russian Federation
to the Transferred Cultural Treasures

All transferred cultural treasures taken, into the Union, of Soviet
Socialist Republics in the implementation of its right to compensatory
restitution and located in the territory of the Russian Federation with the
exception stipulated by Articles 7 and ~ of this Federal law are property
of the Russian Federation and are federal property

Article 7. On the Guarantee of the Rights of Ownership of the
Belarus Republic, Latvian Republic, Lithuanian
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Republic, Moldavian Republic, Ukraine and the
Estonian Republic to Transported Cultural Treasures

1. The provisions of Article 6 of this Federal Law does not affect
the tight of ownership of the Belarus Republic, Latvian Republic,
Lithuanian Republic, Moldavian Republic, Ukraine and Estonian
Republic to cultural objects that can be proven to be a part of transported
cultural treasures but were plundered and taken during World War II by
Germany and (or) her military allies not from the territory of the Russian
Soviet Federated Socialist Republic, but from the territories of the
Belorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, the Latvian Soviet Socialist
Republic, the Lithuanian Soviet Socialist Republic, the Moldavian Soviet
Socialist Republic, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic and the
Estonian Soviet Socialist Republic and constituted the national property
of the given, but not the other union republics, coming within the borders
ofthe Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics an February 1,1950.

2. Cultural items given in Item 1 of this Article can be given to
the Belarus Republic, Latvian Republic, Lithuanian Republic, Moldavian
Republic, Ukraine and Estonian Republic according to their ownership
when they observe the conditions stipulated by Item 4 of Article 18 of
this Federal law as well as by their agreement to ensure on the basis of
the principle of reciprocity the same such approach to for cultural
treasures of the Russian Federation transported from former enemy states
to the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and located on their territories.

Article 8. Transported Cultural Treasures Not Falling Under the
Effect ofArticles 6 and 7 of This Federal Law

The following transferred cultural treasures do not fall under the
effect ofArticles 6 and 7:
1) Cultural treasures in respect to which and interested state

shall present proof of the fact that it made the demand for their restitution
before the expiration of the periods established by the legal acts given
below, namely:

before March 15, 1949 in regards to Bulgaria (Item 7 at Article
22 of the Peace Treaty with Bulgaria). Hungary (Item 7 of Article 24 of
the Peace Treaty with Hungary). Italy (Item 6 of Article 75 of the Peace:
Treaty with Italy). Romania (Item 7 of Article 23 of the Peace Treaty
with Romania);

before September 15, 1948; in regards to Finland (Item 2 of
Article 23 ofthe Peace Treaty with Finland):
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before February 1, 1950 in regards to Germany in the manner
established by the Council of Ministers of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics;

2) cultural treasures that are the Property of religious
organizations or private charitable institutions used exclusively for
religious or charitable purposes and did not serve the interests of
militarism, (or) Nazism (fascism);

3) cultural treasures that belong to persons deprived of these
treasures in connection with their active fight against the Nazism
(fascism), including in connection with their participation in the national
resistance to the occupying regimes of former enemy states and
collaborationist regimes, and (or) in connection with their racial,
religious, or national affiliation.

Article 9. The Conditions of Transfer of Interested States of
Cultural Treasures Falling Under the Effect of Article
8 of this Federal Law

1. Cultural treasures, which were given in the subitems I, 2, and
Lof Article 8 of this Federal Law and in respect to which interested
states in the course of 18 months from the day of coming into force of
this Federal Law shall make a claim for their return as well as present
proof of the fact that these treasures fall under the effect of the
corresponding subitem (subitems) of Article 8 of this Federal Law, and
in doing so officially confirm that it did not receive for these treasures
lumpsum compensation from Germany or another formerly hostile state,
are subject to be handed over to an interested state and on conditions
stipulated by Article 18 ofthis Federal Law.

The powers stipulated by the firm paragraph of Item 1 of this
Article can be used by any interested state that presents to the Russian
Federation on the basis of the principle of reciprocity no less favorable
legal conditions for the return of that part of cultural treasures plundered
by former enemy states and that are located or tum up in the future in the
territory of the stated interested state and in respect to which the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics have announced a claim for restitution.

2. All transferred cultural treasures which were given in subitem
1, 6. and .J. of Article 8 of this Federal law and in respect to which
interested states in the course of 18 months from the day of coming into
effect this Federal Law did not declare a claim for their return and did
not present the proof required in accordance with the mentioned subitem
of Article 8 ofthis Federal Law, become federal property.
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Article 10. Conditions of Transfer to Former Enemy States
Cultural Treasures Given in subitems 2 and 3 of
Article 8 of This Federal Law

1. Cultural treasures, which were given in subitem 2 and 1 of
Article 9 of this Federal law and in regards to which a former enemy
state announces a claim for their return and presents proof of the fact that
treasures fall under the effect of subitem 2 and (or) subitem 3 of Article 8
of this Federal Law, can be handed over to the proper quarter of the
government making the claim on the conditions stipulated by Article 18
ofthis Federal Law.

The powers, established by the first paragraph of Item 1 of this
Article, can be used by a state from former enemy states that bring
together special legislative measures for ensuring the fulfillment of its
obligations for uncompensated return to the Russian Federation of its
cultural treasures that were plundered and illegally taken by former
enemy states and are located or can be found in the figure in the territory
ofthe said former enemy states.

2. All transferred cultural treasures that have been pointed out in
Subitem 2 and 1 of Article 8 of this Federal Law and in respect to which
a corresponding former enemy state has not announced a claim in the
course of 18 months from the day that this Federal Law comes into force
and not presented the required proof in accordance with the mentioned
subitem of Article.8 of this Federal law shall become federal property.

Article 11. The Transferred Cultural Treasures Not Subject to
Be Handed Over to Foreign States, International
Organizations and (or) Taken from the Russian
Federation

Transferred cultural treasures (archives and other materials, relics
and other valuables), which by their content or character can serve in
revive the spirit of militarism and (or) Nazism (fascism) cannot he
handed over to foreign states, international organizations and (or) taken
from the Russian Federation.

Article 12. The Transfer of Cultural Treasures That Are Family
Relics

1. Transferring cultural treasures that art family relics, family
archives, photographs, letters, medals and awards, portraits of family
members and their ancestors becoming federal property in accordance
with Article 6 of this Federal law, based on humanitarian considerations
can be handed over properly authorized to representatives of families that
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that earlier owned these treasures (relics) on conditions stipulated by
Article 10 of this Federal law.

2. The effect of Item 1 of this article does not extend to family
relics of active figures of militaristic and (or) Nazi (fascist) regimes.

Article 13. The Rights of Cultural Institutions in Respect to
Transferred Cultural Treasures

1. A cultural institution to which has been assigned the right to
manage in accordance with regulations of the Civil Code of the Russian
Federation transferred cultural treasures that are Federal property in
accordance with Article 6 of this Federal law, shall implement the right
of management, use and direction of the said cultural treasures in
accordance with the goals of their activities and purposes of their
treasures. However, the alienation of the said cultural treasures and (or)
their transfer, with the exc~ption stipulated in Item 2 at this Article, can
be implemented only on the basis of a federal law and on conditions
established by this Federal law.

2. Duplicates of transferred cultural treasures in the operative
management of an institution of culture: books, lithographs, and other
printed publications can be the object of a cultural exchange with foreign
institutions and organizations in cases where these duplicates do not
represent interests of other cultural institutions of the Russian Federation

CHAPTER III. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ON ISSUES OF

ExpOSING AND RETURNING CULTURAL TREASURES TO THE RUSSIAN

FEDERATION

Article 14. Cultural Treasures Illegally Taken from the Territory
of the Russian Federation by Occupying Forces of
Germany and Its Military Allies During World War
II

The Russian Federation will cooperate with states implement
jointly with the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics supreme power in
Germany during its occupation of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the
United State of America and the Republic of France for the purpose of
exposing and returning to the ownership of the Russian Federation its
cultural treasures which were transferred to these states from
corresponding occupation zones of Germany.
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The Russian Federation will cooperate in those same goals with
other states in which can be found Its cultural treasures and which have
signed the Declaration of the United Nations of January 5, 1943 or joined
it in supporting the concluded International treaties stipulated by Article
22 of this Federal Law.

Article 15. The Conditions of Exchange of the Cultural
Treasures for Cultural Treasures of the Russian
Federation Found Beyond the Borders of the
Russian Federation

Exchange of the transferred cultural treasures for cultural
treasures of the Russian Federation that are found beyond the borders of
the Russian Federation and in regards to which the Russian Federation
has not announced a demand for restitution shall be allowed only with
the equivalence of the said exchange determined by the justified
conclusion of the authorized federal organ for the preservation of cultural
treasures. The said exchange shall be formalized by an international
agreement of the Russian Federation with account of the regulations of
Chapter V of this Federal law.

CHAPTER IV. THE PROCEDURE FOR REALIZING THIS FEDERAL LAW

Article 16. The Authorized Federal Organ for Preserving
Cultural Treasures

1. Control for the preservation of transferred cultural treasures
and preparation of the decisions on issues concerning rights of ownership
of these treasures shall be entrusted to the authorized federal organ for
preservation of cultural treasures (hereinafter - federal body).

2. To the federal body is also entrusted the following functions:
consideration of the claims of foreign states and petitions of

foreign citizens established respectively by Article 18 and Article l2....of
this Federal law, preparation of the decisions on these claims. and
deciding them petitions;

distribution of the transferred cultural treasure between the
cultural institutions for the purpose of the practicable use of these
treasures for compensation of damage undergone by these cultural
institutions as a result of plunder and destruction of their property by
forces of former enemy states;
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the decision of controversial issues between cultural institutions
concerning the distribution between them of transferred cultural
treasures;

the determination of categories of transferred cultural treasures
not subject to being handed over to foreign states, international
organizations and (or) taken from the Russian Federation as well as the
method of their preservation;

the issuing to cultural institutions permission for implementation
of the rights stipulated by Article 13 of this Federal Law for the use of
duplicates of transferred cultural treasures for a cultural exchange with
foreign institutions and organizations;

the implementation of control over the observation of the rules at
foreign economic activities concerning transferred cultural treasures;

the granting together with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the
Russian Federation or on agreement with it, proposals to the Government
of the Russian Federation on conducting negotiation concerning cultural
treasures;

implementing control over the observation of this Federal Law.
3. The decisions of the federal organ adopted in accordance with

its functions and authorities, as determined by this Article, are
mandatory. The decisions of the federal organ can be appealed in a
judicial procedure in accordance with the legislation of the Russian
Federation. A decision not appealed in the time established by legislation
of the Russian Federation shall be considered entered into force and can
be changed or rescinded only by a new decision of the federal organ.

4. The Inter-Departmental Council for Issues of Cultural
Treasures Transferred as a Result of World War II shall be created as a
collegiate, deliberative organ. The head of the federal organ shall be the
Chairman of the Inter-Departmental Council for Issues on Cultural
Treasures Transferred as a result of World War II.

Article 17. The Petitions and Claims of Cultural Institutions
Regarding Transferred Cultural Treasures and
Regarding the Return of Their Property

Cultural institutions can tum to the federal body with a petition
for the discharge to them of definite cultural treasures from those
transferred as compensation of damages undergone by these cultural
institutions as the result of plundering and or destruction of its property
by forces of former enemy states and in the same manner make a petition
disagreeing with the distribution of such property. The procedure for
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consideration of the said petitions and claims shall be determined by the
regulation confirmed by the Government of the Russian Federation.

Cultural institutions can also turn to the federal body with claims
for the return of cultural treasures belonging to them and groundlessly
handed to other cultural institutions.

Article 18. Claims of Foreign States for Transferred, Cultural
Treasures

I - Claims for transferred cultural treasures given in subitem 1, b.
and 1 of Article 8 of this Federal law em be declared by the government
of a state, which has declared a claim to these treasures, only to the
Government of the Russian Federation; claims of natural and legal
persons, municipal organs, social organizations, and other organizations
and societies are not accepted for consideration.

2. The handing over to the state that made a claim for transferred
cultural treasures shall be implemented on the basis of a Federal law.
The federal law on the handing over of transferred cultural treasures shall
be approved on the of a draft law introduced by the Government of the
Russian Federation with the approval of the organ of state power of the
entity of the Russian Federation on the territory of which is located the
cultural institution implementing the operative management of the given
cultural treasure.

3. Without adopting the corresponding federal law the
transferred cultural treasure cannot be the subject of a transfer, gift,
exchange or any other alienation for the benefit of any state, organization
or separate individual.

4. The handing over of a cultural treasure that is the object of a
claim to a state that made the claim shall be implemented with the
compensation by the given state of expenditures for its identification,
expert examination, storage, restoration as well as expenditures for its
handing over (transportation and so forth).

5. On the basis of the federal law an the handing over of
transferred cultural treasures, the federal law shall give instructions to the
cultural institution in the operative management of which is located the
transferred cultural treasure that is an object of a claim to, conclude an
agreement with the organization (institution or separate individual)
authorized by that government of the state making a claim in accordance
with which shall be carried out the compensation of expenditures
stipulated by Item 4 of this Article and the actual handing over of the
treasure (relic).
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The original of the deed of transfer of the transferred cultural
treasure shall be registered and kept at the federal organ and a copy kept
at the cultural institution and with the interested parties.

Article 19. Petitions Concerning Family Relics
1. Petitions concerning transferred cultural treasures which are

family relics as defined in Article 12 ofthis Federal law can be submitted
to the federal organ by properly authorized representatives of the family
earlier owned thew treasures (relies).

2. In the case of the acknowledgment of a petition as subject to
satisfaction the federal organ shall decide whether the family relic that is
the object of the petition shall be handed over to the family that formerly
owned it under the condition of the payment of its costs as well as
compensation for the expenses of its identification, examination by
experts storage, restoration and expenditures for its transfer
(transportation and so on).

3. The cultural institution in the operative management of which
is located the transferred cultural treasury that is the object of the transfer
shall conclude an agreement on the basis of an order of the federal organ
with a properly authorized representative of the family that previously
owned this cultural treasure (relic) in accordance with which shall be
carried out the payment of its cost, compensation of expenditures
stipulated by Item 2 of this Article and the actual handing over of the
treasure (relic).
Originals of the deed of transfer of the transferred cultural treasures
(relics) shall be registered and kept at the federal organ, and a copy of the
deed shall be keep at the cultural institution and with the interested
parties.

Article 20. The Transferred Cultural Treasures at the Cultural
Institutions of the Entities of the Russian Federation
and Municipal Cultural Institutions

Henceforth, before the expiration of the period for taking into
consideration of claims of foreign states for transferred cultural treasures
determined by Articles 9 and 10 of this Federal Law, those of the said
treasures that are located in cultural institutions of entities of the Russian
Federation or municipal cultural institutions in accordance with Article 6
of this Federal Law shall be considered to be federal property. The
redistribution of the transferred cultural treasures between federal
cultural institutions, cultural institutions of the entities of the Russian
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Federation or municipal cultural institutions before the expiration of the
said period is not allowed.

Article 21. Responsibility for Violations of This Federal Law
Persons guilty of violating this Federal Law shall bear

administrative civil-legal and criminal responsibility in accordance with
the legislation of the Russian Federation.

CHAPTER V. THIS FEDERAL LAW AND INTERNATIONAL TREATIES OF

THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

Article 22. International Treaties of the Russian Federation
Being Concluded for Achievement of the Goals of
This Federal Law

The Russian Federation shall conclude international treaties that
promote the achievement of the goals of this Federal Law, including
international treaties:

on settling issues connected with compensation of expenditures
of the Russian Federation and its cultural institutions for preserving and
restoration of transferred cultural treasures that were handed over to
foreign states outside the agreed procedure or according to international
treaties that did not establish such compensation and were concluded by
the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics or the
Government of the Russia Federation with governments of other states
before the coming into force of this Federal Law;

an equal valued exchanges of transferred cultural treasures for
cultural treasures of the Russian Federation located beyond the borders
of the Russian Federation;

an assistance to cultural institutions of the Russian Federation in
implementation of collaboration with cultural institutions of other states
for exchanges of transferred cultural treasures for cultural treasures taken
from the territory of the Russian Federation at different times on legal
grounds as well as the reacquisition of such treasures;

on state guarantees of assurances by the accepting state of safety
and the inviolability of the transferred cultural treasures during their
showing in artistic salons, at foreign shows and at other expositions;

on the return tot he Russian Federation of its cultural treasures
plundered and illegally taken from the territory of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics by occupying forces of formerly enemy states.
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Article 23. Ratification of International Treaties of the Russian
Federation Concerning Cultural Treasures of the
Russian Federation

International treaties of the Russian Federation concerning
transferred cultural treasures, as well as any other international treaties of
the Russian Federation concerning its cultural treasures, shall subject to
be ratified.

CHAPTER VI. FINAL PROVISIONS

Article 24. The Coming into Force ofThis Federal Law
This Federal Law shall come into force from the day of its

official publication.

Article 25. Introduction of Regulatory Legal Acts in Accordance
with This Federal· Law

It is proposed to the President of the Russian Federation and
entrusted to the Government of the Russia Federation to bring regulatory
legal acts in accord with this Federal Law.

President of the Russian Federation B. Yeltsin



Appendix N:
PROJECT FOR THE DOCUMENTATION OF

WARTIME CULTURAL LOSSES

The Project for the Documentation of Wartime Cultural
Losses (The Documentation Project) has been initiated to gather and
make available information relating to works of art, archives, and other
types of cultural property displaced as a consequence of war. The main
focus of our research is the period of World War II, although other
conflicts are also considered relevant. The Project is administrated under
the auspices of the Cultural Property Research Foundation, Inc., a
not-for-profit foundation incorporated in 1998 in New York.

Our primary aim is to publish the results of our research and,
where appropriate, to disseminate information in a more abbreviated
format on the World Wide Web (http://docproj.loyola.edu). Several
research projects are now in progress and can be accessed at our website,
including "The Jeu de Paume and the Looting of France" and "Trophy
Art and Archives Removed to the USSR." Among the documents
posted in facsimile is the complete "Art Looting Investigation Unit
Final Report." In the future, we hope to sponsor lectures and symposia,
provide student internships, and promote scholarly research projects in
the United States and abroad.

The Documentation Project is non-sectarian and non-partisan
and will operate a manner that is unbiased and impartial regarding
special interests, whether of nations, organizations, religious groups, or
individuals. In this respect, we differ from the World Jewish Congress's
Commission for Art Recovery (CAR) and the Holocaust Art Restitution
Project (HARP), two other private research organizations formed
recently to conduct research on property displaced as a result of World
War II. While these two organizations will focus on claims of Holocaust
victims and the provenance of artworks relating to such claims, The
Documentation Project aims to widen the discourse and promote the
subject as a field of scholarship. At the same time, we welcome
collaborative efforts involving our colleagues at CAR, HARP, and other
organizations.
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The Documentation Project is administrated by three highly
respected scholars. Konstantin Akinsha (Research Director) is a
Ukrainian art historian and prize-winning journalist who, with his
colleague, Grigorii Kozlov, discovered the existence of the Soviet secret
repositories. Dr. Akinsha is co-author of Beautiful Loot - The Soviet
Plunder of Europe's Art Treasures (New York: Random House, 1995).
Jonathan Petropoulos (Administrative Director) is a professor at Loyola
College in Baltimore and a prominent historian of Nazi Germany,
specializing in the art and cultural policies of the Nazi regime. Dr.
Petropoulos is the author of Art as Politics in the Third Reich (Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996). Elizabeth Simpson
(Chairman) is a professor at The Bard Graduate Center for Studies in the
Decorative Arts in New York, specializing in the protection of cultural
property and the arts and archaeology of the ancient world. Dr. Simpson
was the organizer of the internationally acclaimed symposium The Spoils
of War -- World War II and Its Aftermath: The Loss, Reappearance, and
Recovery of Cultural Property and is the editor of the published
proceedings (New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1997).

The Documentation Project also includes a group of affiliated
scholars who hold the position of Research Associate. These scholars
contribute their expertise toward the projects we undertake and in certain
cases conduct their own research under the auspices of The
Documentation Project. Fund raising for the Project is coordinated by
Andrea Lowenthal, Treasurer of the Board of Directors of the Cultural
Property Research Foundation. Ms. Lowenthal is a prominent New York
lawyer with a Fortune 50 corporation who has an interest in cultural
property issues and art law. Legal counsel is provided to the Foundation
by the law firm of Herrick, Feinstein in New York. Resumes of the
officers of the Project and the Foundation are available on request.

More than ten research projects are now in preparation. "The
Jeu de Paume and the Looting of France," is in progress and can be
accessed at http://docproj.loyola.edu. The on-line version of this project
provides a virtual tour of the Jeu de Paume Museum in Paris during the
German occupation. The museum was used by the Einsaustab
Roichsleitor Rosenberg (ERR) as a repository and exhibition area for
Nazi-confiscated artworks from French Jewish collections. Currently
available at our site are eleven views of galleries in the Jeu de Paume,
hung with artworks from plundered collections. Most of thew views
have never been seen before, and many of the individual objects
exhibited have now been identified by The Documentation Project.
High-resolution images of these objects ran be accessed, along with their
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identifications and the names of the collectors from whom they were
stolen. When completed, this reconstruction of the exhibitions at the Jeu
de Paume will constitute a valuable resource that will aid in the
identification of works that passed through the museum and were then
dispersed, never to be returned to their former owners.

"Trophy Art and Archives Removed to the USSR" can also
be accessed at our website. This project explores the vast quantity of
documentation relating to the removal of cultural property to the
countries of the former Soviet Union during and at the end of the Second
World War. According to one estimate, the Soviet "trophy brigades"
confiscated and transported 2Y2 million art objects and books seized in
the Soviet-occupied countries of Europe. Objects and archives removed
from the Soviet zone of occupied Germany included not only German
property but also property the Nazis themselves had confiscated from
other countries, including France, Belgium, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, Austria, Poland, and Hungary. Objects were removed to
the USSR from museums, religious organizations, and private
collections, many of them Jewish. Thousands of these objects are still
stored in Russian repositories, their provenance, in some cases, unknown
even to their custodians. Research will be directed toward the
accumulation and dissemination of documents from Russian and
Ukrainian archives relating to the Soviet removals, as well as an
assessment of the 1998 Russian law nationalizing the property now in
Russia. The collection and publication of this data will be important to
an understanding of the methods and scale of the Soviet operations and
will help in attempts to trace and claim lost works.

Other projects now in progress include a catalogue of the
collection of Hermann Goering, which comprised more than a thousand
paintings as well as numerous sculptures and works of applied arts.
Goering had planned to house his collection in a museum in his country
estate Karinhall, scheduled to open in 1953 in celebration of his 60th
birthday. The defeat of Germany put an end to Goering and his
collection, the major part of which was recovered at the end of the war in
Bavaria by Allied troops. However, hundreds of objects, including
paintings and all types of decorative arts, disappeared without a trace.
The project will reconstruct the Goering collection, providing an
important resource for provenance inquiries, and will detail the taste and
activities of Goering as a collector.

Also in preparation is a project that will result in the first
systematic catalogue of the objects acquired by the Sonderauftrag Linz
for the Fiihrermuseum in Linz, Austria. Over a period of five years,
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Hitler acquired approximately 8,000 paintings, according to one
estimate, and many other objects including sculpture, furniture, armor,
coins, and books. These were acquired by confiscation or purchase,
which often took the form of forced sale. Included were works from
famous state and private collections, such as 527 drawings from the
Franz Koenigs collection in Rotterdam. Many of the works acquired for
the Linz museum were recovered at the end of the war, but others remain
at large. Of the 527 drawings from the Koenigs collection, for instance,
39 have been returned to the Netherlands, 307 are known to be in the
Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts, Moscow, but 182 remain
unaccounted for. The catalogue of the Linz collection will thus be an
invaluable resource for investigations into the provenance of works of
art, it will provide insight into the artistic tastes of the Nazi elite, and will
reveal much about the mechanism ofthe systematic Nazi confiscations of
art and property during the war.

Further information on the Project for the Documentation of
Wartime Cultural Losses can be obtained from the officers of the Project
and the Foundation:

Prof. Elizabeth Simpson
The Bard Graduate Center
18 West 86th Street
New York, NY 10024
Tel: 212-501-3081; Fax: 212-501-3045

Dr. Konstantin Akinsha
1526 Corcoran Street
Washington, D.C. 20009, N.W., Apt. 1
Tel: 202-986-1249

Prof. Jonathan Petropoulos
Department of History
Loyola College
4501 N. Charles Street
Baltimore, MD 21210-2699
Tel: 410-617-2019; Fax: 410-617-2832

Andrea Lowenthal, Esq.
250 West 94th Street, 5G
New York, NY 10025
Tel: 212-670-0185; Fax: 212-670-4519



Appendix 0:
THE MYTH IN THE LIGHT OF THE

ARCHIVES:
THE RECURRING ACCUSATIONS AGAINST

POPE PIUS XII

LA CIVILTA CATTOLICA, MARCH 21, 1998

PIERRE BLET, S. J.
THE HOLY SEE

When he died on 9 October 1958, Pius XII was the object of
unanimous tributes of admiration and gratitude: "The world," declared
President Eisenhower, "is now poorer since the death of Pius XII." Golda
Meir, the Foreign Minister of the State of Israel: "The life of our times
was enriched by a voice speaking out about great moral truths above the
tumult of daily conflict. We mourn a great servant of peace."l A few
years later however, beginning in 1963, he had become the subject of a
black legend: during the War, it was claimed, due to political calculation
or faintheartedness, he remained impassive and silent in the face of
crimes against humanity, which would have been prevented had he
intervened.

When accusations are based on documents, it is possible to dis
cuss the interpretation of texts, verify whether they have been mi
sunderstood, received in a non-critical way, misrepresented or chosen
selectively. But when a legend is created from unrelated elements and
with the aid of imagination, discussion is meaningless. The only thing
possible is to counter the myth with the historical reality proved by
incontestable documentation. For this reason, Pope Paul VI, who as
Substitute of the Secretariat of State had been one of the closest
collaborators of Pius XII, as early as 1964 authorized the publication of
the documents of the Holy See relating to the Second World War.

I L'Osserva!ore Romano, 9 October 1958.
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THE LAY-OUT OF "ACTES ET DOCUMENTS"

The Archives of the Secretariat of State preserve the files in
which it is often possible to follow day by day, sometimes hour by hour,
the activity of the Pope and his offices. Here are found the messages and
addresses of Pius XII; the letters exchanged between the Pope and civil
and ecclesiastical authorities, notes of the Secretariat of State, service
notes from junior officials to their superiors to communicate information
and suggestions and, in addition, private notes (in particular, those of
Monsignor Domenico Tardini, who had the habit, most fortunate for
historians, of thinking with pen in hand), the correspondence of the
Secretariat of State with the Holy See's representatives abroad (Apostolic
Nuncios, Internuncios and Delegates) and the Diplomatic Notes
exchanged between the Secretariat of State and Ambassadors or
Ministers accredited to the Holy See. These documents are for the most
part sent with the name and signature of the Secretary of State or the
Secretary of the First Section of the Secretariat of State: this does not
detract from their expressing the intentions of the Pope.

On the basis of these documents it would have been possible to
write a work describing the attitude and policy of the Pope during the
Second World War. Or an official report could have been produced to
demonstrate the groundlessness of the accusations against Pius XII.
Since the main charge was that of silence, it would have been
particularly easy to use the documents to illustrate the Holy See's activity
on behalf of war victims and particularly on behalf of the victims of
racist persecutions. It was considered more suitable to undertake a
complete publication of the documents relating to the War. Various
collections of diplomatic documents already existed, many volumes of
which dealt with the Second World War: Documenti diplomatici italiani;
Documents on British Foreign Policy: 1919-1939; Foreign Relations of
the United States, Diplomatic Papers; Akten zur deutschen auswdrtgen
Politik 1918-1945. Given the existence of these collections and on the
lines of such models, it seemed useful to allow historians to study from
the documents the role and activity of the Holy See during the War. With
this perspective the publication of the collection entitled Actes et
documents du Saint-Siege relatifs it la seconde guerre mondiale was
begun?

2 Actes et documents du Saint-Siege relatifs a la seconde guerre mondiale,
edited by P. Blet, A. Martini, R. A. Graham, B. Schneider, Citta del Vatcano,
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The difficulty lay in the fact that for this period the archives both
of the Vatican and of other States - were closed to the public and also to
historians. The particular interest in the events of the Second World War,
the desire to write its history on the basis' of the documents, and not only
from more or less direct accounts or testimonies, had led the States
involved in the conflict to publish the documents still inaccessible to the
public. Trustworthy persons charged with such a task are subject to
certain rules: not to publish documents which would call into question
people still living or which, if revealed, would hamper current
negotiations. On the basis of these criteria the volumes of the Foreign
Relations ofthe United States relating to the Forties were published, and
the same criteria were followed in the publications of the documents of
the Holy See.

The task of publishing the documents of the Holy See relating to
the War was entrusted to three Jesuit priests: Angelo Martini, editor of
La Ovilta Cattolica, who had already access to the secret archives of the
Vatican, Burkhart Schneider and the author of the present article, both
professors in the Church History Faculty of the Pontifical Gregorian
University. The work began in the first days ofJanuary 1965, in an office
near the storeroom containing the archives of the then Congregation for
Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Affairs and First Section of the Secretariat
of State; documents relating to the War were normally kept there.

In such conditions, the work was both easy and difficult. The
difficulty was that since the archives were not open to the public there
were no systematic inventories geared to research, documents were not
classified, either in chronological or strictly geographical order. Those of
a political nature, and hence relating to the War, were sometimes stored
with documents of a religious, canonical or even personal nature, placed
in fairly manageable boxes but sometimes with widely differing contents.
Information relating to Great Britain could be found in files on France, if
the information had been sent through the Nuncio in France, and
naturally interventions on behalf of Belgian hostages were in the boxes
of the Nuncio in Berlin. It was therefore necessary to examine every box
and go through the entire contents in order to identify the documents
relating to the War. The research was simplified, however, thanks to an
old rule of the Secretariat of State in force since the time of Urban VIII:
Nuncios were to deal with only one subject in each letter.

Libreria Editrice Vaticana, 11 Volumes in 12 parts (two parts for volume 3),
1963-81.
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Despite such difficulties, certain circumstances made our task
easier. Since we were working in an office ofthe Secretariat of State and
as members of the Commission, we were not bound by the conditions
placed on researchers given access to the public storerooms in the
consultation areas; one of us would take the boxes of documentation
directly from the storeroom shelves. Our task was also made
considerably easier by the fact that the documentation was for the most
part typewritten and had been stored as separate letters (except for
manuscripts to be typed for the printing office). Thus when a particular
document was recognized ad pertaining to the War it could simply by
removed and photocopied, and the photocopy together with explanatory
notes - as scholarly work requires - given to the printing office.

Although in the winter of 1965 the work was proceeding quickly
enough, we decided to ask the help of Father Robert Leiber, who had
retired to the German College after serving for more than thirty years as
private secretary of Pacelli, first when the latter was Nuncio, then
Secretary of State and finally Pope Pius XII. Leiber had followed the
situation in Germany very Closely, and it was he who had told us of the
existence of drafts of Pius XII's letters to the German Bishops. These
became the material of the second volume of the series and are the
documents that best reveal the thoughts ofthe Pope.

THE INDIVIDUAL VOLUMES

The first volume, which covers the first seventeen months of the
Pontificate (March 1939 - July 1940) and which reveal Plus XII's efforts
to stave off war, was published in December 1965 and was given a
generally positive reception. In 1966, while Father Schneider was busy
preparing the volume of the letters to the German Bishops, Father Robert
A. Graham, an American Jesuit of the magazine America who had
already published a work on the diplomacy of the Holy See (Vatican
Diplomacy), asked for information covering the period on which we
were working. In reply to his request, he was invited to join our group,
especially as we had learned of the ever more frequent contacts of Pius
XII with Roosevelt and since we were coming across documents in
English fairly frequently. He worked directly on the preparation of the
third volume, which was devoted to Poland and modeled on the second
volume, concerning the relationships of the Holy See with the Bishops.
But the direct exchange of letter with other Bishops proved much less
intense, with the result that volumes two and three (in two parts)
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remained the only ones of their kind. Thus we decided to divide the
documents into two sections: one was to be a continuation of the first
volume, for questions primarily diplomatic in nature, as indicated by
their title Le Saint-Siege et fa guerre en Europe, Le Saint-Siege et fa
guerre mondiafe. These were volumes 4, 5, 7 and 11. Volumes 6, 8, 9
and 10, entitled Le Saint-Siege et fes victimes de fa guerre, present in
chronological order documents pertaining to the efforts of the Holy See
to help all suffering in body or spirit because of the War, prisoners
separated from their families and exiled far from their loved ones,
peoples subjected to the devastation of the War, and victims of racial
persecution.

The work lasted more than fifteen years; the group divided the
workload according to the planned volumes and the time· that each
member could give. Father Leiber, whose help had been so valuable to
us, was taken from us by death on 18 February 1967. Father Schneider,
after the publication of the letters to the German Bishops and while
continuing to teach Modem History at the Gregorian University, had
devoted himself to the section on the victims of the War. With the help
of Father Graham he prepared volumes 6,8 and 9, which were completed
at Christmas 1975. But in the summer of that same year he had been
stricken by the illness from which he would die the following May.
Father Martini, who had devoted himself full-time to this work and had
in some way worked on every volume, did not have the satisfaction of
seeing the work completed in its entirety: he was only able to see the
proofs of the last volume, at the beginning of the summer of 1981, before
he himself passed away. Volume 11 (the last of the series) came out to
wards the end of 1981, under the auspices of Father Graham and myself.
Thus Father Graham, although the oldest among us, was able to work
until the project was brought to completion. During those fifteen years he
was also able to work on related research and publications, which mainly
came out as articles in La Civilta Cattolica, and which themselves also
constitute a source of information which historians of the Second World
War can profitably consult. He left Rome on 24 July 1996 to return to his
native California, where he ended his days on 11 February 1997.

Since the beginning of 1982, I had resumed my own research on
seventeenth century France and papal diplomacy. But seeing that after
fifteen years our volumes remained unknown even to many historians, I
devoted the years of 1996-1997 to putting the essence and conclusions of
that work into a single column of modest size, but as complete as
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possible.3 A dispassionate reading of this documentation clearly brings
to light in its concrete reality the attitude and conduct of Pius XII during
the World War and, consequently, the unfoundedness of the accusations
made against him. The documentation clearly shows that he did
everything he possibly could in the area of diplomacy to avoid the War,
to dissuade Germany from attacking Poland, to convince Mussolini's
Italy to dissociate itself from Hitler. There is no trace of the alleged
pro-German partiality that he is purported to have developed while he
was at the Nunciature in Germany. His efforts, joined with those of
Roosevelt, to keep Italy out of the conflict, the solidarity telegrams of 10
May 1940 to the Sovereigns of Belgium, the Netherlands and
Luxembourg after the invasion of the Wehrmacht, his courageous
admonition to Mussolini and to King Victor Emanuel calling for a
separate peace certainly do not point in that direction. It would be
unrealistic to think that with the halberds of the Swiss Guard, or even
with the threat of excommunication, he would have been able to stop the
tanks of the Wehrmacht.

But the accusation which is often repeated is that he remained
silent about the racial persecution aimed at the Jews, even when this was
carried to its ultimate consequences, and that he thus left the way open
for the Nazi atrocities. The documentation, however, shows the Pope's
unfailing and constant efforts to oppose the deportations, the outcome of
which was the subject of ever increasing suspicion. The apparent silence
hid a clandestine activity on the part of the Nunciatures and Bishops to
circumvent, or at least limit, the deportations, the violence, and the
persecutions. The rationale behind this caution is clearly explained by the
Pope himself in different speeches, in the letters to the German Bishops,
and in consultations within the Secretariat of State. Public declarations
would have been of no use: they would have only served to make the fate
of the victims worse and to increase their actual number.

RECURRING ACCUSATIONS

In an effort to obscure this evidence, the detractors of Pius XII
have cast doubts upon the seriousness of our publication. Quite
remarkable in this regard is an article published in a Paris evening
newspaper On 3 December 1997: "Those four Jesuits have produced [I]

3 erf P. Blet, Pie XII et la seconde guerre mondiale d'apres les archives du
Vatican, Paris, Perrin, 1997.
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in the Actes et documents texts which have absolved Plus XII of the
omissions with which he is charged [.]. But those Actes et documents are
far from being complete." It is insinuated that we had omitted documents
that might prejudice the memory of Pius XII and the Holy See.

First, it is not clear how the omission of certain documents
would help to clear Pius XII of the failures of which he has been ac
cused. On the other hand, to state peremptorily that our publication is not
complete is to state something impossible to prove: to do so, one would
have to compare our publication with the archival material and indicate
documents present in the archives but missing in our publication. Even
though the pertinent archival material is still closed to the public, some
people have gone so far as to furnish alleged proofs of such gaps. in the
Actes et Documents. In doing so they have shown their scanty
knowledge of research into archival collections, the opening of some of
which they are demanding.

Repeating an identical statement in a Roman daily newspaper on
II September 1997, the 3 December article states that the corre
spondence between Pius XII and Hitler is missing from our publication.
Let us first note that the letter in which the Pope informed the Head of
State of the Reich of his election is the last document published in the
second volume of the Actes et documents. As for the rest, if we did not
publish any correspondence between Pius XII and Hitler it is because
such correspondence exists solely in the imagination of the journalist.
The latter mentions contacts between Pacelli, then Nuncio in Germany,
and Hitler, but he should have checked his dates: Hitler came to power in
1933 and thus would only have been able to meet the Apostolic Nuncio
after that late. But Archbishop Pacelli had returned to Rome in December

. 1929; Pius XI had created him a Cardinal on 16 December 1929 and
Secretary of State on 16 January 1930. Most importantly, had such
correspondence ever existed, the Pope's letters would have been
preserved in the German archives and it would be natural for some trace
of them to be found in the archives of the Foreign Ministry of the Reich.
Hitler's letters would have ended up in the Vatican, but some mention of
them would be found in the instructions given to the German
Ambassadors, Bergen and then Weitzacker, who were charged with
delivering them, and in the reports filed by these diplomats confirming
that they had in fact transmitted them to the Pope or the Secretary of
State. There is no trace of any of this. In the absence of such references,
it must be said that the seriousness of our publication has been impugned
without a shred of evidence.
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These observations about the alleged correspondence between
the Pope and the Fiffirer are also applicable to other documents, ones
which actually existed. Very frequently documents from the Vatican, e.g.
notes exchanged with ambassadors, are attested to by other archives. One
can presume that many telegrams from the Vatican were intercepted and
deciphered by the information services of the warring powers, and that
copies can be found in their archives. Consequently, had we in fact
attempted to hide certain documents it would be possible to establish
their existence and thus have a basis for casting doubt on the seriousness
of our work. The same article in the Paris newspaper, after imagining
relations between Hitler and the Nuncio Pacelli, refers to an article in the
Sunday Telegraph in July 1997, which accuses the Holy See of having
used Nazi gold to help war criminals flee to Latin America, and in
particular the Croat Ante Pavelic: "Some studies support this thesis (!)."
One is amazed at the casualness with which journalists can content
themselves with documenting statements. Historians, who often labor for
hours in order to verify their references, will envy them. One can
understand that a journalist will trust a colleague, especially when the
English name of the paper gives him an air of respectability. But there
are two other statements which deserve to be studied separately, namely
.the arrival in the Vatican coffers of Nazi gold, or more exactly the gold
belonging to Jews and stolen by the Nazis, and its use to facilitate the
flight ofNazi war criminals to Latin America.

Some American dailies had in fact produced a document from
the U.S. Treasury Department in which the Department was informed
that the Vatican had received, through Croatia, Nazi gold of Jewish
origin. The fact that the document was "from the Treasury Department"
might appear impressive, but one has to read what is printed beneath the
headline and one discovers that it is a note based on the "report of a
trustworthy Roman informant." Those who take such statements for
gospel truth should read Father Graham's article on the exploits of the
informant V. Scattolini, who made a living out of "information"
concocted in his own imagination which he then passed on to all the
Embassies, including the American Embassy, which dutifully forwarded
it to the State Department.4 In our search of the archives of the
Secretariat of State, we found no mention of the alleged entrance into
Vatican coffers of gold stolen from Jews. Obviously those who make
such statements have a responsibility to furnish documented proof, for

4 CrfR. A. Graham, "II vaticanista falsario." L'incrediblile successo di Vittorio
Scattolini, in La Civilta Cattolica 1973 III 467-478.
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example a receipt, not kept in the Vatican archives, as in the case of the
alleged letters of Pius XII to Hitler. In the archives themselves, one finds
only the prompt response of Pius XII when the Jewish communities of
Rome were subjected to extortion by the SS, which demanded that they
hand over fifty kilograms of gold. At that time the Chief Rabbi turned to
the Pope to ask him for the fifteen kilograms needed to make up the
amount, and Pius XII immediately ordered his offices to make the
necessary arrangements.5 Recent checks of the archives have discovered
nothing further.

Nor is the report about Nazi criminals fleeing to Latin America
with the alleged help of the Vatican something new. Obviously we
cannot exclude the naivete' of some Roman cleric who may have used his
position to facilitate the escape of a Nazi. The sympathies of Bishop
Hudal, Rector of the German national church in Rome, for the Great
Reich are well-known; but on these grounds to imagine that the Vatican
organized a large-scale escape of Nazis to Latin America would be to
attribute heroic charity to the Roman clergy, as the Nazi plans for the
Church and the Holy See were well-known in Rome. Pius XII referred
to them in his Consistorial Address of 2 June 1945, recalling that the
persecution by the regime of the Church had been intensified by the War,
"when its adherents still entertained the illusion that, following a military
victory, they would eliminate the Church once and for all.,,6 The authors
referred to by our journalist have a rather lofty idea of the forgiveness of
wrongs practiced in papal circles, if they imagine that a number ofNazis
were sheltered in the Vatican and thence taken to Argentina, under the
protection of the Per6n dictatorship, and then on to Brazil, Chile and
Paraguay, as a way of salvaging whatever could be salvaged of the Third
Reich: thus a "Fourth Reich" would have been created in the pampas.

In these reports it is hard to differentiate fact and fiction. For
those who like to read fiction we can recommend Ladislas Farago's
Aftermath: Martin Bormann and the Fourth Reich. The phrase "the
Fourth Reich" says it all. The author takes us from Rome and the Vatican
to Argentina, Paraguay and Chile on the trail of the Reichsleiter and
other fleeing Nazi leaders. With the attention to detail of an Agatha
Christie, he describes the exact position of each character at the moment
of the crime, indicates the numbers of the hotel rooms occupied by the
fleeing Nazis and the Nazi hunters hot on their trail and paints a picture

5 Cft Actes et dociments, vo1.9, 491 and 494.
6 Pius XII, "Consistorial Address" (2 June 1945), in Acta Apostolicae Sedis
(1945) 159-168.
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of the green Volkswagen which transported them. One is struck by the
modesty of the author, who presents his book as "a typically French
investigative report, a study that is serious yet without pretensions to
pure scholarship" (!).

CONCLUSION

The reader will understand that the Vatican archives may contain
nothing of all that, even if it actually happened. If Bishop Hudal did help
some prominent Nazis to escape, he certainly would not have gone
seeking the Pope's permission. And if he had later confided to him what
had happened, we would know nothing of it now. Among the things
which the archives will never reveal we must mention the conversations
between the Pope and his visitors, with the exception of the ambassadors
who reported on them to their governments, or de Gaulle who speaks of
them in his Memoirs.

This does not mean that when serious historians wish personally
to check the archives from which published documents have been drawn
their desire is not legitimate and praiseworthy. Even after a publication
carried out as accurately as possible, consultation of the archives and
direct contact with the documents makes for historical understanding. It
is one thing to cast doubt on the seriousness of our research, and another
altogether to wonder if something perhaps escaped us. We have not
deliberately ignored any significant document on the grounds that it
seemed to us to damage the image of the Pope and the reputation of the
Holy See. But in an undertaking such as this the person doing the work is
the first to wonder whether he has forgotten something. Without Father
Leiber, the existence of the drafts of Pius XII's letter to the German
Bishops would have gone unnoticed, and the collection would have been
deprived of the text which are perhaps the most valuable of all for an
understanding of the Pope's thinking.7 Yet those letters do not contradict
in any way what we had learnt from the notes and diplomatic
correspondence. In them, we see more of Pius XII's concern to depend

7 Thus when we prepared the first volume, it was not, known who edited Pius
XII's appeal for peace on 24 August 1939, opportunely corrected and approved
by the Pope. Only later research allowed us to discover that the editor had been
Monsignor Montini (cfr B.Schneider, "Der Friedensappell Papst Pius XII. Vom
24 August 1939," in Archivum Historiae Pontificiae 6 [1968] 415-424),
although it is difficult to attribute particular sections to the two authors.
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upon the teaching of the Bishops in order to put German Catholics on
their guard against the perverse seductions of National Socialism, more
dangerous than ever in time of war. This correspondence, published in
the second volume of the Actes et Documents, therefore confirms the
tenacious opposition of the Church to National Socialism, though we
knew already of the first warnings of German Bishops like Faulhaber and
von Galen, of many religious and priests, and finally the Encyclical
Letter Mit brennender Sorge, read in all the churches of Germany on
Palm Sunday 1937, despite the Gestapo.

We can therefore only consider as a pure and simple lie the claim
that the Church supported Nazism, as a Milan newspaper wrote on 6
January 1998. Moreover, the texts published in the fifth volume of the
Actes et Documents deny outright the idea that the Holy See supported
the Third Reich because it was afraid of Soviet Russia. When Roosevelt
sought the Vatican's help to over come the opposition of American
Catholics to his plan to extend to Russia at war against the Reich the
support already granted to Great Britain, he was listened to. The
Secretariat of State charged the Apostolic Delegate in Washington to
entrust to American Bishops the task of explaining that the Encyclical
Divini Redemptoris - which enjoined Catholics to refuse the hand held
out by the Communist parties - did not apply to the current situation and
did not forbid the USA to help Soviet Russia's war effort against the
Third Reich. These are unassailable conclusions.

Therefore, without wishing to discourage future researchers, I
very much doubt whether the opening of the Vatican archives of the War
years will change our understanding of the period. In the archives, as we
have explained earlier, the diplomatic and administrative documents are
mixed with documents of a strictly personal character; and this demands
a longer closure than in the archives of the Foreign Ministries of the
various States. Those who do not want to wait but wish to study in depth
the history of that convulsed period can work fruitfully in the archives of
the Foreign Office, the Quai d'Orsay, the State Department, and in the
archives of the other States which had representatives accredited to the
Holy See. Better than the notes of the Vatican's Secretariat of State, the
dispatches of the British Minister Osborne evoke the situation of the
Holy See, surrounded by Fascist Rome which then fell under the control
of the German army and police.8 It is by devoting themselves to such

8 Cft. O. Chadwick, Britain and the Vatican during the Second World War,
Cambridge, 1986.
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research, without asking for a premature opening of the Vatican archives,
that they will show that are really seeking the truth.
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ZwiobeleohUssel 1044

gelbe layenceechUesel mit Hirsooh 1045

E1fenbe1netab 1144

PerUokenmacher 1113

Eildnie d. l%emeer Schmidt, Stitch 1191

5cbreibtafel1220

Pokerlepie1 1221

24 Pl1esen &Us dIm Passaulrhof : in Krems 1228

We1BkrUge1 mit re10hem Pigurene8ohmuok 1272

mlbrieober Plut~8r 1275

PayenoeeobUese1 1276

Kremeer Sohmidt, Kartyrium einees Aposte1e 1315

Kr~Ber Sohmidt, Kreuzlgung 1'16

Pettenkofen, Studienkopf 1"5

Stiokerei, Kuetertuoh 1391

Vleste 1543

Wandbehang 1545

LeinenbehaDg 1547

Kremiser Sohmidt, I4lirtJrerezene L1l 51

Xremeer Sobm1dt, opter del' Jpbi~gen1e, Ze10hnuns La 16'
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Kunstwerkeaue deq beso~b1agnahmten,---------------- ..
Wiener Besitz .-----

fUr 488 i!wIeWll 1n Sal, z bur g •--------------------.---

5alzburgeroten

Kachel mit Relter

2 Eckklloheln, dle zu 67 gehlSrem

Waeserblas8 mit Bergpredlgt

Obermll1nerkl'U8

Oberml1lner PuppenkrUgleln

Salaburger HanBWUr8t

Obermlllner Krug

Alnbaetergruppe, Veaperbl1d, enngllsch

Buchegruppe, 8~lelende Putten

Blumentopt grUDglo81ert

Kleino8 l'e1hwa8serbeoken

nreltarb1ge8 !erraoottorellet

Pokalglalll1t HaWlorohe8ter

Wandwaeohbsoken. Slaslerter fon~. grUn

Geeohnltzter Buoh8baumlattel

OoldfUtteral

Pfe1fenbehll1ter

Oesohott.ter Lattel

SohlUssel .tt , Ztbken

SohlUnd aU. BrONse

llo 44

67

71

87

97

98b

12,

146

208

20g

216

219

220

242

256

261

264

266

27'

284-

285
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Min1atUrdudelsaokpfelfer

Jlayenceenghalsk:rug

Jayenoeenghalskrug

'a,enOeenghalskrug

SteingutsohUS8el

Buohabaumgrift. gesolm1tat

Obermi1lnerkru8

Oberm1llnerkrug

ApothekergefllB. 11;allen1eoh

8Uddeutsoher !rug

Enchalekrug

ApothekergefiB. Italien

Behll1ter iniorm einee iliBohemu

Zibor1um, Silber vergoldet

fByenoeaohale mit Muslklnstrume)nten

Ua301ikaeohale. Urbina

J~ertlgur aU8 WoBterw~der.Steiinzeug

Sohweizer Zinnkanne

Tontlgur

Tontigu1'

'l!on\)1181;. ~ap81;

Jlwsikertipr

larena.sohUsse1

larenae8ahilll••1

'lorens 14.Jb4t. nappaltirohen

lAozart. Beethoven. Kupterst1che

Kaohelmodel

Ma~olikateU.r

'l!onmodell. ~luoh1; naoh XsJpten

-. !lo"··.,-4-7

'54

357

358

,66

375

404

405

4'8
441

·442

446

448

501

51'
514

53S"

757

821

822

824

827

882

88'
897

926a.

931

9'4
9'8
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Bronsemtsreer »0-986

08tensor1U1l1 1000

Jaep1sgetl1B 1005

Krug IlI1t irautpaar 1021

BUddeut80he Jarencelobale 1042

BUddeuteoh, 'alenoe8ohale 104'

Jl1JU1ekUetohen 1064

Klitotahen 1069

lIo18Jca.ette 1070

Holz4udelsackpte1fer 1095

Zupf1net1'Wllent 1128

Ge1geDkaaten U58

PuppsnkoJlllllOde 1162

St1ake~e1 1164

Btickerei 1165

ldus1kantenf1gUrohen 1174-

no1ner I:rug IlI1tH1rlch 127'
Iaohe1Jllatr1tae 1295

!tutloheD1ll04ell 14'2

B4ue1"lUleese1 1444

B..uam•••••l 1446

Bauarue••el 1447

Re10h g.lohn1tat.l' Se88el 1448

Seleel 144~

Ba1l8me8e881 1452

Baum.181.l 1453

Lehn•••eel 1454

Baueml.II.1 1479

Run4,r f1.ch 1512
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Steinbookhorn

RundsChild, salcburg1soh
AI 2945

La 67'
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Kunetwerke aua delm beaohlagnahmten

Wiener Bea1tz

JUr dae !iroler Landaemuaeum lerrdinandeum in .1 n n a b r u 0 k •
--------------------------- " -----

I.' Gemlllde

Werkstatt dee Friedriob Pao~her. Absohid Chrieti
von Pet%'WI

Bo 16a

Bo 1Gb

Haae 14

Ali 421

:so 13.,3

Bo 1301

:so 1375

Ali 872

Ali 705

Ali 871

Bo 1317

!horsoh 2<

Eo 167

Bo 1302

Ali'
Golda. 14

tilIttI Enthauptung sinee
He1l1gen

Deutsob, Ends i5.Jbdt, Darsltellung einoe Bergwerke

Oranaoh, Dae ungleiahe Paar~

Florentin1sch'M1tte l5.Jhdt;, Oassone

l.fD.gnaaoo, Korbtleohtende No.nnen

Guard,i. Landaobaft IIl1t rtlmilaoher Ruine

Guardi, VeneziaD1eohe Vedut,e

ll'aohfolger des Adrian IaenbJrandt, Xrew:1SUD6

Rembrandt C,), »ll~s seinler Kutter

Rembrandt-Naoh1'olgeri UalertQteller

Aert de Gelder, We1blioheslBildnis.

trans Bale, Weibl10hea Blldr.n1.

Jaoob Baoker, welbl1~hee Billdnia

Hollltndlsoh lIitts 17~.Th4t, lBlldn1e einer altel1
! IDallS mit weUer Haube

Jan Tall G01el1, lluBlan4.aha1tt IIl1t fu1'IIl

Jacob Ton Bu1edael, LaQd.oheatt IIl1t Z1shbrunnen

Salomon van Rui84ael C'), rnUSllUJdaohaft
I

P. Bout, Bta4~b114 :

G. Tan !llbol'Oh. Bin'lIaler war der Stattslei mitI _ .. ~ ...._ .. , ...
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Jan· !l1tens, Ensl1soher UeUmann mit lwei Damen

Teniers, In del' Sohenke

Teniers, polnisohe Edelloutte in elnem Pferde-
. stall

Theobald Uiohau, Landsohafft mit WindmUhle

Jan \7oenix, Jagdst1lleben amit GeflUgel

Jan Weonix, Jagdstllleben Il:mlt UBsen

RiederlUndlooh 17.Jhdt, GrooSes Ut1l1eben

Hondecoeter, GetlUgel

Rattier, J.larie-Lou1ae de Laamoignon

Hogarth, !18chgesellschatt (des Ualera Pamilie)

Lampi. Grlit1n Potccka

Boecklln, ~otenln8el

Pettenkoten, Rastendes Zlgeeunertuhrwerk

Pettonkoten. Z1geW1er~unge . m1:t Ptord

Bgger-Lienz. ~ve Maria nllchh der Sob1aoht am Berge
lee1 (Entwurt zu dom GroBen GemUlde
ii:l FordinandeUWII)

!horeoh 2:

loR 85!

Bo 1332:

Kornfeld

AR 42:

AR 876

fhorsoh 2~

AR8

Ai 461

Bo 1'14'

AR '26

Thorsah 11

LR 78

AR '80
B.A1tmu

zusammen 35 B1lder~

II. XUnstgewerbe und U6bel

lIaller Palsglas Bo 108

Stangenglae mit Deokel 109

1 Jtl'B.utat1"lU1k mo
gOl'ipptel' apltgotieoher Becther 112

Jt1ndel'lellIl 130
E1sornes Aqenvotiv 1'8

Blauer Venedanerpoka1 160

Antikee Glae 176
Jt8nne &US erunllohem Glae 181

Rote Glaltlalche 182
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Geschn1ttenes Stenge1g1as

Glaabecher

!laller Scherzge~!8

Kle1nea Beoherglss

Kelchglo.s (mit Sch1engcnhenkeln ll Vened!g ?

Soherzglas 1n form einer Frau

Ger11ltes Pokalg1as. Vanedig ?

Gesohnittenea Glaa mit PuB

Glaapokal mit Sohneider ~d Ziegenbock

PhBntasievsse BUS Glaa

Sechageteiltes Pokalglas mit rappen

Hochzoitsbecher mit Liebespaar

Gesohnittenes und gesohlittenee Glns

Champacnerglas Italien

sto.ngenalus

We1hbrwulkesso1 QUS grUnglas1er.tem Hatnerton

GroBer Ohurturstenhumpen

BeolLermit !rransparentma1ore1

Beoher mit Wochen.tube

GeUztso G1as aut Bo1ztuB

Genztee Olae, PUnt Binns

Geliztea Glae, BlIlailma1ereli L1e,bespaar

PokOJ. mit Spruch Ubsr Elts1koito

EllIallhumpen mit Dierbt'lI.uern

RlSm1achos G1as

Becher Ill! t Ringen

][U1IlP~. Bauernlcopt

ne1na Ho1ctruhe

2 tUrlger Bauel'll8ohr8Zllc

fsrteche mit Yappen

Do 18'

184

185

187

244

245

302

'04

'05

'07

'08

'09

'10

'11
'16

465

524

525

526

528

529

530

531

533

5'4
5'5

1202

1'46

14BB

1507
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V1erzehnender

Kleine Bronzegruppe

.Ali -951

.AR 2799
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Kunstwerke aue dem beeohlagnahmtan-----------------_....-------
liener Bea:l.tz

ll1r 4as Mwle'DJII Jt 1 a g II n fur t

Goeohenkme4all1on del' eteyrleohen stUnde, 1578 .lB '289

Kutte~gottes8tatuette Bo 10

Stelnzeugkrug in Form einer Pl1gerflalobe 89

KrautstruDk Illb

Blumenvase, Wiener Por~ellan 198

UlniatU1'sohale . 206

~i~81s&i~. luae ~

Xlelne Stelnaeug.sohraubflaeoha 218

Kleine We1hwasserbeoken 22'

Gegenstuck zu 198 227

lakaotasse mit Untertasse, MelBen 23'

Porzellente11er, MeiSen 2'6

Porzellandeoke1aohUe.el mu 2'6 gehUr1g 2'7

8oh1'a~ohe aua G1as, 4at. 170' 243

Ste1nseughumpen 'DJII 1675 252

Steln.eus4.~kelkrug 25'

FlieSe mit Ran4werkl~ug 254

Doloh in Sohelde mit Llebeapaar 262

Brautbeoher, Silber 276

Uoohzeitskaohel 279

Blauer Ste1nlleugkrug 281

Doppe!kle14erbaken. Gamageh6rn u. welbliohe Halbf1gur 282
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Doppelkle1darhaken. Gemegeh8rrn und we1b11ohe
. Halbf1gur

Stangenf8rm1ges alas von 15711

TintenfBB von 1636

Neapo11tan1sohe ~r1ppenf1gur

Neapolitanioche ~r1pponf1gur

Heapo11tanlsohe Xrlpponflgur

leapo11tan1eche Xr1ppentlgur

Kessergr1ff BUS Buohsbaum

2 ~oppelheDkel1se Ma3011kageftiBe

Majol1kaflaoon

8teinzeugkrUgle~

!onkrUgleln mit Z1nnmont1erunAg

We1hbrunnkessel aus 3teinzeug~

Payenoesohtllohen

StoinzeugkrUglein

~lnderkUpfchen. Robb1awerkstBttt

T1ntenzeua

Porze1lanteller, Sorgenthal

~tfee8ohBle.· lien

XaffeoBohale, Wien

Xatteeachale, Whn

~affec8ohale. lUen

Strlcknade1gr1ff

Kuekatreiber

Muskatre1ber

Mueka.trB1ber

Reapolltan1sohe Kr1ppenflgur

lluskatrdber

Jtlnderrassel

Be 28'

314

325

':54

:5'5

3:56

.,37

'48

451-52

461

476

477

479

480

46'

486

491

500

504

505

506

507

586

591

592

594

680

744

75'
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X:indorra~8tl

fiolsgori!t

Oalendar1um porpeteum

Ital1en1acher Jlajol1kateller

Z1nnlavabo

Uajollkakrug mit Adler

Fayenceplatte

ApothekersefllS

Ua3011kagefU

HafnerBohUaeel.

lCachol IIl1t wildem Ifann

lCachol IIl1t K~erprotil

Urb1noachUssel

Kaohel mit Ian4aknecht

Itaohel!ragmeZlt mit SUndentall

Uajolikateller mit jungen Wann

Urbinoteller mit Mlthologie

Uajo11kaaohale mit bUrtlgem Kamn

Irlppenfisur. Huttergottes mit Kind

2 Engelsk6pfe

we1blioher Xopf einer Irippentigur

Krippenfigur, Beiter

Pieta

Hafnerkrug 11I111 lladonna

Urblnotel1er m1t Orpheus

lofajollkateller 1545 .

Ua3011katoller mit Sohiff

Na301ikateller mit Heraklea

Ua3011kateller mit Leds

Bo 756

762

e07

e"
834

847

B48

851

853

854

856

857

858

878

661

aas
se6

eS7

906

907

909

922

92S

929

9'30

9'2

933

9'5
9,6
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Tonplatte mit KreuzlSung

Bronzemar.er·mit InBohri~t

2 henkoliger Bronzem6reer 150'5

1 henke1iger Bronzem6rser mit; H1rsoh eto.

Ke.blnetti'Ul1ung

Uetallkasette 8 Beitig, LiebeesBzene

Bl'onzebesohlag

Kleine Knsette, 8ohi1dkr6te

KokoBbeoher 1I11t IU. 8tephanus etc.

Kokosboche1' lI1it Putto

Muserholzgef!B, 1 henkelis

AchBtgefaS 'aut hohem FuB

Doppelbeoher aus Achat

Kleiner Natl1usbecher mit Delpphin

Wasserbehttlter fUr Lavabo, Dellphln

Tonkrug, blauglBslert

Steingutkrua, b1au b~ma1t

Stelnze~ug. b1au bemalt

Tlntenzeus in Porm einer Kommoode

Tlnte11£oug, bunt glader1i

T1ntenzoU6, 8t81l16Ut, blau

Tintenzeus. g~ 818111e1'1i .m1t lD1Wl1en

Kaohelmatr1zze mit BIBOho~

GipeabguS davon .
I

Kachel, 1C1'euzlsuns

Kachel mit Uedusonhaupt

bohel m1 t "appe~
,

I:achel mt Hirlloh

Bo 9'7

987

988

98g'

990

992

994

997

1002

100'

.1004

1006

1007

1008

1016

1029

1032

1034

1036

10'7

1038

10'9

1047

1048

1049

1050

1051

1052
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Kuchol

'Untenzeug

Uinnekl1stohen

l4inneldlatchen

Uinnok1istohen

Minnekil.stohen

llinnelclistchen

J4inneklletohen

Minnekil.stol1en

Lcuchterenge1 Rua Ho1z

Gcgenatuok dazu

Immaculata,· ~onbo3zetto

Ltl:lrsor

KupfergefllB

·Standuhr J.P. Schuoh

8chaohsp1e1

. ~onre11of; Enthauptung Johanneo

Holz, schwebender Engel

Kleiner sohwebender Engel

Kleiner 80hwebender Engel

Engel \1IIl 1500.

2. Louohtertrllger, lIa1btilJ1U'en

~o11 siner gotisohen Stuhlwange

Hondtucbha1'ter

Uoaoing8ch~UsBel

Lteso1ngschUsul

Mess1ngeohUssel

UesBingoohUsse1

Uoss1ngllchUseel

Eo 1056

1060

1062

106,

1066

1067

106B

1074

1075

108B

1089

1096

1100

1102

1115

11:59

1182·

l1S3

1184

1185

11Sa

1189a,b

1190

1200

1211

121'

1214

1215

1216
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Mees1ngeobUeee1

Uess1ngl!lohUeBol

Ueoe1ngschUsBel

Brotsohne1der

, fUrklopter

Ho1~katmt

U01zklJlllll

Ho1~k8l:lll1

Holzkaa

IIolskamm

fUrklopfer

~k10pfer

T1ntenfaB

~1ntenfaB

TintenfaS

T1nten1"aB

Unten1"o.B

Tinton1"aS

UntenfaB

Untenf0.8

GraSer crOner !rug

Eoll:ko.ohel JII1t 1'0

Eokknche1 mit Juat1z1a

Art des Oanaletto. fenez1an1soine Landsobaft

GoUaohe !rahe

Bauerlicher Schrank

Kle1ne Zuntttruhe

Ho1z. MUnch .1t Geldtruhe

lIob, UGnn. lII1t and

Bo 1217

1218

1219

1229

1241

124'

1244

1245

1246

1248

125~

1255

1280

1281

1282

1283

1285

1266

1267

1286

1289

1292

129'

13.,1

1352

1353

1354

1415

10420
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POl'zo11o.nacha1e

Porzel1:::ntellei'

Sohokoll1debocher

, Alt-Wioner Porzal1antol1er

Porzc11anteller, MeiSen

Drehaessel

Bnucl'nsease1

1 turiger Sohrank

Truha mit Xerbaohnitt

Leuchtenve1bchen

It1rsohkopf ala Lauchter monUelt't

Stickerei, UUDtertuch

Eg8or-Lienz, Tote Krieger, s1gnt.

Bo 1433

1~':54

1436

1439

1440

144'

1451

1480

1465

1505

1519

1;41

unbek. Bes1tz
,,' It Dauernfrauen und KCruz1fix " "
" " Vorbeimarsoh von T~1ro1or Bauern .. It

mit ICruzi!1x, eigm.

" " Vier au!8tttnd1~e ~uertt mit It II

~od, sign. 191

" II Da.uernmahlzelt, B1~gn. " n

" ,I' Wl:iher, sl an· n II

" " 'riee mit r1tter11loher Scene " "
II " "Ra.oh dem 'riedenslBchluB 1809" II ..
" II Waid1nneree, e1gnoll 1699 (?) II ...
If II Kopt (Toter Chr18~u8 ?) .. "
II .. IUger'belm Gebet, Daruetb11d, " "sign. 1896

" II Alter- :Sauer, B1'Ustlblld " ..
" II Sturmangr1tt, Ze1o~uns ~ ..
" II Verwundete, Ze1ohn~ n ..
" II Brustbild ,ines Ba~er.n, Ze10hnuns .. ..
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Xunstwerke aua dem beacbhlagnahmten---------------------
Wiener Bedtz ~

rur die Landeeb11derga1er1Le in G rae
----...,----------~--------,---

Jaoopo ~1ntoretto, Blldn1s doe lDogen Grime.n1

Jrans Ball, babe" mit Hund

Jaoob van Ruisdael, Landeohatt

Eng11soh (1), Damenb11dn1s

Nattier, Duenblldnis

Ranftl, 6teirischer Dauer mit Kiindern

Bo 1374

Lal

La 14

An 846

Ali 701

Go 28

zuaammen 6 B1lder.
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Kunstwarke aue dem beuloh188nabmten
-----------~--------_.

Wiener Be01 tlZ

FUr das Kunstgewerbemuselum in G r a z
---------...-------------------

Venezian18ch um 1510s Madonna unit He111gen

Bunte Kaohel mit Prauen!1gur

GlUoerner Humpen

Glllaerner Hwnpen m1t oTagd

Ofenkachel, " DaB Geher II

Wo,aserblo.ae

Ofenkaohel, grUn g1o.s1ert

81lber18ttel

SllberllStte1

61lber1Ufte1

SilberllSttel

Sllber1lSttel

K1rohenechlUsse1

SohlUseel

SchlUssol

BronzesohlU8l1el

stangenglas, SohUtz.,l1szenen

Otenkacltel

Sobmle4ee1serner Wand.rm

Herl'JlS1"lU1der Soha10

Kle1ner Babmen

Be 1"7

68

157

158

217

226

248

268

269

270

271

272

267

288

290-99

300

'03

'26

'327

'"'42
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Xupfernee DeokelgefUa

Apotbekerwaage

Apotbekerwaage

Qoldwaaga

Pederwaaga

Juwel1erwaage

Kleiner B1aeba1g

Zunftze1ohon, SohlUese1

Engba1ekrug

EngbalBk:r'u8

GrUno 3clmabe1kanne

Uajo11kasohUssel

13art1crug

Engha1skrug

Sto1nzeUakrUgle1n mit 1dam und Eva

GrUne Kaohel mit Wappen

GrUna H1sohenkaohel

Xaobe1fragmente

2 bunte frie.kaoheln, figural

Bunte hi.aleaohel mit USwenmaske

Bunte Kaohel mit weib110her !lgur

4 PayenoekBoheln mit weibllohen K8pten

OrUne bohel mlt rraueDha1bf1guren

Bunte l1scheJ1kaoh.l lIlit Xatbarina

Pr1cskaohe1 mit Bachanten

, bunte KaohelD mlt muelclerenden Prauen

Sobmiedeelserner Wandarm

Strlokaadelgrlfte

Pulverhorn aus Stahl.

Bo 365

368

370

371

372

.,7:5

374

'82

443

444

456

459

470

47'
482

484

485

492-94

516

517

518

519

520

521

522

523

550

582-84

597
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Stahlwerlczeus

Dattinger, Kinderlcopt

Eriehuber, DBmenportrUt

Rlihmohen

RUhmohen

Herrngrunder Beoher

Herrngruader Booher

·Schmiedee18erner Wandarm m1t ZZunttze10hen

Kachel 1111t IIIlS1gkeit

SahlUsselhalter aue Messing

P·tettermUhle

Hermgrunder A\d'satz

Btluer11aher Rahmen

Wattele1s~n

Herrngrunder TBnnohen

Herrngrunder fUnnohen

Iterrngrunder Deok:el~eoher

Herrngrunder JCapsel

Herrngrundor l!Bohen

fierrnt;1'Imdor Sohal.

fe11e .inoa fUrbeaohlages

ll'aBhahn

Host1ene1len

Sohmied.e1eerne Zange

Ho11Und18oher Kajo11lcate11er 7'

Zeiohnung, Brwmenentwurt

Kachel m1 t Kadonna

Eaoho1 mlt Ja1knerrins

Kachel mit hl. Georg

llo 599

603

605

676

677

6a,

686

712

726

731

76,

766

773

776

789

790

791

792

793

795

798

799

804

805

826

a28

a32

a55

a60
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Stahlwerlczeug

Dattlnger, IC1nderkopf

Kriehuber, DnmenportrUt

RlihJi1chen

RUhmohen

Herrngrunder Beoher

Herrngrunder Booher

Schmiedeeiserner Wandarm mit Zunnttzelohen

Kaohel m1t WlBlgke1t

50hlUsselhalter aus Messing

P·!ettemUhle

Herrngrunder Autsatz

BUuerlloher RBhmen

We.ftelo1s~n

Herrngrunder T6nnohen

Herrngrunder TUnnohen

Herrngrunder Deolcel~eoher

Herrngrunder Xapsel

Herrngrander liSchen

Rerrngrun4er Sohal.

Te1le .ines fUrbesohlages

li'aShahn

Host1ene1sen

Sohmiedee1serne Zange

HollUndisoher Kajolilcateller ?

Ze1ohnung, Brwmenentwurt

Kachel mit lladonna

Eaohel mit Jalknerring

Kachel mit hl. Qeorg

110 599

603

605

676

677

68'

686

712

726

731

76,

766

773

776

789

790

791

792

793

795

798

799

804

80S

826

82B

832

855

a60
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Eokkaohel m1t Landskneoht

Kaohel m1t VerlcUnd1gung

Knohel Iltit we1bl1ohem BruetbilLd

Uisohenkaohel

KllCheltrogment m1t Llf.uter

BWlte Xaohel mlt·rrau

Bunte bohel mit Prauenakt

Bunte ltaohel m1t allegor1soher~ P1gur

Bunte Kaohol m1t VerlcUnd1gungslengel

Bunte Kachel mit 1l1ko1aua

Frieokachel mit Jagd

Emailschale mit hl. K6nig

Emni1schBle m1t Falkner

Goldsohm1edehammer

Bohrer

E10eninstrument

BroNlemlSrse~

Metallt!stchen mit Badeszene

EmBilplakette mit Diana

Eltenbeln UiDnekUetohen

Eltenbetntatel ·m1t Christi GebUtrt

Eltenbe1ntatel m1t Christi Gebu1rt

FalkeDhaube

Eioerner l&D4haken

!Cachel

Eckbchel

Eckkl1chel

Ziegel mit Hubert118

ICaeette

Bo 663

864

865

867

86e

869

875

876

877

879

880

899

900

916

917

918

984

991

996

100'

1010

1011

1012

1015

105'

1057

1058

1059

1061
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Kachel mit Pabe1weson Bel 1076

Bronzomtlrser 1101

K1enspanhalter 1103

2 Wand81'Dle 1109

SpazierstOc1l: 1147
Eiseng1tter 1161

Radschlo8 1168

lfess1ngschU8eel 1210

Mess1!1gschUsse1 1212

Wnndarm. 1224

Zunftzelchen del' Bogner 1225

~firklopfer 1230

Tl1rlc1opfer 1231

TUrarifi' 1232

TUrgriff 12"

TUrrlng 1234

Beschlas 1235

TUraritf 1236

TUrldopfer 1237

lIand1euchter 12'9

Aufeatz aua Eisen 1240

2 Inohelfragmente 1250

1la.derzelohen 1251

Schlosser~eichen 1252

TUrgrlff ' 1254

E1s erner A.1'III 1256

SchlUeoe1 1257

WcdhbrwmkoSlJ01 1260

turklop:fer 1266
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~Urklopter

Kaohe1 mit Doppe1ad1er

Kachol mit BUren3agd

Kachel m1t Johannes

Eokkachel mit Engel

Kaohel mit Hanken

Zeichnung. Kopt einee Mannes

Bo 1267

1291

1296

1297

1298

1299

1'08
standuhr deB We1nhardt in Graz 1'84

Ho1z, Apoate1figUrohen. A. 16.Jhdt 1412

Ho1zskulptur. Wunder dee Hl.Elig1us 14'1

Wiege 1481

Eleernor Arm 1521

W1rtshauszeiohen 1522

R6misohes Architekturbl1d 1.d. Art de~ Cana1etto 1564

Hl. Pamil1e. Geml1lde um 1510 1572

SchlUsael 286

KlrchensohlUesel ·289

strauB. KredenzgefUa. Bchre1tender strauQ nit
But.leen 1m SOhnabel, daB Wappent1er
von Leobonl aut dem oittSrm1gen K6r
per ein Adelswappenl stammt aua 41r
Bat.stube Leobenl Ende 16.Jhdt.
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Wiel1el.' Beeits------
PUr 4all II ,11 •• 11 JI B l' II g • 11 Z-------------..

Bols. J[reuabl18b1lu$ Bo 141'
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a••the_Uncle del" Suaaluan! 081-ar. BoW t Wien.

Tonchlag IIW:' zutellUJJ8 un f'o!&end. SUIllllungenc

11'.
195 Xom~di&Dt .
197 Porse11aDtigur GlrtQer
200 Pots.11aDkrug mit S11beardeokel
231rla1ton
724 GroB.:J)eoke1TUe

J ohanneum in G:lras.
2;2 but.nde. Pear
512 !asse.tt Untertaaee
515 .a~o11tate11er
540 Vaa D.rk (7) Zelobnung
541 "'enoeeohU8eel
590 Soh1ue••1brett
709 .L1ohtpu:tIIechere
750 foDtlgur'Prophet
770 lahmen.
890 Alabaster lIadonna
917 Bohrer

1085 !auf'e Ohrist!
1122 Il.Xlappalt8rohen
11'1 Gelgenmode11 .it Mohrenhkopt
11'2 Gelgenmodell m1t Ploherr

"11'4 Poohett. (fanue1etergu1gf) mit bebr1111:er Prats•
.1148 Dolob att E1tenbe1ngr1tft
1157 Ambrut.
1192 Albaablatt
1201 Soh11tteDkopt
1206. BauaalthOben
12'8 IUJoUo_er ..
1265 Bo1tskl8tohBD,!a.cbeiDbeDa4
1'62 h1tatahl
1_ Oftler I1lcb
1419 XolaJcu1ptur del b1.VitiWII
1426 Bo1••Jcu1ptur,Bl.c~of'.
1501 Gr.tA1beoker SohraDll:
15o, Bolstrahe
1548 Alter Sammt
15" 8to~ sold mit. Jlot,Ua1L. .
1561 8...1:, sroS•. Pbanta.leb)luaen
1587 BUe
1595 811berne Sohlie.e.
ohDe,.r. 6 StUok Pols1:ermUb.lL
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Ir.
1558

1494
1577

1901

420
542
548
578
785
794
866
99'

1084
1098112'1170
1181
1186
1"8
142'
1457
1484
"1506
1538
1584
1581
1590

Loaohitz_r Becher

To1kakon4e11U8eum In.ssbru.ok.
Il.Le4erkotter mlt BesohlRgen
n.BiZ'llohkopt

~.eum llaGeDfurt.
J:Qkospokal.

L8n4eSBaS8Um Linz.
Dopp.ltrug
ate1Drel1ef Outmahl
!onbUste
lIrief6ftller (?)
4 at.kleine Puppengesohirre
n.iner XUpfereimer
bohel m1t r.1Jcner
Schl1ee88 m1t VerkUndlgung
1C1D4ergruppllt
Gruppe Bewelnung
BaoohWI
netne lrau.enbUate
Relief Oeburt Christl, 14.Jh.
Hellige
Oroteetee Bolzrellet
••4ozma Bolm
X1D.4ere tub1
Postuaent
fartaohe
J:lelner Wan4behang
Bi..me wage
n.BlrBobkopt
K1D1atur-Sohnltsbank

Jfa!ewa Salzburg."

119 nelu 1:c.04e "~
14' Orole Oberml11ner SchUssel
'56 kle1Jl.' Go14rllUDohen m1t IAutene laleriD
575 JJarootnJDlen" m1 t Engel ;
576 kleine. Barookrllbaohen
674~ 2 M1Dlatur-lDCel,kDleen4,Ho1z
678 Jarookrabaen,.erg014et ait Hermen
774 klelaer Rahmen

1'61 J:l.lJappee••el .on 1650'18' f1aob,Spltbarock
1575 OroSer BiZ'llohkopf
1586 Vergo14ter .laoon
1604 Groler Bauernt180h

lDDathlatorisohes lUaeua Wien.
94' ferrakottabuat••••iDe111



1'95
1588
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Ew181oh.1.tori.ahlle JlaJleWII '~len, SU1IIIIUJ16 der HtlBlk1n1l trumen',to.
Ir.
11" 'asohengelSI (Poohettei)(8oh114pat u.Elfenb.ln)

mit Scbre1blzettel
1'76 nola d'Ulor. aU Drucllczettelr Xathlall fh1er In Wien lUMO 1764
olme lIr. Jrataohe mU dell Drulouettell Joh.ann horg fl11r Lllutlell-

und CJe1gellllll&oher In'1'1eD/8lUIo 1762

Xunllte;ewerblllllll1leWII l'1en.
Sohwei.er Stlokersl
Koptlsohe Stiokerel

1290
1592

Stl1dt1sche ISUIIIIlgen' nen.
K.T.Ut, lIen, "suer Warkt
K.T.Ut, StepbanBkirohle,Innere. ,

Tolkskund8llml8.a Wien'.
Irug mIt Zlnndecksl
Zlaer~ea Instrument

Uhrel1lllUaeUIII Wien.
917 GroSe Telleruhr,Relch «rltrieb.n,vergoldet,Ran~en,le~toIne,

Togel, 2 D€e1ph.1ne '

lnatltut t~ Donkmall1pfleslrW1en.
613 R.T.Ut, Tortl'aohee IJafteeha~ 1m Tolksgartan
618 R.1'.Alt, nen,l'feusr J&urkt

1379 GroSer singelegter Sc~ um 1600
1380 Tabemoke1sohronk
1'85 Barooktiaoh
1396 Baroottilloh
1'87 Kodeme Vitrina
1388 loderne Tltrine
1465 llarooltatuhl
1487 Oarderobenbrett (itel1en.)
1490 Barooktleoh .110 sewUrte1ter Platte
1498 fabernoke1ecbrank
1523 Oe1ber'fepplob
1'24 Oebetetepplch 11110 neue: Xitte
15'0 Orlenttepplch
1525 Jrle4hofetepplch
1528 .1~4er1ln41.ohe feplaaerle E.17.Jh.
1529 KlelD&11at.tepploh
1532 8ohlru"'teppioh
15" 11e4er11D41aohe Tapla.erie E.17.Jh.
15'. "" "" " "1535 Pere1eoher loma4enteppUoh
1602 A1twlener P11lne (T.T.SClluez)
olme Ir. 1 craDer lt4lien.U.ch
" " 2 moderD' PoetUlent. (IerkBtatt)
" " 2 r&ohelllten (1'011 g.r1ngn 'ert).'





Janner 1941 •

.~ '. t

Staat11che Gemaldegalerie.

IP 0 S 8 e ,
D res deli

.1. •

, .•~~ r .. " ". 'Herrn .
.1)irektor Dr.

KUN 5TH ISTO Rise HES IM'USE UM
.1.:'; WIEN 1, BURGRIN,G .5
••..j. • DIREKTION I'

H:t '}I:!. " ,; :.B-39-0-35 " .; ~: .. ';B1,37.•.4.'\37
"'[

t. .... ~I;'i' : ;. Wien, '3L
• 1 '/'

i
I
i
I
I

Hans!
,
I
/.

I
I
i
!

Sehr verehrte~ BHerr D1rekto~ "! ..~: .

I

. I
In'der Be11age Ube~reiah~ i1ah Ihnen die Unterlugen fur

e~e'Aufteill1ng der SQrnmlungen!vcon Medaillen und MUnzen Leo
FUrst, und Louis Rothsch1ld, bJzww. den Ankauf der ausgewahlten
StU~ke nus der sammlung Alexanderr Hauser.

. . I
'!~'\' . Iah !lege ferner bei eineJi AAntrag 'mit :der Sitte um We1-

. I . .

terle1tung 'auf zutellung einer:!klleinen Uhr an das' stadtisahe
··MU6~um in Pre13burg.· ....:. :.-: 1"'" '.. :. ."
; .' : .; ~ :,:.;. .
• ! ..;'~ • Die Wunsch11ste der waff,nSsamml~wird sobald als .
.~U~~ich Ubermittelt werden, d~itt d1e laufenden Antrage unter
'Einem einer Erled1gung zugefUhrt werden kl:lnnen.
:',: .;..:-.•• ;.:: a . ' •

~~~';HiezU zBhle 1Ch~auch Ihr, EEntsche1~~gen betreffend ~

·'dh.:Uberwe1sung der restl1ahen lS11lder 'und Graph1ken an das "
.P~PR~.des. FUhrer-Museums in L~~" wotur iah hoffentliah bald
~~inen geeigneten Raum in der N~ueen Burg ausfindlg Machen
~~rde,der alles aufnehmen soll:wsas in Wien fUr Linz bere1t

I . .
11egt. : ; .
. -,::; ::" Sahl1essl1ch lege lch e~enn Antrag auf Verwendung des
Restes an GoldmUnzen der samml4ngg FUrst fur Zwecke der Bezah·
'l~~ laufender Auslagen aus de~ TT1tel Zentraldepot' des besch:
nahmten Kunstbes1tzes bei. !

.:-;:;.', ,



He.1l~H1t.ler

. '

.. ' .~~:.-lt~: .
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. ,'. .....,. - I .
~.. leh 'hoffs;" d s.I3 5ie 1mZ:wl~80heri''gut naoh Hause

"'I.So4l;d .und ,bin m:Lt be';ten Empfe!hiungen .
. IIhr sehr ergebener

.! .
:::·~1~,4·

I
I

gelangt

5 Bellagen.
' ..:-'" .. ";;;'1.... ~. ;.

I
NS. Sehr verbunden ware 10h Ihn11n, wenn S1~.Herrn Dr. Frodl
,um d~e Dere1tstellung der Invenl~are erBu~hen wol~ten, was prak
tisch_d:Le ~on m1~ 1hm ·be~e1tB.v,~gesch~age~e,Inventarisierung

der MUhzsammlung dee st1ttes.a~~JKosten des Kh~ Museums be-
·deutet.:lqh habe h1efUr'Mittel·a~ufgespart.·d~e~or Ende Marz
'I!8~~u.~~ab~ .·werden mUssen. V1ellel~cht weisen Sie. aUf :die L!!-OS-
w~.er!gke1t dieser Arbeit besOnde)~i~·.h1n. . . .
:.: ':':...::::~. . !
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Waffens8llllll1ung lie ni

Oruppe .I.

A R 95·
A R 101<

A R 104-.

L R 358'

A R 993'

.I. R 1002

A R 28~

A R 33i

... R 2891

A R 33£
A R 331

re1ohtBUsohier-
A a 100j

A a 2851

Korlon, elnte111gJ mit Bandwerk tund Streumuster ge~tzt,
1tallen1soh, UIII 1boo (Pompeo de1JlQ. Chiesa)

'l'rabantenkuse !tai,er Rudolfs II. 1570

'1'r~antentuse !taiser Ferdlnand. lII. WlI 1620

'1'rabantenkwle !tuser Ilaxlml1iane U.WlI 1563

Ganle Roaetime mit geltlten und Yergo1deten Streifen
an den Rlndem verzlert ~Augsbu:r8t, )(lLth~U8 rrauenpreiB,
WlI1~

Trabantenhellebarde !tUBer ktth1Lae mit ge~t~ter !t11n..
~,~Q ..

ZUBBlllmenlegbsre Trabl!lJ1tenhe11eb~de mit
ter nlnge, Kit te des 16. Jhdt••. '

Armbrustwinde, Elsen,gesohnittern, datlert 156)

Pferdemeu1korb BUS Elsen, durohbrroohene Arbe1 t mit dem
6sterrelohisohen Weppen und der ~ahreszahl 1565
Pferdemaulkorb aus Elsen, durohb~ohene Arbeit m1t dem
slsohlsohen WaPpen und der Jshreslzah1 16~

Paradedegen 1n grUner SBllltsohe1dEi, mit nei Be1steok
messern, Oefla mit S11berlnkrustaLtlonen und gesohn1tten.
Am Inauf Doppeladler. Wang des 17. Jhdts.

lwei '1'rabanhnse1tenwaffen ln grUlner SlIJIItsohelde, re10h
vergo1dete QeflSe mit Adler-bezWT.L6Wenkopf alB lnauf,
In der I:llnge e1 ngebaute Jl1stolenl •
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I
Qruppe B I

Ein.p&a% RadSOhlO~istolen# Eis~n'l gesohnitten und ver-
goldet. 'ranz6eieah 17. Jbdt. .

. I -
Eine R&dsobloBpisto1e, Sohaft verb~int und in Eisen ge-
sohnitten. hanzlSsiBon, Ende 16•• Tdt.
Eine Pistole III1t R&dsabloB, !:olblen: verbelnt, mit- tau
sohierten um gesohnittenen Keti1ein1e.sen, Ende 16.
Jhdt~-

Eine Pistole mit RadBobloB, im ~ol en Perlmuttereinla
gen und Drahtfadenmose.1tl franz6lB1'Boh a.SlL1fte 16.Jhdt... . . I
Pistole, Lau1 in Zisensohnitt, JUollwertgroteBken mit _
TieDmd Jlensohenfiguren, Band..er~t ~t Emb1emenl.. Sohaft
mit ~eina.uf1agen, am Enaufende Rle1;1effigur in nsen
sOhnitt, !:riegerl franz"Bisoh,~de16. Jhdt.

I .
lin Pear pisto1en, einllu1ig, St;e1naobloB, Scbaft
Tuya mit ael1efeufllagen 8U8 gUlohnittenem Eisen,
Ranten mit Tieren, sign1ert LaZZlaro Lazzaril:!a Oomi
nazzo, -Ladstoot -mitAffe als 1taP)P~' Inde '-7.Jhdt.

QuogeD! PirsohbUohse, gesohllfh1t,; von B~s Jl8.uoher.
Um 1680.. I

Trabantenhel1ebarde zrzherzog ~Bt, 1593
I
I·

Jagdbeshot, teilwelse vergoldet:, ;bestehend aus einem
Vor1egemeuer, nei Tranoh1ermeslsern, einem groBen
Keseern W1d nei graBen Oebeln, laUf dem Vorlegmesser
das engUsohe 'appen und die Insfohrift Anna llSnigin
von England, geborene Herzogin Zl\1·0y111oh W1d Olde
1559, -mit dazugeh6r1gem Lederfut·teral. Deutsohe Ar-
beit. i

I

J1u.t.teDgabel. Die Elesobllge gescohn1tten von J)e.n1e1
Sadeler, die SdWtung von Adu llisoher. Um 1620.

L R 34-1 v,

L R 675

1 a 2303 11

1 R 2290 ..

"~R351 II

L'a 355

1 a 3033~-



,.... .~1I. ....~.~'I~
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I

L R 351 1 Gezoge~e Pi~80hbUohS.t gesohUtet vQn
Hens llauoherl dieser berUbmte 8UddeutBohe
BUoheneohl.fter 1st m1t kelner Arbe1t In
der Wiener~smmlurig vertreten

A a 3032i1Jelc1beBteok: 2. ElUfte 16. Je.hrhundert
(1fe1dbesteoke d1eBer Ze1 t besitzt d1.e
Semmlung ke~ne8).

A R· 33851»usketengab~1, e18engesohnltten, zu
den W1ener Dewebren geh8rlg.

I
I

I
I

DER LEITER DER 'UP'ERSI.KMLtnfG
I
I
!



4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
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SallllllllffiE l'Ure't. ():;..( . j't J o!•• 1
I

verzeio~nie
der fUr dae FUhrer~ueeum beetimmten StUcke.

1. Kaiser Friedrich II., Aue;uatali,.
2. Ludwig IV. von Bayern, Cha:1se d1or.
,. Albrecht II. von Oeterreich, Go~dgulden Juuenburs, Florentiner

. TYlus.
Ferdinand II., Go1dabeohlas yom Taler, St. Veit 1628. (6Dukaten)

- 5 Dukaten, Bres1.u 1628.
" 5 Dukaten, KreDD:lit.z 16'2.

I
FerdiJ]and III., Go1dabechleg vo~ Halbtaler, Prag 16'8. (5 Duka'
Leopold I., G01dabechlag vom Ta4er, Graz 1669 (5 Dukaten).
Franz Josef I., 4 Dukaten, Wien:1656.

". 100 Kronen, "ien Jl1blll1um 1908.
~ 100 Kronen, Wie~ 1909.
" 100 Kronen, Kre~tz 1907,. Krllnungsjubill1um.
" 100 Kronen, KreainHz 1906.

UDgarn, Maria von. Anjou, Dt:Ikat.1
Hamburg, Goldgulden (Kaiser S1g:f,smund).
England, Georg IV., 5 Pfund 182~.
RumIh11en, Carol I., 50 Leo 1906~ Reg.Jub.
Mexiko, Kaiser Max, 20 Pesos 1866.

I



18.

33.
34.

19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
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Sammlung FUrst.

I

1. Sigmund von Tirol. G.ldgu1~eno.J.
i

2. Rudolf II •• Dulcat Prag 15941-•. :
3. Mathias, 5 Dllkaten Prag 161Ui (ialerabBchlag)~

I

4. ~ Dukat, Nagykanya ll615t
5. Ferdinand n. 10 Dllkaten. p~'rag11631.
6. II Dllkat, XremniLtz ~626.
7. II 10 Dllkaten, Nlagybanya 1631 (Talerabschlag).

8. " Dukat. NagYb~a!1631.
9. Ferdinand III., 10 Dllkaten" "1in 1645.
10." 5 Dukaten.~ra8 1644. (Halbtl:l1erabschle,g).
11. II Dllkat. llreSllauj1638.
12. l.eopold I., 1/3 Dllkat, llresllau l1694.
13. .. 1/6 Dukat, BresllauI1677.
14. II 1/12· Dllkat, Brelsla~ 1694.
15. .. Dukut, Kremnitz: 16~1.

16. II Dllkat, Kremnitz: 1~9.
17. Karl VI., Dukat S1ebenbUrgem 1733.

Maria Theresia, Doppe1dukat;, Kremhitz 1765.
II

1£ad.blt~S= lJllkat, Karllsburg 1743.
Franz I., Dukat •Nagybanya 1'.757.

Josef II., Dllkat. Ha111786i.
II Dukat, Nagybanya. 1776.

Franz 11.(1.). Sovrano. Wieln 1~31.

Franz Josef I •• 4 DLlkaten. ''lien 1865.
• II Dukat, W1em 1872 (ohne MUnzbuchstaben).

Ungarn, Ladis1aus II. ,Duka·,t. 1507.
SiebenbUrgen, Johann II. S14gisalund Zapo1ya, DLlkat 1566.

II Sig1smund Batlhory, DLlkll.t 1585.
II l:itephan l!ocsktai, 'Dllka:t 1606.

Ebtm. S~lzburg. Leonhard v.IKcutschach, Goldgulden 1508.
II Ernst von ~yern. Dllkat 1551.
II Joharm Jakolb v.Khuen-De1!ls1, Doppe1dukat 156i

II II II Doppe1dukat 15m
II II II Dukat 1582.



67.

35.
36.
'37.
'38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
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Augsburg. J;lukat 1647.
n Dukat 1708.

K~ln, Dukat 1724.
'! Dukat 1750.

LUbeck, Dukat 1793. I
~ Go~dabschlag von Dre11~, 1698.
'! Vierteldukat 1679. . I

NUrnberg, Dukat 1790. I

Regeneburg, Vierte1dukat o.J. (~ranz I.)
Schwabisch-Hal1. Dukat 1746. I
:Brabant, Karl V., Real d' or, .A:n.rwerpen. .

n n Couronne d'or au solei1. 1554.
Frankreich, Doppellouis d'or, 1789 !A.

II 40 Franos 1818, LU1e.. ,
England, Karl II., 5 Guineas, 1~82.

Jugoslawien, Alexander I.; Dukat 1932.
Neapel-S1zili~n, Ferdinand 11.,130 Ducati 1833.

.. n 130 Ducat! 1852.
Portugal, Maria I., Pe~a 1791 R,
Sardinien, Karl Albert, 100 Lir~ 1834.
Spanien, Karl III., Onza (8 Escadoe) 1764.,
~oekana, Ruepone 1754. I

n Ruspone 1772. .
.. Dukat 1789.

U.S.A. '3 Dollars 1856.
n 1 Dollar. 1852.

Ka11forn1en, 1/4 Dollar 1860, achteckig.
Peru·, l/S Libra 1910.
:Byz8nZ; Justinian I.;, 50114us, Konstantinopel.
Josef II., Jeton a.d.Huldigunt von :Brabant 1781. (Dukat).
Franz I., Kr~nungsjetono.J. (1745). (V1erteidukat).
Franz Josef I., SchUtzenpre1s des JubilaumsschieBens des

Wiener SchUtzenvel'eins 1873 (4 Dukaten).
Hamburg, :Bankportuga1tlser zu 5 Dukaten auf das 25jahrige

Stiftungsfest der Assekuranzkompagnie 1821.
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V e r z e·i c h p:11 s
der fUr die GaQ-MQseen b~stimmten Stacke.

Steiermark.

1. Leopold I., DoppeldQkat 1682, Graz.
2. Josef I., DQkBt 1706, Graz.
,. Karl VI., DQkat 1740, Graz.

Kl1rnten.
1. Ferdinand I. ,DQkat 1556, Klegenf,*t.
2. Ferdinand III., ·Doppeldukat 165' (16551), St. Veit.
3. Leopold I., Goldabschleg vom Tale~ 1683 (10 DQkBtcn), St. Veit;.

Tirol.
1. Earl VI., Dukat 17'4, Hall.
2. Josef II., DQkat 1766,. Hall.
3." SOQverain d'Dr, 1786, Hall.
4." Halber SOQverain d'or, 1786, Hall.

SalzbQrg.
1. MatthiQS Lang, Dukat 1536. (B~R. ~21)

2. Leopold Anton von Firmian, Dukat 1740 (B.R.3965).
3. Jakob Ernst von Lieohtenstein, DUkat 1745 (B.R.4084).
4. Andreae lakob von Dietrichetein, hukat 1749 (B.R.4124).
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Vera .1ohnl.
4er moM cl••j1gD1ert-.a stUck••

1. rer~4 I., TI1rkenbe1qell'Wl&'J1O~kllppe1529.
2. .. DGkat, .1en J1.534 •

•,.". DGkat, nen J1.554.
4. .' Dukat, x.re.ms.1., 15$1.
,5. j!: Duka" Krl.ms.,•• 15li4.
,,6. II" Daka'. Hermamnaiacl1. 1529.
:1.' '.7

'
·"'8n 11. Daka1, Irem:dta. 1$69.

e.' lar1 'T~Ste1ercnat'k, 'llllkat lllageZltllf1, 1575•
.9. .. Dakat lJ1.qenlurt., 15e,.

10. " Jlukat IllqlnluH. 1590.
11. Bllclolt II•• Dak4t neD, 15!9'.
12. II Dllka' Irq. 15m6.
13. It Dakat x.rlllllJl1b .. 1581.
14. It Dakat KrelllD1u .. 1582.
1~. .. JlUa1 Beublllll-, 1599.
16. .. DUat BIIB;yblUll-, 1600.
1;1. Ma\b1&•• Dopplldukat, Uen 1616.
lSI " Doppe14Ilka'. ltrellllD.1ta 1614.
19. " DakAt, &reIIlDU. 1eil0.
2Q'"ercl1AaD4 II•• Doppe1cluka1 11. 1430.
l.1.." Doppe1clllkat lreea11a 1636.
2,2. 'er41Dancl III., Go1clab.o!ll.. YOA talJler (10 Dultaten). l1en 1657.
2'." Doppeldaka1*, nlD 1647.
2!\. II DlUa1, Grall 1645. '
25. II Doppe1411ka1\, Brl.lall 1641.
26; II DlUa1, Drl.lm 1655.
21. II Daka',Krum1'. 16040.
2.e. Leopo14 I., 5 DlUateD, 11em 1669.
29. " Doppelclllkat, IJlen 1669.
'O~ " JlUkat. Uen 16S5.
~i. It Y.1erte1c1llkat. Wlen 16!f4.
~~. It Doppe1dukat, 81\. 'eU 1681•.

". " Goldabeob1q WI. 'all~ (10 Dukaiezi), ltrelDn.11z 1666.
,34. " Dakat x.relllD1ta 1692.
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35. Leopold 1., Gol4absohlq '\'0l1li De~, XremD1U 1662.
36." Gol4abBohlq '\'0l1li Ifal,r (10 J)Qka1en), N~ybllDya 1770}.
37." Go1dabBoblq 'YOIIII 'fal~r (5 Dakahn.), Hel8Ybanya 16~5.

38." Eil\IIechllt81-DuluBt, I~yba~a 1698.
39. II 10 DIlka'len, naul••nbJrs 1696.
40. II DakAt,Xlaullenbuzrg 1699.
41. lJlI6arleche Ma1lton'lel1'len, DuJIltat, ~lIII~1'l~ 1704.
42. Jo••f I., Vler'leldukat. Premburg :1711.
43. II Dukat, Hermannetad1t 1711.
44. Karl VI., »uka', Wlen 1740. I
45. .. Yier'leldulta1;, W1em 173~.

46. II Ha1bduka'l, Gras, lL728. I
47. .. 'ler'le1duka'l, Gras 172~.
48. .. B1D&oh'le1-»uka'l. CHras 1;'129.
49. II .Duka'l, Prag 1740.
50. " Duka'l,ltrelllD.1'ls 172!6.
51. .. »aka'l, XrelllD.1~z 11735.
52. It Dllka1; , ~relllrl1'l 10 177'7. i
53. II Duka'l, KB8yab~a1740.:

54. " V1er'lel-.l>uka'l, Hll.g;)·bBD,y~ 1735.
55. II E!Dllechs'le1-Dakll'l" H08yban,ya 1728.
56. " D\1ka1;, S1ebenbUrgeln 1715. .
57. II Duka'l, SlebenbUrgeln 1723.
58. II Vler'le1-.1laka'l, 81eibenbUrgen o.J.
59. Maria fher8ll1a,6 Dulta'lel1, II!en 1765.
60." DUka'l, ·1I1en :1765'-
61. II DoJta'l, Uen :1778.,
62." Doppe1-Sou'Yelra1n d'or, 'len 1772.
63." Doppe1dllkat" ltrellll11'110 1765.. •
64. II lloppe1dulta1;" Xrollll11tz 1765 ('ar.).
65." Dllka'l, &remlUi'ls 1155.
66. II DIlka'l, XrelllJU1h 1763.
67. II Dukat, Rqyb'&n:f& ~765.

68. II Duka1;. Kugyb,an,ya ~770.

69." DOPlle1dulta'l" ltar1llburg 1764.
70." Doppeldukat •. Kar1~burg i780.
71." Dulta', Xarlll~burs f762 ..
72." Ra1bdllka'l. lUarlBbF_ 1760.·
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I .
'" .. _aria !here.a, Vierh1-D\talca1, 1¥111burg 1749.
74. ." V1erte1-.D\IWtai, Ealr1ebarg 1749 (Var.).

I
75.. " J.ohtel-Dlllkai, Ear1BblU"l 1778.
76. " 1/16 Dlikat1, lar1Bbl1rS 1778.
77.. " ZeooMno, Mauaadj 1778•

. 78.. " Doppe1-8o\uver.a1n ~'or, Jntwerpen 1750.
79. II SOllnrain. 4'or, ~twerpen 1755.
eo. II SOllverain. 4'or, ~. 1750.
81i " Doppe1-Souwera1ntor, I1rUseel 1761.
e2. lraDII I., DIlkst, nen 176~5 r • 11j71.

e'i " Datat, l1en 176!5 II • 17;77.
84.' II Viertel-Dakat, JJI~ab~. 1764.
8Si .. V1er"tel-Duka1, !lf88ysbazi¥a 1765.
86. " D\lka1, Kar1sbl1r'l 1755. I
87. Josef II., Do~p.ld~kat, IjieD 178~.
88; II DIlkat, lieD 17E86. I
89." DIlkai, 1'ien 17E87. ;
90;" Balber SouveraUn d'or,: 1'1en 1786.
91~ " . Doppeldutai, KJrelllll1tz J782.
92." DOppeldukat, KJremn1b :17.86.
9';''' Dukd, KrclllD1tlz 1784. :
94." Uukat, KreillDitlz 1789.
95." Doppe1dukat, ~1Bbur6 1772.
96. II IJoppeldukat,lAurlllbl1rg;1782.
97." Duka1, &ar1Bbwrg, 17~.
98'. II B01'1'eO, llailam4 1789.

I

99'. II leoaMno, Ma11mnd 1~.•
100'. JAo~14 n., 1hlka1, neD n790. .
101'. .,' .. Dukai, KrellQj1b 1790.
102. II DIlka1, l.relllL11h 1791.
10'. II Dl1kai, &reIllUU. 179~.

104." Dulta't, Itarllllbll1'8 1792.
105." Balb.ovrano, JIa11and 1791.
106. trans II. (I.) ... Jtllka1ien.. W1eD 1a06.
107." .. Dukaten.. l'1en iall•
.10S." 4 DukaieD" l'1en +S2a.
109. II Doppelduklat. I'iei 1799.
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•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

, I
lr&Ds 11. (10), Duka1;, l1em 1192.1 (JUIJ11& 'f.Uqun Wld Bllbmen) .•

DIlka't, l1em 1192 I(biaeMUd).
Daka't, 11em 1806'1
1II1ka't, l!em 1815.\
Dl1ka't, l1em 1833 0 ;

SOl1vsraUl cld'or, .len 179'.
DIIka1; ,Solsburl 1¥09.
SOI1'feraUl cld'or, GUnsbl1l'g 119'.

i
Halber SO\lwerain !l'or, Gt1nIlbur8 179'.
Daka" ,KrellllmUa1794.
Dakat~ KrellllllUa 1$15.
1lI1lta't. &rellllZ11t. lh210
Duka't, lrelmn1~a 1~30. (Illterr. !yp).
llIlkat, ~·IIlIJ1U. 18'0 (aDgar. 'r1p).

I

. Dukat, KrelllD1~. 1~'5.

SOllyerain e4'ol', nelllJ1Uc 1795.
Halber SO\lw~raUl ~'or, Xremiuta 1795.
Dl1kat, K~baD1a 17950
11l1ltat, las:,ybaJ:lla i,799.
Dl1ka't, !4r:1aburs 1197.
Dukat, lar:1llburg 1804.
IlIlk..." Itar:'laburl i827.
Dakat, Iar~llbU1'l ~6"0
SO'frano, lllalland 1800.
Souano, lUailand 1829.
Halb-Souamo, 1Ia11and 18'1.
Sonano, ,rened18 179'.
IlIlkat,. TemecUs 1824.

rerdiDand Io, 4 Dc1kat8n, Ifiell 1846.
DWtat, lien 18360 '
Dc1kat, nen 18'70.
DuJcat, neD 1841.
llakat, neD 1848.
IlIlkai, ltrcalUa 184~.
DWtI1't, 1r.mm1h 184~.(Jtopf~dlor)

1JUka't, ltrelllD1h 1848 (al1ok..Ue Pa'trona,WlS.!u1
»akat, Xre~ta 184b (RUck••ite Patirona.1at.!lx1i .

110.
111.
112.
113.•
114.
115.
116.
117.•
118,.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126~

127.
128!
129!

l'O~
1'1~

1'2~

133!
134,
135!
1,6!
137.
13S.
1'9.
1400
141.
112.
14'.
1440
145.
146.
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"
"

"

"

"

"
"
"

I
I

rer41DaDd I., DWtllt, Iarlebl1rlt 1836.
.. Dakat, Kar1l1wr. 1838.

DWtat, 1.ar111b~ 1845.•
SOTr&l1Cl, 1Ia118D~ IB40.
BalbeOTrano, ~lan4 1849.
nata", 'enedis ~B45.

40 Llr., Ma1land 1B48,GOTer.ao proTTi.orio.
I . . .

II 20 Llre, 7tDi~ IB48, GOTerito proTT1sorio.
•rans JOliet I., 4 Duka\en, 'l~n 1867.

I
II 4 DakatllD, nqn 1910.
" 4 DUa"en, n.n. 1~15.
" 4 Dukaten,' 1905, .bulau18ohe Haohabmuns.
" 1ll1kat, lien lQ48. (laohprllCWIS 1898).
" DQkat, lion 1~9r (JaohpruaW26 189B).
" Dukat, lien 1850. (laohprlilSlInB 1898).
" Dukat, lien 1~51. (Raohpruaane 1898).
" Dl1tat, lien 1d52.
" IJukat , lien lB.54.
" .ua", nen ~55.

" Dukat, llen 1~56.

" Duka", nen 1~6'.

" Dukat, Wlen 1866.
" Dukat, Uen 1867.
" Data", lien 1870.
.. »aka", 'len 1871.
.. IJukat, Uen lerrZ.
" Dukat, nen 1818.
" DQka". Ilen 1880.
" DuJrat, 11en 1891.
" .lJUkat, 'len 1914.
" 'ere1nskroae, ~1en 1858.
" 'erein.krone• .,len 18".
" 'ere~kroDe, ~len 1866.
tt Halbe 'ere1nllk!E'one, lien 1858.
" Halbe 'erain.trone, 11en 1859.
" Ba1b~ 'ere1n~ne. 11en1866.

I •
8 11.- 20 rran~., .,len 1886.
8 11.8 20 '~e, Uen1887.
4 11.- 10 , •• nen 1890.

147.
148.
149.
lS0.
iSl.
i52.
15'.
154•
155.
is'.
iS7.
i58.
159.
i60.
i61.
162.
16'.
164.
165.
166.
i67.
i68.
i69.
i70.
in.
i72~

i73.
i74.
i75.
i76.
in.
i78.
i79.
leo.
181.
182.

18'.
184.
185.
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186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
19'.
194.
19S.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
20Z.
203.
204.
205~
206.
207.
ZOS.
209.
210.
zu.
Z12.
21'.

. 214.

21'.
2·;16.
211.
218.
219.
220.
221.
222.

rraDS Josef I.,

"
"
"
"
II

II

II

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
II

"..
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"..
"
iI

"
"

20 Kronen, .~en 1905.
I

20 Kronen, .~en 1908 (Reg.Jub.).
20 Kronen, .~en 1909.
20 'Kronen, 'lien 1916.

I
10 IrOnen, W!jen 1906.
10 Kronen, Wten 1908 (aeS.Jab.).
10 lJ'onen,W1;:en 1909.
10 Kronen, n~n 1910.
Dukat, Kr...m.;U 1854.
DQka", Jtreum1~s 1865.

I
Dukat, ~e~t. 1867.
Duka", KrelllD1~Z 1868.
Duka", ~elllD1~. 1869.
Duka", KrelllD1)l. 1881. .
8 Pl.. 20 lJ'rapu, XrllIIl1ts 1877.
8 11.- 20 lJ'~a., ~r~"1l 1887.
8 Pl.- 20 lJrallC8, Xrum1tss 18go.
8 '1.- 2ei lJ'rafC8, ErellDl1"tl 1891.
4 11.- 10 llranc8, ltrelllD.1'tz 1871.

I

4 '1.~ 10 llr~ce, Xremn1tr. 1884.
4 !l.- 10 JPr~ce, KreJllD1tz 1685.
4 11.- 10 lI'rQoe. 1treIlDHz 1891.

I

100 IrOnen!, 1.i'eJm1'tz 1907. (Reg .J\1b. )
20 lJ'onen, 1rUuu.tz 189'.
20 Ironen, lre•.Uz 1916.
10 IrOnen, lremn1'tss 1911.
Data". larJ.eblU'S 1854.
»akat, ltarJ.eblU'g 1860.
.Dukat. ltarJ.eburs 1865•

I
Datat, 1arJ..b~ 1866.
J)Q1ta". 1tarJ..b~S 1867.
Duket, XorJ.eblirs 1868.

I
.DaII:at. l.arJ.elntrg'1869.
Je~.1DakrolDe,\K&rleb\U'S 1858•.
aalbe T.re:1n~on., I.ar1ebllrS 1858.
S '1.- 20 lIraztoe. XarleblU'l 1871.

4 11.- 10 11'1'1°., ~le'burs 1870.
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II

"

II

II

"

"

"

"

"
"

"

II'

II

II

"

" ~1l4w1s I.v.~OQ, Gol~,a1.d.n.

" S!sll1alUnd, DWtat, <:lfap+n von UZlglU'l1 llI1d LuxenblU'g) ..
• • Dllkat Clapp,en von UD8&m llI1d BlSbmen).

" Albreobt II., Dakat. !
• Udilllalle poetWlll., ~t (X~h).

" 1Ilad1ela. I." DWlta1.\
II Johann HWI,1ad1, Dulkat.
" Ladielaue PoetWllls, ~t (X-e)

I
J(ath.1all 00"1111111, Duk~t. (Ladilllal1l1-Wappen) •

n "llIlka,1 (LadiBlaIlB-II!ar1!l. m1'\ X1ndl.
lflad'1111aQII II., DUlkat {X-h).
Ludw1& II., DIlkat :1520L

. !.
ale'benbUrgen, Johazm 1. Za,~po17., ~t 1540 (hl.Lo.dlellllll··

Maria mit K!;n4).!

JObann ,I. ZaiPo1f~, Dukat 1540 (hi. Ladilll1le-
1Iappen). ,

" ,

Johann II. S:1&18l1und Zapolya und del' Illabella,
1JWtat 1558. :
ate'han Batbor",:Dakat 157'.
Christoph BaithOzt, DUat 1579.
811111alun4 Baithorr, DOat 1595, K8B1bl1D1a.

Gabriel BathcDrr,: DWtat 1611, llaunenbllrS.
" " 'DQkat 1612, If-.D·b~a.

Gabriel Beth1en"JlUat 1621, Xremn1t.~.

" II l1lQkat 1622, RIl8)"bUl.1a.
stephan hth1en,1 llIltat .1630.
Geors Rakoeq, DQkat 1646.
AObaUllll BarCIIU,IDakat 1659.
lI10Mel Apafil., DQkat 1684.

JIlItal. SalabllrB. Wolf Die"r.1i.ob, Doppaldukat 1591.
" Parie, Ha1c1llkat 1651.
• Ou1dobGl4. Vief'oldukat 1659.
" Max CiJandolf, Dakat 1678.
" "Ha1bdukat 1668.
" "V~.rteldllka' 1672.

241.

22'. lr&l1ll JOBet I., Dukat, VemedJ.I1865.
224•••,ul1lk Ueterreloh, 100 BZOn~n 1924.
225." 20 ltn'onen 192'.
226." 20 b'onJ 1924.
221. VillarD, Karl Bobert V.An~CDll, ~Old&a1.del1.

228.
229.
230.
231.
2'2.
233.,
234.

, 2'5.
236.
237.
238.,
239.
240.

243.
244.

'245.
246.
247.
248.
249.
250.,
251.
252.
253.
254.
255.
256.
257.

, '258.

: 259.
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260. Bb1a.Salsburg, JohaDn Erna1t. " Dwea1en 1687.
261." .. ~albduka" 1705.
262." .. Vler1eldakll" 1707.
26'. .. Franll An10nl, Y1er1eldakat 1725.
264. .. Leopold Ant,on, JJukat 1743.
265." .. ·V1erteldukat 1728.
266. .. Jakob Ernst;. Dilkat 1746.
267. .. Andreas Jaktoll, Y1erteldukat 1751.
268. ! Siglelllund, lDop~e1dWta' 1766.
269." .. 1V1e;"eldakat 1755.
270. .. H1erorl1l1t1a • Datat 1778.
271." .. 1lI1iat 1768.
272." II Ma" 1801.
273." II VUr'\eldukat 1762.
274•.Selaburs, EraberllOS Ferd1ntand Dukat 1803.
275." .. DIlkat 1806.
276. D!tQtlloher Orden, Enheuog: MdlI11111nn' v.Oaterreich,Dukat.o ••J
277. Aaaaburs, Dukat 1687.
278. .. Dweat 17'8.
279. .. Ddkat 1767.
280. Dr••lau, Doppeldukatenkl1Plpe 1617.
281. .. Dukat 16,0.
282. Reseneburs, Daka" 0 • .1. (lrlGnz I.).
2e,. 80bw&1I1l1ch-Hall, Duka" 177"7.
284. Vea.d1C,lrans II., Z.oo~ 0 •.1.

285. U.8.A. f1erte1d011ar o.l.

Ueda111em und letona.
286. lla1h1a.ll. ferJlllU:llWlg 16m (5 Dukahn).
281. Iran. I., KrDDUII&.duk.t 17445.
268. ~. I •.und llarill there.ia, l.ton aut den "such cler oberwJ

Bera.tad". 1751. l(~at)

289.· Jo••t 11., JJWtat 1764 (lrlSmtmgaclukat).
290. Jo••l II. and Eraheraos Le~pold, leton a.cl.Benuoh der ung.

Derl.8t&U. 1764 I(Dalca1).
291. L.opold II. M.d.a.d.belg1amh. Ull1digung 1791 (22Y2 Gramm).
292. .. KrUnung.~e'on Jl790. (4.4 Gramm).
29'. .. KrUl1ung.~.ton Jl790 (2.6 Grallllll).
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. 294. Ina II• .r,tOIi aa! 41, XlSD:1&nahl 1~92. (2 Dukaten)
295. J,~d I., 10toD. aa! 41, l%jlSD.lUIg 121 PreOburg 18'0 (Dukat).
296. .. .r,tOD allt d1. Er,lSnuns 121 lIa1land la,S. (5., g) •
291. ~& loaet I. ,.roton auf 4:1. QD8ar1Bohe KtlD1gelcrlSnung 1867 (I
298: Jtai8,r121 E11aabeth, l,ton. aluLU, lUIgar1ache KrlSnl1n6 1867,

1ate1n1laoher 'ext (Dukat).
299. .. .r.ton a,aldi. Wlgul'1ech, KrlSnung 1867,

UD£&1'1'loh~r toxt (llllkat).
'OO~ lraDsJoaef 1., 11,4&111. a~ ~.e 2.tl8torr. Dande.lobi.gen,

Inn.brllok.lree5 (14 I).
'01. II Portrlt~QiOIll _WI lubll&WIl 1898, Junge. lU1d

alt.a BrueilbUid (4 DukahD).
'02. l~..er lud.=edall1e, Max'·:1) ~au I. QDd lIarla yon Dlll'Sun4

. (25 S,).,
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. '.'

'~'.

8.

;. 1. Us;1mllian I.,

,., .~:. jt,. :
..... -~;;~::. '.'

t 5~'·I&,>~i;v.,
6•. . ;·N.~

i
Verzeiohf- 1s

der fUr das FUhrer-MuseUm bestimmten StUoke.
t::~" . . . I
~~ ~.

i
VermID11un8stal~t 1479.(Uaria v.Burgund mit Hauu,
Antwerpener Ve UDgstaler 1479.
BreiterReitert ler 1509.
5chauta1er o.J. (Bruatbi1d-Reiter). AR, 39mm ••

Portrlitmeda1l1e 1521. Riiokseite Doppe1tl.dler. AR,7~ I DII

Portritmeda111e 15~7. Riiokseite Deoppelad1er mit
f50::~ ~rustsohi1d•.~i1ber~a

Geburtstagsmedaille 1 00/1550. (Christus -'Kaiser)
. Virg. 5l1berguS, 47 IIIID.

und Philipp I., M.edai 10n 0.3. Si1berguB, 99 Mm •

9. Leopold I. und Kalserln E1eono a, Portratmedai11e 0.3. (16766)
AR, 53 Mm. . ,

10. • 'fllrkenbe1agerung 11 ns 1683. AR, 59 maio
11. • und dle All1lerten jon 1684 (hl. Llgu). 51lberguJlJ3,

81 Mm. ;

12. • Johann gobieeky undl,der Doge von Venedigt auf di~e
, L1ga von 1684. AR, 50 Mm.

;.13. • Sieg bei Gran und E1nnabme von Neuhiiud, 1685.
IAR, 61 Mm.

· 14. Karl VI. und LudWig XW. Friede ivon Baden, 1714. AR, 48 m.
: ·15~ Mar.;a die Katholisohe von Engl~d, Portritmedal11e 0.3.(1555,)
'f ::':. "'~':: IRuokseite A11egorie.SilbergullB

•••••C ,64.I11III.
:' :.l~a.El1~~.~eth von England, pol1t1sc~e lleda1l1e auf die Unter-
":"", stUtz~ ;der bedrilngten N1eder1ll.nder : 1
· .' 'AR 52 IIIIII~

· : 16. ltarl II. von England, Rslse von :Schevenn~en nach England,U6
, ,. , SilberguB, 70 mm. ~ .'

17. Heinrich IV. von Franb'e1ch, ovale Portratmedai11e 1623, e1na.-
.. selt1ger!S11berguS, 88 x 68 Mm.

,18. Philipp IV. von Spanien, PortriltmedaUle o.J., RUckeeite Phl:ll:lb
5ilberguq, 52 Mm.

'19. Gustav II. Adolf von Schweden, Uedal11e auf seinen 'fod 1634••

AR, 79 ~.20. Gustav II. Adolf von Sohweden, ortr~tmeda111e o.J., R~okseilt
gravlert r ~ext, verg.S11berguD,51 x: t

}:. 21•.Soh.Biz, Ueda111e auf ,den RiltU SCh\~ 111 der Art des Bundeee·
. . talers, U~er vergoldet, 50 mm.

" ,;2?,' Fr1~dr1ch I. von PreuBen. Bau d~s klSnigl. Sohlosses 111 Ber1111
1704. AR" 63 mm.

I
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1'2.'. Fl'~rloh"der Wehe von saclb.se~l, stat;~ltertaler 1519. AR:4~9m
!U24. 'Johann Frledrloh von'Sachsem,' rtratmedal11e 1535. RUckseitle
:~;, .. ' :",.;~'. Wappen. Ve1rg. 11berguJ3, 66 mm.
':25. Em~t' del' Fromme von Saohsem una Ellsabeth Sophle, ovale

, Portr:ltmedall~~ o.J. Verg.SUberhohlguS,
45 x 35 111111<0 I .

26. Ale~der Famese, einseltlge p'ortratmedal11e o.J. (1565),
:;;.:: S1lberguJ3, 45 pm.

~;27. Mor1z von Bassau-Oranlen, PlDrtl'litmeda111e 1624, Rt1ckselte
, • "ii" . Wappsn. AR" 6~1DIIl'
!.: 28. W1lhelm II. von Hassau-Oran:ILen, Vermlhlung mit Marla von
i~' :\.tA' EnglaDl, 1641. AR, 72 1DIIl.

29. Cosmos II. von Medlol und E~. Maria Magdalena, Portratme-
:," daille 161'. berguB, 89 mm •

. 30. Ado.1t von Burgund, Herr von Be ~m, e1nseltlge PortrlitmedalllL
:,~.' 1528. S1lber~S, 54 I11III.

31. Fe~~1nand Gonzaga-Quasta11a:ll. Pgrtrltmedal11e o.J., RUoks*1te
. Aurora. S1 ber~, 71 I11III.

32. Kard1nal R1ohe11eu, Portrit=edaille 1630, RUokselte Triumph-
, wagen. S1llDersjuS, 77 1IlIIl.

33. D1ana von Poitiers , Portrlit=eda1lle o.J., RiJ.ckselte AllegoriE:
AR vergoldet, p3 I11III.

34. Al~reoht DUrer, Portratmsda~ll~ 1526, .RiJ.ckselte Wappen. 511
berguS, 381 ~•.

35. Lazarus Harstor~r, ovale POlrt~tmedal11e o.J. (1588), RUck
selte "applsn., Verg. Silbe:rguS, 55 x 43 mm.

36. Andreas Imhoft, elnseltlge P'ortratmedal11e 1593. SilberguB,
53 mm~

37. Paul'Paumgartner, Portratme&al11s 1592, Ruokse1te Wappen.
~'.' S1lberhohl,~, 49 mm. '

38. Portratmeda111on eines unbe~ten (n1eder1and1sohen) Theolo
." .;', ',:~; ::. Einse1tigelr S1lberguS, hohl, 97 I11III.

39;:'EinDahme von Breda duroh Fri·,edrioh Heinr10h von Oranien 1637
. "f:~f . AR, 70 1IlIIl. I

40. Leo·X., Klippe mit Text aut :Luthers Opposltion gegen den
, .. ;.!' . AblaShande:1.AR, 40 x 40 I11III. .

41. A1brecht von Brandenburg, Er:zbtsohot von Yainz, Portratme-
. . .,,' da1l1e 153'7. :S1lberguJ3, 42 I11III.

'42. Pr';'ger Judenmeda111e (Jlax1.m1:l1a;n und l4arla von Burgund) .Gale
'I .4,StUok. l

!
I
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"; '.r ••• " ...r .""""1...... '.blend.. 5'''''. .

1. Friedrioh III. und MaX1m1lism.J., lIedaille 1531 auf das RaUB
~;',L ()eterreioh. $ll~er vergoldet, 48 IDIII.

2. llaX1m1l1an I., rautenfllrmigEe ippe 1502 Brustblld-Sohrift
''':i''il' SUberguJ3, ·35 JC; 32 IDIII (geiotetes D1ekstUok. I

,. Karl V., Portril.tmeda111e ;1.5357, t1ckseite "appen; Sl1bcrguB •
. , 44 1IDlI.

4. Karl V. und Ferdinand I., llEeda 11e i547 auf die' Sch111cht bei
:,: lIilh1berg. VeJrg. SilberguB, 57 mm. . ,

5. Ferdinand I., Sohautll1er 15~9. Silber, 44 IDIII.

6. Ferd1nand 'I., Max II. und IIalr , Portriitmeda111e 156:5. Sl1-
,,:. , ' , bcrguB, :5, JIIIIIl.

7. MaJC;1m11ian II., einseitige p?0J.ratmedai11e o.l. (1575), Sil-
berguB, 57 JIIIIIl. '

e. MaJC;1m11ian 114, Re1termeda1ll1e 562, Rt1ckseite Wappenad1er.
SilberguS, 52~ " .

9. Mathias II. und Anna, lCr8numg fil Frankfurt 1612. Silber verg .. ,
40 mm. T .

10. Margaretha von tlsterreich, Sjta~thalter der H1eder1ande,
PortriitlliedailLle lo.l. (1567), RUokse1te Allegon-1E
AR, 58 IDIII.: •

11. Heinrioh VIII. von England,Jleda11le'8U1 seine kirch11che
Suprematie. A\R, ~5l 1IDlI.

12. Eduard VI. von England, lIeda111111 auf seine Kr8nung 1547 •
.':";,.~ AR, 6:5 mm. i' , ,

. 1:5. .• Portril.tmeda1ll1e lo.l., RUokse1te Allegor1e;
~ ", .1.;, SllberguB, 49J JC; 41 I11III. Dekorat1ver,Henkel.
~. 14. Elisabeth von Engl.md, ov~lel PQrtrlltmeda11le o.J., Ri.iekeeite

. ;// Allegor1e. ARt, ~5 x 47 I11III.

" 15.E1.~sabeth von England, eineetit.1,ge ovale Portr'ltmedaille o.J ...
:.t. :' AR, 44 x '8 1IIIIIIl. "

,: 16. 'El1~~beth von .e:Qgland, Portr.llt in durohbrochenem Blumenrahmem,
~;. ,'.' ;,'" RUckseite PhllSn1J;. Silberagrafte, 49 x 46 1IIIII,0wa

",17. Jakob I. von Eng1Md und Sohlot1;land, ovals Portrlltmedaille o.. J
~ : 'i RUokseite Schlif~ auf dem lIeer. AR, 57 x 47 IDIII..

18. Karl I. von England, portrat;me:c'111s o.l. (16:50). Brustb11d
, mit HalekraUBle, Uckse1te Schiff. AR, 60 IDIII,

gerahmt. ' ,
19. Karl I. von iilnglund und Soho)tt d, wie vorJ1.er, aber, Brustb111d

mit umge18gte,. ~ragen. AR, 60 IDIII.
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20. Karl I. von England und Schottl~nd, oVlles Portratmeda1l1on
in Laubrahmpng, Rlickse1te gr:lv1ertes Wappe
AR, 48 x 4ll~'

21. Karl I. von ~ngl~d und SChottlEd, einseitiges Portrat 1n
durchbroohe er und gekrunter itahmung

~ (Agr~ffeod! r Auflage). S1lber.
22. 'Karl I. von Englllnd und Schottljlnd, einse1tiges PortrlitstUck

"' (alisgeSChnif.tel1) aus Silber.
23. Katharina VOn Medioi, Portratmepaille o.J., Rliokse1te gebro

chene Lanzer AR" 52 1DIIl.

24. " und '~einr1C~ III. von Frankreioh, SChautal
o.J.; AR,~ mm.

25. Heinrich III. von FraD1creich Ludov1ka von Lothr1ngen, Por-
trlltmedaill o.J. AR, 48 DIID.,

26. Heinrioh IV. von Frankreich, Po tratmeda1lle o.J., RUckse1te
PflUgcnder. AR, 37 mm.

27. Ludwig XIII. und Maria von fledi i, Portrlitmedail1e 1614.
, AR, 44 mID. ,

28. Ludwig XIII. von Frankruich, 'Po trBtmedaille 1629, RUckse1te
Herkules. .' 41 1DIIl. '

29. LUdwig XVI. von Frankrcioh, sra ierte hohle ~lngekapsel,
, S1lber ,te1 weise,vergoldet, 42 DIID.

30. Gustav II. Adolf von Schweden. rustb1ld ala Agraffe (auuge-
, achnitten/.!Gold email11ert.

31. Gustav II. Adolf von Schweden, Portrat-Jeton 1ri Zlerfassung
m1t Perl,en, I' Rilckseite l4onogramm. Gold,
20 x 14 mID. '

32. Philipp II. von Spanien und Maria von England, Portratmedaille
rUlch Jac,opo; da TrezIO. SllburgW3, 40 DIID,
gravierter 1ext.

33. Philipp II. und Alexander Farnese, Portratmedaille o.J.
Verg. SUbergW3, 39 mm.,

34. Philipp II. von Spanien, Geusenpfennig 1566. ~ilberguB,;Ox24 a
,vierfacher ~enkel.

35. Eberhard Ludwig und Johanna El1sabeth von fUrttemborg, Portrat
modal11e 1705, RUckselte Allegorle.
AR, 60 mm. i '

36. Karl Theodor von der Pfalz. 'Gen~sung und Huldlgung lrla1inhei:ns,
1743 und 44~ AR, 49 mm.

'37. Georg der BKrtige von Sachsen , $Cha~taler 1527. AR verge ,44 JDD

38. W1lhelm vonOran1en UJ1d Charlotte von Bourbon, PortratmedaillE
1581. SllberguB, 39 DIID.

39. Wilhelm von Oranlen und Charlotte von Bourbon, PortratmedalllE
, 1580. SllbetcuB, 30 mm. ' '

40. Ph111pp Wilhelm von Kaesau-Oranien, Portratmeda1lle 1607.
RUokseite st~viertes fappen. SilberguB,
42 mm, gehe~elt.

41. Mor1z von Nassl1u-Oranien, Portrrf,tmedail1e 1613 (1'), Rl,l.ckSeite
tappen. AR'j55 x 45 mm, oval.
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'42. &rat Ernst von Mansteld, po)rtr1l.~medail1e o.J., Hiickseite 11ap1pen
Si:lberguB, 49 x 42 lDID, oval. '

43. Herz08 Alba, Portr'itmedaillle 15'h, Rtickseite Sohrift. Silb'Jr;euG
, 401 mm. I '

44. Alexander FUrst Chimay, Porttr'l.t~edai11e o.J., ltlioksei te ,\dl",~r.
, SillberguB, 42 !DID.

45. Karl Philipp von Croy, PortJratmddaille 1600, ltuckseite ,7appe!n.
Sillb'JrguS, 43 mm.

46. !:r:1Jiz·-.EUgE!n und'lIa!:lborough" Me~ailleauf c11e Schlacht von
. H1Eenheim l704~ AR, 57 lDID.

47. Graf Egmont, Portril.tmedaillte l5~81 RUckseite gravierter Text;.
, , AR" 66 'mm, hohl.

48. Kardinal Grnnvella, ovale Pcortr~tmedai1le o.J., RUokseite
Sct-hif!.: SilberguB, 34 x 28 mm.

49. Philipp Graf lIorn, Portr'itmeedairie 1568, iUiokseite graviertelr
Teu:t. AR, 66 mm, hohl.

50. Graf Philipp lIorn und Gemahllin, :Portr'itmedo.ille 1566. Silber-·
guOO, 59; mm.

, I
51. Graf Geot'g ~~rnst von Hel1nenbberg" rautenformige :·ortr:itmedo.i11le,

15772, RUokseite gruvierter Text.
, Verrg. S;ilberguf3, 35 x 29 ram. '

52. Jean Louis de Lavalette, Porrtrntinl!daillc 1607, arrckseite AllEe
gorrie. ~ronzeguf3, 54 ram.

53. Johann Graf Taerclno von, Ti1l1y, Portratmodai11e 1628, alickseiit~
'RaP9pen.; SilberguB, 40 lDID. ' ,

54. Nicolas Brularl de Sillery, einseitigetl ovalp.s Portr'itmedaill1on
o.JJ. AR, 65 x 52 1llllI.

55. Albrecht DUrer, 'po:ltUlne PorttratlDedaille 1561 nach :JchIVurtz.
5illbcrg~, 66 mill, geramot.

56. Getrennte RUCkseitt! von Nr. ::i5 mit i~r1nnerunsstext. J\.R, 69 IDIIID,
in Atzung und imail ausgefUhrt.

57. Erzbischof Wilhelm Laud von Cnnterbury, Portr'itmedail1e o. J • "
HticoKseite Allegorie. AR, 58 mm.

58. Jan Lautllns, Portr'ltmeclaillea 1598, RUcktle1te 3 ainee. Silber-
guS!!, 45 mm.

59. Martin Luther, Portr'itmcdai11le zum 200jil.hrigen Heformations- '
, jubbllil.um 1717. JIR. 44 mm.

60. Andreas Janus Ortho, ov les port~qtmedai11on in Zierrahmcn.1669~
, E1nnseitlger SilberguB, 96 x 80 mm.

61. Johann Siemerl d.A. und JOha:Lnn Siemerl d.J., Portr:itmedaille l~
:5i11berguS, 44 mm. .

6:1. Georg SchrCltl und Frau, dlcklce Por,triitklippc 1582, Rliokse1te
Wnp~pen.,Silber. ~l x 41 mm.

63. Margarethe Vogler, Taufmeda1111e 1697. Vorder3el~e thronender
Chrrlstu,(w1e Geburtstaesmedai11e
Karrls V.1550), RUckaelte gravlurter
Texct. Verg. ~i1berguB, 44 mm.
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i
64. Einseitiges Portratm~daillon4e~nes (niederlandl~chen?)Arztees.

. .,llbergwB t 195 mm, Blattrubmung.
65. Belagerung Amsterdamo durch lYi~helm II. 1650, llilckseite cra-.

vierter Te~t. ARt 66 lDIII. .

66. Bergen ob Zoom, Entsatz durcch ~llhelm von Oranlen 1622. AR,6]1
67. Papst Pius V., Medallle annoo I V1570, aut einon 3lcg Ub~r dlee

Hugenottten~ .:.a, 41 mm.
I

68. Papst S1;c;tUli V•• 14011"111", -I1IUlO 1'/1 • RUoksei tel no~sebiind1gcl"
vom Qu1rr~l. ARt 37 1IIIl1. .

69. Anselm Franz von Ingelheim, Erib1schof von ~ainz, Portratmedaa'
1695, RU~ckseite Wappen. AR, 49 mm. '

70. B1stum WUrzburg, Mednille 17706,; Vorderse1te Inll1gn1en, RUckll6e;
stadtanss10~t. AR, 76 mm.

71. Relig1~ses Medaillon Jakobsttraum von·der H1mmclslelter. VerSi.
Sllb ergwB, j75 mm. .

72. Relig10se Medaille, P~betungg d~r K~nigc und Opferunz Isaaks.
Verg. S1ilb'-1rguB, 43 x 35 mm, oval, Schmuo.cl
fassung.. I '

73. Erzgeb1rg1sche ·re11giose Medda1~le (1566?), P11atus'· Auferstte·
hung Ch:tr1sU.' SHbergulJ, 40 lDIII. '

74. Benedictuo-Pfennig 1677, RUccks~1te Thomas von Aquino. AR,
24 x 20~~, ~val.

75. Allegor1sche Meda11le auf d11e v.ergang11c~~cit, j~ges We1b
Ovalur ~SllbprguB, 59 x 48 null.

76. t~legorlsche Medall1e 1626, Vorderseite Zlmon und Tocht~r,
RUokseltte S~~rche tiber Dresden. ~~, 45 mmm

77. Prager Judenmeda1lle, Rudol1f von Habsburg und selne Tochtcr
Clement11a von Neapel. Gold, 56 mm.

78. Ferdinand und Isabella von ESpa~en, 20 Excelentes. '
79. Ferdinand III., Breslauer Haalbdukat 1641, gehenkelt.
80. B1stum MUnster, Heinrich II~. Graf von Mors, Goldgu1den {vor :1
81. Fr1edrlch von Brnunschwelg-}Lllneburg, LOser 1647 zu 3 Taler,

AR, 80 Imm.
82. Breda, Belageruncsnotklippel 1625 zu 60 Sols. AR,32 x·32 lDIII.

83. Newark, rautenforair,e Notk111ppe 1646. AR, 39.x 34 mm'
84. Frauenkloster RotenmUnster ~1n Sch\mben, Typur nus dem l5.Jahhr

hundert; (Falsum?). AR, 42 lDIII.
i
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der n1cht 4ee!8.1~a~t~ StUcke ••". ...,~."'~k\,

1. Karl V., Schautaler o.J., BIrust~11d - lappen. AR, ~5 mm.
2. Karl V., Geburtstagsmedai11ee.1500/1550. Si1berguB, ~6 mm.
3. Ferdinand I.,.Portrlitjeton co.J. all.ckseite lappen. AR,·29 mml.
~. Maximilian II., Portrntmeda1i1101o.J.; RUckseite Uerkur,

Sl1berguuB, b7 mm.
5. Mathias II. als Erhzcrzog, EPortrlitmedai1le 1579, au.ckse1te

Pers.us und;J\ndromeda. SllberguB, 35. mm.
6. Josef I., Frankfurter KHnigsskrUnung 1690.AR, 48 mm.
7. Infantin Isabella Eugenia voon Sl)anien, Regentin d er Niederlannde

Portriitom.edallle a.J., Rl1ckseite Fama...
SilberguuB, 41 mm.

8. Don Juan d'Austria, Portr~tmmedai11e 1573, Rll.ckseite Allegoriee
aut die Eroberung von Tunis. SilbcrguB,
~l mm.

9. Karl I. von ~ngland, Portrlittmed41l1e o.J., Rl1ckseite Schiff.
AR, 57 umm.

10. Karl I. von England, Jeton ll633 aut .seine Krilnung. AR, 28 mm••
11. Karl II. von England, Medaill1e aut den Seekrieg mit Holland,

M, 52 mmm.
12. Karl II. von England, Krijn~ajeton 1661. AR, 30 mm.
13. Heinrich IV. von Frankreioh" Portrlitmedaille 1598, nUckseite

Embleme •• SllberguB, 43 mm.
1~. Anna von Osterreich und Ludwl'f1g itt., Grundsteinlegung von

Val de G3rAce 16'8. SilberguS, 96mm.
15. Gustav·II. Adolf von gchwede2n, Portratmeda1lle 1631, RUckseitte

der KlInt'-g als Tr1umphator. AR, 57 mm.
16, Gustav II. Adolf von Schwede2n, Medaille wievorher.
17. Gustav II. Adolf von Schwedetn, ovaler Portrlitjeton o.J. auf

die Uberrfahrt nach Deutschland. AR, 33 x 3C
18. IlakiallI. und Petor III. von JPortugal, Err1chtung der Kirche

zum hl. I Herz Jesu in L1ssabon, 1779.
M, 51 11IIIII1.

19. Johann III. Sobiesky von PolLen, Portrlitmedai11e o.J., RUckseiite
Lnndschalft. AR, ~9 mm.

20. Peter der GroGe von RuB1and, , auf d1e Schlacht bei Poltuwa 170)9.
AR, 65 IIIIIIII.

21. Friedrich der Weise' von Sachaeen, Schautaler ~522. AR, 43 mm.
22. Johann Fr1edrich von Sachsenl, Erzgeb1rger Pottratmeda1lle 1577;,

Rl1ckseit,e Re~terkampf. Verg. SilberguB,500mn

23. Phi11pp Reinhart Graf von HlIanau, Vermlihlune lnit Charlotte
............... - . "-_"' __M_., ..,~c1d. '.R, 5;lDlD ..
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24. Ankunft der englischen Pr.1nzes8111 Maria 111 Holland zur Ver
mRhlung m1~ Wilhelm von Nassau-Oranien.
AR, 73 mm. '

25., Ipp'o11ta Gonzaga, Portliitmeda1l1e o.J., RUckseite Aurora.
SilberguB,' 69 mm.

26. Ale~nder Farnese von Par~f Pbrtratmedal11e 1585, RUokselte
Allegor1e, SilbergUB, 46 mm.

27. A~al .Andrea Doria von. Gen~t Portrlltmeda1l1e o. J " RUokse1 I
Sohiff'. Sub ergU.B , 40 mm.

28. KardiDal Granvella, Portriitmeda111e o.J., RUokseite mythologil
sche Se~schlaoht. Si1bergua, 52 mm.

29. ga~d1n§1 Granve1la, Uhnliohe Portriitmedal11e mit BrUstbi1d vo :
rechta 'und dat1ert 1550. SllberguB, 59 IIIID J

30. Kard1nal Granvella, Portratmedaii1e o.J.,. RUokseite Granvella!
Ubergibt d~m Don Juan d'Austrla dle Fahne E
zum TUrkenkr1eg. S11berguB, 43 II1II1.

31. Vig11us de Zuiohem, Portratmedn111e 1568, RUokseite Tisoh mit t
Geraten. SUberguS, 53 II1II1.

32. Karl BorrolliiiuB, Portr1itmeda111e o.J.BUsokse·ite lUtar mit LamD: t
S11berguB, 51 mm.

33. Pr1nzes'sin Ludovika Karoline Mdz1w111, Portratmedai11e 1675, :
mit Al1egor1e aut den Tod ihrer Eltern.
AR, 42. II1II1•.

34. Johann ·Banner, sohwed1scher Feldherr, POrtriitmedai11e o.J.
RUokse1te Al1egorie. AR, 45 mm.

35. Paul Beresteyn, und Frau, Meda~lle zur goldenen Hoehzeit 1624.
AR, 54 II1II1. .

36. 'Jan Hus, GuB nach der erzgebirgischen Pragemedai11e. S~lber
vergoldet,42 mm.

37. Phil1pp Me1anohton, Port~atmedai11e 1543, RUckseite Schrift.
S11berguS, 38 mm.

'8. Abraham Orte11us, PortrRtmedai11e 1578, RUckse1te Embleme,
'Si1berguS, 37 mm.

39. S.K.rreiherr von Rothsch11d, Portriitmedaille zum 70. Geburts1
. .' 1844. AR, 49 mm.

40. Kedaille aut das, neue RathaUIS ~ Amsterdam 1655. AR, 70 mm.
41. Papat Hadrian VI., e111aeit1ge fortriitmedaille o.J. SilberguB

, 82 mm.
42. Papst Gregor XIII., Medaille lS75 aut die Offnung der Porta

·Sanota•. ARl 39 mm.
43. P~P8t Innocenz X., Medaille aut die Offnung der Porta Sanets .

1650. AR, 38 mm.
44. Papst Clemens X., Medai11e auf.die Otfnung der Porta $aneta.

1675. AR, " mm.
45. Papst Al~ander VIII., Portratmedai11e o.J., Rlickseite hl.

Laurent1us Just1n1anus. AR, 37 mm.
46~ Daniel Brendl,ven Homburg, Erz~1schot von KainZ, portriitme

dai118 o.J., .RUckse1te Wappen, ovaler
SllberguS, 32 :z; 29 mm.

47. Erzb1etum Salzburg,Sed1svakanlfmeda1l1e 1772. JlR, 56 mm.
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I

48. Blstum Regensburg, Sedlsvakaanzmehallle'~76}, AR, 56 Mm.

49. Prager JUdenmedallle, Konsta~nt~ der GroBe. Gold 49 Mm.

50. Antlplpst110he spottmeda1l1e!. S1~berguB, ~6.mm.
51. AnhlbI&er einer st. M1chaels I Erzb~uderschllft. AR, ;2 x 28 mm,ollval

te11we1sse ema1l11ert.
. . i

52.' Kaiser LUdwig IV. der Bayer" e1nl Cha1se d'or o.J•.
!

5;. Johann' Georg II. von Sachsenl, v*r1atsdukat 1657.
54. August von Sachsen, Dresdene~r Ta' er 1566. .
55. Gral.Philipp 'Ernst von Mansffeld, Taler 1625.
56. Erzb1stlmlllainz, Johann II. IRllohrter Goldgulden (um 1400).
57. Karl VI. von. FrBJlkre1ch, EOUl d'o (um·14oo). .
58. Chr1stian IV. von Dlinemarlt, IDuka. 1645. .
59. 51g1smund August von Polen, !Nott~ler 1564. .• . 1
60. Eroole I. von Ferrara-Modena~, Tertone (um 15?O).
61. MUnster, Notkl111pe 1660. AR" 29 f. ;1 Mm.

62. Franld'urt, Schautaler 1696. JAR, 51 Mm.

I
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75
50

10C
4C

35

30

70

5,

3
7
3

4
5

7

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

•
"

FUhrer-Museum,
C\o\''Z-U.k4'\.~' •

','
.';'.::'

. "

':'~i~:",~,':'".•.•. ,
, Hana B1nktol 'J'ooa~ ::' .

fr1.:~~'U:;au~ sammlWl& Hauser.. "(fdarll~'daS
. ... I

i
i

11.

1. Persien, Dareikos.
2.Mak~don1en, Philipp II. Goldsst~ter

3./4. "lIakedon1en, Alexander d.GGr.,GOldstater (2 Varianten)
I

5. a9m, He~o Aureus (JUpitter'CCu~tos)

6. 'R~m1sch-deutschesReich, GOlld~bschlag yom Dreikaiser
.. tal,'er zu 10 Dulcaten (Max I' r r farl V., Ferdinand-

Mathias) Prag o.J. (um 161211 " 40(
. I

7 ~ .~~,:t:~inand II., ~~;:a~~3~lag •d~S !l!alers zu 10 Dukaten " 35(

8. Ferdinand III., Go1dabschlagg es !l!a1ers zu 10 Dukaten
:(f~' nen 1656 " 351

9. ",~" Goldabsohlagg de.s !l!alers zu 6¥2 Du
katen, st. vvett (Klrnten):1638

10. Leppo1d I., Go1dabsohlag dess alers zu 10:Dukaten,
Nagybanya I .:. .

Goldabschlag vomm $albtaler zu.6 Dukaten,
Graz 1694 j

12~ F~anz I., Go1dabschlag vom DDukat~n zu 16 Dulcaten,
Antwerpen 1751 i

13. ~ia !l!heresia, Goldabsch1agg yom !l!aler zu 10 Dulcaten,
. ~.~~ Wien 1754 i . " 35

. 14. JOSIt II., Souverain d' or, WWi;n 1786 " lOC
15, Fr~z II., Vier-Dulcaten, wiean

i
'1806 " 15

"16. Fe~dinand I., Vier-Dukahn, . Wen 1843 " 1~

i.i.:;I"r.~ ~~Pl, Erzherzog Sigismund, G Idabsohlag vom Guldiner .
;'.\. '... ' :'.,; (7 Dulcaten) Hall 1486 "4(
!~.: '. :~.. :. ~:.: ir i

~~: !
;:!',.. !4edai1len.. I

18. M~1milian I., Goldabechlag , z~ 4 Dukaten yom Halb-
taler (Schausetl/-ck) 1518 " 3'

.19. Fe~d1naDd 1.- Max II. und Maar~a, Goldmedai11e 1563/77" 3'
20~ Erzherzog Mathias, Einnahme 'v6n Gran 1601/1595, Gold-

.: medail1. 'VQD M S ,
21. Josef I., Wahlspruohmedai1lel von Philipp Becker
22. Karl VI., Wahlspruchmedailles von Ph. Becker
2'~ Maria Theres1a, WahlSprUOhmeedj'i11e von G1ov. Toda
24.,.JQse~ II., Uedaille aut seinlle Geburt, 1741, von

D. Becker i
25;.Fe~d1nand I., WahlaprUchmeda1i~levon J.D.Boehm
26. F~anz Jose~ 11 und E11sabeth~, lVermahl~ 1854, Gold

medail1e von I Klnrad Lange
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" 25C

" 300

" 100.

" 20C
RM 11.e9!

11

27. Erzberzog Leopold und Claud1la von Tirol, VermSh-
. lungsmeda1l1e (511Dukaten) . RM 200.·

II
Erzb1stum Salzb~urg.

28. Leonhard von Keutscbacb, Gdjldabschlag zu 4 Du
katen vom V1e~tteltaler, in K11ppen-

. form 1513!! " 200.
29. Kaihlius Lang von ffellenburg" Doppe1dUkatenkl1ppe

auf den BUrge~~aufstand 1523
30. Wolf D1etr1ch von RaltenauA l Go1dabscblag vom

Turmscbautaler. 1594, zu 10 Dukaten " 400
31. Marcus S1ttlcus von HObene~,s, B11dnisechaumUnze 1615"150
32. Paris von Lodron, GOldabsc~~lag vom Domweih-Taler

zu 16 Dukaten~! 1628 " 500
33. Franz Anton von Huraoh, waihlspruobmeda1l1e von

. Ph. MUller 17111
34. Leopold von F1rm1an, Wahlsp~ruobmeda111e 1727 von

. Franz Matzenkqjpf
35. H1eronymus von Colloredo, M~edall1e auf selne

wahl 1772 voni~F. Matzenkopf
ii
II

. I!

Stadte.

36. NUrnberg, 6 Dukaten 1698 " 25,
37. Regensburg (Josef II.), 5 ri~~aten o.J. " 25
38. Hlldeshe1m, \Vappenverl~ihu~ durch Karl V. 1528 "8
39. Hamburg, B1smarok-Medal1le 2z.80.Geburtstng

(Georgstaller) " 2C

. RM 12.0:



· OER GE!'IERALKULTURREFERENT
DII

GAUL!IT!R5 YOM Nl!D!RSCHLESIEN

/lerrn

D1rektor Dr. P 0 sse
Staatl1che GemKldegaler1~

D res den
=11••::;1:••••==:11
Zwinger.

IRULAU 2.... 26.September 1942...........
......rvI a......Hr. nl~'

Dr.!'u.-M./Go.

Sehr verehrter Herr D1rektorl

Unter Bezugnahme au! me1nen Besuch am Montag, den 21.9.

~ixiere feh· WtlnBohcemiss kurz nooh e1nmal schriftlich die drei von

mir besproohenen Punktel

1.) Siohergestellte Kunetwerke im Generalgouver-
~

In d1eser tngelegenheit haben schon versohiedentlich Ver-

handlungen sowohl zwischen Gauleiter Hanke und dem OberbUr~ermei

,ter der Stadt Breelau e1nerse1tsund dem Reichem1n1eter Dr. Lammerl

and&reree1ts etattgefunden. Dae damalige Ergebnis war, daeo 'unter

den nioht in der PUhrerauswahl befindlichen Kunstschijtzen eine Rei,

he von lferken sich befinden, die Ztlm 'reil scblee1schen Ureprungs

sind, sum Te11 in unm1ttelbsrer Bez1ehung zu Schleeien wad seiner

Gesohiohte stehen., 14useUlllsdirektor Dr.Barthel in Breslau hatte sei

nerzeit eine Au!stellung e1ngereioht, die s1ch auch be1 den dort1~

gen Akten befindet, aus der hervorgeht, welche ~erke fUr uns beson-

, deres Interesse haben. An s1ch Bollen die gesamten sichereestellten

Kunstsohitze ausserhalb der FUhrerauswahl nach Krieesende naoh dem

Wunsch des FUhrers der Stadt K8n1geberg zugew1esen werde~, doch 1st

es denkbar, dass Uber dBS e1ne oder andere StUok noch anderweitig

vertUgt werden k8nnte. Zweok me1ner Voreprache war der, BU w1ssen,

dass be1 einer evtl. frUheren und anderwe1t1gen Atlfte11wng der in
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Frage kommenden XPnstwerke aer Gau Niedersehlesien bezw. die

Gauhauptstadt Breslau auf Grundl. 1hrer bereelltigten Interess'en

bevorzugt berUeksiehtigt werdem.

2.) Sammlung Manheimer.

HierfUr gilt im a11gemeinen das gleiehe w1e zu

Punkt 1 mit dem Untersohied, dass naeh dem derze1tigen Stand

der Dinge die Aufteilung und Z~weisung der Sammlung ausserhalb

'der ruhrerauswahl' an die Stadt Linz erfolgen sollen. Aueh hier

bitte lOh im Auftrage des Gauleiters zu gegebener Zeit um bevor

zugte BerUoksiehtigunff unserer niedersehlesisohen Interessen•.
,.) Sehlaekenwerther Handeehrift.

Mit dieeer Sohlaekenwerthe~Hedwigsiegende hst es

folgende Bewandnisl

Die lateinisehe Legende, umfasst die Vita maio~, die

jita minor und die Genealog1a. 5ie 1st i.J.l}OO gesehrieben.

Die Legends maior und minor liess Ludwig I., 1352

1396 Herzog von Sohlesien und ~iegnitz, i.J.1353 foris oi~itatem

Lubyn, im SUdosten von LUben im ,Sohles., wo er 1349 eine der Hed

wig geweihte Burgkapelle erbau~ hatte, absehreiben. 'Der Schreiber

nennt sioh Nioolaus p%:uzie (auis Preussen) •. Er w1rd auoh der SOlullp

fer der Illustrationen ( 1 gan:zse:t1ge und 60 halbseitige) seiru,

die sioh auf die Tatarensohlaelht und das Leben Hedwigs beziehen.

Sie sind zart entworfen, die Ilnnenfll1c.hen leioht ausgetusoht, dler

Gesiohtsaulldruok der wenig li:ra:ftvollen Gestalten ist ohne ilbweehs

lung, die Perspektive feh1erh~t. Trotzdem sind diese Miniaturen

hllohst wertvoll, nioht a1s Kun:stwerke, aber fUr die XulturGeselll1oll

tee Die Hs.enthlilt Bl.202 von ,ehas Jl.lneerer Hand dne Zusammeru

fassung der Legende in Brieffo:rm mit de~ Sohlussohrift von unge

tibter Handl Hano epistolam oomlpilavit dominus Nyeolaus de Posemaw

(. Nicol.Henrie1) prothonotari',us Reverendi in ChrlElto patris dCllmini
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Preozlay Wratil1awie Episoopi e1t transmisit eam Domino duci Ludw'10c

Bregensi. Diele Hs. vermaohte dter Herzo~ zunll.chst im Testamente Val

1'360 den Li~3!1itzer Predigermontchen, aber 1'369 beetillltnte er sie del

neu von ibm ge~lindeten XOllegLatltift at .Hedwig zu Brieg. Ale dUe·

see 15'34 aufge1ijst wurde, kam slie 1569 an die Bib1iothek dee Br~e

ger Gymnadums. Daraus ent1ehnt~e sie am 12.Januar 1630 'Herzog Jmha:

Christian, der sie an den BiszUImSve~a1ter Breuner in Neisse sclhen

teo Aus'dessen Besitz kam sie BIn den Kais.Rat 'ranz Gottfr.von ~ro

um die Kitte des 17.Jhs. in deIn Belitz der Prinzessin Maria Benjign

Gattin des Flldherrn Oktavio P11.co01omini, die sit den Piaristen in

Soh1acken"erth tiberwies. Hit der Aufhebung des nosters ging dile

Handsohr1ft mit der gesamten B11.b1iothek in den 70er Jahren des ;19.

Jhs. an die dortige StadtgemeiInde tiber, die 1911 sll.mtliche BUchEer

·fUr 1'30 000 Kronen an das 'Ritner Antiquariat Gllhofer und Roneclhbu

verkaufte. Am 25.Jonuar 1911 teilte dieses Antiquariat der Bres;lau

Kgl. und Universitll.tsbibliotheWt mit, dase die Handschrift von R~udc

Ritter von Gutmann, Grossgrundlbesitzer, Wiln I, Fichtegasee 10 ler

"orben worden se1. Die.slr will 100 000 Kronen bezahlt haben; inl Wj

lichkeit sollen IS nur 60 000 BKronen geweeen sein.

Da die Glfahr bestandl, 'dass der Jude Gutmann die Hand,

sohrift ins Ausland versohaohe~ k8nne, wurde BiB im Jahre 19381 bE

schlagnahmt und in der Wiener ~ationalbibliotheksichergestellt;. ~

hande1t sich bei dieser Handsothrift nicht um besohlagnahmtes Kuxne1

gut aus teindlichem Besitz, sOIndern vielmehr um ein sichergesteill·

tes \'Jerk ailS jt1dischem Besitz. Sdt 19'38 "aren BemUhungen im Gamg,

'die ttbergabe der Handschritt am dis Breslauer Staats- und Univelrs:

tll.tsbibliothek zu erreichen. DJie BemUhungen waren bisher ohne E~r

tolg, da anscheinend die Besitlzverhll.ltnisse reohtlich noch nichlt ~

kllii't lind. Meinen Intormationlen nach sollen z. Zt. nooh tiber dUes.



Heil Hitler I
Ihrsehr ergebener
~
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!rage Verhandlungen zw1schen dema Re1chew1rtsohaftsm1n1ster1um

and dem Re1ohsfinanzminister1um schweben. Dass der Gau Nieder

sohleeien sioh um d1e RUckkehr di1eser Handsohr1ft in se1nen Gau

und zwar in den Bestand der Staeats- und U~1vers1t~tQb1bliothek

in Breslau bemUht 1st durchaus bbegrUndet, denn d1ese Handsohrift;

ge~art nicht naoh ~ien sondem Enaoh Sohleeien. Sie 1st in Sohle-·

sien geeohrieben, Auftraggeber ~d ~esitzer war ein schlesisoher'

PUrst~ Sie Mente der Verherrlicohung dieses Heuses und war 300

Jahre in sohleaischem Besitz. DEer Inhalt iet einde~tig sohlesisclh

~d der·gesamte ge~etige Gehalt der Handsohrift tragt reiij eohlei

eieohes Gepr~ge. Meine vor einiEgen WQohe~ erfolgte PUhlungnanme

mit den mBssgebendenW1ener SteJllen hat erfreulioherweise gezeig~t,

dass man in Wien fUr unseren Wuxneoh 4ie Handeohrift nach ~ohles1Len

zurUokzubekommen volles Verstlintdnis hat und man der ErfUllung diLesel

Wunsohes von Wien her .keinerlei. Sohwier1gke1ten 1n den W~g legenl

.ird. 'iiir wliren bere1t, ·d1e Hanc.dsohr1ft k~ufl1ch zu e1"llerben, willr

den es aber.auch ganz besoDdersl begrUssen, ~enn siQh eine Mogi1c:h

keit ergebeD konnte, nach Regel~ung der Aueeinandersetzun& zw1sohlen

den beiden ~isterie~ aus der JBesohlagnahme heraue die Handschr~ift

zugewiesen zu bekommeD. Zur Einlstellung Wi~ne dart vielleicht no)oh

gesagt wer<!en, dus 'Nien um so :leiohter unserem "lfW\sche entgegem

kommen ~ann, als es ja berei~s laus dem Rothschild'schen Besitz el1ne

Reihe wertvoller Handsohr1ften lerhalten hat. Im Auftrags des GaUllei

t~rs·bitt. ioh dsher diese Frag~e, deren Losung unabhingig von ~1eg

snde 1st, die lediglich abhilngt; von dem Ausgang der Verhandlunge!n

zwiaohen den beid~n M1n1ster1enl,in dem vorgetragenen Sinne weitsge

hendst zu unteretutzen.

Indem 1ch.~ Ihnen.s,ehr verehrter Herr D1rektor fUr ddie

Gswlihrung der Unterredung nooh .ei,nmal Dank sage verbJ:e1be 1ch m11t

besten GrUssen und


